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To James Wilson,
the founder and the first editor of The Economist

A world economy would also be possible with
such distant perspectives that all its individual
demands might seem unjust and arbitrary at the
moment.
From Friedrich Nietzsche’s The Will
to Power, New York: Vintage Books,
1968, p. 490.
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PREFACE (September 23, 2017)
My letters to the editor of The Economist have been on my mind for
quite a while, but I have finally decided to stop procrastinating. There
are several reasons for putting all these letters under one roof, as it
were, but the main one is my wish to see the letters written over nearly
three decades next to each other. In the original, all the pieces of
writing included in this selection have these words following the title:
“A Letter to The Economist.” Here, these words have been omitted.
The mighty newspaper appears in many other pieces of writing in my
Residua, but this selection focuses on the letters only.
In my mind, letters to editors are a worthy literary genre. I have
written such letters to many other newspapers, but The Economist
takes the lead. It is by far the best newspaper in the world. Besides, it
excels in English, my elective tongue. This explains my long-term
effort to match the mighty newspaper with my letters. Over the years,
I enjoyed writing them no end. Whenever they would appear in print,
which they did often enough, my joy would be no less than doubled.
I would like to add that I quite enjoy expressing my opinion. Actually,
I relish it. And this selection shows beyond any doubt that there is
hardly any subject that does not entice me to express it. In retrospect, I
am opinionated to the hilt. Which suits me fine, I must admit. Letters
to editors are a wonderful genre when it comes to facing the world at
large. And with gusto. Luckily, The Economist covers the whole lot.
It eschews nothing at all. And this may well be the key reason why I
have stuck with it for so many years, albeit no longer. No other
newspaper would venture as far and wide with consummate courage.
To wit, it is a good match for my own brazen proclivities. Enjoy!
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ON ECONOMIC PLANNING (December 5, 1994)
Your argument for radical versus gradualist approaches to reform in
ex-communist countries (“After Communism,” December 3, 1994) is
unnecessarily involved. The case for a radical approach is simple: how
can we expect that planning would work better in dismantling an
economic system than in running it? Put differently, all gradualist
approaches to reform of economic planning paradoxically put too
much faith in human ability to plan.
Addendum (November 12, 2016)
This was the very first letter I ever sent to the mighty newspaper. And
it is one of the best ones, I dare say. For some strange reason, though,
it never appeared in print. In retrospect, the elegance of the argument
must have surprised the editor and his mates. As a student of socialist
planning, I knew very well what I was talking about. And they had no
idea what they were talking about, it goes without saying. Returning
to the human ability to plan, it is no less than pitiful. Which is why all
conspiracy theories on offer are laughable at best.
IN DEFENSE OF SLOBODAN MILOŠEVIĆ (May 27, 1995)
The “rug trader” epithet for Slobodan Milošević (“To Go or to Stay?”
May 27, 1995) is inappropriate on two counts. First, rug traders are
not characteristic of Belgrade. Belgrade is not Kabul. Second, it
exaggerates the distance between the supposedly civilized “us” and the
barbarous “them” in Serbia. Just remember what happened fifty years
ago in the civilized west! Mind you, I do not give a flying hoot about
Milošević himself. I am simply surprised by your parochialism.
IN DEFENSE OF MARCO POLO (November 21, 1995)
In your review of Frances Wood’s Did Marco Polo Go to China
(“Chinese Puzzle,” November 11, 1995) you commit the same logical
fallacy she commits in the book (which I have read in the meanwhile).
In particular, she is puzzled by the fact that he fails to mention tea, the
Great Wall, and bound feet—which stunned many others who are
known to have been there. This is taken as evidence that he had
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reported second-hand information about China. Assume this is true.
But how can you explain the omission of tea, the Great Wall, and
bound feet that he must have heard about from someone who had
actually been stunned by them? In fact, Marco Polo’s silence about
these things only buttresses the counter argument. For reasons of his
own, he was not interested in things noticed by so many others.
Addendum (December 13, 1995)
Tony Thomas, Editor of Arts and Books, responded somewhat tersely:
Yes, but if Marco Polo’s informant was Chinese (or
very familiar with China) he might not have found these
things odd. Likewise, if Marco had gone to China, he
would have.
My rejoinder, sent out earlier this morning, was a bit more thorough:
Thank you for your note of December 4. I am not
satisfied with your argument, though. Let me analyze
in turn the two issues you raise.
You argue that Marco Polo’s informant could have been
Chinese, or very familiar with China, which would
explain the absence of things familiar to him/her. In the
context of Frances Wood's book, this is implausible on
two counts. First, she believes that Marco Polo “never
travelled much further than the family’s trading posts
on the Black Sea and in Constantinople” (Wood, 1995,
p. 150). So, you seem to be suggesting that this
Chinese or near-Chinese informant travelled to the
Black Sea or Constantinople. As you well know, there
is no evidence of such an “excursion.” It goes without
saying that a longer chain of transmission would most
likely result in distortions of the allegedly transmitted
story much more serious than those attributable to
memory and cultural proclivities of Marco Polo and
Rusticello of Pisa, the “ghost writer.”
Second, the Chinese or near-Chinese informant would
quickly learn on his/her way west that the Great Wall,
for instance, was rather special, and would most likely
boast of it—the more so the farther he/she got on the
way to Constantinople. I think the same argument
applies to tea-drinking, but I am not entirely sure about
feet-binding.
Perhaps the absence of bound-feet
suggests that your source was more likely to be a “he”
than a “she”?
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By the way, Wood (1995, p. 149, emphasis added,
R.B.) also writes of Marco Polo’s “father and uncle’s
plausible excursion to Karakorum.” You must admit
they would be more likely sources for Marco Polo’s
story than some unspecified Chinese excursion as far as
Constantinople. Frances Wood remembers the Polo
brothers somewhat belatedly in her concluding chapter
because of her undue emphasis on Marco Polo’s
personal veracity.
You also argue that Marco Polo would not have missed
the above wonders, had he witnessed them. A serious
investigation into Marco Polo’s story would need to go
much more deeply into Venetian and/or Mediterranean
mores of the time, not only the Chinese side of things.
(Along the same lines, the only way to understand early
Spanish accounts of Mesoamerica is to investigate the
Spanish culture of the period.) Marco Polo’s account
remains a problem for a Silk Root specialist, for
example, not a Sinologist.
I ended my missive with a flourish: “I believe the ball is in your court
once again!”
IN DEFENSE OF INTERNET CHATTER (May 11, 1996)
When one remembers the profusion of correspondence in Lady
Murasaki’s Tale of Genji, depicting imperial-court life in the eleventhcentury Japan, or Proust's Remembrance, next door and (for the most
part) in the nineteenth century, your grumble on Internet
entanglements (“The E-mail of the Species,” May 11, 1996) sounds
somewhat parochial with respect to both time and space. The well-todo have always corresponded at a feverish pitch. Technology has little
to do with it. In the last analysis, the ultimate correspondencedepressant is the correspondents' time budget. The rub is that leisure
time increases with wealth, and that the time dedicated to
correspondence will continue growing with economic growth. But
your grumble also shows lack of vision. In time, the best newspapers
and periodicals will have correspondents, not mere readers. Your
problem is rather the opposite than the one you pose in your leader—
not how to stop idle chatter, but how to promote mutually rewarding
correspondence. Of course, your real problem is how to charge your
customers for the pleasure!
Let me add a few words on a personal note. In my recent
correspondence on Marco Polo with Mr. Tony Thomas, your Arts &
Books Editor, I had a feeling he was most anxious to find a closure, to
get rid of me, although my arguments were not exactly idle and silly.
Chances are I know more about Marco Polo’s Venice than many a
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recognized China scholar. The trick should have been to turn our
correspondence to some productive use—by, say, connecting me with
Frances Wood, the author of the book on Marco Polo reviewed in your
pages. All Mr. Thomas had to say after I sent him my thoughts about
problems with Wood’s book was something like: “Oh, we cannot go
on bickering about this for ever. Let’s declare defeat!” Indeed, this
was very much like your endorsement of Mr. Bennett’s dismissal of
his daughter in Pride and Prejudice: “You have delighted us long
enough.” Witty, but deadly.
Addendum (May 18, 1996)
Having been accustomed to nearly total disregard by The Economist’s
editor, to whom I have been sending several letters a year, I expected
only a note of acknowledgment from the mighty weekly. I was wrong,
though. This is what I received in this morning’s post from Mr. John
Grimond, The Economist’s Foreign Editor:
I agree that you need time to correspond, but am less
sure that leisure is any longer related to wealth. On the
contrary, the days of the idle rich are largely past.
Nowadays the rich tend to be those who rise early and
work hard till late at night. It is the poor who are
unemployed and have time on their hands.
His generous albeit inane concession notwithstanding, Mr. Grimond is
apparently not aware that those he calls rich often have families with
much time on their hands. I will let him be, though. The reason for
recording this rejoinder is that I am rather puzzled by the fact that I
have been graced by the Foreign Editor’s response. Is that because my
name sounds a bit foreign, or because I refer to Lady Murasaki, Marcel
Proust, and Marco Polo, all of whom were also foreign?
OPIATE OF THE MASSES (March 12, 1998)
By comparison with your reports several years ago, you have made a
palpable progress in your reporting on the plight of the indigenous
peoples of Chiapas and elsewhere in Mexico (“The Right Not to be
Hispanic,” March 7, 1998). Minus the very last sentence, that is,
where you quip that the Maya of Chiapas “channel their frustrations
into [...] bizarre religious rites that so charm the tourists.” That is plain
nonsense. Besides their language, these rites are among the very few
connections the Maya still have with their ancestors. As the Catholic
Church is losing its grip on the religious practices in the region, the
hitherto forbidden and thus hidden rituals are coming into plain view.
Your reporter must have received a sermon or two about the old
“opiate of the masses” from the Zapatist leader of Marxian persuasion,
Subcomandante Marcos.
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ART AS PRODUCT (May 24, 1998)
Your article on branding in contemporary art (“Art as Product,” May
23, 1998) is not only perceptive, but it may contribute to the growing
affinity between art and advertising. The brand you propose for
Tracey Emin, Damien Hirst, Sarah Lucas, and Jake and Dinos
Chapman—that is, the Young British Artists, or YBAs—whose work
has been shown in Charles Saatchi’s “Sensation” show at the Royal
Academy last year, is right on the mark. They certainly deserve a
collective brand. Besides, in a few short years we will easily recognize
them as OBAs.
ON THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (December 17, 1998)
One of the possible reasons why British television does not sell abroad
in spite of the growing dominance of the English language (“Britain’s
media giants,” December 12, 1998), is that few Britons speak what
others perceive as English. American English is today’s international
standard, while many British now relish their local accents,
understandable to but a few. This is reflected by many shows on
British television. Abroad, the British are often thought to be
Hungarians or Latvians with a commendable grasp of English.
Addendum (January 8, 1999)
Well, this letter will appear in tomorrow’s edition of The Economist.
This is the first letter of mine they have decided to print. After nearly
a decade of trying, I must admit that I feel gratified.
TO BE OR NOT TO BE (December 26, 1998)
It was a real joy reading your piece on the Voluntary Human
Extinction Movement, initiated by Les U. Knight of Portland, Oregon
(“Sui genocide,” December 19, 1998). Indeed, I can imagine the
poetry, the music of those last few human generations. I can see the
nobility of the endeavor. And I can appreciate the moment when, at
last, the lights will go out, and the sand will cover our name. The
world will begin anew... Beautiful. Reminiscent of endings in One
Thousand Nights and One Night. And yet, the world will begin anew
no matter what we do. Even after a nuclear holocaust the world will
begin anew. Even if only the toughest of bacteria are left behind, the
world will begin anew. Marvels of evolution will follow, although not
necessarily along the path we know. In short, voluntary human
extinction cannot meaningfully be undertaken for the sake of the world
minus the human species. Life itself is a marvel rather than individual
species, including our own. If voluntary extinction makes any sense, it
does so as a testimony to the ultimate futility of evolution leading up to
intelligence.
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Addendum (January 3, 2001)
There is one detail about the founder of the Voluntary Human
Extinction Movement that delights me anew every time he surfaces in
my mind: his felicitous initial is his own invention. I am not sure
whether his name previously had none or a different one, but I
remember reading in The Economist that he had officially changed his
name to incorporate the current initial. A walking slogan, he.
OF MICE AND MEN (May 9, 1999)
I was surprised to come to the end of your piece on experimental
economics (“News from the Lab,” May 8, 1999) having found nothing
about experiments with lab animals. My surprise stems not only from
the accompanying drawing showing mice taking a test, but also from
the fact that considerable research has already gone into economizing
among lab mice. Your conclusion that “economics is not and never
can be a proper science” because experiments presuppose “natural
laws or universal constants” strikes me as premature. Perhaps
economics can reach this lofty status if it drops the contention that it
concerns economizing among humans.
PANSPERMIA (January 21, 2000)
Tomorrow’s issue of The Economist surmises from the fresh evidence
of panspermia—a century-old idea that life hitches rides from one
place to another on meteorites, rather than springing independently on
each planet that harbors it—that the seemingly universal twoleggedness of aliens in science fiction movies now seems a tad more
convincing. What is even more fascinating, albeit less amusing, about
panspermia is that it makes even more convincing the universal
deviousness of most, if not all, aliens in science fiction movies.
Addendum (December 24, 2000)
Tonight I watched The Independence Day on television. God only
knows what got into me to watch it this time. The first time I had a
chance to see it was on an intercontinental flight, but I decided to sleep
instead. The only interesting idea I have extracted from the movie is
that of nomadic aliens, who kill off the inhabitants of a planet to their
taste, use up all the resources they find there, and then depart in search
of fresh pastures. Although the idea of panspermia is somewhat less
spectacular—involving no technology whatsoever to cross the vastness
of space, and involving a few strings of primitive DNA rather than
nasty aliens—the ultimate result is not very different. Once life is
seeded, evolution will sooner or later bring the unfortunate planet to
naught, most likely by means of intelligent life forms like us. That is,
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no-one will be left to celebrate the Independence Day once our job is
done. In the meantime, life will have been seeded elsewhere.
HOXTON SQUARE (March 5, 2000)
It is difficult to read your piece about the rebirth of Hoxton
(“Clustering in Hackney,” March 4, 2000) without thinking about
Joshua Compston, the champion of art, fashion, entertainment, and real
estate in the area. In fact, he invented Hoxton. He repeatedly lit up the
squalid square with dazzling art events. Brash and rash, he committed
suicide in his mid-twenties exactly four years ago because things were
not moving fast enough for his petulant taste. Jay Jopling and Prince
Charles, among others who are now flocking to Hoxton, owe much to
old Joshua. It is therefore a pity you did not even mention his name.
A STRONG WHIFF (May 12, 2000)
I very much agree with you that there is “a strong whiff of cultural
nationalism in the way the Tate Modern is being written about in
Britain” (“For Art’s Sake,” May 13, 2000), but I would not go so far as
to suspect jingoism in the Tate’s challenge of the “canonical approach”
of the Museum of Modern Art in New York and other museums of
contemporary art across the globe. The Tate’s challenge is genuine
and very much needed in view of the fractured and fractious art
history. It remains to be seen whether the Tate’s themes—the body,
landscape, still life, etc.—will survive scrutiny, but the canonical
approach certainly deserves a challenge. And the Tate will make
history by that challenge alone.
WRONG KEY AT THE ECONOMIST (June 16, 2000)
As I wrote to you in response to an earlier article about Tate Modern
(“For Art’s Sake,” May 13, 2000), “it remains to be seen whether the
Tate’s themes—the body, landscape, still life, etc.—will survive
scrutiny, but the canonical approach certainly deserves a challenge.” I
also prophesied that “the Tate will make history by that challenge
alone.” In tomorrow’s issue you return to this topic (“Wrong Key at
the Tate,” June 17, 2000), this time fortified by quotes from a couple
of worthies from the British art world. David Sylvester writes in the
London Review of Books that chronology is inherent in every piece of
art rather than a fabrication of art history, whereas Waldemar
Januszczak writes in the Sunday Times that the Tate’s hanging policy
shrinks from saying anything definite about its collection. However, if
chronology is so intrinsic, why does it have to be paraded? If the
themes are so indefinite, why such a passionate furore? The problem
is apparently elsewhere. Time-honored professional competencies are
at stake here. I wonder whether the artists themselves would be as
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sanguine as the art historians and art critics about the canonical
approach of yesteryear. Minus those artists who specialize in poking
fun at the whole spectacle, of course.
DEEPEST DREAMS (October 27, 2000)
I very much agree with your reader, Deborah Thompson, who argues
in the Letters to the Editor (October 28), that only a man could have
written your review of Sylvia Plath’s journals (“Writing for Their
Lives,” October 7). Indeed, the suggestion that a man can knock sense
into a woman is a dead giveaway, as is the enticement to read the
journals: “… to read the deepest dreams and impulses of Sylvia Plath
is to fall in love all over again…” To tell the truth, I decided to buy
the book then and there, and I am now enjoying it no end. I am quite
happy that a man has reviewed the book for other men, like myself, as
Ms. Thompson argues. Thus my humble proposal: why not publish
two editions of your newspaper—one for men and another for women?
UNCOOL BRITANNIA (October 28, 2000)
The Turner Prize figures prominently in your argument that the
government has gone cold on Cool Britannia although Britain’s artists
and designers are still making a hot contribution to the economy
(“Designer Economy,” October 28). Fair enough. The Turner Prize
has indeed become a central event in the British art scene. It is also
true that the prize—as well as the Tate and its director, Nick Serota—
behind it, now attract not only controversy but also derision.
Moreover, it does make sense to speak of the Stuckists as a part of the
backlash against Cool Britannia. However, it makes no sense
whatsoever to tacitly conflate the Stuckists—whom you describe as
“self-appointed traditional painters,” whatever that is supposed to
mean—and the government’s emerging coldness. In fact, the Stuckists
are against the hype because they—or at least their vocal co-founders,
Billy Childish and Charles Thomson—believe that art is not about
entertainment and fashion and style behind your designer economy.
They believe that art is about our higher needs, as it were, whence their
derision of the Turner Prize, which appears to eschew such needs in
favor of an increasingly vapid and Uncool Britannia.
A CONSTITUTION FOR EUROPE (October 29, 2000)
At the risk of appearing to be gushing, I enthusiastically applaud your
draft of the European Constitution, as well as your motives for drafting
it. Indeed, the world would be a much worse place without your
newspaper, which bravely ventures beyond intelligent commentary. I
sincerely hope that your draft will attract considerable attention, and
that it will therefore facilitate the emergence of the real thing.
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Turning to the particulars of your draft, I would offer one small but
important change to Article 2, which concerns the official languages of
the European Union: I would add Spanish to English, French, and
German. As a university professor concerned with education via the
Internet, I am very much aware of the importance of language in the
commerce of educational services, as well as other services, covered in
your Article 13.
Spanish is not only a major European language, but also a major
language on global scale. The commerce in educational services, both
residential and remote, would greatly benefit from the Union's
coverage of translation costs for the Spanish language, as well. I am
convinced that this amendment would significantly affect many other
services within and without the Union.
LOOKING AT ABSOLUTES (January 6, 2001)
Sorry to sound a bit cranky, but I really am annoyed by John Golding
and your article about him (“Looking at Absolutes,” January 6, 2001).
To set the scene, I must say that I share his fascination with the
pioneers of abstraction in Modern Art: Mondrian, Malevich, and
Kandinsky. Together with him, I believe in abstraction’s imminent
comeback. Perhaps more important, I agree with him that one does not
need to choose between abstraction and figuration, for both are
fundamental. But this is where we part company. I despise his
consolidators of abstraction: Pollock, Newman, Still, and Rothko.
Most of them are CIA’s inventions. I cringe at Golding’s notion that
abstraction is ultimately about sublimated figuration. “The body,” you
quote him, “is always there in my work.” The reason why abstraction
will come back, as well as why one does not need to choose between it
and figuration is that both are fundamental. Not to the eye, but the
human brain. As witnessed by cave paintings made thirty-thousand
years ago, the two have been with us from the very beginning. In fact,
the best of Mondrian’s oeuvre can be found on cave walls. Looking at
absolutes, indeed. Having talked and written about this for years, it is
not surprising I am a bit cranky when it comes to absolutes.
ON THE SIZE OF FAKE PENISES (February 4, 2001)
Your review of Katarzyna Kozyra’s work (“Bathhouse Babe,”
February 3, 2001) blissfully eschews a critical appraisal of her work,
but it is at least funny. The story about her filming unobserved in a
Budapest men’s bathhouse is a fitting conclusion to the article. As her
fake penis turned out rather too large for her petite frame, she attracted
amorous advances from the men, but she remained undiscovered. This
pretty much sums up her career to date. Her occasional surprises
notwithstanding, she remains but another artist with little but shock to
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peddle, and she attracts tender attentions of shock-seekers forever in
search for one that is larger. This is how she stays ahead of the game,
as well as ahead of critical appraisal. Is it not high time to call her
bluff and yank off her props large and small, including ornamental
quotes from the likes of Michel Foucault?
ARTIST AS A BRAND (February 10, 2001)
So far, you have discussed Damien Hirst and artists of his ilk in your
Books and Arts section, but today’s article about him, dealing with the
art market, is in your section dedicated to Britain (“Portrait of the
Artist as a Brand,” February 10, 2001). A good move, but you can do
even better if you place future articles about Hirst in your Business
section. All the remaining confusions in your treatment of his art will
vanish as if by miracle.
WORD AS IMAGE (March 3, 2001)
I was drawn at once by the title of your review of a new edition of
William Carlos Williams’ collected poems (“Word as Image,” March
3, 2001), but I was soon disappointed by your failure to take a step
beyond the review of this American poet’s vivid word. This is a pity,
for you stopped short of the inevitable conclusion about the
relationship between word and image. Contrary to the popular adage,
a single word is worth a thousand images. As witnessed by Homer and
Rumi, as well as Dante and Milton, among so many others, poets are
the painters and sculptors whose work suffers least harm from man and
nature alike. Iconoclasts, eat your hearts out. Gods, too.
POWERFUL INTERESTS (March 30, 2001)
In my tongue-in-cheek survey of the greatest artists of the Twentieth
Century, conducted last year among my friends and acquaintances,
many of whom are prominent in London's art world, only one out of
twenty-four respondents put Giacometti on their list. Yet, you claim
that he is “without question” one of the greatest sculptors of the last
century (Books and Arts, March 31, 2001). Although the very
question of who should be counted among the greatest artists of a
century is questionable on many grounds, Giacometti’s near absence
from my survey is perhaps more interesting than is the presence of so
many others. By the way, my respondents included fourteen artists,
three curators or gallerists and architects each, and two critics and
others each. In my own view, Giacometti is a second-rate artist now
promoted by powerful interests. The fact that he is regularly listed
among the thirteen leading lights in Tate Modern’s collection, which is
widely considered to be rather humble, is indicative of such interests.
All the current and upcoming exhibitions of his work—Centre
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Pompidou in Paris, Zurich’s Kunsthaus, and New York’s Museum of
Modern Art—are thus suspect even if they are marking his centenary.
I am therefore surprised by your cavalier endorsement of Giacometti.
THE DYING ANIMAL (June 11, 2001)
Your review of Philip Roth’s last book, The Dying Animal (“Ageing
Disgracefully,” June 9, 2001), suffers from a covert, and most likely
unconscious, shift of focus from the book itself to the main character,
an ageing Don Juan who is judged to be both “insufferable” and a
“crashing bore” mainly because his libido is deemed inappropriate for
a man pushing seventy, and then back to the book, which is promptly
dismissed. The main question here is not whether Roth’s protagonist
is worthy, but whether he is true. I would not be surprised if your
reviewer would find Don Juan, Casanova, and even Genji to be
crashing bores, as well, rather than characters who have a place in
literature because they have had a place in life. The Sixties certainly
provided a fertile environment for a species of Don Juan to hatch. The
question is why is a hyperactive lover of yesteryear so very unpalatable
today, to the point of trashing a book on account of its “insufferable”
protagonist? More important, the question is why your reviewer is not
even aware of the above question and its significance in this day and
age? Chances are this is what Roth’s book is really about.
IN PRAISE OF PRIVATIZED EDUCATION (July 16, 2001)
The UK’s public services are indeed reminiscent of the old Soviet Bloc
(“Socialism in One Country,” July 14, 2001), as I have long learned at
the University of Reading, a middling university representative of the
entire system. The solution is in the private sector, as you suggest,
rather than in greater public spending, which is already comparable to
the rest of the European Union. I have taught in the US for a decade
and a half, and in the UK for more than a decade, and I have concluded
that the only way around the staggering incompetence and waste in the
centrally run educational system in the UK is wholesale privatization.
The Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE), which
brought us such bureaucratic wonders as the Research Assessment
Exercise (RAE) and the Teaching Quality Assessment (TQA), would
only squander additional resources. Both RAE and TQA cost much
more than they are worth. The first step in the right direction is
disbursing public funds directly to deserving students by means of
vouchers, rather than to the universities via HEFCE. For all its faults,
the market is still far superior to any bureaucracy, let alone an
incompetent one.
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SCENARIO PLANNING (October 16, 2001)
Your article about scenario planning, known to many as the “Shell
method” (“The Next Big Surprise,” October 13, 2001), offers little by
way of advice to business on the best approach to imagining the future.
Both inspired and gruesome visions of the future, and especially longterm future, are unlikely to come from drab management consultants
like Peter Schwartz, the popularizer of the Shell method who looms
large in your account of it. Instead, the visionaries with something
truly surprising, and often disturbing, to offer should be sought among
the artists: poets, writers, painters, sculptors, musicians, film-makers,
the lot. Why? Because these are the people who are already making
the world you are seeking to envision.
AN ADMAN’S CUNNING PLOY (December 8, 2001)
You point out, rightly, that most buyers of contemporary art in London
are foreign, including those who live in Britain (“No Sharks, Please,
We’re British,” December 8, 2001). But many of London’s artists are
foreign, as well. It is enough to consider the Turner Prize finalists to
see that many are not from these isles. If London is indeed “the
center” of contemporary art, as you claim in bold letters, this is so
primarily because it is tolerant of artists, no matter where they come
from. But this is hardly surprising in view of historical precedents.
New York was hardly about American art, either. Nor was Paris about
French art. Why should London be different? Remember, the very
notion of young British artists or YBAs is an adman’s cunning ploy.
DOWNSIZED (December 25, 2001)
Your Christmas special on the sorry state of men (“The Downsized
Male,” December 22, 2001) is entertaining. Congratulations. But it
barely scratches the surface of the gender story. You imply that men
came to be as they are nowadays only a century or two ago, as well as
that the current situation can be remedied within a generation. When
dealing with such questions, evolutionary psychologists now look into
our immediate ancestors, like the chimpanzees, let alone early humans.
This goes millions of years back. Among other things, they look into
chimpanzee hunting habits, such as the exchange of meat for sexual
favors. Sounds familiar? Most evolutionary psychologists would
agree that our brains, and thus minds, are much less flexible when it
comes to gender, and several other things that matter, than your
Christmas special suggests. Much of our behavior has been formed
over the last hundred-thousand years or so. Men and women have
different biological and social rôles. The present confusion is not
about men, but about our entire species. With men out of sorts,
women will not thrive, either. Besides, most of their hard-won jobs are
slightly better than slavery, as they will tell you themselves after the
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first few nights between the sheets. We have all been downsized,
really. Social, political, and economic norms will have to adjust to our
understanding of human biological endowment. Of course we can
change, but it may take us, well, millennia to get anywhere. It is plain
that churches, schools, museums, lunatic asylums, courts, and jails do
not work. In the meanwhile, we will need to better understand who we
really are and what our options for the future may be.
EMPHASIS ADDED (February 9, 2002)
Your special report about Slobodan Milošević’s trial (“Balkan War
Crimes,” February 9, 2002), which is about to begin in The Hague, is
on the mark. With one important exception. “Depending on your
viewpoint,” you write, “that will either be a token of the civilized
world’s determination to make a start, at least, on outlawing bullies
and sadists in high places, or a proof of the world’s double standards”
(emphasis added). I am quite sure the trial will be both the former and
the latter. The trouble is with your “either/or,” which should be
“both/and.” Milošević deserves what has befallen him, but so do many
others, and not only in the Balkans. Many of those others are protected
by the powers that lurk behind The Hague. Your task is to begin
writing a bit more plainly about those very powers. Hint: Think big!
CONCEPTUAL ART MISAPPROPRIATED (February 9, 2002)
You are right to poo-poo Ivan Massow (“Ivan Agonistes,” February 9,
2002), the just-ousted director of the Institute of Contemporary Art in
London. You are right to poo-poo Tracey Emin. You are right to poopoo Charles Saatchi and Nick Serota, too. But why poo-poo
conceptual art, when it has nothing whatsoever to do with the
“pretentious, self-indulgent, craftless tat,” to quote Massow, that is
contemporary British art? Conceptual art is about concepts, whereas
poor Tracey, to quote Massow again, “couldn’t think her way out of a
paper bag”? Neither could Damien Hirst, for that matter, nor anyone
else in the celebrated crowd of young British artists or YBAs, who
have nothing whatsoever to do with conceptual art. They are not only
craftless but also conceptless. Someone should tell each and every one
in this story: “It’s supposed to be about concepts, stoopid!”
ON THE TROUBLED YOUTHS (October 20, 2002)
Your piece about different ways of dealing with troubled youths in
Britain (“Getting Out More Often,” October 19, 2002) is to the point,
but it is lacking in imagination. I have a humble proposal that would
help unite town and country, too. Foxes are out, or so it seems, but
how about the youths kicked out of school? They would have nowhere
to go, anyhow. The license would fetch handsome income for the
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government, and it would be fun, as well. Even the dogs would have a
ball, I am sure. To top it off, troubled youths would vanish without a
trace in less than a decade.
OLD AND TIRED (November 11, 2002)
I was yawning as I ploughed through your tribute to François Truffaut,
who is purportedly rewarded with an afterlife in the film world (“Play
It Again, Guys,” November 9, 2002). As of late, film leaves me rather
cold, I must admit. But I perked up when I hit the last paragraph. The
last sentence, to be precise. “Of course,” you say, “art for art’s sake
has one modest advantage over its imposing rivals: it never gets old.”
Just like lofty spewings of this ilk, art for art's sake is born old and
tired. If there is any truth to your claim, it boils down to a tautology.
TENDER AGE (November 16, 2002)
Today’s leader of yours on the plight of higher education in Britain is
right on the money. The only solution to the quagmire is wholesale
privatization. Sooner or later, this will happen, for it must. In the
meanwhile, I have a word of advice for all those in the system who are
in position to follow it: early retirement. As a professor at a middling
university in England, I negotiated mine at the tender age of fifty-five.
BEHIND THE SCREEN (November 25, 2002)
To your credit, many a book I have read in recent years I have first
read about in your Books and Arts Section. But this does not apply to
the World Wide Web, where there are many fabulous sites worth your
readers' trouble. Take my own book, for example (www.residua.org).
Your reviewer would quickly learn that this is an ongoing project that
is not likely to vanish from the Web before the ink dries. More
important, your reviewer would soon discover that the writer is
breathing behind the screen. You eschew this medium at your peril,
for this is where the future has already been for quite some while.
ON FRAGILITY (February 8, 2003)
Your Books and Arts section carries a long story about the scholarship,
bureaucracy, and chicanery of assembling a show dominated by Titian
that will soon open in London and then go to Madrid (“Struggle for
Space,” February 8, 2003). The pieces to appear in the show come
from all over the world, but mainly from Italy, America, and
Russia. Much of the worry of the curators involved concerns the
fragility of the exhibits. Although more than half-a-million people are
expected to see the blockbuster, one cannot but wonder about the
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wisdom of the entire enterprise. Fragility is a serious issue,
indeed. Titian’s canvases are half-a-millennium old. The milling
throngs will not give a damn about individual works. The brushwork
will be lost on them. Cheap reproductions would do just fine, but a
book or a website would be of more lasting value. The few
connoisseurs could easily get the funds for a round-the-world ticket to
see everything on show, albeit piecemeal. So, why are such
extravaganzas on offer? To feed museums whose financial support
from governments is being withdrawn bit by bit. Is that a sufficient
reason to expose Titian, among others, to calamity?
BORN AGAIN (February 15, 2003)
As I write, millions around the world are marching against the war in
Iraq, but you persist in defending that born-again Christian (BAC) in
the White House, which you have been doing ever since he has been
elected. Since September 11, 2001, you have been particularly
vociferous. Today’s issue about the rift in the so-called west, in which
you defend him tooth and nail, is one example among many. I am
truly puzzled. Prey, tell me, has The Economist been seized by a
bunch of BACs? Or BAJs? Or, come to think of it, BAMs?
DÉJÀ VU: A LETTER TO THE ECONOMIST (March 9, 2003)
Your account in the Science and Technology Section of recent
developments in American military technology is quite impressive
(“Clipping the Enemy’s Wings,” March 8, 2003). Smart bombs,
battlefield Internet, drones, rocket interceptors, and integrated logistics
underpinning the entire effort boggle the mind. Great stuff. Such
advances in technology will surely make future wars very short
affairs. Or will they? One cannot shake off a feeling of déjà vu as one
reads your account. The two world wars were ushered with such
expectations. It is thus not surprising that about a quarter of a million
soldiers are now massing at Iraq's borders. The good generals have
learned a thing or two from all the previous enthusiasts of military
technology.
SALON DES REFUSÉS (April 12, 2003)
In today’s leader on the war in Iraq you refer to Chirac, Schröder, and
Putin as a salon des refusés. Presumably, Bush and Blair are of the
salon proper. Your wordsmith has forgotten that it was precisely des
refusés, like Manet and Cézanne, who had been vindicated by art
history, not the other way around. Your misappropriation of the art
metaphor serves you right!
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Addendum (April 27, 2003)
Upon return from Belgrade, where I spent two whole weeks, I
discovered that The Economist had published this letter. It can be
found in the current issue. The letter has been edited a bit, however.
The last sentence is missing altogether. Not to worry, though. The
war in Iraq is behind us, but the peace is still a long way off. The last
sentence stands as it is.
UNWILLING AND UNABLE (May 7, 2003)
The Escher spoof, Big Ben and all, on your cover (“Britain and the
Euro,” May 3, 2003) is paradoxical alright: all the men ascending and
descending the wonky stairs have nowhere to go. They are stranded on
top of their inaccessible tower. Perhaps this is precisely where Britain
will remain with respect to the euro: both unwilling and unable to join
the European club.
MARGLIN VERSUS FELDSTEIN (May 10, 2003)
You laude heterodox economists for their new attacks on neoclassical
economics (“Behaviorists at the Gate,” May 10, 2003). As an example
you cite Stephen Marglin’s undergraduate course at Harvard, which is
now offered as an alternative to Martin Feldstein’s standard course.
And yet, I took just such a course exactly thirty years ago. It was at
Harvard, too. And it was taught by Stephen Marglin, who had tenure
already, Sam Bowles, and Herb Gintis. Back then, undergraduates and
postgraduates mixed well together in this and similar courses. The
orthodoxy was as implausible then as it is now. The only difference I
can spy after so many years is that neoclassical economists themselves
are now beginning to give up. They are showing signs of real
exhaustion, while their attackers seem to be as chipper as ever. It took
thirty years, though.
ON MARKET POWER AND HIGHER EDUCATION
2003)

(May 12,

Let us accept your dictum on New Labor’s fundamental
misconception, “what citizen-consumers lack is not democracy or
community but market power” (“Consuming Passions,” May 10,
2003), and let us apply it to higher education, which has recently been
in the limelight due to some silly remarks by the minister in charge. If
students are consumers and universities producers of education, your
dictum spells privatization of universities. Give students vouchers and
let the market forces rip. Amen.
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NO LETTER TO THE ECONOMIST THIS WEEK (May 18, 2003)
It is only Sunday, but I have already tossed away the current issue of
The Economist. It officially comes out on Saturday, but I get it a day
early by post. I usually get rid of the old issue only when the new one
arrives. Anyhow, there was nothing in the current issue I could sink
my teeth into. Thus, there will be no letter to the editor this week. I
only wonder whether he would take my silent complaint as his success
or his failure.
CRADLE, GRAVE (May 23, 2003)
Your review of bestsellers about mountains and mountaineering
(“Writers with Altitude,” May 24, 2003) touches on many a sublime
dimension of this literary genre, but it misses one that is quite crucial:
height (and also depth, as witnessed by the likes of Cousteau) versus
breadth. They are substitutes of sorts. The spirit of adventure has been
stymied by all the geographic conquests of the last five-hundred years.
But just imagine the joys of outer space! All the metaphors of height
would quickly yield to those of distance and darkness, if only we were
so lucky as to elope from our cradle. And our grave, one cannot but
surmise from the lame space programs around the globe. Ours is a
species thwarted.
ON CELIBACY, AGAIN (June 21, 2003)
How far has the Catholic church in America yet to fall (“Holy
Rollers,” June 21, 2003)? It is plain to see that it will keep falling, and
not only in America. But there is a charitable way to stop the fall of
the Catholic church, as well as all the other churches that require
celibacy of their priests: they should be outlawed outright. The
monstrosity will fall prey to the law one way or another, sooner or
later. Why prolong its agony?
EVAPORATING (July 11, 2003)
Your leader on the American plan to set up military commissions for
the trials of terrorist suspects is right on the mark (“Unjust, Unwise,
UnAmerican,” July 12, 2003). As you argue, George Bush’s tack is
likely to be counter-productive, as well. But it will undoubtedly be
counter-productive in one area Bush neglects at his country’s peril: the
goodwill associated with its name. It is evaporating at a clip, and not
only in Europe. Badwill is around the corner.
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THEORY LITE (August 19, 2003)
Your leader contrasting American “war lite” and “empire lite” suffers
from a surfeit of conceptual props (“Show Me the Way Home,”
August 16, 2003). What Americans are experiencing today has been
standard fare for millennia: winning a war is far from ensuring peace.
This is especially true of difficult terrains. Both Iraq and Afghanistan
are famous for such terrains, as is much of Central Asia. A few
insurgents—typically called freedom fighters, rebels, guerrillas, or
partisans by one side of the conflict and terrorists by the other—can
make life unpleasant no matter how powerful the occupying forces.
Every soldier will tell you that. In short, you would be best advised to
go “theory lite” when considering American plight in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
GOING TO THE DOGS (September 1, 2003)
In your obituary to one of the last explorers (“Wilfred Thesiger,”
August 30, 2003), you seem to doubt his wisdom. “But,” you wrap up,
“a relic of the past and fugitive from the present, he was convinced the
world was going to the dogs.” Bearded, in Bedouin garb, rifle in hand,
he is convincing enough in the black-and-white portrait you published,
though. At least he knew what had been lost, and that knowledge
should give us pause. Too many witnesses from the past have believed
that the world has been going to the dogs for their wisdom to be
dismissed out of hand.
TO BREAK THE SPELL OF THE RENAISSANCE (September 24,
2003)
In your review of the exhibition of Andrew Lloyd Weber’s collection
at the Royal Academy of Art (“More Than Just a Pretty Face,”
September 20, 2003), you are somewhat dismissive of the PreRaphaelites’ aims, but you seem to appreciate the subsequent success
of their works. Without going into the value of their art, which I find
decadent and mawkish together with Roger Fry, I must say that their
aims strike me as formidable even today. Founded in the revolutionary
turmoil of 1848, the Pre-Raphaelites loathed the art of the Renaissance,
and especially that of Raphael, because it led art away from its spiritual
origins. At least at the onset, they aspired to the quiet work of
anonymous artists who preceded the Renaissance. Although the PreRaphaelites failed to break the spell of the Renaissance, and quite
miserably so in my view, the aim is still admirable. And ever more
pressing. What other path is left to contemporary art?
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WIELDERS OF MASS DECEPTION (October 6, 2003)
You have come a long way in your leader on Bush and Blair
(“Wielders of Mass Deception?” October 4, 2003), but you are still far
from coming clean on your own position on Afghanistan and Iraq. The
whole thing is a mess, and it threatens to spill far and wide. How
could a mighty newspaper like yours get it so wrong? And what is the
proper place of a newspaper, no matter how mighty, in world affairs?
Are you about analysis or about policy? More bluntly, are you
perchance among the wielders of mass deception? These are the
questions one would wish discussed in your own pages. And it is high
time, too.
CHINA IN SPACE (October 22, 2003)
You pile quite a number of words on the first Chinese in space
(“Congratulations, China,” “Great Leap Upward,” and “Ground
Control to Colonel Yang,” October 18, 2003), but you fail to find a
single nice word about the long-term objective of manned space
missions: colonization of the solar system and beyond. In the long run,
this is the only hope we have for survival. True, colonization of space
still sounds like a utopian project, mainly on economic grounds, but
China’s last launch offers yet another step in the right direction. With
some luck, so many space programs around the globe will ultimately
make this dream come true.
ALL IS FORGIVEN (November 17, 2003)
You ask: how can Afghanistan ditch opium and make an honest living?
(“It’s Hard Going Straight,” November 15, 2003). Simple: bring back
the Taliban, who had curbed opium growing and trading pretty well.
Or else consult them about the matter. Allegedly, a whole bunch of
them can be found in Guantanamo Bay.
ON BUSH-BASHING (November 25, 2003)
Your argument that Bush-bashing in the States, as well as around the
world, may help him in the upcoming presidential elections is myopic
in the extreme (“The Politics of Rage,” November 22, 2003).
Historical parallels of such paradoxes notwithstanding, the growing
wave of emotion goes well beyond elections. To wit, Americans are
now washing their hands of their crusading president, which is a
precondition for recapturing the world’s goodwill toward the States.
No matter what happens in the elections, therefore, Bush-bashing will
grow until he is ousted from his post. That is the only way for
Americans to return to the fold.
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EUROPEAN INTEGRATION BEYOND 2004 (November 26, 2003)
Carefully balanced as it is, your survey of next year’s enlargement of
the European Union is cautiously optimistic (“When East Meets
West,” November 22, 2003). However, you are considerably less
optimistic about European integration that lies further ahead, most
notably in the Balkans. This is where your focus on countries rather
than regions—that is, politics rather than economics and culture—is
maybe to blame. Parts of countries often form larger regions of great
importance. Historical ties are often behind such clusters. Rich
economic and cultural links between Hungary, Transylvania in
Rumania, Vojvodina in Serbia, and Slavonia in Croatia offer one
example of regional integration to watch; links between Slovenia,
Carinthia in Austria, Friuli-Venezia-Giulia in Italy, and Istria in
Croatia offer another. There are many others, of course, but these
examples are of special interest in the medium term—say, five to ten
years. This is where it is reasonable to expect that political integration
will follow in the wake of economic and cultural integration, which is
already proceeding apace. Looking beyond 2004, European regions
loom ever more important. Your survey would therefore benefit from
a finer resolution.
GREATER EUROPE (January 7, 2004)
Your special report on the origins of the European project (“The
History of an Idea,” January 3, 2004) correctly points at Rome, but you
stop short of connecting the Roman Empire with the European Union
of tomorrow. Your own map of Rome in 117 A.D. shows clearly that
it was wrapped around the entire Mediterranean, which the Romans
proudly called Mare nostrum. Greater Europe, to coin a phrase, safely
embraces Turkey, Lebanon, Israel, Egypt, and much of Maghreb. Too
much Europe even for you?
Addendum I (January 19, 2004)
Once again, The Economist has published my witty letter (Letters,
January 17, 2004). And a good one, too. But the best part of it is in
the line that follows my glorious name: “Motovun, Croatia.” The way
things are going, Motovun is destined to become the navel of the world
before its time. To coin a phrase, indeed.
Addendum II (March 4, 2004)
Concerning the published letter, I forgot to mention one detail of note.
Namely, there were two letters in response to the special report, and
they both appeared under the same heading, taken from my letter:
“Greater Europe.” No matter how mockingly, I have coined a phrase,
indeed. Why mockingly? Only consider the tragic-comic preparations
of the European Union for the upcoming enlargement from fifteen to
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twenty-five countries. All the available drawbridges are being raised,
and in haste. God only knows how long will the remainder of Europe
proper have to wait before it is admitted into the Union. Here I have
the Balkans in mind. Of course, Turkey trails the troublesome region
by many more years. It may never be accepted into the Union, for that
matter. Greater Europe, my ass.
THE OLD DIVISION (January 22, 2004)
You ask for suggestions on the best way to label countries in terms of
their economic standing (“What’s in a Name?” January 17, 2004), as
many old labels now seem painfully out of date. Too bad the old
division of businesses into stars, dogs, cash cows, and question marks
does not apply to countries. Or does it? From the point of view of an
international investor, the division still applies. Collectively, the
investors can do a thing or two about question marks. And the old
labels are so very soothing!
Addendum (January 23, 2004)
A few words of explanation are warranted for those who are not
familiar with the Boston Consulting Group matrix. Originally meant
to guide product portfolio decisions, it has proved to be a versatile tool
for guiding a great variety of business portfolio decisions. Introduced
about thirty years ago, the BCG matrix divides the space of all
products or businesses vertically by growth rate and horizontally by
market share. For convenience, both dimensions are divided into two
segments, low and high, thus producing a two-by-two table or matrix.
In the lower left corner are all products or businesses whose growth
rates and market shares are low. They are called “dogs.” These should
be sold or otherwise liquidated. In the lower right corner are the “cash
cows.” Here are all products or businesses whose growth rates are low
but market shares are high. These should be milked for all they are
worth and the return invested elsewhere. In the top right corner are all
products or businesses whose growth rates and market shares are high.
They are called “stars.” Finally, the top left corner contains all
products or businesses whose growth rates are high but whose market
shares are low. These are the “question marks.” Most of the return
should be invested in stars and question marks, some of which may
thus become stars. The BCG matrix is useful because it focuses on
business actions. It also focuses attention on those products or
businesses that deserve most attention, the so-called question marks.
They need to be watched most carefully so as to separate future stars
from dogs. With a little bit of conceptual fiddling, this time-tested tool
can offer some help in guiding portfolio decisions involving entire
countries. After all, what are countries but smaller or larger bundles or
products or businesses? In fact, such bundles are smaller in some
countries than in some businesses. Whence the above terse piece.
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COLOSSALLY INCOMPETENT (January 26, 2004)
I salute your leader and special report on the university crisis in Britain
(“Pay or Decay” and “Who Pays to Study,” January 24, 2004). Indeed,
privatization is the only way out of the growing mess, the faster the
better. I only wish to reinforce one point you do not emphasize
strongly enough: money earned by universities must translate into
freedom from state interference. The incompetence of the state is the
issue here. Mind you, this applies to all higher-education systems
where the state is in the driver’s seat, not only Britain.
Increasing financial independence of British universities is crucial for
their future, but so is their independence in governance. The two must
be directly linked. Every dollop of money earned must be reflected in
a bunch of administrative fetters shed. This freedom has little to do
with abstract principles, though. The state is colossally incompetent,
as witnessed by a plethora of Soviet-like programs that slow everyone
down for no reason at all. Boldly put, the state is the enemy of higher
education. And so is the central administration of each university—
predictably enough, the people on the very top of each and every
university do not work for that university but for the state.
By the way, I speak from experience. My degrees are from the
American equivalents of Oxford and Cambridge (Harvard and MIT, if
you must know), and that is where I taught for many years, too.
Besides, I subsequently spent as many years teaching in Britain. I
retired from my professorship as soon as I reached the minimum
retirement age. No matter how meager, this was perhaps the best deal
I ever got from the incompetent state.
CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS (February 17, 2004)
My lady and I are very much in love but we live far apart. Every
fortnight we spend a few days together. In the meanwhile, we are in
touch by electronic means. Among other things, we exchange about
fifteen mobile-phone text-messages on an average day. As soon as I
read your article about the science of love (“I Get a Kick Out of You,”
February 14, 2004), I sent her a message about it, for we are both
subscribed to your newspaper. “And the verdict is: chemistry,” I
concluded. Her reply came surprisingly quickly. The wording was
essentially the same as that of my own message. “The spirit must be
hiding somewhere,” she concluded, though. As it turned out, our
messages had crossed in the ether. Having realized what had
happened, and how unlikely such an event would be, we took our
exchange to be the victory for the spirit. Perhaps this is the bit of
chemistry the good scientists will have the greatest trouble unearthing.
Or is it physics?
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GAY MARRIAGE (March 15, 2004)
From week to week, your Letters Section carries about a dozen
missives per issue. They usually appear under four or five headings—
the subjects from recent issues that have attracted most attention. Only
rarely, when momentous things shake the world, all letters you publish
are on a single subject. Judging from your current issue, gay marriage
is one such momentous thing, as all the letters you publish are
comments on your leader of February 28, 2004, “The Case for Gay
Marriage.” A Martian would surely surmise that this world is in a
pretty good shape.
GUANTANAMO FOR CHILDREN (March 23, 2004)
Your account of Guantanamo concentration camps boggles the mind
(“Hell-Hole or Paradise?” March 20, 2004). The grim testimonies of
several adults you find rather dubious, while you are pretty credulous
when it comes to the rosy stories of several teenagers. You concede
that the children’s camp was somewhat better than the rest, but that is
where you come to a halt. Are not the ages of the latter—ranging from
thirteen to fifteen at the time of their arrest—a sufficient cause for a
wholesale indictment of the camps?
WE TOLD YOU SO (April 19, 2004)
Your many articles on Iraq clearly show it to be a bloody mess, and
ever bloodier, but you mince words when it comes to what is to be
done (“We Told You So, But What Now?” April 17, 2004).
Americans and all their stooges should get out, that is what. And now.
USELESS AT BEST (May 5, 2004)
Your bubbly obituary of Estée Lauder (May 1, 2004) takes all manner
of vices as positive facts of the market place: vanity and stupidity on
the demand side more than evenly matched by witchery and perfidy on
the supply side. As you yourself playfully hint, most of Ms. Lauder’s
pricy products are useless at best. Perhaps your eulogy befits
economics as a positive science, where any rags-to-riches story by
legal means is fine and dandy, but it still rankles. Economics is a
normative science, as well. For instance, a somewhat tighter truth-inadvertising legislation could have diverted some of the squandered
means to more deserving ends. And there are more deserving ends
galore.
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THE COMPANY-AS-PSYCHOPATH IDEA (May 11, 2004)
Paraphrasing your review of “The Corporation,” the award-wining
documentary by Mark Achbar, Joel Bakan, and Jennifer Abbott, your
review of their attack on the key capitalist institution is a rational and
coherent attack on the trio’s claim to ownership of the company-aspsychopath idea (“The Lunatic You Work For,” May 8, 2004).
However, you focus only on Max Weber and his analysis of
bureaucracy, the key organizational form of modern times, whereas
company schizophrenia has been noted in passing by many an
economist, sociologist, and psychologist. Perhaps the theme has not
been explored head on, but it has certainly not been neglected. One
area worth investigating further in this context is that of the family as
an economic agent. Here, examples of schizophrenic behavior abound.
A historical precursor of the company in some parts of the world, most
notably in Renaissance Florence and Venice, the family-as-company is
still alive and well in many emerging economies. It is here that
economists, sociologists, and psychologists can benefit from working
closely with historians and anthropologists, among others.
SIMPLETONS GALORE (June 14, 2004)
Crediting Ronald Reagan with the collapse of communism is silly
(“The Man Who Beat Communism,” June 12, 2004). And on the front
cover! Communism collapsed on its own accord. Although Reagan
doubtless believed that America stood for a good idea, while the Soviet
Union stood for a bad one, as you merrily trumpet, this only goes to
show that he was a simpleton. How else explain beliefs of such
startling banality? However, it cannot be a good idea to let simpletons
rise to such eminence. Witness the one now in power in America.
SINCERE DECEIVERS (July 19, 2004)
They acted in good faith with bad knowledge, or so you say of Bush
and Blair in view of the still-missing weapons of mass destruction
(”Sincere Deceivers,” July 17, 2004). As both men are known to be
quite fervent in their faith, just consider your verdict if they happened
to be on the other side of the religious divide. Would you not call
them foolish believers, if not even religious fanatics?
ANIMAL SPIRITS (August 6, 2004)
As Keynes knew all too well, giant projects are rarely about “cold
calculation”; rather, they are creatures of his mysterious “animal
spirits” (“A Greek Lesson,” July 31, 2004). When it comes to longterm projects like bridges, skyscrapers, or ocean liners, economics is
often about the means, not the ends.
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IN DEFENSE OF SAM HARRIS (August 26, 2004)
In your review of Sam Harris’ upcoming book, The End of Faith (“No
Room for Moderation,” August 21, 2004), you disparage his wellconsidered albeit puzzling claim: “Mysticism is a rational enterprise.
Religion is not.” Rooted in shamanism, which goes back to the stone
age, mysticism rests on effective and efficient practices leading to
altered states of consciousness. The “other” world can be regularly
reached by humble means such as dancing, chanting, drumming,
hyperventilating, or lovemaking.
No mumbo-jumbo here.
Culminating in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, religion is an entirely
different matter. Based on faith and nothing but faith, it is nothing but
mumbo-jumbo.
A VICTORIAN (September 13, 2004)
Your obituary of Alastair Morton, the man behind the tunnel linking
England and France for a decade now, is an instructive read
(September 11, 2004). Towering and irascible he was. Indomitable.
An unshakeable believer in progress and enlightenment. And a
boundless optimist, capable of knocking together the heads of ten
contractors, two-hundred-odd banks, and countless bureaucrats from
both sides of the Channel. In a word, a Victorian. Which is perhaps
why he often seemed to be in the wrong age and the wrong place, as
you point out. Without him, or someone like him, the tunnel might
have been abandoned yet another time. Indeed, men like Morton can
be found behind every project of this size and complexity. And this
will never change.
A GREEK DELICACY (September 22, 2004)
You wonder how kebab, which you call a Greek delicacy, got its way
into the political lexicon in the west (“The Art of Kebabbing,”
September 18, 2004). Equally as surprising, it got into the culinary
lexicon of much of the east. And many centuries ago. It must have
been one of Alexander’s favorite dishes.
BATTLING FOR BRAINS (September 28, 2004)
Having both studied and taught on both sides of the Atlantic, I
wholeheartedly agree with your dim view of the European Union as
the most competitive “knowledge-economy” of the world (“Battling
for Brains,” September 25, 2004). The only way to catch up with
America is to privatize European universities, and the probability of
that happening within a generation is woefully close to zero. The best
and the brightest students and teachers around the world may be
temporarily deflected from American shores because of the perceived
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terrorist threat, but Europe will attract few of them and keep even
fewer as long as bureaucrats rather than the marketplace manage the
university system.
Addendum (October 13, 2004)
The Economist, which comes out on Saturday, usually reaches me by
Monday, and occasionally on Tuesday. It is Wednesday, but the
current issue is still not with me. This is quite unprecedented. Having
learned from a friend that this issue contains a letter of mine, and eager
to see how it was edited for publication, today I went to the mighty
newspaper’s website (www.economist.com). As I suspected, the letter
has been stripped of its literary flourish. The first clause, establishing
my academic credentials, as it were, was summarily removed, as well.
Although I cannot complain about the gist of the message, which is
there entire, I still feel a bit miffed by the editor’s heavy-handed
intervention. But the real joy of the letter is elsewhere, of course: the
name of a little Istrian town that appears underneath my own.
DEAD BUTTERFLIES (October 18, 2004)
Starting with Hegel, who saw well ahead of his time from the heady
turn of the Nineteenth Century, many have predicted the end of art, but
few have envisioned it as such a glorious blast. Or so much fun. As
you report, London’s primary art market—including art objects sold
for the first time—has swollen to some half-a-billion pounds sterling a
year (“Philistines Flabbergasted,” October 16, 2004). By this account,
contemporary art is alive and well. But is it? More to the point, is it
art at all? Among those who doubt it there are quite a few you cannot
call philistines. Many an artist surviving on the margins of the art
market today will tell you that the carnival you call contemporary art is
little more than relentless entertainment with a twist appealing to the
“sophisticated” upstarts. And you had to round off your merry report
with the story about David Beckham’s wedding-anniversary present to
his wife Victoria, which turned out to be one of Damien Hirst’s heartshaped canvasses decorated with dead butterflies!
SITTING IN JUDGMENT (October 25, 2004)
As your literary editor, Fiammetta Rocco, argues about the Man
Booker prize, which she has witnessed as one of the judges this year, it
has become the most important literary trophy in the world (“Sitting in
Judgment,” October 23, 2004). It is presented each year for a novel
written in English. So far, so good. “Entry is restricted to authors
from the Commonwealth and Ireland,” your literary editor continues
glibly, “but the results are scrutinized far beyond.” Come again! Why
is entry so restricted? What “results” are we talking about? How are
they “scrutinized”? And, pray, why? To check on the progress with
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English in such forlorn countries as Turkey, Taiwan, or Guatemala? In
today’s world, in which both spoken and written English is fast
becoming a global language, Man Booker prize smacks of
provincialism. And so does your literary editor’s account of the very
kernel of the prize-giving process.
A BEFUDDLED GLOBE (November 3, 2004)
Your cartoon rounding off The World This Week Section, showing a
befuddled globe watching over the cabal that is American presidential
politics, is closer to the kernel of things than the rest of the current
issue. People elsewhere are increasingly aware that their fortune is
decided in America. And that they have little or nothing to say about
the way their fortune will turn. Whence a growing rage with all things
American, let alone the bewildering cabal. Americans will brush your
cartoon aside at their peril.
AMERICAN VALUES (November 16, 2004)
As you show in your special report on American values (“The Triumph
of the Religious Right,” November 13, 2004), religious fanatics are
thick on the ground in the United States. Although you do not attempt
such a comparison, it is more than likely that there are more Christian
crusaders there than there are Muslim ones in all the lands of Islam put
together. Besides, the former are so much better armed than the latter.
No wonder so many people around the globe consider the States the
greatest threat to world peace today.
SATIRE, FARCE (December 6, 2004)
You bewail the high ratio of Democrats to Republicans among the
faculty at American universities (“America’s One-Party State,”
December 4, 2004), but you fail to ask why this is so. If this has to do
with discrimination, then it ought to be rectified by appropriate antidiscrimination policies. If not, things should remain as they are, for
there are good reasons for the current state of affairs. In fact, it would
be interesting to learn exactly why Republicans do so badly in teaching
and research jobs. However, the only evidence that something is amiss
that you bring forth is Tom Wolfe’s last—and so far the daftest—novel
of sexual fantasy. It is not a satire, as you claim, but a farce. And so is
your analysis of the Democrats-to-Republicans ratio among the faculty
at American universities.
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ON PUBLIC INTELLECTUALS (December 13, 2004)
The term “public intellectual” that comes up in the context of yet
another witch-hunt in China (“Under Fire, Again,” December 11,
2004), struck me as quite strange at first sight. Actually, it electrified
me. The fact that it was introduced not by some official of the Chinese
establishment, but by Richard Posner, an American judge who recently
published a book about the decline of “public” intellectuals in the
United States, makes matters only worse. For what other kinds of
intellectuals are there? Private ones? Or clandestine ones, perhaps?
This your article leaves to the reader’s imagination, as though it does
not merit any comment. Is this the future you, too, foresee for what
you like to call “the chattering classes,” as well as “the commentariat,”
your own coinage used elsewhere in the same issue?
THE WISEST FOOL OF CHRISTENDOM (December 20, 2004)
No sooner than I spotted your playful invitation to nominate the wisest
fool of the last fifty years (“The Wisest Fool,” December 18, 2004),
the candidate’s name came to me in a flash. The more I read, the surer
and more serious I got. “He or she must be fundamentally an idiot,”
you write, “but a shrewd or cunning one.” Right. A politician would
do, you write. Right. Just like James I, the wisest fool of old, my
candidate inhabits Christendom. Rather eagerly, too. For most craftily
leading his nation to war on mere faith, as well as a glimmer of
friendship with another fool, I nominate Tony Blair.
BABEL BABBLE (January 4, 2005)
Your special report on endangered languages focuses on changes in the
number of languages spoken around the world, as well as on shifts in
the competition between languages (“Babel Runs Backwards,” January
1, 2005), but it eschews changes within languages. True, every
language offers its own “window” on the world, but some windows are
large and complex, while others are small and simple. In the global
competition among languages, the winning ones will exhibit ever more
windows, as it were, mainly by gobbling up other such windows. This
goes way beyond vocabulary. In fact, it reaches well into culture. As
a corollary, the most successful languages will perforce split and
fracture. English is the best example. In years to come, the “same”
language will not divide only America and Britain, or Canada and
Australia, but also Europe and Asia, Africa and South America, and so
on.
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AN AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL (January 11, 2005)
The words you chose in your obituary for Susan Sontag (January 8,
2005), “an American intellectual,” at first struck me as jarring. Or
inappropriate. A moment later I realized the expression was an
oxymoron. And then it dawned on me that your choice of words was
entirely fitting. In fact, perfect. Congratulations!
MAYAN LANGUAGES (January 17, 2005)
Not only do millions in Mexico, Guatemala, and Honduras speak
Mayan languages, as Gerry Dempsey points out (Letters, January 15,
2005), but these living languages have been instrumental in
deciphering the classic Mayan in hieroglyphic inscriptions going back
less than two millennia. Having written to you on another matter
concerning your special report on endangered languages (“Babel Runs
Backwards,” January 1, 2005), I hoped another intrepid reader would
point out your mistake in claiming that Mayan, among other ancient
languages, was extinct. Happily, your readers are intrepid, indeed.
MERCENARY MOTIVES ON ALL SIDES (January 17, 2005)
True, foreign students keep British universities from financial ruin
(“Can Foreigners Prop Them Up?” January 15, 2005). Also true, most
universities focus on winning them rather than pleasing them, thus
exposing their mercenary motives. If not pleased enough, though,
students may go elsewhere, as you point out. However, you miss
mercenary motives on the foreign students’ part: many are attracted
not only by good education, but also by a better prospect of staying in
the European Union. This is where other European universities, and
not just American ones, can well threaten British universities. And all
they need to do is offer academic programs in English, today’s lingua
franca, as well as a bit more help with visas, bank accounts, work
permits, and the like.
UNDUE EMPHASIS ON GOALGETTERS ALONE
2005)

(January 26,

Much of the debate about Larry Summers’ misguided remark that
women might be naturally bad scientists is itself misguided
(“Birdbrained,” January 22, 2005). All human traits have to do with
the survival of the entire troupe of humans, rather than their individual
members, be they male or female, young or old. Since about a
hundred-thousand years ago, all individuals in a troupe of some
hundred-fifty individuals had a rôle to play. Modern scientific teams
resemble in many ways such troupes of old. Males and females, young
and old, all the team members have a rôle to play in scientific
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discovery. The issue is how to recognize all these rôles, rather than
how to single some out to the neglect or detriment of others. Imagine
criticizing a goalie in soccer for having scored no goals. The scientific
community suffers from undue emphasis on goalgetters alone, as the
president of Harvard should well know.
THE RED-TAPE EDGE (February 8, 2005)
No matter what the European Commission does to put the economy
first (“Europe’s Dash for Growth,” February 5, 2005), the world
economy will not put Europe first. Without the research-anddevelopment edge of North America or the cheap-labor edge of much
of Southeast Asia, Europe is destined to trail behind. The red-tape
edge is the only one it can boast. This is Europe’s saving grace,
though, for the European Commission cannot do much harm, no matter
what it puts first.
SUSPICIOUSLY LIKE COMMUNISM (February 12, 2005)
You wax lyrical about Yochai Benkler’s proposition that sharing is
spreading from software to all kinds of hardware, as well as from
computing to other fields (“The Economics of Sharing,” February 5,
2005). “Social sharing,” you quote him, represents “a third mode of
organizing economic production, alongside markets and the state.”
Although you remain a bit skeptical about the extent to which the
“third mode” can be applied in practice, you go as far as saying that
Benkler has “identified an intriguing alternative.” But the economics
of sharing sounds suspiciously like communism.
ERNST MAYR’S FUNNY BONE (February 16, 2005)
The felicitous picture you chose for your obituary of Ernst Mayr
(February 12, 2005), an evolutionary biologist of renown, shows him
as a funny man, too. Standing in front of an enormous vitrine
displaying the skeleton of a hulking prehistoric sea-monster with its
toothy jaws agape, the scientist, who was already in his late seventies
or early eighties, chose to be immortalized with his mouth wide open.
This could not have been an accident, of course. It is a pity your
obituary does not even mention Ernst Mayr’s funny bone.
ON ANTI-AMERICANISM (February 23, 2005)
In your special report on anti-Americanism around the world (“The
View from Abroad,” February 19, 2005), you point out, correctly, that
the sentiment has reached new heights. Or depths. However, you do
not seem to appreciate the extent to which this sentiment is prevalent
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across Europe, not just in France, which you single out, incorrectly.
Anti-Americanism in the Arab or Muslim worlds is next to nothing,
globally speaking, by comparison with this sentiment in Europe. And
there is little that can be done now to improve things, as the fault-line
runs much deeper than politics. Or economics. It has become cultural.
Luckily, as it were, the same fault-line runs through the United States,
as well. The two seaboards are drifting away from the bigoted world
of religious fanatics in between. That rift is the world’s only real hope
for peace and prosperity.
Addendum (February 24, 2005)
Realizing that this letter had no chance of appearing in print so soon
after the last one, which was just published, I pasted it on a postcard
showing my traumatized face after the fall in the Alps several years
ago, and I sent it to the editor of The Economist. What the heck, I
thought, at least he will remember me well. Only then I realized that
the letter could still appear in print, but someplace else. How about
France?! And so I sent it unchanged to the editor of Le Monde. I used
the same postcard, too. What the heck, I thought, let the editors of the
two mighty newspapers battle it out themselves. By the way, it is full
moon today.
WINNERS AND LOSERS (March 1, 2005)
Much has been written about winners and losers in America (“An Ode
to Failure,” February 26, 2005), but few have written more poignantly
on the subject than Henry Miller in his Tropic of Cancer, where he
contrasts America and Europe, his “over there” and “over here”:
Over there you think of nothing but becoming President
of the United States some day. Potentially every man is
presidential timber. Here it's different. Here every man
is potentially a zero. If you become something or
somebody it is an accident, a miracle. But it's just
because the chances are all against you, just because
there is so little hope, that life is sweet over here.[1]
An excellent example of dialectics, this. Hegel’s master-and-slave
dialectic of old finds a telling parallel in the winner-and-loser dialectic
of more recent vintage. As well as the America-and-Europe dialectic,
its crisp shadow. An ode to losers, indeed.
Footnote
1. London: Flamingo, 1993 (first published in 1934), pp. 154-5.
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LIKE VENICE PAST HER PRIME (March 2, 2005)
Just like Mark Leonard, who has written a whole book about Europe’s
bright future (“An Optimist’s View,” February 26, 2005), I believe the
Old World is the place to be. The future is bright, indeed. And ever
brighter. But my reasons for optimism are quite different than his. My
vision of Europe is rather different, too. Like Venice past her prime,
and here I am bound to prophecy a little, Europe will become the place
of many a mind-boggling delight. There will be ample entertainment,
fashion, and art. There will be wonderful food. And much to drink.
Legalized drugs will not be scarce, either. There will be delicious
feasts for all the senses, both old and new. And, just like in Venice
past her prime, there will be veritable armies of cultured whores. But
of all imaginable kinds, of course.
CRASSLY SIMPLISTIC (March 8, 2005)
Although you call it “crassly simplistic” in your main leader, you still
laud the “Bush doctrine” as miraculously successful in the Middle
East, where democracy is in the ascendant only a couple of years after
American bloody intervention in Iraq (“Democracy Stirs in the Middle
East,” March 5, 2005). But democracy in the region is likely to shift
the scenery in the wrong direction, quite contrary to your rosy
predictions. The country to watch is Turkey, where more democracy
can only mean greater freedom for the religious right. This is true of
the entire region, but Turkey remains the test-case of wider interest,
both in America and in Europe. Crassly simplistic doctrines are
unlikely to do the trick, both in the field and in your editorializing.
GRAVEN IMAGES (March 11, 2005)
Your story about Thomas van Orden’s case before the American
Supreme Court is quite amusing (“Go Down, Moses?” March 5, 2005).
As your picture clearly shows, the six-foot high red-granite monument
of the Ten Commandments placed between the Texas statehouse and
the state supreme court not only violates the American constitution,
which guarantees the separation of church and state, as van Orden
rightfully argues, but itself, as well. Contrary to the Second
Commandment, the monument is emblazoned with the American eagle
and flag—graven images both.
FALLING ENTHUSIASM ALL AROUND (March 14, 2005)
The enthusiasm for the European Union has indeed been falling in
Croatia since last year, but not because Croatians like it less then they
like Ante Gotovina, as you suggest (“A General Problem,” March 12,
2005).
His extradition to The Hague as the precondition for
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membership talks is widely perceived as a welcome excuse in view of
the falling enthusiasm for expansion within the Union itself. The
spectacle of Union-wide panic from advancing hordes preceding last
year’s accession of ten new members was far from a pleasant sight in
Croatia or further east.
THE ILLUSION OF PROGRESS

(March 23, 2005)

“We tend to meet any new situation in life by reorganizing,” you begin
your special report on the reform of American and British secret
services by quoting Petronius Arbiter, a Roman satirist of the first
century of our pathetic era (“Can Spies Be Made Better?” March 19,
2005). “And what a wonderful method it can be for creating the
illusion of progress while producing confusion, inefficiency, and
demoralization,” you continue by quoting him to the bitter end.
Wonderful. Intelligent. Incisive. But then you go on and on, for six
baffling pages, in a foolish attempt to prove him wrong. And thus you
end up on an upbeat note, hoping against hope that spooks can be
reorganized into our deliverers—nay, saviors. Pitiful. Ludicrous.
Risible. One can only hope this is your own attempt at satire, in line
with Petronius Arbiter.
SOVIET PLANNING (March 31, 2005)
Your cartoon of Blair and Brown bending the government figures so as
to make them fit their own targets (“The Numbers Game,” March 26,
2005), which makes them both suspect, would amuse the students of
Soviet planning of not so many decades ago. They would find it
strikingly familiar. Although the scope of government activity was
much greater in the Soviet Union of old than it is now in the United
Kingdom, where it is focused on social services like health and
education, the numbers game is essentially the same. And so are the
results of the entire exercise: in the end, no-one believes either the
targets or the figures. The remaining question is when will Blair and
Brown abandon Soviet planning, which was discredited so long ago.
KING, EMPEROR, POPE (April 5, 2005)
“Armed with the Internet,” you declare in your main leader, “the
customer has finally got on top” (“Power at Last,” April 2, 2005).
“How the Internet means the consumer really is king,” you trumpet on
the cover. “Crowned at last,” you blare in the title of your survey of
consumer power, which focuses on the Internet once again. Beguiling,
this. But take any history of the Internet and you will discover the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA, originally
ARPA) and ARPANET, the Internet’s precursor. Of course, DARPA
is part and parcel of the American Department of Defense. If the
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customer is king, where is the emperor, also armed with the Internet?
And, to push the silly metaphor a step farther, where is the pope?
Perhaps you will enlighten us on these straightforward questions in one
of your future issues.
CHRISTIAN FUNDAMENTALISM (April 6, 2005)
Your analysis of the rôle of “social conservatives” in American politics
(“Following Their Own Path,” April 2, 2005), most welcome in itself,
is a model of word-mincing. You call the bulk of Bush supporters by
many other names—religious fundamentalists, traditionalist Christians,
religious conservatives, Christian right, and so on—but you persist in
avoiding their true name: Christian fundamentalists. And you also
persist in avoiding the simple truth that they have not only hijacked the
Republican Party, an easy target by all counts, but the American body
politic entire. Regarding the charge of word-mincing, only compare
your treatment of Christian fundamentalists and Islamic
fundamentalists. In the latter case, you let words fly.
THE WESTERN BALKANS (April 19, 2005)
Although your map of the western Balkans includes former Yugoslavia
minus Slovenia plus Albania, your discussion of the region’s political
future focuses almost exclusively on Serbia, including Montenegro and
Kosovo, the European Union’s most recent darling (“Waiting for the
European Train,” April 16, 2005). True, it is the biggest and perhaps
the most critical country in the western Balkans, but the secret of the
region is elsewhere. To wit, Bosnia is about Serbia and Croatia;
Kosovo is about Serbia, Macedonia, and Albania; Macedonia is about
Serbia, Bulgaria, and Greece; and so forth. The EU’s recent focus on
Serbia may bear some fruit, but it may quickly turn poisonous if the
rest of the region is left to linger. Remember Greater Serbia? The old
bull in china shop comes readily to mind.
THE PARENTHETICAL BIT (April 27, 2005)
“Rescuing environmentalism (and the planet),” as you put it playfully
on your cover, by learning how to marshal the market forces toward
that end, as you argue in your main leader (“Rescuing
Environmentalism,” April 23, 2005), overstates your case by a wide
margin. True, environmentalism can gain a great deal by relying more
astutely on the market forces, but the parenthetical bit is well off the
mark. On the one hand, not even the market forces can keep the planet
the same for very long, for there are natural forces that are beyond the
control of the human species. On the other, the planet does not need
rescuing, for life will always adapt to the natural forces. For all we
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know, life is indestructible. The human species is the parenthetical bit
that is missing from your cover.
THE WAR OF GENERATIONS (May 2, 2005)
The war of generations between the “68ers” and, well, the fortysomethings in Germany and elsewhere is far from its close, as you
sloppily suggest in connection with Joschka Fischer’s current troubles
(“Where Have All the Fighters Gone?” April 30, 2005). Those who
took to the streets in Europe and America in 1968 are about sixty now.
There are many of them, as they were born just after the ravages of
World War II. They are facing much longer working lives than the
generation they opposed in their turn. And they are still suffused with
romantic idealism of their youth, no matter how ridiculous it may
sometimes seem in retrospect. The up-and-coming generation will
need much more than their age advantage or their plodding realism to
squeeze out the generation now in power. This is as it should be,
though, for all the above reasons.
SUCH A BEAUTIFUL COASTLINE (May 3, 2005)
A two-tier Europe looms ever larger, as you point out in your special
report on the European Union enlargement (“Now that We are All
Bundled Inside, Let’s Shut the Door,” April 30, 2005). The will to
expand has wilted after last year’s expansion. Besides Bulgaria and
Romania, the Union does not covet any more members, “save perhaps
Croatia, and only then because Croatia has such a beautiful coastline.”
Indeed, Istria and Dalmatia are not only beautiful, but are within an
easy ride from much of Central Europe. But be careful with such
disarming candor! Who knows, Croatia might even respond by
creating a two-tier coastline, its only chip in the stalled accession talks.
A USEFUL MODEL FOR THE BALKAN COUNTRIES (May 18,
2005)
You deplore Turkey’s robust stance toward the European Union
(“Mountains Still to Climb,” May 14, 2005), but it may yet lead to
accession negotiations that benefit both sides. And it may yet prove to
be a useful model for the Balkan countries, Croatia included, that still
remain at the Union’s gates. It would indeed be a point of interest for
the historians of the future that the country that used to be a key player
in the Balkans for many a century eventually provided such a model.
The Turkish Empire is long dead, but its spirit may still be wondering
about the region. The Union will brush it aside at its peril.
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Addendum (May 19, 2005)
Having circulated this piece as an electronic postcard, I received
several electronic-mail messages from my friends scattered around the
world. They are all puzzled a bit by my wording: did I mean the
Ottoman Empire? As some of these friends are Turkish, I concede
without much ado: I meant the Ottoman Empire, of course. Even the
Turks have long felt the victims of their valiant forebears. Which only
makes my point about the Balkans that much more poignant.
SUCH DEBILITATING LESSONS (June 8, 2005)
Your two broad lessons for the European political elite to be drawn
from the French and Dutch rejections of the European Union’s
Constitution—the need to abandon the dream of an “ever closer
union,” as the 1957 Treaty of Rome famously phrased it, and the need
to take the supposed “subsidiarity” principle seriously, both of which
actually amount to an even broader lesson, namely the need for an
“ever looser union,” if a new phrase needs to be coined—beg the
question (“The Europe that Died,” June 4, 2005). To wit, which
political elite can digest such debilitating lessons and still remain an
elite? Surely, a political elite as fractious as the European one will
never be able to digest it.
ANOTHER CHERRY (June 9, 2005)
Your enthusiastic review of the upcoming Venice Biennale, and its two
globetrotting directors, Rosa Martinez and Maria de Corral (“Girl
Power,” June 4, 2005), upholds the hodgepodge to be unveiled to the
public in a few days. If there is any coherence to this Biennale among
Biennales, it is the two directors’ slapdash feminist agenda. For this
they still deserve some praise, I reckon. But it is good to remember
what happens to any field of endeavor that becomes dominated by
women. Unwittingly, or perhaps callously, Martinez and de Corral
only contribute another cherry to the froth that is the end of art.
COLLECTIVE DELUSION (June 13, 2005)
As Keynes famously observed some seventy years ago, many a bridge,
skyscraper, and ocean liner would not be built on cold calculation
alone. The gap in cost, time, and quality typical of large-scale projects
may be due not to poor management (“Overdue and Over the Budget,
Over and Over Again,” June 11, 2005), but to the collective delusion
intrinsic to such momentous endeavors. Once the irksome “errors”
vanish from project management, so may the projects themselves.
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COLLECTIVE DELUSION: A LETTER TO THE ECONOMIST
(June 13, 2005)
As Keynes famously observed some seventy years ago, many a bridge,
skyscraper, and ocean liner would not be built on cold calculation
alone. The gap in cost, time, and quality typical of large-scale projects
may be due not to poor management (“Overdue and Over the Budget,
Over and Over Again,” June 11, 2005), but to the collective delusion
intrinsic to such momentous endeavors. Once the irksome “errors”
vanish from project management, so may the projects themselves.
HOW TO TRADE EXCLUSIONS (June 28, 2005)
If future members of the European Union will have to accept some
“exclusions,” as you argue in the last section of your survey of the
Union’s eastern borders (“Meet the Neighbors,” June 25, 2005), the
current members of the Union will have to accept some balancing
exclusions, as well. That way no-one will get angry in the process, as
you suggest some future members may. For the exclusion from the
Schengen zone of passport-free travel, for instance, those within the
zone will have to accept exclusion from property purchase in the
prospective member country. For some restrictions in labor movement
out of the country, there will be compensating restrictions in capital
movement into the country. And so on, and so forth. Everything will
be all right in the end only if the future members learn how to trade
exclusions all the way to accession.
CHRISTIAN FUNDAMENTALISM, AGAIN (August 2, 2003)
Your article about the travails of Darwin’s theory of evolution in
American schools is quite frightening (“Intelligent Design Rears Its
Head,” July 30, 2005), but your statistics about American religious
beliefs are outright horrifying. For instance, it is staggering to read
that full two-thirds of Americans think humans were directly created
by God. Still, let us consider ourselves lucky that few Americans are
yet prepared to think that Americans themselves, and especially those
of the White Anglo-Saxon Protestant variety, were God’s direct
creation, too. Christian fundamentalism in America has some way to
go still.
THE HIGHEST FORM OF ART (August 16, 2005)
You begin, quite aptly, your review of two recent books on the
meaning and purpose of art, written by Michael Kimmelman and John
Carey, with Kant and Hegel (“Art Smarts,” August 13, 2005), but you
fail, quite inexplicably, to close it with Hegel, as well. It was he rather
than Carey who concluded two centuries ago that the highest form of
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art is literature. To be true to Hegel, in his introductory lectures on art,
religion, and the history of philosophy, he singled out poetry rather
than literature, but he also hinted that he was talking about poetry in
prose.
FREE TO GRUMBLE (August 31, 2005)
Your article on the dynamics of life satisfaction and income per capita
in Central and Eastern Europe (“Change and Decay,” August 27,
2005), though informative about the gloom in most of the region,
suffers from too many snide remarks about the freedom to grumble
after communism. Perhaps the freedom to grumble was, in fact, too
great under the system you deride? Perhaps the people of the region
are not yet appreciative enough of the advances they have made
precisely because they have been free to grumble, rather than do
anything else about their lives, from their cradles?
A MERE HURRICANE (September 6, 2005)
Your reading of the consequences of Katrina (“A City Silenced,”
September 3, 2005), a mere hurricane, and my own reading are so
different, so distant, so alien, that I feel somewhat lost. And
beleaguered. Where I see a national disaster of historic proportions,
you see some evidence of civil discontent soon to be quelled with
better policies. And much more dosh. Where I see a country on the
brink of civil war, you see a natural disaster with some undesirable
effects, such as looting, indiscriminate shooting, and the like. Where I
see a country that has a lot to learn from other countries, you see a
country that has much to teach the world. And other planets besides, I
am sure. In my mind, Katrina is yet another end of the land of the
slaves, and in yours it is only another beginning of the land of the free.
Pray, what has America to offer to Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, North
Korea, or the rest of the world? A mere hurricane?
KEEPING UNIVERSITIES HOSTAGE (September 12, 2005)
Once again I agree with the main thrust of your survey of higher
education in Europe (“The Brains Business,” September 10, 2005).
And once again I am with you on the remedy: set universities free from
the state. Yet, after years of agreeing with you, I feel a bit tired of the
argument. Europe is still as far from the remedy as it has been for half
a century.
Your analysis needs to focus on the forces that
systematically thwart the remedy by keeping universities hostage. The
ministries responsible for education. The bureaucracies reporting to
the ministries. The leading political parties. And the prevailing
ideology according to which universities are the state’s concern. In
other words, the question is how to force the state to let universities
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free. The repeated threats of continuing American leadership in higher
education, as well as of the rapid Asian ascendance, have not worked.
So far, they have only helped the gathering gloom.
CURIOUSLY BLIND (September 19, 2005)
You are curiously blind in your article about preparations in California
for the next big earthquake, which appears to be only years or decades
away (“Getting Ready for the Big One,” September 17, 2005). It is all
about buildings, infrastructure, and insurance. Your previous two
articles, having to do with Louisiana, clearly show that one of the main
problems caused by the last big hurricane had to do with race, but race
you do not even mention when talking about California. And it is easy
to predict that race will come to the fore there, too. Curiously, again,
your blindness is very like that of George Bush and his bungling
administration.
STAGNATION CAN BE FUN (September 27, 2005)
Germany’s reform gridlock, you claim, presages European Union’s
gridlock (“An Ill Wind from Germany,” September 24, 2005). To wit,
Europeans want myriad cobwebs to be removed, but not just yet.
Reform can wait a little longer. For the time being, a “genteel but
depressing process of stagnation” is here to stay, you conclude. Well
put. Except that you still put too much hope in the eventual reform,
whenever or however it may come to pass. Europeans know very well
that Americans and Asians work way too much for their taste. And
they know even better that stagnation does not have to be all that
depressing. In fact, it can be not only genteel but a load of fun, too.
As ever, the model is Venice in decline: the most cheerful place on the
planet for three whole centuries.
Addendum (October 10, 2005)
Once again, this piece appeared in The Economist, as I discovered this
morning when my copy arrived by post. I was happy, it goes without
saying, especially because the idea of Venice as a model for European
decline finally appeared in print. I am convinced it has a future. This
is my second letter to the mighty newspaper with this idea, but the first
one did not see the light of day. In addition, I was happy to see the
name of my town next to my own. And so I showed the letter to all
and sundry over my morning coffee. “Motovun,” I kept jabbing my
finger at the letter, “Motovun!” Everyone rejoiced with me, of course,
but most of them must have thought me a bit wacky.
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A REDUNDANT DISTINCTION (October 3, 2005)
Your argument that there is nothing wrong with the shift from
manufacturing to services in advanced economies is worth making
again and again, for it is often misunderstood (“Industrial
Metamorphosis,” October 1, 2005).
Indeed, the share of
manufacturing in output and income should be dropping at some stage
of economic development, just as was the case with agriculture before
it. The growing share of services counterbalances these secular trends.
Most important, the share of trade—wholesale and retail, as well as
domestic and international—grows together with other services. This
is where the future of both Europe and America lies. So far, so good.
But then you go overboard and declare the distinction between
manufacturing and services redundant. The distinction between these
two sectors of the national economy, as well as the distinction between
the two and agriculture, the third major sector, cannot ever become
redundant. These distinctions are useful in economic analysis, as the
bulk of your very argument shows. In fact, it would be impossible
without it.
BALKANS, BALKANS (October 11, 2005)
You may well be right in surmising that the European Union’s decision
to open talks with Croatia as well as Turkey had to do with forestalling
a new crisis in the Balkans (“A Chaotic Start with Pitfalls Ahead,”
October 8, 2005). The most recent EU attempts to bring Serbia into
the fold appear to confirm your view. Also, you may be right in your
suspicion that many European officials fear that the hope of eventual
EU membership is the only thing keeping the Balkan states from
sliding into conflict once again. But this is not the view shared by the
most astute observers in the region itself. Perhaps cynically, they do
not think it a coincidence that Yugoslavia was formed immediately
after the Soviet Union was formed, as well as that it fell apart
immediately after the Soviet Union fell apart. They thus believe that
the EU, as well as America, had much to do with the recent conflict in
the Balkans, a part of the now defunct cordon sanitaire.
Czechoslovakia is another example, of course, albeit outside the pesky
region. If anything else, it would be incumbent upon a newspaper of
your status to acknowledge the possibility, if not also plausibility, of
funny business on the part of so-called great powers, and not only the
rickety Balkan states, as you call them.
ONLY FOUR LETTERS (October 11, 2005)
Since I arrived in Croatia more than two years ago, only four letters to
The Economist from the country appeared in print. I know, for I am
carefully counting. Although the country is only the size of a largish
European city, one would expect a few more letters. The count gets
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even stranger when one considers the fact that all four letters in
question come from Istria, a smallish European region. In fact, all of
them have been written by my humble self. What is it that makes
Croatians so shy when it comes to this newspaper? Or so inept,
assuming a few letters that were actually sent were not deemed worthy
of publication? Hard to tell, given that the Croatian elite also reads
The Economist. This I also know from so many friends in the country.
But it is entirely possible that few well-placed Croatians believe it is
worth spending their precious time on such a trifling endeavor. For
they are busy making money. Or careers, especially political ones.
Perhaps it will take an entire generation until things change in this
regard. For the children of the Croatian elite are now being educated
to take part in the world affairs. They are now strewn among the best
universities across the globe. To wit, things may well be different in a
decade or two. Just keep reading the letters to The Economist, among
other mighty newspapers.
THE TROUBLE WITH EUTHANASIA (October 18, 2005)
I recalled one of Isaac Babel’s fabulous short stories as soon as I read
your article on the legal wrangle surrounding euthanasia in Britain
(“The Policeman’s Dilemma,” October 15, 2005). It is “Dolgushov’s
Death” from The Red Cavalry (1923). The narrator, presumably Babel
himself, cannot bring himself to killing a Cossack dying in horrible
pain in spite of his pleas. Another Cossack comes along and does it in
a jiffy. When the narrator commends him for his courage, the Cossack
threatens to kill him, too. “You spectacled idiots have as much pity for
us as a cat has for a mouse!” he growled as he cocked his trigger again.
The narrator took off. To wit, the trouble with euthanasia nowadays is
that no-one has the guts for it any longer. Nietzsche’s “tenderfoot”
comes to mind once again.
AS IFFY AS IF CAN GET (October 24, 2005)
Europe’s demographic disaster can be averted, you claim (“As They
Don’t Like It,” October 22, 2005). The dependency of those retired
upon those working is not a matter of demography alone. The
retirement age, workforce participation and training, and pension
systems can all be tweaked so as to counter natural decrease in
population size. So far, so good. Indeed, demography is not destiny.
But then you bring up the Mediterranean countries, such as Italy and
Spain, which face the worst demographic collapse in Europe. Here,
fewer than half of those between fifty and sixty-four work now. “If
they could increase the participation of this age group to Nordic levels,
where two-thirds work, they would see a big reduction in their future
dependency problem,” you conclude. This if is as iffy as if can get.
How in the world would you achieve such a switch in habits acquired
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over, well, centuries? If demography is not destiny, culture certainly
is.
LONG LIVE THE GREEK CHORUS (October 31, 2005)
Your spoof on the European Union as a Greek chorus (“Europe’s
Cassandra Complex,” October 29, 2005), credited to Bob Kagan of the
Carnegie Endowment think-tank, is quite apt. True, the EU limits
itself to commenting on world affairs. It offers criticism or praise, but
it plays no part in the plot. Often made up of doddering old men, the
chorus is occasionally quite clueless, too. Pretty apt, indeed. Still, the
joke is on you, as well as on Bob Kegan. For what else would you
expect from good old Europe? What else could it do but contend itself
with its geriatric fate? Besides, what would the classical Greek drama
be without a chorus? What would replace the powerless community it
represents? To wit, Europe has a useful rôle to play even as a chorus.
BRAIN DRAIN EQUALS GAIN (November 8, 2005)
People in poor countries not only tend to demand too little education,
as Mr. Stark and his co-authors assume (“Fruits that Falls Far from the
Tree,” November 5, 2005), but they also tend to supply too much of it.
The deficit and the surplus tend to match, too. And so do the so-called
brain drain and gain. The intervening variable is emigration. For
better or worse, I felt this “law” on my own skin. When I got my
bachelor’s degree thirty-five years ago in what was then Yugoslavia, I
knew that about half of those with the same degree would have to
leave the country if they were not to join the unemployed. My fellow
students knew it, as well. Back then that was just fine, as we knew that
a bachelor’s degree was as good as a passport. Of course, my friends
were emboldened by my success at getting a scholarship for further
studies abroad. The trouble arouse when I briefly returned home five
years later, only to discover that my master’s and doctoral degrees
from abroad were of little use to anyone around me. The drain-equalsgain law only then came to me in all its glaring simplicity.
THE RECORD ON MINORITIES (November 15, 2005)
Whether Europe or America has the better record on accommodating
ethnic and religious minorities may be debated ad infinitum, as you
rightly say (“Minority Report,” November 12, 2005). The truth be
told, neither has much to boast about in this regard. Both have much
to learn from each other, as well as the rest of the world. And fast, for
neither will be viable without significant minorities any longer due to
demographic pressures on the indigenous population. But there is one
big difference between the two that you say nothing about even when
you nonchalantly compare Paris and New Orleans, as though these
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calamities are somehow in the same league. Europe at least does not
go around the world offering its institutions as models of virtue to be
copied by all and sundry, as America does. Often at the point of the
proverbial bayonet, too. The record on minorities can never be
compared out of this context, of course.
DRUCKER ON UNIVERSITIES (November 21, 2005)
I welcome your special report on Peter Drucker (“Trusting the Teacher
in the Gray-Flannel Suit,” November 19, 2005), which also serves as
his obituary, and I very much agree with your claim that every
educated person should be familiar with his writings. Yet, I take
exception from your opinion that he was outright wrong in his critique
of universities. Although they are not yet “relics,” the universities
have avoided that fate in part by following his advice. As the
millennium was approaching its end, he was primarily concerned with
the exorbitant cost of higher education, especially in America, and he
offered so-called distance learning as a way out of the mounting costs.
In this he was undoubtedly right, as the subsequent explosion of
distance learning has shown. If universities are not “failures,” this is
largely due to their increasing reliance on information technology in
connecting teachers and students. And Drucker never said that they
should not be brought together. Rather, he questioned the universities’
“monopoly” in accomplishing this task. How very right he was, too.
BLOODCURDLING HONESTY (November 28, 2005)
You do not beat around the bush in your leader on the Balkans: no
matter the cost, Europe is better off domesticating the squalid region
than leaving it wild (“Europe’s Banlieue,” November 26, 2005). The
only booming export is crime. Given the slightest chance, even war is
for export. The prospects for change from within are zilch. A
quarantine imposed on some twenty-million people in the worst bits of
the region would in all likelihood be counterproductive. Now, all this
is pretty convincing to all those outside the Balkans. But try using the
same argument in the region itself. The proud fighters of yesteryear—
most of them ardent nationalists, as well—will have none of such
bloodcurdling honesty. Thus I do not envy the European Union’s
many politicians, diplomats, and officials who now throng the region.
How can they ever make themselves believable with the sweet
nonsense they are usually reduced to spouting in the Balkans?
MINCED WORDS (December 12, 2005)
You seem quite resigned in your leader on America’s many misdeeds,
including the CIA’s international prison archipelago, torture flights,
and other imperial delicacies (“Minced Words,” December 10, 2005).
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After all, Donald Rumsfeld and Dick Cheney might be right in their
disdain of international public opinion. Condoleezza Rice’s mild
protestations to the growing dismay in Europe and elsewhere only
point in the same direction. Might is right. Period. It is time to get
used to it, too. After all, what can be done about it? Or this is how
your leader sounds to me. Minced words, and no joking.
PLAYACTING (December 16, 2005)
Congratulations! Your special report on American military playacting
of Afghan war in the pine forests of Fort Polk in southern Louisiana
made me laugh (“How to Do Better,” December 17, 2005). And you
take it so seriously! Imagine teaching a bunch of near-illiterates on
steroids from the most deprived bits of the Midwest and the many
horrendous urban ghettoes on eastern and western seaboards how to fit
snugly into the worst bits of Asia, South America, or Africa! Although
it is commendable that someone up the American military ranks has
figured out that blasting everything around you to smithereens is not
enough to win a war, the playacting is risible. And so is your account
of the attempt. Cultural baboons will get nowhere, let alone into
people’s souls. The best they can ever do is blast everything around
them to smithereens. For that is what they have learned at the height
of their education, playing inane computer games.
RESILIENCE (December 18, 2005)
Your full-page portrait of Somalia, the wildest land on the planet,
touched me more than I would have expected (“A State of Utter
Failure,” December 17, 2005). No government. No central bank. Few
schools. Few institutions of any kind. And many brigands, pirates,
warlords. Many marauding armies. What touched me most is the
resilience of the Somalis, who manage to make a living in spite of it
all. In fact, there is something quite attractive about a state so, as it
were, natural. There is something beguiling about anarchy so
complete. Not only does it remind us of the dark ages after the
collapse of the Roman empire, but it also offers a palpable model of
how things are likely to be if and when the world as we know it
collapses again. Enthralling resilience will be the mark of that new
world, too. And that makes it almost appealing.
GREAT LEAPS FORWARD (January 4, 2006)
The so-called Great Leap Forward of around forty-thousand years ago,
which you suggest is going out of fashion in your survey of human
evolution (“The Proper Study of Mankind,” December 24, 2005), is
associated with the mastery of the entire autistic spectrum of human
consciousness, culminating with hallucination. This was the proper
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domain of the shaman, and it is reflected in the Upper Paleolithic art in
France and Spain. But the gradual “domestication” of autistic states of
consciousness most likely began much earlier, as witnessed by recent
finds from South Africa. Dated to close to eighty-thousand years ago,
these finds bear abstract patterns, which are associated with the first
step along the path toward full hallucination. According to David
Lewis-Williams, a leading student of prehistoric art, there are three
stages along the autistic path. The first is associated with abstract
patterns projected onto the inner eye; the second with construal of
people or animals out of these patterns; and the third with
hallucinations of animals and people, or combinations of the two. This
would suggest not one leap forward, but three. The shamanistic
“revolution” itself was the result of an evolutionary process.
ON DEMOGRAPHIC DECLINE (January 10, 2006)
As you say in your leader, the fact that rich countries’ populations are
beginning to shrink due to low fertility and mortality rates is not
necessarily bad news (“Incredible Shrinking Countries,” January 7,
2006). After suitable changes in laws and policies regarding
employment, retirement, and the like, demographic decline is not
incompatible with economic growth. A golden age may thus be
behind the corner, as you conclude. All true, in the aggregate at least.
But what about low fertility and mortality rates in small communities?
Or in areas of low population density? This is where the old usually
get trapped, as well as abandoned by the young. Will this eventually
result in overpopulation of the cities and depopulation of the
countryside? Suitable laws and policies to deal with such demographic
shifts are few and far between. A silver age may be our best bet yet.
SO VERY FRAGILE (January 16, 2006)
As you rightly say, the European Union has stumbled twice in the
Balkans, and quite badly, but it will need nothing less than sheer luck
the third time around (“Third Time Lucky?” January 14, 2006). For its
policies are wide of the mark. The region is so very fragile that it
needs something akin to the Marshall Plan to bring it into the European
orbit without too much trouble. But the European Union is not even
considering such an extravagance. The mess is thus likely to blow into
its face sooner or later. By then, the cost of making things right in the
Balkans will be several times higher than that of any Marshall Plan at
present, no matter how extravagant. And the cost will fall squarely on
the European Union.
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THE ENGINE OF GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT (January 24,
2006)
Your optimistic report on the success of the so-called emerging
economies or the third world (“Climbing back,” January 21, 2006),
though uplifting, suffers from classification problems. In short, it is
way too lumpy. Stuffing South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and
Singapore into this category is the case in point. The older division
along the lines of advanced industrial countries (AICs), newly
industrialized countries (NICs), and less developed countries (LDCs) is
much more useful. The four countries above fit comfortably among
the NICs. This kind of classification is useful primarily because it
focuses on investment in fixed capital, which translates into future
growth. Again, it is the NICs where such investment predominates,
whereas AICs grow mainly by using their fixed capital more
efficiently. In addition, this view of the world focuses on ways of
turning LDCs into NICs, with investment in fixed capital as the engine
of growth and development. The division of the world’s economies
into developed and emerging occludes the key rôle of this very engine.
CULTURE, SCHMULTURE (February 6, 2006)
Culture is the war cry of scoundrels, as you rightly suggest in your
response to the European Union’s recent attempt to give substance to
“European culture,” whatever that is supposed to mean (“Culture
Wars,” February 4, 2006). Only spent countries, like France, as well
as continents, like Europe, go for such claptrap. Once the competition
for global customers and suppliers is lost for good, a smattering of
Mozart, Shakespeare, or Rubens will not get you far, either. Especially
if you have to subsidize their operas, dramas, or exhibitions even in
their own home countries. At best, the “European culture” label may
come handy in the competition for global tourists, where Europe
indeed has a chance. Even here, old labels such as “Greek culture” and
“Roman culture” are liable to have greater punch.
THE FASHIONABLE TIP (February 6, 2006)
You ask rhetorically: “Is a Louis Vuitton handbag a work of art?”
(“Leather and Canvass,” February 4, 2006). At first, I answer
viscerally and quite loudly: “Aaargh!” The budding love affair
between luxury-goods giants like Louis Vuitton, Gucci, and Prada and
the fashionable tip of contemporary art is execrable, to say the least.
And so is the dabbling of these companies into cultural philanthropy in
all its guises, including sponsorship of exhibitions of third-rate artists
like Bonnard, Klimt, Schiele, and Kokoschka. On second thought,
though, I answer rather more calmly and hopefully: “Perhaps.” If only
the fashionable tip of contemporary art would merge with luxury
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goods! Merge without remainder, too. And thus vanish from the
world of art once and for all.
CARTOON WARS (February 13, 2006)
Under the caption on your front cover, “Cartoon Wars: The Battle for
Free Speech,” your cartoonist has drawn a hand holding a pen and
drawing a wiggly line with black ink that has turned into a burning
fuse at its far end. Poignant. Sooner or later the hand itself will be
blown up, that is. Pray, though, whose hand is it? Your cartoonist’s?
The hand of the Danish cartoonist who has caused so much strife in the
Muslim world with his drawings of the Prophet Muhammad? Or are
you being blasphemous again?
BURLESCONI FOR KING (February 21, 2006)
Prime minister Burlesconi—the self-styled Jesus Christ of politics—
appears to be on the way to yet another electoral victory (“A ‘Martyr’
with Some Method to His Madness,” February 18, 2006). Perhaps by
a wide margin, too. Baffling as they are, his shenanigans are much
less baffling than his popularity in his country, Burlesconia. However,
more baffling still is that Burlesconia remains a solid member of the
European Union. To the best of my knowledge, there is not a hint in
the Union that the country is a candidate for expulsion on account of
the political burlesque that has become its trademark. What does it
presage for the Union as a whole, I wonder? Burlesconia writ
continental?
Addendum (February 22, 2006)
Funny. Only two friends from my electronic-mail list responded to
this piece. Both of them are Burlesconian. Sorry, Italian. The first
one let me know that the proper spelling of the name is Berlusconi
rather than Burlesconi. The second one wondered how come no-one
had thought of this particular misspelling before. Touchy, touchy.
Anyhow, the point of my letter was elsewhere. Burlesconi for king?
Nay, for emperor of the glorious Union!
RESEARCH ON AGEING (February 28, 2006)
Aubrey de Grey’s ideas on ageing deserve a bit more attention than
you give them in your account of the current research on this topic
(“How to Live for Ever,” February 25, 2006). If ageing can be slowed
down, perhaps it can be stopped and even reversed, as he argues. And
if there are many biological processes that cause ageing, bringing
together different strands of research concerning all of these processes
must be central to the effort, as he claims. As a computer scientist, de
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Gray can not only bring these strands together, but also offer a
coherent strategy for the entire research endeavor. His position at the
University of Cambridge makes perfect sense in this context regardless
of the fact that he is not engaged in experimental research as such. The
scorn of some experimental researchers for his ideas, which you
mention in passing, is thus hardly relevant. Research on ageing cannot
but benefit from a bold mind such as de Grey’s.
THE INGRATES (March 6, 2006)
After everything the Americans have done for them, the Iraqis are
fighting among themselves (“Iraq at War with Itself,” March 4, 2006).
How senseless! To punish the ingrates, America should reinstate
Saddam Hussein and leave the country. That would show them!
FROM MICKEY MOUSE’S COPYBOOK (March 6, 2006)
Your pot shot at Karl Marx in connection with rising economic
nationalism, particularly in Europe, and even more particularly in
France (“From Karl Marx’s Copybook,” March 4, 2006), shows that
you know little about his thoughts about globalization. In fact, he saw
it as capitalism’s revolutionary side, in the sense of relentlessly
bursting asunder all retrograde barriers to trade. It was this headlong
drive that was to provide the basis for an international economic order
based on socialist principles. It seems you are confusing Marx with
Stalin, who turned toward economic nationalism out of sheer
expedience in the aftermath of World War I. Back then, socialism in
one country was unthinkable until Stalin introduced it. In fact, even
Lenin was an internationalist who saw globalization as a revolutionary
force. At any rate, I would recommend you limit yourself to taking pot
shots at economic and political thinkers you understand better than
Marx.
REMBRANDT AND CARAVAGGIO (March 6, 2006)
In your review of the Rembrandt and Caravaggio show at the Van
Gogh Museum in Amsterdam (“The Eyes Have It,” March 4, 2006),
you quote Van Gogh himself: “Rembrandt says things for which there
are no words in any language.” The same holds for Caravaggio, or any
good painter. As well as any good writer, by the way, as much is left
unsaid in a good story. The one about Abraham and Isaac is the case
in point.
The Old Testament leaves much to the reader’s
interpretation. Your own dabbling in the comparison of the two
painters’ renderings of this story, complete with miniature
reproductions of the two paintings, is thus disappointing, if not also
irritating. Rembrandt captures Abraham’s fatherly anguish, you say,
whereas Caravaggio’s revels in Isaac’s terror. Really? It is best to
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leave such things to the reader and/or viewer’s interpretation. Besides,
it is unwise to forget the ways and means of the one who does not
appear in either painting but who is behind much of the action
depicted.
GLOBAL JUSTICE (March 14, 2006)
As you show in your special report on international tribunals
concerned with war crimes (“Bringing the Wicked to the Dock,”
March 11, 2006), the record of global justice has been patchy. If
international tribunals are ever to deter the wicked, they will have to be
both punchier and swifter. But your report suffers from the same
absence that mars global justice: the hulking presence of the United
States. The remaining global power not only brazenly exempts itself
from all war crimes punishable by international law, but it also tilts the
scales of global justice its own merry way. Many of the wicked will
never be brought to the dock as long as they faithfully serve the
American empire.
DE MORTIUS (March 20, 2006)
How fitting that you chose for your obituary of Slobodan Milošević a
photograph in which he appears together with his beloved wife,
Mirjana Marković or Mira (March 18, 2006). Mira was much more
than his wife, though. She was a political agent in her own right, as
well as Milosevic’s spiritus movens, as everyone in the Balkans
knows. De mortius nihil nisi bene, as you suggest in your first
paragraph, but Mira is very much alive. And kicking. Which is why it
is bewildering that you do not mention her complicity in his many
crimes. In this you faithfully follow The Hague. In the mockery of
justice, she is wanted in Serbia only for her part in Milošević’s
rampant kleptocracy.
Feminists beware, for here you have
depreciation of women of the worst kind.
Addendum (March 21, 2006)
A confession of sorts is in order here. Or so it seems to me now. As
soon as I sent this letter to the mighty newspaper by electronic mail,
and then distributed it to friends as an electronic postcard, I printed it
out and pasted it onto a bunch of snail-mail postcards, which I selected
from my stash with meticulous care. I addressed them to friends who
are not on my electronic-mail list for one reason or another. In this
case, all of them happened to be women. As well as feminists of one
kind or another. Feminists of the best kind, I must add. Returning to
the confession, I made the postcards with such relish that I ended up
feeling a bit embarrassed. A tiny bit, but still. Enough to warrant
these few words of hesitant contrition.
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THE MYTH OF KOSOVO (March 21, 2006)
“As the Serbs have reminded the world over the past fifteen years,”
you write in connection with the reverberations of Slobodan
Milošević’s demise in Serbia, “everything would have been different
had they not lost the battle of Kosovo to the Ottoman Turks in 1389”
(“Aftermath of a Dictator,” March 18, 2006). This is a myth. In the
words of a leading Serbian historian, Sima Ćirković: “The idea that the
‘fall of the Serbian Empire’ took place at the battle of Kosovo is
fundamentally wrong, because the state continued to exist for a further
seven decades and experienced economic and cultural revival” (The
Serbs, Oxford: Blackwell, 2004, p. 85). Still, this is the most potent
Serbian myth, and it would take careful historical analysis to
understand why. As well as how it has impinged upon the actual
historic events in Serbia and the Balkans in the past fifteen years.
TURKEY’S CULTURAL HERITAGE (March 27, 2006)
Your cry of anguish about the neglect of Turkey’s cultural heritage
focuses on a few sites, such as Topkapi Saray and Hagia Sophia, both
on the European side of Istanbul, the most promising candidate for
Europe’s culture capital for 2010 (“Topkapi Capers,” March 25, 2006).
However, the sprawling Asian side of the great city is not to be
forgotten, either. Much of Anatolia beyond is teeming with Greek and
Roman sites worth visiting and preserving. Not for nothing was it
called Rum—that is, Rome—by the Arabs centuries before the Turks
arrived there. In fact, Turkey’s vast cultural heritage is one more
reason, rarely mentioned in political arguments, for the country’s entry
into the European Union. This is where it really belongs, not only
geographically, but also culturally.
LEAVE CHINA ALONE (March 28, 2006)
I would not be surprised if I chanced upon a century-old issue of your
newspaper with a plucky title on the front page: “How to Make
America Even Richer.” But are we better off now that America is so
much richer? I wonder. Thus I wonder about the title on the front
page of your current issue: “How to Make China Even Richer” (March
25, 2006). I bet your readers a hundred years from now would
wonder, too. For things happen to nations as they grow richer. They
get plucky. They get uppity. They get pushy. By and by, they get
outright nasty. So, leave China alone. As you should have left
America alone a century ago, assuming I was right about that longforgotten front page of yours.
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BILL EMMOTT’S PARTING SHOT (April 5, 2006)
To put it mildly, Bill Emmott’s parting shot falls quite short (“A Long
Goodbye,” April 1, 2006). Three years since Bush’s invasion of Iraq,
and at least a year since the onset of the civil war there, he still
believes the mighty newspaper was right in supporting Bush. Saddam
had to go no matter what. Although Emmott concedes that more
skepticism was due concerning the ability of Bush’s government to
build a better world in the invaded country, he claims that The
Economist was skeptical enough from the start. Really? The latter
having been obvious enough long before the invasion, how could the
former possibly follow? I do not feel outraged by this conundrum,
though, as the departing editor predicted. I only hope the new editor,
John Micklethwait, will see the conundrum for what it actually is.
After all, he used to be the editor of the American section.
JOKERS AND DUDS (April 10, 2006)
As you say in your leader, the Italians face a rotten choice in their
elections (“Basta, Berlusconi,” April 8, 2006). Berlusconi is awful
past compare, but Prodi is hardly worth rejoicing about. However, I
also feel that Italians are getting the politicians they deserve. They
have a long, long record of making rotten political choices. It is high
time for the entire nation to consider their fate and come up with clear
answers as to the reasons for their bad luck. Why jokers like
Mussolini and Berlusconi or duds like King Victor Emmanuel III and
Prodi? Is there not some connection, not to say dialectic, between the
leaders and the led?
BLOOD AND TREASURE (April 11, 2006)
I am quite staggered to read that respectable American economists
appraise the life of an American soldier killed in Iraq at six to seven
million dollars (“Blood and Treasure,” April 8, 2006). Gosh, that is a
lot of cash. Luckily, there are ways to reduce the cost. With such a
price tag, each American soldier could get a whole bunch of friendly
Iraqi bodyguards, whose lives could not be appraised at more than a
couple of hundred dollars each. Or, for real economy, Americans
could hole up their soldiers in bunkers on American soil. That would
save them a lot of taxpayers’ hard-earned money.
WHERE THE WEB IS THE THINNEST (April 25, 2006)
Your survey of new media—that is, the World Wide Web and its many
colorful offshoots—focuses almost entirely on the most developed
world (“Among the Audience,” April 22, 2006). This is where the
Web is the thickest. But the age of participation, as you call it, may
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have an even greater relative impact in places where the Web is the
thinnest. China is perhaps the most important example. This is where
the democratizing effect of new media is most feared by those in
power. There are many other such spots around the world, where the
newspapers, radio, and television are almost exclusive sources of
information about the world out there. Those who have access to the
Web can keep abreast of things quite effectively even in such places,
though. And they can also organize themselves, thus threatening the
monopoly of power of those on top. This is what your survey sadly
misses.
Addendum (April 27, 2006)
I just found the response of Andreas Kluth, the author of the survey.
He started by thanking me for my letter. “You are absolutely right,” he
continued, “and I myself regretted having to omit the possible
scenarios for poor countries.” He was limited to thirteen-thousand
words, he explained. And he concluded by thanking me once again.
“I am almost embarrassed by your praise,” I responded. But then I
added that my letter was motivated by my own experience in the socalled Western Balkans. “A few weeks ago I initiated a political
process by setting up an Internet forum,” I said. Although the results
are far from spectacular, I mentioned, they are still above my
expectations. “The Internet can do wonders in these backwaters,” I
concluded. What a pleasure it is to correspond with bright and
gracious people like Andreas Kluth.
THE WORLD’S TALENT (May 9, 2006)
“America’s top universities and high-tech industries are a magnet for
the world’s talent,” you claim in your leader on immigration to the
United States (“Brains and Borders,” May 6, 2006). True. “And the
whole world has benefited from the results,” you conclude, pointing
out that it is thus in everyone’s interest that America gets its
immigration policy right. I wonder. Back in the early Seventies I was
among the world’s talent. I remember my dismay when I discovered
one day that the satellite photos of rivers I was studying at one of the
top American universities at the time were of Vietnamese rivers. The
research I engaged in, ostensibly dealing with something as benign as
branching patterns in different natural systems, such as neural
networks, blood systems, and rivers, was funded by the American
military. The Vietnam War was still raging at the time. To wit,
military research is not necessarily in everyone’s interest. It may thus
be a good thing that the world’s talent gets more evenly spread across
the globe, and especially among countries that do not engage in
military research.
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GLOBALIZATION BLUES (May 16, 2006)
“If the EU does not go to the Balkans,” you argue, “the Balkans will
come to the EU, in the form of illegal immigration, drugs, and crime”
(“A Case for Enlargement Fatigue,” May 13, 2006). Very well put,
indeed. If the enlargement fatigue actually reflects a globalization
fear, as you claim, then the Europeans had better think about the
globalization of criminal activities of all kinds. And there is no better
haven for such activities than the Balkans. Since the Roman times,
too.
ALEXANDER ZINOVIEV (May 22, 2006)
Your obituary of Alexander Zinoviev (May 20, 2006), although
ostensibly fair, suffers from a misunderstanding of a good deal of
dissident literature from the Soviet Union and other so-called
communist countries. Much of it was not against communism as such,
and thus perforce for capitalism, but against communism as it came to
pass. That is, against the wholesale betrayal of communist principles
themselves. Therefore, there is no contradiction in the dismay with
capitalism, so typical of dissident writers before and after the collapse
of what went as communism. This is the simplest way to understand
many of Zinoviev’s own “contradictions,” which you highlight with
gusto. Which is why I have not discarded his books from my shelves
even after 1989. They may still come handy one day, when capitalism
as it has come to pass gets its fair share of battering.
Addendum (June 5, 2006)
To my surprise, this letter can be found in the current issue of The
Economist. It has not been edited, either. But why am I surprised?
Because my last letter appeared in February, which would mean that
my next letter would be due for publication in September. That is how
it has been for a few years already. And regardless of how many
letters I would send in the meanwhile. Perhaps it is the new editor of
the mighty newspaper, though. I will have to get used to a new
schedule. June and December, say.
ART, SCHMART (May 29, 2006)
Your enthusiastic review of a couple of new contemporary-art
museums in Italy end on a positively bubbly note: “Contemporary art
is finally on the agenda in Italy—which can only be a good thing”
(“The Line of Beauty,” May 27, 2006). Really? If one is to judge by
your picture of Jeff Koons’ inflatable heart sculpture in Palazzo Grassi
in Venice, which can be rated as kitsch supreme, rather the opposite is
the case. Your enthusiasm for the fops like Damien Hirst and Urs
Fischer among the younger artists, as well as the third-raters like Cy
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Twombly and Mark Rothko among the older and already dead artists,
respectively, betrays a gullibility that is likely to sound quaint in a few
short decades. Much of the contemporary art scene is so vapid that
Italy can be called lucky for remaining oblivious to it. A pity for those
two new museums.
SLAVIC STATES (June 6, 2006)
A bit distracted, this afternoon I started reading your European Section
without customary care. The first article was about some Slavic states.
I kept skipping from paragraph to paragraph. Out of the blue, one
sentence grabbed my attention: “Corrupt and incompetent officials,
venal politicians, slow, expensive, and untrustworthy courts, silly
rules, and a feeling of public powerlessness all combine to make voters
feel fed up.” How very true of Croatia, I thought. Only then I checked
the article’s title. As it turned out, it was about Slovakia and Serbia
(“A Tale of Two Slavic States,” June 3, 2006). What a pity, I thought.
For that felicitous sentence fits so well almost every Slavic state I
happen know. Croatia included, of course.
AIRCRAFT EMISSIONS (June 13, 2004)
Although in full agreement with the argument that governments need
to take action to cut aircraft emissions (“The Dirty Sky,” June 10,
2006), which have hitherto gone unpunished everywhere around the
world, I would like to point out a small but not insignificant omission
in the argument: visual pollution.
Those long, white streaks
crisscrossing the sky, which grow puffy in time, are nuisances in their
own right. The standard classification of cloud formations—cirrus,
stratus, cumulus, and nimbus—should have been extended long ago to
include those ugly manmade streaks. Say, lineus clouds in good old
Latin. It can only be hoped that this new cloud formation is but
temporary.
THE IMPERIAL COMPLEX (June 20, 2006)
You are certainly right when you say that the American president
needs to remind his top people that a little politeness goes a long way
in international politics (“Mind Your Language,” June 17, 2006).
Otherwise, his country will keep sliding down all kinds of opinion
polls around the world, including the annual Pew survey of global
attitudes, which just came out. Once again, the results are catastrophic
for the mightiest country of them all. But America’s war for hearts
and minds hardly depends on George W. Bush and his top people
alone. When it comes to the rest of the world, American politeness is
gone across the board. This is reflected in your own Letters to the
Editor, among other public places, where Americans often sermonize,
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pontificate, and even threaten with damnation. The imperial complex
is upon us, and a little politeness from any one quarter is unlikely to do
the trick. Watch the Pew survey plummeting in the future, as well.
EURABIA (June 26, 2006)
The American myth of Eurabia, or Europe turned Muslim by
demographic drift or by enlargement, does not deserve a leader, let
alone the leading leader (“Tales from Eurabia,” June 24, 2006). All
Europe needs to do about Muslims is give them education, jobs, and
seats on the local council, as you argue yourself. Hardly the stuff of
myths, you must agree. This caricature of Europe is best left to the
pundits in Washington, D.C. So why do you give it such prominence
in your own pages? The summer doldrums?
DROIT DE SUITE (June 26, 2006)
The battle in London’s art market against the new droit de suite, or
artist’s resale right, a European Union law that took effect last
February, is quite a farce (“Suite Anglaise,” June 24, 2006). The law
applies only to living artists, and the tax of four percent is capped at
€12,500 for a work worth €500,000 or more. This cannot dent art
sales by much. Whether or not this is a good law is hardly at issue,
though. The grandees of London’s art market have grabbed it as an
“explanation” for the decline of London in global art sales, where it
currently holds the second place after New York. But they can only
hope the new law explains anything in this regard. The fact that
wealth is shifting east is left unmentioned. As well as the fact that
contemporary British art is not up to scratch. Whatever Serota and
Saatchi can dish out cannot possibly attract sufficient sales to warrant
London’s vaunted second place. That place is soon likely to go to
Hong Kong. The first place will have to wait a bit longer, but not
much longer.
IN PRAISE OF FINLAND (July 12, 2006)
You pointedly ask what the European Union could learn from its new
president (“In Praise of Finland,” July 8, 2006), and you proceed to list
the country’s many successes. Enviable, indeed, given that Finland
was in real trouble upon the collapse of the Soviet Union some fifteen
years ago. And given that it was pretty much nowhere after the end of
World War II, which you fail to mention. But you end up by saying
that your question was merely a rhetorical one, as Finland is such a
small country and the Union so big. The case dismissed. Should it be,
though? You seem to forget that the Union is still made up of so many
countries, as well as that many of them are not very different in size
than Finland. To wit, many a smallish country in the Union would do
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well to copy Finland in the years to come. Your list of that country’s
many enviable successes would then be read rather differently.
EUROPEAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (July 18, 2006)
The idea of a new European Institute of Technology, meant to be
Europe’s answer to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
America, is nothing but risible (“The Perils of Project Mania,” July 15,
2006). No matter how much money is poured into EIT, and no matter
how it is organized, it will never be a match to MIT. Having studied
and taught at MIT, as well as a number of European universities, I
know exactly where EIT will fail. The new darling of many European
governments, announced recently by José Manuel Barroso, the
European Commission president, it will be the victim of bureaucratic
meddling, just as are so many existing European universities, some of
which of world renown in the past. In the meanwhile, MIT will remain
free from meddling of any sort. It will remain a private organization
that can chart its own course without any help from outside. This is a
concept that the European Union will never grasp. A great pity for the
EIT.
DEMOCRATIZING COMPUTING (July 31, 2006)
Your eulogy of the personal computer (“The Dream of the Personal
Computer,” July 29, 2006), which is celebrating its twenty-fifth
birthday this year, quickly turns into an obituary. The breathtaking
promises of so many years ago remain largely unfulfilled. The
personal computer is still too complex, cumbersome, and costly to
reach and connect everyone around the globe. The mobile phone, you
venture, may finish the job of democratizing computing. Perhaps. But
everything hangs on the premise that the personal computer was put on
the market for the sake of democratizing computing. The same holds
for the mobile phone. In fact, your premise is rather suspect. What if
these two technologies were never meant to be pushed to their logical
conclusions? What if they were always meant to go only so far?
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SEXES (August 7, 2006)
Your lengthy article on differences between the sexes (“The
Mismeasure of Woman,” August 5, 2006), which spreads over three
full pages and over the entire Science and Technology Section,
purports to show that differences do exist, but that they are not very
large. No matter how small, though, differences are still of interest.
That is, they are there for some evolutionary reason. In a small
community of hunters and gatherers, which exemplifies “society” for
the longest stretch of human evolution, men and women work together
for mutual advantage. The division of labor and the underlying
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division of cognitive skills are there for the benefit of the entire
community. The obvious conclusion, which you never reach, is that
differences between the sexes, even if not very large, must be
advantageous to both sexes working together. Cooperation for mutual
advantage is the missing link. Men and women forget this at their
peril.
GÜNTER GRASS (August 21, 2006)
Like so much else relating to Germany’s past, Günter Grass’s belated
confession of his membership in the most virulent Nazi military outfit
is best left to Germans themselves (“Another Hero Lost,” August 19,
2006). So far, they have shown real courage in dealing with the
subject, and there is no reason to doubt that they will pass this test, too.
In fact, no other European nation has shown such collective courage in
dealing with its nasty past. His autobiography may even help so many
others in Germany fess up, no matter how late. In short, it is too early
to judge the great writer. It may yet turn out that his greatness will be
only confirmed by the current ordeal.
THE NEWSPAPER VERSUS THE INTERNET (August 30, 2006)
The Internet killed the newspaper, you claim in your editorial (“Who
Killed the Newspaper?” August 26, 2006). But is it not the
newspaper’s fault, too? That is, what is wrong with a merger of sorts?
A good newspaper boasts good readers. As well as subscribers, of
course. Such a newspaper could easily set up and maintain an Internetbased debating club, or forum in today’s parlance, limited for comment
to its subscribers, but available for information to all its readers. The
better the newspaper, the better the forum. And the greater the
opportunity to learn something of value from all the subscribers, not
just a few journalists. The lure of participation in the debate would be
an incentive to subscribe to the newspaper, it goes without saying.
Letters to the editor, only a few of which would appear in print, could
serve to kick off the debate. All the good newspaper would need to do
is a little bit of forum administration. Not exactly journalism, but most
useful still.
THE GREATEST THREAT TO WORLD PEACE
2006)

(September 4,

Your main leader on the aftermath of September 11, 2001, stretches
over two entire pages (“Five Years On,” September 2, 2006), making it
the longest leader in a long while, but you still fail to say anything
coherent about the way forward. Congratulations! America has
destabilized the entire world, and it threatens to destabilize it even
more in the years to come, but you go on and on about al-Qaeda’s
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successes and failures. Terrorism is only terrorism, for crying out
loud, while America is a mighty empire with much at stake all over the
planet. Besides, America has spawned an ideology about its own
security that justifies practically anything it does anywhere it pleases.
That, rather than al-Qaeda’s shenanigans, is the greatest threat to world
peace since the collapse of the Soviet Union. Newt Gingrich’s ravings,
according to which “we are in the early stages of what I would
describe as the third world war,” should be taken a bit more seriously
than you do. After all, he knows his own country and its ways.
CLIMATE CHANGE FOR BEGINNERS (September 12, 2006)
Neither your main leader on climate change nor your survey of this
vital subject comes to any sensible conclusions (“The Heat is On,”
September 9, 2006). I read both twice, but all I have learned is that it
is pretty hard to tell which way climate will change and how it will
affect us. True enough, but why then the main leader and the survey?
In my opinion, it would have been much more useful to catalogue
scientific opinion on the matter, and explore its wide range. And the
range is wide, indeed. Some scientists advise there is nothing to worry
about, while others caution that millions may soon be on the move in
search of higher ground. If the probabilities of such possibilities could
not be credibly assessed at present, at least the possibilities should be
clearly drawn. And left to the reader’s lively imagination.
ON ICEBERGS (September 18, 2006)
Your Letters Section rarely spills to a page and a half. Once in half a
decade is perhaps a bit generous an assessment in this regard. Judd
Kessler’s letter seems to be the culprit this time (Letters, September
16, 2006), and only because he writes from the very capital of the
American empire. “George Bush,” he begins the second of his three
long paragraphs, “seems to understand that September 11 represented
only the tip of a very large iceberg.” That of Islam, as it turns out.
Judging by the space you devote to his sermon, you seem to concur,
thus contributing to one of the greatest myths of the young century. As
if oil, and the brewing energy crisis of global proportions, were not the
greatest of all icebergs in recent times.
th

ON FAITH IN FOREIGN POLICY (September 19, 2006)
“America’s foreign policy seems strongly influenced by religion,” you
grudgingly admit in your article on this important subject (“In the
World of Good and Evil,” September 16, 2006), “but that influence is
much more complex than its critics suppose.” In what follows, the
critics turn out to be Europeans. You argue that they make two errors.
First, they lump all religious Americans together. Second, they do not
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appreciate the American knack for mixing realpolitik with religion.
Gosh, how very complex! If this is all you have to say about the
European attitudes toward American faith-based foreign policy, then it
is fair to say that these attitudes are much more complex than you
suppose. You make two errors, in fact. First, you lump all nonreligious Europeans together. Second, you do not appreciate the
European knack for keeping realpolitik and religion apart.
GOOD OLD DODO (September 20, 2006)
The colorful cartoon on your cover introducing your main leader, as
well as your enthusiastic survey of the world economy, which focuses
on the power of the emerging economies, carries a powerful subliminal
message (“Surprise!” September 16, 2006). There are three birds on
the cover. Two smaller ones seem to be the mystified parents, the
United States and the European Union, and the third is their progeny, a
hulking chick hatching out of a huge egg in the shape of the earth. In
spite of its puzzlement, the almighty eagle is recognizable enough as
the father. The goose is a bird that represents the silly mother fairly
enough. But the chick is, well, a dodo. Your cartoonist is clear
enough on this point. Whence the subliminal message that contradicts
your ostensible enthusiasm: the emerging economies—such as China,
India, Russia, Brazil, and Mexico—are as good as stillborn. Dead as
the good old dodo. Surprise, what surprise?
OUR PREHISTORIC BAGGAGE (September 25, 2006)
I should say at the outset that Richard Dawkins’ new book, The God
Delusion (London: Bantam, 2006), is very much to my liking even
from your review (“Misbegotten Sons,” September 23, 2006). Given
Dawkins’ status as evolutionary biologist, I am sure to read his all-out
assault upon religion with due reverence. But there is a fundamental
difference between religion and religiosity, or religious drive, which
underlies it since prehistory. Some evolutionary psychologists believe
that the latter is rooted in the universal fear of animals and the
associated attempt to appease the fearful beings through emulation,
which goes hand in hand with intimate knowledge. Thus the parallel
emergence of shamanism throughout the prehistoric world. If religion
has no biological basis, religiosity surely does. It must have been to
our species’ evolutionary advantage, too. Of course, this has not been
the case for quite some time. Thus, and here I quite agree with both
Dawkins and your reviewer, it is high time to jettison our prehistoric
baggage.
Addendum I (October 3, 2006)
Dawkins’ last book arrived in this morning’s mail. I ordered it before I
responded to the review published by The Economist. As soon as I
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opened the Amazon package, I went to the Index. As I suspected, it
does not contain words like “shaman” or “shamanism.” Now I am
ploughing through the remaining four-hundred pages, but I suspect the
author is not aware of my point about religiosity, or any other version
thereof. When I finish the book, I will surely have to write to
Dawkins, too.
Addendum II (October 5, 2006)
Now I am through half of the book. I just finished Chapter Five, “The
Roots of Religion,” which was the most promising one in the entire
volume regarding my interests. I remain disappointed, though.
Dawkins explores in this chapter some of the mechanisms of
evolutionary development of religious ideas. He does this mainly
through his theory of memes—that is, cultural replicators modeled on
genes. However, he does not address the origin of the entire process,
which is of chief concern to me. When I focus on shamanism as a
proto-religious system, I am concerned with this origin, but an even
earlier step is the emergence of religiosity itself, as well as its adaptive
value to the species. Again, religiosity would not be with us without
palpable evolutionary advantage. But I should get to the end of the
book before I can think through my original complaint and figure out
what, if anything, to do next.
Addendum III (October 6, 2006)
Dawkins’ book behind me, I can attempt a few pithy conclusions. To
begin with, my disappointment persists, but it is largely of my own
making. Why should Dawkins be catering to my own interests? In
due time I will find a book about the evolution of religiosity that is to
my own liking. In particular, I am looking for something along the
lines initiated by David Lewis-Williams in The Mind in the Cave
(London: Thames & Hudson, 2002), which explores the origins of art
in the paleolithic. Evolutionary psychologists and anthropologists,
cognitive archeologists, and perhaps brain scientists, will eventually
satisfy my curiosity in this domain.
Back to Dawkins’ book, though. It could be better sold under a less
poetic title. Something like Atheists of the World Unite, for example.
As such, the book is likely to be successful, for there are many
wannabe-atheists around, but I am an atheist already. As a matter of
fact, I cannot possibly be less religious than I already am. Both of my
parents were atheists, too, and so they spared me from religious
nonsense of any sort. Besides, I grew up in a society that was
ostensibly atheist. For its many faults, former Yugoslavia was free
from religious mambo-jumbo. As for the reasons to unite forces with
other atheists, my last conclusion follows directly.
Namely, the most important thing I have learned from Dawkins’ last
book is that there is a mighty force in this world that we neglect at our
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peril. That is Christian fundamentalism in America. Muslim
fundamentalism is also a force to be reckoned with, it goes without
saying, but it is risible by comparison with its counterpart in the
mightiest country on the planet. Christian fundamentalists even have a
president of their own, and he is armed to the teeth. More, he is eager
to get into every brawl. Most important, Christian fundamentalists are
striving to form a full-blown theocracy in America, and they may be
successful in the years to come. That is one of the greatest dangers
humanity now faces, and we must unite against it. So, in the end, I am
more than happy to have read The God Delusion.
Addendum IV (October 9, 2006)
As luck would have it, this letter among letters found its way into the
mighty newspaper two days ago. It is a question of luck, too, for the
editor is spacing my letters to the best of his ability. My last two
letters were published in February and July this year. I am losing
count of the previous ones published with Motovun as my abode. At
any rate, now I may hear from Dawkins, as well. Yesterday I sent him
an electronic-mail message with all of the above, but I have not heard
from him yet. The Economist will probably help in this regard, no
matter how busy the evolutionary biologist may be. Arguably, it is the
mightiest newspaper of them all.
THE BEST AND THE BRIGHTEST (September 27, 2006)
If it is indeed true that top American universities are accepting an
increasing number of students from rich and powerful American
families, rather than the best and the brightest (“Poison Ivy,”
September 23, 2006), the problem is not only one of social justice
within America itself. In a few short years, it will be a problem of top
American universities’ performance on the world scene. For many
decades after World War II, these universities benefited not only from
greater social justice within America, but also from a much wider pool
of the best and the brightest from around the world. Nowadays, that
pool is greater still, as America is much less special than it used to be.
Much of the world has caught up with it in the meanwhile. Put
differently, top American universities focus on the students from rich
and powerful American families only at their own peril. This is
something of great importance to the best among American
universities, and they acknowledge it repeatedly, but you miss it
entirely.
STATING THE OBVIOUS (October 2, 2006)
The leaked intelligence report that George Bush is losing the war on
terror, which you believe is stating the obvious (“Stating the Obvious,”
September 30, 2006), strikes me as much too obvious to be true. Has
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Bush ever been fighting terrorism in Iraq, of all places? Were there
any terrorists there before the American assault? Has Bush actually
not been destabilizing the Middle East so as to gain control of oil in the
region, one of the richest on the planet? Is not global terrorism
actually a boon for Bush, as are the so-called Muslim fundamentalists,
the ultimate villains to be unleashed upon the just? Does not the report
give him a new mandate to project American power across the globe
with unprecedented resolve? Why else would the White House release
most of the report in the wake of a leak of its conclusions? Is any
administration ever so incompetent? Or am I, in my boundless naiveté,
stating the obvious?
IN PRAISE OF GENGHIS KHAN (October 9, 2006)
When one ruminates about the global promotion of talent, as you do in
your main leader and survey (“The Search for Talent” and “The Battle
for Brainpower,” respectively, October 7, 2006), one had better
remember the greatest promoter of talent in history: Genghis Khan.
He obliterated all barriers for talent in the Thirteenth-Century world,
stretching across the Silk Road, eventually setting the scene for the
Renaissance and the European expansion across the planet. By
comparison, all recent attempts to destroy barriers to free movement of
talent look tame, if not also lame. After half a century of enlightened
openness, America is busy erecting barriers around its shores. Much
of Asia remains segregated by culture and custom. Even the European
Union, that still brings so many hopes to so many peoples, erects many
more barriers than it manages to break down. The best and the
brightest are cooped up wherever they happen to have been born. If
they venture across national borders, they are left to their own devices,
often against horrendous odds. Genghis would have known that the
free movement of capital and goods could not go very far without the
free movement of talented people.
FAILURE ALL OVER (October 16, 2006)
It is rather depressing reading your leader and lengthy article on the
political failure in Central and Eastern European countries that joined
the European Union in 2004 (“Europe’s Fraying Fringe” and
“Shadows at Europe’s Heart,” respectively, October 14, 2006).
Incompetence, sleaze, and corruption are indeed rampant throughout
the region. But you focus exclusively on the effect that the failure may
have on the rest of the Union, where the appetite for enlargement is
rapidly dwindling. Only imagine how much more depressing it is in
the ex-communist countries that are yet to join the Union—such as
Romania and Bulgaria in 2007, Croatia around 2010, and the rest of
the Balkans around 2015 or beyond. The hope is still fervent in these
countries that joining the Union will bring to an end all manner of
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political and administrative incompetence, sleaze, and corruption. If
the Union cannot help fix such widespread problems, why ever join it?
THE NOBEL PRIZE FOR ECONOMICS (October 17, 2006)
As economics is a sluggish science, it is not surprising that many a
“deserving” economist does not live long enough to get the Nobel
prize for economics. I am most happy about this year’s winner,
Edmund Phelps (“A Natural Choice,” October 14, 2006), but I am
even more sorry for all those who languish in “the half-lit penumbra of
the shortlist,” to quote David Warsh, an economic journalist you cite in
this connection. Only consider the stylized picture of a deserving
economist’s lot. If he or she starts the career in economics at twenty,
completes the work deserving a Nobel prize at forty, gets on the Nobel
shortlist at sixty, and dies at eighty, he or she has about twenty years to
get into the limelight. In that period about forty people can actually
get the prize, as it is often shared, while the number of “equally”
deserving economists is at least double and perhaps even triple. In
short, there will always be many more deserving economists than
Nobel laureates in economics. Which is why we should focus on the
shortlist rather than on the actual winners, who often benefit from
nothing more than longevity.
FOR GEOGRAPHICAL REASONS (October 23, 2006)
Both your leader and article on growing troubles with Turkey’s bid for
membership in the European Union strike me as geopolitically naïve
(“Is the West Losing Turkey?” and “Troubles Ahead,” respectively,
October 21, 2006). As you say, Turkey is important for both
Americans and Europeans for geographical reasons. Exactly. But are
these interests similar, let alone the same? I very much doubt it. And I
doubt that America will come to Turkey’s rescue if and when the
negotiations with the EU break down. Why would America push
European heavyweights into an embrace with Turkey? The muddle
that is the Union’s foreign policy notwithstanding, an awkward
neighbor to Europe’s east is in America’s long-term interest. The
more awkward, the better. For geographical reasons, too.
VERY MUCH DIVIDED (November 2, 2006)
The electorate is liable to punish the elected when they are losing a
war, as you argue in the case of the United States today (“Cut and
Run?” October 28, 2006). Judging from the vigorous debate on how to
cut losses in Iraq, which has started only recently in the context of the
upcoming elections, the American electorate is very much divided. As
the situation in Iraq worsens, the options are ever fewer, as you rightly
point out. But it should not be forgotten that the American electorate
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has been very much divided on Iraq since long before the invasion.
That is, about half of the electorate has not had to change its mind on
the issue at all, for it has been clear from the outset that the war is
neither warranted nor likely to end well. What is new in America
today is that the other half of the electorate is changing its mind in the
face of a growing calamity, thus almost guaranteeing punishing
elections soon.
COLLECTIVE ACTION (November 3, 2006)
In your discussion of Nicholas Stern’s review of the economic impact
of climate change (“Stern Warning,” November 4, 2006), which he
describes as “the greatest and widest-reaching market failure ever
seen,” you focus on his assessment of future costs. That is relevant
only if there is no real cause for worry. Judging from what so many
scientists have to say, that is most unlikely, though. Stern’s call for
“international collective action” to alleviate the ravages of climate
change suffers instead from a host of well-known problems with
collective action itself. The Logic of Collective Action, first published
by Mancur Olson in 1965, sets the stage for better appreciation of the
issues. And there are many, indeed. Having assessed the future costs,
Stern should have focused on the most sensible ways of resolving
collective-action problems that are likely to bedevil all attempts at
dealing with climate change. Just consider the biggest polluters
around: America, China, Japan, Germany, India, Russia, Brazil…
How in the world will they ever agree on what to do?
BUT A HAZY DREAM (November 6, 2006)
Reading about the shenanigans surrounding Kosovo’s departure from
Serbia (“A Province Prepares to Depart,” November 4, 2006), one
cannot but wonder about the break-up of former Yugoslavia as a
whole. Ever since the fall of the Berlin wall, the hotheads who have
grabbed hold of the fractured region have not managed to negotiate a
single deal between the countries emerging from the chaos. All the
deals shaping the region, starting with Germany’s recognition of
Croatia and Slovenia, have been negotiated by the great powers outside
the region. Although the same is happening once again, Kosovo’s
independence being negotiated by the Americans, the British, and the
Russians in the so-called Contact Group, practically no-one in the
region recognizes this “law” of the Western Balkans: sovereignty is
forever but a hazy dream. Come to think of it, the Kingdom of
Yugoslavia was formed by the great powers after the break-up of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, as well.
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CHINA’S ECONOMIC STATISTICS (November 8, 2006)
Although I do not doubt that China’s economic statistics are rather
dubious overall (“Dim Sums,” November 4, 2006), I am not surprised
by the reported rate of investment of forty-five percent, which you find
quite implausible. My argument starts with the construction sector,
though, which most economists neglect as an engine of economic
growth. At this stage of economic development, Chinese construction
can be expected to vary annually between twenty and twenty-five
percent of total output. Remember, this is where Japan was a quarter
of a century ago, just before its construction sector collapsed following
the Second Oil Crisis. As a rule of thumb, construction accounts for
about a half of total investment at this stage of economic development.
Put differently, China’s investment should vary between forty and fifty
percent of total output. No surprises here. In fact, I would be quite
surprised if China’s economic statistics differed on this account. The
rest, as I already said, is a different matter.
CORRUPTION (November 13, 2006)
Corruption pops up twice in your current issue (“A Very Long
Engagement” in the European Section and “Strains of Sleaze” in the
International Section, November 11, 2006), but the connection is
missing. A great pity, too. The first article is about the slow
expansion of the European Union into the Western Balkans, where
corruption is a major issue for the Union, while the second is about
Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index, which has
been recently published by the German non-government organization
for the second year in a row. Albania, Bosnia, Croatia, Macedonia,
Montenegro, and Serbia are not even mentioned in the second article.
On the new index, all of them fall in the troublesome range between,
say, Italy and Turkey. The Union’s ongoing scrutiny of corruption in
the Western Balkans needs to be buttressed by an index very like that
developed by Transparency International.
Behold the missing
connection for all concerned!
OVERREACH (November 13, 2006)
As you rightly warn, the religious right in America is down but not out
(“Inner Demons,” November 11, 2006). “The religious right’s biggest
problem is not scandal,” you ably argue away Ted Haggard’s sexual
escapades so typical of the holier-than-thou evangelical preachers of
the Bible Belt, “it is the movement’s addiction to overreach.” Spot on.
But then you go on about overreach in America itself, where all kinds
of heinous crimes have been committed with the scriptures in fist.
How about the overreach abroad, though? Christian fundamentalism
in America is the greatest threat to world peace today, but you do not
mention it even in passing. Now it has spread to Britain, as well. Do
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not forget that the born-again Bush and Blair are still at the helm of
their countries. Both are not only armed, but also given to warring.
That is where the addiction to overreach is hardly out at all. In fact, it
may well grow. So far, it is only scandal that keeps the religious
lunatics in temporary check. One can thus hope that the likes of Ted
Haggard will forever offer some respite to all of us, Americans
included. Scandal anyone over yonder?
CIVIL WAR IN IRAQ (November 13, 2006)
By the time a civil war is acknowledged for what it is—that is, a civil
war true and proper—it is usually well advanced already. And thus the
acknowledgement, when it comes at last, is a bit of a jolt. Your leader
on the expected verdict in Saddam’s trial follows this pattern quite
admirably (“Judging Saddam Hussein,” November 11, 2006). Only in
the very last sentence do you slip in the uncomfortable truth: “When a
country in a civil war tries a man who is regarded by one side as a
symbol of its cause, this will not bring reconciliation, even if it meets
the demands of justice.” So far, you have studiously avoided such
incendiary language, expecting in vain some miracle of democracy by
foreign decree. However, no side to the civil war in Iraq is likely to
see Saddam as “a symbol of its cause,” whatever that mealy-mouthed
expression is supposed to mean. The symbol and its cause are
elsewhere, as is well known not only in Iraq. Judging by the results of
mid-term elections in America, both are perfectly well known in
America, as well.
NORWICH IS NORWICH (November 20, 2006)
Your main criticism of John Julius Norwich’s new book on the
Mediterranean is that it is Eurocentric (“Salty Tales,” November 18,
2006). Ho-hum. In his case, the center is actually much closer to the
British Isles, as witnessed by the main volumes in his opus, spanning
the Normans in Sicily (1967 and 1970), Venice (1977 and 1981), and
Byzantium (1988, 1991, and 1995). But Norwich is Norwich. The
balance he brings to the history of the Middle Sea is uniquely and
unabashedly his own. And this is precisely why his books are of such
an interest in spite of some dispassionate balance you posit. Which is
why I ordered his new book as soon as I saw it reviewed in your pages.
Having read all the hefty volumes above, I can strike a balance all my
own. For Norwich is at least consistent in his biases, thus making the
reader’s own task that much easier.
UNIVERSITY VOUCHERS (November 28, 2006)
You bring up school vouchers in your leader on Milton Friedman’s
legacy (“Unfinished Business,” November 25, 2006), but you do not
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mention that the idea can be easily extended to universities. And
especially in Europe, where the state pays for the bulk of tertiary
education. In fact, it may be much easier to apply it to tertiary than to
primary and secondary education for the reason you actually bring up:
there are few unions at the university level that could block such a
demand-side idea. Without vouchers, much of the university system in
Europe is likely to continue declining relative to America, primarily
because of bureaucratic meddling. The voucher system would kill two
birds with one stone, as Milton Friedman would have wished.
THE EUROPEAN TRAIN CRASH (December 4, 2006)
There is little I would take away from your assessment of the crisis in
Turkey’s accession talks with the European Union (“The Turkish Train
Crash,” December 2, 2006). But there is quite a bit I would add to it,
including a much bolder title. The mismanagement of the talks augurs
the demise of the entire European project. If the many economic,
social, and political advantages of an orderly if unhurried expansion of
the Union to the Middle East are not palpable enough to its peoples, let
alone its politicians, what other leap of worldly wisdom can we ever
expect from them? The European Union is beginning to flounder, as is
also obvious from the persistent bungling of accession talks in the
Western Balkans, historically related to Turkey. Global irrelevance is
behind the corner for Europe. The Union is destined to become a cozy
if seedy club without vision or gumption.
Returning to the
terminology so dear to Olli Rehn, the Union’s enlargement
commissioner, the current crisis can be called the European train crash,
instead of the Turkish one. It is not Cyprus that has derailed Turkey,
as the common argument goes, but Turkey that has derailed Europe.
DIVISION OF LABOR (December 11, 2006)
The idea that the division of labor along gender lines goes back to the
origins of the human species is far from newsworthy. After all, it is
enshrined in the very notion of hunter-gatherer societies in which men
hunt big game and women hunt small game and gather fruits, nuts,
roots, and the like. It may well be that the advantage due to the
division of labor among modern humans helps explain the extinction
of Neanderthal man, as Steven Kuhn and Mary Stiner claim in Current
Anthropology (“Mrs. Adam Smith,” December 9, 2006), but their
claim that the division of labor was brought about by women is plain
ridiculous. The origin of this bit of Adam Smith’s economics most
likely lies in deep prehistory, but it is meaningless to assign it to either
of the genders. Rather, it is the result of a protracted evolutionary
process that almost certainly stretches beyond the appearance of the
human species. In fact, some division of labor along gender lines has
long been in evidence among other higher primates, such as
chimpanzees. Therefore, it is very likely that the division of labor
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along gender lines was not foreign to Neanderthal man, either, but that
its degree was less than that among modern humans of the time. That
difference is the only thing that still remains plausible in Kuhn and
Stainer’s claim.
EUROPE BEWARE (December 12, 2006)
Unlike most countries in the European Union, Turkey is a real power.
More important, unlike the recent and current aspirants to Union
membership, it has other options. And there are options galore. The
Turkic peoples down the Silk Road all the way to China are there to be
brought into its orbit, thus bringing it closer to America and Russia
than to Europe. That has been so throughout Turkish history, as
witnessed by Ottoman expansion plans that turned now east, now west
for centuries. Buckling under the Union’s inept pressure would thus
be an error. However, abandoning the membership talks would be an
error, too. I thus rejoice at the words of Recep Tayyip Erdogan,
Turkish prime minister, which you quote: “Forcing Turkey to abandon
the negotiating table would be a dreadful mistake: Europe, not Turkey,
would stand to lose” (“The Ever-Lengthening Road,” December 9,
2006). Europe beware. Turkey cannot be pushed around at will.
IN DEFENSE OF THE WRINKLIES (December 15, 2006)
Although you state that the data on sizable and increasing emigration
from Britain is poor (“Over There,” December 16, 2006), you claim
that at most a third of the many escapees are “sun-seeking wrinklies.”
The other two thirds are workers. Maybe. But the number of nonworker émigrés is sure to swell as baby-boomers retire. Remember,
the oldest among baby-boomers have turned only sixty this year. Of
course, most of them will not move abroad because they hate “the old
Blighty,” or because they love the sun you deride, but mainly because
Britain is expensive. And so is its housing, as you mention in passing.
Selling your house with most of the mortgage already paid and moving
to a less expensive country becomes an economic imperative when
your income is slashed upon retirement. The wrinklies cannot be
blamed that the less expensive countries tend to be a lot sunnier, as
well. That, too, appears to be an imperative of economic development.
TWIN CITIES (December 15, 2006)
I am delighted to read about Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s justunveiled twenty-five-year plan to upgrade New York City (“The New
New York,” December 16, 2006). And I very much agree with his
assessment of the three challenges that face his great city: to provide
for its further growth beyond its current record size; to upgrade its
dilapidated infrastructure; and to make it much, much greener. Indeed,
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the competition between the great cities of the world to attract the
increasingly mobile and wealthy global elite requires significant
expenditures all around. However, I would suggest that competition
should entail a good deal of cooperation between the great cities, as
well, and especially between New York and London. They are twin
cities already. Urban planners on both sides of the Atlantic need to
work together to accommodate the global elite, which will forever
keep jumping across the puddle. One form of cooperation is learning
from each other’s experiences. That is happening already, as you
suggest in connection with congestion pricing for vehicles, which is
already in place in London. Another form of cooperation could be
regarding the best way to connect the two cities by air. This is where
working together would be indispensable.
AUGUSTO PINOCHET (December 17, 2006)
At first glance, you are quite ruthless in your obituary of Augusto
Pinochet (December 16, 2006). You call him a dictator. You call him
uncouth and boorish. You call him a mediocrity, albeit a sly one.
Ouch. Practically the only thing about him you find to your liking is
that he was not an economic nationalist—like Salvador Allende,
presumably. Instead, Pinochet was a champion of free trade. This is
rather odd for a military dictator, you must admit. But not for a puppet
that he was. The name of the puppeteer you studiously avoid in your
“balanced” judgment of Pinochet. He was an American puppet, of
course. Which neatly explains his “surprising” economics, as well as
the economic nationalism of his poor predecessor. Under Allende,
America had starved Chile of all trade. Returning to Pinochet, he
barked like a puppet. He stomped like a puppet. He dressed like a
puppet. He probably thought like a puppet, too. But, as a puppet, he
was perfect, indeed. And especially from the vantage point of the
“invisible” puppeteer. That is the only praise the dead dictator will
ever deserve.
SHRINKAGE TROUBLES (December 18, 2006)
How did the European Union come to such a pass with Turkey and
with enlargement in general? (“Enlargement Troubles,” December 16,
2006). A good question, this. And so is your answer: enlargement is
no longer a technical issue conducive to bureaucratic plodding.
Rather, it is a political issue, ever more firmly in the grips of the
panicky electorate bent of defending itself from the horrors of further
immigration. The Union’s economic future, unimaginable without
immigrants, is not their concern. And Olli Rehn is but a bureaucrat
where someone of much greater political stature would be required to
stem the crisis. But your analysis leaves out the likely consequences of
what has come to pass: upcoming shrinkage troubles. Which country
will be the first to leave the bungling Union? Britain? Denmark?
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Sweden? Immigration is an ever-bigger problem across Northern
Europe, and it is not difficult to imagine the Union’s upcoming
troubles there. The poor commissioner of enlargement will have to
adjust his title!
THE LOST GREATNESS (December 19, 2006)
You explain Russia’s thuggish ways as a means to restore the lost
greatness of the Soviet Union (“Don’t Mess with Russia,” December
16, 2006). Greatness, what greatness? The Soviet Union’s thuggish
ways were also explained as a means to restore the lost greatness of
Tzarist Russia. And so on, all the way back to some mythical bliss
before the Swedes, and before them the Mongols, conquered and
corrupted Russia. The last to discover Europe, like all the other Slavs,
Russians are suffering from a mighty inferiority complex that forever
urges them to ever more thuggish ways. True, thuggishness has its ups
and downs, its peaks and troughs, but the lost greatness is always there
as a welcome excuse. The sooner this is grasped, the easier it will be
to trade with Russia in raw natural resources, such as oil and gas.
There is nothing else it will ever have on offer, anyway.
HOMAGE TO TROTSKY (December 23. 2006)
Reading about the new joint army and marines field manual that is
supposed to help American soldiers win the war in Iraq (“Think Before
You Shoot,” December 23, 2006), one cannot but remember Leo
Trotsky. It was he who introduced political commissars into the
military hierarchy in revolutionary Russia. For all sorts of reasons,
professional soldiers were not to be trusted at the time, but commissars
were also needed because the aim was to capture the hearts and minds
of the Russian people, not only the enemy territory. Under Trotsky,
the commanders and the commissars thus had roughly equal powers
from top to bottom of the military hierarchy. If Americans are ever to
get anywhere in Iraq, the next field manual will have to go much
further than advising commanders to think before they shoot. A
political or cultural commissar would come handy, too. And soon.
LOVING BOOKS (December 24, 2006)
I wish every success to Gordon Brown’s recently announced Reading
Recovery scheme, which is meant to help British children at the
bottom of the class acquire a yen for reading, for which interest has
been dwindling among children (“Catching Up,” December 23, 2006),
but I would suggest some caution regarding the choice of reading. It
may be that loving books is an excellent predictor of educational
success, as you claim, but the real measure of success should be future
income, instead. In some cases, educational success is outright
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pernicious in terms of income, though. Take the arts, for instance.
Those who can boast every educational success in the arts are likely to
end up with less than average income later in life. The Reading
Recovery scheme had better focus on loving the right books rather than
any old books. Anything with finance or law in the title would do, I
reckon.
VENICE, EUROPE (December 25, 2006)
According to legend, in 828 two merchants from the Venetian
lagoon—a Rustico from Torcello and a Bon from Malamocco—
brought from Alexandria in Egypt the stolen remains of St. Mark the
Evangelist, one of the hinges of the city-state’s future glory. Much
else of luxury came to Europe by way of Venice in the centuries to
come. And little worth mentioning went the other way, as you point
out in your review of the current show of Venetian art in the Institut de
Monde Arabe in Paris (“Foreign Affairs,” December 23, 2006). In the
Middle Ages, Europe had but rough stuffs to offer in exchange for the
exquisite merchandise from the east, such as manuscripts and carvings,
fabrics and carpets, sabers and helmets. All this is history, though. Or
is it? Venice may well be the model of Europe for decades or
centuries to come. The only difference is that even the rough stuffs
have dried up in the meanwhile. Thanks to the Venetian merchants,
we still have the stolen remains of St. Mark the Evangelist. God be
praised!
WAITING FOR EINSTEIN (December 26, 2006)
The brain is often called the last frontier. That frontier may well be a
lasting one, too. At least until a much more powerful brain peers into
our own, but even then we could not possibly fathom its august
conclusions about the nature of our consciousness. God is a good
example of such an unbridgeable gap in the popular lore. Your survey
of the brain (“Who Do You Think You Are?” December 23, 2006),
entertaining as it is, concludes on a note of false optimism.
“Consciousness awaits its Einstein,” you pronounce in the subtitle of
the concluding section. I rather doubt it. There will be no “eureka”
after anything anyone now dealing with consciousness discovers
because both science and philosophy are still groping for firm concepts
underlying the phenomenon in question. By contrast, there was little
doubt about concepts such as energy, mass, or speed of light long
before Einstein.
TELLING A SCIENCE BY ITS SCIENTISTS: (December 27, 2006)
Is economics a dismal science? (“Happiness, and How to Measure It,”
December 23, 2006). Perhaps, but your main leader in the double
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holiday issue still overstates the case. Few economists are dismal
scientists, and John Maynard Keynes is my witness of honor. When
asked late in his life what he would do differently were he to start from
scratch, he smiled: "I would drink more champagne." Ever since I
read this anecdote, I cannot remember when or where any longer, I
have been following Keynes's admonishment rather literally.
Whenever in doubt, I reach for another bottle of champagne. Mind
you, Keynes was the foremost among economists of the last century.
By a wide margin, too. And the question of measurement follows
directly, if a bit too literally once again: at any one time, there are at
least three bottles of the happy drink in my cellar.
GENGHIS AND GLOBALIZATION (December 28, 2006)
Not only Mongolians believe that Genghis Khan “all but invented
globalization,” as you put it somewhat dismissively (“Battle for
Mongolia’s Soul,” December 23, 2006). An outstanding example of
the mounting scholarly support for such a view is Jack Weatherford’s
Genghis Khan and the Making of the Modern World.[1] The eighthundredth anniversary of Genghis’ unification of the Mongol tribes is
thus of global significance, indeed. Together with his grandson,
Kublai Khan, the founder of China’s Yuan dynasty, he has achieved
much to unify the world of his time: trade supported by paper
currency, universal religious freedom, scientific and cultural exchange,
abolition of feudal privilege, abolition of torture. Weatherford even
credits him with the Renaissance in Europe. Sadly, globalization was
temporarily halted because of the plague that came in its wake, and for
the same reasons. Even the bugs benefited from intercontinental trade.
At any rate, Genghis is foremost among the makers of the modern
world, and Mongolians are perfectly right to be proud of him.
Footnote
1. New York: Three Rivers Press, 2004.
PHILOSOPHY AND SHOPPING (December 29, 2006)
Capitalism is a resilient beast. It gobbles up everything in its path,
including the thoughts of its most fervent critics, which it then spews
out the other end in the form of harmless fragments, some of which
may eventually become even useful. Few of the critics would thus be
surprised to read in your pages that their thoughts ended up fomenting
something as execrable as shopping (“Post-Modernism is the New
Black,” December 23, 2006). However, the critics cannot be thwarted
on this account. As Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno warn in the
Introduction to the 1944 publication of their celebrated Dialectic and
Enlightenment, the only book you cite: “When public opinion has
reached a state in which thought inevitably becomes a commodity, and
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language the means of promoting that commodity, then the attempt to
trace the course of such deprivation has to deny any allegiance to
current linguistic and conceptual conventions, lest their worldhistorical consequences thwart it entirely.” Which is why their
philosophy caught on rather quickly. As for the post-modernists you
mention by name, Jean-François Lyotard, Roland Barthes, Michel
Foucault, and Jacques Derrida, much of their thought was digested by
themselves into harmless fragments long before the capitalist beast had
a chance to gobble them up.
CURING MEAT (December 30, 2006)
Dried meat pounded into paste with fat and berries or other preserving
agents and formed into cakes—known as pemmican among North
American Indians—was used by hunter-gatherers throughout the
northern hemisphere for sustenance in emergency. For thousands of
years it represented food in its most concentrated form. A few cakes
of pemmican were essential whenever one strayed from the beaten
path in inclement weather. That is the prehistoric origin of all methods
of curing meat, which you present by starting with Romans (“Feet in
the Trough,” December 23, 2006). In terms of the evolution of the
human species, Rome flourished only yesterday.
NAVEL-GAZING (December 31, 2006)
In the tussle between the botched-up enlargement and the moribund
constitution, the European Union is now shifting its weight toward the
latter. And to the cheerful neglect of the former. But you put it so
well: “navel-gazing is more likely to prove a substitute for
enlargement” (“Back to the Constitution,” December 23, 2006). A
substitute, indeed. But that is as it should be. Navel-gazing is
Europe’s just future. Very little is left to it, anyhow. Besides, the
constitution will take its time with twenty-seven countries in tow.
Perhaps forever.
CLEAN DESK POLICIES (January 8, 2007)
I very much agree with the main thrust of Eric Abrahamson and David
Freedman’s new book about the many faults of undue tidiness (“In
Praise of Mess,” January 6, 2007), for it can have a debilitating effect
on imagination and ingenuity, but I am surprised at their ridicule of the
so-called clean desk policies, which were adopted by many
organizations around the world in the last decade or two. As a matter
of fact, such policies have nothing to do with tidiness. They were
introduced because terrorist bombing attacks often lead to the loss of
much valuable information when papers left lying on desktops are
pulled out of shattered windows and scattered far and wide. By
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requiring that all papers be put into drawers at the end of the working
day, an organization can resume normal operation without much delay
after an attack. To the best of my knowledge, these policies spread
from London in the Nineties as a result of frequent IRA bombing
attacks. Sadly, imagination and ingenuity were among the victims.
BOTCHED EVERYTHING (January 8, 2007)
“A botched war, a botched trial, and a botched execution,” you start
your leader about Saddam Hussein’s demise (“Hanging the Dictator,”
January 6, 2007). How about a botched country, too? The American
occupation of Iraq has been a disaster from the very beginning. It was
the Americans, not the Iraqis, who could have done a better job at
bringing the toppled dictator to justice. It was up to them, too, to
wisely keep him alive rather than make him a martyr by letting him be
snuffed in front of television cameras on a major religious holiday. It
is pretty meaningless to blame the puppet for the perpetual bungling of
the puppeteer. Botched everything, you should have started your
account of this sordid affair.
REDEFINING SUCCESS (January 15, 2007)
There you go again! First you rallied behind George Bush’s war on
Iraq (pace Tony Blair). Then you declared the war a failure. And now
you are rallying behind Bush’s “surge” in Iraq (“Baghdad or Bust,”
January 13, 2007). But how can twenty-thousand soldiers, on top of
the one-hundred and thirty-thousand already in the country, turn failure
into success? If it takes “redefining” success, as you helpfully suggest
in your main leader, how about doing it right now, before the futile
surge? Such a redefinition is surely within reach of a mighty
newspaper like yours. After all, Saddam Hussein is gone for good.
So, let us call it a draw (pace Monty Python).
MORTGAGING THE FUTURE (January 15, 2007)
Translate Private Finance Initiative (PFI) into Public-Private
Partnership (PPP) and Britain into America, and you will have the
same love affair between the top army brass and buying on credit
(“Under PFIre,” January 13, 2007). The only difference is that the
American affliction goes almost a quarter of a century back. We are
mortgaging the future, the critics charged back then, just as you do
now. But the reason for the love affair has little to do with economic
criteria used to assess public spending, including defense spending.
With PPP and PFI the top brass can get around the myriad bureaucratic
hurdles in the budgeting process. These take considerable time, too.
Whatever they need, such as housing or food services for their soldiers,
they can get by signing long-term contracts with developers or
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restaurant chains. And in a jiffy. Judging by the American experience
with PPP, the future never got mortgaged. It should not be mortgaged
with PFI in Britain, either.
ON THE MOVE (January 22, 2007)
“Millions of people are on the move,” you open your article on
migration in Europe, “but does it matter?” (“Europe’s Huddles
Masses,” January 20, 2007). Of course it does, but not because people
are on the move. They have always been. As witnessed by so many
family names across the subcontinent, millions of people who now
believe they are English, German, or French have come from lands
further east, and would have been Italian, Polish, or Greek if they
stayed put. And this is only recent history, of course. What matters is
that borders are much more important now than they have ever been in
European history. And so are passports, soon to be armed with
biometric profiles. They impede people on the move. More important,
they make them visible and countable. As well as punishable and
banishable. To understand migration, one needs to begin with its
history, and especially its history before the erection of barriers to the
free movement of people.
OLD TIES (January 22, 2007)
As India gained its independence from Britain as recently as 1947, it is
a bit strange arguing, as you do, that the “old ties” between the two
countries ought to make them better economic partners than they
actually happen to be (“Chasing the Elephant,” January 20, 2007). Old
ties? The term makes sense in the case of America, for instance, as it
gained its independence from Britain as long ago as 1776. Too many
Indians who remember the colonial rule are still alive and well to be
eager to resume any ties with the British, let alone the old ones. In
fact, their sentiments explain rather well the poor economic partnership
between the two countries. Perhaps the most sensible thing an excolonial power can do is to become more conscious of such sentiments
among its ex-subjects, and thus be careful not to callously boast of the
old ties for a century or maybe two.
A VERITABLE JUNKYARD (January 29, 2007)
“If your opponent is of choleric temper,” you quote Sun Tzu in
connection with the Chinese shooting of its own weather satellite,
“seek to irritate him” (“Stormy Weather,” January 27, 2007). How
astute of the strategist who penned these words two and a half
millennia ago. And the opponent is choleric to boot, as one would
expect from the biggest bully of them all—America. Which is why
you can expect many people around the globe to cheer the Chinese
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experiment, execrable as it was. As for the American complaint that
China has littered space with debris, thereby putting spacecraft at risk,
space has long been a veritable junkyard. An American one, too.
THE ANNENBERG CHALLENGE (January 30, 2007)
Judging by your review of Joel Fleishman’s book on American
philanthropy (The Foundations: A Great American Secret, New York:
Public Affairs, 2007), it scarcely looks beyond the surface of the
foundation business (“The Rage of Giving,” January 27, 2007). The
worst foundation failure he brings to light is that of the Annenberg
Challenge, launched in 1993. Ostensibly, the publishing baron
donated half a billion dollars to improve America’s public schools.
Yet, as you quote Fleishman, “the impact was negligible.” Was it,
though? In his mid-eighties, Annenberg got on every front page and
into all television news. By his death nearly a decade later, he was
celebrated as one of the greatest philanthropists America had ever
seen. The gift made perfect sense in terms of income tax, it goes
without saying. As your own obituary put it, “Annenberg did not die a
pauper” (October 12, 2002). To wit, what foundations do cannot be
judged by what they say they are doing. Old Annenberg would
certainly snigger at Fleishman’s conclusions. It would make much
more sense to focus on the failure of the law regulating the behavior of
American philanthropists. That is the Annenberg Challenge for you.
THEIR PAST MISTAKES (February 5, 2007)
Independence is always short of real independence in the Balkans.
And sovereignty is always short of real sovereignty. Most people on
the ground kind of feel it, but few of them actually understand it well
enough to act accordingly. Everyone heartily resents it, though. It is
therefore a tricky diplomatic job of those who wield real power, and
especially America and the European Union, to negotiate a settlement
of any sort in the troubled region, as you suggest in your leader on
Kosovo (“On the Road to Independence,” February 3, 2007). It is also
incumbent upon them to understand not only their power, which few
on the ground would be so foolish as to doubt, but also their historic
responsibility. For much of the recent strife is their handiwork. Their
past mistakes—accumulated over many decades, if not entire
centuries—now glare in their faces. Whence much of the subterranean
resentment, as well.
EDUCATIONAL EXPORTS AND IMPORTS (February 6, 2007)
You focus on globalization in much of your special report on Britain
(“Britannia redux,” February 3, 2007), but you fail to make the
connection in your discussion of education, and especially higher
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education. This is often the case when the subject is discussed in
Britain, even in policy circles. To begin with, paying foreigners form
an ever-larger part of the student body at many British universities.
The export side is easily understood. However, the import side is
usually neglected, and it is often confused with immigration.
Foreigners increasingly take higher degrees, and especially doctorates,
of little or no interest to Britons. The reason for this is that their
reward is not only the ultimate degree, which may take a good deal of
time and effort to obtain, but also the better prospect of remaining in
Britain with it in hand. To wit, the talented foreigners who remain
have received their previous education abroad. And it cost dearly.
BUREAUCRATIC ABUSE (February 12, 2007)
Neil Diamond’s 1980 song about people merrily streaming to America
and never looking back was kind of passé long before the recent
changes in visa policy (“Keeping Out More than Terrorists,” February
10, 2007), as you seem to believe. After an interview at the Visa
Branch of the American Embassy in London in June 1991, which I will
never forget, I wrote to George Bush Senior, the then President of the
United States: “The treatment I received at the American Embassy and
the nature of my interview suggested that I wanted to either be fed in
perpetuity by the American government or conspire to destroy that
government. Both assumptions are simply speaking ridiculous. Under
pressure from the proverbial huddled masses, the American
bureaucrats tend to assume that the motives for travel to America are
always the same.” I wrapped my letter up without mincing words:
“Tired of this kind of bureaucratic abuse, I decided to withdraw my
application for American visa, as well as never to set foot on American
soil again. Not even your personal apology would change my mind at
this point.” Mind you, that was ten years before the Twin Towers. I
can only imagine the bureaucratic abuse after the recent changes in
visa policy.
AT SEA (February 12, 2007)
Your account of the new report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) hardly informs the reader about the perils
ahead (“Heating Up,” February 10, 2007). When you report that the
IPCC’s range of predictions of the rise in the average temperature by
2100 has increased from 1.4-5.8ºC in the 2001 report to 1.1-6.4ºC in
this report, you skip the essential background. According to Jim
Hansen, the director of NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies
(GISS) for a quarter of a century, who has established a baseline for
climate research popularized by Al Gore, the average temperature has
fluctuated by only 6ºC over the last four cycles of about 100,000 years
each. An increase of the same magnitude over a mere century spells
no less than calamity. But the main reason for referring to the GISS
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baseline is that all predictions that would go above the average
temperature of 15.5ºC also go off the charts. Given that we are at the
average temperature of 14.6º today, a single degree change means that
we have no scientific reference any longer. In short, we are already at
sea.
CAPITALISM AT ITS MOST RAMPANT (February 20, 2007)
Somehow, UNICEF’s recent ranking of twenty-one richest countries in
terms of children’s wellbeing does not surprise me the least bit (“Full
of Woe,” February 17, 2007). When I left the United States in 1990, I
was glad to be rid of the black kids; and when I left Britain in 2003, I
was glad to be rid of the white kids. Anti-social behavior among
children was rife in both countries, although the underlying reasons
appeared somewhat different. At any rate, the place of the two at the
very bottom of the ranking struck me as just right. But your timid
review of the findings strikes me as less than genuine, for there seems
to be a strong correlation between the plight of children and capitalism
at its most rampant. The Reagan-Clinton and Thatcher-Blair eras will
surely be remembered by this perilous nexus, which you should have
spotted long before UNICEF did. After all, what are liberals for?
BACK TO THE GOLD STANDARD (February 20, 2007)
Your main leader will surely worry your readers associated with
organized crime (“The End of the Cash Era,” February 17, 2007).
Operating at several percentage points of world’s total output, they
need plenty of cash, too. And especially cash in respectable currencies
and large denominations. Electronic money in whatever form will not
serve them well, if at all, for it can be traced way too easily. If cash
really goes the way of the dinosaurs, as you cheerfully foresee, the
good chaps may have to go back to the gold standard. Although
somewhat awkward to cart about, it guarantees anonymity even better
than cash.
FOREVER GUESSING (February 26, 2007)
“Can biofuels save Europe, or the planet?” (“Burned by the Sun,”
February 24, 2007). As witnessed by the many policy bungles you
report concerning the economics behind this question, it is an excellent
one. Too many economic studies consider only direct environmental
effects of different industrial or trade policies, or only a few indirect
effects thrown into the bargain. But you say nothing about the way to
deal with all such questions, which must consider total effects by both
industry and trading partner across the globe. To wit, we need a world
model featuring sufficiently disaggregated economies of all countries
on the planet. Wassily Leontief has shown the way by providing us
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with the input-output model, which has subsequently been usefully
extended by many other economists, including those concerned with
the environment. In his Nobel paper, he offered an environmental
input-output model. Also, he has pioneered the first input-output
world model. But, to my knowledge, there has been no attempt by the
United Nations, the European Union, or anyone else to put together an
institution capable of building and maintaining such a model, as well
as feeding it with data. An institution of this ilk would need to be very
well endowed, too. Without it, however, we will be forever guessing.
And worse.
IN PRAISE OF ANARCHY (February 27, 2007)
Reading yet again about a failed government in Italy (“Pasta and
Fries,” February 24, 2007), which changes governments at a rate of
about one a year ever since World War II, one cannot but wonder
about this ongoing experiment in, well, anarchy. Just like Somalia, an
erstwhile colony, Italy does function. After a fashion, at least.
Besides, Italian economy surprises from time to time with results one
would expect from a well-run country only. All of which points at the
possibility that anarchy is not such a bad thing after all. Italy and
Somalia may in time offer many a useful clue about the future of the
planet if things turn for the worse—energy crisis, climate change,
worldwide terrorism, and such like. Perhaps it is time to start learning
from these two countries rather than pitying them as political basket
cases, as you seem to do.
ON TARGETS (March 5, 2007)
As the dean of western students of Soviet economic thought, Alfred
Zauberman, would have predicted half a century ago, the British
government’s addiction to targets would inevitably lead to dodgy
government statistics. But the reason for this is not only the
government’s fiddling with figures, as you suggest (“Lies, Damned
Lies,” March 3, 2007). When everything goes by targets, everyone
involved has an interest in fiddling with them, including those whose
very performance is measured against them, such as doctors, teachers,
and policemen. In fact, the fiddling begins even before the targets are
set, as those affected most do their best to influence them well in
advance. In the end, no-one knows what is going on any longer, just as
was the case in the Soviet planning system of old. British economists,
like Zauberman, knew this perfectly well, albeit with an entirely
different socio-economic system in mind. Now that the Soviet Union
is no more, old lessons have evaporated already, but they apply equally
well to all bureaucratic systems.
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NOTHING BUT A JOKE (March 5, 2007)
Even the question in the title of your article on the American
crackdown in Iraq is a joke (“Is the Surge Beginning to Work?” March
3, 2007). But it gets worse, much worse, as you twist and turn through
the article, which never offers a clear answer to this simple rhetorical
question. The surge is nothing but a joke, as is abundantly clear
between your lines. It is a joke militarily, for it is obvious that twentythousand fresh American soldiers cannot possibly stop a civil war in a
country of some twenty-seven million people. And it is an even
greater joke politically—both in the volatile region, which itself is torn
by the Iraqi civil war, and in America, which is torn by the presidential
race that is already in earnest. Given your pigheaded support for the
American invasion of Iraq, the best title you could have selected for
your article as it stands would be something like: “Too little, too late.”
Even that would be a bit of a joke, but only on you.
THE CURTAIN (March 13, 2007)
The best part of Milan Kundera’s new book celebrating the novel, The
Curtain: An Essay in Seven Parts (London: Faber and Faber, 2007),
which you guilelessly review (“Deep Convictions,” March 10, 2007),
is its title. His heroes—Rabelais, Cervantes, Fielding, Sterne, Flaubert,
Tolstoy, Kafka, Joyce, Gombrowicz, and Broch—are heroes of the
past. The novel is long dead, and Kundera cannot but be painfully
aware of it. Why else celebrate an art form hatched in the
Renaissance? Minus his title, Kundera has little to offer on the novel’s
future. For there will be none. In fact, there can be none. True, novels
will be written ever anew even after the curtain has fallen, but they will
be stillborn. Just like landscapes and portraits. Or sonnets. And
operas. Sadly, your review is innocent of all this. As though
everything is fine and dandy in the world of art.
ONWARDS AND UPWARDS (March 14, 2007)
Your complaint that plans to build ever-grander particle accelerators
collide with economic reality may hold for the time being (“Onwards
and Upwards,” March 10, 2007), but it sounds kind of quaint in view
of the dreams of the boldest among particle physicists, astrophysicists,
and cosmologists. To your dismay, they dream of accelerators
encircling entire celestial bodies, such as planetary satellites, entire
stars, and even entire galaxies. The gravity and vacuum assisting such
colossal machines would allow for ever-grander discoveries of how
everything in the universe fits together, but also for energy generation
surpassing anything achievable on earth, or even in the solar system.
Onwards and upwards, as you rightly say. In spite of economic reality
as we know it, too.
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GREENER THAN THOU (March 19, 2007)
Your current issue is brimming with good advice on climate change
and control. In one of the leaders (“What Price Carbon?” March 17,
2007), you offer a clear analysis of policy choices: subsidies of
alternative energy sources, standards on products and processes, and
pricing of greenhouse gases, of which the first is almost always a bad
idea, and the second should generally be avoided. In your review of
the European Union’s recent initiatives (“Climate Control”), you offer
a clear analysis of their perils, mainly due to the fact that the above
policy choices are getting confused in a hasty attempt to appear to be
doing something, as well as to be leading the world in the effort. And
in your review of the recent British initiatives (“A Hot Topic Gets
Hotter”), you offer a clear analysis of the dangers of putting climate
change at the front end of the battle between the leading political
parties, and thereby confusing the policy choices once again.
Throughout, you valiantly argue that the EU’s emissions-trading
scheme is the best way forward all around. By capping the amount of
greenhouse gases emitted, as well as giving producers tradable
allowances, the scheme puts the market first. However, as you point
out throughout, this is rarely the policy choice dear to politicians, who
tend to go for greener-than-though initiatives dear to their electorates.
Clear economic analysis tends to suffer as a result. Thus I see a new
rôle emerging for your mighty newspaper: in the turbulent years to
come, you should guide the world opinion toward policy choices in
climate control that make economic sense rather than serve as political
palliatives. This is a tall order, it goes without saying, but, as a good
economist, I am behind you one-hundred and fifty percent.
A POWERFUL VISION (March 19, 2007)
In spite of your valiant endeavor to liven things up for your readers, it
is not easy to get through your special report on the European Union’s
fiftieth anniversary (“Fit at Fifty?” March 17, 2007). The institutional
tangle is baffling. The constitutional quagmire is demoralizing. The
enlargement conundrum is sickening. The democratic deficit is
debilitating. The economic performance is disheartening. In short, it
is a depressing reading regardless of your best effort. As I was
approaching the end of the report, I had a powerful vision of a
gargantuan juggernaut slowly sinking into the quagmire. Stumbling
upon Helmut Schmidt’s wise words just then was thus salutary: “If you
have visions, you should see a doctor.” How insightful.
JEAN BAUDRILLARD (March 20, 2007)
I must congratulate you on your obituary of Jean Baudrillard (March
17, 2007). It is a masterpiece of the genre, capturing the spirit of his
own mischievous philosophizing quite admirably. In the end, one is
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not sure whether or not he has actually died. Or weather something as
trite as death matters a jot in an advanced consumerist civilization,
such as ours. The only possible improvement that comes to my mind,
albeit belatedly, concerns the obituary’s timing. I am sure Baudrillard
would have appreciated your tribute more than anyone else, and so it is
a great pity that it came a bit too late.
THE FUTURE OF BOOKS (March 27, 2007)
One idea and one man’s name are conspicuously missing from your
ruminations about the future of books (“Not Bound by Anything,”
March 24, 2007). The former is hypertext—the entire network of texts
interwoven by hyperlinks, eventually encompassing everything ever
written. And the latter is Theodor or Ted Nelson—the originator and
advocate of the idea, which has its roots in the revolutionary Sixties.
The hyperlinks can be as unobtrusive as footnotes, citations, or
bibliographic references in old books, thus making the reading of
everything ever written a simple enough task. Now that books are
being digitalized at the rate of many million a year, primarily by
Google, the question of how people will read is not as difficult as you
seem to believe. The reading medium is within sight, too. The much
more difficult question is how to make people pay for what they read.
This is the real rub with the idea of hypertext. It is too revolutionary
by half, which is perhaps why you have skipped it entirely.
Addendum (March 28, 2007)
Having sent this letter to the mighty newspaper, I googled the World
Wide Web for Ted Nelson’s electronic-mail address. I found it in no
time, and so I sent it to him, too, together with a few nice words of
introduction. “Thanks so much for writing this letter,” he responded in
a jiffy. “The clarity of your appreciation is a joy to me,” he concluded.
Delighted, I sent him a few more words of appreciation. But the
reason for reporting all this is that I am over the moon with the Web.
It takes at most a few hours from the first thought to the first contact,
and especially with people of real worth. In fact, the greater their
worth, the faster and easier the contact.
THE RUSSIAN BLUFF (March 27, 2007)
According to you, “Kosovo is heading for independence whatever the
Russians say or do” (“Veto Threats,” March 24, 2007). Up to a point,
I agree. If Russia blocks the new resolution by the United Nations,
ushering the transfer of control to the European Union, Kosovo will
declare independence anyway. In all likelihood, the United States will
recognize it at once, followed by many Muslim countries. Perhaps a
few EU countries would recognize it soon afterwards, too. So far, so
good. But does it follow, as you argue, that the choice is between
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“controlled” and “uncontrolled” independence? I rather doubt it. The
real choice is between “EU-controlled” and “US-controlled”
independence of Kosovo. To wit, the Russians would be quite daft to
block the new UN resolution. In my opinion, they are angling for a
little something from the EU, but they would be unlikely to go all the
way with their bluff.
SELIGMAN’S DOGS (April 3, 2007)
Your article on the apathetic fiftieth anniversary of the European
Union is no less than liberating (“Two Cheers for Apathy,” March 31,
2007). As you conclude, even apathy has its consolations. The
metaphor of the behavioral condition known as “learned helplessness”
is worth repeating here in full. Martin Seligman, a psychologist,
subjected two groups of dogs to electric shocks in 1965. One group
could end the shocks by pressing a lever. The lucky dogs recovered
quickly. The other group had a dead lever, though. Unable to escape
the shocks, they became apathetic and simply cowered on the
electrified floor. The poor dogs learned they were entirely helpless.
The consolation you offer to the hapless subjects of the Union is
priceless, indeed: the ordeal is nothing but an innocent scientific
experiment! After all, Seligman’s dogs recovered sooner or later, no
matter which of the two groups they were originally assigned to.
TURKEY VERSUS RUSSIA (April 16, 2007)
Your three-page article on European energy security focuses on
Russian gas (“A Bear at the Throat,” April 14, 2007), as it should.
Indeed, Russia is the key strategic partner to watch when gas is in
question. But there is another key partner you appear loath to mention:
Turkey. One look at your own map of major European gas pipelines
makes clear Turkey’s strategic position. Still, it appears in your
analysis only twice—the first time in the context of the planned
Nabucco pipeline, which would bring Russian gas to Hungary via
Turkey, and the second time in the context of the gas from Azerbaijan,
which comes to Turkey via Georgia, and which would again be
connected to Hungary by means of the Nabucco pipeline. However,
you do not even mention it in the context of the proposed transCaspian pipeline, which would connect Turkey to the gas-rich Central
Asia. Given that Turkey has long been a candidate for the European
Union membership, this is rather curious. If Russia is an awkward
strategic partner, Turkey is undoubtedly a less awkward one. And a
potential savior of Europe in terms of energy security.
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CULLING VERSUS CHOPPING (April 16, 2007)
It is enlightening to read in your pages that Govindasamy Bala and his
colleagues from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in
California have built a climate model that shows that chopping down
the world’s forests would help fight global warming (“A New Tree
Line,” April 14, 2007). Although trees swap carbon dioxide for
oxygen, which is a good thing, they absorb more heat and release more
water vapor into the atmosphere than cleared land. On balance, trees
are not good for the planet. So far, so good. Surely, though, Bala’s
model can be used to advocate even more radical measures to fight
global warming. Culling down the world’s animals is the case in
point, for they swap oxygen for carbon dioxide, which is a bad thing,
while their heat absorption and vapor release are negligible. And there
is one plentiful animal species, which should remain nameless at this
juncture, whose culling would do wonders in this regard. No-one, of
course, would consider culling down all the world’s animals, but the
model could be used to gauge the extend of the culling, as well as the
trade-off between culling and chopping.
FRANCE’S FAT CHANCE (April 18, 2007)
The cover of your European edition, blaring “France’s Chance: The
Case for Nicolas Sarkozy,” and showing the leading French
presidential candidate’s face implanted by photomontage into the
famous painting of Napoleon Bonaparte on a rearing horse, calling his
troops to yet another bloody battle (April 14, 2007), shows nothing but
a complete lack of hindsight. And foresight, for that matter.
Napoleon, the usurper of the French Revolution, led his troops to his
imperial coronation. And thence, nowhere. Even a century later, the
term “Bonapartism” was associated with the usurpation of the Russian
Revolution. And the likes of Josef Stalin. Of course, there is no
revolution of any sort in France today. Luckily, the image is entirely
baseless. Sarkozy’s association with Napoleon is thus innocuous
enough. At best, it shows that he is now remembered by the ignorant
Europeans, including the ignorant French, as an intrepid chap to be
fondly remembered. France’s fat chance, indeed.
THE JOKE ABOUT BUSH AND HITLER (April 23, 2007)
I had almost forgotten about Kurt Vonnegut when an electronic-mail
message came from an old friend of mine less than a month ago. The
subject line was kind of surprising: “What’s the difference between
George Bush and Adolf Hitler?” The message itself offered the
answer: “Hitler got elected.” My friend rounded off his missive with a
few words of explanation: “Attributed to Kurt Vonnegut.” The joke
smelled of the writer, too. I was thus taken aback when I found his
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obituary in your last issue (April 21, 2007). Could it be the joke about
Bush and Hitler was his very last one?
AMERICAN GUNFIRE (April 23, 2007)
“Since the killing of John Kennedy in 1963,” you point out in your
main leader on America’s guns (“America’s Tragedy,” April 21,
2007), “more Americans have died by American gunfire than perished
on foreign battlefields in the whole of the Twentieth Century.” Hey,
leave them to it! Or so might argue an enemy of America. You set
yourself up, after all. Kidding aside, only Americans can change
things in this regard. Rather then their politicians, whom you appear to
trust a bit too much in this connection, they can rally at last for a safer
country, just as they have rallied, successfully, for many a good cause
in the years gone by. Or so would argue a friend of America. As has
been the case for quite a while, only Americans can win in the long
battle against the idiocies of America itself. And good luck to them.
IN THE END (April 23, 2007)
Let me admit right off the bat that I am scared out of my wits by your
three-page briefing on evolution and religion, the ignominious strife
that is going global after its humble beginnings in rustic America (“In
the Beginning,” April 21, 2007). Although you cite many a Muslim
departure in this direction, too, I am most worried by the Christian
versions thereof. Presided over by no lesser authority than the pope,
that myopic sweetheart, they frighten me no end. What in the world
does he have to say about evolution? The image prefacing the article,
showing a bearded geezer floating over the steamy world teeming with
birds and animals and fishes, sets the pernicious tone. Jehovah?
Allah? Santa Claus? No matter. I can already sense the many horrors
lying ahead: roaming hordes demanding unconditional adherence to
their demented will, vile judges summarily exacting the true faith,
executioners administering divine justice under greasy gallows…
Admittedly, your title worries me the most. Are you sure of your
wording? Should it not be rather the opposite? In the end…
THE MOTHER OF ALL MARKET FAILURES (April 25, 2007)
I am quite touched by your story about the illegal market for tiger
parts, mainly in China, where they are highly valued for their
medicinal potency (“Market Failure,” April 21, 2007). To the best of
my knowledge, the most highly valued tiger part is its penis, which is
believed to increase male potency. According to your sources, there
are about 5,000 tigers bred for parts on illegal Chinese farms, and
about 2,500 adult tigers left in the wild, mainly in India. And so I went
through a little bit of arithmetic. Assuming that there are 1.3 billion
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Chinese, that one Chinese in a thousand would go for such a potency
medicine, and that one half of the 7,500 tigers are male, this would
amount to 400,000 customers per tiger penis—no matter how many
customers a single penis can serve. Ouch. The mother of all market
failures.
THE ABSENCE (May 1, 2007)
In your article on the harnessing of marine power from tides and waves
to generate electricity (“Tapping the Power of the Sea,” April 28,
2007), which shows quite clearly that this vast planetary resource is
being tentatively explored in a few places only, you question the
assessment of Hunter Lovins, an energy economics pundit, that a
global recognition of the “extreme seriousness” of climate change is
still absent. In his mind, the marine power will remain sidelined in the
meanwhile. “But is there such an absence?” you ask somewhat
naively. If your own article is not enough to demonstrate it, the
absence, it is enough to peruse through the rest of the issue. What is
happening around the world to show the recognition of the extreme
seriousness of this unprecedented global threat? As the entire issue
shows, the recognition is spotty at best. In most places it is lukewarm,
too. As a species, we are still far from organizing ourselves around
this particular threat, let alone tackling it in earnest by joining all our
forces. No less than that is required at this stage, when the threat is
becoming quite plain in many parts of the world, but it is nevertheless
sadly absent, just as Hunter Lovins has claimed.
THE SOVIET EXPERIMENT (May 1, 2007)
I did expect wild vilification of communism in your obituary of Boris
Yeltsin (April 28, 2007), but you surpassed even my wildest
expectations. “He survived,” you write bombastically, “the Soviet
experiment that hoped to create a new man and to root out everything
human and natural.” To begin with, this is sloppy writing, as
experiments cannot hope. Only people can hope. More important, this
is sloppy thinking. Execrable as it eventually turned out in a backward
country, communism was not about rooting out everything human and
natural. After all, even communists were people, too. The Soviet
experiment does deserve severe criticism, for it should never return,
but the communist ideas that underlined it were not inhuman. Far from
it, as Marx’s vast opus testifies. Vilification of the kind you succumb
to will gratify only those who are already convinced that everything
they do is human and natural. Absolutely everything. It is good to
remember that Dostoyevsky’s Satan was the one who pompously
declared that nothing human was alien to him.
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THE BEST UNIVERSITIES AROUND (May 7, 2007)
The Bologna rules—which make university grades, subjects, courses,
and degrees comparable and thus exchangeable across the European
Union—may well usher in the competition that is now so sorely
lacking on the sub-continent, as you suggest (“Winning by Degrees,”
May 5, 2007). The best and the brightest will “shop” for better deals
ever farther from their homes. In time, they will find the best
universities around, thus increasing the competitive pressure on all
universities, no matter how sluggish they may be to pick up the game.
But the best among the best and the brightest among the brightest will
soon learn that the superior American universities beckon from across
the Atlantic. Some of them will be following their teachers, too.
Sadly for the EU authorities behind the Bologna rules, competition is
bound to get global even in university education.
MEGACITIES (May 8, 2007)
As you point out in your special report on cities (“The World Goes to
Town,” May 5, 2007), the majority of people will live in cities from
this year onward. And you cite the United Nations’ forecast that by
2020 there will be nine megacities with more than twenty million
inhabitants each: Delhi, Dhaka, Jakarta, Lagos, Mexico City, Mumbai,
New York, Sao Paolo, and Tokyo. However, you do not seem to
worry much about such unprecedented concentrations of people,
especially in less developed countries. Of the nine megacities above,
only two are likely to have the means and the expertise needed to cope
with their hulking populations. At least three of the cities will have
neither, while the remaining four will undoubtedly struggle to keep
themselves afloat. Without international help, and a massive one, they
are likely to become death traps. Or worse, as poor sanitation and
meagre health services are likely to make such cities the springs of
nasty epidemics that can quickly spread around the globe. Your report
could have sounded a warning regarding such dire prospects, to say the
least. It keeps its happy-go-lucky tone through the end, though.
RICH, POOR (May 16, 2007)
The United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) has warned that the effect of climate change on Africa is likely
to be much more severe than on any other continent. Uganda’s
president, Yoweri Museveni, has therefore declared climate change an
act of aggression by the rich world against the poor one, and demanded
compensation (“Drying Up and Flooding Out,” May 12, 2007). “The
moral arguments on climate change are even murkier than arguments
on other wrongs done to Africa, such as slavery,” you comment, “but
Mr. Museveni may have hit on something.” You betcha. After all,
IPCC blames industrialization for climate change, and Africa boasts
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little of it. But the moral argument goes well beyond compensation: it
is incumbent upon the rich world to curb the greenhouse gasses so as
to lessen the adverse effects of climate change in the poor world,
where millions of people are in peril. This is a moral argument par
excellence, and there is nothing murky about it.
BLAIR, THATCHER (May 16, 2007)
You try to assess Tony Blair’s legacy in your main leader (“How Will
History Judge Him?” May 12, 2007). But there are two kinds of
history, to be sure. In the kings-and-battles variety, he is likely to
come second to Margaret Thatcher, who gave the lasting imprint to an
entire era, punctuated by the collapse of the Soviet Union. For better
or worse, he completed what she started. Sadly, he will come second
in the sweat-and-tears variety of history, as well. Once again, he will
be shown to have been a reaction of the British people to the Thatcher
strife and uproar. An overreaction, to be more precise. When Blair
came to power, too much was expected of him. That is, too much hope
was invested in him. In hindsight, he could not but disappoint in the
end. In this version of history, the onus will be on the British people,
though. It is they who had unwittingly created yet another Thatcher,
after all.
AMERICA’S FEAR (May 22, 2007)
As soon as I saw your front page and read the heading (“America’s
Fear of China,” May 19, 2007), I thought of Japan. I remember the
Eighties quite vividly. I was thus not surprised to read about
Japanophobia in your main leader.
But then I remembered
Islamophobia of recent vintage, which you do not mention presumably
because it has nothing to do with economics. Of course, Islam is about
oil, and little else but oil, but you are forgiven. At any rate, America’s
fear may be shifting, but it is there all the time. Remember the fear of
the Soviet Union? Fear is deeply embedded in the American psyche
ever since the Americans have realized that the only way their empire
could go is down. And that was soon after the end of World War II.
Ever since, America is about fear. When one source of fear is brushed
off, another one is dreamt up at once, lest the country gets anxious
without fear. For it has become constitutional. To wit, the fear of
China will pass, but to no avail.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (May 22, 2007)
Your droll support of Zimbabwe’s choice to head the United Nations
Commission on Sustainable Development (“Hot Seats,” May 19,
2007), startling as it is, finds ample support in your review of the
hapless country in the same issue (“Back to the Dark Ages”). No
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matter how skillful Robert Mugabe may have been in holding onto
power, Zimbabwe is rapidly falling apart politically, economically,
socially. Death and destruction are behind the corner. As your subtitle
to the latter article envisages, “the last person to leave may not have
any lights to turn off.” Who knows, there might be some definition of
sustainable development by which Zimbabwe will one day indeed be
shown to have led the entire world. In the glorious end, there will be
no lights to turn off anywhere around the globe.
CONSERVATIVES, LIBERALS (May 23, 2007)
I am not surprised to read that two teams of psychologists, one from
the University of New Mexico and another from the University of
California, have come up with contrary explanations of how
conservatives and liberals are made (“Security Check,” May 19, 2007).
Focusing on early childhood of their research subjects, both teams
differentiate between those with and those without secure childhoods
with strong attachments to one or both parents and little stress.
However, the former team concludes that early security goes with later
conservatism, while the latter concludes the opposite. Although you
are certainly right when you playfully suggest that more research is
needed, the missing variable is obvious enough: the political
environment in which research subjects find themselves at the time the
research is conducted. Judging from my own experience, those with
secure childhoods are likely to become liberal in conservative
environments and vice versa, while those without secure childhoods
would tend to conform to their political environments.
MINUS THE TOPS (May 30, 2007)
I have been haunted by your story about West Virginia’s fortunes and
troubles with coal (“Battle of the Mountain Tops,” May 26, 2007),
where coalmining companies increasingly resort to blowing up the tops
of mountains, knocking off as much as a thousand feet or threehundred meters to get to the black gold. The tug of war between the
companies and the environmentalists, who claim that some fivehundred mountains have been destroyed already, strikes me as
gargantuan. I have never imagined barbarism of this kind possible
anywhere on earth. Ever since reading your article, I cannot stop
myself from trying to visualize the beautiful Appalachian Mountains
minus the tops. The horrendous sight even got into my dreams.
A THOUSAND SUNS (May 31, 2007)
In your review of Khaled Hosseini’s new saga about Afghanistan, A
Thousand Splendid Suns (“The Resilience of Women,” May 26, 2007),
you say that the book takes its title from a poem about Kabul by Saib92

e-Tabrizi, a Seventeenth century Persian poet. But the poem in
question surely takes the image from even older sources. In the end, it
comes from the Bhagavad Gita (11:12): “If the light of a thousand suns
suddenly arose in the sky, that splendor might be compared to the
radiance of the Supreme Spirit” (translation by Juan Mascaró). As this
jewel of Sanskrit literature was composed about half-a-millennium
before Christ, going further back in search of this image is nigh
impossible.
THE ART MARKET (June 1, 2007)
As you say, it is virtually impossible to come up with a “fair value” for
art (“Painting by Numbers,” April 26, 2007). Fair enough, especially
for contemporary art, which the market knows least well. It is also true
that there are many middlemen in the art market, as you claim. Once
again, it stands to reason that the crowd of middlemen is at its thickest
in contemporary art, which is the murkiest. But will the new hedge
fund you advertise, the Art Trading Fund, really exploit the
inefficiencies of the system? It has assembled a stable of living artists
with proven records, where each artist produces a steady stream of
work, for which there is a network of buyers, and it hopes to hedge the
fund using share derivatives of companies linked to rising art prices,
such as Sotheby’s and Christie’s. But what are “proven records” in
contemporary art? The best the Art Trading Fund can do is play with
its precious stable on the margin. It can make and unmake its artists,
that is. If it is large enough, the new hedge fund can manipulate the art
market as it sees fit, and in that sense it can be said to be efficient. But
in no other. For the best among the middlemen do precisely that: they
make and unmake artists. Remember, a “fair value” for art is virtually
unfathomable.
CONVEYER BELT (June 4, 2007)
Hail to Alfred Wong’s idea of transporting excess carbon dioxide out
of the atmosphere by using the earth’s magnetic field as a conveyer
belt (“A Stairway to Heaven?” June 2, 2007). If the scientist from the
University of California at Los Angeles is correct, global warming
could be managed in future at a sensible cost. But all the quotidian
measures you make fun off in the opening paragraph of your article
would still be required to offset the cost of transporting excess carbon
dioxide into space. Switch the lights off. Stop using fossil fuels to
make electricity. Get a fuel-efficient car. Do not fly. The list is much
longer and much more tedious, too. But it is still with us for good.
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TONY BLAIR’S LESSONS (June 4, 2007)
Congratulations to you for offering Tony Blair three of your pages on
what he has learned in ten years as prime minister, and congratulations
to him for writing them for you (“What I’ve Learned,” June 2, 2007).
But I must say that I am rather disappointed by his lessons. Here is
what I have learned from him both as a Briton and as a citizen of the
world: in domestic and foreign policy alike, there is a fine line between
being engaged and being meddlesome. On balance, it is better to err
on the side of doing too little than too much. Both at home and abroad,
the outgoing prime minister has opted for doing too much way too
often, and to a ruinous effect. In the end, I am quite disappointed that
he has not learned that simple lesson in ten long years at the helm.
THE BLACK SWAN (June 4, 2007)
I very much agree with the gist of Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s new book,
The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly Improbable (London: Allen
Lane, 2007), which you review (“The Perils of Prediction,” June 2,
2007). Indeed, successful companies and financial institutions owe as
much to luck as to skill. Just watch them over a bit longer time span.
Where I take issue with him is elsewhere. The distinction between
uncertainty and risk in economics was made clear by Frank Knight
nearly a century ago, but there has been a secular drift away from
uncertainty and toward risk ever since. “Assume,” risk analysts are
wont of saying, “that outcomes of a certain action can be enumerated,
as well as that the probabilities of these outcomes and their impacts
can be assessed with a sufficient degree of certainty.” Given such
assumptions, risk analysis proceeds smoothly if fallaciously, as its
ultimate results have much in common with astrology, which can also
get quite involved technically speaking. Whence such abominable
assumptions, which are sanctioned even by our institutions of higher
learning? From the insatiable human need to foresee the future. The
future will be made known at any cost. Charlatans of all sorts,
including risk analysts, will always be in plentiful supply given such
irrational demand. To wit, the admonishment must be squarely
addressed to the demanders rather than the suppliers.
CLEANING UP (June 5, 2007)
Both your main leader and the survey on how business is tackling
climate change stress the political risk involved (“Cleaning Up,” June
2, 2007). If governments do not act to constrain carbon emissions, the
current business initiatives, which assume such constraints in the
future, will eventually wither. Given your focus on business, though,
you do not assess the likelihood that governments will do what is
required of them. More important, you do not consider alternative
climate-change scenarios, which are crucial in this analysis. In the best
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case, assuming gradual climate change, governments may eventually
catch up with business. In the worst case, assuming dramatic climate
change, governments will surely add to the chaos rather than help
alleviate it. In short, much will depend on climate change itself, which
you leave out of your analysis.
PRESIDENT, PROSELYTIZER (June 5, 2007)
I am with you concerning Al Gore, who is being urged ever more
loudly by an ever-larger number of Americans to join the presidential
race (“Gore in the Balance,” June 2, 2007). He should not run, mainly
because he is less likely to be effective in his fight against America’s
gas-guzzling ways as a president then as a free-lance proselytizer. And
this is the mother of all fights at this juncture. Issues much less
important than climate change would bog him down in no time. And
so would the mores of the vaunted office. This is a rare moment in
America’s history when real power is likely to lie outside rather than
inside the political establishment. Given that Americans are the
greatest gas-guzzlers of them all, and given that Gore has been
harboring presidential ambitions since his youth, we can only hope that
he will appreciate this peculiar historical twist. Being a politician deep
down, he simply must.
BLOMBOS, GROTTE DES PIGEONS (June 11, 2007)
You are right when you claim that Blombos, a seaside cave in South
Africa, offers the earliest known evidence of human artistic
production, going back more than seventy-thousand years (“Rates of
Exchange,” June 9, 2007), but you are wrong about almost everything
else concerning this archeological site. First, the discovery was made
in 2001 rather than 2004, as you claim. Second, it was two pieces of
engraved ochre that pointed at artistic production rather than the
perforated seashells, as you state. By the way, the international press
reported the engraved ochres, showing elaborate abstract patterns, in
early January 2002, while you reported the discovery in late June of
the same year—more than six months later. Now, the perforated
seashells linking Blombos and the Grotte des Pigeons, a Moroccan
cave of an even greater vintage, are quite important in tracing human
development, as they may offer the earliest known evidence of a
currency, but they do not bear any mark of artistic production.
APPLE, APPLE PIE (June 11, 2007)
In 1984 or 1985, when my No. 1 son was nine or ten, I took him to a
computer store, where I was looking for something or other for my
IBM portable—the first of its kind, albeit the size and weight of a
portable sewing machine. While I was talking to a salesperson, my
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son managed a whole drawing on an Apple machine on display in the
store. I was quite stunned, for all he could produce on my IBM was a
profusion of error messages. I have been an Apple enthusiast ever
since. However, my mother, who passed away at the beginning of the
millennium, never managed even a cooking recipe on any of my many
sleek Apple machines. Although I very much appreciate the eulogy of
the intrepid company in your main leader (“Lessons from Apple,” June
9, 2007), one of the four lessons you mention, the ease of use, is still
far from what the market requires. Steve Jobs is sure to agree, for
people like my mother must still be uppermost on his mind.
ON HYPOCHONDRIA (June 13, 2007)
Britons are grouching, you argue, after so many years of economic
growth (“On Hypochondria,” June 9, 2007). Surely, this conundrum
must be attributed to a hypochondriac strand in the national character.
Or must it? First, the situation is not all that different in America.
Second, it goes back to Regan and Thatcher rather than Clinton or
Bush and Blair. In both cases the conundrum vanishes as soon as we
consider the growing economic inequality. In any society, no matter
how successful in the aggregate, this is sure to dampen the enthusiasm
of the electorate. Remember, people do not vote in the aggregate.
And this should be the main lesson to politicians of both countries in
the elections to come. In short, the diagnosis of hypochondria is for
the birds.
FACT, OPINION (June 20, 2007)
Tony Blair’s departing shot at the media is indeed a bit rich, as you
rightly say, but the media should nonetheless take heed (“Poking
Sticks at Lions,” June 16, 2007). Coming from Mr. Spin himself,
criticism of spin cannot but be edifying to all concerned. Some of his
criticisms are outright pernicious, though. Foremost among them, as
well as least discussed by the media, is the alleged mingling of fact and
opinion. Is he recommending sticking to facts only? If so, how are
they to be first collected and then assembled into a coherent argument
without judgment and belief, close synonyms for opinion? In fact, it is
precisely the mingling of fact and opinion that is required to make any
argument at all. Pure fact and pure opinion are inconceivable, anyhow.
I believe it is worth defending the proper mingling of the two precisely
because opinion has become progressively debased in the media. As
of late, it stands for something not very far from plain old rubbish.
And mingling of fact and rubbish is reprehensible, indeed.
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AFGHAN BLUES (June 27, 2007)
You surprise me with your argument that the flagging American-led
campaign in Afghanistan requires more soldiers on the ground and less
bombing leading to mounting civilian casualties (“Fatal Errors in
Afghanistan,” June 23, 2007).
Whatever happened with your
economics? Last April you reported that respectable American
economists appraised the life of an American soldier killed in Iraq at
six to seven million dollars. The life of an American soldier killed in
Afghanistan cannot come much cheaper, while the life of an Afghan
civilian cannot be appraised at more than, say, a hundred dollars. In
short, I am sure that respectable American economists would advise
even fewer soldiers in harm’s way and much more bombing in
Afghanistan. Wining the hearts and minds of the Afghan people does
not make any economic sense.
EXPLORATION, COLONIZATION (July 3, 2007)
When it comes to space exploration, you are probably right: robots not
only do not suffer from all manner of psychological troubles, but they
can also do a better job in space (“Cosmic Mood-Swings,” June 30,
2007). There is more to space than exploration, though. Although the
chances of space colonization seem to be drooping now, they have not
vanished yet. And this is where human psychology will have to be
mastered so as to allow for much more than interplanetary travel.
Interstellar travel beckons, too. As many masters of science fiction
have known for about a century, the tedium of space travel can be
tackled by a myriad of clever devices, some of which would be
perceived by the bureaucrats in the American and European space
agencies as outright loopy. Sadly, you take their stilted view rather
than letting your imagination soar with the best among the sciencefiction writers.
BACKSLIDING (July 9, 2007)
The limp reaction of the European Union to backsliding among its
recent members, and especially Romania and Bulgaria, boggles the
mind (“Worrying about a Crash,” July 7, 2007). What else could be
expected from the corrupt governments of Central or Eastern Europe?
How come better safeguards were not put into place before the fateful
accession dates in 2004 and 2007? For the backsliding could have
easily been predicted, given that the main reward of politicians in the
region has been simply to remain in power. Ubiquitous corruption has
long done the rest to line their pockets. The situation cannot get but
worse, either. Whatever the Union now does will punish only those
who remain outside the bewitching circle of power. The longsuffering masses will thus remain in the firm grip of venal politicians
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whose power should have been checked while the Union was still in
full control.
BACK TO DEMING (July 10, 2007)
There is something troubling about the eight lofty “Millennium
Development Goals” set by the United Nations in 2000 for 2015,
which period is now at midpoint and thus up for review, but your
treatment of the subject only accentuates the feeling (“The Eight
Commandments,” July 7, 2007). Halving poverty and hunger in
fifteen years, for instance, sounds quite commendable, but it is far
from a commandment, as you cheerfully call it. Only imagine
commandments that specified halving the killing, reducing the stealing
by a third, or quartering the coveting of neighbors’ wives. Most of the
UN’s goals suffer from treacherous precision of this ilk. And I am not
harking back to some theological nostrum of untold longevity. All I
am doing is returning to one of the sound management principles
introduced by W. Edwards Deming two generations ago: eliminate
management by objectives, for it will always misguide you by making
you unnecessarily complacent or by making you struggle in vain.
Instead, improve your performance continually and forever. With
careful rephrasing, the “Millennium Development Goals” could go
much farther in helping this world. As well as the UN.
SATISFACTION, HAPPINESS (July 16, 2007)
Although you squander much of your International Section on two
recent surveys of “happiness” around the world (“Where Money
Seems to Talk,” July 14, 2007), there is little that surprises in your
treatment of the subject. The wealthier the respondents, both within
and between countries, the more satisfied they tend to be both with
their own lot and the way things are going in their countries. Stunning,
indeed. It reminds me of the old saw: “It is better to be rich for a
hundred years than poor for a single day.” The main problem with
your article is that you confound satisfaction, clearly specified in both
surveys, with happiness. The two are related, of course, but not very
strongly, as any dictionary in any language will readily testify. Much
of the hoopla in your treatment of the correlation between wealth and
happiness is thus spurious. Or even worse.
THE ITALIAN BLIND SPOT (July 17, 2007)
In your review of Philip Morgan’s The Fall of Mussolini,[1] you
mention that the author speculates as to whether there should have
been an Italian version of the Nuremberg trials (“The Cruelest Years,”
July 14, 2007). There is hardly any doubt about it, though. Italian
irredentism with respect to Istria and Dalmatia is a case in point.
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Because the fascist atrocities in these regions remain unknown to most
Italians, they still perceive them as their own. An Italian version of the
cleansing trials would have barred such attitudes for all times, as
witnessed by the near absence of irredentism in Germany. But it is
good to remember that the Americans are to blame for the Italian blind
spot. This was their misguided reward for the little bit of help they got
in the last couple of years of World War II on the Italian peninsula.
Any serious review of the cruelest years of Mussolini’s reign must thus
focus on the American occupation following the war.
Footnote
1. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007.
ON THE UPBEAT SIDE (July 17, 2007)
Were it not sad, your article on the way the American Congress
debates climate change would be quite funny (“Full of Sound and
Fury,” July 14, 2007). As you say, the legislature of the greatest
polluter of them all grapples with a bewildering array of ideas about
energy. As you show, the most likely outcome is an incongruous
mess. In the end, it will have almost nothing to do with climate
change. Besides, the American Congress is an excellent predictor of
legislative conundrums around the globe. The sound and fury
surrounding climate change everywhere will end up precisely nowhere.
At least that should be clear by now to all and sundry. On the upbeat
side, that is a very precious bit of information about things to come.
IN PLAIN ENGLISH (July 24, 2007)
Do native English-speakers enjoy an unfair advantage in the European
Union, which seems to be switching to English at an ever-faster pace?
Although there will always be those who will so argue (“Linguistic
Follies,” July 21, 2007), the other side of the coin must not be
neglected. It is much more important, too. For instance, does not the
entire Union enjoy considerable advantage from a lingua franca,
regardless of its source? Besides, there are some fine distinctions
between early- and latecomers to the English language. Take most of
the inhabitants of the British Isles. They may enjoy some advantage
from the written language, but most of them can take little advantage
from the spoken one. To wit, few people around the world can
understand their spoken English. Many of the English-speakers are not
far from illiterate, either. All in all, it is likely that the emerging lingua
franca benefits many more than the English-speakers within the
Union, not to speak about the rest of the world. And this is something
your article fails to point out in plain English.
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ON POPULATION (August 1, 2007)
Given how little we know about the dynamics of human population
and the carrying capacity of our planet, the upbeat tone of your main
leader is quite comical (“How to Deal with a Shrinking Population,”
July 28, 2007). On the above, consider only the speed with which
holes left by wars are replenished, including the right gender mix, or
the consumption levels of our ancestors, who could live on almost
nothing. But you get pretty ridiculous when you argue that climate
change should be fought by consuming less fossil fuel rather than by
manipulating population levels. Indeed, attempting to manipulate
population levels without understanding population dynamics would
be no less than crazy. We can only hope your upbeat tone will not
entice anyone to try.
HEADS, TAILS (August 6, 2007)
The idea that the human brain is akin to the peacock’s tail, which you
attribute to Geoffrey Miller of the University of New Mexico (“Blatant
Benevolence and Conspicuous Consumption,” August 4, 2007), is not
likely to change the way people think of themselves, as you claim
somewhat too credulously. Evolutionary psychologists have long
toyed with the idea, as witnessed by a plethora of studies linking
human intelligence and sexual selection. But the disappointing bit of
Dr. Miller’s recent work, which you report in quite some detail, is that
he sticks to student subjects and imaginary amounts of money they can
spend on charity and art, among other things. Why not focus instead
on the information in the public domain about the monies spent by
“real” rich men and women on charitable institutions and art
collections? Many among them would be more than pleased to
contribute to the research. And especially if properly acknowledged
by the intrepid researchers, as Dr. Miller’s theory would suggest.
ON NUCLEAR POWER (August 6, 2007)
There seems to be ever less doubt that nuclear power should play a
greater rôle in the future, for coal is a dire substitute in view of climate
change, but much needs to improve on both sides of the power debate
before a satisfactory resolution can be found. Unfortunately, the two
recent mishaps in German nuclear power plants only cloud the issues
(“Nuclear Fallout,” August 4, 2007). While the environmentalists may
have overreacted to the mishaps, their opponents have surely
underreacted. Designers, builders, and operators of nuclear power
plants must make every effort not only to develop and implement a
much safer technology, but they also must assure the general public
that everything has been done to make that technology safe for
generations to come. Given that the latter is sorely lacking, it is
difficult to be sanguine about the former. The environmentalists thus
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have a useful rôle to play in the debate, which you fail to fully
acknowledge. For mishaps can easily turn into disasters, as Chernobyl
readily reminds us.
DOUBLESPEAK (August 7, 2007)
There is an intriguing paragraph buried deep in your article on the
recent visit of Gordon Brown to America (“Doublespeak,” August 4,
2007). “America under Bush is not at its most popular in Britain, or
elsewhere.” Exactly. “To many British eyes, both president and
country are too bombastic, myopically self-assured, lacking a properly
tragic view of life, and sometimes emotionally incontinent.” Spot on!
Magnificent! “But the British snootiness towards America is still
combined, even more than in other countries, with a deep affection and
even reverence that date at least from World War II.” Snootiness? Is
this your way of giving the title of your article an additional and deeper
hue?
COMPARATIVE DICTATORSHIP (August 13, 2007)
You conclude your keen review of Robert Gellately’s Lenin, Stalin,
and Hitler: The Age of Social Catastrophe (New York: Knopf, 2007)
with a wish that some future scholar would add Mao Zedong to this
gem of comparative dictatorship (“Compare and Contrast,” August 11,
2007). At least two other monsters would be missing from your wish
list, though: Mussolini and Franco. Their inclusion would offer a more
balanced picture of the Twentieth Century, raked as it was by both
fascism and communism. In addition, it would put focus on Europe,
where it surely belongs when monsters are concerned.
THE RAUSCH COLLECTION (August 21, 2007)
Your compassionate story about the exhibition of the Rausch
collection in Frankfurt has touched me deeply (“The Caretakers’
Collection,” August 18, 2007). Hartmut and Helga Rausch, the
caretakers of the Städelschule, Frankfurt’s art school, are showing
some four-hundred gifts from thankful students and teachers both.
Few of the works are signed. Most are small. None is labeled. And
all come with a loving story about the artists. “For visitors,” you
emphasize, “the show is a rare chance to see art that has been utterly
insulated from commercialism from execution to acquisition to
display.” The extraordinary collectors, who are nearing retirement as
the school’s caretakers, would not sell anything in their eclectic
collection. Would that the Rausch collection becomes an example to
all and sundry. For commercialism threatens to smother art as we
know it. Forever.
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THE PROBLEM OF “YOOF” (August 21, 2007)
If people in Britain have been complaining for generations that their
youth, or “yoof” in your apt spelling, is going from bad to worse, this
does not mean that they have been wrong all along, as you seem to
argue (“The Perils of Privacy,” August 18, 2007). This is a logical
fallacy of quite some vintage, too. Indeed, it is entirely possible that
the youth is getting worse from generation to generation. In my
fourteen years in central Reading in Berkshire, there was no doubt that
a steady deterioration was taking place. When I arrived in 1990,
grownups often reprimanded the wayward youth; by the time I left in
2003, this became unimaginable for fear of violent reaction. As far as
I can gather from friends and acquaintances who still remain in
Reading, things are steadily getting worse. The problem of “yoof” in
Britain is a serious one, and it undoubtedly requires a serious response
from all concerned. Including you.
THE DARK SUBCONTINENT (August 21, 2007)
Although small, the satellite picture accompanying your article about
electricity in Africa (“The Dark Continent,” August 18, 2007),
showing also much of Europe and the Middle East at night, is a
fascinating study in the distribution of wealth. To paraphrase Lenin,
electricity plus market power equals capitalism. The brightest
splotches are in England, the Benelux, Rhineland, Lombardy and
Veneto. The darkness of Africa aside, telling as it undoubtedly is, the
picture tells a great deal about Europe, as well. In particular, much of
erstwhile Eastern Europe can be called the dark subcontinent. With
the exception of the Czech Republic, the tiny dots of light that are the
region’s capitals bear witness to Lenin’s economic debacle, as it were.
And about the long road to recovery of the subcontinent that is now in
the European Union, or at its threshold. Economist can surely learn a
lot by studying satellite pictures taken at night. If proxies of wealth are
needed, there appear to be none as fascinating.
THE EVANGELICAL THREAT (August 29, 2007)
Your blithe review of Michael Lindsay’s Faith in the Halls of Power:
How Evangelicals Joined the American Elite (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2007) is rather disturbing in its disregard of the
nature of power exercised by American Evangelicals as of late (“The
Bond between God and Power,” August 25, 2007). If the erstwhile
“backwoods bigots” are no longer poor, and if theirs was once a
“religion of the dispossessed,” than they are that much more dangerous
now that they are wealthy and powerful. Born-again Christians like
George Bush are a grave danger to the world, which you fail to even
suggest in passing. Christian fundamentalists at the American helm
are not only wealthy and powerful nowadays, but they are also armed
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to the teeth. As well as ready to use those arms at the slightest pretext
offered them. If all this is missing in Lindsay’s book, it certainly
should not be pushed under the rug in your review. Whence its
disturbing tinge.
HOMAGE TO GOOD SOLDIER SZWEJK (September 5, 2007)
The zeal with which Czech officials in the European Union promote
democracy and human rights across the globe to the annoyance of
Brussels types says more about the Union than about the Czechs
(“Czechs with Few Mates,” September 1, 2007). These values,
supposedly central to the Union, are little more than window
dressing, just as it itself is little more than a glorified international
trade arrangement. I can only hope that the Czech officials are
prodding the Union in the spirit of Jaroslaw Hašek’s good soldier
Szwejk, rather than out of misguided idealism. Sadly, the AustroHungarian Empire that Hašek parodied about a century ago was
much closer to the ideals so dear to the Czech officials than is ever
likely to be the case with the European Union.
SOME CREDIT CRUNCH (September 5, 2007)
You ask, will the American credit crunch hurt the world economy?
(“Rocky Terrain Ahead,” September 1, 2007). You betcha. As any
seasoned student of business cycles will tell you, the precipitous drop
of housing prices in America spells recession. Indeed, the housing
market is the economy’s weakest link, as you say in passing. And,
given the size of the American economy, a recession there is bound to
spill elsewhere. You also ask, why most Wall Street analysts still bet
on a miraculous recovery, mainly in the shape of decreasing interest
rates? To begin with, business cycles now last between ten and fifteen
years due to improved macroeconomic management. Many years ago,
cycles lasted between three and five years, and the impact of each
cycle was thus less severe. On top of that, ever-younger people get to
engage in macroeconomic management. In the good old times, such
jobs went almost exclusively to seasoned people. By the time
recession strikes today, few people in key positions remember the last
one very well. Returning to your original question, the American
credit crunch was spawned by the faltering housing market, which is a
dead giveaway for what is now in store. Some credit crunch, this.
COLUMBUS VERSUS VESPUCCI (September 5, 2007)
You open your review of Felipe Fernández-Armesto’s biography of
Amerigo Vespucci, Amerigo: The Man Who Gave His Name to
America (New York: Random House, and London: Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 2007) with a facetious disquisition on whether it would have
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been better if the two continents were named after Christopher
Columbus instead (“New World Disorder,” September 1, 2007).
Christopheria does not sound right to the modern ear, all right, but that
is beside the point. Centuries later, we cannot but be already used to
America. But you end your review with an even more ridiculous
defense of Vespucci’s mendacious stories about his travels, supposedly
typical of his times, by claiming that even such modern travel writers
of renown as Laurens van der Post and Bruce Chadwin occasionally
told a story as tall as Vespucci’s. Such comparisons are off the mark,
and by a wide margin. Most important, Columbus’ travel logs, letters,
and dispatches, ably put together in one volume by J.M. Cohen in The
Four Voyages of Christopher Columbus (London: Penguin, 1969), are
far from mendacious even though they come from roughly the same
period as Vespucci’s. On that count alone, Christopheria would have
been a far better name for the two continents than America.
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT IN AMERICA (September 5, 2007)
Your three-page article on capital punishment in America is somewhat
encouraging (“Revenge Begins to Seem Less Sweet,” September 1,
2007). The number of executions has been dropping throughout the
country since 1999. Twelve out of fifty states have suspended the
death penalty since 2000. There were only four executions in the
entire northeast region since 1976. Perhaps most encouraging, there is
no death penalty in much of the northeast region. Exhaustive and
balanced as it is, your article does not touch upon outside influences on
American attitudes, though. In particular, it does not mention the
influence of campaigners in Europe, where capital punishment has
long been a thing of the past. In this context, the special place of the
region closest to Europe, both historically and geographically, cannot
be dismissed as a matter of mere chance. And this is of special
importance because international campaigners against death penalty do
seem to have a rôle to play, no matter how circumstantial the evidence
of their influence in America. It can only be hoped that they, too, will
be encouraged by the developments you report.
NUCLEAR REVIVAL (September 10, 2007)
Your main leader and your three-page briefing on the revival of
nuclear power around the globe, and especially in America, are
appropriately cautious (“Nuclear Power’s New Age” and “Atomic
Renaissance,” September 8, 2007). Climate change is giving it a new
lease of life, but formidable issues remain. The onus is now on the
builders, operators, and regulators of nuclear power, who must
demonstrate to all concerned that they are offering solutions to a host
of problems with the old nuclear technology and its management. It
appears that much has been achieved in the last few decades, but the
problem of nuclear-waste disposal remains a grave one. As you point
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out in your briefing, reliable long-term disposal is not yet available
anywhere. The cost of protecting untold future generations from
radiation must be factored into the nuclear-power equation. And it is
likely to overshadow all the other life-cycle costs by a factor of two or
three. This may yet prove to be the Achilles’ heel of nuclear power.
ON SECULARISM (September 10, 2007)
Your review of Charles Taylor’s A Secular Age (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Belknap, 2007) suggests that he conceives of the rise of
secularism as stretching across entire continents, such as Europe and
North America (“A Land where God is Absent,” September 8, 2007).
As a philosopher, he is entitled to such a lofty view, but even a cursory
analysis of the demise of religion on these continents shows that it to
be largely confined to social elites and centers of power in society.
The recent resurgence of religion mainly in North America but also in
Europe shows quite clearly that it does not stem from other continents.
It is part and parcel of the resurgence of hitherto marginal social strata,
such as farmers and industrial workers. Any discussion of secularism
and religion that eschews social analysis is liable to miss the dynamic
between the two, as well as that between the social strata. If that is a
failing of Taylor’s book, your review should at least point it out. As
well as suggest a way forward that does not obscure the social
underpinnings of secularism and religion alike.
ON HERESIES (September 11, 2007)
Your eulogy of Stewart Brand is a stirring read (“Jolly Green Heretic,”
September 8, 2007). A self-confessed contrarian by nature, the man of
The Whole Earth Catalogue (1968) fame still challenges the world
around him. With consummate gusto, too. That is admirable,
especially among the holier-than-though greens, his one-time admirers.
His three environmental heresies—genetic engineering, urbanization,
and nuclear power—surely deserve careful scrutiny. To say the least,
they cannot be dismissed out of hand in view of climate change, which
Brand acknowledges as the greatest environmental challenge facing
mankind. But I cringe at your closing sentence, taken from his fortyyear-old masterpiece: “We are as gods and might as well get good at
it.” The ghost of 1968 can be jarring at times, indeed. As gods we are
not, nor shall we ever be, and it is high time such heresies are given up
for good. For they can only get us into even greater trouble than we
already face.
THE TROUBLE WITH COMPUTERS (September 11, 2007)
Whenever I start talking about the trouble with computers, I am told by
the aficionados that the trouble must be with me, instead. But I am not
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so easily thwarted. When they end up telling me in desperation that I
should get a Macintosh, I silence them by saying that I have been using
Macintosh computers galore for nearly two decades. And so I have
very much enjoyed your article on the impasse between computers and
their hapless users (“The Trouble with Computers,” September 8,
2007). As you point out, I am far from alone, even though I have been
fooling around with computers for almost four decades. Sadly, all the
technological fixes you mention—gesture-based computing, gazetracking cameras, context-aware interfaces, and so forth—fail to
impress. My own experiences with such like have been dismal.
Computer users like me simply need many fewer features than are
currently on offer. All I need are word-processing, spreadsheet
analysis, and a simple but fast Internet connection. Why cannot I get
it? The simplest solution I can come up with is user profiling
immediately upon the purchase of a new computer. All the other
features should simply vanish from the screen. If and when any of
them are needed, user profiling should be repeated at user’s own will.
THE NEIGHBORHOOD (September 17, 2007)
You report a certain hardening of the European Union’s stance toward
Russia (“Enter, Pursued by a Bear,” September 15, 2007).
Considering its mischievous behavior as of late, that is a good thing,
no doubt. Kosovo is a recent bone of contention, too. You report that
several members of the Union are unhappy about its unilateral
declaration of independence from Serbia, an anathema to Russia, but
that they are even unhappier about letting Russia dictate policy in “the
neighborhood.” That is a bit rich, you must admit. The only country
that actually dictates policy in Kosovo is America. For the Union, the
neighborhood is apparently a sentimental notion only.
GREEN BUILDING (September 17, 2007)
Gripped by growing fear of climate change, America is now enamored
of all things green. Green building has thus become the rage (“Green
as Houses,” September 15, 2007). All kinds of green ideas are
spreading like wildfire in the housing market. But what in the world is
green building? The bifurcating supply chains of untold building
materials and components, let alone entire houses, are beyond the grip
of consumers. Lacking uniform standards, as well as credible
institutions providing and maintaining them, suppliers offer everything
under the sun as green. And greener by the day. Their incentive is
plain enough: in a troubled housing market, which threatens to collapse
on account of the credit crunch, greenery sells better than ever. And
that is all that remains behind your naïve enthusiasm for green building
in America today.
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TOP-DOWN, BOTTOM-UP (September 18, 2007)
I agree with Peter Diamandis, the head of the X Prize Foundation, a
charity that promotes the building of spaceships in the private sector,
that George Bush’s push for Mars via the moon is outdated in its topdown approach (“Eyes on the Prize,” September 15, 2007).
Encouraging the private sector in space exploration is the way to go.
But the public sector should have a rôle to play in this endeavor, as
well. In a collaborative effort, space agencies sponsored by the
government would focus on those bits that the private sector cannot
easily provide—mainly the infrastructure needed to lift things into
earth orbit and high science. At the same time, the private sector
would undertake much of the rest, especially where the risk involved is
too great for the government to undertake. In an ideal world, top-down
and bottom-up approaches to space exploration would mesh
seamlessly. In the meanwhile, pushing the government in the right
direction is an objective well worth the trouble, which is perhaps what
the X Prize Foundation is also doing on the sly.
THE BEST MIX OF ENERGY SOURCES (September 26, 2007)
It is wonderful to learn that “fertilizing” the oceans with iron filings
could not only produce algae that can be turned into biofuels, but that
the greening of the oceans could also help absorb carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere (“Sea Green,” September 22, 2007). However, the only
viable way of dealing with alternative energy sources is to consider
their best mix, as well as their place among the “traditional” energy
sources. None of the many ideas on offer today, no matter how
wonderful, will work by themselves. As your article shows, the area of
the entire North Sea would probably be needed to yield enough algae
to replace the fossil fuels used today in transport alone. The remaining
question is whether or not the international market is likely to produce
the best mix of energy sources that would satisfy energy needs of the
entire planet. I rather doubt it. If anything, that market would need to
be regulated on the basis of a thorough understanding of the best mix
of energy sources, which is likely to shift over time as new
technologies come on line. Perhaps the best administrative framework
for regulation of the energy market can be provided by the United
Nations. Climate change may give it the teeth the organization well
deserves.
DEPENDENCE (October 1, 2007)
It is true that ethanol is not the best of fuels (“Ethanol, Schmethanol,”
September 29, 2007). As you point out, in addition to its low
efficiency, it is corrosive, too. The ongoing search for a better
biofuel—such as butanol, octanol, etc.—thus makes perfect sense. But
it is not true that America has recently embarked on ethanol mainly, let
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alone only, because it is green, as you imply. Its green credentials
surely help at the time when climate change is on everyone’s mind, but
the leading strategic reason for this choice is the need to reduce the
country’s dependence on foreign sources of fuel. The growing mess in
the Middle East is the main reason behind this shift, it goes without
saying. All serious alternatives to ethanol will therefore have to satisfy
this strategic objective. Of course, they will have to be about as green
as ethanol, but they will have to be produced on American soil first
and foremost.
PLAYING GAMES (October 2, 2007)
Game theory came handy during the Cold War, when there were two
big players, both of whom had fairly clear choices of what do to, as
well as reasonably credible information about the consequences of
their actions. Not surprisingly, it was used mainly in simulations of
military conflict. Is this the case with climate change, though?
Following Robert Axelrod, who showed that games change
dramatically when they are played repeatedly, Michael Liebreich
argues in a recent paper that it is (“Playing Games with the Planet,”
September 29, 2007). Besides, he comes to rather optimistic
conclusions about international cooperation in the implementation of
treaties such as the Kyoto Protocol, which come up for revision from
time to time. On such occasions, those who misbehave can be
punished and thus forced to cooperate. Splendid. But any game with
so many small players, all of whom have quite hazy choices of what to
do and pretty lousy information about the consequences of their
actions, is likely to become indeterminate, especially if it is played
repeatedly. In addition, the clarity of military structure is gone when it
comes to other branches of government, let alone all the economic
sectors involved in curbing climate change. In short, playing games
with the planet is liable to remain just that: playing games.
OLAFUR ELIASSON (October 12, 2007)
Judging from your article about Olafur Eliasson, who has built a
pavilion for London’s Serpentine Gallery that looks like a spinning top
(“Spinning Tops and Frozen Cars,” October 6, 2007), he is a great
talker. Here are a few gems: “My art is about you”; “I make art that
creates an experience, not a representation”; “When I was a student,
people became artists to step away from the world, now it is a way to
engage with it”; “I live in this world, not a parallel universe, and I have
to engage with it”; “I am not a nature lover, I am a people lover.”
Wonderful, this. Only consider the places where he finds his people,
besides London: San Francisco, Tokyo, Dallas, Sydney… Some
people lover, he.
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CITIES IN PERIL (October 12, 2007)
Your article about the ever-faster growth of the world’s urban
population focuses on the ever-faster growth of natural disasters
affecting cities (“Some Hard Talk about Towns.” October 6, 2007), but
you do not even attempt explaining the latter phenomenon. Whence
the increase in the number of natural disasters, let alone the
acceleration in that increase? The only possible explanation of this
phenomenon is climate change, which you mention in passing only in
the context of coastal cities. Of course, floods, mudslides, and
landslides can occur far from the coast, as well. By your own
evidence, climate change must also be increasing at an increasing rate.
The fact that the world’s urban population is increasing at an everfaster rate thus points at the ever-greater peril that climate change
entails. And this is entirely missing from your article.
ON OPTIMISM (October 16, 2007)
I am happy to read that David Cameron, the Tory leader, considers
himself an optimist by nature (“On Optimism,” October 13, 2007). I
am also happy to read that optimism is the only way for Tories to go if
they ever wish to come back on top of the British political scene. After
all, that is obvious enough. But I am far from happy to read an entire
diatribe on optimism as such in support of Cameron’s perfectly
predictable ways. You go as far as to raise optimism to a treacherous
fetish. Even Churchill, who preferred the past to the present and the
present to the future, would prefer one future to another, and thus be an
optimist in some sense of that word. Optimism in this, trivial, sense is
perforce part of every human action, including preparations for
political elections that are nigh impossible to win. Which is
Cameron’s case, anyhow.
FREE SPEECH (October 17, 2007)
Barring libel, prejudicial comment about pending court cases, and socalled “hate speech,” free speech is universally considered a good
thing. Thus it makes sense to advocate it far and wide, as you do in
your series on civil liberties (“The Tongue Twisters,” October 13,
2007). But freedom is a funny thing. The freer the speech, the
“cheaper” it becomes. Put differently, the less free it is, the more
courage and cunning is required to speak out, and thus there is less
blabber. Less bullshit, to be a bit more precise. When speech is quite
restricted, every single word from a poet, writer, or philosopher counts.
On occasion it has the force of thunder, as well. Many from behind the
Iron Curtain will thus remember the good old times, when free speech
was but a dream. Back then, speaking was an art. And so was
listening.
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Addendum I (November 5, 2007)
My copy of the mighty newspaper came in this morning’s mail. I was
happy to discover in it this particular letter, but I was also quite
surprised. I had a feeling the letter’s nostalgic twist would not be
entirely pleasing to the editor. The only disappointment this time
around is that the sentence containing the word “bullshit” was edited
away. A great pity, too. It adds both color and punch to the word
“blabber” in the previous sentence.
Addendum II (January 9, 2009)
When I wrote this letter to The Economist, it did not even cross my
mind that I might end up in Croatian court for libel a couple of years
hence. Naïvely, I thought that so-called verbal offences were things of
the past. Socialist past, to be more exact. As it turns out, the unbridled
capitalism in Croatia has eventually led to such a degree of curbing of
free speech that Tito himself would have been quite proud of those at
the helm of the country. The mantra of free speech is only for fools
like me, anyhow.
AN APPEALING COROLLARY (October 22, 2007)
As you report, Tim Clutton-Brock of Cambridge University and Kavita
Isvaran of the Indian Institute of Science in Bengalooru have shown
that species in which females live longer than males tend to be
polygynous, where a male monopolizes a number of females (“Live
Fast, Love Hard, Die Young,” October 20, 2007). The stresses of
competition for a harem, as well as its maintenance, reduce the lifespan
of males. Applying this result to the human species, they surmise that
polygyny was the rule in humanity’s evolutionary past. As polygyny
is on the way out around the world, this result leads to an appealing
corollary: men and women will eventually have the same lifespan.
The only trouble is that it may take a long, long time to get there.
After all, our evolutionary past goes at least a hundred-thousand years
back.
PAINFUL MEMORIES (October 22, 2007)
Your article about Spain’s past opens with its Socialist government’s
new law honoring Franco’s victims; continues with Spain’s uniqueness
stemming from its decision to turn its back on the past, which has been
shattered by the new law; and concludes with angry Spain’s bishops
who are gathering at the Vatican to beatify the victims of leftist
Republicans during and before the civil war (“A Rude Awakening,”
October 20, 2007). Obviously, both sides are raking up painful
memories rather than the Socialist government alone, but you
ostensibly side with the bishops. Or the Vatican. In fact, it is the
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Vatican that is behind many a painful memory in countries
surrounding the papal seat. It unabashedly supported a host of fascist
regimes in the region, including Mussolini’s. If there is a clear
beneficiary to the oblivion you seem to innocently endorse, it is
unquestionably the Vatican. And you mention it only in passing as the
bishops’ gathering place.
THE LURE OF PRESIDENCY (October 23, 2007)
So far, Al Gore has resisted the lure of presidency quite admirably
(“Gore the Pure,” October 20, 2007). One can only hope that the
Nobel peace prize will help him stay away from the race. Now that he
has convinced so many Americans, as well as others around the globe,
that climate change is a serious problem, his task must shift to
something much more difficult: helping them figure out how best to
tackle it. Although America has contributed to climate change more
than any other nation, it is likely to contribute to the alleviation of
climate change more than any other nation, as well. But that requires
much knowledge and will. Without Gore’s help the difficult task of
figuring out what works and what does not would be much more
difficult. He is in a singular position to keep the entire effort on track.
Once again, one can only hope the lure of presidency is already behind
him, for his present job is almost certainly even more important than
that of the president.
HOW TO FIGHT INSURGENTS (October 29, 2007)
Your three-page article on current military ideas on how to fight
insurgents is a humorous reading (“After Smart Weapons, Smart
Soldiers,” October 27, 2007). You trot out the Pentagon’s new
counter-insurgency manual, according to which “the central objective
is not to destroy the enemy, but to secure the allegiance of the
citizenry.” You also point out that a growing body of opinion, both in
the Pentagon and elsewhere, is that “insurrections are best fought
indirectly, through local allies.” Splendid. But close to the beginning
of your article you cite Martin van Creveld, an Israeli military
historian, who argues that “insurgencies have been almost impossible
to defeat ever since Nazi Germany failed to suppress Josip Broz Tito’s
partisans in Yugoslavia.” Indeed. You only fail to mention that
Germans have tried all the above tricks in Yugoslavia, as well as many
others. Neither the Ustashas nor the Chetniks—the Croatian and
Serbian nationalists, respectively—helped much in their ever-more
desperate measures. And securing the allegiance of the citizenry
worked only in the cities and towns, but not in the rugged Bosnian
mountains, where most of the fighting actually took place. In short,
the Pentagon is still a long way from a clue on how to fight insurgents.
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL FARCE (October 30, 2007)
Sneaking the European constitution through on a sly is certainly a
farce, as you claim in your main leader (“Give Europe a Say,” October
27, 2007). But many of the treaties of the European Union have been
sneaked through on a sly, as well. Which is why the Union lacks
legitimacy and accountability, as you also claim. Where we disagree,
though, is in what to do about it. So what if the constitutional farce
eventually pushes Britain out of the Union? So what if other countries
follow its example in their own time? In my view, the sooner the
Behemoth collapses, the better. In its wake, we may have a genuine
unification of Europe, which must proceed with legitimacy and
accountability at every step. As it has come to be, the Union is far
from it, anyhow.
ON DISDAIN (November 5, 2007)
Britain’s disdain of the European Union might be costly, as you claim,
but I certainly hope it is far from foolish (“Britain’s Costly Disdain,”
November 3, 2007). True, the British must not turn their backs on the
Union, mentally or otherwise, but they must not be sucked in at any
cost, either. Gordon Brown’s view of the Union as another multilateral
organization at best, and as an irrelevance at worst, thus strikes me as
about right. For Britain could not only gain most by playing the Union
off other multilateral organizations, but it could also help other
European countries learn the old trick. And many should. Here, the
British are likely to remain well ahead of the pack, but all the others
stand to gain, as well. Multilateral organizations headed by America,
Russia, and China, are forgotten at everyone’s peril. Playing these
powers off each other is the Union’s best hope for the future.
POLITICIANS, PRIESTS (November 5, 2007)
Your main leader opens with a warning that “faith will unsettle politics
everywhere this century” (“The New Wars of Religion,” November 3,
2007). Agreed. But you fail to mention the main reason why this is
likely to be the case: climate change. Your lengthy special report on
faith and politics (“In God’s Name”), which also predicts rising
religious strife within several generations to come, does not mention it,
either. Destitute throngs in search of land that is neither scorched nor
flooded are not liable to listen to politicians. They will offer their
hearts and souls to priests, instead. Many a novelist peering into the
murky future of the human species has come up with this ominous
warning, and it is thus both surprising and disappointing that you have
missed it entirely.
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UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES (November 6, 2007)
Your briefing on recent feats of engineering in the development of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) cannot but invite fresh leaps of
imagination (“The Fly’s a Spy,” November 3, 2007). If the
miniaturization of UAVs has already approached the size of a fly, why
not use real flies for spying? In addition to cameras, flies would have
to be fitted with radio-operated behavioral controls. All the rest has
been there for millions of years. Add a dash of genetic engineering,
which would improve behavioral control, and your spy-fly would
surely be well ahead of anything engineers could concoct from scratch
no matter how long they try. Of course, the next leap of imagination
shifts to the development of unmanned creeping vehicles (UCVs),
where fly-catching spiders are waiting for a new lease on life. UCVs
would hunt for UAVs, thus ushering a new step in assisted evolution.
Anyhow, the feats of engineering you report in your briefing already
sound like mere beginnings.
Addendum I (April 4, 2009)
The last issue of Technology Review (Vol. 112, No. 2, 2009) carries a
story about the research of Michael Maharbiz, a professor at the
University of California, Berkeley, who has already implanted all sorts
of electronic gear into a flower beetle. By remotely delivering jolts of
electricity to the insect’s brain and wing muscles, he can make the
cyborg beetle take off, turn, or stop mid-flight. His team has already
modified beetles during the pupal stage, so that their electronic
implants are invisible in adulthood, which is essential for covert
missions. Mission accomplished!
Addendum II (September 18, 2011)
The Technology Review (Vol. 114, No. 5, 2011) carries yet another
story about Michael Maharbiz. Having mastered the flower beetle, he
is now working on miniaturizing the electronics to control smaller
insects, such as houseflies. Mission accomplished, indeed. And the
original title of the article from The Economist comes full circle. For
better or worse, the old fly on the wall is nigh.
BALI, KYOTO (November 7, 2007)
Your long and, frankly, rambling article on the circuitous journey of
Ban Ki-moon, the secretary-general of the United Nations, to the
Indonesian island of Bali, where the replacement to the Kyoto protocol
that expires in 2012 will be tackled next month (“The Icy Road to
Bali,” November 3, 2007), takes more than two pages to reach its final
and decisive paragraph, in which you consider the likely response of
the chief carbon-emitter, America. Indeed, Bali is likely to fare there
no better than Kyoto has done, no matter how circuitous the secretary113

general’s journey through countries affected by climate change may
be.
Not only does America consider such arrangements as
compromising its sovereignty, as you mention, but it also has very
little trust in the UN as an organization. This does not pertain only to
the political elite, but to the population at large, which the elite has
been teaching for generations that the UN is up to no good. A grand
global bargain on how to deal with climate change thus crucially
depends on the perception of the UN in America rather than on
anything else. And that is where Ban Ki-moon should focus his
energies instead of undertaking long journeys across the barren
southern hemisphere.
CROATIA MISUNDERSTOOD (November 11, 2007)
In your article on the European Union’s enlargement troubles you
report that the Union’s last progress report states that Croatia is not yet
ready for accession (“Post-Enlargement Stress,” November 10, 2007).
In particular, you quote the report that “the concept of conflict of
interest is little understood” and that “organized crime remains a big
concern” in Croatia. Now, both the report and your reporting show
deep misunderstanding of Croatia. In fact, the state is firmly based on
harmony of interests, thus being an organized state. What is wrong,
for instance, when a minister employs a company of which he or she is
a major shareholder? Or what is wrong when a company offers its
shares to a minister on very favorable terms? Such instances only
show pervasive harmony of interests. And what is wrong when an
entire government operates thus? This only shows it is a fully-fledged
organized state. In such a state, harmony of interests is the underlying
constitutional principle. It applies from top to bottom of society. If
there are still some conflicts of interest outstanding, or if there are still
some criminal activities in society, harmonization will soon proceed to
their full organization by the state. See?
REWRITING OF HISTORY (November 14, 2007)
I would not fret, like you do, about rewriting of history in general, for
history cannot but be rewritten as historic conditions change, but I do
share your concern about the rewriting of Russian history that is now
afoot (“The Rewriting of History,” November 10, 2007). As you say,
the new manual for history teachers, covering the period from 1945 to
2006, reflects the views of Vladislav Surkov, one of the Kremlin’s
chief ideologues, who argues that Russia needs a political system that
suits its national character, with its “instinctive” longing for a strong
hand (read: Vladimir Putin). Russia is enough of a worry here, but I
am also concerned about the spread of such views to other countries in
Eastern and Central Europe, where rewriting of history is afoot, as
well. Just as in Russia, the common peasant past of mostly Slavic
countries in this region goes well with the longing for a strong hand.
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In many of these countries the democratic forms of behavior are
perceived as nothing but “foreign pressure,” to use Surkov’s term.
MARBLE MADE FLESH (November 14, 2007)
As you say in your review of Antonio Canova’s exhibition at Rome’s
Galleria Borghese, his portrait of Napoleon’s sister, Pauline, as a
voluptuous Venus Victrix, first displayed in the early Nineteenth
Century, has excited admiration ever since (“Canova’s Sensuous
Curves,” November 10, 2007). Back then, everyone rushed to witness
the miracle of marble made flesh. “The ultimate, scandal-inducing
thrill,” you point out, “was to view it by candlelight, which made it
even more lifelike.” Sure enough. It is good to remember that much
art has been conceived not only under candlelight, but with candlelight
in mind, as well. Or the light provided by oil lamps. Most galleries
and museums nowadays forget this plain fact to the detriment of the
art, which is often bleached out by intemperate lighting.
NORMAN MAILER (November 19, 2007)
As you say in your obituary of Norman Mailer, he got every book
prize going except the Nobel (November 17, 2007). Which is one of
the reasons why the Nobel Prize still means something, you should
have pointed out at least in passing. Forever after the Great American
Novel long after the novel had lost its meaning as an art form, Mailer
had little to offer but shrill bluster. Shoddy hope. And pointless jinks
galore. Together with his great hero, Hemingway, whom he
desperately trailed from start to finish, Mailer was a writer of note only
because America was a country to be reckoned with in his prime.
Everywhere else, he would have been a pugilist without a true punch, a
wit without much to say, and a tottering drunk out of breath. A couple
of generations before or after, he would have been left without a single
book prize, too. An obituary worth reading would at least hint at all
this, if not much more. Sadly, yours is even less pugnacious than
Mailer at his most limp. A missed opportunity, if there has ever been
one.
GLOBAL RECESSION (November 20, 2007)
Looking from America, where I took my first course in
macroeconomics in the early Seventies, the rest of the world was puny.
Looking from the rest of the world, America was humongous. In your
main leader you argue that things are rather different now (“America’s
Vulnerable Economy,” November 17, 2007). The rest of the world has
roughly doubled from the vantage point of America, and America has
shrunk to about a half of what it used to be from the vantage point of
the rest of the world. Which is why you are quite optimistic
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concerning the spread of America’s recession to the rest of the world.
I am not so sure, though. True, there has been marked change in the
global economy in the last thirty to forty years. Beside Europe, which
has grown considerably, there has been impressive growth in several
emerging economies, such as China and India. But looking from
anyplace around the world, America is still hulking. It remains an
engine of global growth. Crippled by recession, it cannot but affect us
all in spite of all the changes you point out. Another global recession
is still in the cards even though the odds are somewhat better against it
than in the past.
COMPARING UNIVERSITIES (November 20, 2007)
Working out exactly what students and taxpayers get for the money
they spend on universities is not a tricky business, as you surprisingly
claim (“Measuring Mortarboards,” November 17, 2007). All you need
is to measure the graduates’ income. To compare universities across
countries and continents, you should express incomes at purchasing
power parity. Voila! That is all the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development ought to do, now that it has undertaken
this worthy task. Both students and taxpayers will get the message in a
jiffy. A mighty newspaper like yours should have come up with it
even faster.
THE HABSBURG CLUB (November 28, 2007)
Your special survey on Austria is an intriguing read (“The Sound of
Success,” November 24, 2007). You manage to hit many key points,
but you seem reluctant to connect some of them into a meaningful
pattern. Now, in your issue only a fortnight ago you mentioned “the
Habsburg club of countries, formerly of the Austro-Hungarian
empire,” but your survey eschews such bold language. You do
mention Austria’s extraordinary history, which ended in 1918 after sixhundred and forty years of Habsburg rule, when the country shriveled
to its present borders, but you fail to see new Austria’s “imperial”
ambitions in its current policies. The means have changed, as you duly
point out: the country is now neutral to boot, and the biggest chunk of
its economy is in financial intermediation, property, and services. The
key here is precisely property, the main goal of Austrian banks that are
spreading east at a clip. Although most of the denizens of the
Habsburg club are pretty happy with all this, as their grandparents
remember Austro-Hungarian empire with a dash of nostalgia, current
Austrian policies nonetheless need to be called by their proper name:
imperial, albeit with a lower-case “i.”
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BALI’S MESSAGE (December 3, 2007)
Although the meeting of the United Nations’ Framework Convention
on Climate Change has barely started in Bali amid horrendous floods
and mudflows in other parts of Indonesia, its message is already
abundantly clear (“Struggling to Decode Bali’s Message,” December
1, 2007). The meeting will fall far short of Kyoto, which fell far short
of what was needed so many years ago. And the reason is abundantly
clear, as well. In fact, it is one and the same. The chief contributor to
climate change, and possibly the chief contributor to its eventual
control, is not there to lead the pack. Without America’s leadership of
the fifteen- to twenty-thousand participants who have gathered for the
meeting, Bali will surely get exactly where Kyoto got. Nowhere.
THE FALLING DOLLAR (December 4, 2007)
Judging by your main leader and your briefing about the falling dollar
(“The Panic about the Dollar” and “Losing Faith in the Greenback,”
December 1, 2007), you seem to be quite worried about the effect of
the American currency on global economy. I reckon you are
exaggerating a bit. The international central banking system appears to
be astute enough. As your briefing clearly shows, dollar reserves as a
proportion of total currency reserves dropped to their long-term
minimum of about forty-five percent precisely in the early 1990s, in
the wake of the last American recession. In the wake of the current
American recession, that proportion is likely to drop still further in the
next few years, to about thirty-five percent of total currency reserves.
And that is likely to be the end of the dollar panic that is gripping the
markets at this moment. After all, America is now about that much
smaller in proportion to the global economy as a whole.
SLOVENIA, KOSOVO (December 10, 2007)
Just like Dimitrij Rupel, the Slovene foreign minister, I would be
happier if the Kosovo crisis were not on his country’s watch in the
European Union (“A Balkan Fable,” December 8, 2007). As luck
would have it, the rotating presidency fell to Slovenia right between
two European giants, Germany and France, at this crucial juncture.
Fortunately, things are not as bad as they look at first sight. In addition
to all the pluses and minuses of Slovenia’s presidency, which you
dutifully take into account, I would add one huge plus in its favor:
whatever happens in Kosovo, the Union will rightly be seen far and
wide as a geopolitical irrelevance. Or slightly better, to err on the side
of mindless optimism. Only imagine Kosovo’s future without
America’s muscular support! If the Kosovo crisis were on either
Germany’s or France’s watch, everything could easily get so much
more confusing to no effect whatsoever. Hail Slovenia, after all!
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KARLHEINZ STOCKHAUSEN (December 17, 2007)
Your obituary of Karlheinz Stockhausen cannot but make the reader
feel doubly sorry for the poor chap (December 15, 2007). Although
you do acknowledge his passionate search for “sounds never heard
before,” you quickly turn to describing these sounds as little but
“rattling and plicking.” Your damning praise is summed up thus: “No
plink or plunk was quite the same (to him) as any other.” How very
sad. To round off this cheerless obituary, you do not tire of repeating
that “he was never popular,” or that “the general public did not get the
message.” How dreadful, too. The fact remains that Stockhausen is a
musician of world renown, and that his exploration of sound will stay
with us for generations. Sooner or later the general public will
dutifully turn up to appreciate his rich oeuvre. That is in the general
public’s very nature.
DOMINEERING, BULLYING (December 18, 2007)
Scathing though it is, your review of John Bolton’s memoir, Surrender
is Not an Option: Defending America at the United Nations and
Abroad (New York: Threshold Editions, 2007), is hardly scathing
enough (“Looking Back in Anger,” December 15, 2007). “In this
book,” you state blithely at the outset, “this undeniably talented man of
principle often comes across as a domineering bully.” Yet, your own
review clearly shows that the only principle he has ever stood for is
that American might is always right. Period. If there is any talent to
this man, it is precisely in domineering and bullying. But there is
another domineering bully behind him that your review misses
entirely: George Bush Junior. After all, the American ambassador to
the United Nations was the president’s personal choice. An archconservative and fierce patriot, too, he knew exactly how this
undeniably talented man of principle would do his bidding at the
United Nations. And abroad.
A MALTHUSIAN FUTURE (December 27, 2007)
As you say in your sprawling overview of our species’ headlong
progress (“Noble or Savage?” December 22, 2007), “it is irrelevant to
ask whether we would have been better off to stay hunters-gatherers.”
Indeed. After agricultural and industrial revolutions, this is hardly an
option, anyhow. Because of them both, there are too many of us
already, no matter whether or not hunting and gathering used to be
attractive once upon a time. But your conclusion concerning our
species’ steady advance is nonetheless spurious: we have been creating
and solving ecological crises all along, and there is no reason to doubt
our abilities from now on. Even if we eventually reverse the build-up
of carbon dioxide, as you cheerfully prophecy, will we be able to
reverse every ecological crisis on our path? Surely not. If
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demographic pressure keeps building up with every new revolution,
the planet shall stop cooperating, eventually leading to a demographic
collapse. This is elementary, after all. A Malthusian future surely
awaits us sooner or later. Willy-nilly, hunter-gatherers beckon.
SARKOZY’S SAGES (December 28, 2007)
I was delighted by your rendering of the news from the latest summit
in Brussels (“A Summit to Nowhere,” December 22, 2007), where a
“reflection group” was created on the initiative of France’s president,
Nicolas Sarkozy, to ponder the challenges facing the European Union
between 2020 and 2030. As you report, this remote time horizon is
matched by the group’s leisurely formation. Its leadership—comprised
of a former Spanish prime minister, Felipe González, a former Latvian
president, Vaira Vike-Freiberga, and Jorma Ollila, a Finish
businessman who chairs both Nokia and Royal Dutch Shell—has about
a year to come up with its nine members. Sarkozy’s “sages” will have
much to do, but they will also have to come up with an assessment of
Turkey’s accession to the Union, which the French president abhors.
Every hyperactive politician will surely use it for his or her purposes in
the future. Long before the reflection group is formed, it is already
clear from its leadership and remit that it will offer us much
entertainment in the years to come. Where are you now, Monty
Python?
ON NATIONAL INCOME ACCOUNTS (December 29, 2007)
It is good to read that the cement industry is now coming to grips with
its carbon footprint (“Concrete Proposals Needed,” December 22,
2007), gargantuan as it is, but it is disappointing to discover that you
consider it a part of the construction industry. This is a common
mistake.
National income accounts make a sharp and useful
distinction between the construction sector, which installs construction
materials and components on site, from the manufacturing sector,
where these materials and components are produced. The cement
industry is squarely in the manufacturing sector. Although it is true
that cement is used only by the construction sector, the distinction still
holds. It is most useful when it comes to steel, an essential ingredient
of reinforced concrete, as steel is used not only by the construction
sector. You make a similar mistake in another part of your article
about cement, where you go as far as to consider architecture and city
planning as parts of the construction industry “as a whole.” They
produce design and related services that inform construction activity,
but they are parts of the service sector. It is true that better design
would reduce the cement industry’s carbon footprint, but this has
nothing to do with the construction sector as such. Once again,
national income accounts should be heeded when sectoral divisions are
concerned.
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ON CONDESCENSION (January 15, 2008)
Your review of the European reactions to the primaries in Iowa and
New Hampshire is quite to my liking (“Those Naïve American
Voters,” January 12, 2008). Putting so much emphasis on the gender
or the race of a few presidential candidates shows nothing but
European condescension toward American voters. In the last analysis,
the person who eventually gets the voters’ approval will promote
American interests around the world, and it is plain naïve to expect
anything else. A pity you leave it at that, though. Pushing your
argument to its logical conclusions, those naïve Europeans need a
tough, no-nonsense sort of guy at the American helm if they are to
understand American politics at all. What a bummer George Bush
Junior cannot run once again!
A WEIRDO FOR MAYOR (January 16, 2008)
Given that London is undoubtedly Britain’s greatest asset, it is
puzzling that the upcoming election for the city’s mayor smacks of a
provincial sideshow rather than an event of major political significance
for the country as a whole (“Political Capital,” January 12, 2008).
Although Ken Livingstone has done pretty well since 2000, he is still
considered nothing less than a weirdo. And so is his main opponent,
Boris Johnson. Whichever way the election in May goes, Britain’s
political, cultural, and economic capital will perforce remain outside
effective control of the three leading political parties. Something is
strange in this picture, but surely the strangest bit is that it does not
appear strange at all to the most astute political analysts in Britain,
including those from your mighty newspaper.
ON PIMPING (January 21, 2008)
I was happy to learn that the American Economic Association’s annual
meeting in New Orleans considered, among other worthy topics, the
market for paid sex (“Selling Sex,” January 19, 2008). Not
surprisingly, this market is far from surprising. The only controversial
finding you report is that prostitutes do better with pimps, who not
only provide protection from the police and street gangs, but also pay
more than the minimum rate in order to attract, retain, and motivate the
best staff. Prostitutes thus seek pimps, who often operate under the
auspices of larger and more diversified criminal organizations.
Specializing in the construction market, however, I was a bit less
surprised by this finding than the average economist would be.
Subcontracting, which is rife in construction, amounts to little more
than glorified pimping. Although construction workers can make ends
meet by working alone or in small informal gangs, just like prostitutes
can, they are better off by forming small companies, which are at the
bottom of subcontracting chains. Each link in such a chain provides
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better pay and protection, but the construction work always stays at the
bottom.
BUBBLE, FROTH (January 22, 2008)
In their study of the “generational housing bubble,” Dowell Myers and
SungHo Ryu of the University of Southern California predict a long
period of transition of the housing market in connection with the
retirement of the baby-boom generation, which accounts for a bit less
than eighty-million people or a bit more than a quarter of the total
American population (“Baby Boom and Bust,” January 19, 2008). The
oldest baby-boomers will be celebrating their sixty-fifth birthday in
2011, and the study shows that this is the age when people shift from
buyers to sellers of houses. Of course, this is based on historical data
pertaining to the behavior of previous generations. Sixty-five was the
retirement age in America until recently, but that age has been pushed
toward seventy. Besides, the very notion of retirement age is now in
question on account of so-called ageism, a form of discrimination. To
wit, baby-boomers are liable to keep surprising. Many of them have
retired much earlier than previous generations, but most of them are
likely to retire much later. The Myers and Ryu’s period of transition is
therefore liable to be not only long, but also quite turbulent. The
housing bubble may turn into froth.
BEN BERNANKE (January 28, 2008)
Your overview of the recent panic in financial markets covers all the
bases, as it were (“It’s Rough Out There,” January 26, 2008). That is,
all the bases but one: Ben Bernanke. To his credit, he is new to the
job. Still, lowering the prime rate of interest by as much as threequarters of a percentage point at an unscheduled meeting of the Federal
Reserve Board right in the middle of a stockmarket panic is, well,
adolescent. Worse, pubescent. The chairman of the Fed and the
guardian of the American economy has blundered in a way that
suggests nothing less than incompetence. When it comes to the prime
rate of interest, it is clear he does not know his Keynes. Returning to
your overview, when dealing with the danger of world recession, now
we must consider one additional global risk: Ben Bernanke himself.
SWING STATES OR CONTINENTS (January 29, 2008)
Your article about Eastern Europe focuses, rightly, on America and
Russia (“Pipedreams,” January 26, 2008). As you show, they are
vying for geopolitical influence mainly over gas pipelines and defense
alliances. Serbia is considered to be one of the “swing states,” where
Russia and the West are now in a scuffle. The other such states are
Ukraine, Georgia, Azerbaijan, and Moldova, possibly including Latvia
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and Bulgaria, both of which are in the European Union already. It is
obvious from your article that Russia is currently winning in this
contest, especially after the recent Serbian elections, when a major
Russian conglomerate secured the key Serbian energy assets. And it is
also obvious that the European Union is playing a negligible rôle in the
geopolitical game, which seems to be the main reason why America is
involved in the first place. How else would one of the swing states be
right in the middle of the European Union, at least geographically
speaking? Come to think of it, are you sure the whole of Europe
should not be considered a swing continent, instead?
Addendum (January 30, 2008)
Yesterday I got a nice response to this letter. It was an electronic-mail
message from Edward Lucas, Central and Eastern Europe
correspondent of The Economist, as well as a deputy editor of the
mighty newspaper concerned with international affairs. We have
corresponded before, as well, and we are usually on the same page.
Here is his last message in its entirety:
Thank you for another pithy and lucid letter. I agree that
Russia is winning the swing states (and senior officials I
talk to are, in private, increasingly alarmed about this).
And yes, Germany is one of them, and as a result,
Europe is a swing continent. Just as during the Cold
War, we are pitifully dependent on the Americans
looking out for us (and of course their interest is not
always wholly altruistic).
He goes a step farther than me by calling Germany one of the swing
states, thus making the argument about Europe as a swing continent so
much more cogent. I replied that I was glad we agreed, but that this
agreement made me so much sadder. And I concluded thus: “Europe
deserves better, I feel for some strange reason.” This is nothing but
sentimental fluff, though. Europe is just another theater in other
people’s wars.
POOR ITALY (February 4, 2008)
As your leader about Italy’s flailing government clearly shows
(“Unsteady as She Goes,” February 2, 2008), the country is heading
for even more turmoil than we have become accustomed to. Sadly, all
this comes at a time when the country’s economy is in serious trouble,
as well. As I was going through the leader, all went well until I hit the
very last sentence: “Poor Italy.” At first I thought it a fitting end to the
story, but then I changed my mind: “Shouldn’t it be ‘poor Italians,’
instead?” A moment later I changed my mind again: “Aren’t Italians
themselves guilty for this perpetual mess, anyway?” I went back and
forth for a while. Only then it crossed my mind that I, too, was Italian
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on one of my grandfathers’ side. “Poor Italy” will do, until I change
my mind once again.
DEPRESSIVE PASSIVISM (February 4, 2008)
The American response to the threat of recession certainly deserves
your verdict: aggressive activism (“Aggressive Activism,” February 2,
2008). In addition to the fiscal-stimulus package of slightly over onepercent of the gross domestic product, which will soon be passed by
the Congress, the Federal Reserve Board has slashed the prime rate of
interest twice in a row to slightly under one-percent above the official
inflation rate. Wow! One cannot but wonder what will come next,
though. All will be well if the economy picks up, no matter how
slowly, but what if it does not? Given that both the Congress and the
Fed have used up all their ammunition in one fell swoop, there can be
hardly any doubt about the sequel to aggressive activism: depressive
passivism.
TRIBAL DYNAMICS (February 5, 2008)
It is great fun reading your article about the complexity of
Afghanistan’s tribal structure, which baffles American and British
commanders forever chasing after the Taliban (“In the Dark,” February
2, 2008). To begin with, Afghanistan is made up by Pushtuns, Tajiks,
Hazaras, Turkmen, Uzbeks, and others. Besides, there are some sixty
Pushtun tribes and four-hundred sub-tribes. At any one time, many of
the tribes and sub-tribes are at loggerheads, their alliances shifting all
the time. No wonder the American army has eventually deployed
anthropologists to help its troops understand the tribal dynamics. One
only wonders why those anthropologists were not deployed much
earlier—say, before the troops were sent to Afghanistan. Who knows,
they might have advised against the invasion, as well.
CHILDREN AND WEALTH (February 13, 2008)
You open your article on demography and genetics with the claim that
“one of the biggest paradoxes in human biology is that people have
fewer children as societies grow richer” (“Kissing Cousins, Missing
Children,” February 9, 2008). Come again? To tell you the truth, I
had to read this sentence several times because it struck me as so off
the mark that I thought I must have misread it. To begin with,
nomadic hunter-gatherers had fewer children than their sedentary
agricultural successors. One reason for a larger number of children
that came with the agricultural revolution was greater abundance of
food, but another was greater mortality due to greater incidence of
endemic diseases in larger and denser populations. More important,
elites had fewer children than others even in agricultural societies. The
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unsurprising reason for this was the preservation of wealth and power
within the family. No paradoxes here. And no trace of human
biology, either.
SPEECH, HATRED (February 13, 2008)
Thumbing your nose at Islam as a private citizen may have to do with
the freedom of speech, albeit only within certain well-defined legal
limits, but doing so as a member of parliament and the leader of an
anti-immigration party is something completely different. When
Christians and Muslims are already at loggerheads in your country,
that is not only irresponsible and callous, but also beyond the limits of
free speech. This is the case of Geert Wilders, a Dutch member of
parliament, who has been thumbing his nose at Islam with impunity for
quite a while now (“Wild Thing,” February 9, 2008). Remember,
speech is free as long as it does not involve libel, prejudicial comment
about pending court cases, or “hate speech.” Desecrating the Koran, or
threatening to do so in public, as Wilders has done, is well outside any
definition of the freedom of speech. And it only spells trouble in the
Netherlands and beyond.
MAHARISHI MAHESH YOGI (February 19, 2008)
Your obituary of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi hints a few times too often
that he was after money and nothing but money (February 16, 2008).
You even call him a tycoon in the subtitle. But it is clear from
everything you dish out that the money he was after actually went into
spreading the word of world peace. It was needed to cover the
expenses of teaching the teachers, publishing, building and upkeep of
ashrams, and the like. In this regard he was very like Paramahansa
Yogananda before him or Yogi Bhajan, among others, after him. For
yogi economics is not about the posh life of the yogi or yogini at the
center of a movement, who invariably need next to nothing in their
daily lives; rather, it is about spreading the word. And it is invariably
the word of world peace. Hardly a bad way to spend money in a world
forever rent by war, you must admit.
RUSSIAN MYTHOLOGIZING (February 19, 2008)
The state-inspired mythologizing about Russia’s Byzantine roots
notwithstanding, there is a lot of fertile soil for a hodgepodge of
history in the budding Orthodox empire (“A Byzantine Sermon,”
February 16, 2008). Many a Slavic state, especially on the Orthodox
side of the new-fangled Iron Curtain, is given to mythologizing, as
well. In all such states the adoration of the supposedly glorious past in
the east and the abomination of the ignoble future in the west go hand
in hand with crumbling economies overseen by so many hard-boiled
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crooks. Moscow as a new and improved Constantinople will serve
them all. And well. What is worse, the new Byzantium will have
ample support from a large segment of the intelligentsia. From
Dostoevsky to Solzhenitsyn, they will have many a precursor, too. In
short, pointing out glaring historical inaccuracies in Russian
mythologizing, as you do, will be far from enough in years to come,
for we are not dealing with history here. Rather, we are confronted by
a resilient ideology of considerable vintage.
Addendum I (February 20, 2008)
I just got a lovely electronic-mail message from Arkady Ostrovsky, the
Moscow bureau chief of The Economist: “Quite a good letter to print, I
would have thought.” I responded at once: “I agree, of course. The
mighty newspaper has already printed quite a number of my letters, but
this is an inspired one that should not be missed.” And I copied the
editor in London, it goes without saying. Let us hope he gets the hint.
From the new and improved Constantinople, no less.
Addendum II (March 3, 2008)
To my joy, this letter can be found in the current issue of The
Economist. To my disappointment, two important bits of text are
missing from the printed version. In particular, the reference to “the
Orthodox side of the new-fangled Iron Curtain” has been cut out. I
had Serbia in mind, the newest addition to the new Byzantium. Also,
the sentence pinpointing Dostoevsky and Solzhenitsyn as worthy
precursors of the new Orthodoxy has been dropped. Why these hamfisted interventions? Only the editor of the mighty newspaper will
ever know, of course.
ON ISOLATION (February 22, 2008)
Looking from the outside, Serbia undoubtedly risks isolation (“The
Risk of Isolation,” February 23, 2008). Looking from the inside,
however, Serbia has been isolated for a couple of decades already.
That is how most of its people feel, no matter how many courteous if
feeble gestures are made to bring it back into the European fold. And
this explains why Serbs are not impressed by the risk of isolation. Far
from it. Whence all the crazy things they now engage in, including the
sacking of so many embassies in the center of Belgrade. Besides,
Serbia is ever closer to Russia. Every risk of isolation from Europe
translates quite directly into the growing closeness to the make-believe
motherland to the east. That is, every punishment the so-called west
dreams up will soon turn into an equal or greater reward from the
glorious east. Or this is how things look to many bewildered Serbs.
Looking from Serbia, it is Europe that risks isolation, instead. And
Europe will disregard this strange twist of logic at its peril.
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CUBA’S RIGHTFUL PLACE (February 26, 2008)
I do not have any problem with much of your main leader on Cuba
today (“Castro’s Legacy,” February 23, 2008), but I am still confused
about your comment about its place on the United Nations’ human
development index. As you say, democracies such as Argentina,
Chile, Uruguay, and Costa Rica are ahead of it, and Mexico is not far
behind. But Croatia, a candidate for the European Union, is only
slightly ahead of Cuba. In fact, it is smack between Uruguay and
Costa Rica. Even more surprising, Bulgaria and Romania, already in
the vaunted Union, are squarely behind it. To wit, Cuba is not doing
all that badly, at least not by your cleverly selected index. Castro’s
legacy may be chequered, but you surely must look for sturdier
arguments if you are to be credible. Even in Cuba.
THE ART OF FIDDLING (March 3, 2008)
Your insipid profile of Bill Ruprecht, the boss of Sotheby’s (“The
Figures Man,” March 1, 2008), offers next to nothing of interest about
the curious world or art auctions. Although Sotheby’s and its
supposed arch-rival, Christie’s, only pulled out of the collusion scandal
a decade ago, any connoisseur of that world will tell you that the next
scandal is always just around the corner. As you can learn from Don
Thompson’s The $12 Million Stuffed Shark: The Curious Economics of
Contemporary Art (London: Aurum, 2008), the art world has “conflict
of interests” written all over it. Which is why its top end, where
auction houses reign, stumbles from one scandal to another for
centuries. In this context, perhaps the only interesting morsel you dish
out is Ruprecht’s “explanation” of the Sotheby’s failed partnership
with eBay: “Selling top art over the net doesn’t work.” Indeed, the net
is not so good for the art of fiddling.
OXYMORON (March 4, 2008)
As you put it so well, when William Buckley decided to make his
name as a conservative intellectual, the phrase was an oxymoron (“The
Buckley Effect,” March 1, 2008). True. I remember his early years
pretty well. But an oxymoron it still is in spite of all these years.
Imagine, he has such lights as Ronald Regan and George Bush Junior
to his name! Both of them incapable of producing a single thought, let
alone an idea, even under duress, they actually represent Buckley’s
intellectual prowess rather well. Nay, perfectly. If there is any idea
Buckley will ever represent, it is the one you inadvertently pointed out
in your happy-go-lucky eulogy: that of oxymoron. Yup. William
Buckley in a nutshell.
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ETHANOL, SCHMETANOL (March 4, 2008)
As you claim, ethanol is a controversial biofuel for several reasons: it
takes about as much energy to produce as it releases, it is corrosive, it
pushes up food prices worldwide, and it requires huge amounts of
water to produce (“Don’t Mix,” March 1, 2008). Now, the only reason
why it is billed as green is that this is the simplest way to make it
palatable not only to Americans, but also to Europeans. The strategic
reason for ethanol production is disentanglement from all the oilproducing nations, most of which are awkward traders. The green
label stuck on this biofuel is so much window-dressing for the
politically naïve. It is thus a bit puzzling that your article about
ethanol does not even hint at the real reason for its vigorous promotion
on both sides of the Atlantic. It is even more puzzling that you seem
not to have learned this much since your last article on ethanol and
other biofuels (“Ethanol, Schmetanol,” September 29, 2007).
COMING OF AGE (March 10, 2008)
Coming of age in Britain may be pushed upwards when it comes to
such newfangled horrors as alcohol and tobacco (“You’ll Be a Man,
My Son,” March 8, 2008), but there is one domain you fail to mention
where it has been stuck at sixteen for ages: military service. Britain is
the only country in Europe that still recruits sixteen-year-olds, and it
routinely sends soldiers no older than seventeen into combat. A great
pity these young men of valor will no longer be able to smoke or drink
at ease before or after battle until the ripe age of eighteen.
WINE, BEER (March 10, 2008)
In your discussion of the bitter clash between Barack Obama and
Hillary Clinton you mention the famous political divide between
“wine-track” and “beer-track” Democrats (“Obamaworld versus
Hillaryland,” March 8, 2008). According to you, the former are
associated with Obama and the latter with Clinton. If this is correct, a
bold prediction is in order. Even a generation ago there were only two
kinds of wine to be had in the States: white and red. Both were
dreadfully sweet. Besides, one could tell them apart only by color.
Just a few decades later, the country is a major exporter of fine wines.
To wit, Obama is sure to win the presidential elections, if not now,
then in four years’ time. The wine-track constituency is undoubtedly
on the steady rise across the land.
LATE TITIAN (March 11, 2008)
In your review of the exhibition of late Titian at the Gallerie
dell’Accademia in Venice (“Worth Waiting For,” March 8, 2008), you
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mention that he is believed to have been eighty when he died in 1576.
And then you add that this was considered a miracle in an age when
most people died before they were forty. Bunkum. To begin with,
most sources place Titian’s age at death at ninety and above.
Moreover, you fail to mention that he died from the plague, which took
more than fifty-thousand Venetians in 1576 and 1577. Most
important, it is a well-known fact that many Venetians lived past
eighty at the time. For instance, Sebastiano Venier became doge in
1577 at the age of eighty-one. After his death in 1578, Nicolò da
Ponte was elected doge at the age of eighty-seven. Amazingly, he died
in 1585. Remember, low life expectancy back then has little to do with
the age people reached at death; rather, it has to do with high infant
mortality. The miracle of Titian’s age only shows your own
misunderstanding of elementary demographics.
THE NEW COLD WAR (March 17, 2008)
All you have to say about Serbia, whose just-elected government
collapsed shortly after Kosovo’s declaration of independence, is that it
faces a stark choice in the upcoming elections: the European Union or
“self-imposed” isolation (“Election Time,” 15, 2008). In the wake of
two recent books entitled The New Cold War (Mark Mackinnon in
2007 and Edward Lucas from your own staff in 2008), both of which
point to Russia as a formidable player in the game, this sounds rather
uninspired, if not outright dull-witted. Serbia’s alternative is not
isolation, but ever-closer union with the new empire. No matter how
fraught it may eventually become for Serbia, that future is far from
enticing to the European Union. As well as America, another big
player in the game you manage to leave out of your account of Serbia’s
predicament. Russian companies have already gobbled up much of the
Serbian energy sector. Whatever is still viable of the country’s wobbly
economy may soon suffer the same fate. In a short while we may have
Russian military encampments within the borders of the European
Union. Food for thought, or what?
SPITZENFREUDE (March 17, 2008)
Given Eliot Spitzer’s self-righteous zeal, it is hardly surprising that
America is enjoying a fit of Spitzenfreude, as you call it (“The
Hypocrites’ Club,” March 15, 2008). Upon discovery of his many
tawdry transgressions, a smug zealot like him deserves every abuse, no
doubt. But it is interesting to observe that Spitzenfreude is hardly an
American phenomenon. By now it is international, too. As witnessed
by a quick search on the World Wide Web, the gleeful news about his
fall from grace can be found all around the globe. But the message
that comes out of all the hoopla abroad has a subtle edge that you miss
in your article: it points at America’s own foible with hypocrites of all
sorts. It is the country’s outlandish Puritanism that hatches many a
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creature like Eliot Spitzer. For every exposed bigot, there are dozens
yet to discover and pillory. And America will keep spewing them at a
furious rate as long as it remains in the grips of petty religious
moralizing sanctioned by forbidding law.
LONDON, PARIS (March 18, 2008)
Your three-page briefing on London and Paris caught me by surprise
(“The Rivals,” March 15, 2008). Rivals? I checked the title and the
pictures of the two cities a couple of times before I shook my head in
disbelief. Although the twain will hold mayoral elections at about the
same time, there is little else that explains the reason for the briefing.
Is this a lame joke on Paris? A sly subterfuge to promote London? Or
free advice on how to save Paris from ignominious ruin? Sadly,
reading the three pages does not help resolve these questions, either.
You do not even attempt a serious answer to the bold question in the
subtitle: “which has the brighter future?” For the answer, only look at
the suburbs: London is gobbling them up, while Paris is being
strangled by them. Voila! Rivals, what rivals?
CLEVER GIRLS (March 25, 2008)
Your review of “Brilliant Women,” a current show at London’s
National Portrait Gallery, is an entertaining read (“Clever Girls,”
March 22, 2008). The portraits of Eighteenth-Century intellectuals
who happened to have been women is a worthy testimony of our own
time, not only theirs. “These portraits are public statements,” you
point out. “But for women then, public meant immodest. A learned
woman’s morals were always suspect, especially if she earned her
living.” Wonderfully put, indeed, even if a dash too glib. Two
centuries earlier, in Venice, it was precisely the women who earned
their living by their own wits that ushered the era of clever girls across
Europe. They were courtesans. Or “honest” courtesans, to be a bit
more precise. Veronica Franco has come to exemplify them at their
best, as witnessed by Margaret F. Rosenthal’s The Honest Courtesan:
Veronica Franco, Citizen and Writer in Sixteenth-Century Venice
(Chicago and London: Chicago University Press, 1992). In 1580, on
Michele Montaigne’s visit to the then cultural capital of Europe, her
servants presented him with a copy of a book of hers, and he dutifully
recorded it in his journal. Perhaps it was the Venetian salons of the
time that tainted the reputation of women intellectuals for centuries to
come. As well as offered a welcome hint as to how to earn a decent
living in the world of supercilious men.
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EXPLAINING RELIGION (March 25, 2008)
I was quite delighted to find all three pages of your Science and
Technology Section dedicated to the science of religion, one of my
favorite subjects (“Where Angels no Longer Fear to Tread,” March 22,
2008). Wow! As you say at the outset, religion cries out for a
biological explanation. Two million euros for European scientific
collaboration on “Explaining Religion,” as the project is known, is not
too big a price to pay, either. The money goes to finance a four-year
research project in fourteen universities in fields ranging from
psychology to economics.
The rest of your article is rather dispiriting, though. Snapshots of
sundry research endeavors reported leave much to the reader’s
imagination, especially when it comes to putting Humpty Dumpty
together again. Although they may add to our knowledge, they hardly
justify the fuss about explaining no less than religion. In fact, it is hard
to imagine this sort of research ever leading to breakthroughs of any
kind, let alone in this awkward domain fraught with untold difficulties.
God is quite likely to have the last laugh here, as you cheerfully
suggest in your last sentence.
Besides, the list of universities mentioned in your article is rather
startling. Here they go, in the order of their appearance: Boston
University, University of Hawaii at Hilo, University of Pennsylvania,
University of Connecticut, Tel Aviv University, McMaster University
in Canada, Ben-Gurion University in Israel, University of British
Columbia in Vancouver, Queen’s University in Belfast, Binghamton
University in New York, and Webster University in St. Louis. If this
is a worthy example of European scientific collaboration, as you say in
the very first paragraph of your article, it is difficult to imagine all the
others.
IN A COMPLETE MELTDOWN (March 26, 2008)
Your cool sophistication notwithstanding, the advice you offer your
readers on investment havens in a time of panic gets pretty ridiculous
fast (“Apocalypse Now?” March 22, 2008). “If the world is going to
hell,” you start coyly, “what should you buy?” Government bonds?
Nah. Cash? Nah. Gold? Nah. Jewelry? Perhaps, but not more than
you can safely hide. “In a complete meltdown,” you muse wisely, “it
is hard to find anything that keeps its value.” And then, following
some Wall Street bozo with a book to his name, you come up with
farmland. Farmland is risky, but it is still worth a try. Farmland is
your best bet, all things considered. Really? In a complete meltdown,
get a bow and plenty of arrows. Learn how to wield a sword or at least
a longish knife. Grab a small piece of land to sustain you and a few
others you can trust. And pray for mercy of any old divinity you can
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remember. In a complete meltdown, to put it simply, forget about
capitalism in any of its guises.
ARTHUR C. CLARKE (March 31, 2008)
As it happens, your obituary of Arthur C. Clarke appears in the same
issue as your ruminations about the future of Heathrow (“How to Fix
Heathrow,” March 29, 2008). The chaos at Terminal Five—which
started after you went to press, and which is still out of control—
completes the picture. Space travel? Colonization of space? Forget it.
The human species is not capable of organizing even the earth travel,
let alone the travel to our nearest neighbors in space. And we should
never forget that the colonization of this planet was a sordid affair, too.
To wit, Clarke’s wish and expectation that we will evolve until we
become “like gods” will forever remain in the domain of science
fiction. At best, we may hope that we will evolve until we can fix poor
old Heathrow. The way things look at the moment, even that smacks
of unadulterated science fiction.
THE WORLD ACCORDING TO SACHS (March 31, 2008)
Your review of Jeffrey Sachs’s Common Wealth: Economics for a
Crowded Planet (London: Penguin, 2008) is right on the money: “If
everyone in the world were as reasonable as Mr. Sachs, his solutions
would be easy to implement. However, if everyone were that
reasonable, there would not be so many problems in the first place”
(“Sachs Appeal,” March 29, 2008). And, you could have pointed out,
there would be no need for Mr. Sachs, either. He concocts his books
as though he, and he alone, is playing a vast simulation game of the
real world: tweak this, cut that, add a little over yonder, and there you
have it! At beast, he shows that world peace and prosperity are
logically possible. Luckily for him, this claim is beyond verification.
At worst, he shows that the world out there is not a simulation game.
Luckily for us, no-one in his right mind would ever let him play it for
real. If he is a model of the modern intellectual, as you argue in your
opening paragraph, the above sums up the useless beast pretty well.
GROSS NATIONAL IGNORANCE (April 1, 2008)
In your plug for Arthur Brook’s Gross National Happiness (New
York: Basic Books, 2008) you cheerfully parrot him by claiming that
American conservatives are happier than liberals (“The Joys of
Parenthood,” March 29, 2008). Apparently, married and religious
people are the happiest of all. This is supposedly buttressed by
“oceans” of data going back some thirty-five years. Although you mix
up happiness and satisfaction once again (“Where Money Seems to
Talk,” July 14, 2007), this time you go a step farther by neglecting the
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key intellectual, educational, and cultural characteristics of those
canvassed. Here you most likely follow Brooks, an economist from
Syracuse University. As the Latin proverb goes, ignoti nulla cupido—
there is no desire for that which is unknown. That is, our wants are
increased by knowledge. In this regard, an uneducated hick will tend
to be “happier” than a sophisticated urbanite. To outdo Brooks, an idle
researcher should canvass the few “savages” that still linger around the
world, for they are sure to be much happier than Americans. And by a
wide margin.
POOR ITALY, AGAIN (April 7, 2008)
In your leader on Italy’s upcoming elections you state that Silvio
Berlusconi is “unfit to lead a modern democracy” (“A Leopard, Spots
Unchanged,” April 5, 2008). Granted. In the following paragraph you
state that he is “unfit to run Italy.” Are you sure Italy is a modern
democracy, though? Judging from the fact that Berlusconi has already
led three out of sixty-one Italian governments since World War II, this
is a dubious assumption, indeed. Perhaps Berlusconi is perfectly fit to
run poor Italy, a mess of a country for at least a century, if not since its
very inception less than two centuries ago. Come to think of it, are
you sure Italy is a country at all?
DUO, TRIO (April 7, 2008)
As you point out, Nicolas Sarkozy, Angela Merkel, and Gordon Brown
are a funny trio to run anything, let alone Europe (“The Perils of
Three-Legged Races,” April 5, 2008). But a trio it still is, and as such
it surely beats duos like those of François Mitterrand and Helmut Kohl
or Gerhard Schröder and Jacques Chirac. Although Spain and Italy
seem to be far from providing worthy members of an eventual quintet,
a modest enlargement at the helm is undoubtedly a palpable departure
in the right direction. The Franco-German engine is no longer enough
to run anything, anyhow. No matter how long we will need to wait for
the right quintet, the real question that remains behind the problem of
running Europe is when it will eventually be replaced by a single
voice. That glorious solo! That Charlemagne of our own! The way
things look at the moment, this may never happen. And, it is good to
remember, this is almost certainly for the better.
BUCHAREST FOR BEGINNERS (April 7, 2008)
The NATO summit in Bucharest was confusing enough, but your
article about it only adds to the muddle (“With Allies Like These,”
April 5, 2008). “The cold war is over,” you duly quote George Bush.
“Russia is not our enemy.” Inviting Croatia and Albania to join the
club contradicts these words plainly enough. Macedonia would have
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been invited, too, were it not for the Greek petulance about its
allegedly “stolen” name. It does not take much geopolitical acumen to
see Serbia encircled by NATO’s members-to-be, either. Or to see the
beleaguered Balkan country as a hapless Russian ally in the new cold
war, and on the European soil. Why is it so difficult for you to spell
things out, as well as to turn Bush’s words around? For there is no
other way to understand them, anyhow.
FAMILIARITY BREEDS CONTEMPT (April 8, 2008)
You report that Adam Alter and Daniel Oppenheimer from Princeton
University have shown that the value of a coin or banknote depends on
its familiarity (“Look and Feel,” April 5, 2008). Their research relied
on thirty-seven randomly-selected volunteers from the university’s
canteen. Wow! I am sure that many of your readers will be just as
impressed as I am. Anyone who has ever exchanged money on the
street in a struggling economy anywhere around the world will tell you
the same. In some parts of the world, the dollar rules, while the euro
or the pound rule in others. In addition, experienced travelers can tell
you exactly how much you can get in local currency for a range of
foreign ones, regardless of their relative values in New York, London,
or Tokyo. All this is so very familiar that I wonder about the Princeton
researchers: do they ever travel abroad?
IDIOCRACY (April 16, 2008)
I am with you when you bring up Mike Judge’s “Idiocracy,” an
unjustly neglected film about America’s inglorious future, in your
discussion of the country’s neglect of international talent in its
immigration policy (“Help Not Wanted,” April 12, 2008). Indeed, the
situation is getting progressively worse, especially since September 11,
2001. Bright foreigners are shunned like lepers. But I am not with
you when you hint that Europe may benefit from America’s policy
bungle. When it comes to immigrants, Europe is even more closed
than America, and the situation is unlikely to change for the better in
the years to come. The only beneficiaries I can imagine under the
circumstances are the emerging economies, such as China, India,
Russia, and Brazil. Given their rapid growth, they will need bright
foreigners, too. But Mike Judge’s exercise in futurology had better be
applied to Europe, as well. The European Union is a model idiocracy,
after all.
THE FED AND THE EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK (April 16,
2008)
If the Fed is too jittery about the American economy, the European
Central Bank (ECB) is too docile about the European Union’s
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economy. Most of the commentators in Germany, the Union’s
flagship, are rather cool about the future: “Recession, what recession?”
And they are quite sure the world is neatly put together: “Finance is
one thing, but industry is something entirely different!” These views
seem to emanate from Frankfurt, the ECB’s seat. You are therefore
right to warn about troubles that now lurk (“Danger Ahead for the
Mighty Euro,” April 12, 2008). Disdaining the Fed’s monkey
business, the ECB is more than likely to wait way too long for a
response to the serious possibility of a global recession. In the event,
the still mighty euro might tumble to more precipitous depths than if
the fall were carefully prepared ahead of time. If only the Fed and the
ECB put their heads together in managing the world economy!
CHARLTON HESTON (April 16, 2008)
No matter whether it was his aquiline nose, his rugged jaw, his surfeit
of white teeth, his blue eyes, or his strapping body, Charlton Heston
was nothing but a third-rate actor who rose to prominence together
with American power projected to all corners of the world. All of
which you fail even to hint at in your pusillanimous obituary (April 12,
2008). But you outdo yourself in the drooling caption under his name,
where you dub him “America’s prophet.” This is where you may be
dead right, though. All image without substance. All show. All
make-believe. All fantasy. All vapid impression without a trace of
authenticity. In a word, a puppet. America’s prophet, indeed.
SPEAR-THROWERS (April 16, 2008)
Your review of recent research into the origin of spear-throwers is an
engaging read (“Girls on Top,” April 12, 2008). The tool serves to
amplify the hurler’s arm movement, so that the spear can be propelled
at greater speed and distance. As you report, John Whittaker, an
anthropologist at Grinnell College in Iowa, believes that they were
social equalizers. A simple spear is a man’s weapon requiring strength
and body mass. Using the spear-thrower requires skill, though. As
women were the prize of warfare in hunter-gatherer societies, dextrous
women could defend themselves with spear-throwers even against
men. Splendid. The only missing bit in this theory is why the men did
not take up spear-throwers, as well, and so regain their previous
advantage. Two possibilities suggest themselves: either men are less
dextrous than women, or they are less intelligent. Tertium non datur.
Further research by Dr. Whittaker will resolve this trifling conundrum,
I am quite sure.
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CROOKED BUILDERS (April 21, 2008)
In defense of crooked builders in Britain it should be pointed out that
builders everywhere are also crooked (“Crooked Builders,” April 19,
2008). The reason is simple enough: much money passes through a
few hands in a short period of time. That is in the very nature of
building projects. The builders’ ways are therefore hardly surprising;
rather, the governments’ ways are truly suspect. Why do they not
oversee builders better? Again, the reason is quite simple: in many
countries governments actually collude with builders and divide the
spoils. As this is not likely to be the case in Britain, where could the
laxity originate? Could it be that the British government only sees
capitalism through overly rosy glasses?
FAILURE VERSUS UNCERTAINTY (April 22, 2008)
As you report, John Coats and Joe Herbert of Cambridge University
have showed that two hormones, testosterone and cortisol, both of
which are linked with mood and behavior, explain a good deal of what
financial traders do (“Bulls at Work,” April 19, 2008). Among many
other things, testosterone is associated with winning and losing, while
cortisol is associated with stress. “The upshot is that financial traders
seem less stressed by failure than uncertainty,” you conclude. “That is
probably a realistic response to the nature of the job.” Well, that is
undoubtedly a realistic response to the nature of sentient life in
general. Any writer worthy of that title would be surprised that
endocrinology is needed to come up with a truism of this ilk.
BLAIR FOR PREZ (April 23, 2008)
As you argue, the first permanent president of the European Council,
the body that brings together the heads of the European Union’s
governments, needs to be a big hitter (“The Other Presidential Race,”
April 19, 2008). The job recently created by the Lisbon treaty would
go to a politician from Luxembourg, Austria, or Denmark at the
Union’s peril. In spite of his many faults, some of which are far from
negligible, the only big hitter on offer is Tony Blair, as you rightly
point out. But the main reason for this is not the world stage, with
countries such as China and India, among others; rather, it is America.
There is much mending of the fences that is now due between Europe
and America. Whoever wins the other presidential race, this is why
the best candidate for the Union’s top job is still George Bush’s old
mate of Iraq fame. This is where Jean-Claude Juncker, Wolfgang
Schüssel, or Anders Fogh Rasmussen would have hardly a chance.
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IN PRAISE OF SWITZERLAND (April 28, 2008)
The best and the brightest from the fringes of Europe have always
thought that it would be best if their countries first satisfied the
European Union’s accession conditions and then rejected the vaunted
accession offer. Switzerland is the country to emulate, they have
argued dreamily. This comes close enough to Groucho Marx’s quip
that he would not care to join a club that would accept him, which you
bring up in the context of the Union’s belated realization that it is
easier to influence a country before than after it joins the club
(“Europe’s Marxist Dilemma,” April 26, 2008). If only Switzerland
could be emulated within a few generations, let alone a few years,
everything would be fine and dandy. Europe would be the place to be.
And the Union itself would lose much of its raison d’être.
AMERICAN TRIUMPHALISM (April 29, 2008)
It is difficult to read without cringing your article about the hefty tome
just published jointly by no fewer than three American think-tanks
(“Only in America,” April 26, 2008). Even the title of the book, edited
by Peter Schuck and James Wilson, is difficult to stomach:
Understanding America: The Anatomy of an Exceptional Nation (New
York: Public Affairs, 2008). Leaving aside American individualism,
voluntarism, patriotism, and religiosity, which Margaret Thatcher once
called “Victorian values,” your concluding paragraph about American
triumphalism is the most irksome of all. “Winning the cold war left
many Americans intoxicated with power,” or so you claim. The Soviet
Union did not lose the cold war, though. It imploded and melted away
on its own. It fell apart from within because its own people had lost
faith in socialism as a historical project. Attributing the calamity to
America’s strength or cunning is ludicrous. And taking the credit for it
is nothing short of naïve. Come to think of it, naïveté is surely another
notable American value, Victorian or otherwise.
KLEPTOCRACIES UNLIMITED (April 29, 2008)
The press in Central and Eastern Europe is far from free, and ever less
so, as you report in connection with the upcoming annual report of
Freedom House, a New York-based lobby group concerned with the
media around the globe (“Less Free Speech,” April 26, 2008). But this
is only half the story. The other half is that most of the countries you
mention are full-blown kleptocracies in which the press is often the
only means to a worthy end. The rule by thieves means that there is no
corner to which one can turn if one has a question, proposal, or
grievance. In such cases, all the government bodies remain mum.
Every now and then, the press comes to the rescue, especially if the
story is sexy. Sadly, this applies equally well to ex-socialist countries
already in the European Union, such as Slovakia or Bulgaria, as well
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as those on the grueling road to accession, such as Croatia or
Macedonia. The thieves who run these countries are bent against the
free press as their last foe. Once the media are eventually throttled, we
will have kleptocracies unlimited. Or capitalism at its least fettered.
Addendum I (May 1, 2008)
It is interesting to look into Freedom House’s 2008 ranking of press
freedom by country, which is now available on the World Wide Web
(www.freedomhouse.org). The first place is shared by Finland and
Iceland, while the last is held by North Korea (195). The ranking of
countries from Central and Eastern Europe is as follows: Estonia (16),
Czech Republic (25), Lithuania (26), Hungary (35), Latvia (44),
Slovakia (405), Slovenia (46), Poland (51), Bulgaria (76), Croatia (78),
Montenegro (81), Serbia (84), Romania (94), Bosnia (97), Macedonia
(100), and Albania (105). All countries up to and including Poland are
considered to be free, while those underneath are partly free. The
score for the entire region is abysmal. The main point of Freedom
House’s annual report is that all these ranking are getting worse by
comparison with previous years, which makes the picture even more
troubling. At any rate, the ranking produced by this American lobby
group is an excellent proxy for the rule by thieves. And they are
winning.
Addendum II (October 20, 2009)
Freedom House’s 2009 ranking of press freedom is interesting to
compare with the previous year. Once again, Iceland and Finland
share the first place and North Korea takes the last (195). Countries
from Central and Eastern Europe are ranked as follows: Estonia (14),
Czech Republic (24), Lithuania (25), Hungary (33), Latvia (43),
Slovakia (44), Poland (50), Slovenia (51), Bulgaria (76), Montenegro
(80), Croatia (82), Serbia (83), Romania (95), Bosnia (98), Macedonia
(99), and Albania (101). All the countries up to and including
Slovenia are deemed free, while those that follow are only partly free.
Way ahead of Croatia are free African countries like Ghana (53), Cape
Verde (60), and Namibia (67). No great surprises here, except that
Croatia has slipped behind Montenegro. Another surprise lies on the
other side of the old Iron Curtain. That is, Italy (73) is now considered
to be partly free, just like Croatia. Berlusconi should be proud. Still,
Croatia has a long way to go to catch up with Italy. The way things
look at this stage, it never will.
BALANCING ACT (May 5, 2008)
You are right to say that China presents the whole world, including
China itself, with a difficult balancing act (“Angry China,” May 3,
2008). But what a balancing act it is! It is good to remember that
China is experiencing the fastest process of economic development in
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human history. In rough numbers, what took Britain some twohundred years will take China only about fifty. This includes the
fastest urbanization and industrialization processes ever, involving the
movement of about a billion people. Returning to the difficult
balancing act, it is rather like sprinting over a tightrope that stretches
all the way to the misty horizon.
UNION, SCHMUNION (May 5, 2008)
You waffle on and on about the need for a new partnership and
cooperation agreement between the European Union and Russia only
to conclude, rightly, that a replacement of the tired 1997 agreement is
unlikely to make much difference (“Divide, Rule, or Waffle,” May 3,
2008). The figures you start with, comparing the two “partners,”
matter little. Although Russia has less than a third in population and
less than a tenth in output, it is still a country. In addition, it is an
autocracy. And what is the Union but a mere economic club without a
clear goal or direction. As club members scramble to deal with Russia
on their own, they are making a unified policy of the Union not only
impossible but also unthinkable. This suits the Kremlin fine, and it is
likely to keep doing so for many years to come. Union, schmunion.
FORMER NEO-FASCISM (May 6, 2008)
You report the rise of Gianni Alemanno, Rome’s just-elected mayor,
with calm bemusement (“Right Back,” May 3, 2008). You buttress
your report with a bright photograph of youthful Romans saluting their
new mayor with arms raised straight up. A former neo-fascist, you call
him. And then you calmly announce that his first move in power will
most likely be the expulsion of so many immigrants encroaching upon
his beloved city. Now, Italians are notoriously politically incompetent.
Or simply hopeless. Ever since the end of World War II they have
been gracefully allowed to forget their fascist past first by the
victorious Americans and then by the bulk of subjugated Europeans.
But fascism is hardly a joke. Italy is hardly a minor European country.
A former neo-fascist is simply a fascist, as his first move makes plain
enough. In short, former neo-fascism is a serious threat to the
European Union you purportedly uphold. Just as was the case less
than a century ago, it is likely to fuel much nastier political sentiments
further north. Mark my words, former neo-fascism is fascism pure and
simple. And the joke is on you.
PLAN C (May 12, 2008)
As you say, it is the European Union rather than Ireland that would
face a nasty crisis if the upcoming Irish referendum shot down the
Lisbon treaty (“Whistling in the Dark,” May 10, 2008). This would be
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the end of talks about a new president and a strengthened foreign
policy envoy for the Union. As you point out, the Lisbon treaty is
already Plan B after the French and Dutch referenda that shot down the
bungled constitution. It is time for the Union to consider Plan C,
however, which would focus on a terse and frank document putting an
end to the Union’s federal ambitions. Better management of the club
surely requires solid legal foundations, but the pipedream of the United
States of Europe should be put to rest once and for all.
PHILIP GUSTON (May 12, 2008)
Your review of Philip Guston’s show at the Morgan Library &
Museum in New York suggests that he was a hero of sorts for
abandoning abstraction and embracing figurative art late in his career
(“The Man Who Changed His Mind,” May 10, 2008). But it is good to
remember that abstraction got much of its attraction in the world of art
because both Hitler and Stalin effectively outlawed it in the Thirties.
Such formidable adversaries of “degenerate” or “socially
irresponsible” art were long gone by the time Guston returned to
figuration in the late Fifties and early Sixties. The heroism of
abstraction ceased to matter by that time, thus making the return to
figuration a private affair rather than a heroic act. Guston is an artist
worth celebrating, it goes without saying, but hardly in terms as
glowing as those you have chosen in your lavish review.
UP-DOWN CONSTRUCTION (May 12, 2008)
I quite enjoyed your story about preserving Anasazi Indian sites in
Utah by incorporating them into suburban developments (“Grave
Goods,” May 10, 2008). This checks unauthorized exploration and
looting. Paradoxically, it is Utah’s lax law that makes such a thing
possible. Although developers are under no obligation to preserve, or
even reveal the existence of, archeological remains, the cleverest
among them have figured out that the remains may be attractive to
their future clients. In countries where archeological remains are rife,
archeologists and developers are at loggerheads precisely because of
strict laws. Many clever tricks have been invented to get around them,
too. In the wake of World War II, for instance, Italian builders came
up with so-called up-down construction: start by driving pylons into
the ground, continue by building the structure on top, and end by
digging into the ground. If anything is found here, it can hardly affect
the job itself.
ALBERT HOFFMANN (May 13, 2008)
Although carefully balanced, your obituary of Albert Hoffmann still
fails to give him his due as a scientist (May 10, 2008). He died a
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disappointed man because he was convinced that lysergic acid
diethylamide or LSD, which he synthesized early in his career, had an
enormous liberating potential left unexplored because of careless
abuse. As witnessed by his LSD: My Problem Child (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1980), he considered it a scientific feat on a par with
nuclear fission. Carefully administered, it could help millions discover
and master a fabulous spiritual realm that is difficult to reach by other
means. Besides, LSD is neither toxic nor addictive, and it is not
known to have caused a single death by overdose. All this went awry
because of incompetence and irresponsibility of early adepts, such as
Timothy Leary. Ever a good scientist, Hoffmann made every effort to
impart this message till the bitter end. Your obituary could have at
least hinted at his unfulfilled mission.
TAKE CARE OF YOUR CAPITAL (May 20, 2008)
In your leader on tourism and development you are advising
governments in emerging economies not to copy the mistakes of
mature markets (“Asia, beware Benidorm,” May 17, 2008), but you
fail to mention that governments in mature markets were very much
involved in the mistakes you denounce. This applies especially to
local governments. “Take care of your capital,” you emphasize. “The
bay, the ancient site, the coral reef, and the fresh water have no single
owner to protect them.” In fact, the local governments in Spain,
Portugal, Italy, and Greece colluded with developers and investors as
though they were the single owners protecting them. For this they had
the legal clout, at least. As a result, all sorts of corruption reigned.
This “mistake” is now typical of many emerging economies, even
those very close to the above mature markets, and thus supposedly
forewarned. Take the Adriatic coast of ex-Yugoslavia, for example. It
is precisely the local governments in Slovenia, Croatia, and
Montenegro that have learned the racket in a jiffy. The developers and
investors from mature markets know the game already, and they spread
it far and wide without any remorse. “The hotelier who raises a
thousand-room monstrosity will pay for the bricks and mortar,” as you
rightly say, “but not for scarring the view or wrecking an historic
monument.” What you forgot to mention is that the same hotelier will
also pay a little more than for the bricks and mortar to bribe the willing
local officials.
BALKAN EXCEPTIONALISM (May 20, 2008)
Why are so many in the European Union eager to take credit for the
pro-European turn in the recent Serbian elections when few in the
Union are enthusiastic about enlargement, with the possible exception
of Croatia? You dedicate an entire page to puzzling out the answer to
this conundrum (“Balkan Exceptionalism,” May 17, 2008), but you
manage not to mention either America or Russia. Not even once. If
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there is any reason at this juncture for Balkan exceptionalism, as you
call it, it is the tension between these two powers over Serbia and
Kosovo, both of which are squarely on the Union’s prospective soil.
To wit, the results of the Serbian elections, no matter how precarious
in view of the interminable internal wrangling between pro-western
and pro-eastern forces, are a slap in Russia’s face. There, the
conundrum mercifully resolved.
ROME OR THE BARBARIANS (May 21, 2008)
“Barbarians at the Vault,” the front cover of your current issue shrieks.
In the cartoon under this title, unidentified ruffians are storming the
steps of a steep pyramid on top of which there perches a mighty temple
embellished with bold lettering: “Bank.” The attackers are wielding
banners with bloodcurdling slogans, such as “Skin the Fat Cats” and
“Regulate Now.” Your main leader bears the same title as the front
page, and its last paragraph blurts: “Rome or the Barbarians: Your
Choice.” Your eighteen-page special report on the future of banking is
entitled after Milton: “Paradise Lost.” The front cover of the report
shows Icarus, the son of Daedalus, tumbling from the sky after the sun
melted his wings of wax and feathers. Hysterical? You betcha!
Returning to the choice you offer in your main leader, it is good to
remember that Rome fell from within. It collapsed under its own
weight.
True, the barbarians helped along, sometimes quite
spectacularly, but the mighty empire collapsed for lack of belief in its
own future. Is this what you are trying to tell us about the capitalist
system, with banks at its pinnacle? Are even you at the mighty
newspaper losing faith yourselves? Is the capitalist system doomed
already?
THE DARK SIDE (May 21, 2008)
Whoever has seen the photo of a hooded and draped detainee of Abu
Ghraib standing on a box with his arms stretched out and a wire
dangling between his fingers will not forget it easily. It will remain a
silent reminder of Dick Cheney’s ominous call for “the dark side” in
American war on terror. It is hardly surprising to learn that much
worse actually took place in the notorious Baghdad jail, and that the
photos like this one were staged mainly for the jailers’ “fun,” as Philip
Gourevitch and Errol Morris argue in their Standard Operating
Procedure (London: Penguin, 2008). But it is quite surprising to read
your own words about the notorious photo, which take a good part of
your review of the book (“Tortured Truth,” May 17, 2008). To begin
with, you reproduce it with a macabre caption: “Standing Joke.” Then
you call it the “mock-execution photo” and describe the circumstances
under which it was taken in graphic detail. “True,” you concede, “one
of the guards had jokingly told the prisoner he might get electrocuted if
he fell off the box, but no-one was sure he really believed it.” You go
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as far as to call all the photos that emerged from Abu Ghraib “the
posed ‘fun’ bits.” What is this? A new twist on irony? Or maybe a
brave foray into humor of the dark side?
CORRUPTION IN EASTERN EUROPE (May 26, 2008)
As you say in your article about corruption in Eastern Europe
(“Talking of Virtue, Counting the Spoons,” May 24, 2008), the most
spectacular cases of it can be found in the Balkans. Surprise, surprise!
For the time being, Romania and Bulgaria lead the roost in the
European Union. But wait for the next few steps in the Union’s
enlargement! When it comes to corruption, Croatia is no slouch, and it
is almost certain to join the Union in a couple of years. But then come
Bosnia, Montenegro, Serbia, Macedonia, and Albania, all of which are
close to the tail of Transparency International’s corruption index.
Regardless of all the efforts to stamp out corruption before accession,
chances are that it will remain deeply embedded in the social fabric of
all these countries. For it is not only the politicians and administrators
who are corrupt; rather, corruption is in the very mindset of all and
sundry for untold generations. Living for centuries on the fringes of
Turkey, Italy, Austria, and Hungary, these subjugated peoples learned
to bribe their way to everything outside their reach.
Addendum I (May 28, 2008)
I just received another kind message from Edward Lucas, the
correspondent for Central and Eastern Europe and deputy editor of The
Economist: “Thank you for another excellent letter. I have
recommended it for publication.” Over the moon, I wrote back at
once: “Let's hope the letter will indeed appear in the mighty
newspaper. Coming from the region, it may have a bit of an impact.”
It is a real pleasure to receive such feedback, it goes without saying.
As for the letter’s impact, in the case it appears in print in a week or
two, I admittedly allowed myself a touch of indecorous optimism. As
though I presently forgot what I have actually written about the
godforsaken region.
Addendum II (June 16, 2008)
The letter can indeed be found in the current edition of The Economist.
Sadly, the good people in the editor’s office dropped the introductory
sentences, and thus there is no mention of the Balkans in the published
version. As a consequence, the whole letter loses its carefully
considered focus.
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HOME TRUTHS (May 26, 2008)
Everything you have to say about the present construction slump in
Britain applies to the slump of the early Nineties (“Home Truths,” May
24, 2008). Not only do construction firms have a huge backlog of
houses that cannot be sold, but they also have acres upon acres of
backlogged land. And all this in the name of investment! Perhaps the
only surprise this time around is that apparent home truths never
penetrate the thick skulls of the next generation. After less than twenty
years, everything about the previous slump is forgotten. Everything!
Which only goes to show that capitalism as it used to be a century ago
was not entirely bad: slumps came more often, and thus one had a
chance of learning how to ride them. Besides, those slumps used to be
minor affairs by comparison with the newfangled monsters. If only
capitalism could learn from itself!
GREEN CITIES (June 2, 2008)
The Brookings Institution is unto something quite spectacular if Los
Angeles indeed deserves to be hailed as the greenest city in America
(“And the Winner Is…,” May 31, 2008). Sincere congratulations! Not
to the epitome of urban sprawl, mind you, but to the intrepid numbercrunchers at Brookings. Their methodology for calculating the carbon
footprint of cities, about which you have absolutely nothing to say, is
certainly slated for much greater feats in the future. It can surely be
extended to entire countries. Sooner or later, America is bound to end
up as the greenest country in the world. After all, it is the land of
urban sprawl in all its guises. Once again, and well ahead of the
Brookings’ forthcoming report and your fawning article about green
countries, sincere congratulations!
THE PAMPERED ONES (June 2, 2008)
As you argue in your main leader, this oil crisis should be turned into
an opportunity as soon as possible (“Recoil,” May 31, 2008). Much
change is needed with respect to energy production and consumption,
and the time for change is now. The less pampering of all those now at
risk, the better, for the opportunity will be grasped sooner and with
greater zeal. The crises of 1973-74 and 1979-80 offer all the
supporting evidence that is needed, as the countries that offered least
protection ended up by suffering least, as well. Now, explain this to
the pampered ones around the world. Lo and behold, most of them are
happily ensconced in Northwestern Europe!
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ENLARGEMENT FOR BEGINNERS (June 3, 2008)
Your special report on the European Union’s enlargement occasionally
gets cheeky with respect to the past, but it is more than timid when it
comes to the future (“In the Nick of Time,” May 31, 2008). All you
have to say in less than a page at the end of the report is that the main
problem ahead is Turkey. Bravo! You have little to offer about the socalled Western Balkans. And you have next to nothing to contribute
concerning Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, and Georgia. Of course, in all
this you only mirror the poor Union itself. It has no vision. No
gumption. No pep. No nothing. What is worse, the Union is unlikely
to change its doleful tune about enlargement in the years to come.
After it gobbles up the remainder of the Balkans, it will take a long
time to digest its awkward meal. Burping and farting, it will go for a
slumber. And that will be that.
THE HORROR LURKING AHEAD (June 10, 2008)
In a perfect world faced with climate change due to centuries of
wrongdoings in the advanced industrial countries it would indeed be
best if they started cooperating with the less developed countries
belatedly bent on industrialization by helping them avoid the same
wrongdoings through cap-and-trade policies such as those promoted by
the Kyoto protocol (“A Convenient Truth, Sadly Ignored,” June 7,
2008). Financed by the rich countries, the poor ones would develop
without contributing as much to climate change. But this is a spurious
argument because climate change would hardly threaten a perfect
world. In the world we actually live in, which is imperfect to boot,
cap-and-trade policies you advocate are unlikely ever to work on a
global scale. In their place, we are likely to have increasingly nasty
trade wars under the banner of climate change. Instead of painting in
glowing terms the world we do not live in, it would be much more
useful to paint the consequences of incessant bungling in the world in
which we actually do live. Maybe, just maybe, the horror lurking
ahead would concentrate the minds around the world and thus help us
avoid the worst pitfalls of imperfection.
PRIVATIZATION OR ELSE (June 11, 2008)
In spite of the European Union’s current prattle about becoming the
most competitive “knowledge economy” on the planet, only
Cambridge and Oxford are still among Shanghai Jiao Tong
University’s global top twenty. If ministers and bureaucrats managing
British education have their way, the twain will soon slip further down
the list, too. Given the plight of European universities, your
enthusiasm about a few fresh attempts to bolster their competitiveness
is somewhat amusing (“Under Threat of Change,” June 7, 2008). Most
of the Union’s universities are part and parcel of the pervasive
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“welfare economy,” and that is where they are likely to stay for many
more years. They will do their best to keep the unemployable youth
off the labor market, and there are many more useless master and
doctoral degrees to add to the youth’s bulging references, but that is
about all we can expect in the future. For the first step in the direction
of true knowledge economy is wholesale privatization of the university
system, something few ministers and bureaucrats dare even dream
about. As it appears, even you have abandoned that wholesome
dream.
THE AMERICAN EDGE (June 16, 2008)
As you say, worries that America is losing its edge in science and
technology are overblown (“What Crisis?” June 14, 2008). The
numbers you quote are persuasive enough: it accounts for 40 percent of
total world spending on research and development; it produces 63
percent of the most frequently cited publications; it is home to 30 of
the world’s leading 40 universities; it employs 70 percent of the
world’s living Nobel laureates; and so forth. But there is a rub in your
last paragraph, where you report that there is a worry in some quarters
that as many as 41 percent of science and engineering doctorates are
now in the hands of non-US citizens, a growing number of whom wish
to remain in the country. The rub is in that very worry, innocuous as it
may sound. If and when the American zealots manage to drive down
the number of non-US citizens among the holders of science and
engineering doctorates, all the jolly numbers quoted above are liable to
follow suit, too. The zealots are prone to forget that the genius of
America is in immigration, now as ever.
STUFFED ALREADY (June 23, 2008)
I was quite startled by your cover design when I opened my mail this
morning: an arrow with feathers in the colors of the Irish flag pierces a
prostrate bird’s chest bearing the flag of the European Union (“Just
Bury It,” June 21, 2008). How horrible! When I looked a bit more
closely, though, I noticed there was no blood on the bird’s chest. Only
then I realized what you actually had in mind with your cover design:
the bird was stuffed already! Right?
FLIGHTS OF FANCY (June 23, 2008)
Let me congratulate you on your special report on energy (“The Power
and the Glory,” June 21, 2008). Its eight sections outline the range of
possibilities we have for dealing with our outdated dependence on
fossil fuels, such as coal and oil. There is nothing you leave out: wind,
solar, geothermal, biofuel, and even nuclear energy, assuming it is
properly reformed. There are opportunities galore, and it is only a
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matter of time until we master them all. Splendid. But the last section
is the most interesting. Entitled “Flights of Fancy,” it paraphrases
Giuseppe di Lampedusa (The Leopard) in the subtitle: “The world of
energy must change if things are to continue as before.” Indeed.
Many of your readers will be more than happy to know that they can
continue just as before because the world of energy cannot but change.
In fact, it simply must. In the meanwhile, let the experts do their thing.
There are plenty of them around the globe, anyhow, as your review
keeps repeating. Congratulations once again!
THE RIGHT TO SAY YES (June 30, 2008)
There is a curious affinity between your commentary on the aftermath
of the Irish no in the referendum on the European Union’s Lisbon
treaty (“The Unanimity Problem,” June 28, 2008) and your main
leader on the aftermath of the presidential elections in Zimbabwe
(“How to Get Him Out”). Both in the Union and in Zimbabwe people
have only the right to say yes to choices already made in their name.
The people of Zimbabwe are somewhat ahead, though, for they have a
reasonably good chance of ridding themselves of Robert Mugabe
within a few years. He is eighty-four, after all. The people of the
Union would have quite a headache deciding whom to get rid of before
things could even start getting better.
IN PRAISE OF IMAM EL-JARA’EE (June 30, 2008)
Your report on recent research that shows not only that many people
make more accurate guesses than a few, but also that many guesses by
a single person are more accurate than a few guesses by the same
person (“The Crowd Within,” June 28, 2008). However, there is
evidence that the same idea goes many centuries back. As witnessed
by Edward William Lane’s Arab Society in the Time of the Thousand
and One Nights (2004, first published in 1983), the learned Imam ElJara’ee advises in his book Shir’at el-Islam that a man about to enter
upon an important undertaking should consult ten of his most
intelligent friends; or, if he does not have more than five such friends,
he should consult each of them twice; or, if he has only one intelligent
friend, that he should consult him at ten different occasions. Sadly, the
learned Imam goes as far as advising that a man who does not have a
single worthy friend should consult his wife and then do exactly the
opposite of her advice. Alas, the infallibility of wives is unlikely to be
uncovered by further research!
RUNNING THE WORLD (July 7, 2008)
It is hard to disagree with your main leader’s call for the enlargement
of G8, whose summit is now taking place in Japan (“What a Way to
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Run the World,” July 5, 2008). At the moment, only Russia represents
the so-called emerging economies at the summit, while giants like
China, India, and Brazil are very much excluded from it. As you say,
emerging economies now account for more than half of global
economic growth. It is also hard to disagree with the same call in your
four-page briefing on who runs the world (“Wrestling for Influence”).
Indeed, the emerging economies should play a greater rôle in the
United Nations, the International Monetary Fund, the World Trade
Organization, and so on. Undoubtedly, all these clubs would benefit
from new and strong members. But it is difficult to agree with your
optimism regarding such changes. Even if all the clubs you mention
throw their doors wide open, the world is unlikely to be run very much
better than today. No matter how they are reformed, the clubs will
surely remain prejudiced and fractious, albeit in a slightly different
way. Any untoward optimism in this regard will confuse the innocent
rather than bolster the worldly. When it comes to running the world, a
healthy dose of pessimism is essential.
OPEN CARRY (July 7, 2008)
As you report, gun owners are becoming emboldened in America
(“Showdown,” July 5, 2008).
The controversial “open-carry”
movement argues that people should be allowed to carry their
handguns openly, as the cowboys used to do. Having to hide them is
neither natural nor fair. Most important, visible guns are more
effective as deterrents than hidden ones, let alone the ones that are not
within easy reach. As shown by John Umbeck in A Theory of Property
Rights with Application to the California Gold Rush (Ames, Iowa: The
Iowa University Press, 1981), open-carry practices explain remarkably
low rates of violent crime among gold miners between 1848 and 1866.
The open-carry movement is thus far from emboldened enough. Given
their obvious benefits, visible guns should not only be allowed by
federal law, but they should also be made compulsory for all adults,
both male and female. On Umbeck’s evidence, America would be rid
of most violent crime in a few short years.
Addendum (July 8, 2008)
To my surprise, I got a response to this piece less than an hour after I
posted it on the World Wide Web. An open-carry movement activist
himself, his feedback was most appreciative. We exchanged a bunch
of messages by this morning, and I pointed him to my earlier piece on
this subject, where Umbeck’s remarkable book is cited at length (“A
Modest Proposal to Reduce the Rate of Violent Crime in the United
States,” March 13, 1991). As modest proposals go, this one appears to
have a bright future.
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SLUMP LESSONS (July 8, 2008)
The sad story about the travails of Taylor Wimpey, a major British
homebuilder (“Throwing in the Keys,” July 5, 2008), is so much
sadder because it is being retold with every major slump, when
homebuilding shrinks into irrelevance. After some twenty years, most
homebuilders in top jobs have forgotten the lessons of the previous
slump, let alone the one preceding it. Actually, many of them are too
young to have learned the lessons in the first place. Both monetary
and fiscal policies have lengthened the economic cycles so much that
the sad stories are repeated over and over again, ad nauseum. But
there is a lesson here for those behind monetary and fiscal policies, as
well. Perhaps the cycles have gotten too long for the puny
homebuilders’ brains? Perhaps policies should be adjusted to their
capacity to digest lessons from the past? After all, homebuilding is a
major industry, and it deserves a bit more attention from the intrepid
policy-makers.
MARE NOSTRUM (July 15, 2008)
As you conclude your main leader on the Union for the Mediterranean,
“it may be the start of something exciting” (“Club Med,” July 12,
2008). Mare nostrum it has been since Roman times, after all. But
that is about all one can say at this stage about Nicolas Sarkozy’s pet
project. It may be the start of so many things, like a three-speed
Europe, for instance. But there is one thing that you do not mention at
all, which may be truly exciting in the long run: a new beginning for
Africa. The continent has been in turmoil for a couple of decades, and
it surely needs a boost from Europe to start moving in the right
direction. The focus for Club Med should remain Northern Africa, but
countries further south should not be forgotten for a moment. And this
is where France may indeed offer much more than pomp. The horror
of its colonial past must be mended in a meaningful way, anyhow.
MORE BOBBIES ON THE BEAT (July 15, 2008)
It is quite painful to plough through your wordy article about the rise
of knifing in Britain (“Island Savages,” July 12, 2008). Here you
philosophize that “there is more to life than death,” and there you
sociologize that many prefer “an after-dinner fight to mints.” Luckily,
you touch on the only solution to the growing problem in your last and
shortest paragraph, where you mention “the public obsession with
putting more bobbies on the beat.” Once ridiculed by criminologists, it
is now the rage as “neighborhood policing.” Although labor-intensive,
and thus expensive, this solution is surely the only viable one, and your
long-winded article should have started with it. In defense of the
British Isles, more bobbies on the beat would work wonders
everywhere around the world, as well.
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Addendum (July 18, 2008)
“Thank you for your letter about my recent article in The Economist,”
wrote Tom Wainwright, the correspondent for Britain. “I’m sorry that
you found it so painful and wordy, but I’m glad that you persevered
with it, and that you agreed with its conclusion.” “Incidentally,” he
continued, “I just googled your name to check the gender of the name
Ranko before addressing this email. I was interested to see that you
are in the process of writing a thirty-three-year-old, one-million-wordlong “collection of notes, essays, epistles, stories, aperçus, diary
entries, tales, epigrams, vignettes, parables, poems, quips, fables,
snippets of conversation, maxims, slogans, quotes, jokes, and
aphorisms, as well as the addenda that extend all of the above.” And
then he concluded: “It is indeed an honor to have my article described
as ‘long-winded’ by someone who is obviously such a pro!” “Well
put,” I wrote back. “As I complained to myself years ago, one ends up
writing too much even when one sticks to a few words at a time.
Alas!” “Thanks for taking my joke in good part,” he responded.
“Here's to the next million!” “By the way,” I wrote back, “I am
already close to two-million words. If I live as long as my parents, I
will end up polluting the World Wide Web with about three-million
words.” Of course, I concluded my last message with a few additional
words in support of bobbies on the beat. Great to banter with the
mighty newspaper’s able correspondents!
FLOWER ARRANGING (July 22, 2008)
The naiveté of your report on the demise of the United Nations’
attempt to isolate Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe for his despotic ways
is quite disarming (“The Return of Mr. Nyet,” July 19, 2008). At the
moment, there are three powers on earth—America, Russia, and China.
What else but a nyet from Russia and China would you expect from the
Security Council on a vote inspired by Britain and lead by, well,
America? Would you really expect all those hapless countries on the
Council to be working together for the common good of everyone on
the planet? Do you really think the United Nations can do a thing in a
world as fragmented as ours? If you do, try some other business, like
flower arranging.
THE TRAGICOMEDY OF THE COMMONS (August 4, 2008)
Penned in 1968, Garrett Hardin’s “The Tragedy of the Commons”
surely overstated the case against the commons (“Commons Sense,”
August 2, 2008), but his argument that all commons will be abused
still pertains in many cases worth noting forty years later. In
particular, commons that are too large and complex to be properly
understood will surely be abused no matter how well they appear to be
managed. In the case of climate change, the commons is the whole
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earth, as you point out. The trouble is that no-one on earth understands
how the earth really works, and those who believe that they do
understand the earth’s inner workings often disagree, sometimes
violently. The commons that is the earth itself cannot be managed
well, if at all. All attempts to manage it will remain risible.
Overstretching the notion of commons to the earth as a whole cannot
but end in tragicomedy.
IN DEFENSE OF DAWKINS (August 5, 2008)
In your review of some recent research linking religion and diseases
you pit Richard Dawkins against other researchers by contrasting his
claim that religions are like diseases with their claim that religions
stem from the fear of diseases (“Praying for Health,” August 2, 2008).
In fact, Dawkins makes little distinction between biological and
cultural replicators, or genes and memes, the latter term being of his
own coinage. Memes include not only religious ideas, but also
symbols, tunes, behavioral patterns, and the like. Like genes, they
spread through social contact. Both genes and memes are selfish in the
sense that they may replicate to the detriment of individuals and social
groups alike. In short, there is no conflict between Dawkins’ ideas and
those of the researchers whose work you review. In fact, they support
each other rather well.
THE DEMISE OF THE INTELLECTUAL (August 11, 2008)
Although I very much appreciate your main leader on the demise of
the intellectual, which focuses on Alexander Solzhenitsyn (“Speaking
Truth to Power,” August 9, 2008), I am concerned about your glaring
blind spots. Mind you, I will not complain here that Solzhenitsyn was
hardly an intellectual, and thus not an appropriate focus for your
leader. Dissidents like him were witnesses of monstrosities that had to
be brought out in the open, but they offered little by way of what had
to be done. The blind spots that concern me most have to do with
unbridled capitalism and its main exponent—the United States of
America. This is the crux of the problem of democracy, which you
briefly discuss only to leave the reader even more perplexed. As you
say, democracies produce a cacophony, but the main problem of our
age is that there are few or no voices pointing at the consequences of
capitalism without limits or borders and raw American power
projected to every corner of the earth. This is where the demise of the
intellectual is most damaging. Put differently, this is where the
cacophony can be best understood as a capitalist subterfuge calculated
to squash all resistance by bewildering all thought.
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ALEXANDER SOLZHENITSYN (August 12, 2008)
After some meandering, you hit the nail on the head in the last
paragraph of your obituary of Alexander Solzhenitsyn: he was a
Russian nationalist (August 9, 2008). Steeped in Russian Orthodoxy,
all he had to say about the world into which he was born is that it
should somehow return to some mythical past, when everything was as
it should be: the tzar, the patriarch, the boyars, and the merry peasants.
That is the world he longed for without understanding it an iota.
Neither did he understand the world surrounding his beloved Russia.
All he had to say about it was that it was not Russia, and that it was
thus worthless. Now, the only reason for this letter is that it points at
one of the major problems of our time: Russian nationalism.
Solzhenitsyn is of interest not as a writer, although he was not a mean
one, but as a personification of that blind nationalism. As such, he
does not deserve flowery words of praise, but careful scrutiny. And
much vigilance in the years to come.
THE BIG OIL AND GAS GAME (August 20, 2008)
Your current issue offers much on Georgia, including the main leader
(“Russia Resurgent,” August 16, 2008), and a three-page briefing on
the recent conflict (“A Scripted War”), but most of the really
interesting stuff is in a small box on Caucasian pipelines (“The
Dangers of the Safe Route”). Here we see what the war in Georgia is
really about. Together with Armenia and Azerbaijan, Georgia is on the
path of the so-called fourth corridor through South Caucasus, which
skirts both Russia and Iran. With Turkey’s help, this corridor is
supposed to save Europe from dependence on Russian oil and gas. Or
this is how you present the matter, lumping Europe and America under
the innocuous term “West.” Another reading is that Russia and
America are competing for the lucrative European market, and that
Russia has just shown its teeth regarding the fraught fourth corridor.
In this interpretation, Europe is but a passive if massive market rather
than a player in the big oil and gas game. Judging from all the
evidence we have about European rôle in world affairs, this alternative
reading is much closer to mark.
HEALTH TOURISM (August 20, 2008)
As you show in your three-page briefing on health tourism, health care
has turned into a thriving global business (“Operating Profit,” August
16, 2008). Now that Americans have joined the fray, and in growing
numbers, everyone is starting to pay attention to the old trend of people
from rich countries going for health-care services to poor countries. It
is thus the right time to ask, as you do, what will be the effect on the
health-care systems of rich and poor countries alike. One of your
conclusions concerning the latter is obvious enough: health tourism
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will help poor countries by increasing the quality of their medical
services. This will be done by reducing administrative incompetence
and corruption, reversing brain drain, improving equipment and
facilities, and so on. What you failed to mention is that the main
beneficiaries of these changes in the poor countries will again be the
rich from these very countries. Obvious enough, is it not?
PHYSIOGNOMY RESURGENT (August 26, 2008)
Your report on recent research showing that physiognomy provides a
clue to human aggressiveness offers plenty of food for thought
(“Facing the Truth,” August 23, 2008). In particular, Justin Carré and
Cheryl McCormick of Brock University in Ontario, Canada, have
shown that aggressiveness can be predicted from the ratio between the
width of a person’s face and its height: those with wide faces are more
aggressive than those with long ones. The cause they propose is the
exposure to testosterone, as this hormone is known to make people
aggressive, as well as to reshape people's bodies during puberty. What
is surprising, however, is that these findings are discussed only in
connection with individuals rather than entire ethnic groups. The
distinction between the so-called brachiocephali and dolihocephali, or
peoples with wide as opposed to long craniums, used to be popular
among anthropologists several generations ago, when craniometry was
a respected scientific endeavor, but it has been neglected in recent
years. Carré and McCormick’s results point at the possibility that
entire ethnic groups are more aggressive than others due to differences
in testosterone exposures during puberty. Further research would
certainly be warranted to explore this connection.
RUSSIA’S OPTIONS (August 26, 2008)
Much of your article on the European Union’s dependence on Russian
oil and gas is as it should be: worrying (“Dependent Territory,” August
23, 2008). As you show, the Union’s dependence will only grow as
Norway, its second-biggest supplier, declines over time. By 2030,
Russia is expected to take on much of the Union’s growing needs.
Worrying, indeed, given Russia’s recent excursion into Georgia,
through which alternative oil and gas sources could reach the Union
with America’s help. But you spoil it all with your very last sentence,
in which you state callously that Russia depends on the Union, too, as
it has nowhere else to sell its oil and gas. Are you kidding? Have you
ever heard of China? Have you ever considered its own growing
needs? By 2030 there surely will be Russian pipelines aplenty going
east.
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CENTRAL ASIA (September 1, 2008)
As you argue, Russia’s Central Asian underbelly rumbles queasily in
the wake of the war in Georgia (“An Old Sweet Song,” August 30), but
few in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and
Uzbekistan are eager to get into trouble with Russia at the moment.
Oil-rich, these countries are also multi-ethnic, with large and vocal
Russian minorities. In short, the American alternative to Russian
pipelines feeding Europe with oil and gas from Central Asia now
smacks of a pipedream, for Georgia is awkwardly in the way. This is
what your article states clearly enough. But it fails to take the next
logical step by exploring all the winners and losers in this ominous
game. In particular, your article fails to point out one of the potential
winners at this junction: China. The pipelines that could have headed
west are now much more likely to head east.
EUROPE VERSUS RUSSIA (September 1, 2008)
There is hardly any reason to be optimistic about the European Union’s
last summit in response to the sight of Russian tanks trundling around
Europe’s backyard (“Unity is Strength,” August 30, 2008). As you
point out, there are many cogent reasons why the Union finds it hard to
come together against Russia: neither the benefits nor the costs of
disunity fall equally on the twenty-seven countries in the club. Some
of them, such as Sweden and Portugal, barely consume any Russian oil
or gas. The summit is thus likely to make the disunity even more
palpable than heretofore. Called hastily by the current French
presidency, which tends to be a bit more histrionic than usual, it will
undoubtedly be but another nail in the Union’s coffin. And no-one
will enjoy the pointless spectacle more than Putin and Medvedev, if
the latter ought to be mentioned in this connection at all.
ART AS VISUAL AND INTELLECTUAL SPORT (September 1,
2008)
Your support of Nicholas Penny, the new director of the National
Gallery in London, is rather touching (“Getting Away from Cultural
Spinach,” August 30, 2008), especially when it comes to his “original
plans.” As you report, one of them is a television series in which
teams of curators would compete in their knowledge of art’s many
tangled secrets. “Art presented as visual and intellectual sport, rather
than as high fashion or so much cultural spinach,” you continue,
“might suddenly come alive to the many for whom it now is not. Tens
of thousands of viewers might then troop off to Trafalgar Square to see
these works in the flesh, so to speak.” Wow! Away with cultural
spinach! Mighty original, indeed. Except that it smacks of the same
old and tired “inclusiveness” that has plagued New Labor’s policies
from the moment Blair got elected last century. The whole thing boils
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down to jacking up the head-count at the museum’s gate. Following
Penny’s dreams, we might even envisage enraptured fans of Van Gogh
and Caravaggio, say, fighting each other for access in front of the
jammed National Gallery. That would be the day for art!
SUBURBS, SCHMUBURBS (September 3, 2008)
It is a delight to learn that the Amazon rainforest, long thought to be
primordial, once harbored many sizeable settlements (“Amazon
Garden City,” August 30, 2008).
As you report, Michael
Heckenberger and his colleagues from the University of Florida,
Gainesville, have examined twenty-eight settlements in Upper Xingu
in Brazil. Forming about fifteen clusters, these settlements had a
combined population of some fifty-thousand between 1500 and 400
years ago. Each cluster consisted of a mother settlement surrounded
by several daughters some distance away. Each settlement had a
couple of thousand inhabitants grouped around a central plaza. All this
suggests radical climate change in the intervening period, as do older
settlements in the region now known as the Sahara desert. However, it
is difficult to accept Heckenberger’s interpretation of these settlement
patterns as towns with suburbs reminiscent of garden cities promoted
by town planners a century or so ago. Rather, they are reminiscent of
Greek settlement patterns, where a polis created colonies once it
reached a certain size. This was an expedient having to do with the
limited resources available in any environment. Of course, the
Mediterranean coast provided a much more complex setting for this
sort of development than the Amazon, where colonies spread in a
much more predictable fashion, geometrically speaking. When climate
change arrested this development in the Amazon, it left an evolving
pattern frozen in time, as it were. And this is precisely where the
import of these findings rests. Using towns with suburbs as a model is
barking up a wrong tree.
EUROWOBBLES (September 9, 2008)
The proud words on your cover, as well as the title of your main
leader, make sense only in the context of the cover’s image showing a
wobbly gelatin dessert decorated with many frightened faces (“Europe
Stands Up to Russia,” September 6, 2008). Indeed, Sarkozy’s
emergency summit of the European Union after the Russian thrashing
of Georgia ended up as a demonstration of nothing less than appalling
weakness. The cure you offer for Eurowobbles over Russia is not in
diplomacy but in the liberalization of the Union’s internal energy
market, which would make obsolete separate deals, most notably the
one between Germany and Russia. In this context it is good to
remember that Gerhard Schröder took a job with Gazprom, the Russian
energy behemoth, the day after Angela Merkel replaced him as
German chancellor in 2005. Anyhow, the trouble with your proposal
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is that it assumes that the Union is a power to be reckoned with rather
than a lumbering common market in which each major player, such as
Germany, cannot but vie for its own interests as it sees fit.
Eurowobbles are for real rather than for lack of trying. Or pretending.
EMPEROR FRANZ JOSEF AND THE EUROPEAN UNION
(September 10, 2008)
Your review of David James Smith’s One Morning in Sarajevo: 28
June 1914 (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 2008) clearly shows that
many in the Balkans still harbor fond memories of the AustroHungarian empire, whose demise was triggered by the assassination of
the heir-apparent to the imperial throne, Archduke Franz Ferdinand
(“Starting Pistol,” September 6, 2008). “If it hadn’t been for them,
we’d still be in Austria,” Smith quotes a cross taxi-driver in modernday Sarajevo, who was asked about a memorial to Gavrilo Princip and
his co-conspirators. Indeed, Emperor Franz Josef II, who ruled the
enlightened multi-ethnic empire from 1848 to 1916, is still
remembered by many in Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia, and parts of Serbia
with surprising fervor. What your review misses, perhaps in line with
the book, is that the taxi-driver’s lament offers the best hope for the
European Union in the region, where such sentiments are rife.
Although foreign rule is widely resented, it nonetheless offers the best
hope for the future. The Union’s authorities would be best advised to
exploit these Balkan sentiments as best they could.
Addendum (September 29, 2008)
This letter got printed in the current issue of the mighty newspaper.
This is the third and thus almost certainly the last letter to appear this
year, but I am quite happy the editor has selected it for publication.
My message to the European Union is loud and clear, and I hope
someone powerful enough to make a difference picks it up soon. Great
sensitivity to Balkan sensitivities will be needed, but there must be a
few clever people in Brussels at this juncture. Or so we would all hope
for the sake of the troubled region.
DAMIEN HIRST (September 16, 2008)
Is Damien Hirst overturning the laws of economics, as well as the rules
of the art market, as you innocently claim in your three-page review of
his latest tricks? (“The Shark’s Last Move,” September 13, 2008). I
very much doubt it. To begin with, he has switched from gallerists to
auctioneers, but he has not skipped the middlemen. Not in the least.
The auctioneers only have a wider reach than the gallerists, which is as
it should be in the era of capitalism without borders. In this regard
Sotheby’s or Christie’s undoubtedly beat Hirst’s trusted gallerists,
Larry Gagosian and Jay Jopling of New York and London, who are
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comfortable mainly with American and European wealthy clients.
What do the vaunted gallerists know about collectors in Russia, China,
or India, where the riches are being piled up at an unprecedented rate
at this historical juncture? But the rules of the game are still the same
as in Thorstein Veblen’s time, when he forged the term “conspicuous
consumption” to explain the lavish spending on luxury goods by the
rich upstarts a century ago. The only difference is the greater reach of
the global art market, as well as the lower depths of distaste among the
new upstarts. All else is precisely the same. The laws of economics
and the rules of the art market are perfectly safe and sound, thank you.
NOT DEAD YET (September 17, 2008)
Your leader on Ukraine and Russia’s other neighbors is a depressing
read (“Near-Abroad Blues,” September 13, 2008), but the first line of
Ukraine’s national anthem is depressing to boot: “The glory of Ukraine
is not dead yet.” Sitting just under your section heading, “Westward
Ho,” it cannot but remind one of the opening lines of Samuel Beckett’s
Worstward Ho (1983): “All of old. Nothing else ever. Ever tried.
Ever failed. No matter. Try again. Fail again. Fail better.” Luckily,
“Monty Python and the Holy Grail” (1975) comes to one’s rescue
readily enough, as well. “I’m not dead yet” is one of the funniest lines
in the entire movie. There is still hope for Ukraine and Russia’s other
hapless neighbors, I guess.
WHITHER FEMINISM (September 17, 2008)
I share much of your enthusiasm about the mounting victories of
American women (“The Triumph of Feminism,” September 13, 2008).
It is indeed marvelous to see them breaking through one glass ceiling
after another. Of course, it is a pity the highest of all glass ceilings will
have to wait for another presidential election, but Hillary Clinton
among others may have better luck at it the next time around.
However, I am not sure that American feminism is doing as well as
you claim. Namely, once upon a time not a few feminists believed that
women in high places would be not just different, but also better than
men. In fact, every victory along the way shows that women are not
that different, let alone better. They are only human, after all. And
that surely is a feminist dream shattered.
IN PRAISE OF FRANK DUNPHY (September 22, 2008)
Damien Hirst’s two-day auction at Sotheby’s ended up a smashing
success with gross take of more than a hundred million pounds or a bit
less than two-hundred million dollars (“The Boy Done Good,”
September 20, 2008). Congratulations all around. Taking place in the
middle of one of the worst market crashes in living memory, the
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auction will be remembered for years. But the real accolades go to
Frank Dunphy, Hirst’s cunning accountant. As even a cursory search
through the World Wide Web shows amply enough, the artist’s claim
to fame in this story boils down to following his accountant’s advice
for as long as it has taken him to mastermind the auction. I am not
sure what, if anything, all this will mean for contemporary art, but I am
rather certain that artists and accountants will have a glorious future
together. And Frank Dunphy will surely be their guiding light for
quite some time.
IN PRAISE OF THE IRISH (September 22, 2008)
According to the research just released by the Irish government,
examining why voters recently rejected the Lisbon Treaty, most Irish
voters do not understand the European Union, and they do not really
want to understand it better (“Who Cares about Europe?” September
22, 2008). The trouble is that this applies across the Union, and that the
poor Irish got stuck with their referendum. Luckily for the rest of us, I
would like to add. The Union is no longer just a free-trade zone, but it
is far from a federation, either. It is suspended in a limbo, for there is
no such thing as the European demos, as you put it well. The only sane
and sensible way forward for the Union is to scale down its premature
federalist aspirations, as witnessed by its misguided immigration and
extradition policies. The Lisbon Treaty was but a bureaucratic
subterfuge of the democratic process. Only when the bulk of the
Union’s citizens begin thinking of themselves as Europeans first and
Germans or the French second will there be a sane and sensible basis
for federalism in any of its guises. How long will we have to wait for
this lofty dream? Perhaps forever.
ON ARTS DEGREES TODAY (September 24, 2008)
“The penalty for not having a university degree in Britain is high,” you
quote Robin Naylor of Warwick University, “but the penalty for
getting the wrong one can be even higher” (“Making it Pay,”
September). And the worst one you can possibly get is in the arts. As
your chart shows, men with an arts degree stand to earn less over their
lifetimes than those without any degrees, while women with such
degrees fare somewhat better not because they earn more than men,
but because women without degrees earn very little. “But if you study
something you like,” Naylor continues in a conciliatory tone, “then
even if you don’t earn so much, there is a better chance you’ll work in
a field you love.” It seems he s talking about the arts, but this is far
from the case. Most graduates with recent arts degrees abandon the
field in anger and despair after only a few years of banging their heads
against all sorts of walls. Their predecessors could at least daub and
fool around with clay for their own fun. In short, an arts degree is to
be avoided like a plague.
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PAULSON’S PLAN (September 29, 2008)
As you conclude your main leader about Hank Paulson’s plan to bail
out the American banking system, the plan is not perfect, but it is still
the best one we have (“I Want Your Money,” September 27, 2008).
This applies to the financial market as a whole, as you imply.
However, the argument goes further, but you seem wary of following it
to the bitter end: capitalism is far from perfect, but it is still the best
economic system we now have. Mind you, that is the only meaningful
way to defend capitalism under any circumstances, at least until a
better economic system becomes conceivable, but it is especially
cogent at this moment. If anything else, everyone around the globe
will feel slightly better even if Paulson wants our money, no matter
whether or not we happen to be American.
CAPITALISM AS IT HAS COME TO PASS (September 30, 2008)
Given the sordid state of the markets today, your lighthearted
comparison of American and European views of the Wall Street’s
woes smacks of reckless abandon (“Transatlantic Model Wars,”
September 27, 2008). The current crisis is too serious for little more
than word play. Who cares what this or that politician has to say?
Capitalism as it has come to pass is at stake. Serious questions
abound. Is it really possible that the best the human kind can come up
with is the economic system we now seem to espouse? Is our species
capable of anything even slightly better? Will we ever reach the
heights needed to avoid calamities such as those we now face in fear
and loathing? Pompous and overbearing as these questions sound at
the moment, they are still much closer to the Wall Street’s current
woes than your petty quibbles about the devils and angels of this
gloomy day. The remit of your mighty newspaper certainly promises
much more. Try harder, for crying out loud!
DATA MINING (October 1, 2008)
It is interesting to note that you have dedicated your entire
International Section to data mining, which is ostensibly directed
against terrorist activities around the globe, but which “also raises the
specter of criminalizing or constraining innocent people’s eccentric but
legal behavior” (“Know-Alls,” September 27, 2008). Indeed. In this
context it is interesting to read the recent “Suspicious Activities
Report” by American Homeland Security et alii, which “urges police
to question people who, among other things, use binoculars, count
footsteps, take notes, draw diagrams, change appearance, speak with
security staff, and photograph objects with no apparent esthetic value.”
Not surprisingly, al-Qaeda offers tips to foil data-mining systems, such
as calling phone-sex hotlines, which make a person’s profile less
suspicious. As data mining is used not only by police establishments,
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but also by sundry commercial outfits to track people’s shopping
preferences, we can expect liberal organizations, including The
Economist, to promote eccentric behavior in all its guises. In addition
to the above, people could be advised to, among other things, walk on
stilts, read newspapers upside down, wear hunting or fishing gear at
concerts of classical music, read Beckett aloud in public transport, drag
lengths of rope behind them, and defecate in the middle of busy
intersections. With proper coaching and some ingenuity, data mining
would soon be a thing of the past.
UNIVERSAL MYOPIA (October 7, 2008)
In your main leader you pillory Peer Steinbrück, Germany’s finance
minister, and Christian Noyer, governor of the Bank of France, for
their myopia concerning the looming economic crisis (“World on the
Edge,” October 4, 2008), but it is truly amazing that their myopia has
long been nearly universal. Ever since the global crisis started
gathering momentum more than a year ago, nearly every luminary
anywhere around the world has kept repeating that the credit crunch is
limited to America and its banking sector. Given America’s
importance in the world economy, and given the importance of
banking in economic activity, every undergraduate majoring in
economics would be able to argue against myopia of this ilk, but it has
nonetheless persisted unabated. Amazingly, it is still persisting on the
periphery of the global economic system, where hapless luminaries
keep spewing the same old claptrap. In line with your own credo,
economics should be close to the core of every curriculum.
SO SORRY (October 7, 2008)
Quite taken by your article about the growing fashion for saying sorry
about so many misdeeds of the past, like mistreatment of women or
slavery (“Who’s Sorry Now,” October 4, 2008), I feel compelled to
offer an apology all my own. And I do not have in mind anything
along the lines of “a rebuke to the past for not being more like the
present,” as Jonathan Sumption, a London lawyer and historian, calls
the most fashionable apologies of the day. In fact, mine will be a
rebuke to the future, too. I apologize to all and sundry for being
human. Alas, this was hardly a choice of my own, but I still feel
contrite about it beyond words. And no kidding. Moreover, I
apologize for not being able to offer any compensation to anyone who
has suffered, or will ever suffer, on account of this fault of mine. So
sorry, indeed.
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THE GLOBAL COMPETITION FOR TALENT (October 8, 2008)
Modeled on America’s green card, the European Union’s “blue card”
is a good start in attracting highly skilled migrants (“Letting Some of
Them In,” October 4, 2008), but there are other American inventions
of some vintage to copy in the global competition for talent. Take
America’s student visas. Although most members of the Union are
disadvantaged by language, as English is now the world’s lingua
franca, the Union’s universities can easily switch to English in
educational programs offered to the most talented migrants. Several
countries in Northwestern Europe have started doing so long ago. The
student visa offers a flexible filter for those worth keeping after
graduation, and it also offers a straightforward acculturation tool.
Several years pursuing a degree in any host country can do wonders in
this regard. The best and the brightest among the migrants can then
find a proper place within the Union with much greater ease. The
Union’s university system is a crucial key to immigration that is yet to
be properly employed.
DITHERING (October 13, 2008)
In the opening paragraph of your main leader on the unfolding global
crisis of confidence you blame governments far and wide for dithering
(“Saving the System,” October 11, 2008). Fair enough. Midway
through the article you ascertain that “the lesson of history is that early,
decisive government action can stem the pain and cost of banking
crises.” No quibbles here. In the concluding paragraph you refer to
the current turmoil as “the biggest asset and credit bubble in history.”
Spot on. Wait a moment, though. Why would you ever expect
governments not to dither in a crisis so severe that lessons of history
hardly pertain? Besides, is it not another lesson of history that
governments everywhere are prone to dithering, especially in crises?
LIQUIDITY TRAP (October 13, 2008)
Tantrums are habit-forming, or so you argue about the market’s refusal
to be appeased by sundry toys thrown into its baby carriage by ever
more frantic governments (“Carry on Screaming,” October 11, 2008).
“You might have thought that interest-rate cuts were the answer,” you
go on, “until you saw the market response to the coordinated
announcements from the Federal Reserve and others on October 8.”
Anyone who still remembers Keynes’ “liquidity trap” from the first
course in macroeconomics would not be fooled so easily, though. The
closer the nominal interest rate to zero, the less effective its reduction
in downturns. In the limit, it becomes irrelevant. Whence the
awkward trap. Sadly, Ben Bernanke must have been asleep at that
particular lecture, as he drove the rate all the way down in one fell
swoop at the very onset of the crisis in January.
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CAPITALISM AT BAY (October 21, 2008)
In spite of the pathos with which you defend crumbling capitalism,
along with the one-hundred and sixty-five years of your newspaper’s
dedication to economic liberty (“Capitalism at Bay,” October 18,
2008), you conclude your main leader with wise words: “for all its
flaws,” capitalism is “the best economic system man has invented yet.”
Precisely. And the key word here is the portentous “yet.” For
capitalism has too many flaws, the present worldwide crash included,
which have come to the fore precisely in the wake of the collapse of
socialism, its erstwhile alternative. Man, to use your manner of
speaking, has yet to invent a better economic system, and now is high
time to start inventing it. If socialism could not achieve what was
expected from it by many generations, this is capitalism’s job now. Or
else.
CLIMATE CHANGE AND RECESSION (October 22, 2008)
It is hard to disagree with your warning that “a deep recession would
be a big challenge for the European Union” (“Bad Times, Ahead,”
October 18, 2008). Indeed, most countries of the club would be
fighting their own corners, thus weakening the solidarity of the club.
As you warn, one early casualty would be the Union’s plans to fight
climate change, a pact of solidarity between generations, as agreed in
March 2007. Silvio Berlsuconi is already questioning the deal by
saying that this is no time for Europe to play Don Quixote by tackling
climate change alone. Many European leaders will agree with him,
albeit not necessarily overtly. But it is good to point out that there is a
silver lining here, as well. Namely, a deep recession would also mean
lower emissions. Although it is anyone’s guess how a drop in
production would be offset by laxer rules on pollution, the future does
not bode as ill in this regard as in many others.
Addendum (September 21, 2009)
According to today’s online edition of Financial Times, the newest
study of the International Energy Agency shows “an unparalleled fall
in greenhouse gas emissions.” In short, the silver lining I mentioned in
passing less than a year ago is with us already. But the IEA’s call for
more of the same is certain to fall on deaf ears. Emissions, what
emissions?
JÖRG HAIDER (October 22, 2008)
As your obituary of Jörg Haider shows perfectly well (October 18,
2008), he was a populist hard to pin down. Cooped up in Carinthia,
top jobs in the Austrian government remaining out of his reach, he
expanded southwards.
The region of Alpe Adria—eventually
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including bits of Austria, bits of Italy, the whole of Slovenia, and bits
of Croatia—was thus a perfect playground for him. This is where his
longing for some sort of autonomy found quite a few sympathizers
among forlorn local politicians. Add to this heady mix the Carinthian
Hypo Alpe Adria Bank, which Haider controlled with various degrees
of success as the regional governor, and you get a perfect picture of his
little empire. Not surprisingly, the bank specialized in real-estate
transactions, especially shady ones. I am sure all the autonomyseekers from the Alpe Adria region will miss their generous if
uncrowned emperor in the years to come.
THE FORGOTTEN REGION (October 27, 2008)
Much of what you say in your briefing about the effect of the financial
crisis on Eastern Europe holds water (“What Next?” October 25,
2008). Many of the countries in the region will face debt restructuring,
currency collapse, and depression with bankruptcies and
unemployment rocketing. All this raises the specter of political
upheaval, too. For countries still outside the European Union,
prospects are even bleaker. But this is where you stop. With the
exception of Macedonia, which you mention in passing in the
penultimate paragraph, you leave the so-called Western Balkans out of
your analysis. In your map of Eastern Europe, the region is left out, as
well. This is precisely where the prospects are bleakest, however, and
where political instability may well lead to open strife. In addition to
Macedonia, the strife may quickly heat up in Serbia and Kosovo, and
especially in Bosnia. This is where the bailout by the Union, as well is
the International Monetary Fund, requires special sensitivity. It is thus
surprising you have nothing to say about such matters. One can only
hope that everyone else does not forget the Western Balkans, too.
THE BYZANTINE COMMONWEALTH (October 27, 2008)
Your review of “Byzantium: 330-1453,” the new Royal Academy of
Arts blockbuster show in London (“Domes of Gold,” October 25,
2008), opens with Dimitri Obolensky’s term, “Byzantine
Commonwealth,” to describe a region that formed a common cultural
and religious rather than political space with Constantinople. Two
things readily come to mind in this connection.
First, that
commonwealth was largely defensive in a hostile environment that
could not be easily subjugated by any other means. Here, the arrival
and rise of the Slavs coincided with the emergence of Venice as an
ever-more ambitious rival. Not surprisingly, the Venetians and the
Slavs vigorously conspired during the Fourth Crusade, culminating
with the capture and sacking of Constantinople in 1204. In short, the
Byzantine Commonwealth was always a shaky truce with jealous
neighbors. Second, Obolensky’s term is now of increasing value to the
Russians, who are doing their best to revive it among Orthodox
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Christians. As Istanbul is not to be had, they are now trying to shift the
cultural and religious center to Moscow, the new Constantinople.
Coined in 1971, the term has already found many a good use, but its
future appears no less than golden.
ON A PERSONAL NOTE (October 27, 2008)
Pardon my precision, but fourteen of my letters to the editor of your
mighty newspaper have appeared in print since 1999. The first two
came from Britain, and the last twelve from Croatia, where I moved in
2003. In all these years, I do not remember seeing a single other letter
from this country in your Letters Section. On a personal note, I find
this quite surprising. And perhaps even astonishing. Am I mistaken in
this regard? Have you actually published a letter from anyone else in
Croatia in this period? Or is it really true that not a single letter from a
country with more than four-million people was worth publishing from
1999 to 2008? It would mean a great deal to me if you would
enlighten me on this matter.
Addendum (October 28, 2008)
The answer from the Letters Department of The Economist came
quickly enough: “We do not get too many letters from Croatia at all.
Most of our letter writers hail from America, followed by several
European Union countries.” Even though I would prefer a bit more
precision on this matter, the answer is good enough for my purposes.
As I suspected, I am now surrounded by more than four-million mutes.
Ideal political subjects, my fellow Croatians.
ENDANGERED LANGUAGES (October 29, 2008)
Like so many endangered animal species, most endangered languages
can be preserved only in, as it were, zoos. This is a worthwhile effort
only if these languages can be expected to regain their, say, natural
habitats in not so distant future. But this is hard to imagine in an era of
mass communications, dominated by global languages such as English,
Mandarin, and Spanish. Admirable as all efforts to save endangered
languages may appear at first glance (“When Nobody Understands,”
October 25, 2008), they will offer but scant temporary comfort to those
whose native tongues are on the brink of extinction. As most of them
are elderly, this is perhaps all that is both required and justified in
terms of effort. Barring a collapse of our civilization, which would
undoubtedly bolster language diversity, as well as give a new lease on
life to many endangered species, all else is a mirage.
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Addendum (October 31, 2008)
“Contrary to what you say,” wrote Peter Austin, an Australian linguist
involved in the effort to save endangered languages who was quoted
by The Economist, in his response to my letter, “there are numerous
examples of languages being revitalized and communities who were
abandoning them deciding to refocus their attention on their heritage
languages. The moribund languages spoken only by old people are a
special case, and there are many other instances where so-called
‘language death’ has been averted.” Overjoyed that he used the
feedback function on my website to get in touch with me, I responded
at once: “To tell you the truth, I am delighted by what you say.” I was
not exaggerating, either. “My letter perhaps sounds too cold,” I
continued. “I do care for what you are fighting for, and my letter
reflects temporary pessimism that struck me upon reading the article in
the mighty newspaper.” God bless the World Wide Web once again.
THE BALKAN TWILIGHT ZONE (November 3, 2008)
As you say so well, “a spate of murders damages Croatia’s European
ambition” (“Still a Balkan Country,” November 1, 2008). Which is
why the Croatian government is now scrambling to improve its
tarnished image. It is “them or us,” you quote Stipe Mesić, Croatia’s
president. The murder of Ivo Pukanić, the editor of Nacional, a brazen
and boastful weekly, by a car-bomb in central Zagreb electrified the
whole nation, indeed. “A gifted journalist,” as you put it in your apt
and pithy portrait of the man, he “operated in the Balkan twilight zone
where criminals, politicians, intelligence officers, journalists, and
lawyers meet to do business.” Alas, you forgot the intrepid
businessmen, without whom the twilight zone would be barren!
Besides, your article is marred by its inept title. It is good to remember
a simple lesson of political geography: once a Balkan country, always
a Balkan country!
THE REAL MAVERICK (November 3, 2008)
In the nick of time you cast your vote for Barack Obama (“It’s Time,”
November 1, 2008), but you still used the opportunity to bewail one
more time the mysterious disappearance of the real John McCain.
Somehow, the self-proclaimed maverick ended up by trusting his
presidential-campaign advisors way too much. Or so you would
suggest. Now, a person who is independently minded or a nonconformist is often called a maverick, but the original meaning of the
term is an unbranded range animal, especially a motherless calf. It is
an Americanism after Samuel Maverick, a Nineteenth Century Texas
pioneer, who left his calves unbranded. By convention, such a calf can
be branded and thus appropriated by whoever finds it. One way or
another, this meaning of the quaint term seems to capture the real John
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McCain pretty well. At least in your own interpretation of his poor
performance.
Addendum (November 17, 2008)
This is the fourth letter to the mighty newspaper that has appeared this
year and the fifteenth letter overall. I was quite surprised by it, too.
When I came to Klaudio’s after my visit to the post office, where The
Economist waited for me in my mailbox, I showed the letter to
everyone present. Demonstratively pointing at “Motovun, Croatia”
under my name, I kept explaining that there is no better weekly in the
whole world. As always when a letter of mine gets published, there
were smiles all around. The only problem was that I had hard time
explaining what this one was actually about. My English is way
beyond that of my friends in town. For better or worse, it is way
beyond my Croatian, as well.
GRAPHOMANIA AND BLOGGING (November 4, 2008)
In your review of Lennard Davis’ Obsession: A History (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2008) you point out that he devotes an
entire chapter to graphomania, the madness of incessant writing (“The
Double Face of Single-Mindedness,” November 1, 2008). Like any
other form of obsession, it is both a mental illness and a cultural ideal,
which Davis connects to the obsessive-compulsive disorder that has
gone from extremely rare to extremely common in just a few recent
decades. The first thing that popped in my mind in this connection
was blogging, a true craze of our age, but your review only mentions
the graphomania of Balzac and Zola, the Nineteenth-Century writers
who were lionized in their time for “the continuous, cumulative
production of words.” I hope the book does not suffer from this
omission, but a quick Internet search for the connection between
graphomania and blogging yields nothing about Davis’s ideas. A
missed opportunity, to say the least.
GLOBAL GREEN NEW DEAL (November 10, 2008)
You are right when you warn that the United Nations’ “Global Green
New Deal” harbors some serious dangers (“Green, Easy, and Wrong,”
November 8, 2008). The pressing problems facing the world,
economic meltdown and global warming, cannot both be solved by
governments investing in green technology any which way. America’s
massive ethanol subsidies are a case in point. Overinvestment not only
led to a bust, but it also distorted food prices to the detriment of the
poor around the world. As you point out in your leader, subsidizing
renewable energy requires politicians to decide on the best way of
allocating the funds, and their judgment tends to be worse than the
market’s. Making polluters pay through a cap-and-trade system, which
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caps carbon dioxide emissions and charges companies for permits to
pollute, offers much more hope than subsidies. Fair enough. But this
does not mean that a Global Green New Deal is to be chucked
overboard, as you argue. Governments have a major rôle to play in
investing in green technology, especially in dire times, and now is the
moment to consider the best ways of doing so. The first step is in the
right direction is for governments to set up expert boards—composed
of scientists, engineers, and economists—that will limit the scope for
politicians’ judgment. Mind you, green technology cannot be entirely
left to the market, either.
MARTIN RAMIREZ (November 10, 2008)
It is odd to read your review of the work of Martin Ramirez (18951963), an outsider artist of renown, under the banner of “American
folk art” (“Spit and Crayons,” November 8, 2008). Coined by art critic
Roger Cardinal in the 1970s, the term “outsider art” is perhaps not well
known, but it refers primarily to the art by insane asylum inmates, such
as Ramirez, who suffered from schizophrenia, and who spent most of
his adult life institutionalized.
Although their work eschews
straightforward classification, most of it shows a number of common
characteristics, such as an obsessive repetition of ornamental patterns,
which is also characteristic of Ramirez. Anyhow, the term “folk art”
refers primarily to craft traditions of various ethnic groups, and it is
entirely inappropriate in this case. He migrated from Mexico to the
United States at the age of thirty, but his work displays hardly any
characteristics of Mexican folk art.
OBAMA TO THE RESCUE (November 10, 2008)
Bosnia is fragile, indeed, but the new report to that effect by Olli Rehn
and Javier Solana to the European Union’s foreign ministers is
unlikely to change much (“The Break-Up Danger,” November 8,
2008). The same foreign ministers have done little if anything in
Kosovo, where the Union’s vaunted mission is six months late getting
up and running. As you hint in your penultimate paragraph, much
depends on the new American administration, which may eventually
show some muscle in Bosnia. Without that muscle, Kosovo is in
break-up danger, as well. So far, the Union has shown little
understanding of the so-called Western Balkans, as though the fragile
region is on Mars rather than within its borders. The real danger for
Bosnia and Kosovo is that the American president-elect has too many
other worries around the world, and a good number of them will surely
strike him as even more pressing.
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MEGA CITIES (November 11, 2008)
In your reading of the latest World Development Report, the World
Bank’s flagship annual report, pessimism over the future of huge cities
in developing countries is overdone (“Lump Together and Like It,”
November 8, 2008). Mexico City, Mumbai, São Paolo, and Shanghai
each now have more than fifteen million inhabitants for good
economic reasons. This year’s Nobel prize for economics went to Paul
Krugman for his work on the location of economic activity in part
because it helps understand the unprecedented concentration of people
in cities. But the problem of management of mega cities nonetheless
remains. Traditional disciplines dealing with the built environment—
such as urban or regional planning, architecture, and civil
engineering—are not well equipped to tackle increasing complexity of
emerging agglomerations. To begin with, these disciplines are not
properly bundled together, let alone capable of cooperating with all the
other disciplines that are now needed—such as economics, sociology,
or public medicine. What mega cities now need is mega project
management integrating all relevant disciplines to engage in emerging
urban and regional problems. Mega project management needs to be
multidisciplinary, entrepreneurial, and open-ended. There is no place
for pessimism in this regard, but the first step forward is in building of
teams capable of tackling increasingly complex problems of urban
growth. And this step must be taken by universities around the globe
working together.
GREEN TECHNOLOGY (November 11, 2008)
You are all over the place in your current issue when it comes to green
technology. In one place you argue that it will suffer in the economic
slowdown, primarily because of the sudden drop of oil prices at the
onset of the economic downturn (“Gathering Clouds,” November 8,
2008). In another place you argue that oil prices may soon rise
precipitously on account of the recent cut in production among the
members of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(“Well Prepared”). And in yet another place you argue against
subsidies for green technology because markets know better than
politicians (“Green, Easy, and Wrong”). If you put these three articles
together, your own advice on this matter would surely be something
like the following: subsidizing green technology makes long-term
sense in view of short-term volatility of oil prices. Voila!
GREAT EXPECTATIONS (November 11, 2008)
“With such a great victory,” you warn in your main leader dedicated to
Barack Obama, “come unreasonably great expectations” (“Great
Expectations,” November 8, 2008). How true. But anyone who
upholds democracy as a political system will grant those who have
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voted for Obama, as well as those outside America who wish they
could have voted for him, the wisdom to understand your warning
even before it is issued. Of course, one man cannot change the world
without wholehearted support from all the others. Obama’s presidency
will thus be a test of democracy rather than a test of his own prowess.
More, it will be a test of the human species in adversity, for the world
is now confronted both by a severe economic crisis and rampant
climate change. If our expectations are unreasonable, they can be
unreasonable only about ourselves. Fingers crossed.
ZEN FOR DUMMIES (November 17, 2008)
Your rapturous review of A Book of Silence by Sara Maitland (London:
Granta, 2008) sounds a bit like the foreword to some slim volume
entitled something like Zen for Dummies (“Out of This World,”
November 15, 2008). You reverentially cite the author’s “sudden
feeling once, on some mountainside, of being physically connected to
everything” as if it is a minor miracle rather than an oft-reported
glimpse of the transcendental. Of course, such glimpses have little if
anything to do with silence as such. Rather, they have to do with a
receptive state of mind characteristic of so-called mystical experiences.
Transcendental meditation and related practices eventually lead to
inner silence even in a hubbub. If your readers are keen to learn about
silence in this sense, they should indeed look for that slim volume
entitled something like Zen for Dummies. It is bound to exist, too.
YOUR MODEST PROPOSAL (November 17, 2008)
In view of rising sea levels that threaten to engulf his island nation, the
president of Maldives has proposed to put aside some of his country’s
tourism revenues to buy another homeland on higher grounds. In your
modest proposal on this visionary notion (“O, Give Me a Home…,”
November 15, 2008), you offer many a solution to burning
international problems: Israel could buy a slice of Florida to solve the
Palestinian problem, China could buy Malaysia instead of invading
Taiwan, and Barack Obama could buy an alternative homeland in
Saudi Arabia’s empty quarter for those of his countrymen who want
more death penalty and less gun control. But your proposal strikes me
as a bit too modest in view of our closest celestial neighbors. With a
little savvy, as well as a dollop of money, the Moon and Mars could be
the places to be. Neither is threatened with rising sea levels, either.
Sadly, this humble extension of your modest proposal would be hardly
amusing even some fifty years ago.
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NOAH’S ARK (November 17, 2008)
The notion that Europe will not be affected by the American financial
crisis has already been shown to be the economic nonsense that it has
always been. As you argue, the notion that the euro is Europe’s
Noah’s ark is nothing but economic nonsense, as well (“No Room in
The Ark,” November 15, 2008). Those who now clamor for a place on
the mythical vessel so as to be saved from the deluge are deluded once
again, as will be clear soon enough. No matter how important it has
become in less than a decade, the euro is just another currency.
Whence this delusion, though? What is it that makes Europeans
believe that they are somehow special and thus invulnerable? It cannot
be anything else but collective smugness that has evolved in the good
years since World War II. This is the timber of which the vaunted ark
is actually made, and by which it will readily sink.
CHINA’S NEW DEAL (November 18, 2008)
The humongous stimulus package just unveiled by China’s State
Council promises to quell the worst of the economic downturn, as you
argue (“Reflating the Dragon,” November 15, 2008). Heavy emphasis
on public works—infrastructure projects such as roads, railways,
airports, and the power grid, as well as public housing for poor
households—makes perfect sense in a developing country. In addition
to eventually providing all the facilities very much needed, the
construction sector also installs a great deal that is produced by all
other sectors of the economy—from cement and steel to mechanical
and electrical equipment to a wide range of furnishings, not to mention
all the services. Every yuan spent on public works will thus reach
deep into the national economy, which is precisely what is needed at
this stage. The Chinese have surely mastered their New Deal, at least
in broad terms.
PERIDOTITE (November 18, 2008)
As you report, Peter Kelemen and Juerg Matter, both from Columbia
University in New York, have suggested that carbon dioxide could be
pumped from places where it is produced into underground strata of
peridotite, a type of rock with a voracious appetite for the troublesome
gas (“Eating Carbon,” November 15, 2008). One of the main rocks in
the upper mantle, it occurs some twenty kilometers below the surface.
Some researchers have looked into the possibility of grinding
peridotite and using it to soak emissions from power stations, but the
process is too expensive, partly because of high transportation costs.
Now, you also report that this rock occurs on the surface, as well. In
particular, it occurs in the Omani desert, which Kelemen and Matter
have studied extensively, some Pacific islands, along the coasts of
Greece and Croatia, and in smaller deposits in America. Concerning
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Greece and Croatia, here is a welcome opportunity for the European
Union. Provided, of course, the producers of carbon dioxide, such as
power stations, located along these countries’ coasts do not interfere
with tourism there.
HUMPTY DUMPTY (November 19, 2008)
The most poignant part of your upbeat briefing on the global economic
summit that took place in Washington, D.C., last weekend are the three
illustrations (“After the Fall,” November 15, 2008). They show
Humpty Dumpty, a nursery rhyme character usually portrayed as an
egg, under the wall just after the fall, being fixed, and being propped
up back on the wall. As everyone knows, the rhyme ends rather
differently: “All the king’s horses and all the king’s men couldn’t put
Humpty Dumpty together again.” It is good to remember that the
rhyme used to be a riddle before Humpty Dumpty appeared as an egg
in Nineteenth Century illustrations, for it is an egg that cannot be put
together again. Returning to your riddle, are you trying to tell us that
you are losing faith in capitalism as it has come to pass, or are you
betting on it in spite of the unshakable evidence against it?
PIRACY (November 24, 2008)
Piracy in the Gulf of Aden and off the coast of Somalia certainly
demands the attention you give it in your leader (“The Lawless Horn,”
November 22, 2008) and in-depth article (“Ahoy There!”) on account
of extraordinary lawlessness in Somalia. These trouble spots are well
marked on the world piracy maps compiled for the last three years by
the International Chamber of Commerce’s Commercial Crime Services
(www.icc-ccs.org). However, a quick look at these maps shows many
more trouble spots around the globe, most notably off the coasts of
Nigeria and Indonesia, but also in the waters of India and Bangladesh,
as well as off the coasts of Venezuela, Colombia, and Peru. In short,
piracy is a growing problem around the world as many states beside
Somalia are failing, albeit not to the same degree. As you argue, it is
difficult to suppress piracy with naval power, but the main reason for
this is that piracy is a worldwide phenomenon. Given the current
economic crisis of global proportions, this threat to international
commerce can only grow.
SMART ART (November 24, 2008)
Your fawning review of the mounting efforts of the ruling families in
the United Arab Emirates to embellish their statelets with museums of
contemporary art would be perfectly agreeable without the
introductory paragraph linking them to the Medicis and the
Renaissance (“Smart Art Mart,” November 22, 2008). No matter how
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rich or enterprising, Qatar, Abu Dhabi, or Dubai cannot be likened to
Florence of old in any meaningful way. Museums designed by the
likes of I.M. Pei, Frank Gehry, or Zaha Hadid may help put the region
on the international cultural circuit, which is now bustling with rich
Russians and Indians, but they will have no effect whatsoever on the
cultural ferment in the region itself. Docile and vapid, it will remain
forever sterile. It is good to remember that art patrons, even when
rather discerning, are as good as irrelevant without artists.
CEM ÖZDEMIR (November 25, 2008)
It is good to learn that we now have a European Barack Obama in Cem
Özdemir, a youthful and slim ethnic Turk who got elected co-chairman
of Germany’s Green Party, and who may one day go as far as
becoming the country’s foreign minister (“Cem Difference,”
November 22, 2008). Although the president of the United States
arguably ranks a bit higher than a co-chairman of German Greens,
your point is well taken. One would only hope that there will
eventually come into existence an American Green Party, too, and that
it will play a rôle at least as important as it now does in Germany, as
well as in several other European countries. A secretary of state from
the ranks of American Greens is a bit too much to hope for at this
juncture, though.
AMERICA’S LEAD
(November 25, 2008)

IN

TECHNOLOGICAL

INNOVATION

As Amar Bhidé of Columbia Business School argues, America’s lead
in technological innovation cannot be as easily threatened by China or
India as some American businessmen seem to believe nowadays (“A
Gathering Storm?” November 22, 2008). Even if inventions take place
abroad, they can still be capitalized in America, which has a wide lead
in their diffusion and commercialization. In addition, Americans are
much more eager than others to try new things, which is part and
parcel of their entrepreneurial business culture. But there is one aspect
of this problem that Bhidé leaves out: American openness to
newcomers. In the wake of September 11, 2001, the country has
become much more insular than it has been ever since the end of
World War II. The American educational system used to be the main
gate through which potential technological innovators entered the
country and became familiar with its culture, business or otherwise. If
there is any long-term worry about America’s technological decline, it
concerns that precious gate. It must be kept wide open, for inventions
will rarely cross borders all by themselves.
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HUMILIATION IN IRAQ (December 1, 2008)
Gosh, will you ever give up your misguided support of the war in Iraq?
Will you ever give up your support of the so-called surge there? And
now you come up with a leader declaring that “the final chapter of the
Iraq saga remains to be written” (“Well, Is It Victory or Humiliation?”
November 29, 2008). It is humiliation. Period. And it is high time for
you to ask yourself how you got on the wrong side of this particular
issue. While you are at it, ask yourself how you got on the wrong side
of George Bush Junior, too.
TURKEY’S DRIFTING (December 1, 2008)
As you argue, it is worrying that Turkey now appears to be drifting
away from both America and the European Union (“The Worrying
Tayyip Erdogan,” November 29, 2008). But you do not even mention
that the Union has had plenty to do with this. Nicolas Sarkozy’s
presidency only adds to the problem, as he is a strong skeptic when it
comes to Turkey joining the club. The trouble is that Turkey has other
options, as witnessed by the recent gas deal struck with Iran. More
important, it has other options with Russia, an ever-more ambitious
leader in the region. The Union’s baffled petulance comes at a price,
and Tayyip Erdogan is very much aware of this. If new and significant
effort is not made on the Union’s part to woo it back into the fold,
Turkey’s drifting will gather pace. Until it will be too late for clever
tricks.
OBAMA’S BRAVE CHOICE (December 1, 2008)
I am with you in your support of Barack Obama’s choice of Hilary
Clinton for the job of secretary of state (“Head of State,” November
29, 2008). All the ifs and buts notwithstanding, she will bring much to
Foggy Bottom that it will sorely need in the near future. Not least, she
will bring Bill Clinton’s experience and influence, as well. In dire
times, this is far from a small gift. Returning to the president elect, for
it is his political acumen that is central here, his brave choice augurs
well, too. His pragmatism in the face of the worst economic downturn
since the Great Depression offers new hope for his presidency both in
America and around the globe. His closest associates, including the
secretary of state, will surely not speak in the same voice, but it already
seems that he will know how to listen to them all, and then make up
his own mind on the best course of action.
UNPREDICTABILITY INCARNATED (December 2, 2008)
Your special report on Russia is a splendid read (“Enigma Variations,”
November 29, 2008). It dutifully goes through all the horrors—such as
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state intervention, corruption, legal and judicial disarray, population
collapse, and tyranny in the Caucasus—before it concludes that the last
few years do not spell a return to the cold war, but something much
more dangerous.
To wit, “the danger lies in [Russia’s]
unpredictability.” Well put. And yet, this conclusion was perfectly
obvious from the very start, as the cover of your special report shows a
close-up of Vladimir Putin. Indeed, there is no major country in the
world today that relies so heavily as Russia does on one single
individual. And he is unpredictability incarnated.
VENICE IN PERIL (December 9, 2008)
Venetian acqua alta records now stretch over three millennia. The
moon, the sun, and southerly wind occasionally conspire to flood the
city, most often in the fall. But the last century has been the worst of
all on record, and the last decade is especially worrisome. There can
be no doubt any longer that climate change is behind these rapid
changes. Without the MOSE project, a barrier consisting of a large
number of plates that can be raised from the sea floor, Venice is indeed
in peril (“Flood Warnings,” December 6, 2008). Notwithstanding the
skepticism of many Venetians, including the mayor, Massimo
Cacciari, the exceptional acqua alta of December 1 is a clear sign that
the project needs speeding up before it is too late. Otherwise, Venice
may well be the first and rather symbolic victim of the way of life that
it has once helped bring to life: global capitalism.
MESA, ARIZONA (December 10, 2008)
“Any time architects start thinking they can influence social order,
watch out,” you quote Richard Reep, an architect from Florida, in
connection with Mesa, Arizona, a sprawling new city that is now
planning its snazzy downtown from scratch (“City of the Future,”
December 6, 2008). Spot on. The notion that people will socialize by
walking around carefully designed and tightly built neighborhoods is
ludicrous, especially in the harsh Arizona desert. At best, the
downtown will become a joke on architects and urban planners, if
another joke of this ilk is really needed. For proof, one should visit
any of the new towns built around the world since the beginning of the
last century, when the craze took off. The only way to avoid such
costly errors is to provide the essential infrastructure and then let the
social order evolve in its own time.
THE EUROPEAN SOCIAL MODEL (December 15, 2008)
As you argue, the European social model enjoyed an amazingly low
degree of external competition when it was forged in the wake of
World War II, but its days are numbered now that the emerging
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economies have burst on the scene (“The Left’s Resignation Note,”
December 13, 2008). Countries such as China, India, Russia, and
Brazil have doubled the global labor pool in recent years, and the
competition is growing fiercer by the day. The global recession will
only speed up the social model’s demise, and the European left
therefore finds little solace in the deepening gloom. “Honest European
politicians know this,” as you point out, “and so, deep down, do most
voters.” Most important, the youngest among them can gather this
much, too. Deep, deep down, they know that the European social
model is not meant for them, let alone their children. Riots like those
that gripped Greece last week are likely to spread across the continent
like wildfire as this knowledge takes root. With nothing to lose, the
youth will go on a rampage. None the wiser, the European left will be
left out once again, and the right will be caught holding the bag.
PUBLIC-WORKS EXCESSES (December 16, 2008)
In connection with Barack Obama’s promised public-works program,
you warn that “Japan offers a cautionary tale on the risks of an
infrastructure-based stimulus” (“Days of Open Wallet,” December 13,
2008). Indeed, Japan’s construction sector once reached almost a
quarter of its total output, which made it politically powerful,
inefficient, as well as corrupt. America’s construction sector, hovering
under a tenth of its total output, is nowhere as powerful as Japan’s, but
the warning is still well taken. The key is in the word “stimulus,”
though. Although it can be habit-forming, it must be clear from the
outset that its main function is to bolster the national economy rather
than the construction sector as such. Of course, it must also be
abundantly clear that it is limited in time. That is the only way to
avoid Japan’s public-works excesses, which linger to this day.
RUSSIAN ORTHODOXY (December 17, 2008)
When bishops from Russia, Ukraine, and the Slavic diaspora meet to
elect a new patriarch in late January, they will face a relatively simple
problem: the successor of Patriarch Alexey II, who died in early
December, will have to work closely with Vladimir Putin while
maintaining ostensible independence from the state. Thus it is not
surprising that the current favorite is Metropolitan Kirill of Smolensk,
whom you describe as “a tough and sophisticated practitioner of
geopolitics, as well as politics of the ecclesiastical sort” (“Farewell,
Middle Roads,” December 13, 2008). He is already a champion of
integration of Orthodox churches with Moscow as the new
Constantinople, whence his spat with the Istanbul-based Ecumenical
Patriarchate for sway over eastern Christianity, especially in the
Eastern Balkans on the European Union’s turf. This is where Kirill
and Putin are likely to work most closely, as their geopolitical
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objectives are essentially the same. The independence of church and
state will be the problem of their successors.
AN ANARCHIST INTERNATIONAL (December 23, 2008)
Whatever the ideological roots of Anarchism in recent Greek riots,
which quickly garnered sympathy far and wide, it is certain that they
have little to do with Mikhail Bakunin and Peter Kropotkin, the
movement’s long-forgotten progenitors (“Rioters of the World Unite,”
December 20, 2008). The new era of networked protest against all
authority most likely borrowed the name without much thought.
Nonetheless, it is likely to stick, and some of the youths around the
world will in time learn a thing or two about Anarchism proper from
the Internet, their weapon of choice. The ideology will follow soon
enough, too. An Anarchist International, which you prophesy half in
jest, may take only a few years to build. And it could not have come at
a more propitious time, given the pathetic state of the world’s
economy. To paraphrase Lenin: “Global Depression + World Wide
Web = Anarchism.”
FIDDLING WITH WORDS (December 24, 2008)
I agree with you that an approaching asteroid would in all likelihood
concentrate human minds sufficiently to foment international
cooperation if it offered the only hope that the lethal object could be
deflected (“Fiddling with Words as the World Melts,” December 20,
2008). In the absence of such a conspicuous threat, though,
international cooperation is rather unlikely. The pitiful current
attempts of the European Union and the United Nations to reach any
sort of consensus on climate change is yet another proof that humans
would let themselves get boiled just like the proverbial frog if the
temperatures would rise only gradually. I thus disagree with you that
the most recent scientific report on the rapid shrinking of the Arctic ice
comes close enough to an asteroid-type warning. No matter how fast
the melting, it strikes me as far from sufficient to foment any sort of
concerted action. The old frog would hardly budge without that
blessed rocky projectile of yours.
CAPSAICIN CRAVING (December 27, 2008)
I delighted in your ruminations about the reasons why the world has
taken to chilies (“Global Warming,” December 20, 2008). From the
capsaicin-endorphin connection, which explains the chili highs, to the
presence of capsaicin in an ever-wider range of foodstuffs, I felt at
home with everything you dished out. Yes, I am among those familiar
with capsaicin craving, if not outright addiction. But I was a bit
surprised by your mention of chili-flavored chocolate as something
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that previous generations would have regarded as preposterous. In
fact, the Maya know the concoction since well before the arrival of
Columbus. Minus sweeteners, it goes without saying. For best results,
they used enemas, too, as the colon is much more receptive to the chili
delight than the mouth. Returning to the present, what better pastime
for true aficionados of capsaicin?!
Addendum I (January 5, 2009)
Today I received another electronic-mail message from Edward Lucas,
Central and Eastern Europe correspondent of The Economist, who
thanks me on my comments on his article: “We have chilies in
common, too! I so look forward to meeting you when our
peregrinations coincide.” Surprise, surprise. So far, we agreed on his
area of expertise, and often. “Your idea of capsaicin suppositories
deserves an article in itself,” he concludes with gusto. In my letter I
mentioned only enemas, but no matter. Another wonderful pastime is
surely in the making.
Addendum II (January 9, 2009)
This morning I learned that this jolly letter to the mighty newspaper
had found its way into print. Lucas’ praise notwithstanding, I was very
surprised. Most pleasantly, too, for I never expected such a playful
letter to be published. With a friend like the Central and Eastern
Europe correspondent, I may go a long way as an assiduous writer of
letters to the editor of The Economist. Sooner or later, I may well
spew my wisdom with utter abandon in almost every issue!
DEMOGRAPHIC TIME BOMB (January 4, 2009)
In your review of George Magnus’ The Age of Ageing: How
Demographics are Changing the Global Economy and Our World
(London: John Wiley and Sons, 2009) you suggest that all those
concerned with the “demographic time bomb” resulting from the
combination of growing longevity and falling fertility fall into three
categories: those who claim that this is just another Malthusian scare
that can be easily sorted out; those who preach gloom and doom; and
those who, like our author, crunch the numbers and come up with
sensible ideas about ways and means to avert the worst (“Graying
Globe,” January 3, 2009). But a couple of paragraphs later you point
out that all the sensible ideas proposed in the reviewed book must be
implemented right away, which is rather hard to imagine in the world
gripped by deep recession or even depression. Would you not agree
that you, too, fall quite comfortably in the gloom-and-doom category?
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SAMUEL HUNTINGTON (January 4, 2009)
As you argue in your near-obituary of Samuel Huntington, he may
well be best remembered for his prophesy of the clash of civilizations
in 1993, when nearly everyone was inebriated senseless in the wake of
the Cold War (“Huntington’s Clash,” January 3, 2009). Where they
saw the spread of peace and prosperity around the world, he saw the
emerging conflict that eventually surfaced quite rudely in 2001. But
this is what he did with every bit of received wisdom as soon as it
turned almost unshakeable. The more unshakeable it got, the fiercer
and perhaps more annoying he became in turn, whence in part his taste
for the broadest of brushes. For he was a contrarian first and foremost.
As one of America’s greatest public intellectuals of the last half a
century, he will be missed by both friend and foe precisely for this rare
quality. Besides, contrarians with a Harvard chair in political science
are pretty rare, indeed.
TROUBLED WATERS (January 5, 2009)
I commend you on your special report on the sea (“Troubled Waters,”
January 3, 2009). “The sea is suffering,” as you point out, “mostly at
the hand of man.” You cover much: mounting pollution, chronic overfishing, and sea-floor-grabbing for oil and gas exploitation, as well as
the resulting mass extinctions of marine flora and fauna, rapid melting
of the icecaps, swelling of the sea due to increasing temperatures in the
atmosphere, and rising sea levels threatening coastal settlements.
Although you conclude on a positive note, calling for more research,
better management, and property rights to protect the sea from
excessive exploitation, you do not suggest that these remedies will
come easily or quickly, especially in view of the global economic
crisis. “It is clear,” as you argue, “that man must change his ways.”
Whether or not this will ever come to pass remains to be seen, though,
but your warning is loud and clear. Quantum sufficit.
PEAK-TO-TROUGH GUIDELINES (January 12, 2009)
The present economic crisis is that much more difficult to bear than
any old crisis because it is so hard to tell how bad it will get and how
long it will take. Such things are anyone’s guesses, or so it seems.
The work of two economists of renown, Carmen Reinhart of the
University of Maryland and Kenneth Rogoff of Harvard University,
who looked into fourteen “severe” banking crises to date, is thus most
welcome (“Drastic Times,” January 10, 2009).
Pardon my
simplifications, but here is a summary of their peak-to-trough
guidelines for cumulative changes applied to the present crisis: house
prices will drop by a third over five years; equity prices will drop by a
half over three years; unemployment will jump by a tenth over five
years; and total output per person will drop by a tenth over two years.
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Phew! Drastic as these changes undoubtedly are, they are at least
tangible. They at least give us some bearings. At this stage in the
crisis, that is surely a godsend.
LAYAWAY (January 14, 2009)
I learned from a friend about the old Depression scheme called
layaway only last summer. As you explain in your article, it allows a
buyer to put a deposit for a particular piece of merchandise, which the
store puts in storage for a few months until it has been paid out in full,
usually by means of small payments (“The Layaway Way,” January
10, 2009). If the buyer cannot complete the agreement, the payments
are refunded, minus a service charge. The old scheme is now coming
back across the United States, but it has apparently never completely
disappeared. My friend—who happens to be young, female, and
black—is from Detroit. The city has been in such a poor way for so
many years that layaway is a normal way of doing business there.
Depression is apparently always much closer to some places than
others.
THE GAS DISPUTE (January 19, 2009)
You liken the gas dispute between Russia and Ukraine to a fierce
family squabble and various countries in the European Union to
policemen summoned to intervene by the concerned neighbors
(“Energetic Squabbles,” January 17, 2009). Bulgaria thus plays the
rôle of a confused policeman, Italy of a bored one, and Germany of an
exasperated one. But your metaphor is left hanging in the air well
before you reach your conclusions, which hardly deserve that name,
either. When it comes to the oft-repeated gas dispute between Russia
and Ukraine, the members of the Union are more like hapless tenants
of the squabbling family than policemen of any description. The
trouble is that there are few other landlords in the squalid
neighborhood, let alone policemen. Still, the best the Union can do is
look for them as quickly as possible.
BIODIVERSITY FOR BEGINNERS (January 21, 2009)
It is good to read that that the global extinction crisis may have been
overstated, at least in percentage terms (“Second Life,” January 17,
2009). This is suggested by the work of Joseph Wright of the
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute in Panama and Helen MullerLandau of the University of Minnesota, who claim that the damage
wrought by development and climate change might not be as grim as it
was once feared. And this you hail as “a rare piece of good news.”
One wonders whether biodiversity can be meaningfully measured in
percentages, though. Of course, bigger animals, such as mammals and
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birds, are under greater threat nowadays than are smaller ones, such as
insects. Although there are many more small animals than big ones, a
difference of only a few percentage points may still spell disaster, and
especially for us humans. No matter how diverse it might be
biologically speaking, this world of ours populated by zillions of
diverse insects would be pretty bad news, indeed.
STATE CAPITALISM (January 26, 2009)
One would expect that a staunchly liberal newspaper like yours would
be very uneasy about the growing threat of nationalization of failed or
troubled banks around the world, but in your last issue you went
ballistic about this threat from the main leader onward (“Inside the
Banks,” January 24, 2009). The dreaded N-word is everywhere (“To
the Barricades,” “Shorn Bank Shares, Shaven Poll Ratings, Shredded
Nerves,” “The Ties that Bind,” “Another Fine Mess,” “Fishy Stock,”
and “The Specter of Nationalization,” for instance). It also lurks
behind the bulk of your special report on the future of finance (“Greed
and Fear”). Although nationalization of institutions that lie at the very
heart of capitalism is undoubtedly a measure of last resort, some form
of state capitalism is surely needed at this stage since it is the taxpayers
who will ultimately have to bail out the crumbling financial system.
This much you, too, will have to concede before you can focus on the
new rules of the old game. For trusting the financial markets will not
come easily to the taxpayers for many years to come, perhaps even an
entire generation.
THE UPCOMING SOCIAL UNREST (January 27, 2009)
As the recession deepens into depression, the specter of which is now
looming ever larger, social unrest is sure to spread across Europe, just
as you predict in your articles about France and Spain (“A Time of
Troubles and Protest” and “And Worse to Come,” January 24, 2009).
The recent Anarchist riots in Greece gave only a foretaste of the long
slug to follow. But you err in both articles by focusing on the far left,
which can be expected to concentrate on growing unemployment. The
far right will show its face soon enough, and migrants will take the
brunt of their ire as low-paying jobs turn appealing to all. Long a
hesitant and bungling migrant haven, Europe will be rent by the
upcoming troubles. Violent clashes between the far left and far right
are thus likely to become the hallmark of the upcoming social unrest.
ECO-DOCUMENTARIES (January 27, 2009)
It is good to read about a spate of new eco-documentaries at this year’s
Sundance film festival (“Underwater Treasure,” January 24, 2009),
several of which are about the troubled oceans. And it is especially
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good to read that these documentaries are turning activist in line with
Al Gore’s “An Inconvenient Truth” (2006), which has made a mint in
the meanwhile. As the founder of the Sundance festival, Robert
Redford, puts it: “Just explaining the problem isn’t enough. You have
to show what people can do about the problem.” The devastation of
our planet is gathering an ever more furious pace, and it is high time
for the eco-activists to turn toward film as a medium. If someone can
make some money in the bargain, so much the better for the new
genre. Eco-documentaries are likely to have a negligible carbon
footprint, anyway.
GEO-ENGINEERING (February 2, 2009)
As you say, if people can warm the earth, they may be able to cool it,
too (“Every Silver Lining Has a Cloud,” January 31, 2009). Under the
banner of geo-engineering, a budding field, proposals for planet-wide
projects already abound: dumping iron in the oceans, injecting
sulphates into the stratosphere, spraying seawater into the air,
constructing giant space-borne parasols to shade the earth from the
sun. While you mention all sorts of problems with these last-ditch
proposals, such as their effectiveness, side-effects, and costs, you fail
to consider one vital factor: the amount of time needed for them to
deliver. It has taken people a couple of centuries to warm the earth,
and it is likely that it will take them many decades to cool it even under
the best of circumstances. The remaining question is how much time
we have before it is too late for all remedies, including those of the
most intrepid geo-engineering.
JOHN UPDIKE (February 2, 2009)
To my surprise, you squeezed John Updike’s obituary into your Books
and Arts Section (“An American Subversive,” January 31, 2009).
God, sex, and America were his three themes, you claim. A Protestant
to his bones and very much a Yankee, you place him in the generation
of silent Americans. Would that he was much more silent, though. I
remember reading one of his novels in the late Sixties, but I do not
remember which one. Or what it was about, if anything. I remember
going to a lecture of his in the late Seventies, but I do not remember a
word he uttered. Or the color of his voice, if any. Having read your
near-obituary, I searched through my own writings for his name. As it
turned out, he has left no trace in thirty-four years’ worth of ruminating
about everything under the sun. When I go back to that dreary lecture
of his, all I can see in my mind’s eye is a wizened face of a retired
small-town lawyer or dentist. An American subversive, my ass.
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REDUCING UNCERTAINTY (February 3, 2009)
In a guest article about the economic crisis, Olivier Blanchard, the
chief economist of the International Monetary Fund, says that
policymakers should focus on reducing uncertainty (“(Nearly) Nothing
to Fear but Fear Itself,” January 13, 2009). Sounds promising, as
uncertainty feeds uncertainty, which feeds economic paralysis all
around. But how are the policymakers to do this? Wield a magic
wand, which Blanchard mentions in the first paragraph? With all due
respect, for Blanchard is a fine economist, much of the task is actually
in the hands of economists. They should focus on reducing uncertainty
by offering plausible guidelines on the effect of crises like this one.
The first step in this direction was recently taken by two economists of
renown, Carmen Reinhart of the University of Maryland and Kenneth
Rogoff of Harvard University, who looked into fourteen “severe”
banking crises to date, and whose work you recently reviewed
(“Drastic Times,” January 10, 2009). In an earlier letter, I simplified
their peak-to-trough guidelines thus: “house prices will drop by a third
over five years; equity prices will drop by a half over three years;
unemployment will jump by a tenth over five years; and total output
per person will drop by a tenth over two years” (“Peak-to-Trough
Guidelines: A Letter to The Economist, January 12, 2009). With
credible information of this ilk, fortified by further research by other
economists, policymakers would indeed have a chance of reducing
uncertainty.
LIQUIDITY TRAP, AGAIN (February 4, 2009)
In your discussion of the European Central Bank’s leisurely approach
to cutting the prime rate of interest, which is now set at two percent,
you mention that its president, Jean-Claude Trichet, is cautious so as to
avert a “liquidity trap” (“Trapped,” January 31, 2009). So far, so good.
But then you continue quite breathlessly: “This ambiguous bit of
jargon usually refers to situations, such as when interest rates fall to
zero, where orthodox monetary policy can no longer affect demand.”
Ambiguous? Jargon? Usually? The term comes straight from John
Maynard Keynes and it pertains to situations where interest rates are
close to zero, in which case people may prefer to hold onto their cash,
the most liquid of assets, rather than putting it into a bank. The term
can be found in every textbook of macroeconomics available on earth.
Returning to Tirichet, his caution is so much closer to Keynes than Ben
Bernanke’s rush to the prime rate of interest of one percent almost
exactly a year ago. Rather than blast Trichet’s cautious policies
regarding the prime rate of interest, you should turn your attention to
Bernanke’s shenanigans, and that “ambiguous bit of jargon” of yours
will serve you well.
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PROPER ENGLISH (February 16, 2009)
As you say in your article about the growing dominance of English in
Europe, native English-speakers are notoriously hard for their
colleagues in Brussels to understand, for they talk too fast, or use
obscure idioms (“English is Coming,” February 14, 2009). Of course,
the same holds in Prague or Rome. How about an embarrassment of
English accents, though? I remember lamenting once in a Glasgow
taxi that the Scots learned English too many centuries ago, for I have
never had any problem understanding a taxi driver in Amsterdam or
Helsinki. The paradox of the growing dominance of English in Europe
is that the British, too, will eventually have to learn at least two
languages: their native dialect, which few people outside their quarters
will be able to fathom, and, well, proper English.
THE BOOK OF BOOKS (February 16, 2009)
Once again you discuss the future of electronic books, like Amazon’s
ever-more popular Kindle, without mentioning either hypertext or Ted
Nelson, the concept’s progenitor (“Well Read,” February 14, 2009).
Hailing from the revolutionary Sixties, when the World Wide Web
emerged out of shady military research, hypertext interconnects
everything ever written by means of hyperlinks, which can be thought
of as footnotes, citations, and bibliographic references of yore. By and
by, digitalization of books by Amazon and Google will create a
seamless whole, the book of books. The repository of all recorded
thought, that is. From book to book to book, the reader will be able to
span space and time with consummate ease. From Umberto Eco to
Immanuel Kant to Lady Murasaki, the reader will travel along the
highways of human ingenuity without let or hindrance. The future of
electronic books is an exciting subject primarily for this reason. And
you miss it time and again.
STATE CAPITALISM, AGAIN (February 17, 2009)
In your main leader on Obama’s approach to the deepening economic
crisis you attack him for vagueness (“The Obama Rescue,” February
14, 2009). He “promised a plan and came up with a concept,” as you
put it. Actually, what is now needed is not a plan but a design.
Nationalization of troubled banks, of which there are many across the
United States, requires a bold step into redesign of capitalism. It must
rest on entirely new institutions, too. Some form of state capitalism is
now needed if the entire system is to be saved from debilitating
depression, which will eventually affect the entire world economy on
account of America’s size and importance. Of course, the new design
cannot be had less than a month after Obama stepped into the Oval
Office. However, it is troubling that he and his advisers do not yet
recognize the nature of the problem they are actually facing. Sadly,
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your clamoring for a plan will not help him, either. At best, you will
add to his confusion.
THE PROSPECT OF MEMBERSHIP (February 17, 2009)
In your leader on the first anniversary of Kosovo’s independence you
have little, if anything, to say about the event (“A Year in the Life of
Kosovo,” February 14, 2009). That is as it should be, though, as the
new country is a miniscule part of a much nastier jigsaw puzzle: the
so-called Western Balkans. Everything you have to say about the
troubled region, including your claim that the prospect of membership
in the European Union is the only guarantee of its stability, is right on
the mark. But you fail to even mention the real powers in the Western
Balkans: America and Russia. It is they that will eventually resolve all
the ongoing squabbles, no matter how worrisome, which is why the
Union is rather quiet on the region’s future. Toothless, it knows its
rightful place in world affairs. It is time for you, too, to recognize it.
THE SPECTER OF DICTATORSHIP (February 18, 2009)
I quite enjoyed reading your leader and special report on the
mushrooming middle class in emerging markets (“Two Million More
Bourgeois” and “Burgeoning Bourgeoisie,” February 14, 2009). As
you point out, much of the recent boom rested on its shoulders, but
there is a real danger that it will sink back into poverty as economic
gloom spreads around the world. A pillar of democracy in a boom,
you add with justified concern, it might turn toward dictatorship in a
crash. After all, the middle class impoverished by the Great
Depression supported fascist governments in Europe between World
War I and II. Both your leader and special report thus conclude that
the new middle class might survive the pains of the downturn if it lasts
only a few years, but that a prolonged crash might well undo much of
the progress the developing world had only just made toward
democracy. Well put. In short, everything depends on whether we are
in a recession or a depression. This you leave to the clever reader,
though. The way things look to me at this peculiar juncture, the
specter of dictatorship looms ever more ominously.
SAVERS, SPENDERS (February 18, 2009)
You are so right about the fate of savers in this unjust world of ours
(“A Lament for Savers,” February 14, 2009). As one of “those who
have lived within their means and put money aside for the proverbial
rainy day,” I feel ever more miserable as the interest rates on all my
savings are plummeting. Indeed, this world is made for the spenders,
who will be bailed out for all their sins by the savers. There will be no
thanks for this service, either. As a nation, Americans have figured
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this out long ago. It is they who will be bailed out by the Chinese and
Indians, among others. Come to think of it, though, watch for the
aftermath of this economic travesty. In the long run, no-one anywhere
will ever save again like I have done. I only wonder how the lot of
profligate spenders will be bailed out the next time around.
GLOBALIZATION, DEGLOBALIZATION (February 23, 2009)
Worldwide polls show that benefits of globalization and costs of
deglobalization are generally misunderstood across the globe
(“Turning Their Backs on the World,” February 21, 2009). But this is
not because the economics of the movement of goods and services,
capital, and people are poorly understood; rather, this is because these
are systematically misrepresented by politics. Take for example one of
your “small countries which went into business that grew in
globalization’s wake, like tourism,” where I happen to be living at the
moment. When the going was good, the politicians waxed poetic
about the unparalleled beauty of the land, which fully “explained” the
throngs of visitors, as well as the boom in real-estate prices. The
proverbial industriousness of their people was not left out, either, in
spite of the fact that little but tourism was there to boast about. Now
the same politicians snarl about the global economic crisis made in
America, and they are urging everyone to buy local products only. In
short, it would take an awful lot of economics to fight off the noxious
effect of politics in this small country among countries. Boom or bust,
the politicians do their best to make economics unpalatable, if not also
odious, to their constituencies.
COOKING (February 23, 2009)
“You are what you eat,” you start your review of the research on the
evolutionary rôle of cooking by Richard Wrangham of Harvard
University, which has been reported at the last annual meeting of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science (“What’s
Cooking?” February 14, 2009). As you point out, “cooking increases
the share of food digested in the stomach and the small intestine.” Fair
enough. But it is still difficult to accept your rendering of his claim
that “pre-agricultural man confined to raw food would have starved.”
The brunt of his argument, which relies on a “compelling chain of
logic” rather than “direct evidence,” is the archeological ubiquity of
controlled fire linking modern humans and Neanderthals for at least
two-hundred thousand years. And fire “almost certainly” means
cooking, as you put it. But does it? Fire is useful for warding off
predators and for keeping warm in cold climes, for instance. Going as
far as to claim that “cooking and humanity are coeval” surely goes too
far. Returning to your proverb, cooking can evidently get into your
research, too.
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THE SPIRAL OF IGNORANCE (February 24, 2009)
“Lack of understanding of the credit crunch is magnifying its damage,”
you lament (“The Spiral of Ignorance,” February 21, 2009). “Britain is
swimming naked: almost nobody appears to know what he is talking
about,” you continue. “The public is scared and uncertain; the
politicians are panicky and confused.” All in all, “a layman might
conclude that there is almost no-one in Britain capable of
comprehending the financial mess, and at the same time sufficiently
uncontaminated by the mistakes and ruses that caused it to be entrusted
with the job of fixing it.” For this you blame “low levels of financial
literacy” in the country. The intellectual background of Members of
Parliament, “few of whom have much training in economics and
commerce,” only contributes to the quagmire. But just imagine how
much worse it is in other countries, for Britain is a long-acknowledged
leader in things financial. The spiral of ignorance keeps spiraling
across the globe, where even fewer people have sufficient levels of
financial literacy to understand the credit crunch and its recessionary
consequences. Panic stations, panic stations!
SECTORAL AID (February 24, 2009)
There are ever-louder voices that manufacturing, and especially car
manufacturing, should be bailed out just like banking before it. I am
with you when you argue in your main leader that this would not be
wise (“The Collapse of Manufacturing,” February 21, 2009).
Consumers should decide about such matters. Besides, there is a real
danger of a protectionist backlash. But you overstate your case by
arguing that all sectoral aid is wasteful and dangerous. As you point
out, the economy is like a network in which everything is connected
with everything else. To paraphrase Orwell, though, some sectors are
more connected than others. The total effect of increasing the demand
of a particular sector by a given amount is measured by several
multipliers: output, employment, import, or export. The total effect
includes increases in output, employment, import, or export across the
economy as a whole. In most countries, manufacturing has high output
and employment multipliers, but it also has high import and export
multipliers, whence my support of your caution. By comparison,
construction typically has equally high output and employment
multipliers as manufacturing, but low import and export multipliers,
which is why it is sometimes used to pull an economy out of the
doldrums. To wit, not all sectoral aid is wasteful and dangerous. And
many a wise government will thus prop up its economy by propping up
the construction demand.
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ANTHROPOLOGY FOR BEGINNERS (March 3, 2009)
Unbeknownst to their writers, the first two articles in your Science and
Technology Section go very well together (“The Kindness of Crowds”
and “Primates on Facebook,” February 28, 2009). The first argues that
crowds police themselves while the second points out that the number
of people we know well is determined by the cognitive power of our
brains rather than technology. Now, for many tens of thousands of
years people lived in small nomadic communities of up to hundredand-fifty people. This is the number of people that still corresponds to
the average number of friends on Facebook or other social networks on
the World Wide Web. These small communities occasionally came
into contact with other nomadic communities of the same size, whence
the wider circle of acquaintances also observable on Facebook. Once a
year, all the small nomadic communities inhabiting the same
geographic area would gather together for a few days to exchange
goods and services, experience and gossip, as well as sexual favors so
as to prevent inbreeding. This is what crowds are for, which is why
they tend to be self-policing.
EASTERN EUROPE’S WEAKEST SPOT (March 3, 2009)
Your main leader and your briefing on ex-Communist economies warn
that the European Union is in grave danger in view of the spreading
economic crisis among its newest members to the east (“The Bill that
could Break Up Europe” and “The Whiff of Contagion,” February 28,
2009). In brief, Western Europe is damned if it bails out Eastern
Europe, most of which had badly mismanaged the boom following the
collapse of the Soviet Union, and it is damned if it does not. In either
case, Eastern Europe may take the European Union down with it. The
danger you describe is real, but it is even more real in a region that you
have left out of your analysis altogether: Western Balkans. This is
Eastern Europe’s weakest spot. The gathering economic gloom
together with all sorts of problems left unattended since the breakup of
Yugoslavia conspire to make precisely this region central to the
Union’s bailout. If the opportunity to kill two birds with one stone is
not ceased now, the conundrum will only grow. And the Union may
well crumble in view of the consequences, of which the economic ones
will be the most benign.
EXTREMIST NIGHTMARES (March 9, 2009)
“Could 1930s economics lead Europe to 1930s politics?” you ask
gingerly, carefully avoiding the word “fascism,” which you reserve for
the accompanying cartoon (“Extremist Nightmares,” March 7, 2009).
You betcha. Although it is true that the very existence of the European
Union makes such fears less ominous now than ever before, the Union
is hardly a guarantee against fascism, as you imply. Especially on its
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fringes, the club could fall to pieces if the current recession turns into a
full-blown depression, which could quickly lead to extremist
nightmares of all sorts. True, Europe as a whole is not threatened by
unfinished business left in the wake of the two world wars, but parts of
the Union’s territory definitely are. The breakup of Yugoslavia is the
case in point, which is why the Balkans, both Western and Eastern,
deserve special attention by the Union and America. Much unfinished
business there could turn into a nightmare easily enough.
DRUGS AND POLITICAL WARFARE (March 9, 2009)
In your main leader and your briefing on drug wars you focus on
solutions rather than causes of the global problem (“How to Stop the
Drug Wars” and “On the Trail of the Traffickers,” March 7, 2009).
Perhaps this is as it should be, except for one of the potential causes
you do not mention even in passing: political warfare. Not so long ago
it was perfectly respectable to argue that drugs were a part of a
Communist plot. In his well-received Red Cocaine: The Drugging of
America (Atlanta, Georgia: Clarion House, 1990), Joseph D. Douglass
Junior offers evidence tying China, the Soviet Union, and their
surrogates, including Czechoslovakia and Cuba, into international
narcotics trafficking against the west in general and the United States
in particular. Now, I am not suggesting that such plots were as
successful as Douglass and others argued two decades ago, but it is
hard to dismiss the evidence that they existed. What about today,
though? Can we believe that drugs are no longer part of political
warfare?
INNOVATION, IMMIGRATION (March 10, 2009)
As you argue, immigration is central to America’s ability to innovate
(“Give Me Your Scientists…,” March 7, 2009). Immigrants now make
up nearly a half of scientists and engineers with doctoral degrees in the
country. They contribute a disproportionate share of all patents given
to scientists in America. What is more, a scientific diaspora gives
countries of origin a certain advantage in terms of access to the latest
research, thus mitigating some of the problems associated with brain
drain. It is therefore strange that contemporary theories of growth, all
of which emphasize the importance of innovation, fail to assign a
special rôle to immigration. As you also point out, innovation benefits
from clusters, such as the Silicon Valley or Boston, Massachusetts,
where half a million students and teachers from all over the world can
be found at any one time. The only addition I would make to your
ideas about how to improve theories of growth is to focus on the
innovators themselves and ask them, too, whether they would rather be
in an American innovation cluster or in their village someplace in India
or China. Chances are that the only force conspiring against
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America’s ability to innovate are its unenlightened immigration
officials.
WELCOME TO THE PHILOMORPHS (March 10, 2009)
Reading your review of Philip Ball’s Shapes: Nature’s Patterns
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009) I cannot but remember Peter
Stevens’ Patterns in Nature (Boston: Little, Brown, 1974), which has
been out of print for a while now (“Patterns of Evolution,” March 7,
2009). Stevens was a member of the Philomorphs, an informal group
of lovers of form, established at Harvard in the early Seventies by
Stephen Gould, Cyril Smith, Arthur Loeb, Michael Woldenberg, and
myself. As these names would suggest, from the very start the group
attracted biologists, metallurgists, crystallographers, geographers,
mathematicians, and architects because it was perfectly obvious that
generators of form cannot be subsumed under any one of these
disciplines, each of which had something to contribute to our
understanding of the subject. Which seems to be the main point of
Ball’s new book. Welcome to the Philomorphs!
MATHEMATICAL-BEAUTY THEORY (March 11, 2009)
According to you, Eugene Fama’s efficient-market theory, stating that
financial markets are “informationally efficient,” or that prices of
traded assets accurately reflect all known information, has been proved
both wrong and right by the credit crunch (“The Grand Illusion,”
March 7, 2009). You are only trying to be funny, of course. Fama’s
hypothesis is wrong, period. It is one among many mathematical tricks
introduced by economists to make their science, well, beautiful.
Another is the so-called rational choice theory, stating that all human
actions result from weighing all costs and benefits involved. Every
such trick has allowed yet another leap in the mathematical conquest of
economics. The dismal science has thus long lost all contact with
reality for the sake of its own mathematical beauty. As is well known,
John Maynard Keynes was a pretty good mathematician, but he
eschewed it in his economic theory. He knew that humans are far from
rational.
JOHN CHEEVER (March 16, 2009)
A short while ago you lionized John Updike (“An American
Subversive,” January 31, 2009). In your review of Blake Bailey’s
biography, Cheever: A Life (New York: Knopf: 2009), you now lionize
John Cheever, another American writer of doubtful worth, who died in
1982 (“Buttoned Up,” March 14, 2009). Throughout, you glorify the
novel, supposedly the king of literary forms. Cheever, whose calling
was the short story of the New Yorker ilk, “knew he needed to write a
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novel to be taken seriously,” for the short story was a form with “the
life expectancy of a mayfly,” as he himself conceded. This is an
entrenched Anglo-Saxon bias, to be sure. Asked why he bothered to
write, you quote Cheever as replying: “I write to make sense of my
life.” Indeed, this is what writing is all about. And the shortest of
stories comes much closer to the right literary form for such an
endeavor than the novel. In fact, the journal is the literary form of
choice in many other cultural environments. Novels are for spoilt
readers and indulging writers without a life of their own.
A PLAN C FOR GLOBAL FINANCE (March 16, 2009)
You bill Dani Rodrik of Harvard University as arguing in a guest
article for stronger national rather than global financial regulation (“A
Plan B for Global Finance,” March 14, 2009). If you look a bit more
closely, though, you see that he is actually arguing for a three-tiered
system encompassing national, regional, and global regulation. The
national regulation is indeed key to his proposal, but regional (such as
the European Union, for instance), and global (something along the
lines of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, for example)
levels are far from marginal. In fact, all three levels require careful
coordination so as to ensure that each level above the national involves
a minimal set of international guidelines. In essence, the regulatory
regime at the global level would need to ensure against protectionist or
discriminatory trade policies at lower levels. I only wonder whether
this reading of Rodrik’s proposal ends up being a Plan C for global
finance.
SEA-LEVEL RISE FOR BEGINNERS (March 17, 2009)
It is disturbing to read that four environmental experts had recently
announced at a scientific conference in Copenhagen that “sea levels
appear to be rising twice as rapidly as had been forecast by the United
Nations just two years ago” (“A Sinking Feeling,” March 14, 2009).
In particular, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
convened by the UN predicted in 2007 that sea levels would rise by
between eighteen to fifty-nine centimeters by 2100, whereas new
findings predict that the rise in this period would be between fifty and
a hundred centimeters. But it is amusing to read your explanation of
these findings: “The reason for the rapid change in the predicted rise in
sea levels is a rapid increase in the information available.” By this
reckoning, the amount of information must have doubled, too. What is
more, we can now use the same law to predict further rise in sea levels:
if the amount of information doubles again in the next two years, the
predicted rise in sea levels will also double. Neat, this.
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GETTING THINGS DONE (March 17, 2009)
In your special report on entrepreneurship you wax way too poetic
about this economic function (“Global Heroes,” March 14, 2009). You
even introduce your own “narrow” definition of an entrepreneur as
“someone who offers an innovative solution to a (frequently
unrecognized) problem.”
In his Capitalism, Socialism, and
Democracy (1942), Joseph Schumpeter, one of the pioneers of
entrepreneurship in economics whom you quote abundantly, is
squarely against you in this regard: “This function does not essentially
consist in either inventing anything or otherwise creating the
conditions which the enterprise exploits. It consists in getting things
done.” Period. Your definition is thus not only narrow but also
spurious. It makes a fetish out of innovation, as though it is
synonymous with getting things done. In fact, many an innovation
never gets off the ground.
IN PRAISE OF NEOCOLONIALISM (March 23, 2009)
Petty nationalism aside, many a citizen of the Balkans would feel
comfortable with the Bulgarian government’s plea for the European
Union’s help in running their country (“A New Colonialism,” March
21, 2009). Under this proposal, hatched by the prime minister’s
advisers, the Union would get more power to intervene where
“weaknesses may be qualified as structural and persistent,” and thus
unlikely to be resolved by the Bulgarian government “alone.” Worries
over corruption, organized crime, and slow judicial reform spell out
not only distrust in Balkan governments, but also a wish of their
peoples that the Union would help run things a bit more directly. After
all, that is the main reason for support of Union membership in the
countries still out of its borders in the Western Balkans. As the
economic crisis deepens, the threat of ever more corruption, organized
crime, and judicial mismanagement grows, making the Bulgarian
neocolonial idea ever more appealing across the region.
HOW CHINA SEES ITSELF (March 23, 2009)
Even the title of your main leader is confused (“How China Sees the
World,” March 21, 2009). “And how the world should see China,”
you add before you start, as if your idle ruminations were revelations.
The title should have been much more direct and poignant: “How
China Sees Itself.” The Middle Kingdom it is called. Not for nothing,
either. This you would have learned even thirty or forty years ago in
casual but frank conversation with Chinese people anywhere around
the world, including China. Even then they knew how things would
turn out in due course. True, the current troubles of the so-called west
only add to Chinese nationalism, ingrained as it is, but your surprise is
still surprising. The Chinese have always seen the world as the
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periphery. And, as is the case when Europe and America and
concerned, as nothing but uncouth if arrogant upstarts. Considering
the fact that it was Genghis Kahn who brought Chinese technology to
destitute Europe, thus initiating the Renaissance, their perception of the
world is not very strange. Or wrong, for that matter. In Chinese eyes,
it only took a few centuries for things to return to, well, normal.
DONGTAN, A CHINESE ECO-CITY (March 24, 2009)
The purpose of an eco-city, town, or village is to test and promote
human settlements that minimize environmental impact. Many such
are still on drawing boards, but a few have already been built. Now,
what is the purpose of Dongtan, a planned eco-city on an alluvial
island near Shanghai, designed by Arup, a leading British design
group, to house half-a-million people? Judging by what you have to
say on the subject, it is but a stunt (“City of Dreams,” March 21,
2009). Arup envisages a compact and mostly car-free community
involved in green research and related industries. They would also buy
local produce and use renewable energy. A new road link would put
Shanghai within commuting distance. Given that much of China is an
environmental disaster area, all this is simply silly. Clearly, Dongtan
is a plaything of Shanghai politicians with little or no interest in testing
and promoting human settlements that minimize environmental
impact. All they are actually doing is cleverly maximizing the value of
the property entrusted to their care. And Arup is dutifully playing
along.
ANIMAL SPIRITS, AGAIN (March 30, 2009)
It is a joy to read that George Akerlof and Robert Shiller’s Animal
Spirits: How Human Psychology Drives the Economy and Why It
Matters for Global Capitalism (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton
University Press, 2009) enthusiastically upholds John Maynard
Keynes’ key insight that little would ever be accomplished without “a
spontaneous urge to action rather than inaction” (“An Economic
Bestiary,” March 28, 2009). That is, his insight that no bridge,
skyscraper, or ocean liner would ever be built on the basis of “cold
calculation” alone. Sadly, economists have veered toward cold
calculation in the wake of World War II in spite of Keynes’
admonishment shaped during the Great Depression. Akerlof and
Shiller therefore offer a fresh departure for the profession. Stranded as
it is in the current economic crisis, which it finds baffling, it needs all
the optimism it can get. And what better start than good old animal
spirits?
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Addendum (December 3, 2009)
Many months later, I stumbled upon Akerlof and Shiller’s book in a
Zagreb bookstore. It is a joy to read, too. At long last, there is a
coherent attempt to put this notion, which comes from the Latin
expression spiritus animalis for “of the mind,” at the center of
economic thought. This is where temptation, resentment, speculation,
or audacity finally come to the fore when human behavior is
concerned. Anyhow, the book has already paid off intellectually.
Having finished reading the Preface, I jotted the following words under
the last paragraph: “It just crossed my mind that the art market could
be useful in ‘explaining’ all other markets—for it is the ‘craziest’ one
of all!” Yes, the art market is surely closer than any other to Keynes’
key insight.
OFF THE HOOK (March 30, 2009)
As you report, Steve Ross, a primatologist at Lincoln Park Zoo in
Chicago, has shown that gorillas are far from gentle giants, as was
commonly believed (“Reputations in the Mist,” March 28, 2009). Just
like the other apes, they, too, hunt animals for food. The research has
also shown that bonobos, previously believed to be but sex-crazed
vegetarians, are the most aggressive apes of all. They regularly hunt
animals for food. In short, this sort of behavior is far from limited to
our closest relatives, the chimpanzees, which have long been known to
be aggressive killers. Perhaps there is some consolation here, after all,
for all of our close relatives are now known to be pretty vicious. In a
way, this takes us off the hook.
DOING THE ROUNDS (April 6, 2009)
You open your article about Bosnia’s fraught future with a joke that is
now doing the rounds in this European Union’s protectorate: “nothing
can succeed in Bosnia, not even a crisis” (“A Tearing Sound,” April 4,
2009). “Pessimist note that Yugoslavs used to tell a similar joke in the
1980s,” you add breezily. Well, the very same joke is now doing the
rounds in much of ex-Yugoslavia, including Croatia, perhaps the
luckiest bit of the defunct country after Slovenia. By extension, the
future of the entire region is now in question. Fighting could resume
not only in Bosnia, as you surmise, but in Kosovo and Macedonia, as
well. That is one thing that often “succeeds” in the Western Balkans,
even without a crisis.
GREEN JOBS (April 6, 2009)
Many governments are now trying to kick off Green New Deals of all
sorts so as to save their economies from rapidly rising unemployment.
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Green jobs would help a great deal while dealing with another ominous
threat—global warming. Your article on this topic ends up by warning
that investing in green technologies is not necessarily the best way to
create jobs (“The Grass is Always Greener,” April 4, 2009). But it
begins rather comically, too. “Saving the planet and creating jobs may
be incompatible,” you point out smartly. Gosh! What are we to do
now? Shall we save the planet or create jobs? Now, let us think about
this problem a bit more carefully. Here we are facing a really tough
one!
POOR, RICH (April 7, 2009)
As we can learn from your Science and Technology Section, the Bible
is right when it says that the poor will always be with us (“I Am Just a
Poor Boy Though My Story’s Seldom Told,” April 4, 2009).
According to several researchers you cite, it all comes from stress and
nothing but stress. The reason the poor are stressed is that they are at
the bottom of the heap both socially and financially. The stress
damages the working memories of children raised in poverty, and this
leads to difficulties with learning. And difficulties with learning lead
to poverty, which thus passes from generation to generation ever since
the Bible was put together. Neat, this. Therefore, the heap will always
be with us, as will the rich at its tip, whose wealth will also pass from
generation to generation forever. I am sure the intrepid researchers
will soon demonstrate the obverse of their proposition, as outlined
here, which will undoubtedly come with an appropriate biblical
reference, too.
IN PRAISE OF THE BOURGEOISIE (April 8, 2009)
Lacking historical depth, your special report on the rich fails to
entertain, let alone instruct (“Spare a Dime?” April 4, 2009). By and
large uncouth upstarts, today’s rich are a sorry lot. Pitted against the
aristocracy, the bourgeoisie was occasionally impressive in its
achievements. Capitalism is one of them, it goes without saying. But
that ceased about a century ago, with World War I. The demise of
aristocracy—the true rich, as it were—spells the end of the
bourgeoisie, as well. Now we have only the rich with nothing but
conspicuous consumption to their name. And it is their unreflected
greed that has led to two depressions in less than a century, one of
which is unfolding in front of our very eyes. Your special report
eschews all this, as though it is ancient history. In fact, it is hardly
history at all.
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THE GIDDENS’ PARADOX (April 14, 2009)
In your review of Anthony Giddens’ The Politics of Climate Change
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009) you mention that “he
chastises eco-warriors for their relentlessly downbeat message, arguing
that people are more likely to change their habits if offered a happy
future to look forward to rather than a bleak one to avoid”
(“Meltdown,” April 11, 2009). The “pedestrian observation,” as you
call it, that “distant, abstract crises tend not to change people’s
behavior even if the consequences are extremely unpleasant,” is
elevated by the pretentious author to the status of a paradox. The
Giddens’ Paradox, no less. But it is enough to remember the Bible to
see that all this is bunkum. The most popular book of all offers no
happy future. Most of its prophecies are outright dismal. It is good to
remember that it gained popularity during the protracted collapse of
the Roman world. And climate change may in time create favorable
conditions for wholesale acceptance of bleak futures galore.
BONN, COPENHAGEN (April 14, 2009)
As the pent-up glaciers of the Antarctic are about to start flowing into
the sea now that an “ice bridge” yoking a major ice shelf to the
continent is gone, you poke fun at last week’s Bonn preparations for
the replacement of the United Nation’s Kyoto treaty at the climate
jamboree in Copenhagen at the end of this year (“When Glaciers Start
Moving,” April 11, 2009). You poke fun at the return of the United
States to the proceedings. And you poke fun at all attempts to bring
climate change closer to the heart of proceedings at the recent G20
summit in London. But you forget that no matter how tedious the
progress of the United Nations may have been, and no matter how far
it might end up from reaching an agreement that could indeed save the
planet from the ravages of climate change, the human species has
never been closer to a collective response to a challenge of global
proportions. In short, it is time to rejoice even if for the last time in
who knows how many years to come.
TALKING TURKEY (April 15, 2009)
You berate Barrack Obama for his public call for Turkish entry into
the European Union (“Talking Turkey,” April 11, 2009). You even
call it a tactical mistake, for the Union’s leaders do not take kindly to
outsiders telling them publicly who should join their club. Outsiders?
When it comes to global geopolitics, the Union is little more than an
American protectorate. And Turkey is of great strategic import as an
alternative energy corridor between Central Asia and Europe, as the
gas spat between Russia and Ukraine has recently shown. Regardless
of when Turkey will join the club, keeping its membership on the table
is hardly the job of political leaders in Brussels and Ankara alone, as
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you argue, but those in Washington, as well. And it is only to
Obama’s credit that he can talk turkey, too. A pity you took your own
clever title so very lightly!
WELCOME TO LILLIPUT (April 15, 2009)
You are all over the place in your ruminations about the European
Union’s plethora of presidents, but you still end up by concluding,
rightly, that a single president representing the Union, along the lines
of the moribund Lisbon treaty, would not be able to do much about its
deeply-ingrained disunity (“A Surfeit of Leaders,” April 11, 2009).
“Welcome to Lilliput,” you muse in this connection. Indeed. Barrack
Obama’s request for Europe to become more serious about energy
security would perhaps be supported by such a president, but he or she
would have little traction when it comes to supporting Turkey’s
membership, an essential ingredient of energy security in Europe. Be
that as it may, it is good not to harbor misguided hopes about Europe’s
place in the world. Lilliput it has become. And Lilliput it will remain.
CONSCIOUS VERSUS UNCONSCIOUS THOUGHT
2009)

(April 20,

In your article on conscious and unconscious thought you focus on
higher cognitive functions, such as logic and mathematics
(“Incognito,” April 18, 2009). But there is much evidence that brains
decide before their owners know about it in many other cognitive
contexts, including tastes, preferences, or moral choices. Feeling that
their brains are perforce their own, people often report that they are
annoyed by their first reactions to many a novel situation. It takes a
while for most people to realize that their brains have to do with the
collective experience of the human species built into their synapses
rather than their own personal experiences, upbringing, or education.
Conscious thought apparently has little bearing on much of our lives.
As you say, the brain prefers to work incognito—that is, to keep us
unconscious of its ways and means.
THE CURSE OF ECONOMICS (April 20, 2009)
An enduring lesson of financial crises, you point out, is that “political
constraints” tend to interfere with economically efficient solutions
(“The Curse of Politics,” April 18, 2009). But who is to blame that
“academic economists” often propose solutions that gloss over realworld political and legal obstacles? Politicians? Law-makers? In the
last analysis, it is the human species as a whole that is to blame for
being so wooly-headed when it comes to economically efficient
solutions to financial crises and other economic horrors. Or is it?
Rather, it is the academic economists who are negligent of the political
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and/or legal constraints they actually face when they propose
economically efficient solutions. Once again, this is a proclivity of a
profession that has long left the real world for mathematical niceties of
their ever more intricate models. I would thus propose a much more
appropriate title to your article: “The Curse of Economics.”
CROATIA VERSUS SLOVENIA (April 20, 2009)
As you say, an air of despondency now hangs over corruption- and
crime-ridden Croatia (“A Balkan State in Balk,” April 18, 2009).
Indeed, the country was glum when it joined the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization earlier this month. Chances are that it would be no less
glum had it simultaneously joined the European Union, as well.
Perhaps the only reason why NATO membership had not caused
serious rumbles in the country is that it was opposed by Slovenia, just
as the EU membership has been, on account of a mind-boggling border
dispute. Croatians begrudgingly accepted the former membership for
the same reason they would accept the latter at this juncture: out of
sheer repugnance toward Slovene opposition. Which is why some
political pundits in the country are now wondering whether Slovenia is
actually in cahoots with the great powers so as to assure the integration
of Croatia into Europe. Why such cunning? The second-richest bit of
ex-Yugoslavia, Croatia may be the key to the rest of the wobbly
Western Balkans.
CHINA’S ENGINE OF GROWTH (April 21, 2009)
It is good to read that China’s economy is beginning to recover as the
giant fiscal stimulus is starting to work (“Bamboo Shoots of
Recovery,” April 18, 2009). China’s recovery will help the recovery
of the rest of the world. But it is interesting to note that construction is
playing a key rôle in all this. Railway investment has tripled over the
past year, and a major part of it is in construction. Housing sales are
up by a third since last year, signaling housing construction upturn
soon. About half of the stimulus is on public infrastructure, which
involves massive participation of the construction sector. It is thus a
bit surprising to read your conclusion: “the biggest task for China is to
find a new engine of growth.” Given that it is a poor country, there is
much more to build there before the return on fixed investment starts
declining. Many more housing units, factories, roads, and bridges are
needed in the meanwhile. To wit, China has found its engine of
growth, and it is managing it remarkably well. A new one will be
needed in about a decade, by which time the world economic crisis
will most likely be over.
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BOLOGNA, BOLOGNA (April 27, 2009)
Founded in 1088, Bologna is the oldest university in the world, but it is
quickly becoming the most infamous one, too, for the so-called
Bologna process, which was inaugurated in 1999 so as to bring the
European universities together through a credit-transfer system, is
getting nowhere fast (“Bolognese Sauce,” April 25, 2008). The goal is
laudable. The execution is deplorable. As you say, many students
now anathematize the process as a “capitalist plot.” Students have
already taken to the streets in France, Italy, Spain, Greece, and Croatia.
They want “Bologna” revoked. The main problem all over Europe is
the failure of government to persuade students and their parents that a
good chunk of spending on higher education will have to come out of
their pockets, as is the case in the United States, the world leader in
higher education. Throughout Europe, the shift from public to private
funding has been on the sly. The only way forward is outright
privatization of universities, which would demand political courage
that much of Europe sorely lacks.
FALSE STARTS (April 28, 2009)
I am with you when you argue in your main leader that “the worst
thing for the world economy would be to assume that the worst is
over” (“A Glimmer of Hope?” April 25, 2009). As you point out,
between 1929 and 1932 the American stock exchange rallied four
times only to fall back below the previous lows. The world economy
is on life-support at the moment, and it would be a mistake to confuse
a few signs of life with a lasting recovery. I am also with you when
you argue that “the worst is over only in the narrowest sense that the
pace of global decline has peaked.” The world economy is still in
decline, that is, but it is now declining at a declining rate. The bottom
is still some way off. Now, will such caution make any difference in
stock exchanges around the world? I doubt it. Chances are that the
current depression will in time be remembered by an even greater
number of false starts than its predecessor. For it is likely to last even
longer, if for no other reason than because of the cumbersome lifesupport now in place. Put differently, your caution is liable to need
repeating more than four times in a row.
THE BERLUSCONIZATION OF EUROPE (May 4, 2009)
Both your leader and article on Italy’s prime minister point out many a
paradox of his rule (“Regrettable Berlusconi” and “ The
Berlusconization of Italy,” May 2, 2009). As his country crumbles in
the clutches of the global economic crisis, he is ever safer in his post.
In almost complete control of the media, he has turned into Italy’s
entertainer-in-chief. And he is a consummate pagliaccio—jester,
buffoon, joker, fool, or clown—with a firm grip of his people’s soul.
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All the problems they face promptly evaporate in his able hands.
Which is why Silvio Berlusconi is unlikely to remain an isolated
Italian phenomenon. As Europe crumbles, too, many a politician will
surely try to follow his example. Nicolas Sarkozy is perhaps the first
among the budding jesters on the continent, but the Berlusconization of
Europe is far from an unlikely prospect. As a global power, it has long
become a farce, anyhow.
GAIA’S REVENGE (May 5, 2009)
One cannot but be reminded of James Lovelock’s Gaia while reading
your main leader and briefing about the threat of a new flu pandemic
(“The Pandemic Threat” and “Watching Nervously,” May 2, 2009).
He conceives of the bulging human species as a pandemic that afflicts
the earth’s homeostasis, which disease he calls polyanthroponemia or
human overpopulation. Malaria, tuberculosis, AIDS, and influenza
among other vicious diseases can thus be thought of as parts of Gaia’s
revenge, which includes global warming, as well. Conceived thus,
pandemics are liable to become an ever-greater threat if for no other
reason than because the human population keeps growing, too. From
Gaia’s perspective, everything goes when it comes to human
overpopulation, the most vicious disease of them all.
THE NEW WORLD DISORDER (May 12, 2009)
In your review of Joshua Cooper Ramo’s The Age of the Unthinkable:
Why the New World Disorder Constantly Surprises Us and What We
Can Do About It (London: Little, Brown, 2009) you argue that it is far
from an either striking or convincing read (“Future Shock,” May 9,
2009). The book’s title already suggests as much, indeed. But your
own title also suggests a review that is neither striking nor convincing.
In particular, all you have to offer to your apt question—whether this
era is really the first unpredictable one—is a reference to one of the
biggest selling books in Edwardian England. Wow! The first really
unpredictable era of our civilization defined broadly is undoubtedly the
fall of the Roman Empire. If you check this subject in any wellstocked bookstore today you will find a plethora of competing reads.
The subject is most popular with readers for the very same reason that
Ramo’s book is likely to end up on many a bestseller list.
INFLATION, DEFLATION (May 13, 2009)
As you argue in your leader on inflation and deflation, the latter is
generally the greater economic ill (“The Greater of Two Evils,” May 9,
2009). Those burdened by debt, and many are so burdened at this
point, would prefer inflation by a wide margin. But you forgot to say a
few words about those on fixed income, such as pensioners. Assuming
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the source of their income is secure, deflation is surely their evil of
choice. If they have some money prudently saved, as well, their choice
is more than clear. Comparing with the Great Depression, when the
world was much younger, and saving was thus less of an option for
most, deflation now benefits many more people. Your leader could
have mentioned them at least in passing.
ONCE AN EXPAT (May 19, 2009)
As your review of recent research by two psychologists argues, living
abroad appears to give you a creative edge (“Expats at Work,” May 16,
2009).
William Maddux of INSEAD, a business school in
Fontainebleau, France, and Adam Galinsky of the Kellogg School of
Management in Chicago have shown that merely traveling abroad is
not enough. Living in foreign parts helps foster creativity presumably
because one is continually confronted by novel experiences that keep
one’s mind busy. By extension, returning to your own land after many
years of living abroad is still fraught with the unexpected, and it thus
promotes creativity once again. This is my own experience, as well as
the experience of many returning expats among my friends. Returning
to Croatia after more than half of my life in America and England has
hardly changed my expat status. Once an expat, always an expat. And
always fielding all manner of unexpected challenges.
IN PRAISE OF COMMUNIST IDEOLOGY (May 20, 2009)
So far, Eastern Europe has avoided economic meltdown, as you rightly
point out (“No Panic, Just Gloom,” May 16, 2009). Although Latvia is
overheated, Ukraine chaotic, and Hungary debt-sodden, as you put it,
the region as a whole is far from the economic apocalypse many have
feared quite recently. These and other countries still face a painful
slump, but no more than that. As you argue, the risks involved are
now being assessed more calmly and rationally than even a few
months ago. But I wonder about your claim that the twenty-odd
countries with the “ex-communist” tag have little in common and that
they thus dispute its relevance. One thing all the countries in the
region do share is a comparatively docile working class, a lasting
tribute to communist ideology of yesteryear.
Increasing
competitiveness through wage cuts and greater efficiency may thus
work in a number of Eastern European countries. Painful as such an
“internal devaluation” may be, it is not likely to face serious resistance
from labor unions. Not yet, at any rate.
WASHINGTON, BRUSSELS (May 26, 2009)
“Europe is still not up to solving its security problems,” you cite
Edward Joseph, a leading American Balkan specialist (“Giving a Shunt
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Towards Europe,” May 23, 2009). Surely, Joe Biden’s recent visit to
Bosnia, Serbia, and Kosovo is the proof of this proposition. It is thus
surprising to read your assessment that “Mr. Joseph exaggerates, but
not entirely.” Why, the whole region now known as the Western
Balkans has been in the doldrums for nearly a decade, and it is thus
excellent news that America is considering appointing a special envoy
for the Balkans. How else break the deadlock, exemplified as of late
by Slovenia’s blocking of Croatia’s accession to the European Union?
Although it would be best if Washington and Brussels worked together
to solve Europe’s security problems, Brussels is not likely to do much
by itself. Without an occasional shunt from Washington, nothing
much would ever happen. In short, Mr. Joseph exaggerates hardly at
all.
WAXMAN-MARKEY (May 26, 2009)
Your article about the first climate-change bill ever introduced in
American Congress is scary enough (“Cap and Trade, With Handouts
and Loopholes,” May 23, 2009). Under Waxman-Markey, as the
Clean Energy and Security Act will be remembered, the myriad
handouts and loopholes make the bulk of the legislation. But even
more worrisome is your chart, which you fail to mention in your
article, showing the percent of Americans who believe that climate
change is caused by human activities versus long-term planetary
trends. Aptly entitled “Not Entirely Their Fault,” the chart shows the
former opinion overtaken by the latter at the beginning of this year.
The trend is scary, indeed. Soon enough, Waxman-Markey will be
praised as the last climate change bill ever introduced in Congress.
After all, who can beat the long-term planetary trends?
EUROPE’S GEOPOLITICAL ABSENCE (June 1, 2009)
I am not surprised to read that Britons are becoming rather indifferent
to the upcoming European elections (“Out of Sight, Out of Mind,”
May 30, 2009). In fact, an ever-larger number of Britons is edging
toward supporting complete withdrawal from the European Union.
Although I agree with you that there are still some reasons for Britain
to stay within the Union, for it remains a formidable market for goods
and services, I am quite surprised by one of the reasons that you dish
out with some conviction: its “growing geopolitical presence.” The
only sense in which its presence may be said to be growing is that the
Union embraces an ever-larger number of countries, albeit increasingly
irrelevant ones. In every other sense it has become nothing but an
American protectorate. Only as such it has managed to save itself
from growing geopolitical absence.
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HUNKY DORY, FOR NOW (June 2, 2009)
Twenty years after the bloody crackdown in Beijing, the Chinese
Communist Party indeed “glides smoothly upon the tide of history,” as
you conclude your review of the anniversary of Tiananmen protests
(“The Party Goes On,” May 30, 2009). The behemoth counting
seventy-four-million people has reformed itself in the meanwhile, and
it has found myriad ways to control the Chinese “mind prison.”
Wisely, however, you added two words to your concluding sentence:
“for now.” Those in control of the party itself know perfectly well that
they will never be able to fathom what is cooking under the tight lid
atop of which they are precariously perched. Control so tight is always
close to uncontrollable explosion. So, everything is hunky dory for
now, but there is no telling when and how things will change, except
that change they must. For, as you quote Bill Clinton telling Jiang
Zemin in 1998, China cannot forever remain “on the wrong side of
history.”
HUMAN IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE (June 2, 2009)
Measuring climate change turns out to be a thorny problem, and so it is
hardly surprising that measuring its impact on humans is an even
pricklier one. “Seat-of-the-pants estimates will not be enough to cool
the world,” you haughtily introduce the first such attempt by Kofi
Annan’s Global Humanitarian Foundation (“Go On, Guess,” June 2,
2009). True, but the task is still worthwhile. The report’s key estimate
that two-fifths of an expected increase in weather-related disasters will
be related to climate change is thus a useful attempt to pin the problem
down rather than useless guesswork. Further research will surely give
us better figures, but we must start somewhere. And the eminent
authors behind the “Human Impact Report” do precisely that. Besides,
lampooning “hazardous estimates” will not be enough to cool the
world, either.
BANANA (June 3, 2009)
I could not suppress a giggle when I read in your special report about
business in America that new construction is stymied there by an
attitude among regulators and environmentalists known as BANANA
(Build Absolutely Nothing Anywhere Near Anyone) (“Surviving the
Slump,” May 30, 2009). Lucky America with its vast tracts of land!
Anywhere else in the developed world, the closest one can get to such
an attitude is good old NIMBY (Not In My Back Yard).
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COMRADES IN ARMS (June 8, 2009)
Embracing a variant of group selection theory of evolution that allows
for Richard Dawkins’ “selfish gene” hypothesis, Samuel Bowles of the
Santa Fe Institute in New Mexico argues that people are altruistic
because they are militaristic (“Blood and Treasure,” June 6, 2009).
Comrades in arms become comrades in other things, as well. Which
reminds me at once of Karl Marx’s Communist Manifesto (1848): “The
history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggle.”
Indeed, I remember Bowles most fondly from the early Seventies,
when he taught and I studied economics at Harvard University.
Together with Herbert Gintis, his comrade in arms at the time, he was
a formidable teacher devoted to Marxian economics. I am glad to see
that the old spirit is still with him, albeit in a new academic robe.
A HIPPOCRATIC OATH FOR ARTISTS (June 8, 2009)
I am delighted to read that more than four-hundred students graduating
from Harvard Business School swore at an unofficial ceremony the
day before they received their degrees that they would, among other
things, “serve the greater good,” “act with the utmost integrity,” and
guard against “decisions and behavior that advances my own narrow
interests” (“Foreswearing Greed,” June 6, 2009). “You may snigger,”
you add. Far from it, though. I would only wish that graduates from
all other schools would also consider such a virtuous oath. Last but far
from least, I would encourage art students to do the same, for they, too,
cannot but contribute to greed that ravishes our society. In fact, it is art
that now symbolizes this vice in its most pernicious forms, as
witnessed by astronomic prices that art objects had reached just before
the onset of the current economic crisis. Would that artists would
follow managers at their most virtuous.
THE PRICE THE WORLD WILL PAY (June 9, 2009)
Your review of Matthew Glass’ Ultimatum (London: Atlantic Books,
2009) is brilliant (“Tidal Fear,” June 6, 2009). Set in 2032, the book
paints the imminent eco-disaster: large swathes of the American coast,
as well as East Asia, are under water. Hurricanes ravage the American
South, and wildfires rage through the West. New cities are being
planned to house many millions of Americans in search of higher
ground. The threat of global economic disaster looms. Well-read and
talented, Glass rises to the challenge: “His portrait of the effects of
global warming is as vivid as it is dark.” The book “does a better job
of convincing the reader about the price the world will pay for its
complacency about global warming than any international
grandstanding or dry scientific report.” But your very last sentence is a
wonder of the book-review genre: “And the ending is brilliant.”
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Congratulations, but no cigar. Your review of Ultimatum is perfectly
enough for this happy reader.
IMMIGRATION VERSUS EDUCATION (June 15, 2009)
As you point out, American children are exceptions to the country’s
work ethic, exaggerated as the pride in it may have become (“The
Underworked American,” June 13, 2009). What with the short school
day and year, the children lose at least an entire year over their
schooling years by comparison with children elsewhere. But all
current attempts to fix this “problem” smacks of nothing less than petty
nationalism. More than a third of doctoral students and patent holders
in America come from abroad, and especially from China and India,
where school children work quite hard. What is more, those among
them who remain in the States long enough to form families take the
vaunted work ethic much more seriously than Americans themselves.
Their children tend to excel in school, as well. In short, all that needs
to be done at present is to adjust the immigration policy to the sloth of
American children. And this simple remedy will do well as long as
America remains attractive to immigrants, especially well-educated
ones. We are talking about a generation at least.
ART, SCIENCE (June 16, 2009)
Your review of Patricia Fara’s Science: A Four-Thousand Year History
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009) is supportive of her claim that
“science is rarely an esoteric effort to attain pure knowledge”
(“Crooked Path to Universal Truth,” June 13, 2009). “Rather,” you
continue, “it stems from attempts to gain power through activities such
as politics, magic, religion, trade, and war.” Indeed. But your
conclusion is marred by a comparison between science and art.
“Unlike art,” you argue, “science is a collective activity that demands
collaboration. If Isaac Newton saw farther by standing on the
shoulders of giants, then those giants themselves had been standing on
the shoulders of others.” In fact, the very same holds for art. Cave art
was a collective endeavor. And so was Cubism, for instance. If Pablo
Picasso saw farther by standing on the shoulders of his predecessors,
so had they in their turn. If this misunderstanding of art as an esoteric
effort to attain pure beauty comes from Fara, she had better consider
her next blockbuster—say, Art: A Forty-Thousand Year History.
G2 TO THE RESCUE (June 16, 2009)
It is abundantly clear that the upcoming meeting on climate change in
Copenhagen, which is to decide on the future of the Kyoto regime, will
depend more on the ongoing talks between America and China in
Beijing than the concurrent gathering in Bonn under the United
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Nations’ climate convention (“Heating Up or Cooling Down?” June
13, 2009). The two main polluters, or G2 as they are affectionately
called, are in the best position to lead the world in determining the
global post-Kyoto agenda. Conveniently, America is in the best
position to lead the developed world, and China the underdeveloped
remainder. It is therefore to be hoped that American and Chinese
officials involved in bilateral talks will put aside their major
differences in time for the crucial Copenhagen meeting. Luckily, both
countries have much to lose if they fail to cooperate in earnest. And
the rest of the world is squarely in their hands. Heating up or cooling
down, indeed.
IN PRAISE OF SELF-HELP BOOKS (June 17, 2009)
It is a joy to read that the research by Joanne Wood and her colleagues
at the University of Waterloo in Canada has suggested that “positive
self-statements cause negative moods in people with low self-esteem
because they conflict with those people’s views of themselves”
(“Words of Wisdom,” June 13, 2009). As many readers of so-called
self-help books that encourage positive self-statements are likely to
suffer from low self-esteem, they may be more than useless. Actually,
such books may only encourage low self-esteem. Your report seems to
be incomplete, though. That is, you fail to mention that the research
also points at the main reason why self-help books do so well in the
marketplace.
Low self-esteem people are dying for continual
punishment!
BASEL, SCHMASEL (June 23, 2009)
A recession that may well turn into a depression will never stop the
filthy rich from competing with each other in the acquisition of art
objects, no matter how crappy. It is the job of the most savvy among
the gallerists and curators to attract the richest among them to the most
exclusive of art fairs where they can join battle in the open without
letting anyone know exactly how much they have spent on this or that
toy on offer. The value of art objects is immaterial as long as they are
presented as though someone else may snatch them from right under
your nose. That is the gist of Art Basel for you, whereas you dedicate
an entire page to the pitiful subject (“Recession Appeal,” June 20,
2009). What is worst, you do not mention Thorstein Veblen or
Quentin Bell, students of the psychology of status and conspicuous
consumption of this ilk, not even once. Alas, another opportunity lost!
OMAR BONGO (June 23, 2009)
Having first read your article about two French presidents, Nicolas
Sarkozy and Jacques Chirac, who attended the funeral of Omar Bongo,
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Gabon’s president for no less than forty-two years (“They Came to
Bury Him, Not to Praise Him,” June 20, 2009), I was quite surprised to
read Bongo’s obituary in the same issue. As you put it, he “made no
distinction between Gabon and his private property.” Facing a big
corruption case in France, he surely deserved no international honors
whatsoever, let alone respectful visits by two presidents of the
erstwhile colonial master of Gabon. Under the circumstances, it
appears that France makes no distinction between the Gabonese
Republic and its former colony, either.
APPETITE FOR RISK (June 24, 2009)
Your warning that the crisis is far from over, and that the re-emerging
appetite for risk may be quite perilous, is surely well taken (“Not So
Fast,” June 20, 2009). But warnings like yours now come along
together with so many cheers about green shoots of all sorts. Those
who have led us into this recession, which threatens to stretch into
another protracted depression, cannot change their mindset in a year or
two. In fact, they cannot change it at all. Their appetite for risk is
forever insatiable. Set in their ways, they are likely to push their luck
over and over again, until they perish altogether. One of the reasons
for depressions may be that those who have created them must vanish
from the scene before a new beginning. In the meanwhile, our lot is
mayhem.
HOMAGE TO HENRY MILLER (June 29, 2009)
As you report, Randolph Nesse, a psychologist and researcher in
evolutionary medicine at the University of Michigan, Illinois,
hypothesizes that the relationship between mild and clinical depression
is similar to the one between normal and chronic pain (“Mild and
Bitter,” June 27, 2009). Both are warning mechanisms. Pain makes
you avoid bodily harm, whereas low mood stops you from pursuing
unreachable goals. Most important, he offers a sensible explanation of
the exceptional level of clinical depression in America: “People here
are often driven to pursue overly ambitious goals, which then can lead
to depression.” Interestingly, Henry Miller, a keen observer of both
America and Europe, where his Tropic of Cancer was written in the
early 1930s, offered the very same hypothesis in his book: “Over there
you think of nothing but becoming President of the United States some
day. (…) Here every man is potentially zero. If you become
something or somebody, it is an accident, a miracle. (…) But it’s just
because the chances are all against you, just because there is so little
hope, that life is sweet over here.” Of course, writers are often far
ahead of their fellow psychologists.
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IN DEFENSE OF EARLY RETIREMENT (June 29, 2009)
Although I agree with much of your leader about the need for new
retirement policies in the aging rich world (“The End of Retirement,”
June 27, 2009), I very much disagree with your wholesale attack on
early-retirement policies, which you go as far as to dub
“demographically insane.” It all depends on where and when, though.
Both for personal and social reasons, I was an outspoken advocate of
early retirement in the British higher-education system in the early
years of this decade. Clogged up by the baby-boomers, the oldest
among whom were already fifty-five years of age in 2001, the
universities needed a way to open professorial ranks to younger and
feistier colleagues. Research in the most propulsive academic
disciplines rarely gains by the advancing age of the researchers. In
addition, retired professors can easily find much to do outside their
laboratories and classrooms. By way of a proof, only consider that
early retirement was introduced by the leading American universities
nearly an entire decade before it gained momentum in the bureaucracyridden British universities. The former outperform the latter by a wide
margin.
THE SAGA OF ELGIN MARBLES (June 30, 2009)
The saga of Elgin marbles, now in the British Museum in London,
appears rather intractable after so many twists and turns of historical
events (“Milestones,” June 27, 2009). Designed and constructed by
Ictinus and Calicrates with Phidias around 440 BC, the Parthenon was
almost intact until 1687, when Venetian forces led by Francesco
Morosini bombed the temple, which was used by the Turkish forces to
store gunpowder. A part of the marbles was removed from the ruins of
Parthenon between 1801 and 1805 by Lord Elgin, a British diplomat.
The remainder of the Greek statues decorating the ancient temple is
now stored in the just opened Acropolis Museum, designed by Bernard
Tschumi and Michael Photiadis. Melina Mercuri, a Greek actress who
became her country’s minister of culture in 1981, requested that Elgin
marbles be returned to Athens, which the British authorities have
ignored so far. However, the request is now becoming more persistent
in connection with the new museum, which can properly house them.
Now, the solution to this riddle requires a bold if somewhat involved
new solution. First, the Acropolis Museum should be demolished.
Within sight of the Parthenon itself, it is an architectural monstrosity.
Second, the remaining marbles should be shipped to the British
Museum, where the Elgin marbles have been kept in good order for
more than two centuries. Third, the remainder of the Parthenon should
also be moved to London, where a new museum should be constructed
to house it entire. Tschumi and Photiadis should be given a second
chance to design it. Fourth, an exact replica of the old temple should
be built in the Acropolis to hold faithful copies of all the marbles. Italy
and Turkey should be requested to finance the new structure, as it is
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their military forces that destroyed the original one by careless
treatment of cultural monuments of great value to our civilization.
Simple!
MANKIND’S BIGGEST MISTAKE (July 5, 2009)
As I was reading your review of Archie Brown’s The Rise and Fall of
Communism (London: The Bodley Head, 2009) I was struck by many
a double take (“Dead End,” July 4, 2009). It was “an impractical
mishmash of ideas, imposed by squabbling zealots that promised
much, delivered little, and cost millions of lives.” What, Christianity?
No, Communism! Its “first big advantage was that it played on two
human appetites: the noble desire for justice and the baser hunger for
vengeance.” Whose, Christianity’s? No, Communism’s! “But the
intoxicating excitement of revolutionary shortcuts attracted the ruthless
and dogmatic, who saw the chance to put into practice muddled
utopian notions.” Whose, Jesus’? No, Marx’s! And so on, and so
forth. The gist of my repeated misreading of the article about the socalled “mankind’s biggest mistake” is that such mistakes tend to repeat
themselves rather regularly. Human appetites are forever mixed. Just
like Christianity, Communism is but a human endeavor. Both survive
the wrongdoings of the church or the party long enough not to warrant
wholesale dismissal, however.
SHEEP, HUMANS (July 6, 2009)
As you report, Tim Coulson of Imperial College in London and his
colleagues have been puzzled by the shrinking size of wild Soay sheep
that live on the remote island of Hirta beyond the Outer Hebrides in
Scotland (“Survival of the Less Fit,” July 4, 2009). This primitive
breed has not changed much since the Bronze Age. The shrinking was
first noted some twenty years ago. The researchers concluded that this
is the result of shorter and warmer winters caused by climate change.
First, the sheep do not need to have such large fat reserves to live off
through milder winters. Second, more sheep survive the winter, and
thus the lambs face more competition with larger animals for food,
which is why they grow less fast. This shows that environmental
change can change animal populations surprisingly fast. Would that
climate change had such a swift impact on the human population!
THE RUSSIAN COMPLEX (July 6, 2009)
In your briefing on Russian-American relations you mention that one
of the problems encountered in improving these relations is Russia’s
“deeply rooted inferiority complex” (“In Search of Détente, Once
Again,” July 4, 2009). How very true. In the next paragraph you
probe the complex’s depth: “The sense of defeat and humiliation
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which the Kremlin attributes to the early 1990s surfaced several years
after the Soviet collapse.” Well, the Russian complex goes back an
entire millennium at least. Last to arrive in Europe, which has never
really accepted them, all Slavs suffer from it in some measure, albeit
for ostensibly different reasons, for there have been defeats and
humiliations galore. Thus the Czech, Croatian, or Bulgarian complex,
too. Tadeusz Konwicki even wrote a book entitled The Polish
Complex (1977). To add insult to injury, most Russians have never
really arrived in Europe, either. Which is why they forever vacillate
on whether or not they are Europeans at all. To wit, it is good to
abandon all attempts at accommodating the Russians for their deeply
rooted complex. It is ineradicable.
THE HOUSING WEALTH EFFECT (July 7, 2009)
You are right to counsel against excessive optimism concerning the
slowdown in the fall of American house prices (“Home Discomforts,”
July 4, 2009). In particular, it is way too early to expect that consumer
spending will rise any time soon on account of the so-called housing
price effect. As you explain the effect, “rising house prices make
people wealthier, increasing the amount they have to spend over their
lifetimes,” which is why “they will disburse some of it in the present,
because they like to spread their spending roughly evenly over the
course of their lives.” Fair enough. But, as your own wording shows
clearly enough, house prices need to be rising for a long while for this
effect to come into play. Indeed, the rise needs to be so drawn out and
steady that a large number of people could start believing that house
prices are not likely to fall over their lifetimes. In the wake of the
current economic crisis, such naïve beliefs will need years to sprout
and take hold of the popular psyche once again, if they ever will. In
the meanwhile, the housing wealth effect is only a bitter-sweet
reminder of how good the American consumers had it until only a year
or so ago.
EUROPE POLICY (July 14, 2009)
You are surely correct when you say that Eastern Europe watches
nervously as America improves relations with Russia (“Not
Captivating Now,” July 11, 2009). Your quote of an anonymous
Eastern European leader puts things succinctly: “Obama doesn’t have a
Europe policy. But neither does Europe.” Very well put, indeed. One
can be sure, however, that America is much closer to having a Europe
policy than Europe will ever be. For Europe is but an American
protectorate ever since World War II. And a protectorate has little say
in forming a policy about itself. Its input may be ceremonial at best,
and Obama will undoubtedly do whatever needs doing to ensure just
such an input when the time comes. This is how things are most likely
to remain indefinitely, as well. The very anonymity of the Eastern
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European leader you quote says this much, albeit in an appropriately
veiled sort of way.
CARITAS IN VERITATE (July 14, 2009)
As you point out, encyclicals are the heaviest ammunition in the
papacy’s intellectual arsenal (“New Sins, New Virtues,” July 11,
2009). Caritas in veritate (Charity in Truth), issued a week ago by
Pope Benedict XVI after years of careful preparation, thus warrants
serious consideration. You pay particular attention to one of the
pope’s most concrete proposals that calls for an overhaul of global
institutions—such as an expanded rôle for the United Nations or some
other authority. Vatican aides argue that this is not a call for world
government, but you admit that this is how it sounds to you, at least a
bit. However, another possible reading of the encyclical is that it
envisages an expanded rôle for the papacy itself. It is good to
remember that this institution arose in the vacuum left after the
collapse of the Roman Empire in the Fifth Century, when the pope
took over many of the former emperor’s powers. Of course, this
analogy cannot be pushed too far. But in today’s polycentric world,
which is becoming too big for a single “policeman” that America used
to be until not so long ago, Benedict XVI may well be angling for
much more than world government.
Addendum (July 15, 2009)
The rise of the medieval papacy as an overreaching authority for the
whole of western Christendom is inconceivable without the collapse of
the Roman Empire. In the Middle Ages, popes came to play many of
the rôles within the Church that Christian Roman emperors had
appropriated to themselves—making laws, calling councils, making or
influencing important appointments. Had western emperors of the
Roman type still existed, it is inconceivable that popes would have
been able to carve out for themselves a position of such independence.
In the east, where emperors still ruled, successive Patriarchs of
Constantinople, whose legal and administrative position was modeled
on that of the Roman papacy, found it impossible to act other than as
imperial yes-men. Appointed by the emperors at will, they tended to
be ex imperial bureaucrats highly receptive to imperial orders.
From Peter Heather’s The Fall of the Roman Empire: A
New History, London: Pan Books, 2006 (first published
in 2005), pp. 442-443.
SOME DIOCLETIAN (July 15, 2009)
Likening the Croatian prime minister Ivo Sanader to Diocletian, who
also withdrew to Split to grow cabbages, is farfetched, to say the least
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(“The Dilemmas of Diocletian,” July 11, 2009). As you say, Croatia is
awash with gossip about Sanader’s sudden and still unexplained
withdrawal from politics entire. Some worry about blackmail, others
about the European Union’s mismanagement of Croatia’s silly border
dispute with Slovenia, and quite a number about the shambles that is
the country’s economy at this fraught juncture. Under Sanader,
Croatia’s foreign debt doubled to forty-billion dollars in just six years,
and it is far from clear what the consequences of such indebtedness
will be. But there is a brand of gossip you fail to even mention:
widespread corruption, organized crime reaching all the way to the
national government, conflict of interests at every government level,
money laundering on a momentous scale, and the like. The prime
minister could not but have been deeply involved in much of this
murky business. Whence the most serious possibility of blackmail
from one of several mafias competing for primacy in government
affairs. While Diocletian is remembered as the first Roman emperor
who voluntarily abdicated his position in 305 because of illness after
many a success in his twenty-one-year imperial career, Sanader has
little or nothing to boast about. Some Diocletian, indeed.
THE SINO-SOVIET CURSE (July 15, 2009)
Your point about the blindness of the Russian eagle’s Asiatic head is
well taken (“Blind-Sided in Asia,” July 11, 2009). The country is the
world’s biggest gas exporter and the second-biggest oil exporter, and
yet it sends a puny three percent of its energy exports to energy-hungry
Asia. Amazing, of course. But you say not a word about Asia’s
blindness, too. It takes two to trade, after all. You do mention a deep
Sino-Soviet rift of old, but you also claim that it has been repaired
already. I very much doubt it, though. Both Russia and China are still
run by former apparatchiks. It will take an entire generation to defeat
the old distrust, and for those three percent of energy exports to start
swelling. In the meanwhile, both trade partners will remain curiously
blind to each other.
ROBERT MCNAMARA (July 15, 2009)
“Quantification was a word Robert McNamara loved,” or so you open
his obituary (July 11, 2009). Teaching at Harvard Business School
from the Forties onward, until his fatal entanglement with John F.
Kennedy, he could not but be a numbers guy, it goes without saying. I
remember loathing him passionately in the Sixties and Seventies, when
his name became nearly synonymous with the Vietnam War. But your
insistence on his passionate reliance on metrics, mathematical models,
and statistics makes me wonder a bit about my innermost feelings. I,
too, was very much a numbers guy back in my student days. And so
were the best and the brightest everywhere around me. Yuckety yuck.
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IN MEMORY OF GIUSEPPE VERDI (July 16, 2009)
Giuseppe Verdi would have been puzzled to read your article about the
new gas pipeline that is supposed to make Europe more secure from
Russian tomfoolery (“He Who Pays for the Pipelines Calls the Tune,”
July 17, 2009). In a signing ceremony in Ankara a few days ago, the
Nabucco pipeline won formal backing from the main transit countries:
Austria, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, and, of course, Turkey. It is
supposed to come into operation by 2015. This involves a dollop of
money from Europe, but mainly a great deal of American lobbying and
arm-wrestling in the countries that are to provide the precious gas:
Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan, both countries closely allied with
Turkey, and, most important, Iraq. But if you think that the twohundred-odd million of euros from the European Union means that it
will call the tune, you are very much mistaken. This is an American
project through and through. The Union has made a few important
steps in the right direction, such as admitting Romania and Bulgaria
into the fold at the right moment, but the real clout is elsewhere.
Which is why Verdi would be most puzzled, indeed. What could all
this fuss have to do with the plight of the Jews exiled from their
homeland by the Babylonian king Nabucco?
HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT (July 21, 2009)
As you report, America’s space agency, NASA, is in trouble in these
difficult economic times, and human spaceflight is likely to be the first
victim of sharp cuts in its program (“Over the Moon?” July 18, 2009).
Fair enough. But you fail to mention the only reason why human
spaceflight is of any lasting interest. Take away space colonization,
and exploration of space is best left to machines. In addition, space
colonization makes long-term sense only if it stretches beyond the
solar system. This is the only way for the human species to survive
past the sun’s demise. Of course, space colonization is unimaginable
without terraforming—large-scale engineering that secures adequate
atmospheric and other planetary conditions for the human species’
habitation anywhere in space. Is this within the species’ capabilities?
Perhaps. But the state of our own planet is now such that climate
change may lead to a point where terraforming will be needed on earth.
Peter Ward thus argues in The Medea Hypothesis: Is Life on Earth
Ultimately Self-Destructive? (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2009), where he attempts to show that we cannot count with our
planet’s long-term habitability. Ensuring that earth continues being
habitable would be such a costly feat of engineering that space
colonization would remain practically unimaginable.
Human
spaceflight thus ought to be axed from NASA’s program as
unadulterated folly.
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THE HAPLESS UIGHURS (July 21, 2009)
You carry two articles about the hapless Uighurs in your last issue.
The first invites the reader to visit your website, where a collection of
photographs of Uighurstan is to be found (“Fighting for Survival,” July
18, 2009). But the photograph attached to the article tells it all: raised
platforms covered with carpets and women dressed in traditional
clothing, including headgear widely associated with Islam. The second
outlines Turkey’s attitudes toward recent bloodshed in Xinjiang, where
Uighurs suffered many a loss (“Troubles Across Turkestan”). As you
say in the second article: “Turkey’s cultural, religious, and ethnic links
with Xinjiang make it difficult for leaders there to keep quiet.” How
could they, indeed? When I asked my Croatian friends to guess where
the picture from the first article was taken, they were unanimous:
“Bosnia.” There was no doubt in their voices, either. Turkestan is no
joke. It exists. It is real. And it stretches from Central Europe to
Western China. No wonder the fate of the hapless Uighurs stretches at
least this far.
BACK TO THE ROOTS (July 22, 2009)
“Of all the economic bubbles that have been pricked,” you open your
main leader on modern economic theory, “few have burst more
spectacularly than the reputation of economics itself” (“What Went
Wrong with Economics,” July 18, 2009). Spot on, as witnessed by the
current economic crisis, which came as a big surprise to most
economists of renown. The rest of the article is disappointing, though,
as are the two in-depth articles on the topic (“The Other-Worldly
Philosophers” and “Efficiency and Beyond”). In several places you
compare and contrast the intellectual heirs of Keynes and so-called
purists without ever touching the core of their dispute. Keynes himself
eschewed mathematical models of any kind, and was bemused by the
mathematical extravagances of some of his own followers.
Mathematics was of value to him mainly for expository purposes.
However, purists have pushed the models to treacherous extremes,
always hoping for a Grand Theory of sorts that would explain all
economic behavior in one fell swoop, as though economics is a species
of physics. The irrational roots of human behavior were palpable to
Keynes, and he repeatedly warned against mathematical excesses
among his colleagues. The reconstruction of economics will have to
follow this line of reasoning. Purism of any description, including that
of many among Keynes’ heirs, has no place in a social science except
as an intellectual exercise by those who are always fully aware of its
own pitfalls. Ever-changing human behavior will forever remain a
puzzle to us all, but we are better at outwitting our fellow human
beings than any models can ever be.
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AFRICA FOR BEGINNERS (July 22, 2009)
You are most likely right when you say that Barack Obama’s Africa
policy will be similar to George Bush’s (“How Different is His
Policy?” July 18, 2009). A son of Africa or not, America is still
America. But it is surprising to read your conclusion that “Africa is
not high on American president’s agenda.” Why, a few paragraphs
into the article, you point out that about a quarter of oil America
requires will soon come mainly from Nigeria and Angola! It is even
more surprising that you do not mention China among ticklish things
Obama will have to face in Africa. An energy-starved country that
produces an ever-larger share of everything the world requires, China
is perforce after the very same oil America so badly needs. And
China’s interest in Africa is hardly a secret for years now. Ticklish, or
what?
LESZEK KOLAKOWSKI (August 4, 2009)
You open your obituary of Leszek Kolakowski, a Polish-born Oxford
philosopher, with the claim that he was one of the great minds of the
modern era (August 1, 2009). According to you, his greatest
contribution was the three-volume Main Currents of Marxism: Its Rise,
Growth, and Dissolution (1976-1978), in which he “expertly
demolished the pillars of Marxist thought: the labor theory of value,
the idea of class struggle, historical materialism, and the like.” What a
man to achieve all this single-handedly! But Kolakowski’s biography
shows clearly enough why he has become such a celebrity in spite of
his minor achievements as a philosopher. Having been an ardent
Marxist in his youth, he became an even more ardent opponent of his
former faith after he turned to religion. The conversion unfolded
between 1956 and 1968, when the Soviet Union first clobbered Poland
and then Czechoslovakia for their attempts to forge their own versions
of socialism with a human face. He went to McGill University in
Montreal in 1968, Berkeley in 1969, and Oxford in 1974. Having
arrived in the west at the right political moment, when the Soviet
Union started showing first signs of structural weakness, he enjoyed all
the benefits of his earlier conversion. But one of the great minds of the
modern era he never was. And the pillars of Marxist thought are still
standing among the ruins of Soviet-style socialism.
BLAIR FOR PREZ, AGAIN (August 5, 2009)
“Europe does not yet know what kind of foreign policy it wants,” you
say in connection with the ongoing debate about who should be the
first president of the European Council, assuming that the Lisbon
Treaty is ratified at long last (“Unwelcome, President Blair,” August 1,
2009). Together with Felipe Ganzáles of Spain, Paavo Lipponen of
Finland, and Wolfgang Schüssel of Austria, Tony Blair is in the
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running for the lofty post. The vociferous opposition to the latter
focuses on his rôle in Iraq. That is, on his subservience to George
Bush. But this is clearly Blair’s greatest advantage under the
circumstances. Contrary to what you say, Europe already knows
perfectly well what kind of foreign policy it wants because of its
subservient position of long standing in relation to America. All other
options are nothing but fantasy. And who better to lead the club than
Bush’s erstwhile poodle?!
BRICKS AND MORTAR (August 5, 2009)
As you say in your leader about growing commercial property trouble,
which threatens to eclipse that of housing by a wide margin, “there is
something comforting about investing in bricks and mortar” (“ A
Concrete Problem,” August 1, 2009). Very well put. As long as
everything is hunky-dory, a solid, “real” asset is comforting, indeed.
You can touch and feel it whenever you wish. But an economic crisis
of today’s proportions changes all that. Immobile as such assets are,
they tend to end up in wrong places. By the time most places turn out
to be wrong, the trouble becomes painful beyond measure. And the
hapless owners of immobile assets start bewailing bricks and mortar in
any shape or form. Perhaps the current recession, soon to be renamed
into another depression, will teach everyone that there is nothing
comforting in solid, “real” assets after all. A good lesson, too.
WEALTH AND BREEDING (August 10, 2009)
As you point out, the research into the relationship between wealth and
breeding by Mikko Myrskyla and his colleagues from the University of
Pennsylvania suggests that the old rule of demography that people
have fewer children as their countries get richer no longer holds true
(“The Best of All Possible Worlds?” August 8, 2009). The research
correlates the fertility rate in different countries and the United
Nations’ human development index for 1975 and 2005. The index
scores countries in terms of income, social equality, and provision for
education and health. The old rule applies in the former year, but in
the later year fertility turns up slightly for the highest values of HDI.
At first glance, this is surprising. As you explain, there are two broad
reproductive strategies: one is to produce as many offspring as possible
and put them into an uncaring world in the hope that a few will make
it, and the other is to have only a few progeny and dote over them so as
to ensure their success. Although the research does not go into the
relationship between wealth and breeding within individual countries,
it is reasonable to guess that the poor follow the first of the above
strategies, the middle classes the second, and that the rich make a small
upward adjustment to the second strategy. Put this way, the results of
the research are somewhat less surprising.
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LIGHT FROM OUTER SPACE (August 10, 2009)
Economic growth estimates for many a country are often easy to get
but are seldom sensible to trust. Thus you report that Vernon
Henderson, Adam Storeygard, and David Weil of Brown University
are proposing to track the changes in the intensity of artificial light
over a country at night as a proxy (“Light Relief,” August 8, 2009).
American military weather satellites collect these data every night for
the entire world. The main advantage of this proposal is that errors in
measurement of brightness are unlikely to be correlated with errors in
the calculation of official growth figures. Splendid. However, that
means that American military weather satellites can be used to obtain
unbiased estimates of a whole slew of other useful statistics, such as
industrial pollution, violent crime rates, or consumption of illegal
drugs. Outer space is the right place to gauge all sorts of things down
on earth besides economic growth. Which is what Martians must have
known for quite some time.
ROBERT LUCAS TO THE RESCUE (August 11, 2009)
If your leader and two hefty articles three weeks ago indeed
caricatured modern economic theory, as Robert Lucas claims, so does
his defense of the embattled social science, as well (“In Defense of the
Dismal Science,” August 8, 2009). If you were too critical of its
failure to warn of the impending financial crisis, he surely is too
uncritical, if not outright apologetic, of this failure. “One thing we are
not going to have, now or ever,” he goes as far as arguing, “is a set of
models that forecast sudden falls in the value of financial assets, like
the declines that followed the failure of Lehman Brothers in September
2008.” This would be like an astronomer proudly arguing that his
science can easily predict meteorites impacting earth, especially if tiny,
but that catastrophic asteroid impacts are forever out of its reach.
Some science, we would all agree. If models cannot forecast sudden
fall in the value of financial assets, what should we turn to instead?
That is the question that modern economic theory will eschew at its
peril.
THE RETIREMENT OF ROBERT GATES (August 12, 2009)
“Hired by George Bush in 2006 to salvage the war in Iraq,” you
introduce a veritable eulogy of Robert Gates, “he is trying to do the
same in Afghanistan for Barack Obama” (“A Lucky Hawk So Far,”
August 8, 2009). In short, the American defense secretary has already
“salvaged” the war in Iraq. But it is enough to read your article on this
matter in the very same issue to see that Iraq is still a complete and
total mess (“We Don’t Need You Any More”). I am thus willing to bet
in connection with your ruminations about his retirement plans that he
will choose to give up his post sooner rather than later. As soon as
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possible, as a matter of fact. That way history will not judge him too
harshly when the salvage of the war in Afghanistan goes the same way
as that in Iraq—nowhere.
ECONOMICS, ETHICS (August 12, 2009)
As you argue in your review of Amartya Sen’s The Idea of Justice
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap, 2009), “economists have
contended themselves with a laughably simple picture of human
motivation, rationality, and wellbeing” (“How to Do It Better,” August
8, 2009). As well as morality, which is at the very core of your review.
Like Adam Smith before him, Sen advocates a fusion of economics
and ethics. Now that political economy is a long-forgotten subject, this
sounds like a revolutionary proposal. Actually, it is but a return to a
tradition that boasts many an economist of great fame, including David
Ricardo, John Stuart Mill, and, well, Karl Marx. Sadly, your review
does not even mention this illustrious tradition that may well offer
economics a new lease on life.
EUROPE’S TOURISM (August 18, 2009)
As you say, “the recession clobbers one of Europe’s biggest industries”
(“Clouds Over the Mediterranean,” August 15, 2009). You are talking
about tourism, of course. In addition to so many people it employs
directly, it indirectly employs many more from a large number of
industries down multiple supply chains: food processing, agriculture,
construction, trade, transportation, and so forth. The industry’s decline
is thus affecting the entire economies of France, Spain, and Italy,
Europe’s biggest holiday destinations. Portugal, Greece, Turkey, and
Croatia, among others, are affected just as badly, as well. It is
therefore not surprising that many of those involved in the industry
think like the Italian tourist magnate you quote, who claims that the
recession is an opportunity to push grandiose new schemes, such as
marinas, golf courses, and theme parks. This is probably a mistake, as
you argue, but without elaboration. Europe’s tourism already depends,
and will depend even more in the future, on a plethora of cultural
monuments left by ancient Greece and Rome, as well as the Middle
Ages and Renaissance, rather than on any of the above distractions,
which can be built anywhere around the world. Tourists will come in
growing numbers from countries not graced with cultural heritage as
rich or as well preserved. Besides, Europe will have ever less to offer
by way of any other industry. Tourism may in time become its biggest
industry, too, and it is thus increasingly important to get it right as soon
as possible.
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MIND YOUR ENGLISH (August 19, 2009)
California’s overcrowded prisons may indeed be appalling, but Gulags
they surely are not (“Gulags in the Sun,” August 15, 2009). First of
all, the plural is wrong. At any one place or time, there can be but only
one Gulag. More important, the very association of California’s thirtythree prisons, where recent riots made everyone aware of the dreadful
overcrowding, with a Gulag is incongruous. Although inmates of
Stalin’s prison system included criminals of all descriptions, the
notoriety of the system has to do with prisoners of conscience rather
than sundry thieves and murderers. And it is safe to bet that
California’s “Gulags” can boast of not a single prisoner of conscience.
Not one. So, keep your English straight. Strong words have their uses,
but they must not be squandered thoughtlessly for the entertainment of
the many. For words have a power all their own.
AFGHANISTAN, VIETNAM (August 24, 2009)
“The shortage of soldiers has hampered the generals’ ability to hold
territory,” you say wearily in your main leader about the war in
Afghanistan, “and forced them to use air power to make up for the lack
of numbers” (“Losing Afghanistan?” August 22, 2009). Poor generals!
Their sorry lot reminds me of Vietnam, though. Back then, it was
communism. Now, it is Islam, albeit of al-Qaeda variety, including all
sorts of “alarming ideas” and “repellent social attitudes.” God forbid!
But both wars hold a simple lesson: meddling in other peoples’ lives is
an expensive affair, and especially when it comes to soldiers. They are
always in short supply. The best America and its allies can do at this
point is to pull out of Afghanistan before they are routed once again for
the lack of numbers. That excuse will be as lame this time around as it
was decades ago. And air power is forever for the birds, as the
generals should have learned a long time ago—say, World War I.
THE YUGOSPHERE (August 25, 2009)
As you point out, a Yugosphere is now emerging in place of
Yugoslavia of old (“Entering the Yugosphere,” August 22, 2009).
Two decades after political bonds were severed by a vicious war,
quotidian links between companies, professions, and individuals are
being restored on the quiet. After all, Croats, Bosnians, Serbs, and
Montenegrins speak the same language with minor variations. They
like the same music and food. They have similar fears, worries, and
hopes. Just like the European Union, which was founded to cement
peace on the traumatized continent, the Yugosphere can be hoped to
cement peace in the Western Balkans. Hooray! All this is music to the
ears of many people from former Yugoslavia, but the Yugosphere will
still have to wait for the violent minority that broke up the country to
grow toothless and pass away. This will take another two or three
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decades at least. In the meanwhile, the Yugosphere is destined to
remain but another commendable pipedream of the European Union.
A WW-SHAPED RECOVERY (August 25, 2009)
The way you aptly put it, the debate about the recovery of the world
economy now centers around three scenarios (“U, V, or W for
Recovery,” August 22, 2009). A V-shaped recovery would be
vigorous, a U-shaped one would be feebler and flatter, and a W-shaped
one would involve yet another dip before a full recovery. The first two
scenarios are optimistic. Call me an arch-pessimist, but I would argue
for a WW-shaped recovery. To tell you the truth, it is the archoptimists, who argue for a V-shaped recovery, that worry me most.
Having learned not an iota from this economic crisis, they are likely to
repeat their mistakes. Over and over again. In my estimation, it would
take three more dips to get rid of them all.
CONSPIRACY THEORIES (August 25, 2009)
“Belief in conspiracy theories can be comforting,” you muse in your
article on American politics (“Still Crazy After All These Years,”
August 22, 2009). “If everything that goes wrong is the fault of a
secret cabal,” you continue, “that relieves you of the tedious necessity
of trying to understand how a complex world really works.” How true.
And how commonplace. But you eschew the conspiracy of choice,
especially in America—that of a handful of worthy humans in
miraculous cahoots with one divinity or another. In their everlasting
ignorance, humans are given to conspiracy theories of all sorts, and it
is only a sign of their bungling evolution that such theories involve
only humans as of late. That is a huge step forward in the psyche of
the many, who are forever in search of petty comfort. Only a century
ago, a conspiracy theory would have been utterly hopeless without one
divinity or another right in the middle of the ploy.
THE DANISH DOG DEBATE (August 26, 2009)
I have long noticed that a growing number of pit-bull terriers, mastiffs,
or rottweilers is a symptom of a growing insecurity in a town or
country with which I have been familiar over an extended period of
time. The ferocious debate about aggressive dog breeds in Denmark
thus strikes me as misguided (“Shoot the Puppy!” August 22, 2009). It
should focus on the causes of growing insecurity rather than dangerous
dogs and their masters. In the case of Denmark, the most likely
underlying cause of growing insecurity is growing immigration. This
is where solutions to the Danish dog debate should actually be sought.
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THE UNMELTABLE ONES (September 1, 2009)
Your review of Christopher Caldwell’s Reflections on the Revolution
in Europe: Immigration, Islam, and the West (London: Allen Lane,
2009) grabbed my attention at once when I read that “a surprising
number of immigrants proved ‘unmeltable’,” which is a truly delicious
term (“A Treacherous Path?” August 29, 2009). Of course, it refers to
the American “melting pot,” a felicitous term, as well. Caldwell’s
pessimism on Islamic immigration at once finds a solution in the
confluence of these terms. Once upon a time, Americans immediately
accepted anyone who declared that he or she was an American.
Accent was immaterial. That was the other side of the melting pot of
old, just like the pronouncement that one was a Muslim at the origin of
that faith. Only imagine this attitude in stuck-up Europe of today.
Once an immigrant, always an immigrant. Which helps explain the
unmeltable ones, as well as Caldwell’s misbegotten pessimism. To
wit, melting pots work both ways, or they do not work at all.
BEEFCAKE (September 1, 2009)
Whence men’s muscles? Because men do the hunting and fighting,
and because women like men who do these things well, or so you
merrily argue (“Mr. Muscle,” August 29, 2009). The research by
William Lassek of the University of Pittsburgh and Steven Gauilin of
the University of California, Santa Barbara, goes into the costs and
benefits of muscularity in quite some detail. Sadly, they do not even
touch on the well-documented proclivity of gay men for muscular
mates. Actually, they appear to be even more impressed by beefcake
than women. The simplest explanation of this phenomenon, which
apparently has little to do with reproductive success, is that men, too,
are impressed by muscular comrades in hunting and fighting, with
whom they used to spend much more time than with women across
much of human evolution. Comradeship had much to do with survival
in a tough world, and thus with eventual reproductive success, as well.
Chances are that women used to be far behind other men in men’s
minds for thousands upon thousands of years.
BEN BERNANKE’S RENOMINATION (September 2, 2009)
You cite two reasons for Barack Obama’s renomination of Ben
Bernanke as Fed chairman: his sterling performance so far, and the
political danger of ditching him at this awkward juncture (“Right Man,
Rough Job,” August 29, 2009). I am with you on the latter reason, but
I wonder about the former one. As you point out close to the end of
your leader, “with short-term rates close to zero, the monetary
balancing-act must be performed with untested equipment.” And who
is responsible for this state of affairs? Why, it was Ben Bernanke
himself! He drove down the prime rate of interest faster than anyone
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else anywhere around the world. Thus he swiftly lost one of the most
tested pieces of equipment available to a central banker. This would
be a sufficient reason to ditch him, not to mention his dogged support
for Alan Greenspan’s refusal to raise the rate to head off asset bubbles.
How very wrong this was is clear enough from the worst crisis since
the Great Depression.
THE PLIGHT OF THE MAYA (September 2, 2009)
Although Guatemala is far from worst off in Latin America, nearly
half of its children are chronically malnourished, which puts it among
the worst countries in the world (“A National Shame,” August 29,
2009). And, as one learns halfway into your leader, almost all of them
are of the Mayan extraction. In the recent past, the Maya were the
main victims of the civil war pitting abominable military dictatorships
against desperate left-wing guerillas. But the Maya, the only people of
the entire region with written history, have suffered from all postconquest regimes to date. For no less than four centuries in a row!
The indigenous people of Guatemala and the surrounding countries
have fallen victim to every disgrace ever invented by Europeans and
their stooges in the developing world. Malnutrition is only the latest
trick inflicted upon them. The plight of the Maya is thus not only a
national shame; it is an international shame of the highest order, as
well.
A GREEN RANSOM (September 8, 2009)
“In a rare fit of unity,” you write sardonically, the African Union will
come to the climate-change summit in Copenhagen in December with
a demand for nearly seventy billion dollars a year from the richest
countries to deal with the effects of global warming on the continent
(“A Green Ransom,” September 5, 2009). The United Nations’
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change predicts that Africa will
be the continent worst hit by higher temperatures. “Africa’s demand is
high,” you conclude your article in a conciliatory tone, “but there is a
widespread agreement that the continent should get help to adopt to
climate change.” Indeed. All other parts of the world so affected
should get compensated in the same fashion, as well. But you eschew
two good reasons for this. To begin with, there is no more time to turn
things around concerning climate change. Only direct help, no matter
how administered, can avoid mayhem. Perhaps even more important,
lack of timely help will result in massive movement of those worst hit.
A couple of billion people on the move would quickly squash all
sardonic remarks.
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WILLIAM GOLDING (September 9, 2009)
Your review of John Carey’s William Golding: The Man Who Wrote
“Lord of the Flies” (London: Faber and Faber, 2009) has quite
touched me (“Not a One-Trick Pony,” September 5, 2009). As you
say, it is a cruel twist of fate that he is remembered for a single book of
his even as a Nobel laureate in literature. Lord of the Flies (1954) is a
superb book, but so is The Inheritors (1955), among others. And so
surely is The Spire (1964), which as touched me more deeply than any
other book by Golding. The story of Jocelin, the dean of a cathedral
left without a spire who took it upon himself to erect it against all
shrewd advice, remains in my mind the best example of John Maynard
Keynes’ insight that little is ever accomplished by “cold calculation”
alone. Jocelin’s relentless urge to build skyward is a superb example
of “animal spirits” at their purest. His master builder, Roger Mason,
was only a quick tool in his feverish hands. For better or worse,
Golding’s exploration of the dean’s spirit was not as easy to turn into a
popular movie as was his first book. Perhaps for the better, too.
SECOND-CLASS CITIZENS (September 14, 2009)
Eastern Europeans know perfectly well that they are second-class
citizens in Europe, and that NATO would not come to their rescue if
Western Europe were not also in danger, but they do not like to be told
that this is actually so. Barack Obama’s administration is not received
as enthusiastically in the east as it is in the west because it comes
dangerously close to being frank about the region’s place in the world
(“End of an Affair?” September 12, 2009). Although George Bush’s
rhetoric was overblown when it comes to NATO’s stance toward
Russia, the new American president should do a bit more to soothe
Eastern European sentiments. After all, 1953, 1956, and 1968 are still
alive in the memory of millions of people. And the Russian bear is as
eager to prance about its old front yard as it has ever been.
BOOM AND BUST (September 14, 2009)
“Booms and busts are here to say,” you say in passing in your main
leader about the economic crisis one year on (“Unnatural Selection,”
September 12, 2009). This would be a heresy fifty years ago, but you
are surely right. The only thing that has changed over a century or so
is the cycle length, though. Once upon a time, when markets were
hardly regulated, it took between three and four years on the average.
With massive regulation, the cycle has stretched to between four and
five times this long, but both booms and busts are much more
pronounced than before. More regulation appears to bring us ever
closer to catastrophe. Thus there is a case for less rather than more
regulation. For what could be wrong with short cycles? Schumpeter’s
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creative destruction cannot possibly work when destruction is nigh
total.
WORLD HERITAGE IN PERIL (September 14, 2009)
I read with interest your article about UNESCO’s World Heritage Sites
and about Francesco Bandarin, who runs the World Heritage Center in
Geneva (“The Limits of Soft Cultural Power,” September 12, 2009).
Having been in touch with him and others in the agency in connection
with Motovun or Montona in Croatia, which has been on the tentative
list for World Heritage Sites since early 2007, I agree with the Genevabased International Union for the Conservation of Nature, whose
recent report suggests that the agency is “too hesitant to declare sites in
peril, and too sensitive to the feelings of member states.” The problem
with Motovun, a medieval hilltown surrounded by vineyards and olive
groves, is that the Croatian government at all levels is a bit too directly
involved in golf development that threatens to despoil the site. An
excessive number of apartments, houses, and villas is likely to enrich
only a few in or close to the government. The World Heritage Center
would not get involved, though. All they have to offer by way of
advice is closer cooperation with the government. Some advice, too.
TAXPAYERS’ LARGESSE (September 15, 2009)
As you argue, the main cause of the overexpansion of the finance
industry is government intervention (“Too Big for Its Gucci Boots,”
September 12, 2009). The expectation of bail-outs in times of crisis
involves an implicit subsidy that reduces the cost of capital and thus
increases returns. What is more, bailouts prevent the industry from
shrinking in crises as much as it would in the absence of government
intervention. But you do not venture into the longer-term implications
of all this. To wit, the overexpansion of the finance industry will only
gather pace. The greater the government intervention, the cheaper the
capital and the greater the returns. And the bonanza is ultimately due
to what is euphemistically called taxpayers’ largesse, which will only
grow in time. It goes without saying that politicians will not be
spending a dime of their own money to keep fattening the finance
industry. A dandy arrangement, this.
IN PRAISE OF KALASHNIKOV (September 15, 2009)
The Soviet Union is rarely praised for anything at all, let alone for its
technology. Horrible as your article about the proliferation of small
arms in Africa may be, it is nonetheless but unsolicited praise of the
assault rifle designed by Mikhail Kalashnikov in 1947 and still used all
around the world (“Out of Control,” September 12, 2009). Despite its
inaccuracy, as you put it, it is still Africa’s “killing weapon of choice”
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because of its compactness, durability, and affordability. Soviet
technological prowess goes much farther, of course. It is sufficient to
mention the Proton rocket, first launched in 1965, which is still used
even by Americans to reach the earth’s orbit. The brainchild of
Vladimir Chelomei’s design bureau, it is compact, durable, and
affordable once again. But one characteristic that connects the
Kalashnikov and the Proton, which is entirely missing from your
article, is reliability. And many things designed in the Soviet era
excelled precisely in reliability, not exactly a forte of the so-called
west.
LEARNING AND EARNING (September 16, 2009)
The law of supply and demand says that increasing the quantity of
something tends to reduce its price, but higher education seems to
contradict this law according to the latest study of the subject by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (“It Still
Pays to Learn,” September 12, 2009). Really? What if the demand for
higher education increases faster than the supply? Much of your
article about OECD’s study is marred by the implication that higher
education is about something as pedestrian as skill acquisition. At its
best, it is about learning to learn. By the way, this has been MIT’s
motto for years. Your and OECD’s puzzle of higher education is thus
hardly a puzzle at all. And learning to learn will forever remain the
best way to earn, as well. That is, learning and earning will keep
contradicting your stunted version of the law of supply and demand
indefinitely.
CHARLES DICKENS (September 16, 2009)
In your review of Michael Slater’s Charles Dickens (Yale: Yale
University Press, 2009) you wax poetic about Dickens’ imagination as
though it is unparalleled in the world of writers (“An Extravagant
Imagination,” September 12, 2009). How did he come up with Oliver
Twist? An unfathomable mystery! But how did Murasaki Shikibu
come up with Genji, Cervantes with don Quixote, or Dostoyevsky with
Raskolnikov? Well, they just thought them up when they had nothing
better to do! Mind you, Dickens is a writer to be honored, but there are
many, many others of his stature. And there are a few writers whose
characters really boggle the mind. Oliver Twist requires quite some
imagination, no doubt, but surely not an extravagant one. Pace
Dickens.
ECONOMIC VANDALISM (September 21, 2009)
Even though I am not sure what to make of your charge of “economic
vandalism,” which strikes me as too woolly a term, I am with you in
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your despair with Barack Obama’s decision to slap a thirty-five
percent tariff on imported Chinese tires (“Economic Vandalism,”
September 19, 2009). Protectionism is never a good idea, but it is
especially bad in a global recession. As you argue, if America does
not support free trade, no-one else is likely to do so. Besides, a trade
war between the world’s leading debtor and the world’s leading
creditor spells disaster all around. The main worry is that a weak
president, and Obama indeed appears to be a very weak one, can be
pushed hither and thither on key issues that concern global economic
health. If his fateful decision pandered to a single union, what else can
we expect in the future? In this context, your strong language may
help to get things straight. In that spirit, down with economic
vandalism!
VLADIMIR, DMITRY (September 21, 2009)
You seem to me too credulous by half when it comes to apparent
tensions between the Russian prime minister and president (“The
Vladimir and Dmitry Show,” September 19, 2009). By the next
elections in 2012, everything will be hunky dory, I am more than sure.
If anything, Vladimir Putin and Dmitry Medvedev are putting up a
good show, no pun intended. In the case Dmitry gets a bit too
ambitious against his better judgment, you can be certain of a nasty
scandal that will rock Russia in a year or maybe two. Embezzlement,
treachery, pedophilia, you name it. But the good old KGB will be
right behind Vladimir. The show is but a diversion for the credulous,
especially in Russia itself, where they are a dime a dozen.
COPENHAGEN, COPENHAGEN (September 22, 2009)
“As December’s Copenhagen summit on climate change draws near,”
you write, “poor countries are expressing alarm at the slow pace of
negotiations to replace the Kyoto protocol” (“A Bad Climate for
Development,” September 19, 2009). And alarmed they should
certainly be, for climate change does far more damage to them than to
rich countries. Agriculture and tourism, the poor countries’ main
economic activities, suffer from climate change much more than
services and manufacturing, for instance. The number of people
affected by climate-related disasters in poor countries is not only
growing, but it is growing at an increasing rate. Moreover, this is
unlikely to change in the foreseeable future. Poor countries thus want
large amounts of financial aid from rich countries, and they will
eventually get it one way or another. For climate change is gathering
pace, too. It is surprising scientists ever anew, and it is ever less likely
that anything can be done about it any longer. No matter what is
ultimately agreed in Copenhagen, climate-related disasters will
demand huge amounts of direct aid when and where they strike. And
they will strike increasingly often. Refugee camps will grow into
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cities requiring regular supply of water, food, and medicaments.
Chances are that most of the poor countries will be on a permanent
dole in a decade or two. By and by, the only way to ensure that the
affected population does not start to move toward rich countries will
be, as it were, military aid.
IN PRAISE OF JOSEPH SCHUMPETER (September 22, 2009)
I salute your choice of name for your new column on business and
management (“Taking Flight,” September 19, 2009). True to his roots
in the Austrian school of economics, Schumpeter was a champion of
the entrepreneur and the intellectual, both of whom have crucial rôles
to play in society. However, I feel a bit uneasy when you call him “the
prophet of capitalism’s creative powers” in spite of the phrase for
which he is best known today: “creative destruction.” To wit,
capitalism destructive powers cannot be pushed under the rug when
talking about an intellectual of Schumpeter’s status. What is more, a
careful reading of his Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy (1942)
shows clearly enough that creative destruction may well go to the core
of capitalism, which will eventually transform itself from within to the
point of threatening its very existence. Anyhow, this reading only
buttresses your felicitous choice of name for the new column.
HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY (September 23, 2009)
You have little interesting to say in your review of Diarmaid
MacCulloch’s A History of Christianity: The First Three Thousand
Years (London: Allen Lane, 2009) and Karen Armstrong’s The Case
for God: What Religion Really Means (New York: Knopf, 2009)
except that both authors are loaded with baggage (“The Greatest Story,
or the Trickiest,” September 19, 2009). He is a vicar’s son who was
ordained as a deacon but declined to become a priest in protest of the
church’s homophobia. An Oxford don, he has been active in the gay
Christian lobby. An ex-nun, she is on a rebound from old-time
Christianity. A self-styled ambassador of religion, she is battling with
atheism. Phew. In the bargain, neither book deals properly with
history of Christianity, which you advertise in red letters above the
review’s title. Thus one is relieved to read your concluding sentence:
“Perhaps one day an interesting history of Christianity will be written
by somebody who is neither a Christian nor an ex-Christian.” Perhaps,
but your review will forever remain a mystery.
EMISSION TARGETS WORTH HAVING (September 28, 2009)
In your leader on the upcoming Copenhagen summit on climate
change, you contrast carbon-dioxide emission targets that are
internationally binding with targets that are binding only nationally,
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but have the force of domestic law (“Avoiding a Crash at
Copenhagen,” September 26, 2009). The Kyoto protocol relies on the
former, while the alternative approach, recently proposed by Australia,
would rely on the latter. Most important, such an approach would be
much more palatable to American legislators, who eschew
international treaties of any kind. As witnessed by the fact that global
carbon-dioxide emissions have grown by twenty-five percent since
1997, when the Kyoto protocol was adopted, the international
approach is not working very well, if at all. As you put it, Kyoto has
no teeth. A variant of the Australian proposal would be to engage
regional clubs, such as the European Union or the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations, in the promotion and supervision of national
legislation of member states concerning emission targets. While
providing regional perspectives, so vital in connection with climate
change, this would give such clubs more teeth, as well. Collaboration
and competition between regional clubs would eventually lead to an
agreement on emission targets that would be both global and binding.
THE MEXICA’S BROADSWORD (September 28, 2009)
In your review of the Moctezuma show at the British Museum, you
complain that it “tends to play down the more oppressive aspects of the
Mexica (that is, Aztec) rule: their constant wars in search of tribute and
of captives for sacrifice to bloodthirsty gods” (“Getting Close to a
Bloody God,” September 26, 2009). Among the exhibits you describe
in some detail, you put some emphasis on the armor and rapier of
Pedro de Alvarado, “the bloodiest of the conquistadors,” which you
contrast with “the Mexica’s previously lethal broadsword studded with
obsidian blades.” Actually, the broadsword, very like an ordinary
club, was designed to stun rather than to kill. The shallow blades were
there merely for the effect, as well, for spurting blood always looks
glorious on the battlefield. To wit, the weapon was but an instrument
of ceremonial sacrifice that followed the battle at a leisurely pace. And
this misreading of yours only illustrates your just complaint, for the
show should have been more explicit about the broadsword’s expressly
non-lethal nature.
ANISH KAPOOR AND SPHERICAL MIRRORS
2009)

(September 28,

It is engaging to read your review of Anish Kapoor’s show at the
Royal Academy of Art (“Bringing Beauty and Beast into the Drawing
Room,” September 26, 2009). You are quite enraptured by the first
sculpture on view, “Tall Tree and the Eye,” which stands in the middle
of the academy’s handsome courtyard. Made of seventy-six highlypolished stainless-steel balls a meter across each, it reflects the viewer,
the courtyard, the sky, and itself many times over. But you fail to
mention that spherical mirrors have enthralled artists for quite a few
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centuries. Jan van Eyck (c. 1390-1441) comes first to mind with “The
Arnolfini Wedding” (1434), which is graced with a convex mirror that
reflects the tiny artist himself. Closer to our era, M.C. Escher (18981972) is there with his many self-portraits reflected in hand-held
spherical mirrors. Among the living artists of note, Gerhard Richter
has experimented with spherical mirrors for a long while. As for your
small quibble, that Kapoor’s spheres could have been a bit bigger, just
consider the Pepsi pavilion for the Expo ’70, where a ninety-foot
spherical mirror made of Mylar delighted the crowds for months. No
matter how engaging Kapoor’s appropriation may be in spite of its
garish title, it is old hat all the same.
THE ORIGINAL SIN OF BUSINESS SCHOOLS (September 29,
2009)
“The original sin of business schools is boosterism,” or so you claim in
connection with business professors’ proclivity to puff up the
businesses that provide them with the raw material for their studies, as
well as lucrative consultancy work (“The Pedagogy of the Privileged,”
September 26, 2009). However, I would have thought that the original
sin of business schools is, to coin another ugly term, connectivism.
During their education in business administration, the privileged forge
social connections that will eventually come handy in their businesses,
thus ensuring that they remain privileged for a few more generations.
Which brings me to your concluding quip that “kings once employed
jesters to bring them down to earth” and that “it is time for business
schools to do likewise.” Why, the professors prone to boosterism are
the very jesters you advocate! More often than not, they can only
dream of connectivism that actually brings the privileged to their
classrooms.
IRVING KRISTOL (September 29, 2009)
Your fawning obituary of Irving Kristol, the so-called father of
neoconservatism, is annoying from start to finish, but it is most
annoying when it comes to the reasons for his rightward drift
(“September 26, 2009). “The convulsions in America’s universities
from 1968 to 1971 probably shook him most,” you dutifully explain,
“revealing not only the nihilistic horrors of the counter-culture, but
also how deeply he himself believed in traditional bourgeois values.”
Judging from the rest of your obituary, make that “petty-bourgeois
values,” instead. Given his origins, he was unlikely to be an
unrepentant bourgeois, as you call him, but an ever-aspiring one. This
is where the “nihilistic horrors” of counter-culture undoubtedly come
from. A bourgeois worth his salt would have seen the convulsions of
the period as liberating and promising of a better world to come. Even
the neoconservatism attributed to Kristol’s parentage would be
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unimaginable without the revolutionary changes brought by 1968 and
its aftermath.
REDUCING DEFORESTATION (September 30, 2009)
As you point out, deforestation accounts for some eighteen percent of
global carbon-dioxide emissions, which is more than all the world’s
cars, trucks, trains, planes, and ships put together. (“Last Gasp for the
Forest,” September 26, 2009). Gosh! Paying people to not chop down
trees is thus a brilliant idea. To begin with, it does not require new
technology. In addition, it is likely to generate the required political
support. In spite of all the criticisms of reducing deforestation, which
you outline in your excellent three-page article, considerable effort
should be put into finding ways to turn it into a viable scheme and
implementing it as soon as possible. How much effort? To reduce
carbon-dioxide emissions, we should focus about eighteen percent of
our overall effort to reducing deforestation. As Brazil accounts for
around forty percent of the world’s deforestation, some seven percent
of the global effort should be focused on this country’s
mismanagement of forests alone. At least the math is straightforward.
SKIDELSKY, KEYNES (October 5, 2009)
Your review of Robert Skidelsky’s Keynes: The Return of the Master
(London: Allen Lane, 2009) begins promisingly, proceeds splendidly,
and ends, well, most unreasonably (“The Keynes Comeback,” October
3, 2009). You point out that Skidelsky, as the author of a magisterial
three-part biography of Keynes, knows more about him than any other
scholar. In his new book he tries to refocus Keynesianism. In doing
so, he claims that most modern economics is bunk. Great. Starting
from Keynes’ fundamental insight that “radical” or “irreducible”
uncertainty is at the root of economic instability, Skidelsky attacks the
theoretical underpinnings of modern economics, which ignores
uncertainty by relying on implausible mathematical constructs that
offer false hopes in economic policy. Excellent. Having applauded his
“withering” criticism of modern economics, which you consider
“legitimate,” you go on a surprise attack: “Poking intellectual holes is
easier than offering an alternative.” Are you kidding? Or are you
perhaps confusing Skidelsky with Keynes himself? Having poked
some welcome holes in modern economic theory, the valiant
biographer has wisely left the alternative to the profession that has
strayed off course since World War II.
THE ULTIMATE ENGINES OF GROWTH (October 5, 2009)
In your main leader about the present state of the global economy, you
encourage policymakers worldwide to foster growth (“After the
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Storm,” October 5, 2009). No quibbles here. But you go on to say that
they must foster innovation and trade, “the ultimate engines of
growth,” more than anything else. If I am not mistaken in my
understanding of basic economic theory, the real “engine of growth” is
investment rather than innovation or trade. Without investment in
capital goods, such as machinery and plant, neither will lead to growth.
If by introducing the word “ultimate” you are taking a poetic license of
sorts, then you could have mentioned many other motivations for
investment, including fortune, fame, and perhaps even sexual favors.
At any rate, it would be good for you to stick to economic
fundamentals when you are addressing the world’s policymakers. As
you know perfectly well, most of them have had only a few
introductory classes in economics early in their university education.
ASSISTED MIGRATION (October 6, 2009)
As the climate warms, conservationists have ever more to learn from
paleontologists, who know a great deal about what sorts of species
have managed to coexist in various ecosystems in the past (“Avoiding
the Heffalump Trap,” October 3, 2009). Not surprisingly, the two are
now contemplating assisted migration from Africa to North America.
Moving the endangered lions, cheetahs, and elephants makes sense
also because these species used to live in North America once upon a
time. But I would suggest that their prey, such as wildebeest and other
antelope species, should be moved in bulk, as well. In addition, I
would suggest that Europe and Asia, and especially Siberia, be
included in the scheme. There, too, the same species once roamed.
My concern is not only for the endangered animals, though. Although
humans may adjust to the changing climatic conditions somewhat
better than other animals, they are still likely to suffer tremendous
losses. In the process, they are likely to revert to some of their old
habits. And African animals may well become essential when humans
eventually return to hunting and gathering.
PROPERTY BOOMS AND BUSTS (October 6, 2009)
Your briefing on unrepentant bears among stockmarket commentators
is a joy to read, but the pessimism of George Magnus, an economic
adviser at UBS, and Albert Edwards, an investment-bank strategist at
Société Générale, strikes a particular chord with me (“The End is Nigh
(Again),” October 3, 2009). As Magnus emphasizes, household
balance-sheet problems tend to last. They are often linked to property
booms and busts, which take years to play out. And as Edwards
surmises, the outcome will be a reverse of the Nineties’ boom, when
rising property prices boosted consumer confidence and spending.
Now that these prices have dropped, consumers will increase their
savings and reduce consumption. I very much agree. The second or
third mortgages of yesteryear will now be replaced with so many
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saving funds that will ensure the stability of the household balancesheet in the long run. In fact, excess property accumulated in the
Nineties will now be perceived as saving funds waiting to be drawn on
for specific purposes. The excess fat will thus take years to work off.
RED, BLACK (October 7, 2009)
Reading your briefing about corruption and organized crime in China,
one is quickly reminded of Baron Acton’s old quip that power
corrupts, while absolute power corrupts absolutely (“The Red and the
Black,” October 3, 2009). What else would one expect from a country
run by a communist party for six full decades? All the attempts by the
party itself to stamp out what is dubbed “red-black” collusion between
party officials and the underworld are thus doomed to failure. But a
careful reading of your article shows that gangs have a long tradition in
pre-communist China. The Kuomintang style of party rule depended
on gangs like the famous Green Gang in Shanghai or Chongqing’s
Robed Brothers. The Sun Yee On triad and the United Bamboo gang
still operate in Hong Kong and Taiwan, as well as China itself.
Looking further back, one finds a thriving tradition in organized crime
going centuries back. Japanese Yakuza is thus hardly a surprise, for it
comes from common cultural roots. To wit, if absolute power corrupts
absolutely, this surely has to do with the way China has been ruled for
centuries and perhaps even millennia. The communist party in power
today is but an outgrowth of the country’s very culture rather than a
foreign implant of recent vintage.
WAR OF THE FLEA (October 7, 2009)
You preface your ruminations about sundry comparisons between
Afghanistan and Vietnam with a few words about insurgency (“From
Saigon to Kabul,” October 3, 2009). “Perhaps the best description of
insurgency is War of the Flea, the title of a 1965 book on revolutionary
warfare by Robert Taber, an American who witnessed Fidel Castro’s
success in Cuba.” You quote his own rendering of “the dog’s
disadvantages”: “too much to defend; too small, ubiquitous, and agile
an enemy to come to grips with.” So far, so good. “In the end,” you
conclude, “exhausted, the dog dies or gives up the fight.” Well, no dog
has ever died from an attack of fleas except if they have been infected
by deadly germs, as well. Besides, no dog has ever given up the fight
by leaving the fleas behind. That is not an option, anyhow. Simply
put, Taber’s analogy is deeply flawed. If anything, it describes how
the American army understands insurgency. In that sense at least,
Afghanistan and Vietnam are indeed pretty similar in spite of their
many differences. The dog will forever misunderstand the fleas.
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SLEEP WELL, EUROPE (October 10, 2009)
“It is time for the world’s biggest economy to rise from its slumber and
play a global rôle,” or so you claim in your main leader (“Wake Up,
Europe!” October 10, 2009). To begin with, Europe is not the world’s
biggest economy; rather, it is the world’s biggest common market. Or,
as you like to put it, economic club. Much remains to be done for
Europe to become an economy, let alone a political entity with some
teeth. Military teeth, mind you. And chances are that this is how
things will remain in spite of the belated Irish approval of the Lisbon
treaty. Put differently, your wake-up call and your cheerleading is
bordering on the ridiculous. A president and a foreign minister will
not change Europe’s slumber, no matter who takes these positions.
The twain will be mere figureheads perpetually embroiled in pointless
struggle with all the other presidents and foreign ministers lording over
their corners of the common market. Sleep well, Europe!
BLAIR FOR PREZ, AGAIN AND AGAIN (October 10, 2009)
As you point out, Tony Blair remains ahead of others in the race for
the first president of the European Council, but he faces plenty of
competition (“The Presidency Stakes,” October 10, 2009). A year and
a half ago you listed Jean-Claude Juncker of Luxemburg, Wolfgang
Schűssel of Austria, and Anders Fogh Rasmussen of Denmark (“The
Other Presidential Race,” April 19, 2008). Two months ago you listed
Felipe Ganzáles of Spain, Paavo Lipponen of Finland, and Wolfgang
Schüssel (“Unwelcome, President Blair,” August 1, 2009). Now you
list Felipe Ganzáles, François Fillon of France, Jan Peter Balkenende
of the Netherlands, Paavo Lipponen, Martti Ahtisaari of Finland,
Herman van Rompuy of Belgium, and Jean-Claude Juncker. The
competition is doubtless growing, but Blair remains the only heavyhitter on the list. Throughout, I have been convinced that Blair is the
right man for the job primarily because of his prowess with his
American counterpart. Barack Obama is no George Bush, but the
White House is still the White House. And Europe’s future is still
closely bound with that of America. If the Eurocrats fail to understand
this simple fact of life and choose someone else for president, the
future of Europe is indeed in question.
CLIMATE-INDUCED WARS (October 11, 2009)
As you report, the research of Richard Tol of the Economic and Social
Research Institute in Dublin and Sebastian Wagner of GKSS, a
research institute near Hamburg, “throws into question the assumption
that rising temperatures and violence go hand in hand” (“Cool Heads
or Heated Conflicts?” October 10, 2009). The research concerns the
correlation between low temperatures and conflict in Europe over the
last millennium. It shows that in the more remote past the effects of
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cold weather on harvests led to supply shortages, and that these indeed
increased the likelihood of conflict over food, but that the correlation
vanishes in the mid-Eighteen century, when the industrial revolution
began. Systematic plant breeding, the introduction of new crops, and
new forms of crop rotation, as well as improvement of irrigation and
transport of food began in the same period. The lesson, you argue, is
that the way to minimize the likelihood of climate-induced conflict in
the future is to continue the process of crop improvement. As an
example, you offer genetic engineering leading to heat- and droughttolerant varieties. If farmers are made aware of these varieties and
encouraged to use them, and if free trade and non-agricultural
development are promoted, “people will have no cause to fight, and
tyrants no excuse to stir them up.” Splendid. Assuming that climate
change will not affect our ability to accomplish all you propose,
climate-induced wars can surely be averted. But the old assumption
that rising temperatures and violence go hand in hand will spring back
to life as soon as your assumption comes into question. This is what
the research by Tol and Wagner actually shows.
THE WERTHER EFFECT (October 12, 2009)
It is sad to read that the suicide rate in France is edging upwards, but
your two articles about this topic strike me as misguided (“Bounjour
tristesse” and “Hating What You Do,” October 10, 2009). The recent
spate of suicides, both attempted and successful, at France Telecom
may have to do with management issues, as you argue, but it is much
more likely that this is another instance of so-called copycat suicide
that spreads like wildfire under some circumstances. It is even known
as the Werther Effect after Goethe’s famous novel that prompted many
a puzzling suicide close to the end of the Eighteenth Century.
Circumstances permitting, a veritable suicide fashion makes its
appearance. In a few countries a suicide culture establishes itself,
making it rather difficult to eradicate even in the long run. At any rate,
the French had better pay attention to good management advice, but it
is not very likely to have any effect on the suicide rate.
DUAL NATURE OF HOMES (October 12, 2009)
In your ruminations about the nature of wealth, where you distinguish
between financial and real wealth for the benefit of a visiting Martian,
you point out that housing is more complicated than the stockmarket
because homes are both consumption and investment goods (“The
Nature of Wealth,” October 10, 2009). Indeed. People get utility from
living in their homes while thinking of them as assets to be sold in the
future. The dual nature of homes can thus get quite confusing. You
argue that a rise of house prices that outpaces the growth of an
economy does not make a society richer: “all that is achieved is a
transfer of wealth from first-time buyers to retirees exiting the property
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market.” However, a strong rise of house prices can and usually does
lead to second and even third mortgages, which are often used for the
purchase of second homes, frequently in connection with retirement to
come. In such cases, price increases have real effects that do impinge
upon the wealth of society. Much of the housing bubble leading up to
the current economic crisis was especially confusing because the oldest
among baby-boomers were contemplating retirement precisely in this
period. The second or third mortgage came handy in the purchase of
the second home, which was to become the only home after the sale of
the mortgaged property. Although the crisis has affected the price of
second homes, as well, their utility has not been affected at all. A
Martian contemplating such earthly wonders would surely be
perplexed no end.
CARL JUNG’S ART (October 13, 2009)
Your review of The Red Book by Carl Jung (New York: W.W. Norton,
2009) briefly mentions the tempera paintings illustrating this hefty
tome written by hand in cramped German Gothic script between 1914
and 1930 (“Confronting the Unconscious,” October 10, 2009). In your
estimation, the paintings reveal him to be “a gifted, if sometimes
frightening, artist.” I beg to differ. Compared with the best of the art
of the period, the writhing snakes and dragons, scowling prophets and
monsters, leaden symbols and swirling patterns from his waking
fantasies reveal a pathetic, if sometimes ridiculous, artist. His
paintings fit perfectly into the New Age kitsch that has sprung to life
partly with his help. They reek of the stuffy petty bourgeoisie of
cramped Swiss villages, such as his native Kesswil in the canton of
Thurgau. But, regardless of the fate of the weighty book of which they
are part, they are destined to be revered and emulated by many an
astrologer, palm reader, and tattoo artist. In this sense, and this sense
only, Jung was undoubtedly gifted. Guided by his able hand, the New
Age kitsch will only keep prospering.
MUSLIMS OF THE WORLD (October 14, 2009)
It is interesting to read about the newest survey of the world’s Muslim
population conducted by the Pew Research Center in Washington, DC,
according to which the second-biggest faith is not so Arabian (“A
Shifting Locus,” October 10, 2009). As it turns out, some sixty
percent of the total of more than a billion-and-a-half Muslims live in
Asia and the Pacific basin, while only about thirty-five percent of them
live in the Middle East and Africa. Similarly, it is worthy of note that
the European country with the highest Muslim population is not France
or Germany but Russia, where they represent nearly twelve percent of
the total. However, it would also be useful to learn about the
geographic distribution of different branches of Islam, such as Sunni,
Shia, Kharijite, and Sufi. Just like Catholics, Protestants, and
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Orthodox Christians, Muslims of the world differ significantly in their
world-views depending on the branch of their faith to which they
belong. The geographic breakdown that you report neglects these
important differences.
SHAMING OF LAGGARDS (October 19, 2009)
As you put it in your leader on how best to cut carbon-dioxide
emissions, “international agreements are helpful only in so far as they
encourage individual countries to control their own emissions” (“Bad
Policy Will Boil the Planet,” October 17, 2009). Assuming that
domestic policies are up to scratch, everything ultimately depends on
how governments will implement them. International agreements are
useful in several ways you do not mention, though. Most important,
they can focus attention on countries whose emissions are most
troubling for the planet: America from burning oil, China from burning
coal, Brazil from deforestation, and so on. In addition, they can focus
attention on domestic policies that are most likely to lead to desired
results. Your article about energy and climate change in Britain
clearly shows that markets are not up to scratch in this regard
(“Questioning the Invisible Hand”). But the last paragraph of this
article points out yet another useful rôle for international agreements:
shaming of laggards in domestic policies controlling carbon emissions
or in their implementation. Perhaps this is the best we can expect from
the December meeting on climate change in Copenhagen. And
shaming is a potent tool, no doubt.
THE STREISAND EFFECT (October 19, 2009)
Britain’s libel laws are already notorious for their bias in favor of the
claimant and against the defendant, and it is thus not surprising that
many a government is growing frustrated with London’s growing rôle
as a “libel-tourism” destination (“Barbara Streisand Strikes Again,”
October 17, 2009). It is thus good to read that the World Wide Web is
creating awkward problems for English courts when it comes to libel.
“Bloggers are too numerous and too poor to be sued,” you point out,
“and many of the servers that host their libelous musings are based
outside England and Wales, and are therefore beyond the reach of
English courts.” Libel suits thus often lead to something that bloggers
call the “Streisand effect,” a phenomenon named after the unfortunate
singer who had tried to block the publication of an embarrassing
photograph only to help spread it around the bloggosphere. Bloggers
be praised, for they are the only protectors of the unadulterated truth in
this crazy world of ours.
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BUSINESS SCHOOL RANKING (October 20, 2009)
Deciding which business school to attend, if any, is a difficult decision,
and thus many a business newspaper offers its ranking by way of help:
The Economist, the Financial Times, The Wall Street Journal, US
News & World Report, Business Week, and many others. But the
rankings are bewildering themselves. For example, the Financial
Times puts the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School and
London Business School at the top of their list, whereas you rank them
eighth and ninth, respectively (“Resilient Wreckers,” October 17,
2009). These differences reflect different methodologies, you explain.
And you add that your own ranking relies heavily on students’ own
assessment. But how in the world has your ranking of Wharton
changed from seventeenth to ninth in a single year? Similarly, how did
Harvard Business School jump from twelfth place in 2008 to fifth in
2009? Are these differences also due to different methodologies?
With help like this, deciding which business school to attend is very
like lottery. Come to think of it, this reflects the business world out
there pretty well, too.
THE WAGES OF SIN (October 20, 2009)
Your review of Dan Cruickshank’s The Secret History of Georgian
London: How the Wages of Sin Shaped the Capital (New York:
Random House, 2009) suggests that London was at least two centuries
behind Venice when it comes to women’s financial independence
(“Harlot’s Progress,” October 17, 2009). Pietro Aretino’s The School
of Whoredom (London: Hesperus Press, 2003) lampoons a Platonist
dialogue between a mother, a courtesan of renown, and her daughter,
an aspiring courtesan, on economic opportunities for women. Written
in or about 1535, seven years after Aretino’s move from Rome to
Venice following the sack of Rome by the Duke of Bourbon, his book
goes into the nitty-gritty of the oldest trade. Pecuniary advice abounds.
If she fails to follow the good advice, the mother keeps repeating, the
daughter will end up as poor and destitute as a common whore. Mind
you, around 1500 Venice boasted some twelve-thousand prostitutes
among about a hundred-thousand inhabitants. Becoming a courtesan
of renown was far from a mean feat. Just like in London many years
later, all this changed in Venice with the arrival of other economic
opportunities for women.
CENSORSHIP WITHOUT CENSORS (October 26, 2009)
The index compiled by Reporters without Borders shows clearly that
media freedom is rapidly receding behind the Iron Curtain of old. In
fact, as you quote Miklos Haraszti, a media-watcher at the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, a human-rights
watchdog: “The Iron Curtain is still there” (“Shut Up or Be Sued,”
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October 24, 2009). It surely is. For my sins, I am in court for libel in
Croatia, whose ranking has dropped by thirty-three points since last
year—a record for Central and Eastern Europe. I wrote on my website
of literary character and in English language that the mayor of my
town and several others in my municipality are in a conflict of interests
regarding the sale of land for golf development. One would think that
this would be rather innocuous in a country notorious for corruption
and organized crime, but that would be wrong. Libel is a criminal
offence in Croatia, and it is so defined in law that the defendant has
practically no chances in court. Not surprisingly, the media thus tend
to skirt real issues and focus on trivia. This would be a dream of old
communist leaders—censorship without censors.
BALKAN SCHEMING (October 26, 2009)
Efforts to hold Bosnia together are not faltering because of “Balkan
scheming,” as you call it, but because the European Union and the
United States cannot get their act together (“Balkan Scheming,”
October 24, 2009). The two parts of the country put together by the
Dayton accords—a Serb entity (or Republika Srpska, which cannot be
translated into English because it means no less than “Serbian
Republic”) and a federation of Croats and Bosniaks (that is, Bosnian
Muslims)—will surely make trouble along the way, but the solution to
the bickering still lies in Brussels and Washington. By the way, the
same holds for Kosovo. Once the underlying trouble is resolved by the
great powers, and resolved it must be relatively soon, Balkan scheming
will disappear as if by magic. It has always been thus in the Balkans,
at least since the division of the Roman Empire, when it was up to
Ravenna and Constantinople to quell Balkan scheming. Back then, the
Slavs were still in the Carpathian Mountains, but the essence of the
problem has not changed an iota. And it never will.
AYN RAND (October 26, 2009)
It is amusing to read your eulogy of Alisa Rosenbaum, better known as
Ayn Rand, parading as a review of two recent books about her literary
and political achievements (“Capitalism’s Martyred Hero,” October
24, 2009). Although you have little to say about literary critics who
bemoan her “cardboard characters and tabloid style,” you go as far as
to claim that “her readers reacted to her writings in much the same way
that leftists reacted to reading Marx.” Marx was never a popular
writer, though, and he never stooped to “insights” as threadbare as the
one you credit to Rand, according to whom “society cannot thrive
unless it is willing to give freedom to entrepreneurs and innovators.”
Wow! Now it is you, too, who trade in cardboard characters and
tabloid style. Rand versus Marx, no less! If she is popular in America
once again, this still does not mean that she was more than a woman
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deeply affected by witnessing the Russian revolution and its aftermath
as a Russian Jew. Granted, the experience must have been harrowing.
A CLEVER CALF (October 28, 2009)
“Serbia seems to have a foreign policy on steroids,” you muse (“Better
Troublesome than Dull,” October 24, 2009). “For a relatively small
Balkan country,” you continue, “Serbia is getting a surprising amount
of attention.” Joe Bidden, America’s vice-president, came for a visit
earlier this year. Russia’s president, Dmitry Medvedev, was recently
there. And so was Carl Bildt, Sweden’s foreign minister very much
involved in the European Union’s Balkan policy. Abdullah Gul,
Turkey’s president, will visit shortly. According to Serbia’s president,
Boris Tadić, and its foreign minister, Vuk Jeremić, the country’s
foreign policy rests on many a distant pillar: America, Russia, China,
the Union, and non-aligned countries. Not yet a formal candidate to
join the Union, Serbia is playing its cards well by proverbially not
putting all its eggs in one basket. But there is an ever better Balkan
proverb that pertains in this case: “A clever calf sucks two cows.” In
fact, the greater the number of cows to suck, the merrier. And much of
this wisdom comes from an old source worth remembering when it
comes to Balkan foreign policy—Josip Broz Tito himself.
TROMPE L’OEIL (October 28, 2009)
Fooling the eye has been a major preoccupation of artists for a couple
of millennia, as you argue in your review of “Art and Illusions:
Masterpieces of Trompe l’Oeil from Antiquity to the Present Day,” and
exhibition at Palazzo Strozzi in Florence (“When It’s Fun to be
Fooled,” October 24, 2009). But underlying it is a long quest for
imitation, the art’s very purpose according to Arthur Danto, a major art
critic and philosopher of art. To simplify a little, he saw the triumph of
imitation in photography that ushered Photorealism in art. This spelled
“the end of art,” which was long foreseen by Hegel. The long quest
for verisimilitude in now over. Which is why trompe l’oeil now strikes
us as innocent fun. It is but a twist on imitation, which has reached its
end already. As for art, it is now lost in the woods, for anything goes.
And nothing much matters any longer.
MANAGEMENT GURUS (October 28, 2009)
You list many an irritating habit of management gurus, who tend to
come up with old and tired homilies over and over again (“The Three
Habits…,” October 24, 2009), but you fail to even mention an even
more irritating thing about them. Managers the world over not only
read their advice, and thus make them rich, but they also relish it.
When one management guru gets boring, another one is sure to appear
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out of nowhere, and managers will throw themselves at his or her feet
once again. As is my irritating habit, though, I look for faults not with
the few, but with the many. It is the many who are the real problem,
and the few will always be there to cajole them one way or another.
Take Drucker. Or Mussolini. Or Tamerlane. Why blame them for the
faults of their silly followers? For it is the followers who make the
leaders, including management gurus. The real question that needs to
be addressed is why managers of all descriptions are in such a thrall of
their gurus? Now, this is a question surely worth serious research!
ELIMINATING UNCERTAINTY (November 2, 2009)
Ah, your ruminations about the impossible task of eliminating
uncertainty start so very promisingly (“Bribing the Markets,” October
31, 2009). As Frank Knight wisely pointed out, and as John Maynard
Keynes understood perfectly well, uncertainty is impossible to get
around. It is irreducible. All the attempts to turn uncertainty into risk
with known costs or benefits and their probabilities are in vain. But
this is precisely why the task of eliminating uncertainty is also
inescapable.
Irrepressible.
And even ineradicable.
Human
intelligence reaching only so far, but rarely much farther than the nose,
sundry and strong emotions will come into play, albeit in more
presentable guises. And the market will relish them. Whence allknowing gurus, mysterious insiders, and far-seeing astrologers. Come
what may, uncertainty will be reduced to risk. By hook or by crook.
For who in his or her right mind would ever admit that the market is
far worse than the worst among casinos, where risk indeed reigns?
God forbid! Everything is under control, at least until the next bloody
crash. And this is where your ruminations should have playfully
ended.
FALLING FERTILITY (November 3, 2009)
As you argue in your main leader and briefing on the surprising fall in
the fertility rate in less developed countries, the new demographic
trend is likely to bring big benefits (“Falling Fertility” and “Go Forth
and Multiply a Lot Less,” October 31, 2009). Although the world
population is still growing, it is growing at an ever-slower rate. This
was expected, but the fall in the fertility rate is so pronounced that it
explains your enthusiasm. In your words, “it carries a lesson about
how to solve the problems of climate change.” As population growth
is one of the main drivers of climate change, this is indeed the case.
But it is not clear what this “lesson” of yours actually entails. That less
people means less climate change? Or that problems tend to solve
themselves? Mind you, many processes associated with climate
change, such as the melting of polar ice or the decline in biodiversity,
cannot be stopped or reversed even if the world’s population stops
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growing today. To wit, you are offering false hope on climate change.
There will be no surprises in solving its problems.
THE PILLARS OF CAPITALISM (November 3, 2009)
Your review of Andrew Ross Sorkin’s Too Big to Fail: The Inside
Story of How Wall Street and Washington Fought to Save the
Financial System—and Themselves (New York: Viking, 2009) is a real
joy to read (“Book of Revelations,” October 31, 2009). Drawing on
interviews with a few hundred people who participated directly in the
events surrounding the collapse of Lehman Brothers, the book offers a
rare view of the pinnacle of the capitalist system. When the going gets
tough, the movers and shakers pluck numbers from the air, resort to
creative thinking, make up the rules as they go, and worse. Some act
decisively but foolishly, others dither wisely. Most have no idea what
is going on, let alone what to do about it. Wherever one turns, hubris
and ineptitude reign. Topped by the imposing bulk of the Treasury,
the Federal Reserve, and the Securities and Exchange Commission, the
entire system rests on thin air. The pillars of capitalism are but a
figment of our imagination. Sorkin’s book should be a must in
introductory economics courses, so as to discourage the fainthearted as
early as possible.
BARROSO’S CAUTION (November 4, 2009)
“Don’t expect miracles,” you quote José Manuel Barroso, president of
the European Commission, on what to expect from the ratification of
the Lisbon treaty (“Deciding Europe’s Place in the World,” October
31, 2009). “Lisbon reinforces our capacity to act, but at least as
important is our willingness to act.” Very well put. The new posts of
President of the European Council and High Representative heading
the diplomatic service, a kind of foreign minister, will change little of
substance. As Britain, France, and Germany are the only countries in
the European Union with a foreign policy worth mentioning, the new
posts will either smack of these countries’ interests, or they will be
entirely irrelevant. Given that the Union makes little sense in the
world without the protection of the United States, those who take the
new posts will have to work closely with the American president. And
that is about all one can say about the Lisbon treaty. Barroso’s caution
is well worth remembering for quite some while.
RICHARD SONNENFELDT (November 4, 2009)
I am quite touched by your obituary of Richard Sonnenfeldt, chief
interpreter at Nuremberg, who got to know the likes of Hermann
Göring and Rudolf Höss rather intimately (October 21, 2009). In his
early twenties at the time, he had much to learn about his fellow
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humans. In spite of all the horrors committed against the Jews, and he
was a German Jew himself, he found that he did not hate the Germans.
They were destitute in the wake of World War II. He did not hate the
Nazis individually, either. “What chilled him was the ordinariness of
these men,” you point out. When he asked the commandant of
Auschwitz, whether he was ever tempted to enrich himself from the
inmates, Höss replied: “What kind of man do you think I am?” Truly
wonderful. I remember similar discoveries in the Fifties, when I was
still a teenager eager to understand recent history. The monsters of the
war started surprising me by their ordinariness. It took me a couple of
years to realize that there actually are no monsters. Just fellow
humans.
THE END OF YUGOSLAVIA (November 6, 2009)
As you point out in your briefing on the world after 1989, Yugoslavia
was seen at the time as “a template of multi-ethnicity and pluralism, a
halfway house between centrally-planned socialism and the harsh and
distant world of western capitalism” (“Walls in the Mind,” November
7, 2009). Indeed. Sadly, it quickly turned dreadful, and one-hundredforty-thousand people perished in Bosnia, Croatia, and Kosovo. “For a
decade,” you explain, “the outside world was unable to stop rampaging
ethno-nationalist militias turning ancient grudges into bloody
revenge.” The end of Yugoslavia was doubtless dreadful, but two
stubborn misconceptions find their way into your explanation. First,
the outside world had done too little, too late to stop the bloodshed.
Once Yugoslavia had lost its appeal as an irksome wedge in the Soviet
flank, it quickly lost the support of the west, as well. Second, the
grudges that fed the rampaging militias were far from ancient; rather,
they had their roots in World War II, when the internecine war was
initiated and promoted by the occupying forces. The outside world
was never too good to the peoples of erstwhile Yugoslavia, who were
divided by competing empires for centuries.
THE MISSING VOICE (November 7, 2009)
As you say in your review of a pile of books about the fall of
Communism, “missing in all this is a powerful voice from the
countries concerned” (“Wall Stories,” November 7, 2009). Writers
such as Solzhenitsyn are needed to put the fall and its aftermath into
words. Or so you argue. But the demise of great dreams seldom
produces great literature. Communism was the greatest dream since
the Industrial Revolution, too. The missing voice will come forth
when the alternative proves sorely wanting, and sorely wanting it will
prove soon enough. Capitalism was a great dream too long ago to
cause much of a stir today, but it offers little or no solace to those who
want more from life than goods and services galore. Not surprisingly,
Solzhenitsyn himself was not impressed by the alternative, but words
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failed him when it came to denouncing it as a writer. His heirs will be
much less obliging. The missing voice will be harsh past compare.
RELIGION AND CLIMATE CHANGE (November 8, 2009)
Taken together, your two articles in the International Section, both of
which concern climate change in global terms, are a most interesting
read (“(Not Yet) Marching as to War” and “Sounding the Trumpet,”
November 7, 2009). The first is about public opinion, and the second
is about religion. Public opinion is notoriously fickle, and so are
politicians who go by it. No matter how cleverly issues of climate
change are formulated, they will go in and out of fashion with
changing political and economic circumstances.
Religious
organizations are accustomed to dealing with all this in terms
acceptable to most people. And in the long run. The connection
between faith and greenery is thus likely to grow stronger with
growing environmental problems—floods, droughts, fires, and storms.
And churches, temples, and mosques will in time become the main
sources of palpable information about climate change. After all, few
humans are available to a rational argument of any kind. God’s wrath
resonates with all and sundry, though.
CORRUPTION IN
(November 9, 2009)

CENTRAL

AND

EASTERN

EUROPE

You list four stumbling blocks in Central and Eastern Europe’s
catching up with the west: unpredictable legal system, cumbersome
regulation, inadequate social safety net, and inefficient competition
(“Down in the Dumps,” November 7, 2009). It is hard to argue with
any of the above. But you skip an important obstacle that mars the
region: widespread corruption. The best proxy for this remnant of
communist past is the poor and declining freedom of the media, which
you reported only a fortnight ago (“Shut Up or Be Sued,” October 24,
2009). Libel laws are systematically abused to muzzle critics. As
corruption is difficult to measure, this proxy is of enormous value.
The way things stand at present, it will be of increasing value in
gauging the development of the entire region as it struggles to get out
of the current economic downturn.
BERLIN’S FUTURE (November 10, 2009)
As you quote Franziska Eichstädt-Bohlig, a Green member of Berlin’s
Senate, the German capital is really three cities: the old east, the old
west, and the new middle (“Not Quite Grown Up,” November 7,
2009). This was my own impression on two visits—the first a few
years after the fall of the wall, and the second a decade after the
historic event. Following the move of the capital from Bonn, the
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middle has grown quite a bit. The country’s administration has
attracted many company headquarters, as well. The middle also
thrives on tourists attracted by culture and cafés. But the city still feels
lost in the wilderness. Perhaps the main reason for this is lackluster
development of East Germany of old, but also of Poland, the Czech
Republic, and Slovakia beyond the border. It is in the city’s hinterland
that its future will be made. Or not.
PITTING KEYNES AGAINST RICARDO (November 11, 2009)
Now that the worst of the economic crisis appears to be over,
policymakers the world over are considering their exit strategies. As
you say, tightening fiscal policy while keeping monetary policy loose
is the favorite strategy, and the withdrawal of fiscal stimulus is the
favorite exit route (“Exit, Followed by a Bear,” November 7, 2009).
But pitting John Maynard Keynes against David Ricardo in gauging
the effect of the stimulus is rather unnecessary. True, consumers will
perceive a higher government deficit as a forewarning of future tax
rises, and thus save a portion of the handouts they receive from the
state, but the remaining portion will still be spent. Also true, the
higher the government deficit, the lower the multiplier effect of
spending this portion, but it is not likely to become altogether
ineffective. Ricardo and Keynes would surely agree on this much,
from which they would conclude that an excessive stimulus would not
be wise. Most important, they would argue that the stimulus should be
withdrawn at this stage in the reasonable hope that the old bear would
not appear again all too soon.
ARCHAIC LIBEL LAWS (November 17, 2009)
As you argue, it is time to reform England’s archaic libel laws (“A
City Named Sue,” November 14, 2009). The English law is, as you
put it, one of the most claimant-friendly systems in the world, for it
requires the defendant to prove what he or she said is true. By
contrast, the strong free-speech defense provided by America’s first
amendment puts the burden on the claimant. And this is where
America still leads the world. It is thus time to reform many countries’
archaic libel laws, not just England’s. Central and Eastern Europe is a
case in point. This is where a claimant-friendly libel law now serves
the same function as censorship used to serve before the Iron Curtain
supposedly fell. Unfortunately, only new dissidents in these countries
are aware of the need for legal reform, for those in power use the
archaic law to stifle all opposition. Before the general public
throughout the region is sensitized to this crucial issue, defendantfriendly libel law will remain a pipedream. Just like America used to
be a couple of decades ago.
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THE FACELESS BOSS (November 17, 2009)
My heart was with you as soon as I started reading your passionate
denunciation of the faceless boss (“The Cult of the Faceless Boss,”
November 14, 2009). “In general,” I read with relish, “the corporate
world needs its flamboyant visionaries and raging egomaniacs rather
more than its humble leaders and corporate civil servants.” The likes
of Henry Ford, Thomas Watson, and Jack Welch popped up in my
mind at once, and it was a joy to find their names in the very next
paragraph. But then I remembered your own boss. And the rest of you
standing behind sections and columns, leaders and briefings I read
every week. I remembered how often I had praised your mighty
newspaper precisely for the facelessness of the entire crew, which
saves me from flamboyant visionaries and raging egomaniacs that ruin
many a newspaper on offer. A bit shaken by this sudden reversal in
my own mind, I concluded that there must be times and places where
flamboyant, visionary bosses are indeed sorely needed. And there
must be times and places where they only get in the way. To wit, we
need bosses of both kinds, but it is my own hunch at this stage that the
faceless ones come handy a bit more often than you claim.
CLAUDE LÉVI-STRAUSS (November 17, 2009)
Masterfully penned, your obituary to Claude Lévi-Strauss brought me
to tears (November 14, 2009). Paradoxically, two eerie sentences
explain my rapture. “The existentialists,” goes the first, “and all who
thought that man should be studied as an individual rather than en bloc,
noisily attacked him.” Splendid. “In the bitter phrase of Jean-Paul
Sartre, with whom he sparred for years,” goes the second, “he
preferred to view men like ants.” Splendid, indeed. And so he became
an anthropologist rather than a philosopher. Or perhaps a writer. At
any rate, these two sentences helped me understand why I had
cherished Lévi-Strauss practically since childhood. Like ants, humans
turn out to be somewhat interesting. But not otherwise.
WALK-ON RÔLE (November 18, 2009)
For all its faults, the single market is the greatest asset of the European
Union. Making sure that capital, goods, services, and labor flow ever
more freely within the single market should thus be the Union’s top
priority. The economic crisis has put it in question, though. Lord
Mandelson, a former European trade commissioner now back in
Britain as business secretary, is thus to be praised for his speech in
Brussels early this month in which he warned that, without bolder
leadership, the Union risks playing a “merely walk-on rôle” in a
“totally reordered global economy” dominated by America and China
(“Single Market Bargaining,” November 14, 2009). The warning has
come a bit late, though. The Union has been an extra without any lines
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for quite a while already. Making sure that the single market works
well ensures that it keeps a walk-on rôle at best. In the longer run,
even this is hardly guaranteed in a totally reordered global economy.
CHINA’S RAPID GROWTH (November 18, 2009)
The best gauge of the efficiency with which an economy’s resources
are used is so-called total factor productivity (TFP). It is calculated as
the percentage change in output that is not accounted for by changes in
capital and labor inputs. If both of these inputs remain unchanged,
TFP is the percentage increase or decrease of output. It thus focuses
on resource use, including changes in the organization of production.
As recent OECD figures show, TFP growth has been most remarkable
for China followed by several other Asian economies, such as India,
Singapore, South Korea, and Indonesia (“Secret Sauce,” November 14,
2009). In terms of TFP growth, Japan does not differ much from
Britain, Germany, and the United States. As you point out, these
figures undermine a common claim that China’s rapid growth has been
based solely on over-investment in capital. Instead, they show
increasing efficiency of use of the available capital and labor
resources. You also point out that China’s surge in infrastructure
spending helps greatly in this connection, as infrastructure provides for
better connection between the available resources, which are thus
better used to increase output. Your concluding claim that “China’s
growth is still too capital-intensive” is thus surprising. If the country’s
TFP is way ahead of the rest of the world, whence your verdict?
SCYLLA, CHARYBDIS (November 23, 2009)
“Either central banks are wrong to keep rates low,” you pithily assess
the current rally in risky assets, “or markets are wrong to expect
recovery” (“Something’s Gotta Give,” November 21, 2009).
Precisely. Low interest rates cannot be good for investors if central
banks keep them down for too long. If central banks are judging the
recovery too fragile, the rally will ultimately end in a flop.
Alternatively, if they are underestimating the rally’s potential, this will
boost inflationary pressures. As you put it, markets will have a tricky
time navigating between this Scylla and Charybdis in the coming
months. Exactly. But a large part of the problem lies with central
banks, which seem to be led by the Fed. Driving the prime rate to zero
in no time and then holding it there forever is hardly a way to let
markets get proper bearings. In other words, the times would be much
less tricky were central banks to play interest rates with a bit more
subtlety.
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA, YUGOSLAVIA (November 23, 2009)
Your review of Mary Heimann’s Czechoslovakia: The State that
Failed (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 2009) cannot
but remind me of another country that failed at roughly the same time:
Yugoslavia (“A Chequered History,” November 21, 2009). There are
many things that connect the two countries’ histories. Both owed their
existence to Woodrow Wilson, who pushed for federal solutions after
the breakup of the Austro-Hungarian Empire in the wake of World
War I. The ethnic groups that suffered most in both arrangements
were, not surprisingly, German and Hungarian speakers. Both
countries survived World War II under similar regimes allied with the
Soviet Union. And both were let to fall apart when the cordon
sanitaire that buffered the rest of Europe from the Soviet Union lost its
geopolitical usefulness to the west. Of course, Czechs and Slovaks
split up without any bloodshed, for which they should be praised. And
the breakup of Yugoslavia shows very well how badly states can fail:
one-hundred and forty-thousand dead.
By comparison with
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia’s history is hardly chequered at all.
Addendum (December 11, 2009)
This letter has appeared in the current edition of the mighty newspaper,
which bears tomorrow’s date, but in the online edition only. This is
my second letter to suffer such an indignity. The first one was
“Taxpayers’ Largesse: A Letter to The Economist” (September 15,
2009), which appeared in the edition of September 26, 2009. This is a
rather new policy regarding the publication of letters to the editor, and
I will have to get used to it. Even though I am an ardent fan of the
World Wide Web, I am much more impressed by the printed word.
Old-fashioned, or what?
A CAUTIONARY TALE FROM SPAIN (November 23, 2009)
When it comes to property development, Spain provides one of the
best examples of how not to do it. A decade-long construction boom
has left the country’s forty-five unlisted savings banks, or cajas, in dire
shape (“Savings and Groans,” November 21, 2009). Mutually owned
and controlled by a mix of depositors, employees, and all-too-eager
local politicians, they currently own fifty-six percent of Spanish
mortgages. Loans to property developers make up around one-fifth of
their assets. Now that the construction boom has turned to bust, as
witnessed by myriad see-through buildings across Spain, the cajas are
in serious trouble. They are facing paralysis. Perhaps the best that
comes out of this mess is a cautionary tale for any country
contemplating Spain’s model in future.
Unbridled, property
development is pernicious. Promoted by local politicians, who tend to
keep their sticky fingers in both planning and financing decisions,
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property development is even worse. And the ownership and control
structure of cajas is the key to calamity.
AN ENDANGERED PLANET (November 23, 2009)
Your story about poor management of bluefin tuna is a most
depressing read (“Changing Tides,” November 21, 2009). Even
though the bluefin has been in the hands of the International
Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) for some
forty years, their numbers have declined by three-quarters over that
period. Conservation groups and many scientists have been calling for
a complete moratorium on bluefin fishing, but have been ignored by
ICCAT. There is thus a growing demand that the management be
transferred to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Flora and Fauna (CITES), which has the power to ban
trade in an endangered species such as the bluefin entirely. And so on,
and so forth. Now think of Copenhagen. If we cannot properly
manage a single endangered species, how can we possibly manage an
endangered planet? Call me a pessimist, but I already know the
answer to my rhetorical question.
MONSANTO TO THE RESCUE (November 24, 2009)
Feeding the world’s growing population will be quite a task in the
coming decades, but your main leader on the topic astonishes by the
stark simplicity of its advice (“How to Feed the World,” November 21,
2009). Governments need to improve two things: the productive
capacity of agriculture and the operation of food markets. The
productive capacity can be improved in many ways, but one of them
stands out: developing genetically modified (GM) crops that, among
other things, use less water. At this point you refer to your briefing
about Monsanto’s achievements with GM crops (“The Parable of the
Sower”), in which you mention DuPont and Syngenta, its main rivals,
only in passing. Although you do not refer to it in the main leader, an
article in the International Section addresses, albeit rather vaguely, the
insidious distrust of global food markets (“If Words Were Food,
Nobody Would Go Hungry”). Your advice thus boils down to a
straightforward proposition: leave the world’s hungry to Monsanto. Or
am I missing something?
BACKSLIDING, AGAIN (November 24, 2009)
Safely in the European Union, Slovakia is apparently returning to the
crooked ways of Vladimir Meciar’s regime (“Heading South,”
November 21, 2009). As you point out, the special anti-corruption
court has been suspended and replaced by a weaker substitute. Highprofile corruption cases with roots in the 1990s are now at risk of
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fizzling out. Frightening. And even more frightening if you read
about it in Croatia, where anti-corruption institutions are now
proliferating in the hope of joining the Union as soon as possible.
Once safely in the fold, Croatia is more than likely to follow
Slovakia’s example. High-profile corruption cases with roots in Franjo
Tudjman’s crooked regime are almost certain to fizzle out, as well.
Which only points at the silent complicity of the Union. For how
could it ever tolerate such brazen backsliding? The only hope at this
stage is that the Union has learned something from Slovakia and other
Eastern European countries fond of backsliding after accession.
AMERICA AND RUSSIA’S BACKYARD (November 24, 2009)
In your ruminations about security arrangements in Europe you focus
on America and Russia (“A New Balance in Europe,” November 21,
2009). Now that both the European Union and NATO’s enlargement
appears to be a matter of mopping up a few Balkan stragglers, Russia
seems to be quite content with the arrangement. As a guarantor of
security for Europe, America seems to be quite content with it, too.
But this analysis skips an important country that now concerns both
America and Russia: China. This is where the real focus of their
attention actually lies. Europe is both America and Russia’s backyard
now. And American concessions in Europe, concerning NATO’s
enlargement and missile-defense stations close to Russia’s border,
must be understood in this context. For better or worse, America and
Russia may well work ever more closely in response to China’s
growing rôle in world affairs. A new balance in Europe thus suits both
America and Russia.
PETER DRUCKER (November 25, 2009)
Peter Drucker certainly deserves to be remembered on the centenary of
his birth (“Remembering Drucker,” November 21, 2009). Hailed
somewhat lavishly as “the father of modern management,” he was
undoubtedly one of the few true gurus of the discipline. Your eulogy
points out, correctly, that he was a “genuine intellectual” who, in his
early years, rubbed shoulders with the likes of Joseph Schumpeter and
Ludwig Wittgenstein. You also mention that he was born in Vienna,
which helps explain the above contacts, but you leave it at that. The
fuller story is worth telling, though. As the son of a high-ranking civil
servant, he grew up in a home where intellectuals regularly met to
discuss new ideas. At the time, Vienna was one of the world capitals,
where science, philosophy, and art had blossomed for many a year.
All this explains why his legacy will not be easy to match. Vienna is
but a provincial capital now, and intellectuals are few and far between
anywhere else around the globe. Not surprisingly, management gurus
have in the meanwhile turned into one-trick ponies.
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PACIFIC, ATLANTIC (November 25, 2009)
Both of your leader and article about Barack Obama’s recent visit to
Asia smack of American Republicanism at its most rabid (“The Pacific
(and Pussyfooting) President” and “Scaling the Asian Wall,”
November 21, 2009). This is where his politeness and deference are
interpreted as weakness and lack of resolution. His lackluster press
conference with Hu Jintao, which was in glaring contrast to the freefor-all between Bill Clinton and Jiang Zemin in 1998, is one of the
bones of contention for Republicans. But the world has changed in the
last eleven years. And how. China is a superpower now, and much of
Asia is surging forward as a consequence. Styling himself as
America’s first “Pacific president,” Obama is charting a new course
with respect to all the “Atlantic presidents” of yesteryear. Most
important, his demeanor was much appreciated across Asia. When it
comes to the world affairs, this only shows that American hubris is a
thing of the past.
LURING FOREIGN STUDENTS (November 25, 2009)
As you report, luring foreign students to Britain is getting harder
(“And is there Honey Still for Tea?” November 21, 2009). “Although
America leads the world in attracting foreign students to its campuses,”
you add, “Britain and Australia are not far behind.” Nonetheless, they
are still way behind America, and Britain is likely to stay there if
nothing serious is done about it. Namely, many foreign students do
not come to Britain only for a good degree, but also for a job to match
after graduation. After a bout of xenophobia in the wake of September
11, 2001, America is now welcoming foreign students with traditional
hospitality. In addition, it is welcoming the best of graduates to stay.
Britain is neither welcoming nor attractive by comparison with
America. The same holds for the European Union across the Channel,
where some of the British graduates may wish to go. And this is where
something serious ought to be done soon. Britain and the Union would
gain a great deal by attracting the best and the brightest from around
the world. But only try telling this to a surly bureaucrat or a myopic
politician!
CEREBRAL HEMISPHERES REUNITED (November 30, 2009)
According to your review of Iain McGilchrist’s The Master and His
Emissary: The Divided Brain and the Making of the Western World
(New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 2009), his main
claim is that the brain’s left hemisphere, or the Emissary in the title,
has wrested control from the right, or the Master (“Right and Left,”
November 28, 2009). The left’s world is narcissistic, and its main
motivation is power, whereas the right’s world is suffused with ideals
that are egalitarian and communitarian in nature. Over the centuries,
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the upstart has created a dehumanized society, caused environmental
despoliation, and fashioned willfully ugly modern art and music. As
you conclude your review, McGilchrist brings his book to a close with
a “deflating admission” that his main claims about the cerebral
hemispheres have the ring of loose analogies rather than hard
explanations. Indeed. But you fail to point out that the author’s
admission puts a dent in his own argument: the Master wrests control
back from the Emissary in the nick of time. Of course, the sharp
division of the hemispheres is nothing but an entertaining metaphor.
EUROPE’S PLACE IN TODAY’S WORLD (November 30, 2009)
“By choosing two virtual unknowns, with paltry political experience,
as the first permanent president of the European Council and the new
European Union foreign-policy supremo,” you open your leader about
Herman van Rompuy and Catherine Ashton, “Europe’s leaders have
made their union look ridiculous” (“Behold, Two Mediocre Mice,”
November 28, 2009). I beg to differ. In geopolitical terms, it is the
European Union that is actually ridiculous. The choice of its leaders is
therefore perfectly adequate. As you put it, the new leaders are
“decent in their way.” And so they are. They will do at home and the
near abroad, where they will occasionally if bashfully venture.
Nothing else will ever be required of them, anyhow. But it is high
time for Europeans to get a clear notion of their place in today’s world.
Van Rompuy and Ashton will doubtless help them get the message
loud and clear.
Addendum (December 9, 2015)
So many years later, the vaunted president and the foreign-policy
supremo are not the same. Herman van Rompuy and Catherine Ashton
have disappeared without a trace. Jean-Claude Juncker and Federica
Mogherini are now at the helm. Behold, two mediocre mice once
again. For better or worse, everything else is the same. And the
European Union is as ridiculous as it has ever been. Every single
geopolitical problem facing the Union nowadays is actually dealt with
by the German chancellor, Angela Merkel.
But the Union’s
geopolitical influence is fading by the day. Even though Germany
towers above the other countries in the Union, it is hardly a match for
quite a few countries around the globe. Returning to the Union’s
leadership, no changes should be expected in the future. It is reserved
for virtual unknowns with paltry political experience. Sorry, mediocre
mice.
YES, SCIENTISTS ARE HUMAN (November 30, 2009)
Much of the hoopla surrounding the illicit publication of a batch of
electronic-mail documents stolen from the servers of the Climate
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Research Unit at the University of East Anglia in England boggles the
mind. Your leader and the associated article do point out that the
documents are far from a proof of conspiracy among those who argue
that the earth’s climate is changing, or that it is changing because of
human activity, but you still poke fun at scientist for their slip-ups in
informal communication (“A Heated Debate” and “Mail-Strom,”
November 28, 2009). Yes, scientists are human. A raucous minority
remains in the wake of nearly every scientific debate, which is
resolved only by the passage of time. And careers. But scientists still
offer the best model of how to resolve disputes by sticking to the
evidence and theories that best explain it. Most important in this case,
they offer the only chance we have for understanding climate change
and what to do about it. A few flippant remarks should be granted
even scientists, especially when they are bantering in private. And that
is all that needs to be said about this sorry tale.
THE ART MARKET, AGAIN (December 1, 2009)
Let me begin by congratulating you on your survey of the art market
(“Suspended Animation,” November 28, 2009). It is a handy guide for
a novice and a refreshing digest for an old hand. Pithy and coherent, it
eschews the razmataz that plagues the market, which brings together
“great wealth, enormous egos, greed, passion, and controversy,” as you
put it so aptly, as well as mountains of obfuscation. Estimated at some
sixty-five-billion dollars at its peak in 2007, the market has slumped to
about fifty-billion by now. About ten-million wealthy people drive
this market, and they are still looking for assets that will hold their
value. You thus expect it to bounce back. Also, you expect it to
benefit from globalization. Great wealth and enormous egos can be
found in Russia, India, Brazil, or China, and not only in America and
Europe. However, you say not a word about when the market will
perk up again. Judging from the nature of the current economic crisis,
which came in the wake of the collapse of many a record asset bubble
in history, it may take quite a while for the art market to return to its
peak. That was a mighty asset bubble, too. Bouncing back might
therefore take a couple of decades, over which period many of the
market’s institutions would also undergo radical transformations. I
look forward to reading another survey of yours in so many years.
A SITTING DUCK (December 2, 2009)
“Nobody really expects a military conflict,” you claim in your article
about America, NATO, and Eastern Europe (“Disquiet on the Eastern
Front,” November 28, 2009). Yet, a couple of paragraphs earlier you
mention “a recent big Russian military exercise, which officials say
culminated in a dummy nuclear attack on Poland.” If nobody in the
region really expects a military conflict with Russia, they surely expect
its continuing threats. Eastern Europeans are therefore ill at ease with
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Barack Obama’s appeasement of their eastern neighbor. Western
Europeans are quite insensitive to all this, for they have little direct
experience of Russia’s threatening behavior in what it perceives as its
own sphere of influence. Given Obama’s proclivities, the rift between
the two Europes is likely to keep widening. And Russia is likely to
keep exploiting it as best they can. Russians can tell a sitting duck
when they see one.
A SOUR FORETASTE (December 4, 2009)
Your main leader on the upcoming climate-change meeting in
Copenhagen opens with a sour foretaste of the event: “There will be
oceans of planet-saving rhetoric, countless photographs of politicians
wearing dark suits and serious faces, and, if things go according to
plan, an agreement to cut emissions to avert a rise in temperature that
might anyway have turned out to be marginal and self-correcting”
(“Stopping Climate Change,” December 5, 2009). Judging from the
last clause, the release of those electronic-mail documents stolen from
the University of East Anglia a short while ago has come just in time
for the meeting. Now the skeptics are triumphant. The general public
is befuddled. And the politicians will thus do their best to sign as little
as possible. Copenhagen is indeed most likely to be remembered for
nothing more than oceans of planet-saving rhetoric and countless
photographs of politicians wearing dark suits and serious faces. And
you, too, will have contributed in a small way to the meeting’s debacle.
ITALY’S ENTERTAINER-IN-CHIEF (December 5, 2009)
As you claim in your leader about Silvio Berlusconi, your view of him
has been consistent since the early 1990s (“Time to Say Addio,”
December 5, 2009). And so it has. Remaining aloof concerning his
many sex scandals, you have focused on the numerous conflicts of
interest between his business and political jobs, and his government’s
dismal performance over three mandates. Since he is now teetering on
the brink, you are urging Italian voters to part ways with him. But it is
the Italian voters who are largely to blame for Berlusconi’s
shenanigans. If they ever oust him, it will not be for the reasons you
bring forth over and over again. To them, they are largely irrelevant.
The voters will take decisive action only if he fails to entertain them
any longer. As Italy’s entertainer-in-chief, he has done a great job
over the years. He has made millions laugh and laugh. The only
question at this stage is whether or not he will manage to pull the old
trick one more time. To wit, you should pay more attention to Italian
political instincts than to anyone who happens to be at the helm.
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RESEARCH, POLICY (December 6, 2009)
Your excellent article about the planet’s ability to absorb carbon
dioxide concludes with a hope that the delegates at Copenhagen will
allocate sufficient funds for further research into this important issue
(“What Lies Beneath,” December 5, 2009). Indeed, the absorption
capacity of plants, soils, and oceans, the three sinks of the noxious gas,
will be of utmost importance in connection with climate change. If
and when that capacity is surpassed, climate change with start feeding
upon itself. As you point out, the amount of money needed for
research into this and related issues is only a small fraction of the
amount needed to avoid frightening levels of carbon dioxide ever
reaching the planet’s natural sinks. I would only add one small thing
to your argument: without research of the kind you report, curbing
emissions will most likely be misguided, anyhow. Policy minus
knowledge equals waste of resources. The money spent on research is
thus essential for climate-change policy worthy of that name.
TERRORISM IN RUSSIA (December 7, 2009)
Your article about terrorism in Russia shows perfectly clearly why the
country is, and will most likely remain, a serious threat to Europe
(“Bombings Away,” December 5, 2009). Few Russians believe that
the recent bombing of the train from Moscow to St. Petersburg has
anything to do with terrorism proper. As you point out, “there are even
rumors that the security agencies staged the explosion to cover up a
derailment caused by poor maintenance.” Stories of corruption and
violence have reached such levels that many Russians are now
pointing their fingers at the state as the source of rampant terrorism in
recent years. In particular, “some observers see all these stories as part
of an inter-clan rivalry between the interior ministry and the security
services.” Be that as it may, Russia is a serious security threat to its
neighbors, including the European Union. Negotiating with one of the
clans, which is just a polite name for one of the mafias clutching onto
state power, will never add up to much. And negotiating with all of
them at once is nigh impossible. Poor Europe!
REVERSE KEYNESIANISM (December 8, 2009)
You report that a number of states in the United States are now
threatening economic recovery by subscribing to a “reverse
Keynesianism” of taxing more and spending less (“Keynes in
Reverse,” December 5, 2009). California is most important among
them, but nine other states are treading a similar course. All together,
these states represent more than a third of America’s economy and
population. But reverse Keynesianism seems to be thriving all around
the world, as well. When in trouble, governments at all levels seem to
reason in a similar way: taxing more and spending less comes forth, as
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it were, naturally. This “gut reaction” of politicians shows clearly
enough that Keynes’ teaching is at best confined to economics
textbooks. Even those who have gone through basic courses in
economics have relegated the story to the Great Depression. PreKeynesian economic thinking has thus returned in earnest eighty years
later.
GETTING WARMER AND WARMER (December 9, 2009)
It is good to learn in the opening paragraphs of your special report on
climate change that your newspaper “believes that, as an insurance
policy against a catastrophe that may never happen, the world needs to
adjust its behavior to try to avert that threat” (“Getting Warmer,”
December 5, 2009). Nicely put. Although some scientists think that
the planet is already on an irreversible course to fatal warming, we
cannot just sit and wait. As you show, scientists broadly agree that
greenhouse gas emissions must be curbed. Also, economists broadly
agree that emissions can be curbed without debilitating the world
economy. However, you point out that the problem is essentially
political in nature. Being a prisoner’s dilemma, a free-rider problem,
and the tragedy of the commons “all rolled into one,” you consider it
“the hardest political problem the world has ever had to deal with.” In
this context, your concluding paragraph offers the clincher:
“Everything depends, in the end, on the voters and their political
leaders.” Nicely put, again. Returning to your insurance policy, our
only sober hope is that the catastrophe will never happen. Or have I
missed something?
WEAKENING THE UNION (December 11, 2009)
“I know they will come in,” you quote a German Christian Democrat
in the European Parliament on Western Balkans, “but they must come
in a better state than Bulgaria and Romania, or they will weaken the
Union” (“A Slow March to Europe,” December 12, 2009). Such
sentiments are surely shared with many Europeans, but two things
must be remembered when they are uttered. To begin with, Bulgaria
and Romania were accepted in the Union in 2007 for geopolitical
reasons rather than because they feigned being in a good state. The
Union closed off its eastern flank at a cost. Most important, there are
dire consequences for not letting in the countries from the Western
Balkans, which are now in the hands of assorted mafias forever vying
for primacy. The longer these countries have to wait for accession, the
poorer their state will become. Mafias will see to that. After the
accession of Bulgaria and Romania, the remaining Balkan countries
are in the Union at least geographically, and they must be helped to
enter it in every other sense of the word. Without wholehearted and
generous assistance, the hapless region will only keep weakening the
Union even from, as it were, outside.
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CHICKEN AND EGG (December 11, 2009)
It is interesting to read in your Science and Technology Section about
military use of consumer technology (“War Games,” December 12,
2009). In particular, you claim that “consumer products and videogaming technology are boosting the performance and reducing the
price of military equipment.” This smacks of the old chicken and egg
problem, I am afraid. I will never forget an occasion in the mid-1980s
when I walked into the Media Lab at MIT to see a large number of
computer screens showing low-flying aircraft, crawling tanks, and
huddling soldiers. The images were so true-to-life that I was riveted in
front of the screens for quite some time. As it turned out, the Lab had
just received some old and discarded gaming equipment from one of
the military organizations that funded MIT’s research. Several
research assistants were in the process of clearing the computers’ hard
disks. At the time, consumer products of this ilk were ridiculous by
comparison. So much for military use of consumer technology.
LONELINESS FOR BEGINNERS (December 12, 2009)
As you report, the research of loneliness by John Cacioppo of the
University of Chicago and his colleagues shows that it is a contagious
disease (“Alone in the Crowd,” December 12, 2009). As soon as one
person in a social network starts expressing feelings of loneliness,
others within the same network start feeling the same way. The feeling
spreads. The trouble is that in many species loneliness increases the
likelihood of illness and reduces the lifespan. It is thus like a
collective suicide. But this goes all the way to the cellular level, as
well. According to Howard Bloom’s Global Brain (2000), loneliness
is akin to apoptosis, a string of self-destruct routines preprogrammed
into nearly every living cell. The process is initiated when the cell
receives signals that it is no longer needed by the larger cell
community. Such signals spread to neighboring cells performing the
same function. In other words, the research results are hardly
surprising. Loneliness has been a kiss of death throughout evolution.
SICILY, VENICE (December 13, 2009)
When ruminating about Europe’s genteel decline, Giuseppe di
Lampedusa can be fun to read, just as you suggest, but his Sicily is
hardly an alluring backstage (“Lessons from ‘The Leopard’,”
December 12, 2009). Venice surely is, though. At the risk of
repeating many of my letters to your mighty newspaper, a few of
which have found their way into print over the years, the Serene
Republic has managed to survive the end of the Fifteenth Century,
when an alternate way to India was discovered and its economic base
was swept away, by at least three centuries. And in quite some
splendor, too. Indeed, this is the best Europe can hope for at present.
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Sidelined by world events, just like Venice was once upon a time, it
can offer many a delight for the rest of the world to covet for years on
end. Fashion and art come first to mind. Fine cuisine and monuments
galore are not far behind. Add sensual joys of all sorts, not to mention
prostitution at its best, and you have a tourist haven to dream about.
Europe has much to offer for centuries to come even in its dotage. In
short, forget about Sicily and focus on Venice, which milks all manner
of eager visitors to this very day.
AMERICAN ISOLATIONISM (December 14, 2009)
According to the last survey conducted periodically by the Pew
Research Center and the Council of Foreign Relations, America is no
longer sure of its place in the world (“Pay any Price? Pull the Other
One,” December 12, 2009). Nearly fifty percent of the general public
there feels that America should “mind its own business internationally
and let other countries get along as best they can on their own,”
whereas only thirty percent felt that way in December 2002. Indeed,
American isolationism pops up every now and then, usually after bouts
of boisterous internationalism. Unfortunately, such bouts are usually
perceived differently by Americans and many others, who usually
complain of American interventionism. Now that Barrack Obama is
trying to mend fences trampled by George Bush, many Americans
would prefer him focusing on internal affairs instead. If only he could
persuade them that internationalism is not the same thing as
interventionism, isolationism would perhaps go away. And America
would start playing its part in world affairs as though it is nothing more
than the first among equals.
IN PRAISE OF TEMPING (December 15, 2009)
It is a joy to read that temping has come of age in America, where even
chief executive officers and chief financial officers can now be gotten
on a temporary contract (“Talent on Tap,” December 12, 2009).
“Companies only go public once,” you point out in defense of this
innovation, “so why hire a permanent chief executive when you can
hire a temporary one who has a long track record of taking companies
public?” Similar examples, such as mergers and acquisitions or
outsourcing of major operations, come readily to mind. As you argue,
an increasing number of Americans now see themselves as “free
agents.” The stigma of temping is thus gradually ebbing away, and
managers are seeking temporary jobs that match their particular
talents. The only surprise in your article is its concluding paragraph,
where you unexpectedly turn to waxing poetic about “home-grown”
corporate greatness, as well as “cultures and habits that are preserved
and perfected by a loyal cadre of managers” in the most successful
companies. Having extolled the virtues of temping all the way up the
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corporate hierarchy, and convincingly, you suddenly sound perilously
old fashioned. Nay, troglodyte.
HOW NOT TO TACKLE CLIMATE CHANGE
2009)

(December 16,

The Copenhagen climate talks are a pitiful sight. Your account of the
first week points at many divisions that bode ill, especially when
money is concerned (“Filthy Lucre Fouls the Air,” December 12,
2009). Other accounts of the first days of the second week are equally
depressing, mainly in connection with greenhouse emission targets.
Divisions seem to be multiplying by the day. Poor against rich, east
against west, today against tomorrow, south against north, and so forth.
A few days before the end of the talks, it is painfully clear that not
much will come out of them. Or ever could. Of course, the many
divisions will be decorously patched up in time for the concluding
session, as well as that final shot of all the grinning participants, but
one can already feel Copenhagen’s sour aftertaste. At one’s most
optimistic, one can only hope that all concerned have learned how not
to tackle climate change. Even this is quite a dream at this pathetic
juncture.
THE GREAT RECESSION (December 22, 2009)
The deepest slump since World War II has already become known as
the “Great Recession,” but you offer your own label for it in your main
leader (“The Great Stabilization,” December 19, 2009). True,
unprecedented government intervention has led to stabilization, but, as
you go on to show yourself, the resulting stability is also very frail. A
sustainable recovery is still a dream, which can easily be shattered by
all manner of mishaps in the world economy. I would thus stick to the
Great Recession as an appropriate label for the mess the world is still
in. It is paradoxical, as it should be. On the one hand, it harks back to
the 1930s; on the other, it offers a glimmer of hope. But, as recent
scares surrounding Dubai and Greece have amply shown, it is too early
to hope for anything beyond that glimmer. The Great Stabilization
label is too hopeful by half.
THE FAITH INSTINCT (December 22, 2009)
In your review of Nicholas Wade’s The Faith Instinct: How Religion
Evolved and Why it Endures (London: Penguin, 2009) you point out
that he is “convinced that a Darwinian approach offers the key to
understanding religion” (“Spirit Level,” December 19, 2009). This is
hardly surprising nowadays, though. But he promotes the still
controversial idea of group selection: “Groups which practiced religion
effectively and enjoyed its benefits were likely to prevail over those
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which lacked these advantages.” Although you contrast Wade’s ideas
with those of some noted Darwinian critics of religion, including
Richard Dawkins, you fail to point out that Dawkins’ idea of cultural
replicators, or memes, provides an adequate explanation of
reproduction of religious ideas along proper Darwinian lines, where
selection takes place at the level of individuals only. Indeed, religion
cannot be shown to be an “adaptive” phenomenon, as it is not difficult
to demonstrate that many groups practicing different religions are now
extinct. If the memes stemming from such religions are still bouncing
around, this only shows that faith as such is a useless byproduct of
human development, as Dawkins would argue. The faith instinct is
thus a fraught idea.
TOO BIG TO FAIL (December 23, 2009)
As you argue in your leader about London as a financial center, it
would be a great loss for Britain if international capital was driven
away by capricious taxation (“The Real Windfall,” December 19,
2009). The City has long been crucial to the British economy. But
you exaggerate the danger when you cite a few examples of threatened
relocation to more friendly places. Capital is rather footloose, but the
City and Canary Wharf are still the places to be for a host of finance
companies on account of so many helpers that cannot relocate in bulk.
Take all the law and accounting offices that are part of finance. Also,
take all the companies specializing in information technology needed
by finance. When you add all the lower and middle management
personnel in finance itself, it is clear that thousands upon thousands of
people are involved. In short, the inertia is likely to be tremendous.
London is too big to fail, that is. In this context, it is financial
companies that need to consider a bit more carefully the happy-golucky distribution of bonuses in the wake of so much help they have
received from the British government to tide the crisis over. Punitive
taxation is perhaps the best they deserve in view of all the tangible
benefits that London offers as an international financial center.
FOREIGNNESS SQUARED (December 23, 2009)
“For the first time in history,” you open your merry ode to foreignness,
“to be foreign is a perfectly normal condition” (“The Others,”
December 19, 2009). The golden age of foreignness began a century
or so ago, when many of “the well-off, the artistic, the bored, the
adventuresome” left their homelands in search of distraction. But
long-term foreigners eventually become exiles, you aptly warn. “The
homeland which they left behind changes.” Everything they used to
know alters—culture, politics, language. “They come to feel that they
are foreigners even when visiting ‘home’.” The most wretched lot you
do not even mention, though. These are the long-term foreigners who
return home—say, to retire. If they ever start complaining, they still
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pose the same logical contradiction as all other foreigners, for they
have returned by their own choice. Why do not they go abroad once
again? Foreignness squared is when home vanishes from the face of
the earth. For good.
PAUL SAMUELSON (December 24, 2009)
Paul Samuelson’s death marks the end of an era in economics (“Paul
Samuelson,” December 19, 2009). His “neoclassical synthesis” of
Keynesian and classical economic ideas led to his Nobel Prize in 1970.
The synthesis was predicated on his conviction that mathematics could
be a useful tool in economics. Whence his fascination with physics, as
well. “Though regarded as America’s leading standard-bearer for
Keynesian economics,” as you put it, “he called himself a ‘cafeteria
Keynesian,’ just picking the bits he liked.” Which bits, though? Those
that could be easily turned into mathematical expressions, of course.
And this predilection of his is very much in question now. The best
example of a bit of Keynes’s ideas that could not be translated into
mathematics is the notion of “animal spirits,” which requires a closer
tie between economics and psychology rather than physics. Thus the
Great Recession spells the end of the neoclassical synthesis that led
economists astray by relying too heavily on Samuelson’s mathematical
tools. For mathematics is not a good tool for studying irrational
behavior.
MAMMON CONFUSED (December 25, 2009)
In your panegyric to free enterprise, you invite business people to fight
for their rights, for they stand to lose them if they mind their own
business only (“The Silence of Mammon,” December 19, 2009). “A
generation ago, Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan did an excellent
job of making the case in favor of business,” you argue. “Today it
looks as though the case needs to be made all over again.” Whence
your own call to arms. And then you turn to business people’s
innocence in connection with the financial crisis. “The credit crunch
was the handiwork of bankers (who lent too much money) and
policymakers (who fooled themselves into thinking that they had
abolished boom and bust).” It is strange to see bankers separated from
other business people in an article dedicated to Mammon. And it is
even stranger to see policymakers of Thatcher and Reagan’s era
separated from the two champions of free enterprise—Thatcher and
Reagan themselves. If the preceding boom is to their credit, so is the
present bust. They surely go together. And the reason for business
people’s silence is that they are as confused as is Mammon. For the
freer the enterprise, they can see for themselves, the greater the mess
left in its wake.
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TURKEY AND THE KURDS (December 26, 2009)
As you show in your article about Turkey and the Kurds, Recep
Tayyip Erdogan, the prime minister and leader of the ruling Justice and
Development (AK) party, is facing tough choices when it comes to the
country’s fourteen-million Kurds (“Hopes Blown Away,” December
19, 2009). Earlier this month, the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK)
claimed responsibility for the deaths of seven soldiers in the northeast
soon after AK’s promulgated bold reforms to improve the lot of Kurds.
This has led to the ban of the biggest Kurdish party, the Democratic
Society Party (DTP). The DTP ban has reinforced the belief of many
Kurds that the way forward is through bullets rather than the ballot
box. Therefore, Abdullah Ocalan, the imprisoned PKK leader, is
returning to the fray from his prison cell. Also, Murat Karayilan, a
PKK commander in Kurdish-controlled northern Iraq, has exhorted the
Kurds to “flow to the mountains,” which they seem to be doing now.
As you point out, Erdogan thus faces a conundrum: should he keep
pursuing Kurdish reforms or abandon all hope? Well put. However,
you fail to even mention that there are other players in this mess: the
European Union and America. As a country seeking membership in
the Union, Turkey should expect its support. Sadly, many an
influential country in the Union is only relieved by Turkey’s woes,
which push its membership even farther into the future. Although
America can be of help to its long-term ally in the Middle East, it is
now enmeshed in its own problems further east. So, Erdogan’s
troubles seem to be here to stay for quite some while, but only to the
peril of both the Union and America.
BOYS ON TOP (December 29, 2009)
As you report, Ralph Catalano of the University of California at
Berkley and his colleagues have shown that stressed mothers
spontaneously abort male fetuses (“Girls on Top,” December 19,
2009). In hard times, they argue, daughters are a safer evolutionary
bet, as they are more likely to mate and produce grandchildren than are
sons. Although these findings are interpreted in terms of major
evolutionary stresses, such as famines, the researchers actually focused
on mass layoffs in the States. It is interesting to compare these results
with earlier findings concerning another major evolutionary stress—
war. In evolutionary terms, famine and war go well together. After a
war, sons are apparently more prevalent than daughters, presumably
because more men than women are casualties of armed conflict.
Returning to the research you report, boys are on top following major
stresses experienced by their lucky mothers. Which may explain why
sons are welcomed with louder cheers than are daughters.
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WOMEN’S PROGRESS (January 4, 2010)
I share much of your main leader’s enthusiasm about women in the
workplace in the rich world, where they will soon represent over half
of the workforce (“We Did It!” January 2, 2010). This surely is a
cause for celebration, as you propose. Today women are running
many of the world’s great companies, where they used to be secondclass citizens only a few decades ago. Much remains to be done,
though. As you point out, women are still under-represented at the
helm of largest companies. They still earn less than men. And they
are now juggling work and childrearing, which are often in conflict.
Mothers thus earn less than childless women. But these problems are
not insurmountable, and women’s progress is unlikely to be checked in
the future. As you argue, the market will in time see to the resolution
of the remaining problems. However, there is something the market
has quietly done over the last fifty years or so that you do not mention
even in passing: in the old times, a man used to earn about as much as
a couple earns today. Now as then, household income just covers
expenses plus some savings for a rainy day. Which helps explain why
an increasing number of people in the rich world now choose to live
alone. As well as childless.
PLANET B (January 4, 2010)
It is amusing to read your leader on the “underwhelming” Copenhagen
accord (“Planet B,” January 2, 2010). Starting from the title, it seems
to be in a teasing mood when it proposes that the accord “is not the
disaster that it at first appears.” Your main argument is that climate
change is “too big a problem to be swallowed in a single bite.”
Therefore, you argue for a piecemeal approach ushered by the accord,
although you do admit that “there are risks to slicing up the problem
into smaller pieces.” And that is about all you have to offer. Of
course, humans are traditionally not capable of much more besides
haggling over tidbits. The situation the species faces at this juncture
requires a special effort, though, for climate change cannot be sliced up
into smaller pieces. For the first time in the last hundred-thousand
years or so, the problem requires a holistic approach. And the only
meaningful way to get there is through science—in international
endeavor par excellence. Disappointingly, Copenhagen has failed to
point the way toward significantly increased and improved funding of
scientific research into climate change on Planet A, the only one
available for generations to come, if not forever.
THE QUESTION MARK (January 5, 2010)
In your first issue of the year you happily report “a somewhat more
optimistic start to the new year in the Western Balkans” (“Lightening
Gloom?” January 2, 2010). Well, Serbia’s application for membership
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in the European Union just before Christmas is surely a hopeful sign,
but it will take years for it to bear fruit. Fiat’s recent acquisition of a
full two-thirds stake in Zastava, Serbia’s main carmaker, is rather good
news, as well. It augurs better times ahead, at least in the minds of the
Italian carmaker’s bosses. As far as Croatia is concerned, the belated
anti-corruption campaign is certainly welcome, but it is not likely to go
too far on account of the number of people involved. Croatian jails are
far from ample enough, that is. Besides, the topmost culprits of
widespread corruption seem to be immune to the campaign so far.
Slovenia’s lifting of veto on Croatia’s accession talks on account of a
trivial border dispute is yet another hopeful sign, too. And that is
about all the two leading countries in the region can really boast of at
this particular juncture. Therefore, your article can be best appreciated
by focusing on the question mark in the title. It would serve the reader
even better if it were left all by itself. In fact, a famous watering hole
by that propitious name has long graced the center of Belgrade, the
capital of former Yugoslavia.
VASOPRESSIN TO THE RESCUE (January 6, 2010)
Your article about the genetic origin of both monogamy and
promiscuity in the vole, a small rodent found in the grasslands of
central North America, is graced with introductory and concluding
paragraphs that are rather unusual, at least for your Science and
Technology Section (“Monogamouse,” January 2, 2010). “Love,” you
begin, ”is what makes the world go round, but what makes love go
round?” The research by Zoe Donaldson and her colleagues at Emory
University in Atlanta, Georgia, points at a hormone called vasopressin
and the protein molecule that acts as its receptor. The monogamous
prairie voles have many such receptors in the reward centers of their
brains, which suggests that they derive pleasure from monogamy.
However, their close relatives, meadow voles, are not so lucky with
these receptors, which may be why they prefer a solitary and
promiscuous existence. “In people,” you add parenthetically, “certain
variations of the vasopressin receptor have been linked with rocky
marriages.” As research has already shown that the fickle meadow
voles can be made monogamous by injecting the vasopressin receptor
into their brains, thus making them better partners and parents, you end
by turning to humans: “It may be some time before such interventions
are available for human males, but women can always live in hope.”
Mind you, promiscuity takes two. If more men than women are
promiscuous in any closed community, some women in the same
community are perforce more promiscuous than men. Anyhow, all the
best with vasopressin problems at home!
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GREEN FATIGUE (January 6, 2010)
Without a robust agreement to cut greenhouse emissions, many
companies committed to green technologies cannot justify their
investments. Under such conditions, companies contemplating such
investments will be dissuaded from making them. After Copenhagen,
there is a serious danger of green fatigue. Green technology is under
threat, and it is thus high time for companies to start lobbying for a
robust agreement on greenhouse emissions (“Waiting for a Green
Light,” January 2, 2010). As you point out, policymakers hear a lot
from non-governmental environmental organizations and activists, but
not from companies. Why is this so, though? Green-technology
companies saw a profit opportunity in greenery, but Copenhagen
disappointed their expectations. When it comes to greenery, the
market is hardly a guide because consumers have too little information
about the goods and services on offer. Investment in green
technologies can be justified only if the market is modified by
appropriate rewards or punishments. And this is what governments do.
Whence the need for lobbying by green-technology companies, as
well. As long as the underlying information asymmetry remains, and it
is likely to remain for a very long time on account of many a technical
subtlety of greenery, green fatigue will remain a serious danger to us
all.

BUBBLE WARNING (January 8, 2010)
You are right to issue a bubble warning in your main leader (“Bubble
Warning,” January 9, 2010). And you are right to call on governments
to unveil clear plans for reducing fiscal deficits over the medium term.
Indeed, the indiscriminate government stimulus is unsustainable. But
you are strangely quiet when it comes to central banks and monetary
policy. As you put it yourself, the current state of the market is due
largely to near-zero interest rates in America, Japan, Britain, and the
euro zone. Also, as you argue yourself, the most powerful tool at the
disposal of central banks is the prime rate of interest, at which other
banks borrow from central banks. And yet, this potent tool of
monetary policy has been rendered ineffective from the very start of
the economic crisis. Starting with Ben Bernanke’s precipitous move
early in the crisis, all central bankers have dropped the prime rate to
almost zero and kept it there ever since. That is, the most powerful
tool of monetary policy has been rendered, well, useless. Of course,
the clever investors have jumped into the breach, which puts a question
mark on the current upswing. But without a greater degree of
coordination between fiscal and monetary policies, the upswing is sure
to lead to asset bubbles aplenty.
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GEOGRAPHIC LABELING FOR BEGINNERS (January 8, 2010)
“Eastern Europe” may be a geographic oddity, as you argue, but the
label is not likely to be removed by any geographic argument, no
matter how clever (“Wrongly Labeled,” January 9, 2010). After all,
the term has little to do with geography. Greece is farther east than
many a country usually thought of as belonging to this region, but it
was never behind the Iron Curtain. It is this political, as well as
military, demarcation line that separates the east from the west rather
than geography as such. For a brief period in the early 1990s, many
countries in the region insisted that they were in Central Europe,
instead. At the time, “Eastern Europe” was reserved for countries that
used to be part of the Soviet Union, a special category no doubt. The
distinction has petered out over the years, but it should not be
forgotten. Although you are certainly right when you claim that
countries that used to be behind the Iron Curtain are quite different
from each other, their political past unites them in many ways that will
not quickly disappear on account of new political divisions.
Communist ideology is still alive in many a bosom, and often in
surprising ways—such as attitudes toward job security, health
insurance, and public safety. And so is the resentment for having been
left in the Soviet clutches for such a long time. It is this resentment
that still feeds all the complaints about false geographical divisions of
Europe. Geographic labeling is thus best left alone.
Addendum (January 29, 2010)
This letter made it into print, as I discovered this morning. And it
appears first among the letters printed this week. Seeing my name next
to the name of my hilltown made me quite happy once again. Given
my feelings about some people in Motovun, my sentiments surprised
me a bit. But the hilltown has little, if anything, to do with its current
inhabitants. Even those few whose forebears used to live in the
surrounding hamlets have little, if anything, to do with the Venetian
outpost of old. The only thing that I regret at this moment is that I did
not use the original name for the hilltown, Montona. Sonorous as it is,
it beats its muffled Croatian adaptation by a wide margin.
THE GREAT AMERICAN UNIVERSITY (January 8, 2010)
In your review of Jonathan Cole’s The Great American University: Its
Rise to Pre-eminence, Its Indispensable National Rôle, Why It Must Be
Protected (New York: Public Affairs, 2010) you take issue with one of
his complaints, which is that big universities are becoming too big and
too rich for their own good (“Powerhouses,” January 9, 2010).
Instead, you complain about the growing divide between teaching and
research. Here you focus on undergraduate teaching. In my
experience at both Harvard and MIT, though, teaching and research are
integrated through research assistantships that empower both activities.
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The best among undergraduate students thus learn through research at
its most effective. But the size of the student body and endowments
are worrisome, indeed. They tend to isolate, especially from the best
and the brightest around the world. The American university will
eventually falter if and when it starts to decline as a magnet for the
most talented students anywhere. That is the genius of the institution
and the country as a whole. The Patriot Act, passed in the Aftermath
of the attack on Twin Towers in September 2001, is an example of
how this may happen. Suddenly, those with Muslim names became
undesirable. Isolated from the rest of the world, the American
university will be doomed in the long run. And the biggest and richest
universities will be the last to notice their decline.
CHINA’S EXPORT GROWTH (January 9, 2010)
As you point out, China’s share of world markets has increased during
the recession, and it is likely to keep rising (“Fear of the Dragon.”
January 9, 2009). The growth of the share is indeed amazing. Now at
some ten percent of world exports, it has risen fivefold from about two
percent twenty years ago. China’s export growth also comes from
products that are ever higher on the value chain without endangering
its economy. As you argue, China’s economy consists of several
economies with different wage levels. When factories in the richer
coastal areas switch to higher-value goods, the production of lowervalue goods moves deeper inland, where wage levels are lower. “As a
result,” you point out, “China may be able to remain competitive in a
wider range of industries for longer.” The question is how much
longer, though. With rising investment in infrastructure, China’s
economy is rapidly becoming ever more integrated. Also, the
associated processes of industrialization and urbanization are faster in
this Asian powerhouse than anywhere else ever. Assuming no major
disruptions in world trade, it will thus take a decade or at most two for
this advantage of China’s development to become exhausted. Even if
its share eventually reaches a fifth of world exports, this seems to be
the limit beyond which it will be difficult to push. By that time,
however, the rest of Asia will become an export giant to be reckoned
with. By 2030 or thereabouts, the region as a whole may well account
for two fifths of world exports.
BANKRUPTCY IN AMERICA (January 10, 2010)
It is amusing to read that one of the things that most struck Alexis de
Tocqueville about America in 1830s was “the strange indulgence
which is shown to bankrupts” (“Making a Success of Failure,” January
9, 2010). As you argue, the country’s treatment of bankrupt firms
remains a model to the world even now, nearly a couple of centuries
later. The law is designed to put economic resources back to
productive use as quickly as possible, which is why it distinguishes
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between potentially viable companies and terminally ill ones. In the
former case, known as Chapter 11, it allows firms to restructure under
court supervision; in the latter, known as Chapter 7, it focuses on
liquidating their assets and distributing them among creditors. “True,”
you admit concerning Chapter 11, “a clear field to the honest but
unfortunate also opens the way to all sorts of chancers.” While living
in America, I met a few of those, all of whom happened to be
successful real estate developers. If everything went well with their
projects, they happily sold them at a profit. If not, they angled for
bankruptcy under Chapter 11 before bouncing back to development.
Apparently, they often preferred this route to dealing with their
disgruntled creditors in the case profits turned out to be less than
expected. Now, I am not sure why you would call them chancers.
They were entrepreneurs pure and simple, and they acted within the
law that was written long ago in their particular favor. Anyhow, are
entrepreneurs of all sorts not chancers, as well?
PLANET HUNTING (January 11, 2010)
Planet hunting has a long tradition, as you say in your article about
Kepler, an American probe that has been circling the sun in the earth’s
wake since March 2009 (“Looking for Life in the Shadows,” January
9, 2010). The probe has a telescope that monitors a host of stars
simultaneously and continuously. So far, it has found a large number
of planets circling those stars. An earth-like planet has not yet been
found, but it will turn up sooner or later. But this is not the same as the
search for life, as you imply, for there is no reason why life cannot
spring up on planets of all sorts. The search for an earth-sized planet
with an atmosphere containing a promising mix of gases makes sense
only if it could eventually become an alternative home to the human
species. As the dream of space colonization fades, however, planet
hunting is becoming a mere sport, as you put it yourself. Which is
especially curious now that the earth itself threatens to turn rather
inhospitable on account of human profligacy.
WALL STREET BLUES (January 12, 2010)
The American Congress be praised for setting up the Financial Crisis
Inquiry Commission to come to grips with the Great Recession (“That
1930s Show,” January 9, 2010). As you argue, this is modeled on the
Pecora Commission set up in the wake of the Great Depression.
Ferdinand Pecora, the chief lawyer on the Senate Banking Committee
in the early 1930s, uncovered many a wrongdoing on Wall Street.
Chaired by Phil Angelides, the Democratic former treasurer of
California, the new commission is likely to discover plenty of
salacious wrongdoings on Wall Street this time around, as well. “In
1929, people were throwing themselves out of windows,” you quote
Angelides, “in 2009, they were lining up for bonuses.” A ten-member
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bipartisan commission with a staff of about fifty will interview
hundreds of witnesses to investigate a score of potential causes of the
crisis. The final report, due by the end of the year, will surely be a
bestseller. Given all this, I am a bit surprised by your opening line, in
which you dub Congress’ inquiry “a Depression-era crusade against
Wall Street.” Crusade? If pillorying is what it takes, Wall Street
undoubtedly deserves it. At the very least, the next clutch of harebrained wrongdoers-to-be will hatch only after a few generations.
SMILES, SNARLS (January 13, 2010)
After a decade of smile diplomacy, China appeared churlish at the
Copenhagen summit on climate change, where its leading
representatives doggedly insisted that all numbers be stripped out of
the final accord (“From the Charm to the Offensive,” January 9, 2010).
In the process, smiles have turned to snarls, and Copenhagen may thus
be a prelude to a prickly China in the decade ahead. It is hard to
disagree with any of this. The reasons for the shift are much more
difficult to fathom, though. Chances are that they have to do with “an
abiding lack of sophistication,” as you hint in your concluding
paragraph. It is good to remember that much has changed in the last
decade, and especially in the last few years, marked as they have been
by the deep recession in the west. China is now the chief exporter and
polluter both. Its leadership has been thrust into the limelight without
adequate preparation. Approaching retirement age, hemmed in by the
stifling party hierarchy, living in perpetual fear of each other,
habituated to a ritual foreign policy reduced to a litany of formulae,
even the leading representatives of the country are not yet prepared to
deal with the world abroad. Which may explain the “smile offensive”
of old, as well. The snarls may thus be a welcome sign of China’s
waking up to the world. If this reading of the shift is correct, China’s
smiles and snarls will in time become modulated much more finely.
Raised eyebrows and winks will be ushered in soon enough. In ten
years’ time, the country’s leading representatives may become as
sophisticated as, well, old Berlusconi!
IVO JOSIPOVIĆ TO THE RESCUE (January 15, 2010)
I share much of your enthusiasm about the outcome of Croatia’s
presidential elections (“Enter a Lawyer-Composer,” January 16, 2010).
Ivo Josipović, professor of law and musician of note, trounced Milan
Bandić, the notorious mayor of Zagreb. It is the twenty-percent
difference that gives me hope, for it signals a new stage in
development of Croatian democracy. This is how many Croats feel at
this point, as well. But the enthusiasm must be understood in terms of
the situation in which the country actually finds itself. As you report, a
recent poll by Gallup and the European Fund for the Balkans found
that only eight percent of respondents thought Croatia was going in the
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right direction, whereas ninety-two percent considered corruption to be
widespread in business, and seventy-seven percent thought it
widespread in government. Wow! Against this background, the
enthusiasm is perfectly understandable. That is, Josipović’s greatest
strength is that he is new to politics. Unfortunately, this is also his
greatest weakness, for climbing out of the corruption hole into which
Croatia has sunk will be a gargantuan task.
DIRECT DEMOCRACY AND ITS PERILS (January 16, 2010)
As soon as one hears of direct democracy, one thinks of Switzerland
and California. That is, minarets and gay marriage. More often than
not, citizens’ initiatives smack of populism at its worst. But a barelydebated clause in the Lisbon treaty will usher within a year an
experiment in direct democracy in the European Union (“Allons,
citoyens de l’Europe,” January 16, 2010). Supporters of deeper
integration see this as a step toward creating a “European demos.”
Detractors expect the experiment to be very messy. The trouble is that
only a million citizens from a “significant number” of countries will be
able to ask the European Commission to put forward new draft laws.
That is only a small fraction of one percent of the Union’s population.
With the help of the World Wide Web, it will not be very difficult to
assemble one million supporters of an initiative from, say, a third of
the Union’s member countries. Thus, as you point out, it is easy to
envisage an upcoming ban on genetically modified organisms or a cap
on legal migration. Although the commission may still choose to
ignore such ill-advised initiatives, which will only make mockery of
the Lisbon treaty’s clause and shed fresh light on the Union’s
democratic deficit. One way or another, the Union’s experiment in
direct democracy is liable to make mockery of democracy itself.
THE YUGO (January 17, 2010)
Your review of Jason Vuic’s The Yugo: The Rise and Fall of the Worst
Car in History (New York: Hill and Wang, 2010) opens with a claim
that “competition for the title of the worst car in the world is stiff”
(“Junk Box,” January 16, 2010). Remembering Trabant, Lada,
Wartburg, Zaporozhets, Dacia, Volga, or Škoda, one can see that the
Soviet Union and its orbit produced a good share of cars in the contest.
But the Yugo was a special case, as it signaled a special relationship
between Yugoslavia, which was decidedly not in the Kremlin camp,
and America, the flagship of the so-called west. An obsolescent Fiat
produced by Zastava, an arms producer in Serbia, the Yugo sold in the
States for peanuts, but it was soon discovered to be a worse deal than
any second-hand car on the market available at the same price. The
only surprising thing in your review—that is, the book—is the claim
that the Yugoslav car was named after a southeasterly wind rather than
the country. The wind is called jugo from jug for “south.” The letter
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“y” does not appear in any of the languages in former Yugoslavia. The
transliteration, if this is what it was, was undoubtedly meant to
celebrate the country, not the wind. And in its English spelling, too.
One can thus bet that the story about the abominable car’s name came
only after its debacle in America.
CONSTRUCTION BE PRAISED (January 18, 2010)
Long-term unemployment in the United States is presently at its
highest since 1948, when the Bureau of Labor Statistics started the
record (“The Trap,” January 16, 2010). Including all those who have
been out of work for twenty-seven weeks or longer, it stands at four
percent or six-million jobs at the moment. As you point out, “these
workers may forget their skills, and many began with few skills,
anyway.” Close to a fifth of jobs lost in the current recession comes
from the decline in construction, which benefited greatly from the
preceding boom. Luckily, the skill-base of the sector is so low in
comparative terms that long-term unemployment is not as severe a
threat as in other sectors. This feature of construction is most
welcome, too. It offers a re-entry point for those who lose their skills,
as well as an entry point for those with few skills to begin with. The
low entry requirements of the sector are a boon in the upturn, when
construction demand perks up again.
INVESTOR NANNYING (January 19, 2010)
“Central banks under fire,” you warn (“Policy Punchbags,” January 16,
2010). “From Argentina to America,” you continue anxiously,
“politicians are taking aim.” But your discussion of Argentina, South
Korea, Japan, and the United States clearly shows that central banks
are not under fire, and that politicians are not taking aim, either. A
little bit of meddling is all you can actually demonstrate. “The latest
round of meddling does not so far signal a more decisive rejection of
the merits of independent central banks,” you conclude. For from it, in
fact. The independence of central banks is not in question in any of the
countries you discuss. Whence your alarm, though? You seem to be
concerned that even a little bit of meddling with central banks could
eventually undermine investor confidence. Pardon my expression, but
this smacks of investor nannying on your part. If their confidence can
be undermined so easily, chances are they are not up to scratch,
anyhow. Investing surely involves all sorts of risks, including
politicians’ tomfoolery.
CARROTS, STICKS (January 20, 2010)
Your review of Daniel Pink’s Drive: The Surprising Truth about What
Motivates Us (New York: Penguin, 2010) takes issue with his thesis
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that carrots and sticks have been discredited in management (“Driven
to Distraction,” January 16, 2010).
He calls them “extrinsic
motivators,” which are now being replaced by “intrinsic” ones. People
are best motivated by getting more control over their own lives so that
they can draw on their own wells of diligence and drive. He cites
Wikipedia, Firefox, and Linux among examples of what people will
happily do for free if they are properly motivated. But you would have
none of this. Convinced that Pink has his thesis backwards, you go as
far as to allege in passing that “American universities attract star
professors from around the world by the simple expedient of paying
them lots of money.” I beg to differ. Star professors are attracted to
America precisely because the best universities there give them more
control of their lives and allow them to draw on their own wells of
diligence and drive, just as Pink argues. Money does play an
important röle in this, but not in terms of remuneration; rather, it has to
do with working conditions that are most conducive to research and
teaching at their most promising. This much I know from personal
experience. As for bankers, though, you may well be right about
carrots and sticks as the most appropriate motivators. In your own
words, they may not be slaves of greed only, but slaves of a discredited
management theory, as well.
DITCH-DIGGING, LEARNING (January 22, 2010)
“Should the economic squeeze mean cuts,” you ask, “reform, or more
spending on education?” (“Investing in Brains,” January 23, 2010). Is
this a textbook example of a no-brainer, or what? After some reform,
there should be more state spending on education, of course. No
matter what the latest study of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) says in support of education, it
not only contributes to prosperity, but it also provides a welcome form
of unemployment support in times of crisis. It keeps people out of
work while keeping their knowledge alive, at the very least. On top of
that, education in the rich world offers a way for the best and the
brightest from the rest of the world to enter the labor market after a
period of acculturation to the new environment. Governments in
OECD countries are therefore best advised to increase spending on
education. The reform that is needed should ensure that educational
requirements are appropriately adjusted for temporary unemployment
and acculturation. Remembering Keynes, learning is to ditch-digging
what the beginning of the Twenty-First Century is to the beginning of
the Twentieth.
IN PRAISE OF LEVIATHAN (January 23, 2010)
Your main leader about the state—arguing that the smaller it is, the
better—is odd to read in Croatia, where I happen to live at the moment
(“Stop!” January 23, 2010). I wonder where the country would be
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without it, gargantuan though it is. The state has grown tremendously
since independence, mainly through the sale of national assets.
Government statistics cannot to be trusted, but it apparently employs
about a half of the active population. It also supports those retired,
whose number roughly equals that of those employed. Given that
tourism is the only viable economic sector, the state has mopped up
many of those who would otherwise remain unemployed. Now that
the most valuable assets have been sold, taxes are growing at a clip to
support the state. Feeding only itself, it is woefully inefficient. But
the real rub is that it is not totally inefficient. Laws, rules, and
regulations are spewed out at such a rate that it is quite a feat to keep
up with them. In short, I see the need for a bulging bureaucracy in a
country as destitute of economic purpose as Croatia happens to be, but
it would serve the country much better were it completely idle. A
sprawling and slumbering Leviathan would do just fine.
ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC (January 24, 2010)
You are right to say that Europe, America, and China are facing a new
game after the Copenhagen debacle, in which China refused to play
(“Europe and an Inscrutable China,” January 23, 2010). You are also
right to say that Europe and America are now converging in the
direction of protectionism against China’s lofty disdain. But the rest of
your argument is on shaky grounds. To begin with, Europe has no
options worth discussing. A mere Mediterranean power once again, it
cannot do much more than regulate its own hefty but stalling market.
More important, America is not only a sizable market for Chinese
goods, but an aspiring Pacific power, as well. Therefore, the Atlantic
theater is up for grabs. If protectionism is in the works, the inscrutable
China is liable to start playing America against Europe. And Europe is
the most likely loser in this new global game. It is no no-one interest
to start a new trade war, but Europe stands to lose from it much more
than either America or China. Tough, you can almost hear the two real
global powers whispering behind the scenes.
BEAVER, PUSSY (January 25, 2010)
Reading about The Beaver, a Canadian journal of popular history
founded in 1920 that will soon be renamed because the industrious
rodent no longer strikes the right note with its readers, I could not but
remember my last and dearest alma mater, whose fame must also be
blighted on account of its prurient mascot (“Just History,” January 23,
2010). Of course, MIT has selected it for its prodigious engineering
skills, but the beaver has become an entirely different animal since its
name has turned into slang for female pubic hair. As you point out, the
Internet has struck the final blow. Many electronic messages to the
journal’s potential subscribers are blocked by obscenity filters, and
some of the visitors to its website quickly move on, utterly
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disappointed. There cannot but be similar misunderstandings with
MIT’s unfortunate mascot. The Internet is entirely at home at the
Institute, as well. Together with its caption, your picture of a busy
beaver waddling through water would perhaps be useful as a deterrent
for the wrong sort of visitor to the Institute’s official website, replete as
it is with history. “No,” your worthy caption warns, “it’s not a pussy.”
THE OBESITY PLATEAU (January 26, 2010)
It is good to read that it appears that Americans are no longer getting
fatter (“The Fat Plateau,” January 23, 2010). As about a third of
Americans is already obese and another third is overweight, this is
perhaps not surprising. The real puzzle is why these rates have trebled
in the last fifty years. “As people grow richer,” you ruminate about the
root cause of excess weight, “food becomes relatively cheaper.” In
other words, obesity is far from an American problem only. Although
obesity rates vary considerably across rich countries, obesity is
spreading around the world as it grows richer. And it is spreading fast.
It is thus a good proxy for how much richer the world has become in
the last fifty years. From this vantage point, obesity in America is
hardly a surprise, as it has been among the richest countries the
longest. But the obesity plateau in America thus implies that
Americans are not growing richer any longer. And that obesity rates in
other rich countries may even surpass that awesome plateau in the
fullness of time.
THE SPIRIT OF ENTERPRISE (January 27, 2010)
You seem to be sorely disappointed with Shenzhen, one of the cradles
of China’s remarkable growth, which grew from a tiny hamlet just
north of Hong Kong to a city of nine-million people in some twentyfive years (“The Spirit of Enterprise Fades,” January 23, 2010). “Not
long ago,” you lament, “it was a city that needed everything and
attracted everyone.” Immigrants flooded it from everywhere in China.
“Few laws, if any, restrained business.” Everyone prospered in it.
“Factories could be opened anywhere.” But all that has changed, and
Shenzhen is now attracting larger and thus less nimble corporations,
instead. “The strongest signs of enterprise in China can be observed in
very poor, rural areas that are just beginning to develop beyond
agriculture.” Surprise, surprise. As in Europe and America not so
long ago, the spirit of enterprise now travels fast in Asia. And ever
faster. China’s comparative advantage is that it still abounds in poor,
rural areas that are yet to taste of that relentless spirit. As well as to
see it move on in search of tiny hamlets, such as Shenzhen used to be
only a generation ago.
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STEVE JOBS (January 31, 2010)
“Rather than developing entirely new product categories, Apple excels
at taking existing, half-baked ideas and showing the rest of the world
how to do them properly,” or so you open your otherwise lavish main
leader dedicated to Steve Jobs (“The Book of Jobs,” January 30, 2010).
In fact, invention not only includes the user interface, but it depends on
it quite crucially. And the user interface is Apple’s main innovation
domain since its inception in the early 1980s. Its tablet computer that
has just been announced by Jobs straddles the computer and mobilephone markets, which have been converging for a long while.
Doubling as a notebook, mobile-phone, electronic reader, music and
video player, and game console, the new device is likely to be
attractive to many the world over. But without the brilliant user
interface characteristic of Apple, it would remain a half-baked idea.
Jobs and his team be praised for their innovation, indeed.
AGE AND POLITICAL OPINIONS (February 1, 2010)
“Liberalism on social matters is on the march,” you comment the
annual Social Attitudes survey, which covers some eighty-thousand
Britons (“Whatever,” January 30, 2010). For instance, disapproval of
homosexuality is falling, and approval of cohabitation instead of
marriage is rising. “Partly, that is because old conservatives are dying
and being replaced with old hippies.” Indeed. “But that is not the only
reason: the survey suggests that people are becoming more liberal as
they get older—standing Winston Churchill’s old dictum about age
and political opinions on its head.” The survey cannot possibly
suggest such a thing, though. The generation getting older at present,
the baby-boomers, cannot represent other generations.
Those
approaching retirement at the moment were born just after World War
II, one of the cheeriest times almost anywhere on earth, including
Britain, and they reached adulthood in the 1960s, when the sky
appeared to be the only limit. In general, Churchill’s dictum may well
be on the mark.
AL-QAEDA’S GREATEST SECRET (February 2, 2010)
Al-Qaeda surfaces from time to time, as do speculations about the
threat it poses. Most of these speculations are sure to be wide off the
mark, for little is known about the organization itself. Thus you hit the
nail on the head when you ask the simplest question about al-Qaeda:
what in the world is it? (“The Bombs that Stopped the Happy Talk,”
January 30, 2010). Actually, your answer deserves even greater praise:
“It is at once a secret organization, a network of militant groups, and a
diffuse social revolt.” Chances are that many militant groups acting
under al-Qaeda’s name are not really a part of the network, either. The
underlying social revolt is sufficient to fuel the emergence of such
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groups, which only aspire to be led by the cluster of leaders around
Osama bin Laden and Ayman al-Zawahiri. Their deeds are thus likely
to be entry tickets into the network rather than the other way around.
And this is why al-Qaeda is difficult to suppress with run-of-the-mill
anti-terrorist tools, let alone with bungled wars like those in Iraq and
Afghanistan. In fact, such methods can only fuel al-Qaeda’s
amorphous growth and development. And this is likely to be alQaeda’s greatest secret.
SOCIAL NETWORKING FOR BEGINNERS (February 3, 2010)
The main message of your special report on social networking is that
networks such as Facebook and Twitter have a better chance of
“making money” than their critics think (“A World of Connections,”
January 30, 2010). Splendid. But you also mention in the introductory
section that they have become important vehicles for “news and
channels of influence,” as well as that they thus helped sweep Barack
Obama to victory in the presidential race. Unfortunately, the rest of
your special report is silent on such matters, which are uppermost in
my own mind. In fact, you can find me on Facebook mostly for those
reasons you have left to your readers’ imagination. Living in Croatia,
a country that can be best described as politically repressive, as are
almost all other countries behind the Iron Curtain of old, I find social
networking most useful as a political tool. And I bet that many others
in politically-repressive environments use social networking mainly for
this very purpose. Mind you, here I am speaking of most people living
on this planet, albeit outside of the so-called west. Which is why one
would expect from a mighty liberal newspaper like yours a bit more
sensitivity to such issues than those of mere money-making.
NASA’S NEW MISSION (February 6, 2010)
Florida’s Republican representative in Congress, Bill Posey, described
NASA’s new mission as a “slow death of our nation’s human spaceflight program” (“Space to Thrive,” February 6, 2010). I am afraid the
administration has actually delivered the final blow to the program,
which has been in limbo for years. George Bush’s plan for NASA’s
return to the moon by 2020 and set up a lunar base in preparation for a
journey to Mars is now dead. If this was the only thing I appreciated
about the Bush administration, the unceremonious scrapping of the
plan is my first serious worry about the Obama administration. Hope
is fine, but if it does not include space colonization, then it is far from
hope as I understand it. Fiscal rectitude is in vain if the long-term
future of the human species is in question. And it is very much in
question with NASA’s new mission.
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RUSSIA AND SERBIA (February 6, 2010)
“Rumors of a Russian base in Serbia reflect Balkan hysteria,” you
claim, “not reality” (“Base Camps,” February 6, 2010). The rumors
started in October, when Dmitry Medvedev visited Belgrade. A new
joint center for emergency coordination would be located in Nis. The
Russian partner would be the emergency ministry, a powerful semimilitary outfit. The Nis center could thus be turned to military use.
And it would be quite close to Camp Bondsteel, built by Americans in
Kosovo after 1999. It houses seven-thousand men, whereas the base in
Serbia could house about one-thousand. The military presence of both
Russia and America within borders of the European Union is
understood in terms of strategic energy pipelines coming from either
Russia or Transcaucasia via Turkey. Now, it is clear that all this
cannot be ascribed to Balkan hysteria only. And it is obvious that
Serbian leadership plays off Russians and Americans in the context of
its bid for Union membership. Perhaps the only real surprise in this
story is that the Union plays hardly any rôle in it. However, it is
nothing but an American protectorate, anyhow. The Russian base’s
days are surely numbered even before it is built.
J.D. SALINGER (February 7, 2010)
Somehow, your obituary to J.D. Salinger does not capture him as a
writer, at least not for me (February 6, 2010). Perhaps this is because I
first read him in the fabulous Sixties, when he was still very much
alive to his readers. Back then, I was onto two things entirely
incompatible according to Arthur Koestler: revolution and
enlightenment. And Salinger made the latter quest palpable through
Seymour, his furtive hero who struck me at the time as a credible
rendering of my own precious self. Zen and haiku are still with me
after so many years, but I no longer vacillate between the yogi and the
commissar. Returning to your obituary, in which Salinger figures as a
fanatical recluse, I sincerely hope that his steadfast decision to keep
out of the hubbub had to do with Seymour’s earnest quest. Perhaps,
just perhaps, one of my favorite writers had tasted of enlightenment,
too.
THE BEIJING CONSENSUS (February 7, 2010)
As you argue, the global economic crisis, which spread from America,
as well as China’s quick recovery from it, has undermined the Chinese
hitherto unchallenged quest for the west (“Facing Up to China,”
February 6, 2010). In other words, a growing number of Chinese feel
that little can be gained from following the rich world. They are thus
extolling “the virtues of decisive authoritarianism over shilly-shallying
democratic debate.” This you call a “Beijing consensus,” and you add
that even American officials can now be heard muttering on occasion
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about their own “dysfunctional” political system. Now, the shift in
Chinese opinion is worrying, but even more worrying is the shift in
American opinion, which is quickly echoed throughout the so-called
west. Indeed, a decisive authoritarianism is wished back ever more
often. And ever more strongly. This pernicious wish is likely to grow
with the global economic crisis, which is far from behind us still. The
Beijing consensus may well turn into yet another dazzling Chinese
export.
THE AGENDA FOR 2020 (February 8, 2010)
As you report, the European Union’s agenda for 2020 is about to be
discussed at an informal summit in Brussels called by the new
permanent president of the European Council, Herman van Rompuy
(“Rompuying Along,” February 6, 2010). The new agenda is to be
built on the rubble of the 2000 Lisbon agenda, whose stated aim was to
make the Union “the most dynamic and competitive knowledge-based
economy in the world by 2010.” The aim is laudable, it goes without
saying. I thus hope that the new agenda will be kept exactly the same
as the old one, but that the year will be appropriately adjusted. To the
best of my understanding of the Union, this change would require the
minimum of irritation. And it would set a most useful precedent for
2030 and beyond.
Addendum (February 9, 2010)
This letter to the mighty newspaper, which gives me an enormous
pleasure even a full day after it was penned, was modelled on an
aspiring Japanese poet of a couple of centuries ago, Narushima
Chuhachiro, and his poetry master, Reizei Tameyasu (“Narushima
Chuhachiro,” May 12, 1990). As the poet and his master were about
so-called death poems, a genre popular in Japan for untold centuries,
the connection with the European Union is even more pertinent. To
wit, it is high time for the Union to write its own death poem, and to
keep adjusting the year of death as appropriate. A haiku poet himself,
van Rompuy would appreciate this poetic connection, no doubt. I only
wonder whether or not he would accept it with a bellyful of laughter,
as would only be appropriate.
THE GROWING NUCLEAR MARKET (February 8, 2010)
As is only appropriate, your review of the nuclear industry focuses on
the supply side—the few firms that build nuclear reactors
(“Unexpected Reaction,” February 6, 2010). As you show, the firms
that have dominated the industry for decades—such as General
Electric and Westinghouse of America, Areva of France, and Toshiba,
Hitachi, and Mitsubishi of Japan—are now facing new competition in
the South Korean consortium led by Korean Electric Power
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Corporation. The real surprise of the article is on the demand side,
though. The South Korean consortium has just won a hefty contract to
build four nuclear plants in the United Arab Emirates. It is planning a
similar deal in Vietnam. And it is eyeing contracts in Italy, Turkey,
Jordan, South Africa, Thailand, and Indonesia. In South Korea itself,
six reactors are presently under construction and another fourteen are
on the drawing board. Although Barack Obama has recently pledged
to build a “new generation of safe, clean nuclear power plants” in the
United States, most of the countries in the growing nuclear market at
the moment are far from the developed world. And from the feisty
environmental activists, who would fight a new reactor tooth and nail.
ASIAN INTEGRATION (February 9, 2010)
You are certainly right to argue that Asian integration is still in its
early stages (“Asia’s Never-Closer Union,” February 6, 2010). “No
United States of Asia for them,” as you put it. The ten-country
Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) is a club famous
for both consensus and an allergy to enforceable rules and obligations.
Most important, three-fifths of manufactured exports from Asia still go
to Europe and the United States. All this shows that there is yet a long
way for Asian integration to go. But all this can change, and the key to
that change is China. Soon enough, a growing proportion of its
exports will go to Asia. And vice versa. The requisite infrastructure
linking Asian countries will come in time, as well, thus boosting
regional development still further. Just as China was not yet on the
radar twenty years ago, ASEAN may turn into something approaching
the Asian counterpart of the European Union in as many years. By
2030, those three-fifths of manufactured exports from Asia may well
stay much closer to home.
A SNAKE IN ONE’S BOSOM (February 10, 2010)
Among many dangers of leaving the fiscal stimulus in place for too
long there is one you do not mention even in passing: nourishing a
snake in one’s bosom (“Stimulating Debate,” February 6, 2010). The
boom that preceded the bust gave birth to many a snake, too. By
comparison with earnest government officials administering the
stimulus, the clever Wall Street operators, as well as their counterparts
in the City and other financial centers around the world, are always a
few tricks ahead. While the stimulus lasts, they will enjoy it to the hilt,
but the economic recovery is hardly their business. Once the stimulus
is removed, they will move to greener pastures. Aesop’s fable about a
farmer who shelters a snake from dying from the cold only to be bitten
after it recovers is not far from the truth in this case. Much of the
fiscal stimulus is thus likely to be misdirected.
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WELCOME TO THE PHILOMORPHS, AGAIN (February 13, 2010)
It is amusing to read that “the study of living things may shed light on
urban planning” some forty years after such thoughts were explored in
quite some depth by the Philomorphs, an informal group of lovers of
form at Harvard whose members included scientists, engineers,
architects, and urban planners (“Tree and Leaf,” February 13, 2010).
My then mentor at Harvard Graduate School of Design, Michael
Woldenberg, was a geographer who studied branching patterns in
plants, brain cells, rivers, and blood vessels, among other systems. In
my master’s thesis written under his supervision I explored such
patterns in buildings and urban complexes, as well as roads. Of
course, there were many parallels there. Edited by Geoffrey Dutton,
an entire issue of Ekistics (Athens) was dedicated in 1973 to papers by
the Philomorphs, including biologists, metallurgists, and
crystallographers of note, such as Stephen Jay Gould, Cyril Smith, and
Arthur Loeb. In short, the study of living things may indeed shed light
on urban planning, but such an effort will definitely require greater
continuity than is apparently available at present.
THE LUCKIEST GENERATION (February 14, 2010)
Your review of David Willetts’ The Pinch: How the Baby Boomers
Took Their Children’s Future, and Why They Should Give it back
(London: Atlantic, 2010) presents him as a Tory member of parliament
acknowledged by his party as one of its relatively few “deep thinkers”
(“Clash of Generations,” February 13, 2010). The title of his book
tells it all, too. Half of the British population is under forty, he points
out, but they hold only about a sixth of all financial assets. In your
words, the reader is ultimately left with a question: “Are the babyboomers a lucky generation or a selfish one?” You believe him to be
too “prudent” to offer a direct answer, but you suppose that he would
consider it rather a “careless” one. Now, considering the babyboomers’ parents and grandparents, many of whom witnessed both
World War I and II, the picture gets even more interesting. Going
back in time, wars were perhaps less deadly but more frequent.
Besides, they brought famine and disease in their wake. Thus I would
not be surprised to learn that the baby-boomers are the luckiest
generation in history. Neither would I be surprised to learn that this is
how the historical record will most likely remain indefinitely in view
of the mounting troubles with the earth’s fickle climate. Which would
also help explain some of the babyboomers’ carelessness. As well as
much of the envy of future generations. At any rate, deep thinking
should be reserved for real conundrums.
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BLACK SWANS FOREVER (February 14, 2010)
In the conclusion to your leader on how banks can improve their
approach to risk management, you state that “the answer is not to reject
quantitative finance but to be honest about its limits” (“A Better BlackSwan Repellent,” February 13, 2010). Indeed, especially about the
limits. “Models have their place,” you continue, “but they must be
coupled with more subjective approaches to risk, such as stress tests
and scenario planning.” A promising start, but you manage not to
mention uncertainty even once. And it is precisely uncertainty that has
been foolishly expunged from the dictionary of economics since a
generation ago or so. At its most virulent, uncertainty is fundamental.
Residual. Irreducible. And untouchable. In its gentler forms, it can be
reduced to a limited number of plausible outcomes, which can then be
cautiously appraised and perhaps even ranked. It is the flight of
economics toward risk, a treacherous combination of costs or benefits
and the associated probabilities, which has thwarted the development
of qualitative approaches to uncertainty. Black swans are forever,
though. And so is due caution in their face. Before that is
acknowledged, banks will not convince markets, regulators, and
politicians that lessons have been learned from the economic crisis that
still lingers menacingly.
THE OLD FAULT-LINE (February 15, 2010)
As you point out, “a bailout for Greece will not be the end of the euroarea’s fiscal troubles” (“The Specter that Haunts Europe,” February 13,
2010). Far from it. Portugal, Ireland, or Spain may be the next to start
defaulting on their debts. Including Greece, the acronym for the
profligate countries is amusing enough: PIGS. Italy is not far behind,
either, making the acronym a bit less pretty. To wit, the south of the
sub-continent is in trouble, whereas the north still appears viable, at
least in fiscal terms. Catholics and Orthodox Christians versus
Protestants, that is. The old fault-line will surely strain the euro-area to
the limit. But the strain will soon go well beyond the common
currency. The Great Recession, if this optimistic label still makes any
sense, will test the European Union in every other way. The specter
that haunts the Union will strike much deeper than mere money.
IN PRAISE OF WACKY IDEAS (February 15, 2010)
You poke fun at a thousand “wacky ideas” to fight climate change, like
those just rewarded by the Low Carbon Community Challenge funded
by the Department of Energy and Climate Change in Britain, but it is
precisely the small communities dedicated to planting nut trees and
salvaging old frying fat to make biodiesel that may make the biggest
difference in the long run (“Kicking Carbon,” February 13, 2010). No
matter how wacky, such ideas will change people’s personal and social
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habits, and it is precisely the pernicious habits of our civilization that
underlie climate change. Joan Ruddock, the British minister for
energy and climate change, is right to use such initiatives to better
understand “what is and isn’t working on the ground.” After all, the
government is offering next to nothing for this grass-root experiment,
as only twenty-two grants of up to half-a-million pounds sterling were
disbursed this time around. The return on government’s puny
investment cannot but grow and grow over the years.
POLICY RISK (February 16, 2010)
Among the three scenarios of the recovery of the world economy that
you proposed last year, a W-shaped one now seems to be the winner
(“U, V, or W for Recovery,” August 22, 2009). As you argue in your
current main leader, the second dip may well come from “policy risk”
(“New Dangers for the World Economy,” February 13, 2010). In
particular, the optimism about a V-shaped recovery is being replaced
with pessimism about a W-shaped one “as fears grow that
policymakers will be forced, or will mistakenly choose, to remove
monetary and fiscal props too soon.” Well put. But what is too soon?
That is anyone’s guess, of course. This time around policy risk is so
high primarily because of the massive monetary and fiscal props
provided by governments in many countries. Having become too
dependent on these props, the economies of these countries get the
jitters whenever their policymakers even mention adjusting the props.
To wit, governments are the problem today because they were too
much of the solution yesterday. Whatever policymakers do, they will
thus cause the next dip. Perhaps the only remaining hope regarding
policy risk is that the recovery will not end up WW-shaped.
PETER BERNSTEIN (February 17, 2010)
You open your special report on financial risk with a quote from Peter
Bernstein’s Against the Gods (New York: Wiley, 1996), in which he
famously claims that the mastery of risk defines the boundary between
modern times and the murky past (“The Gods Strike Back,” February
13, 2010). A financial historian, economist, and educator, he has
contributed to the efficient market theory, which underpins much of
modern risk management. Close to financial institutions in New York,
he was at home with derivatives, credit securitization, and
mathematical models underpinning the paradigm shift surrounding
risk. The book has thus been lavished with many awards, including
one from the American Risk and Insurance Association, for his
contribution to the literature of risk and insurance. The title of your
special report is thus most pertinent, for Bernstein’s book exemplifies
the towering misconceptions of risk management and economics in
general. The Great Recession has put an end to these misconceptions,
though. Mathematics is fine as a prop of many sciences, but it is not
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very useful when it comes to human psychology. If economics has any
claim to the status of science, it does not come through mathematics,
but through psychology. Returning to Bernstein’s gods, as well as
those of your own, they are only human. And against them, there is no
remedy. Mathematical models of human economic behavior can be of
some value only when the economy is humming along without a
glitch. Which is rarely and not for very long.
THE EURO BABBLE (February 20, 2010)
Now that the euro is in trouble because Greece may default on its
debts, a tale is being spun that the new currency was cursed from birth.
You are certainly right when you caution that any political analysis as
neat and tidy as a fairy tale is suspect (“A Grimm Tale of EuroIntegration,” February 20, 2010). Unlike the American dollar, the euro
is blessed with neither an economic nor a political union. A single
currency was created mainly in response to exchange-rate risks within
the internal market. According to Paul Krugman, a Nobel laureate in
economics whom you quote, this is the crux of the problem. It was
“hubris” of European elites to push for a single currency without
proper institutional foundations. You beg to differ, though, arguing
that Germany and France, the two countries that made the euro happen,
had very different goals. Germany wanted a central bank, whereas
France aimed for greater economic union. Those differences still
plague the new currency. But your own narrative is way too tidy still.
The European Union strikes me ever more often as a bungling
behemoth bereft of brains. No narrative there, just babble. And that is
exactly what the Union’s leaders offered at their last meeting in
Brussels, where Greece was issued a stern warning about the
mismanagement of its economy. Mighty tough! Whether or not the
euro was cursed from its very birth, now it is surely suffering from
brainless babble at the helm.
AFRAID OF THEMSELVES (February 21, 2010)
“The economy is booming and politics stable,” you open your article
about repression in China, “yet its leaders seem edgy” (“What Are
They Afraid Of?” February 20, 2010). You spill much ink on the
country’s palpable successes, but only some way into the article you
mention that “sweeping changes” in the senior leadership are due in
2012 and 2013, including the replacement of both Hu Jintao and Wen
Jibao, the president and prime minister. “But if a struggle is brewing,”
you add warily, “signs of it are hard to spot.” Only two decades have
passed since the collapse of the Soviet Union, but it seems that the
understanding of communist ways and means has already evaporated.
“It’s the party, stupid,” I can almost hear an old pro grumble in
dismay. Of course, the Chinese leaders are afraid of themselves. Party
leadership from top to bottom is facing major changes now that the
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country has become Asia’s flagship economy and a world power
second only to America. Heads will roll in a few short years.
AMERICA IN 2050 (February 22, 2010)
Your review of Joel Kotkin’s The Next Hundred Million: America in
2050 (London: Penguin, 2010) follows him in assuming that the next
forty years will be very much like the last forty (“Cast of Millions,”
February 20, 2010). A California-based urbanologist, he uses current
demographic trends to paint a cheerful canvass of rapid urban
development in the American interior. Booming but inexpensive cities
like Phoenix, Houston, Dallas, and Atlanta already attract the world’s
immigrants from developing countries, half of whom head for America
rather than xenophobic Europe or Japan. America’s high birth rate
only adds to the cheer. According to him, this is how things will stay,
too. What if rapid climate change leads to growing conflict in
developing countries, though? Willy-nilly, Europe will accept a
growing proportion of destitute immigrants on account of its porous
borders and poor coordination, whereas America is likely to be much
more successful in throttling immigration, especially along the
Mexican border. Under the circumstances, the high birth rate will in
time also suffer. Is this an outlandish scenario? In spite of the current
skepticism about climate change, scientific evidence in its support is
still overwhelming.
Thus, current demographic trends are an
increasingly poor guide for the future.
THE INFRASTRUCTURE OF SPACE DEVELOPMENT (February
23, 2010)
It is encouraging to read that private companies are now competing in
areas such as space travel and space habitat building (“Moon Dreams,”
February 20, 2010). Eric Anderson, the boss of Space Adventures, a
space-travel company, promises to build “railroads in space.” Robert
Bigelow, the boss of Budget Suites of America, a hotel chain, is
developing expandable space habitats to be deployed on low earth
orbit and even on the moon. Splendid. But developments such as
these are likely to end up providing no more than a bit of wholesome
fun for a few rich people. The infrastructure of space development—
including railroads in space and permanent bases along the tracks—
would require massive funding, which only governments can provide.
If Anderson and Bigelow have invested hundreds of millions of dollars
in space infrastructure, several orders of magnitude more would be
required to provide a proper foundation for private enterprise in space.
As well as a reasonable shot at expansion into the solar system. In
other words, here we have a classic case of the cart before the horse.
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THE QUANTS (February 24, 2010)
I do not wish to dispute your review of Scott Patterson’s The Quants:
How a New Breed of Math Whizzes Conquered Wall Street and Nearly
Destroyed It (New York: Crown Business, 2010), which does not seem
to live up to his apocalyptic subtitle, but I am puzzled by your own
assessment of the “quants,” or those who use quantitative models to
exploit anomalies in the market (“Heroes and Villains,” February 20,
2010). “Their actions made the market wobble in August 2007,” you
argue, “but they were not at the heart of the subprime crisis.” Perhaps
they were not at the heart of the crisis, but the quants certainly altered
the behavior of the market to the bewilderment of other participants.
The trouble is that no-one really knows what their impact was when
the trouble started. Not even themselves. To the best of my
understanding of the breed, and I happen to know a quant or two, many
of them learned to play the market without understanding anything but
its anomalies. And this is something well worth investigating—minus
apocalyptic subtitles, of course.
ALEXANDER HAIG (February 27, 2010)
Your obituary to Alexander Haig of Nixon and Regan vintage makes
him almost endearing (February 27, 2010). A soldier in search of
clarity. A servant in search of a master. And quite a poet, as
witnessed by that wonderful quote of yours from his Caveat: Realism,
Reagan, and Foreign Policy (New York: McMillan, 1984):
The Regan White House was as mysterious as a ghost
ship: you heard the creak of the rigging and the groan of
the timbers, and sometimes even glimpsed the crew on
deck. But which of the crew had the helm? It was
impossible to know…
Wonderful. But if Reagan’s Secretary of State could not guess who
was at the helm, who ever will? Reagan certainly was not. By all
credible accounts of the man, he was half there at the best of times.
Which is why Haig, a ferocious general, ends up by being endearing, I
guess. A soldier in search of a master. A servant in search of clarity.
A poetic quest.
AFTERNOON NAPS (February 28, 2010)
As you report, Matthew Walker and his colleagues at the University of
California at Berkley have shown that an afternoon nap prepares the
brain to learn (“Sleepy Heads,” February 27, 2010). The research
findings suggest that sleep is clearing the brain’s short-term memory
and making way for new information. Also, the ideal nap is between
ninety and hundred minutes. Now, this is exactly what my parents
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used to do for as long as they lived, and they both made it into their
nineties. My mother’s memory was indeed outstanding, which was
long recognized by many of my parents’ friends, who would call her to
check each other’s birthdays. However, my father ended up with a
severe case of senile dementia. His last few years, he recognized noone in the family. Well, I became his brother and my mother turned
into his own. In short, a regular post-prandial snooze is to be
recommended for all sorts of reasons, including a less stressful life, but
better learning is far from a sure bet. Much depends on good old
genetics.
SEED OF TROUBLE (March 1, 2010)
As you point out in your leader about genetically modified crops,
which you otherwise support rather enthusiastically, one worry about
the new technology is that it may “crowd out other approaches to
improving farming” (“Attack of the Really Quite Likeable Tomatoes,”
February 27, 2010). Improving? Make that maintaining, instead.
Many producers of seed, genetically modified or not, have done their
utmost to produce crops minus viable seed. The crops fetch better
prices at the market than the traditional ones, and farmers are therefore
eager enough to grow them, but they have to buy seed year after year.
As traditional crops are pushed to the side, they are gradually
forgotten, as well. The variety of crops is dropping, and many farmers
are losing their grip of the traditional farming methods, which secured
sufficient seed for the next season. Assuming that seed producers keep
churning out their stuff, and that ever more research goes into the
production of seed, all is well. But what if climate change
dramatically disrupts both the production and distribution of newfangled seed? Farmers will have hard time feeding themselves, let
alone anyone else.
IN DEFENSE OF ARTHUR AND CYNTHIA KOESTLER (March 2,
2010)
I enjoyed reading much of your review of Michael Scammell’s
Koestler: The Literary and Political Odyssey of a Twentieth-Century
Skeptic (New York: Random House, 2010), the first authorized
biography of this forceful and controversial intellectual, but I was
taken aback by your last paragraph about his end (“Intellectual
Fireworks,” February 27, 2010). Some time on March 1, 1983, Arthur
Koestler and his third wife, Cynthia, overdosed on Tuinal sleeping
pills, which she washed down with scotch and he with brandy.
Suffering from Parkinson’s and leukemia, he had long planned his exit.
“His last, dark, achievement was to take his healthy wife with him,”
you opine. “Even in death,” you conclude, “Koestler was sure to win
the argument.” Thus you reduce Cynthia to a sucker losing one
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argument too many. But what if she was propelled by the most
mysterious sentiment known to the human species—love?
PRINTING ON DEMAND (March 3, 2010)
As you point out in your article about the boom in printing on demand
in America, “estimating the demand and thus the print run for a book
has been a guessing game since Gutenberg’s time” (“Just Press Print,”
February 27, 2010). As about thirty percent of books in America are
returned to the publishers, the new technology is a sure winner in the
long run. From about six percent of all books, it is estimated that the
share of print-on-demand (POD) books will grow to about fifteen
percent in five years. Your example of Lightning Source, a sister firm
of Ingram Book Company, is most interesting in this context. Founded
in 1997, it is now the world’s biggest POD company with about
twenty-million books in 2009, of which the average print run per title
was less than two. Amazing! As you also mention that POD has led
to an explosion of self-publishing, Milan Kundera’s The Book of
Laughter and Forgetting (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1981)
immediately comes to mind. Graphomania (an obsession with writing
books) turns into a mass epidemic in a rich but atomized and sluggish
society. “The invention of printing originally promoted mutual
understanding,” he argues. “In the era of graphomania the writing of
books has the opposite effect: everyone surrounds himself with his
own writings as with a wall of mirrors cutting off all voices from
without.” In other words, the number of POD books will undoubtedly
grow, but the average print run per title will eventually drop to one.
No guessing game any longer.
THE VISEGRAD CLUB (March 6, 2010)
I am sure that many a reader from the Czech Republic, Hungary,
Poland, and Slovakia will be proud to learn about the mighty Visegrad
club, formed in a Hungarian town by that name in 1991 to foster
energy security in Central Europe (“Central Questions,” March 6,
2010). Hungary and Poland will have six months each in the European
Union’s rotating presidency next year. The Visegrad club will have as
many votes in the Union as Germany and France combined. And the
club is growing to include a number of countries from the former
Austro-Hungarian empire, all of them in the Western Balkans. Most of
these countries are heavily dependent on Russian gas and oil. These
are both costly and unreliable. The alternatives are few. The first one
is to form a grid by adding north-south links to the existing east-west
pipelines. In a pinch, the grid will help, but not for long. The second
is to import liquefied natural gas via coastal terminals in Poland and
Croatia. In a pinch, again, the terminals will help, but not by much.
And the third one is Nabucco, a pipeline to connect Caspian and Iraqi
gasfields and Europe via Turkey. Of course, the main problem is
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Russia. But the other problem, which you do not even mention, is
America. Without it, Nabucco is a pipedream. But America is now
turning to China, and the pipelines from Caspian and Iraqi gasfields
can very well go east rather than west. And this is where the Visegrad
club will have no say whatsoever.
EUROPE’S HYPOCHONDRIACS (March 7, 2010)
“Most Europeans are doing better than they think,” you argue, “and
can take more fiscal austerity” (“Europe’s Hypochondriacs,” March 6,
2010). You are probably right. The Germans and the French can take
fiscal austerity for a few other countries besides. For now, at least, the
pessimism is overblown. But do not forget the future when you write
about the European psyche. Entire continents can smell things to come
well before their time. And Europe’s hypochondriacs are on the mark
in this regard. The sub-continent is facing inexorable decline. Which
is why some fat for the lean years ahead is in order even now. For
Europe has nothing to offer, with the possible exception of tourism.
Greece. Rome. The Middle Ages. The Renaissance. The Industrial
Revolution. And that is about it. Much of Europe has lived off the
past for a long while already, and the future is thus sweet enough. But
a healthy dose of hypochondria is still perfectly understandable. It is
but a justifiable affliction of ripe old age.
GENDERCIDE (March 8, 2010)
Proposed by Clara Zetkin in 1910, the International Women’s Day was
first celebrated in 1911. After a few years, March 8 became the day to
celebrate the advancement of women’s rights around the world. Now
it is an official holiday in Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bulgaria,
China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Macedonia, Moldova, Mongolia,
Russia, Tajikistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, and Vietnam. Yet, millions of
baby girls are still disappearing every year through abortion, murder,
or neglect because boys are still preferred to girls (“Gendercide,”
March 6, 2010). As you say in your main leader, “it is no exaggeration
to call this gendercide.” And China and India are the worst offenders.
Technology, declining fertility, and ancient prejudice are combining to
unbalance entire societies. What is to be done? Many things are
proposed left and right, but the main problem behind gendercide is that
attitudes toward women have not changed much the last hundred years.
This is especially true in developing countries. Clara Zetkin’s job is
far from done. The first and foremost right of women is to live. And
the International Women’s Day should thus be focused on gendercide.
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DIGITAL NATIVES (March 9, 2010)
Those born between 1980 and 2000 are variously known as the Net
Generation, Millennials, Generation Y, or Digital Natives. Growing
up with the World Wide Web, it is often argued, they will transform
education, work, and politics. Or will they? As you argue, the
argument is surely overblown (“The Net Generation, Unplugged,”
March 6, 2010). Sweeping generalizations about this generation,
which can be found in many a blockbuster, are easy to debunk. As is
the very notion that it is a generation at all. But the attention that those
born “digital” are now receiving from many a hack writer will still
have an effect on the hapless generation, arbitrary as the years
demarcating it may be. Many of them will grow up special, at least in
their own minds. And the groundless generalizations will thus take
root. By and by, Digital Natives will leave their mark as though it was
actually preordained.
THE RIGHT TO BEAR ARMS (March 10, 2010)
Otis McDonald, an elderly African-American who lives in a rough part
of Chicago, wants a handgun to defend his family against armed thugs,
who keep breaking into his house and taking with them whatever
strikes their fancy, but the city would not let him have one. His
lawsuit against Chicago’s gun laws has reached the Supreme Court,
which is poised to strike down gun controls across America by binding
state and city governments to uphold citizens’ constitutional rights,
such as the right to bear arms (“Old McDonald Hadn’t an Arm,”
March 6, 2010). The whole country is up in arms about it. I wonder
why, though. Gun laws prevent only the good guys from acquiring
and carrying a handgun, whereas the bad guys could not care less
about the law, anyhow. And handguns galore are within their easy
reach. Why not give the good guys an equal chance?
SLOVAKIA, CROATIA (March 13, 2010)
It is almost painful to read in Croatia about Slovakia’s disturbing
patriotism (“Culture Creep,” March 13, 2010). As you say, mythmaking is common to many countries, but the prime minister of
Slovakia, Robert Fico, seems bent on rehabilitating the Nazi-backed
Slovak puppet state of 1939-1945. Having become fully independent
only in 1993, Slovakia is rewriting its own history with alarming zeal.
Well, Croatia became independent in 1991, and its Nazi-backed puppet
state of 1941-1945 was no slouch by comparison with its Slovak
cousin. Myth-making is rife in Croatia, too. Just like Father Jozef
Tiso, Slovakia’s wartime priest-president, Croatia’s own wartime
puppet, Ante Pavelić, is now attracting increasing attention. Novels
are being written about him. A few years ahead of Croatia’s entry into
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the European Union, one can already smell its political development in
the years to come. And, of all countries, Slovakia is blazing the trail.
IN CAUTIOUS PRAISE OF GERMANY (March 14, 2010)
I share much of the enthusiasm of your main leader about Germany
(“Europe’s Engine,” March 13, 2010). Indeed, it is the flagship of the
European Union’s economy, and it is a relief to see it prosper in the
middle of the Great Recession. But, as you point out yourself, not all
is well with Germany. Most important, “the country’s demographic
prospects are dire.” Sadly, you leave it at that. The population of
Germany is just over eighty-million. It is characterized by zero or
declining growth. More than sixteen-million are of non-German
descent, and about seven-million are foreign residents. The largest
ethnic group of non-German origin is Turkish in origin. And all those
of non-German descent are not really German. At best, they are
tolerated. Barely, especially in the case of the Turks. To wit, the
flagship of the European Union’s economy is in the doldrums. Winds
are gone. It will take a decade or two for it to start sinking. Your
enthusiasm is kind of sweet, but it is not likely to be catching.
JOHN ELDERFIELD AND HENRI MATISSE (March 15, 2010)
John Elderfield, chief curator of painting and sculpture at the Museum
of Modern Art in New York for decades until his recent retirement, has
staged many a memorable exhibition of Henri Matisse. His 1992
exhibition was a tremendous success. Also, his 2003 exhibition,
bringing Matisse and Picasso together, was much acclaimed. Your
enthusiastic review of the last one, which is currently on show at the
Art Institute of Chicago, is fascinating on account of Elderfield’s
dogged zeal to learn (“Ascent of a Master,” March 13, 2010). Here he
delves into the way Matisse worked. All sorts of scientific tools and
methods were used to show, for instance, that the canvass of some of
his famous paintings was wiped clean more than two dozen times
before he was satisfied. Wow! Matisse, Elderfield ascertains, was
pushing himself to his limits. As you conclude your review, Elderfield
is already on to his next project. It is to be hoped that he is still eager
to learn about Matisse. And there is so much more to learn using the
ever-improving scientific tools and methods. The paint and the
canvass can tell us so much more about the great painter’s habits than
we know already. What did he eat and drink? How much did he
smoke? Who were the most common guests to his studio? Which
newspapers did he read? What were the most common ailments he
suffered from? How did his habits influence his choice of color? As
well as his choice of subject? The next Elderfield’s exhibition of
Matisse will surely be a must.
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HERMAN VAN ROMPUY (March 16, 2010)
“The new president of the European Council will be worth watching,”
you say (“Juggling Europe’s Stars,” March 13, 2010). But the best you
can come up with in support of this contention is that senior officials in
Brussels call him “very intelligent” and “a master tactician” whose
forte is “compromise.” Splendid. But these are qualities to cherish in
a stable world in which Europe plays a leading and unchallenged rôle.
This is how things stood after the collapse of the Soviet Union and
before China’s arrival on the global stage, when America ruled the
roost and Europe was its cheerful if oblivious protectorate. Things are
different now. Russia is back in the game, too. Even the protectorate
is in question in view of America’s new challenges in the east. Put
simply, this is not a place for a tactician bent on compromise.
Intelligence will help, but not much. Therefore, the new president of
the European Council is hardly worth watching. Except in a
tragicomedy.
BLOG MINING (March 17, 2010)
“Of the million or so blog entries that are written in English every
day,” you say in your report on the research by Andrew Gordon and
his colleagues at the University of Southern California’s Institute for
Creative Technologies in Los Angeles, “most are comments on news,
plans of activities, or personal thoughts about life” (“Blog Mining,”
March 13, 2010). Roughly five percent of these are stories about
recent events. People are quick to comment on events in their daily
lives. Mining this sort of information can thus be useful to show how
ideas are spread and trends are set. An example of this is Google’s flu
tracker, which can detect early signs of influenza outbreaks by mining
related search data by region. “While recording their words for
posterity and obsessively checking their hit counters to see if anyone is
reading them,” you conclude, “today’s blog writers can console
themselves with the thought that computers, at least, find their work
fascinating.” I know exactly what you mean. And I am most thankful
for more than a third of hits on my own blog that now come from
search engines of all sorts. Which is why I think of them and their
growing patronage ever more often as I comment on news, my plans of
activities, or my personal thoughts about life.
ON SCIENCE AND POLITICS (March 22, 2010)
Climate-change legislation is in the doldrums. For this your main
leader blames the mess at Copenhagen, the recession, the bile spilt
over the American health-care bill, the harsh winter in the northern
hemisphere, and climate science (“Spin, Science, and Climate
Change,” March 20, 2010). “A series of controversies over the past
year provided heavy ammunition to those who doubt the seriousness of
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the problem,” you add on the last culprit. But two sentences later you
explain what you mean: “The problem lies not with the science itself,
but with the way the science has been used by politicians to imply
certainty when, as often with science, no certainty exists.” That is, the
culprit list above is wrong. Sloppy as your own argument is, it
illustrates very well the difficulty of mixing science and politics.
Science is a series of controversies, too, but controversies are not
decided by popular vote. They are decided by evidence. And this is
where your main leader fails even worse than in the list of culprits for
inaction in climate-change legislation: much more money is needed for
climate science to come up with evidence that will resolve current
controversies. Sadly, this is where politics comes in once again.
IN PRAISE OF GRIM PATIENCE (March 22, 2010)
Many in Eastern Europe will be pleased by the praise in your leader
and article about the region’s weathering of the economic crisis
(“What Went Right” and “Fingered by Fate,” March 20, 2010). As
you say, the situation seemed dire a year ago, but it is surprisingly
good right now. The worst expectations for Hungary, Latvia, and
Ukraine, for instance, now smack of Greece, Spain, Portugal, and
maybe even Italy. In the meanwhile, many an Eastern European
government took some hard decisions. Helped by the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development and the European Central Bank,
these decisions bore fruit. The ex-communist voters took the brunt of
these reforms, though. The way you put it, it is their “grim patience”
that has saved the day. The converse is also true, of course.
Remembering that Greece is credibly billed as the cradle of
democracy, the wild riots that have followed hard decisions recently
taken in Athens bode ill for Western Europe as a whole.
PRIESTLY CELIBACY (March 22, 2010)
Pedophilia in the Catholic church has been in the news for years, but
the reform that many feel goes to the root of the problem is not in the
cards. Not yet. As you put it bluntly yourself, the root is in priestly
celibacy (“Evil Orders,” March 20, 2010). Celibacy is fine as a
personal choice, but it is an abomination as an institutional constraint,
often imposed on people too young and sexually inexperienced to
fathom the consequences of their acquiescence.
The cardinal
archbishop of Vienna, Christoph Schönborn, recently advanced, but
hastily disowned, a proposal for abandoning this outlandish practice,
which is obligatory for priests of the main Roman church, albeit not on
its fringes. Apparently, the pope is very much against such a proposal.
If the church is not up to the task of righting its own wrongs, what
about the state? Why is priestly celibacy not outlawed outright? And
the sooner it is outlawed, the better for the church’s myriad victims.
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RUNNING AMOK (March 23, 2010)
Whither capitalism? Reading your current issue makes me wonder
about the only social, economic, and political system still in existence.
Take your Books and Arts Section. One article reviews two books
with a rather dim view of financial regulation (“Blame Game,” March
20, 2010). Another reviews a couple of books about unheard prophets
of the financial crisis who milked it to their sole advantage (“All Geek
to Them”). Then take your Finance and Economics Section. One
article reviews the Lehman report, which shows that the bank’s inept
auditor contributed mightily to its demise (“Beancounters in a Bind”).
Another article reviews the flawed Senate bill on financial reform in
America (“The Hand of Dodd”). Read together, these articles spell a
simple message: capitalism is running amok. No-one really knows
what is going on at the very pinnacle of the system. Those who
understand it best are bent on abusing it to their utmost. Indeed,
whither capitalism? It is high time for the question to be addressed
once again, and in all seriousness. Pace Marx, but many fingers seem
to point at finance.
VENICE NEEDS A SHOCK (March 24, 2010)
As you say, “Venice’s gradual transformation into a theme park,
overflowing with tourists by day, bereft of residents at night, is
dreadful to behold” (“Brunetta’s Offensive.” March 20, 2010).
Dreadful is the word. Silvio Berlusconi is thus sending his publicadministration minister, Renato Brunetta, as a candidate for his home
city’s mayor. “Venice needs a shock,” Brunetta says. He plans to
make it a world city once again by building and restoration of housing
for some fifty-thousand rich people, but it is doubtful that the lagoon’s
delicate ecosystem can support the upsurge he has in mind. Here is an
even greater shock that may well be sustainable, at least politically.
Berlusconi himself could move the seat of Italian government to the
Serenissima and double as its mayor, as well. In one fell swoop,
Venice would become the international capital of spectacle, political
and otherwise. Long ago, when Rome was in ruins, it was built as one,
too.
CLIMATE CHANGE FOREVER (March 24, 2010)
Comprehensive and carefully worded, your briefing on the science of
climate change is a joy to read (“The Clouds of Unknowing,” March
20, 2010).
And your main argument is cogent enough:
notwithstanding all the uncertainties of climate science, something
ought to be done about climate change as a sensible precaution against
its possible effects. Which reminds me of my first encounter with
climate science, when the upcoming ice age was the main concern, and
when current global warming was perceived as an interim and short290

lived blip, natural or otherwise. Back then, which was less than a
couple of decades ago, it was clear that the climate rollercoaster would
not be kind to the human species. And it was clear that keeping the
climate within a range considered comfortable today would not be
possible for long. One way or another, the bulk of the species was
doomed and that was simply that. But the vicious controversy started
as soon as it was suggested that it was the humans themselves who
were behind climate change. Self-centered as the species has been
from its first bungling steps, it could not live with the verdict. As if it
really mattered in the long run.
THE OLD FAULT-LINE, AGAIN (March 29, 2010)
How right you are when you say that the European fault-line is not
about core versus periphery, but about north versus south (“The Myth
of the Periphery,” March 27, 2010). The so-called PIGS countries are
all down south. Greece was the first among the spendthrift countries to
suffer, but Portugal, Spain, and even Italy are not very far behind. But
there is yet another fault-line here, which you gingerly eschew:
Protestants versus Catholics and Orthodox Christians. As you rightly
say, “Europe is going to need more empathy if the euro is to hold
together.” But crossing the geographic fault-line would be much easier
than crossing the religious one. And empathy will be needed not only
to save the euro, a cherry on the cake, but the European Union, as well.
ON MYTH AND HISTORY (March 29, 2010)
Your review of Richard Miles’ Carthage Must Be Destroyed: The Rise
and Fall of an Ancient Civilization (London: Allen Lane, 2010) paints
a fair portrait of the Mediterranean about a hundred generations ago
(“Rival to Rome,” March 27, 2010). Before the Carthaginians came
the Phoenicians, the great merchants from modern Lebanon. The war
between Hannibal and Scipio Africanus ultimately ended in Rome’s
favor, but it could have been otherwise. “From the beginning,” as you
aptly put it, “myth and history were intertwined.” Among other
pundits, Virgil did his best to buttress the winning side. And this is the
very gist of much history. Would that poor Europeans got this simple
message. If anything else, myth is definitely on their side. For, if they
only wished, they could still have the miraculous Mediterranean entire.
Just like that.
OTTOMAN DREAMING (March 30, 2010)
You take a rather dim view of the Turkish president’s recent visit to
many African countries, but Turkish ambitions for trade and influence
in Africa make quite a bit of historical sense (“Ottoman Dreaming,”
March 27, 2010). At its height in Sixteenth and Seventeenth
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Centuries, the Ottoman empire spanned three continents: Western
Asia, Eastern and Southeastern Europe, the Caucasus, and North
Africa. In North Africa the empire once included Algeria, Egypt,
Libya, Tunisia, which you miss in your article, and Sudan. Cultural
and religious ties with Turkey are still alive throughout this region. In
fact, these ties connect Africa with many European countries that used
to be part of the empire: Albania, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Greece,
Hungary, Moldavia, Romania, and Serbia. Feelings for Turkey may
not be warm in all these countries, but ties nevertheless exist.
Abdullah Gul’s expedition should thus be of special interest to the
European Union, for Turkey is all too often relegated, wrongly, to
Western Asia.
UNIVERSITY LEAGUE TABLES (March 30, 2010)
As you point out, university league tables have proliferated to such an
extent that a league table of league tables is now needed (“Leagues
Apart,” March 27, 2010). But there is another problem with the lot:
for many practical purposes, they rank wrong things. A student
looking for the best place where to study physics or literature, as well
as a company seeking the best advice in electronics or geology, will
not learn much from a ranking of universities. Rather, they would
need a ranking of departments, schools, or faculties dedicated to a
particular field of study. Such rankings could then be grouped for
entire universities, but the composite rankings thus obtained would be
of little practical value to most users. Now, the most obvious way to
rank university units would be to add together citation indices of the
teaching and/or research staff. Citation indices for each field of study
are already available for each staff member. Although you are right to
say that the best researchers are not necessarily the best teachers,
research usually drives teaching, and citation definitely drives
research. The best students and companies would surely wish to know
where they can find the best cited researchers in any field of study.
SOCIALISM IN AMERICA (March 31, 2010)
It is surprising what power the word “socialism” still has in the United
States. Barack Obama’s universal health coverage is now perceived by
many Republicans as a “foot in the door” for the dreaded system
(“From Hope to Change,” March 27, 2010). If this is how the
introduction of public pensions through the creation of Social Security
in 1935 was perceived, one could perhaps understand the outlandish
charge. At the time, the October Revolution of 1917 was still in the
air. The year is 2010, though. Socialism disappeared from the
geopolitical scene more than two decades ago, in 1989. Which is why
the harshest Republican critics of “Obamacare” now sound like a
broken record from the long-forgotten past inadvertently found in the
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attic. They smell of the attic, too. The throwbacks themselves are the
last remnant of socialism in America. As well as elsewhere.
THE BIOFUEL MUDDLE (March 31, 2010)
You describe America’s biofuel muddle pretty well (“Coming Up
Empty,” March 27, 2010). Ethanol, which is used mainly as an
additive to petroleum, is a poor fuel. Most important, it takes about as
much energy to produce as it releases. Made chiefly from corn, it also
takes a bite out of food production. The move to cellulose, the inedible
portion of most crops, for ethanol production is not yet commercially
viable, and it is a question whether it will ever become viable. But a
poor fuel remains a poor fuel no matter its source. The ambitious
renewable-fuel standard recently released by the Environmental
Protection Agency is thus likely to fall flat in view of serious problems
with biofuels such as ethanol. However, the only thing your article
does not mention is the very root of the muddle: strategic reduction of
America’s dependence on foreign sources of fuel. The need to
disentangle the country from tricky suppliers, especially in the Middle
East, has been presented to the credulous general public as a worthy
green initiative. It is not, and this is how things will most likely
remain.
ONLY A COMMON MARKET (April 6, 2010)
Notwithstanding all the delusions about the European Union, it is only
a common market. As such, it is about the free flow of capital, goods
and services, and labor—in that order. Period. This is thus the only
possible background for understanding the Union’s new foreign-policy
chief, Catherine Ashton: “If we pull together, we can safeguard our
interests; if not, others will make decisions for us” (“Foreign-Policy
Wisdom and Folly,” April 3, 2010). As you argue, there are a few
things the Union can usefully do to count in the new world, in which
America still leads, but China, India, Russia, and Brazil play
increasingly important rôles. First, stick to the rule of law, which is of
the essence in ensuring the free flow of capital, goods and services,
and labor. Second, reward countries that comply with market access.
That is all a common market can do, anyhow. Now, you have one
more piece of advice for the Union: “Above all, stay rich.” For better
or for worse, a common market cannot do a thing about it, though. To
wit, others will make decisions for Europeans. And increasingly so,
for Europe cannot but decline without new sources of growth, which
are nowhere in sight.
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LIQUIDITY TRAP, AGAIN AND AGAIN (April 6, 2010)
It is good to know that Alan Blinder of Princeton, Greg Mankiw of
Harvard, and Charles Jones of Stanford are now busily revising their
macroeconomic textbooks (“Revise and Resubmit,” April 3, 2010).
The Great Recession will take quite a bit of explaining, and it can only
be hoped that the authors of bestseller textbooks will oblige. But it is
even better to know that John Maynard Keynes’ “liquidity trap,” in
which standard easing of monetary policy may cease to have any effect
whatsoever, is back with a vengeance. Having fallen out of vogue in
the last few decades, now it is likely to get a chapter all its own. And it
is my sincere hope that Ben Bernanke, the Chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board, will eventually stumble upon that blessed chapter. For,
judging by his pitiful performance since January 2008, he must have
missed it entirely when he took his introduction to macroeconomics as
a freshman.
GEO-ENGINEERING’S LOFTY PRINCIPLES (April 6, 2010)
As you report, there are two broad approaches to geo-engineering: one
is to reduce the amount of incoming sunlight that the planet absorbs;
the other is to suck carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere and put it
somewhere else (“We All Want to Change the World,” April 3, 2010).
In both cases, as you point out, the experiments needed would be tiny
compared with what people are already doing. Still, researchers in the
field are concerned that their experiments may unleash strident
opposition unless there is a clear and respectable system of regulation.
At a recent gathering, they thus promulgated a set of principles
ensuring that geo-engineering will be regulated as a public good and
that it will be subject to thorough public scrutiny. Commendable, of
course. But before geo-engineering there should be, as it were, geoscience. And all the experiments, tiny or otherwise, should be
conducted in accordance with standard scientific procedures. In other
words, the nascent field of geo-engineering seems to be burdened with
excessive pride well ahead of its time.
BERLUSCONI, GARIBALDI (April 7, 2010)
You are undoubtedly right to attribute a surprisingly good result for
Italy’s prime minister in recent regional elections to his personal
charisma (“Berlusconi’s Bounce,” April 3, 2010). Although it is
baffling that a buffoon like him still enchants his muddled countrymen,
nothing else would explain it. And you are also right about the two
clouds on the horizon for the prime minister. The first is the defeat in
Venice of Berlusconi’s bubbly public-administration minister, Renato
Brunetta, who ran for mayor. And the second is the success of the
prime minister’s fickle ally, Umberto Bossi, in two northern regions,
Veneto and Piedmont. Bossi promptly announced that greater
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financial autonomy for the north was his price for continuing support
of the government. The two clouds are not unrelated, of course. For
his efforts to hold Italy together, Berlusconi may soon be hailed as a
new Garibaldi. And his personal charisma will only keep growing.
FAREWELL PERFECT PROSE (April 7, 2010)
Apple’s tablet computer is changing the scene in many fields, some of
them quite unexpected. As you argue, publishing is also affected by
the new gadget (“E-Publish or Perish,” April 3, 2010). Together with
Amazon, Apple is becoming a major player in the distribution of ebooks. The two companies are already taking sizeable slices from ebook revenues from the publishers. As you point out, “there are many
inefficiencies in the supply chain for conventional books that firms
such as Amazon and Apple can exploit.” The transformation of
publishing may thus take a while, but e-books are likely to be
“enriched” in the process with audio, video, and other media so as to
command premium prices. In the end, “the publishing firms that
survive what promises to be a wrenching transition will be those whose
bosses and employees can learn quickly to think like multimedia
impresarios rather than purveyors of perfect prose.” Well put. I
wonder about the fate of producers of perfect prose, though. I am
afraid that they, too, will join the dinosaurs.
ASIA, EUROPE (April 12, 2010)
As you point out, “roads, railways, and pipelines are redefining what
we mean by Asia” (“New Silk Roads,” April 10, 2010). Not so long
ago, all communication lines led to nearest ports, where European or
American ships waited, but they are beginning to crisscross the
continent, instead. As you report, a gas pipeline bringing gas from
Turkmenistan to China via Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan was opened in
December. Another pipeline is being built to bring gas from Iran to
Pakistan, but it could be extended to India and China. Of course, these
pipelines could have gone to Europe via Turkey. The subcontinent is
over-dependent on gas and oil from Russia, but the political will and
economic clout to change that are sorely lacking. Come to think of it,
roads, railways, and pipelines now built in Asia are also redefining
what we mean by Europe.
SCHOOL, JAIL (April 12, 2010)
There are several reasons to believe that spending more on education
may be a cost-effective way of cutting crime. You shed some light on
a couple of them: education raises people’s future earnings, thus
making a criminal career less attractive; and schools keep would-be
criminals in touch with peers bent on honest work and proper social
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attitudes (“The Mean Streets of Guildford,” April 10, 2010). It is hard
to argue with any of this. Yet, there is a far simpler reason to prop up
schools so as to spare the jails: schools provide cheaper and more
effective supervision of social behavior than jails do. Keeping people
in school as long as possible, and especially when their employment
prospects are poor, is a better social policy than cramming them into
jails, where they can only learn how to become better criminals. This
is especially important early on, in the late teens and early twenties,
but it extends over the entire life cycle of a would-be criminal. The
only trouble with such a policy is that it must be kept a top secret.
THE WORLD’S GERONTOCRACY (April 13, 2010)
You seem to worry about retired baby-boomers dominating European
politics as though there are no baby-boomers elsewhere (“Europe’s
Worrying Gerontocracy,” April 2010). This term is widely used to
identify a massive increase in births following World War II. The
generation is usually defined to include those born between 1946 and
1964, when fertility rates were at or above 2.5 births per 1000 women.
Anyhow, there are baby-boomers everywhere. In America alone,
where the term was coined, there are close to eighty million of them.
Now, this generation is associated with a rejection or redefinition of
traditional values. Their rebellion is associated with the Sixties. It
culminated in 1968, when it was marked by mass uprisings in America
and Europe. Although the first baby-boomers will retire in 2011, they
are not likely to be like any generation before or after them. Most
important, they are likely to feel close to baby-boomers everywhere. If
there is any reason for worry here, it is the world’s gerontocracy
working together to safeguard its interests around the globe.
PROTECTING CREATIVITY (April 13, 2010)
The three-hundredth anniversary of the copyright law, promulgated by
the British Parliament in 1709 under Queen Anne, is surely something
to celebrate (“Copyright and Wrong,” April 10, 2010). Originally, as
you point out in your leader, there was a time limit on such protection,
extending up to the author’s death. By and by, protection extended in
time, and many an author’s family has enjoyed the privileges, too.
Propelled by the entertainment industry, though, lawyers are now
angling for perpetual protection. Often enough, the corporations they
represent are the only beneficiaries. Lengthy protection, they argue,
increases the incentive to create. Bunkum. As you put it yourself,
“authors and artists do not generally consult the statute books before
deciding whether or not to pick up pen or paintbrush.” A grant of a
temporary government-supported monopoly on copying a work is
undoubtedly useful to them, but that is all that the copyright law should
aim for. Protecting creativity beyond the creator is entirely pointless.
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THE EERIE SILENCE (April 14, 2010)
Your review of Paul Davies’ The Eerie Silence: Renewing Our Search
for Alien Intelligence (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2010) goes
through many good reasons why the search for extraterrestrial
intelligence has failed so far (“A Deathly Hush,” April 10, 2010). The
universe is immense. As the human species has been emitting radio
signals for only about a hundred years, a response from
extraterrestrials would return to earth only if they were no more than
fifty light-years away. As you say, that is a tiny pocket in the universe,
and the failure of the search is thus hardly surprising. In addition,
extraterrestrial might not yet be at the level of technological
development that would make communication possible. And so forth.
But there is one reason for the eerie silence that you have not even
mentioned: the human species may well be entirely alone in the
universe as far as intelligence is concerned. Given the evidence so far,
this is the most reasonable hypothesis available to us. And if the
universe is ever to be populated by an intelligent species, this may be
solely upon us.
HERCULES, ATLAS (April 14, 2010)
“In the bid to prevent economic collapse,” you ruminate about the
aftermath of the debt crisis, “the public sector has taken on some of the
debt burden of the private sector; but in the medium term governments
need to persuade the private sector to become the engine of economic
growth once more” (“Shifting the Burden,” April 10, 2010). The
trouble is that the public sector has grown in the process at the expense
of the private sector. The debt burden thus cannot be shifted that
easily at this stage. Your analogy from Greek mythology, where
Hercules tricked Atlas by temporarily taking the heavens off his
shoulders while he stole golden apples from the Hesperides, is not apt
in this case. In fact, Hercules bulged together with the heavens on his
shoulders while Atlas shrunk. In this case, if your analogy can be
stretched to its limits, it was Atlas who ultimately tricked Hercules by
shedding his burden and keeping the golden apples, too.
GREECE, ARGENTINA (April 19, 2010)
Your main leader and briefing on Greece’s sovereign-debt crisis are
well researched and argued (“Three Years to Save the Euro” and “Still
in a Spin,” April 17, 2010). As you put it, there are two reasons why
Greece cannot follow Argentina’s example in 2001 by defaulting now
rather than accepting a dodgy rescue package: first, this could trigger
debt crises in Portugal, Spain, and even Italy, all of which are fragile at
the moment; and second, the default could destroy the European
banking system—that is, the euro. Thus you argue that Greece should
do many a thing in the next three years to weather the debt crisis with
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the rescue package now available. As you say, the list is alarmingly
long, but it includes two things that are rather difficult to imagine ever
taking place: Greece would need to improve its competitiveness and
boost its growth. The question that emerges upon digesting your
advice is exceedingly simple: how likely is Greece to do everything
that needs to be done to survive the sovereign-debt crisis? The answer
is equally simple: it is so unlikely that Argentina’s example ought to be
considered once again. And in earnest.
PERILS OF RECESSION DATING (April 19, 2010)
It is wonderful to read that all the prominent economists sitting on the
National Bureau of Economic Research’s recession-dating committee,
responsible for pinpointing the beginning and end of economic cycles,
has declared the recession in America dead and gone even though they
cannot yet tell exactly when this happened (“When Did It End?” April
17, 2010). As you point out, this is not unusual, for the committee has
taken longer to decide in past recessions. But, as you also point out,
knowing just when it ended will not be of much comfort to fifteenmillion Americans who were jobless as of this March, nor to another
nine-million of them who were unwillingly working only part-time.
Given the precarious state of the global economy, their numbers may
yet swell, too. Which puts a question mark on pinpointing the
beginning and end of economic cycles that combine a number of
economic variables with markedly different peak-to-trough periods,
such as house prices, equity prices, output per person, and
unemployment. Judging from past recessions, these periods vary from
two to five years. Perhaps the NBER’s committee should indefinitely
refrain from the perils of recession dating, and especially when their
end is concerned.
NAPOLEON, HITLER (April 20, 2010)
According to the received wisdom, both Napoleon and Hitler
floundered in Russia due to the elemental Russian patriotism and harsh
winters. But your review of Dominic Lieven’s Russia Against
Napoleon: The True Story of the Campaigns of War and Peace (New
York: Viking, 2010) points out that Napoleon’s defeat was due mainly
to Russia’s “military excellence, superior cavalry, the high standards of
Russia’s diplomatic and intelligence services, and the quality of its
European elite” (“How Russia Really Won,” April 17, 2010). In the
end, Alexander I outwitted Napoleon by anticipating his invasion. I
thus look forward to Lieven’s sequel about the Soviet Union against
Hitler. In yet another “witty and impeccably scholarly book,” he will
undoubtedly reach the same or similar conclusions about the bloodiest
campaigns of World War II. Once again, Stalin outwitted Hitler by
anticipating his invasion. Hitler’s defeat will have little to do with the
patriotism of the Russian people or the harsh winter. It will be chiefly
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due to the Soviet Union’s military excellence, superior tanks, the high
standards of its diplomatic and intelligence services, and the quality of
its international elite.
EMERGING PROTECTIONISM (April 20, 2010)
What do South Korea’s Samsung, India’s Mittal, and Russia’s
Gazprom have in common? Or Mexico’s CEMEX, Brazil’s Aracruz,
and China’s Sinochem? Or Russia’s Evraz, Taiwan’s Acer, and
India’s Tata? They are all considered to be global giants from socalled emerging markets. As you say, perhaps the very phrase may
end up blinding people to the fact that many of these markets have
“already emerged” (“An Emerging Challenge,” April 17, 2010). The
term is out of date, of course. And so is your concern about American
and European protectionism. Large as these markets still are, those
that have recently emerged are large enough already to sideline
protectionism from the so-called west. If protectionism is a challenge,
it is from the erstwhile emerging markets themselves. Emerging
protectionism, to coin a phrase.
BRICS, SCHMRICS (April 21, 2010)
Brazil, Russia, India, and China nowadays often go by the cute BRIC
acronym. Introduced by Jim O’Neil of Goldman Sachs, a Wall Street
bank, it is often treated as a mere gimmick, but you dedicate three full
pages of your International Section to the possibility that the four
countries can be treated as a club or even a block (“The Trillion-Dollar
Club,” April 17, 2010). Not surprisingly, you conclude that the four
countries cannot claim “legal, historical, or geographic coherence,”
like the European Union, nor are they facing a “common security
threat,” as NATO originally did. Splendid. In the very last paragraph
you nonetheless argue with Jim O’Neil that these countries do play an
increasingly important rôle in managing the world economy. Most
impressive, indeed. The opportunity cost of three full pages of your
International Section still boggles the mind.
THE WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN (April 21, 2010)
Your special report on innovation in emerging markets strikes me as a
frenzied attempt to resuscitate capitalism that has been slumbering
half-conscious in America and Europe for a few years already (“The
World Turned Upside Down,” April 17, 2010). In addition of the
boisterous title of the report itself, the titles of most if its sections are
revealing enough in their zeal: “First Break All the Rules,” “Grow,
Grow, Grow,” “Here Be Dragons,” “New Masters of Management,”
“The Power to Disrupt.” But the caption under the title of the last
section says it all: “Business innovations from emerging markets will
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change the rich world, too.” Alleluia! Karl Marx’s tireless invective
follows as if by magic.
EYJAFJALLAJOKULL (April 26, 2010)
Congratulations! Your main leader about the lessons from Iceland
steers a clear path between helplessness in the face of natural disasters
and hubris (“Earthly Powers,” April 24, 2010). Eyjafjallajokull
delighted many not only with the quiet and perfect skies, but also with
putting humans in their “proper” place. In fact, Europe’s regulators
overreacted by grounding all flights. More important, humans are not
helpless in the face of nature. As you point out, development makes
them ever more capable of dealing with natural disasters. Few
disasters act on a global scale to pose a global threat: eruptions of hot
plasma from the sun, eruptions of major volcanoes, and asteroid
strikes. Learning how to predict and counter these threats offers hope
in view of climate change, as well. However, “the business of looking
after a planet” requires both foresight and preparation well in
advance—that is, cooperation on a global scale. And this is where the
most important lessons from Eyjafjallajokull are to be found. Humans
can hope to govern nature only if they can learn to govern themselves.
THE MET AND CONTEMPORARY ART (April 26, 2010)
“From its opening in 1870, the Met showed contemporary art,” you say
in your review of the upcoming Picasso show at New York’s
Metropolitan Museum of Art, “but both the art and the men who ran
the museum were conservative” (“An In-House Blockbuster,” April
24, 2010). “During the century that followed,” you continue, “the men
remained much the same; art changed radically.” I wonder. The men
who run the museum only learned how to focus on the financial return
of their acquisitions and to leave contemporary art to those who best
predicted it—the return. Art itself remains utterly irrelevant.
THE BORROWING SUBSIDY (April 27, 2010)
When it comes to the Federal Reserve’s policy of keeping the prime
rate of interest close to zero for an indefinite “extended period,” I am
with Thomas Hoenig, president of the Kansas City Fed, who argues
that it is time to end the “borrowing subsidy” (“No Exit,” April 24,
2010). An apt term, too. The greatest worry at present is not inflation
but diverse asset bubbles, for the subsidy is likely to be abused by
assorted Wall Street predators to foment yet another investment frenzy.
As witnessed by the credit crisis, both Ben Bernanke and his
predecessor, Alan Greenspan, seem to have been blissfully oblivious to
such bubbles.
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ARABIC, LATIN (April 27, 2010)
There are fears about the demise of Arabic as English and French are
encroaching upon its territory (“A God-Given Way to Communicate,”
April 24, 2010). Classical Arabic, the language of the Koran, and
Modern Standard Arabic, its successor, are worlds apart from the
dialects that people use every day. But, as you argue, this hardly
means that Arabic is dying. It remains the essence of Arab identity,
which perhaps explains the anxiety. The best way to assuage it is to
point out that “standard” English and French are also worlds apart
from the dialects people use every day. And so are German and
Spanish, among other languages spoken across a number of countries.
For that is in the very nature of language, which differentiates as it
evolves under different circumstances. In short, fears about the demise
of Arabic are equally as justified as those concerning any other
language of note. Take Latin, for example.
SHAREHOLDERS, STAKEHOLDERS (April 28, 2010)
As you argue, “the economic crisis has revived the old debate about
whether firms should focus most on their shareholders, their
customers, or their workers” (“A New Idolatry,” April 24, 2010). As
of late, shareholders are being replaced by stakeholders, including
suppliers, society at large, and the environment. But it is clear from
the article itself that the main reason for the shift is that firms used to
focus on the most myopic among shareholders, who gauged the firms’
performance in terms of share prices on any given day. Corporate
managers had their pay linked to short-term movements in share
prices. Shareholder myopia spread to corporate management, as well.
Maximizing shareholder value in the long run is a very different
matter, though. In the long run, shareholders and stakeholders are not
likely to be at odds, either. The refocusing is thus not only spurious,
but also perilous. All that is needed is to establish and maintain a
proper balance between shareholders and stakeholders over appropriate
time horizons.
ACTS OF GOD (April 28, 2010)
By and large, you are right when you maintain that “economies are
remarkably resilient to exogenous events,” such as earthquakes and
volcano eruptions that seem to proliferate at the moment (“Heat and
Dust,” April 24, 2010). This is because events of this nature are rarely
momentous in magnitude rather than because they are exogenous,
though. Take a Los Angeles or Tokyo earthquake, for example. Given
that they are almost certain to take place in the sufficiently long run,
their magnitudes are of the essence. But chances are that either of
them would severely undermine the global economy, not only
American or Japanese economies. In all likelihood, the international
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insurance industry would be wiped out in one fell swoop, which would
have severe repercussions on the financial sector as a whole. Acts of
God, as such exogenous events are known in legal parlance, come in
all sizes. And some are momentous.
IN PRAISE OF THE WORLD WIDE WEB (May 4, 2010)
Corruption makes neither ethical nor commercial sense, as you argue
very well (“The Corruption Eruption,” May 1, 2010). The ethical side
needs no argument, but the commercial side is well worth greater
attention. Namely, the likelihood of getting caught is growing by the
day. The World Wide Web is the key to this trend, which is very much
in tune with George Akerlof’s view of corruption as an instance of socalled asymmetric information. The web is making information more
symmetric across the board, and this is becoming an ever more
effective deterrent to corruption. But the enthusiasm needs to be
tempered a bit now that the bad guys, too, have gotten the wind of the
web’s power. In the countries that do poorly in terms of Transparency
International’s Corruption Perception Index, among other such indices,
there is a growing habit of taking bloggers to court for defamation.
And the courts tend to oblige in those very countries. And how. Only
continuing international pressure upon the errant countries can assure
greater information symmetry without endangering those who
safeguard it.
THANKS TO GREECE (May 4, 2010)
Europe is not a political union, let alone a country. It is not a
federation, either. At best, it is a common market. But your main
leader on the Greek debt crisis shows clearly enough that even that is a
wild exaggeration (“Acropolis Now,” May 1, 2010). A common
market would be guided much more prudently. And cleverly. There
would be rules of conduct and contingencies in the case of danger. But
the European Union lacks any of the above. Born in the wake of the
fall of Berlin Wall, it is a happy dream turned into a nightmare.
Thanks to Greece, which is hardly a country by these very standards,
all is clear now. Alas!
ON CYNICISM AND GREED (May 5, 2010)
You seem to worry a bit too much about the populist campaign of
European leaders against financial markets in connection with the
Greek crisis (“Going for Markets,” May 1, 2010). If the cynicism and
greed of “speculators” is exaggerated at times, it is not likely to affect
the behavior of financial markets. The bulk of bondholders will keep
worrying whether or not they will be paid on time or in full, and the
few mighty speculators will keep speculating as they please. The
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rhetoric is meant for the bewildered electorate, especially in Germany
and France, where it will find many a sympathetic ear and thus give
some respite to the beleaguered politicians. Europe needs financial
markets to get out of this crisis, as you rightly point out, but the
cynicism and greed of speculators will not be shaken by mere rhetoric.
Judging by the rhetoric itself, this is something that European
politicians understand well enough.
DUMBING DOWN (May 5, 2010)
In your briefing about Labor’s record during its last thirteen years in
office, you point out that “some important public-service outcomes
have unquestionably improved” (“Things Could Only Get Better,”
May 1, 2010). Among other things, you mention that “the proportion
of young people going to university has risen.” As for this particular
“unquestionable improvement,” I beg to differ. Having taught
university students in Britain between 1990 and 2003, I can tell you
that a rise in student numbers is a mixed blessing when there is a
simultaneous drop in their aptitude for study and a drop in resources
available per student for remedial purposes while the amount of time to
do the job is kept constant. Not surprisingly, university students got
dumber and dumber, as well as ever less fun to teach. In higher
education, Labor’s record can be described rather succinctly: dumbing
down. Sadly, the misguided focus on “public-service outcomes” of
this ilk has led to dumbing down across the board. This is Labor’s
legacy in a nutshell.
CONTINENTAL DRIFT (May 9, 2010)
Croatian newspapers are enthralled by your redrawing of the European
map (“Redrawing the Map,” May 8, 2010). Your depiction of the
continental drift can be found everywhere. As you say, the old and
tired map is outdated and illogical. If only it could be shaken loose for
a better fit. As you propose, “Austria could shift westward into
Switzerland’s place, making room for Slovenia and Croatia to move
northwest, too; they could join northern Italy in a new regional alliance
(ideally, it would be run by a Dodge, from Venice).” Perfect. “The
Rest of Italy, from Rome downwards,” you continue most sensibly,
“would separate and join with Sicily to form a new country…” Just
perfect. Istria, where I happen to be living at present, would find itself
just above Venice, the only city beside Berlin singled out for such
recognition. As for my own predilections, the return of the Venetian
Dodge would be like a cherry on the cake. Gosh, the continental-drift
craze you have started is surely here to stay!
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Addendum (May 10, 2010)
The current issue of The Economist arrived in this morning’s mail. I
tore off the plastic wrapping in no time. And then I leafed through the
newspaper in search of this article and the merry map of continental
drift. Not finding it, I went from page to page. Twice. Only then I
realized that the article had appeared only in the online edition. What
a blow this was for me! I was so eager to see that crazy map in print.
THE OTHER CONTAGION (May 10, 2010)
Many Europeans fear contagion spreading from one indebted country
to the next, as you rightly say in your main leader on the Greek crisis
(“Coming to a City Near You?” May 8, 2010). “It is tempting to say
that the game is up,” you add. “Tempting but wrong.” And then you
proceed with a rather optimistic forecast of things to come, which
depends on a load of “ifs” and “buts.” Much of your argument is in
contradiction with the picture on your very cover, though. It shows
young men with gasmasks and helmets throwing stones and Molotov
cocktails at the police. These are not the government officials whose
snug salaries were cut or factory workers who lost their cushy jobs.
These are young people who feel deep in their guts that the future is
bleak. There are plenty of such young people across Europe even in
countries that do not currently face contagion. And they have seen
plenty of alluring pictures of fabulous riots in Athens and Thessalonica
the last few weeks. Your optimism is tempting, no doubt. But it may
well be wrong, too.
YET ANOTHER PROXY (May 10, 2010)
You sound no less than jubilant in your rendering of the last record in
the art market—the sale at Christie’s in New York of a rarely seen
Picasso for more than a hundred-million dollars (“The Sleeper
Awakes,” May 8, 2010). “Nude, Green Leaves, and Bust” was
completed in the spring of 1932, when the painter, then fifty, was in
love with his young mistress, Marie-Thérése Walter. At the time, he
enjoyed “an unusual spurt in activity,” as you put it. But the unusual
spurt in the art market is rather a worrying sign that there is little else
worth buying out there. Precious little, to be exact. As the financial
markets stumble along, art occasionally offers a brief respite to the
gloom. The way things stand at the moment, the record is likely to be
broken ever anew. And this should be taken as yet another proxy for
the travails of the financial market rather than a cause for jubilation
about art as such.
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DELIBERATIVE DEMOCRACY (May 11, 2010)
“Democracy is about discussion,” you open your article on so-called
deliberative democracy, “not just voting” (“Ancient Athens Online,”
May 8, 2010). British humor? I almost laughed out loud, at any rate.
And then you go on to introduce the work of James Fishkin of Stanford
University, whose main concern is to determine what people actually
want, or what they would want were they well informed. As though
this has anything to do with democracy, or at least democracy as it has
come to pass. The world over, democracy is ever less about
discussion. In most places it is strictly about voting. Even voting is
not about issues that actually concern people, but about selection of
those who will decide what to do about such issues with a modicum of
discussion. Which is why democracy has turned into yet another form
of manipulation of the many by a few. What is worse, people know it,
too. To bring democracy back to credibility would require much more
than Fishkin has to offer. First of all, it would require discussion about
democracy itself.
BALKAN WARRIOR (May 11, 2010)
Your story about an international police operation dubbed “Balkan
Warrior” focuses on Serbia and Montenegro, but smuggling of drugs,
cigarettes, money, arms, people, cars, and nuclear material is rife
across former Yugoslavia as a whole (“A Balkan Imbroglio,” May 8,
2010). Suffering from a massive inferiority complex on account of
centuries of “slavery,” many a Slavic inhabitant of this region takes
some pride in its most successful criminals. But your story also
touches upon a major player in corruption and organized crime in the
Balkans: Hypo Alpe Adria, an Austrian bank that operates in much of
former Yugoslavia, including Slovenia and Croatia, its most developed
countries. Money laundering seems to be one of the bank’s major
specialties, and you briefly mention it, too. To the disappointment of
many a local nationalist, much of the brainpower in wholesale
smuggling also seems to come from Austria. It is thus not surprising
that the bank is under investigation in many countries, including
Austria itself. For better or worse, it seems to be the only survivor of
the Austro-Hungarian empire that used to have a firm grip of a good
hunk of the Balkans.
Addendum (January 28, 2011)
An unsuspected Balkan warrior has plucked up enough courage to
remind the European Union of the origins of corruption and organized
crime in the region. The president of Croatia, Ivo Josipović, has
complained that the accession of his country to the Union is in
question once again for reasons that should be sought elsewhere.
Within the Union, too. Croatian media are trumpeting his courage
today. Although he left out Hypo Alpe Adria Bank, he mentioned
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money laundering. The story is old, of course. How to explain the
president’s timing, though? It appears that the Austrian police has
stalled in its attempt to reign in the suspect bank. Chances are that
politicians in high places are deeply involved. Carinthia, where the
bank is headquartered, must be up to its neck in funny politics. But
Josipović’s intervention is likely to fall on deaf ears. The Union does
have some power when it comes to candidate countries, but it has near
to none in the case of old members, like Austria. Corruption and
organized crime are perfectly fine among friends, anyhow.
J’ACCUSE (May 12, 2010)
As you report, Jérôme Kerviel, the Société Générale trader whose
rogue bets lost his bank nearly five-billion euros in early 2008, has
published a book ahead of his trial next month (“J’accuse,” May 8,
2010). He cleverly concealed the bets he was making with a series of
offsetting transactions with fictional counterparties. And he admits as
much in his book. But he also exposes a lot of similar or worse
misdeeds by his colleagues and bosses at the Société Générale. At
best, as you point out, the bank looks extremely incompetent at
monitoring its traders. Kerviel is one among quite a number of rogue
traders in the system, though. Another is Fabrice Tourre of Goldman
Sachs, who is also in the news together with his bosses. Of course, a
financial system that relies upon such individuals is suspect as such. If
a bunch of rogue traders like Kerviel and Tourre can derail the entire
system, who will be able to trust it ever again?
NEANDERTHALS AND US (May 12, 2010)
Using bone samples from a cave in Croatia, Svante Paabo of the Max
Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig and his
colleagues have first sequenced the Neanderthal genome, and now they
have compared it with modern humans from Africa and Euroasia (“A
Cave Man Blinking in the Light,” May 8, 2010). By comparing
genomes of Africans, whose ancestors could not have crossbred with
Neanderthals, and Euroasians, whose ancestors could, they have shown
that Euroasians are between one and four percent Neanderthal. Even
after several hundred-thousand years of separation, Neanderthals and
Euroasians were still interfertile. The low percentages cannot but
remind one of William Golding’s The Inheritors (1955), though. The
disappearance of the Neanderthals some thirty-thousand years ago
must have been largely due to our ancestors’ cruelty.
The
crossbreeding must have been part of victors’ fun, as well. At least,
Paabo’s discovery can engender a tiny bit of self-pity in our hearts. As
usual, we are our own victims.
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EDWARD LUCAS AND I (May 14, 2010)
Yesterday evening I got yet another surprising electronic-mail message
from Edward Lucas, deputy editor of the International Section and
Central and Eastern Europe correspondent of The Economist. “Thanks
so much for your letter about my map,” he says. Of course, he is
referring to my “Continental Drift: A Letter to The Economist” (May
9, 2010). “I did think you were behind that wonderful map,” I
responded. “Congratulations!” To the best of my knowledge, he has
been behind the publication of several of my letters on Central and
Eastern Europe, as well as Russia (“Corruption in Eastern Europe: A
Letter to The Economist,” May 26, 2008; “Emperor Franz Josef and
the European Union: A Letter to The Economist,” September 10, 2008;
and “Geographic Labeling for Beginners: A Letter to The Economist,”
January 8, 2010). But the biggest surprise was our shared interest in
hot peppers. I was quite stunned when he responded to my letter on
the subject (“Capsaicin Craving: A Letter to The Economist,”
December 27, 2008). It may well be that we share many other
interests, but that his job at the mighty newspaper limits our
correspondence to the above topics. One way or another, it is always
an enormous pleasure to chance upon another kindred soul on this
planet. They are a small bunch, but Edward Lucas is definitely among
them.
THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS WITHOUT SHACKLES (May
17, 2010)
The Thousand and One Nights, or Alf Laila wa Laila in Arabic, is one
of the greatest literary achievements of the human kind. The current
controversy between Egyptian liberals and conservatives over the
second print run of a new edition of the book that is more faithful to
the canonical version of the text is thus unfortunate (“The Puritans
Won’t Give Up,” May 15, 2010). The first print-run quickly sold out.
A group of Islamist lawyers, known as “Lawyers without Shackles,” is
taking Egypt’s ministry of culture to court because of the salacious
scenes it contains. Gamal al-Ghitani, a novelist of note who edited the
latest edition of the book, has rallied fellow intellectuals in defense of
the new edition. The minister of culture, Farouk Hosni, has kept quiet
about the controversy, but the second print-run of the book is going
ahead. I am certain that every intellectual in the world will support the
edition of this amazing book that is as close as possible to its canonical
version while taking into account the differences between Classical
Arabic of the Koran and its successor, Modern Standard Arabic. After
all, this is what Arab intellectuals owe to us all.
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STAGNATION AND DEFLATION (May 17, 2010)
Your leader on the euro and the future of Europe is harsh enough, but
it is still disappointing on account of its residual optimism (“No Going
Back,” May 15, 2010). Having opted for collective insurance, you
argue, Europe now needs to develop collective discipline. True
enough. “And it needs mechanisms for dealing with failure,” you
continue, “such as an orderly mechanism for sovereign-debt
restructuring.” No qualms here. Greece should have gone the way of
Argentina, anyhow. But you are against “savage” budget cuts in
profligate countries beyond Greece, for they could condemn Europe to
stagnation and deflation. What else is on offer, though? All you can
come up with are vague calls for greater competitiveness and growth,
which you keep repeating from issue to issue. But whence? And with
what means? Europe is stuck, to put it mildly. And this is where it
will stay. There is no going back, but there is no going forward, either.
Stagnation and deflation are Europe’s fair lot, and the only remaining
question is how to weather these long-term calamities. All else is
mindless optimism.
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND TO THE RESCUE (May
18, 2010)
As you argue, the International Monetary Fund’s involvement in the
euro-zone rescue smacks of conflicts of interests galore (“High
Stakes,” May 15, 2010). To begin with, European countries have the
biggest chunk of votes in the IMF, thus bringing into question its
ultimate fealty. And then, Dominique Strauss-Kahn, the fund’s chief,
is widely rumored to be contemplating a run for the French presidency.
It is good to remember that IMF was put together mainly to help
developing countries in trouble, but things have changed as of late.
And how. Its ability to help a number of developed countries,
especially as a currency union, is very much in question. One can only
hope that that the euro-zone rescue will not bring about the IMF’s
ultimate demise, for that would be a major blow to the financial
stability of global economy. Thus it is hardly surprising that stock
exchanges around the world are taking a rather dim view of the eurozone rescue.
NUMERACY, LITERACY (May 19, 2010)
It is interesting to read about a new working paper from the Federal
Reserve Bank at Atlanta that argues that numeracy was the factor that
differentiated those subprime borrowers in the United States who
failed to keep up with their mortgage payments from the rest (“The
Fear of All Sums,” May 15, 2010). Many of them went from being
regular to being erratic with their payments. As subprime borrowers
were by definition people of limited means and poor credit histories,
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this is hardly surprising. They were perforce of low educational
attainment, as well. The only surprising thing about the paper, at least
as presented in your article, is that problems with numeracy are not
tied together with those of literacy. Understanding mortgage contracts
surely requires such skills, but so does not falling for stories of the
“safe as houses” variety. And this is precisely what George Akerlof
and Robert Shiller point out in their seminal Animal Spirits: How
Human Psychology Drives the Economy, and Why It Matters for
Global Capitalism (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press,
2009). Problems with numeracy and literacy are bound to go together.
AVIGDOR ARIKHA (May 19, 2010)
Your obituary to Avidor Arikha is almost there (May 15, 2010). He
was a wonderful man. From early on, he had a tough life. He claimed
Velázquez as his model. He had many great friends. Samuel Beckett
was his greatest influence. He drew and painted from life. Nothing
could stop him from his feverish work. Admirable stuff. Just lovely.
But he could neither draw nor paint. His faces and hands were
mangled amateurishly. Even his most famous drawings and paintings
were painfully askew.
They were out of kilter.
Twisted
incongruously. Screwed up. Even a hint at any of this would have
made the obituary so much richer. So much closer to real Arikha.
And so much more endearing. For he was a wonderful man, indeed.
TO GET THE GIRL (May 24, 2010)
In your rendering of research into human sexual selection by David
Puts, an anthropologist at Pennsylvania State University, masculine
traits in males have to do with fighting off rivals in competition for
females (“To Get the Girl,” May 22, 2010). Big muscles, facial hair,
square jaws, deep voices, and a propensity to violence evolved so as to
get the girl. However, this neglects the fact that humans evolved in
small social groups of at most a couple of hundred individuals
occasionally encountering other such groups. Masculine traits came
handy in both defending females in one group and pinching them from
other groups, thus increasing the genetic pool of potential mates.
Aspects of this sort of social behavior exist in other higher primates, as
well. The competition for females undoubtedly played an important
rôle in the evolution of human masculine traits, but it was much more
complex than you render it.
THE MESSAGE OF LOVE (May 24, 2010)
What is it that gives courage to “modern soldiers”? What makes them
fight with skill and even relish? As one learns from your review of
Sebastian Junger’s War (London: Fourth Estate, 2010), it is love
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(“What is It Good For,” May 22, 2010). Junger was an “embedded”
reporter with a platoon of airborne American infantry deployed to the
Korengal valley, a remote and craggy bit of Afghanistan of no strategic
value whatsoever where many Americans perished in vain. The
Korengalis are a fierce tribe who speak a language of their own and
who have never been ruled from outside. The Americans, mostly
white twenty-somethings, are neither particularly religious nor
patriotic, and they are not propelled by an allegiance to the army as a
whole. They fight for each other, instead. And, you conclude, this
may be true of the Taliban, too. Hailing this discovery as deserving of
a book with a title as pretentious as Junger’s calls not only for a
“modern” reporter, but also for a reviewer modern to boot. Since
Roman times, every platoon of an imperial army fighting a baffling
war on foreign soil would understand the message of love with quiet
poise. Let us hope “modern” readers will be innocent of all this.
THE PREROGATIVE OF GODS (May 25, 2010)
“To create life is the prerogative of gods,” you open your main leader
on Craig Venter and Hamilton Smith’s bacterium that has an artificial
genome, and is thus a living creature with no ancestor (“And Man
Made Life,” May 22, 2010). Bombast, of course. Hat down to the two
American biologists, but they have not created life. Actually, they
have followed nature’s recipe for making life to produce a new, and
rather primitive, life form. Many more such will surely follow, and
some of them may be dangerous to the human species. But this is an
old problem. Pointed flints are most useful tools, but they can also be
used to kill another human being. Contrary to your claim, biology is
not different in this regard from chemistry or physics. Bio-technology
is just another brand of technology. And science as a whole is
squarely behind it. This is the real prerogative of gods, to return to
your bombast.
STUDENT BONUSES (May 26, 2010)
Pay-for-performance for school students is hardly a novel idea
(“Satchel, Uniform, Bonus,” May 22, 2010). While I was growing up
in former Yugoslavia in the Sixties, many a scion of a plucky family
engaged in the emerging private sector was handsomely rewarded for
getting a baccalaureate at the age of eighteen. The typical prize,
especially for boys, who were generally less enthusiastic about school
performance than girls, was a car. Back then and there, any old car
was quite a prize, too. But there was no micro-management in the
reward structure. The American and Israeli experiments with student
bonuses that you describe suffer from an excess of fiddly detail: this
much per passing grade achieved or that much per book read and
certified. A palpable prize for a palpable result is what teenagers can
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easily appreciate. As well as share with each other. Too much detail
is for the sissies, anyhow.
WATER USAGE (May 26, 2010)
Your special report on water takes many a twist and turn to conclude,
apparently sensibly, that “the best hope for a happy marriage between
supply and demand comes from much greater restraint among water
users” (“For Want of a Drink,” May 22, 2010). Quite reminiscent of
standard diet advice, where eating less is the last and least attractive
option. Just like obesity, the lack of restraint with water usage is a
major infliction of the so-called west. Too many baths and showers,
too many laundry- and dish-washers, too many pools and sparkling
lawns… Sadly, it may be far easier to come up with a breakthrough in
getting salt out of sea water, which also crops up in your survey, than
changing the inane habits of the western tenderfoot.
GLOBISH (May 29, 2010)
As is apparently the case with the book itself, your review of Robert
McCrum’s Globish: How the English Language Became the World’s
Language (New York: W.W. Norton, 2010) is quite entertaining (“Top
Dog,” May 29, 2010). But the spread of the Anglosphere now calls for
a bit more serious investigation. Given a boost at first by the
expansion of the British realm, it got entrenched with the rapid rise of
America during and following World War II. As Globish becomes
liberated from its original owners, who are also getting ever less
proficient at it, it starts shifting linguistically, as well. It is becoming
increasingly non-colloquial and therefore rather formal. Much of it is
also written rather than spoken and consequently given to jargon,
which means that it is turning into an ever more easily approachable
subject of study. For all these reasons it is surprising that Globish is
not yet a subject of serious inquiry by the scientific establishment. In
fact, it appears the original owners of the language are not even
interested in such an endeavor, either.
DOUBLE-DIP OPTIMISM (May 30, 2010)
A double-dip recession is looming as governments turn from the
solution to the problem of the economic crisis. “Don’t panic,” you
advise all and sundry in your main leader, though (“Fear Returns,”
May 29, 2010). Having adroitly pointed out the main reasons for the
growing panic—Europe’s sovereign-debt crisis, China’s property
bubble, and America’s stimulus-fueled rebound—you valiantly offer a
long list of things for everyone to do. And in earnest. For instance,
the European Central Bank should loosen its monetary policy, China
should rebalance its economy toward domestic consumption, and
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America should address its bulging budget deficit. But, as is your old
habit, you do not consider the likelihood that any of these shrewd
pieces of advice will be taken up by Europe, China, or America. In the
end, all that remains of your wisdom is your unadulterated optimism.
Double-dip optimism, as a matter of fact.
GERMAN, GERMANIC (May 31, 2010)
Sadly, Germans are now joining the French in defense of their
language against the encroachment of English (“Signs of the
Zeitgeist,” May 29, 2010). Sadly for them, for English will eventually
triumph no matter what is done to buttress the flailing German
language. That is an abundantly clear lesson from France, anyhow.
But there is a consolation in the case of Germany, for English is
nothing but another Germanic language regardless of the Norman
invasion a millennium ago that brought a good dollop of French in its
wake. Perhaps this is the best way forward for the German state,
which now seems all too eager to follow the iffy French lead: if you
cannot beat them, join them! In the bargain, there is also Dutch. And
Danish, together with its Icelandic variant. As well as Swedish and
Norwegian. Germanic languages above all!
THE CHEAPER EURO (June 1, 2010)
As you argue, the cheaper euro will be a mixed blessing to many a
company in Europe (“A mixed Blessing,” May 29, 2010). In general,
exporters will gain, importers will lose, while those in between will
remain neither here nor there. But it will surely be a blessing to many
a country now in trouble across the sub-continent. Most of them to the
south, they stand to gain from tourists coming from countries outside
the euro zone. Having little more to offer than the picturesque ruins of
ancient Greece and Rome, as well as the merry shores of the
Mediterranean, these countries depend heavily on tourist services.
And these are export activities at their purest. Given to all shades of
gray economy, which is deeply rooted in their cultures, these countries
will also gain much more than will meet the eye. Tourism is the only
future for many of them, anyhow. To them, long term decline of the
euro is silver lining minus any dark clouds attached.
THE FANTASY DEUTSCHMARK (June 2, 2010)
“Germans were promised that the single currency would be the old
Deutschmark in new clothes,” you write about the introduction of the
euro (“Those Damned Skeptical Germans,” May 29, 2010).
“Arguably,” you continue, “that fantasy Deutschmark died early on
May 10, when a euro-zone bail-out mechanism was agreed.” How
very true. Bailing Greeks out is a travesty. It is hardly surprising that
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Germans are now pressing their politicians for an explanation. And for
action to restore the fantasy Deutschmark. But it seems to me that
many other Europeans thought just like Germans when the single
currency was introduced. Deep down, they trusted the Germans. For
better or worse, there is no-one they can now press for an explanation
in their own countries, let alone for action to restore the single
currency.
HUNGARY, AUSTRIA (June 7, 2010)
As you report, Hungary has recently extended citizenship to ethnic
Hungarians beyond its borders (“Pandora’s Passport,” June 5, 2010).
Your article focuses on Slovakia’s quick retaliation, but it also touches
on other countries that used to be within Hungarian borders under the
Austro-Hungarian empire: parts of Croatia, Serbia, Romania, and
Ukraine. Ethnic Hungarians can be found in the whole region. You
also report that Hungarians still mourn their country’s dismemberment
after World War I, but you do not mention Hungary’s subsidiary rôle
in the empire. In fact, it is Austria that is uppermost in the minds of all
the above subject countries’ collective memories rather than Hungary.
And the empire was hardly given to petty nationalism associated with
the current passport gambit, which is the reason why it is still fondly
remembered across the region. If Hungarians are harking back to the
good old times, as you argue, they are also wallowing in the
suppressed nationalism associated with the envy of the Austrians, the
dominant nation of the erstwhile empire. That is, Hungarians still
mourn their mourning of old.
THE SO-CALLED JEWISH QUESTION (June 7, 2010)
“Israel is caught in a vicious circle,” as you point out in your main
leader about the lethal attack on a Turkish ship carrying humanitarian
aid to blockaded Gaza (“Israel’s Siege Mentality,” June 5, 2010).
“The more its hawks think the outside world will always hate it,” you
continue, “the more it tends to shoot opponents first and ask questions
later, and the more it finds out that the world is indeed full of
enemies.” Indeed. But it is good to remember that we are all caught in
a vicious circle. The Jewish victim mentality is about us all. Israel
was hailed after World War II as the solution to the so-called Jewish
question, which is actually about Christian Europe rather than Muslim
Middle-East, but it quickly turned into a new hub of international
instability. It is not for Israel alone to solve its problems with its Arab
neighbors with or without America’s help, but for all of us to
reconsider the supposed solution to the original problem—our
collective inability to accept foreigners, and especially feisty ones.
America is way ahead of Europe in this regard, and thus it is Israel’s
ally of choice. Lest we all perish in a nuclear holocaust, America and
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Europe should make sure that both Jews and Arabs are now accepted
with open arms. Everywhere. Israel will follow suit soon enough.
THE GULF BLAME GAME (June 8, 2010)
Horrified and frustrated Americans are now blaming Barack Obama
for the oil gushing into the Gulf of Mexico. “Are they right?” you ask
rhetorically in your leader about the British Petroleum’s Deepwater
Horizon disaster (“The Blame Game,” June 5, 2010). Of course they
are right, for he holds the top political post in his country, if not the
world. If he should be praised for everything that goes well in
America, as is often the case as of late, he should also be blamed for
everything that goes badly. That is the nature of personality politics,
as I remember thinking about Tito when I was a child. Personality cult
built around the Yugoslav dictator also cut both ways, at least in my
own childish mind. Too much hope was built around Obama during
the presidential race for the gulf blame game to have any other
meaningful target. A veritable personality cult has swiftly followed his
inauguration. The truth be told, he has helped it blossom, too.
DEFLATION, INFLATION (June 8, 2010)
You asked a group of leading economists whether they reckoned
inflation or deflation was the greater threat in the aftermath of the
economic crisis (“A Winding Path to Inflation,” June 5, 2010). As you
report, the rough consensus was that deflation was the bigger worry in
the short run, whereas inflation was the winner in the longer run. Once
Western economies recover a bit, that is, governments will see
inflation as an exit strategy for dealing with crushing debt. Assuming
recovery, this makes perfect sense. Besides, politics will play a large
part in this because not only governments are saddled with debt.
Inflation will help many other debtors, who will support inflationary
government measures to ease their own burden. But what if the
recovery peters out? In that case deflation is the long-run winner
because inflation will be ever more difficult to create and maintain by
governments. As a double-dip recession seems to be more likely by
the day, another depression does not appear such a far-fetched
possibility any longer. And deflation’s chances seem ever better.
STATE CAPITALISM, AGAIN AND AGAIN (June 9, 2010)
Control of the finance sector’s excess returns is now uppermost on
politicians’ minds. The sector has grown rapidly in the last few
decades. Those working in finance are earning more than other
people. In addition, they are controlling an ever-larger proportion of
all assets. As you point out, “the effect is that the returns that millions
of savers hope to earn end up being paid to the finance sector as rents”
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(“Time for a Rent Cut,” June 5, 2010). Well put. But the trouble is
that the sector is out of control. As witnessed by the current economic
crisis, it is quite incapable of controlling itself. The attempt by the
state to rein it in is not only about excess returns, though. Far from it.
It is also about the survival of capitalism. Having shaken off all
competition after the fall of the Berlin Wall, it has grown careless and
callous. And the finance sector is largely to blame for these excesses.
State capitalism appears to be the only solution to the riddle. Whether
the state is controlled by a single party, like in China, or a couple of
parties, like in America, appears to be of passing interest only.
FREEPORT, INDONESIA (June 9, 2010)
Your report from Papua, Indonesia’s last frontier, smacks of “Avatar,”
the movie (“Indonesia’s Last Frontier,” June 5, 2010). Except that
much of the article focuses on Indonesia’s faulty democracy, which
offers Papuans few hopes for the future, rather than the American
mining giant, Freeport, which hides behind Indonesia’s oppression.
The biggest publicly traded copper company in the world, it operates
the world’s largest combined copper and gold mine in Papua with
staggering profits. The mining facilities are protected by thousands of
soldiers and police, apparently at Indonesia’s expense. The Papuans
have lost their faith in peaceful means of protest, and the guerrillas
conduct military training for villagers a short distance from the army
base. They use bows and arrows, as well as spears without metal
heads. “Avatar,” indeed. But where is the American hero who will
lead the aboriginal Papuans in their fight against Freeport and
Indonesia? How does his Papuan girlfriend look like? And how will
the inevitable happy end look like? All that is left to the reader’s
imagination.
LOUISE BOURGEOIS (June 14, 2010)
Louise Bourgeois, a French-American sculptor of relatively recent
renown, will be remembered for many a surprise. Foremost among
them is likely to be her Maman, a gigantic spider that made its first
appearance at Tate Modern’s Turbine Hall in 2000. There are many
bronze casts of it nowadays, one of which is outside the Guggenheim
Museum in Bilbao. As she said herself, the spider is an ode to her
mother, who was a spinner and weaver. “Spiders are friendly and
protective,” she explained, “just like my mother.” Recognized as the
founder of “confessional art,” she offered many such
“autobiographical” explanations of her works. Your obituary to her is
true to this growing tradition (June 12, 2010). But it is silent on the
greatest mystery of her life: her first retrospective at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York. That was in 1981, when she was no less
than seventy years old. Until then, she was rather a peripheral figure in
the world of art. At the time, women artists suddenly became the rage.
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Abstract art was on its hind legs, too. So, she was pulled out of the hat
by a couple of enterprising curators, gallerists, journalists, and
collectors. These are the real spiders of the art world. They create
value out of thin air. Given to furious spinning and weaving, they can
make or unmake practically anyone. And Bourgeois got, as it were,
lucky.
LESS IS MORE (June 15, 2010)
How right you are to use Ludwig Mies van der Rohe’s motto in
connection with consumer products such as personal computers and
other electronic gadgets (“In Praise of Techno-Austerity,” June 12,
2010). As you point out in your leader, it is telling that the market
value of Apple, the company that focuses on the simplicity of the user
interface, has recently overtaken that of Microsoft, the company given
to piling features up. “Gadgets are no longer just for geeks,” you
argue, “and if technology is to appeal to a broad audience, simplicity
trumps fancy specifications.” Indeed. Which is why I switched to
Apple two decades ago, and I can only hope that the company will
stick to its Miesian tradition. All I want from my personal computer is
what I want from it. All other features are excess baggage and should
be disabled on my own computer so that the performance of those
features I actually want can be improved. Techno-austerity be praised.
THE END OF THE THIRD WORLD (June 15, 2010)
In response to Bob Zoellick’s recent declaration of “the end of what
was known as the third world,” you are waxing poetic about shifting
dependence in the world, and the changing rôle of the World Bank and
similar institutions (“Seeing the World Differently,” June 12, 2010).
Let me sum up the gist of your argument in my own words. The poor
world, once dependent on aid, has come of age, whereas the rich world
now seems to be edging toward dependence on account of its
staggering debt. A bold extension of Franco Modigliani’s life-cycle
hypothesis concerning consumption and saving comes to mind in this
connection. The world is one, and we are all a family. Poor countries
used to be like children until recently, and they were dependent on
their parents, the rich countries. But poor countries have reached their
independence, and rich countries have grown old and tired. Now the
dependence is shifting the other way around. In their retirement, rich
countries of old will enjoy the support of former poor countries. What
parents once saved for their children to consume, the children will now
save for their parents’ consumption. Or have I gotten anything wrong?
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DEEPWATER HORIZON (June 16, 2010)
Oil has been flooding the Gulf of Mexico for eight weeks now at the
rate of many thousand barrels a day, and the damage to the coasts of
Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida is becoming ever more
apparent. But the solution to the crisis is not yet in sight. The flow
will stop only after several relief wells are dug, but the first one cannot
be completed before mid-August. As you point out, it is clear that the
damage will last for years to come (“No End in Sight,” June 12, 2010).
Uncharacteristically for the mighty newspaper, you seem crestfallen.
Let me suggest at least one reason to rejoice in all this, though:
offshore drilling rigs like British Petroleum’s Deepwater Horizon will
also be dead in the water for many years to come. And it will take
much more science, engineering, and management to restart offshore
drilling of this ilk. Only a disaster could stop the rapid spread of this
overstretched technology, and it is likely that it would have had an
even greater environmental impact had it happened anywhere else than
off the coast of the United States.
A GAMBLING NATION (June 16, 2010)
In your assessment of Barack Obama’s presidency, you focus on his
three big bets: the economic stimulus to pull the economy out of the
recession, recasting of the military strategy in Afghanistan, and the
momentous health reform (“A Gambling Man,” June 12, 2010). How
he will eventually be judged depends on these three bets rather than on
the oil spill. Fair enough. But I believe that Obama’s current
problems with the electorate have to do with the American political
system as a whole: too much, too soon is expected from a single
person. The monumental hope placed upon this president in his early
days was bound to backfire—not because of his three big bets, but
because of the nation’s one and only big bet. America is a gambling
nation. Unfortunately, the presidential politics typical of America are
spreading around the globe. Britain is the best example of this
dangerous trend. As though one big bet by the electorate can ever
resolve all the nation’s problems.
DIVIDE ET IMPERA (June 21, 2010)
Much of your leader about the plight of Uzbeks of Kyrgyzstan is fine
as it stands, but its title is quite grating (“Stalin’s Latest Victims,” June
19, 2010). Pray, what has Stalin had to do with it? As soon as I saw
the silly title, I thought of Tamils of Sri Lanka and the British empire
of yesteryear. Of course, all that the Uzbeks and Kyrgyz of
Kyrgyzstan share with the Tamils and Sinhalese of Sri Lanka is the
oldest imperial principle known to the human species: divide et
impera. But bringing Stalin up in this context elevates him to a
historical pedestal he hardly deserves. Nasty as he was, he was merely
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a dictator. Concluding as you do, that “democracy did not get
Kyrgyzstan into this mess,” will hardly help your argument. Of course
it did not. But neither did Stalin, execrable as he surely was. The
Roman principle goes far, far back. And this is where it should stay.
In the human consciousness, that is.
SHUT UP, PLEASE (June 21, 2010)
It is amusing to read your advice to America’s foreign policy
establishment regarding the European Union and Turkey: “Shut up,
please, you are not helping” (“If Only It Were that Easy,” June 19,
2010). Visiting London last week, the American defense secretary,
Robert Gates, suggested that Turkey is “moving eastward” because
some in Europe were “refusing to give Turkey the kind of organic link
to the west that it sought.” Nicolas Sarkozy is surely the loudest
among them, but there are many others in his camp. In spite of all the
strategic reasons for Turkey’s closer rôle in the Union, including the
vital oil and gas pipelines from beyond the Caucasus, all you have to
offer is your pitiful plea. I only wonder why you do not direct it
toward Turkey’s detractors. As well as all those who still fail to
understand that the Union is nothing but an American protectorate. “If
only it were that easy,” I can hear you sigh once again.
CAPITALISM, SOCIALISM (June 22, 2010)
It is good to learn that Americans still prefer capitalism to socialism
(“The 70-30 Nation,” June 19, 2010). And that, according to Arthur
Brooks, the president of the American Enterprise Institute, the country
is divided about seventy to thirty percent in favor of free enterprise.
As well as that he claims that the wrong thirty percent are in charge at
this juncture. Here you add that the government has expanded on
Barack Obama’s watch, as though the decision to spend about a trillion
dollars on the bailout of the wayward market forces and/or economic
stimulus to come out of the economic crisis is a socialist measure.
Only close to the end of your article you admit that it takes “a peculiar
mixture of amnesia and paranoia” to see this and the health reform as a
master plan to turn America socialist. This is nothing but Republican
schizophrenia, to give this pitiful political tendency a proper label.
Entertaining it as anything else is simply ludicrous, and it is thus
surprising to see your mighty newspaper stoop so low.
CORRUPTION IN CHINA (June 22, 2010)
Your review of Richard McGregor’s The Party: The Secret World of
China’s Communist Rulers (New York: Haprer, 2010) points at
corruption as the main threat to the party’s authority (“The Permanent
Party,” June 19, 2010). As he writes, it has become a sort of
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“transaction tax that distributes ill-gotten gains among the ruling
class.” At the same time, it has become “the glue that keeps the
system together.” This he calls the “fundamental paradox” in which
the all-powerful party makes for weak government and compromised
institutions. Well put. Properly managed, corruption can go on for
quite a while, though. The party is always open to newcomers who
wish to partake in it. And those already in its ranks must understand
their proper place in the distribution system. As they move upwards,
their take also increases. Once on top, they must ensure the
maintenance of the overall system by controlling the transaction tax
from top to bottom of the party hierarchy. This is how many an
imperial court was managed for centuries. There is no reason why the
Chinese party will not get the hang of it in the course of time. From
the main threat to the party’s authority, corruption may well turn into
the glue that keeps together not only the party itself, but also the entire
country.
THE END OF KYOTO (June 23, 2010)
Your report on the recent Bonn meeting of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change is even more dispiriting
than the one following the disastrous Copenhagen meeting last
December (“Son of Copenhagen,” June 19, 2010). The prospects for
the next session in Bonn this August are rather grim. The higher-level
discussions in Cancun, Mexico, this December are likely to fare even
worse. Climate talks are flailing. The way things look at present,
there will be no viable sequel to the Kyoto protocol. So be it, though.
The best one can offer right now is to propose to the United Nations to
abandon any further negotiations concerning climate change. Dealing
with its consequences ultimately devolves to national governments.
Any pretension of international cooperation in this area only postpones
serious consideration of climate change at national level. If problems
spill across national borders, then they should be addressed by
surrounding nations. And that is that. International cooperation is for
the birds, anyhow.
NORMAN MACRAE (June 23, 2010)
Your obituary to Norman Macrae, your deputy editor for twenty-three
years, is quite a fascinating read (June 19, 2010).
The
“unacknowledged giant,” as you call him, certainly deserves the three
pages in place of a standard single page reserved for ordinary mortals.
“His greatest gift was his uncanny ability to predict the future,” you
point out. Well, let me try my luck in this tricky area. Your tradition
of anonymity surely harbors many an unacknowledged giant, but now I
would expect the obituary to an editor of your mighty newspaper to
stretch over no less than six pages. There!
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FOLLOW THE CRIMINAL (June 28, 2010)
Serbia and Croatia, who were at war in the Nineties, signed a defense
cooperation agreement earlier this month. Last month they announced
plans for a regional center to fight organized crime. As you say, there
is no doubt that such cooperation is needed (“A Problem Shared,” June
26, 2010). Organized crime is a major problem in the Western
Balkans, indeed, and a number of other ex-Yugoslav countries will
need to work very closely in the regional center: Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Montenegro, Macedonia, and Kosovo. Luckily, the
regional police can learn much about cooperation from the criminals
themselves. They were organized for true. Their teamwork across the
new national borders is legendary. Even during the many regional
wars, the fighting would regularly stop to allow for an orderly transfer
of cigarettes, among other valuable things. As many criminal gangs
take orders from the highest officials in the regional governments, new
cooperative ventures have an even better chance to succeed in time for
the integration of the Western Balkans into the European Union.
Follow the criminal shall be their motto.
THE EVOLVING BLOGOSPHERE (June 28, 2010)
As you report, the blogosphere is growing a lot more slowly now
although specialists still thrive (“An Empire Gives Way,” June 26,
2010). According to Nielsen, a media-research firm, the traffic to two
of the most popular blog-hosting sites, Blogger and WordPress, is
stagnating. By contrast, Facebook’s traffic grew by sixty-six percent
and Twitter’s by forty-seven percent last year. But the blogosphere is
a funny place. Take my blog, perhaps the oldest one around. In the
Seventies I wrote my entries on a typewriter and had them xeroxed for
friends once a year. I shifted to a personal computer in the Eighties,
and the number of entries grew. In the Nineties I started sending my
entries by electronic mail as soon as they were written. The number of
my friends grew quickly, too. And I shifted to a website ten years ago.
The site became the mother of all blogs a few years back, when I
joined WordPress. But I post links to my blog entries on my Facebook
page every day now. The number of my friends is growing at a clip, as
well. If other denizens of the blogosphere are doing something similar,
then the stagnation of blog-hosting sites is perfectly understandable.
Pent-up demand, as it were.
PAYING THE BILL (June 29, 2010)
It is hard to disagree with your main leader’s bleak outlook for the rich
world: after years of borrowing from the future, paying the bill will be
tough (“Is There Life after Debt?” June 26, 2010). Except that it is not
bleak enough. The key to the future is growth, and America, with its
relatively young population, will oblige. By contrast, Europe “runs the
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risk of ending up like Japan, which has spent two decades struggling to
grow in the face of its debt burden and ageing population.” If only
Europe would be so lucky, though. As you point out in your
concluding paragraph, “austerity does not appeal to voters, who may
work off their frustrations on politicians and (worse) foreigners.”
Indeed, but Japan has few foreigners. Paying the bill is likely to result
in sharp polarization in Europe, where the left and the right may well
clash in ways reminiscent of the Thirties. And foreigners, whose
numbers are growing across the sub-continent, are almost certain to
end up in the bloody middle.
GARY BECKER ON IMMIGRATION (June 29, 2010)
“Governments,” Gary Becker suggested in a recent lecture in London,
“could use economic principles to allocate visas, either by selling the
right to migrate at a price that called forth a desired number of
migrants, or by auctioning immigrant visas” (“The Price of Entry,”
June 26, 2010). Coming from a Nobel laureate famous for applying
the same principles to areas such as family and crime, this is a splendid
idea. But the reason for its attractiveness is not in “the absence of a
price that would match supply and demand,” as you put it. The black
market in this area is already in place. So much so, in fact, that it
could offer governments valuable information about going prices.
Becker’s suggestion is of interest precisely because governments could
do away with the black market, which works rather poorly and to the
detriment of migrants themselves, by setting up a proper market in
immigrant visas. Your article misses this point entirely, thus making
Becker’s suggestion appear kind of heartless. It is precisely the
opposite.
ART SALES (June 30, 2010)
As you report, two recent evening sales of Impressionist and Modern
art at Christie’s and Sotheby’s in London attracted “stellar crowds” but
ended up rather poorly (“Stooping, Not Conquering,” June 26, 2010).
Many lots failed to find a buyer, quite a few failed to reach their
reserve price, and a good number were sold at a “disappointing” price.
“With interest rates at record lows,” you point out in your last
paragraph, “art is an attractive alternative for the rich.” No doubt.
“But the lesson from both these sales is that buyers are skittish.”
Skittish? Rather, buyers can be reasonably sure that interest rates will
stay at record lows for quite a while longer, and that prices of
Impressionist and Modern art will eventually drop, as well. Make that
all art.
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THE SHALLOWS (June 30, 2010)
Your review of Nicholas Carr’s The Shallows: What the Internet is
Doing to Our Brains (New York: W.W. Norton, 2010) cautiously
skirts his main argument that “hypermedia” are damaging the longterm memory consolidation that is the basis for true intelligence (“Fast
Forward,” June 26, 2010). He claims that our brains are being
“rewired.” His main concern is with the loss of the “literate mind” that
has been the hallmark of civilization for a couple of millennia. As you
point out, though, “some evolutionary biologists claim that the
scholarly mind is an historical anomaly: that humans, like other
primates, are designed to scan rapidly for danger and opportunity.”
Well put. But it is safe to bet that rewiring cannot happen in a single
generation. This is an evolutionary process that would take many
millennia. It thus appears that Carr has been a victim of his own brush
with the Internet in arguing his thesis. An argument worth our
attention would require a bit more careful consideration of our brains.
STIMULUS, AUSTERITY (July 3, 2010)
Stimulus or austerity? The confusion about this simple question grows
as the double-dip recession looms ever more ominously, and your
leader only contributes to it (“Austerity Alarm,” July 3, 2010). All you
offer is pernickety criticism of both options. However, the economic
case for the stimulus is perfectly clear ever since Keynes. And so is
the political case for austerity ever since Hoover. Skittish voters are
not to be trusted with economic policy, though. Put differently,
democracy is a very mixed blessing in dire times. It is disappointing to
see your mighty newspaper eschew such a simple message when it is
most needed.

CYBERWAR (July 4, 2010)
Your main leader and briefing on cyberwar inform less than they
conceal (“Cyberwar” and “War in the Fifth Domain,” July 3, 2010).
After land, sea, air, and space, cyberspace is indeed the fifth domain of
warfare, but the only apparent reason for such an emphasis on cybercrime, cyber-espionage, and cyber-terrorism at the present moment is
the recent stress on cyber-security in the United States. Barack Obama
has appointed Howard Schmidt, the former head of security at
Microsoft, as his cyber-security tsar. More important, the Pentagon
has set up its new Cyber Command. Headed by General Keith
Alexander, director of the National Security Agency, it is to defend
American military networks and attack other countries’ systems. The
other side includes the usual suspects: Russia, China, North Korea, and
Iran. These countries are apparently catching up with the United
States, which has hitherto remained aloof in this new domain of
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warfare, presumably on account of its marked superiority. And that is
about all the reader can glean from four worrisome pages dedicated to
cyberwar. The reader can only hope to learn much more from you
before it is too late.
FORBIDDEN ART (July 5, 2010)
It is worrying to read about the trial of Andrei Yerofeev, a
contemporary-art curator who organized three years ago a show of
works barred from other art shows, and Yuri Samodurov, director of
the Moscow museum named after Andrei Sakharov, the late physicist
and dissident of note, who provided the venue for the show aptly called
“Forbidden Art” (“Art under Arrest,” July 3, 2010). One picture
showed an Order of Lenin medal in place of Christ’s head. A group of
militant religious radicals claiming support of the Russian Orthodox
Church got the state prosecution service to charge the organizers with
“debasing the religious beliefs of citizens and inciting religious
hatred.” The organizers now face three-year sentences, and may well
become the first people since the end of Communism to be jailed for
artistic expression. It is worrying indeed to read about Yerofeev and
Samodurov’s ordeal with Russian institutions bent on cultural
oppression, but it is a joy to foresee a new start in Russian art. In fact,
forbidden art has flourished there many times even before
Communism. Oppression has always given it not only a sense of
purpose, but also the grit required to carry on. Forbidden art may hurt
Russia’s international reputation, as you rightly argue, but it may do
much to give its art a new lease of life. Contemporary art may thereby
get a welcome boost the world over, as well.
INTELLIGENCE AND DEVELOPMENT (July 6, 2010)
As you report, infectious disease may explain why people in some
parts of the world are duller than those in others (“Mens sana in
corpore sano,” July 3, 2010). Originally, you explain, researchers
used to argue that national differences in intelligence were the main
reason for different levels of economic development. Now they argue
precisely the opposite: it is lack of development, and parasites and
pathogens it brings, which explains the difference in levels of
intelligence. Splendid. The only thing that remains for researchers to
tackle is the difference in the incidence of infectious diseases. It may
have something to do with different levels of economic development.
And economic development may have some connection to intelligence.
Hegel’s dialectics comes to mind, of course. Thesis, antithesis,
synthesis. Perhaps the good researchers would benefit from a crash
course in classical philosophy.
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THE WOBBLES (July 7, 2010)
“This week’s equity-market wobbles illustrate that investors are
unconvinced that the global economy can manage a V-shaped
recovery,” you point out, “especially now that fiscal stimulus is being
withdrawn in Europe and elsewhere” (“What Goes Up,” July 3, 2010).
Agreed. But why this week’s wobbles only? As a glance at any major
equity-market index can show, the wobbles have started in mid-April.
Stimulus or no stimulus, both governments and central banks appear
ever less sure of what they are doing. Often enough they are pulling in
different directions. And this confusion is perfectly sufficient for a Wshaped recovery, as investors understand perfectly well. Mind you,
even this bit of pessimism smacks of mindless optimism by now.
Many investors are unconvinced the global economy can manage any
sort of recovery any time soon.
1992 AND ALL THAT (July 13, 2010)
“The European Union will thrive if its leaders seize the moment in the
same way they did twenty years ago,” you claim in your main leader
(“Can Anything Perk Up Europe?” July 10, 2010). “Eurosclerosis”
was defeated under the European Commission presidency of Jacques
Delors, “a brilliant and irascible French politician,” who led it to the
single market in 1992. To repeat this feat, you encourage the
European leaders to “listen to the people,” who now believe they are
better off in a free-market economy according to a recent Pew
Research Center poll. The single market is half-built, though. So, it is
high time to complete the European integration. There are two
problems with your plea. First, Delors did not listen to the people.
Rather, he did what he thought the people wanted and acted behind
their backs. Perhaps he was right, but democratic he certainly was not.
Second, if these same people were to be asked about the continuation
of 1992 and all that, they would almost certainly vote against it. The
difference between twenty years ago and now is that the voters are
much more savvy about machinations from Brussels. Besides, the
likes of Delors are few and far between, especially among today’s
European leaders.
CLIMATEGATE (July 13, 2010)
Eight months after so-called Climategate, the United Nation’s
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has been exonerated by
several inquiries. Climate change is real. The case for action to deal
with it is very real, indeed. Although you accept all this in your leader,
you still insist that IPCC needs reform (“Flawed Scientists,” July 10,
2010). The scientists should rely on “mutual reinforcement rather than
open debate” as well as on “authority rather than argument.” Rajendra
Pachauri, the IPCC chair who has “allowed himself to become a part of
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the problem,” should be replaced. And so on, and so forth. Actually,
all the IPCC needs to do at this juncture is to hire a good publicrelations officer who understands what scientists do and how easily
they can be misinterpreted by politicians and the general public. This
would be of great help to the scientists themselves, who cannot make
much headway without open debate and argument, often rather
unceremonious.
RECEIVED WISDOM (July 13, 2010)
“Does a warming world really mean that more conflict is inevitable?”
you ask somewhat facetiously (“Climate Wars,” July 10, 2010). And
then you proceed to pooh-pooh this bit of “received wisdom.” Indeed,
global conflict in view of climate change is not easy to fathom. Or to
appreciate. The best example is the fall of Rome. As you say, it
started with droughts in the Central Asian steppe, which led to
westward migration on a massive scale. But the “barbarian” invasions
that followed were much less barbarian than commonly believed.
Especially after Hollywood. After all, the fall of Rome was also the
rise of Europe as we know it. People on the move are still people—
both destructive and creative. This is why current attempts to come to
grips with conflicts to come are bound to end up one-sided. And
wrong. For every end is also a beginning.
CHINESE STATE CAPITALISM (July 14, 2010)
As you report in your leader about China’s banks, four of the world’s
biggest banks by market value are now Chinese, whereas in 2004 none
was (“Great Wall Street,” July 10, 2010). Buoyed by China’s high
savings rate, their lending has expanded from 102 percent of Gross
Domestic Product in 2008 to 127 percent in 2009. And yet, Chinese
banks make less than four percent of their profits abroad. Your leader
focuses on the domestic market, but the banks’ foreign operations are
sure to grow spectacularly in the years to come. Chinese state
capitalism will quickly spill across Southeast Asia. The bank bosses
serve both as party bigwigs and chief executives, as you point out.
Beholden to a higher authority than the stock market, they will see to
the expansion across national borders. But they will not be exporting
only their loans to pave the way for Chinese companies venturing
abroad; rather, they will be spreading state capitalism, as well. The
remaining question is what lenders like Deutsche Bank and Barclays,
puny by comparison with their Chinese counterparts, will do to
compete in the region. Will they, too, engage in some sort of state
capitalism? And whose authority will they be beholden to beside the
stock market’s?
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LILIANE BETTENCOURT (July 14, 2010)
The old adage that a picture is worth a thousand words has never
struck a chord with me. Deep down, I am a wordsmith. But all this is
behind me after spotting the picture of Liliane Bettencourt, heiress to
the L’Oréal cosmetics empire and donor to Nicolas Sarkozy’s party, in
your pages (“The Cosmetics Queen, the Minister, and the President,”
July 10, 2010). I congratulate you on your felicitous choice, too. To
tell you the truth, I skipped the article after seeing that stunning
picture. It was beside the point, anyhow. “France,” I thought at first.
“Nay,” I corrected myself at once, “Europe!” In addition to being the
living proof that cosmetics is for the birds, the cosmetics queen is the
last hope for the wrinkled sub-continent. A high-society scandal in
France only shows the way forward for the rest of Europe. Cosmetics!
CHOOSING (July 19, 2010)
Your review of Renata Salecl’s Choice (London: Profile, 2010) points
at many a problem with this concept in our lives, but it skirts its
importance in economics (“Spoiled by Choice,” July 17, 2010).
Although you do hint at the author’s disdain of economists and their
dismal science, you do not explore the reasons for this attitude. In fact,
choice is central to neo-classical economic theory, especially under the
guise of “rational” choice. Economic textbooks are teeming with it.
Allied to Slavoj Žižek, a Marxist philosopher also from Slovenia, the
author has surely selected a good target for critical analysis, for choice
has become one of the icons of capitalism. But it is good to remember
the first verse of Hsinhsinming, one of the first treatises on Zen: “There
is nothing difficult about the Great Way, but avoid choosing!” This
was written by Jianzhi Sengcan, the third Zen patriarch in the Sixth
Century. Indeed, capitalism has stumbled upon something mighty
important. Stumbled is the word, too.
EARLY WARNINGS (July 19, 2010)
There are many dangers of keeping interest rates low, as you say, but it
is galling to read that there are some “early warnings” about this
central-banking fashion introduced by Ben Bernanke as early as
January 2008 (“Easy-Money Riders,” July 17, 2010). Anyone who has
read his Keynes in preparation for the final exam in Economics 1.0
would have told you so two-and-a-half years ago. Among the risks is
excessive risk-taking, as you report. As well as the associated risk of
bubbles galore, which you fail to mention. Welcome to economics!
To make things worse, you insist on “low” interest rates, when in fact
they have been driven almost to zero. Zero! This is where monetary
policy concerning interest rates ceases to exist. Actually, this is where
it goes to meet its maker. And Ben Bernanke in person is behind this
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pernicious fashion. Poor Keynes must be turning in his grave, not least
because of your early warnings. Two-and-a-half years early, too.
A DECENT TREATMENT FOR ALL (July 20, 2010)
“If Europe stands for something,” you ruminate, “it is a decent
treatment for all” (“Calling Time on Progress,” July 17, 2010). This
includes free education, short working hours, free health care, and
early retirement among a growing number of Welfare State benefits.
“The cold realization that time is up,” you go on, “and that such
progress is over, prompts anger, denial, and shock.” The only way
forward for the Welfare State is growth, you conclude. Fair enough.
But what if growth is an unrealistic goal in a world dominated by
competitive giants such as China and India, where a decent treatment
for all is still a pipe dream? Then the only sensible way out is to make
everyone in Europe aware of the costs of a decent treatment for all. As
well as the benefits of pulling back step by cautious step. Both are
tremendous. This may well be the only remaining option for Europe,
which remains blissfully oblivious of either.
SERBIA AND TURKEY (July 20, 2010)
Your article about the growing rapprochement between Serbia and
Turkey covers a load of things (“Exit, Pursued by a Turk,” July 17,
2010). And countries. You also mention Austria, Croatia, and
Kosovo. You mention the European Union, too. But you fail to
mention the United States, a key player in the Balkans. In fact, Ahmet
Davutoglu, Turkish foreign minister behind the miraculous
rapprochement, is advising Barack Obama on the tricky region. And it
is Obama who is pushing Turkey into the Union for many a good
reason, including the sub-continent’s energy supply and overall
security. Minus these few omissions, your article is a joy to read. It
even covers Exit, an international rock festival close to Novi Sad just
north of Belgrade that is in its tenth year already!
ASKING FOR THE MOON (July 21, 2010)
I am with you when you respectfully propose a “temporary ban” on
references to both American greatness and American exceptionalism
(“Where Has All the Greatness Gone,” July 17, 2010). “America is
indeed a great and exceptional country,” you point out, “but it isn’t
talking about it that makes it so.” Spot on. Shouting about it is not
only tedious but also grating. But I am not with you when you argue
that the American space program is part and parcel of the nation’s
mistaken quest for greatness. Thus I disagree with you that it was
sensible for Barack Obama do “downsize” George Bush’s plan for
America to return to the moon by 2020, and thence to push for Mars.
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This is not “asking for the moon,” as you say, but an essential step in
the conquest of space. In the long run, the human species has no other
option but to expand in space. And America must lead the way to the
final frontier. Now that the species is facing first global warming and
then another ice age, there is no time to waste. If there is a valid place
for American greatness and exceptionalism, it is in its space program,
which needs stronger support from Obama.
THE FAKE BOOM (July 21, 2010)
As you point out, “the banks’ contribution to the economy has been
overstated” (“A Mirage, Not Miracle,” July 17, 2010). In particular,
your summary of the argument advanced by Adair Turner, head of the
Financial Services Authority in Britain, is quite compelling: “The
financial sector has done so well for itself because it has been given the
license to make a leveraged bet on property.” The self-reinforcing
property cycle—whereby more lending pushes up property prices that
encourage more lending—has done the rest to create a momentous
bubble underlying the fake boom that led to the current bust. The
notion that property prices can grow faster than the economy is pure
snake oil, though. The only point where the argument disappoints is
that those who sold the snake oil must had been quite aware of it. Not
to mention the head regulator himself!
FATALLY FLAWED (July 25, 2010)
As you report, no less that forty-three percent of the French told a
global poll last October that free-market capitalism was “fatally
flawed” (“Europe’s Dark Secret,” July 24, 2010). Quelle horreur! By
comparison, twenty-nine percent of Italians and Spaniards shared this
view. And only thirteen percent of Americans. Thus you focus on the
French in your valiant defense of capitalism sans phrase. Worryingly,
you argue, they are supplying new ideas to the European Union.
However, too much meddling in markets will condemn the subcontinent to “gentle decline.” The Anglo-Saxon model of capitalism,
which has suffered a serious setback in the Great Recession, thus needs
bolstering. And your mighty newspaper is here to do just that. By
attacking the French, no less. But Europe’s dark secret is that much of
the south is with them when it comes to capitalism’s flaws, fatal and
otherwise. More important, life is quite good in most of these
countries. Almost enviable, in fact, as witnessed by tourist numbers.
If free-market capitalism has any chance in the future, it is by learning
from the French, as well as the rest of Europe’s south, rather than by
an all-out assault on its detractors.
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FACEBOOK, SCHMACEBOOK (July 26, 2010)
“Despite its giant population,” you point out in your ponderings about
social networks and statehood, “Facebook is not quite a sovereign
state” (“The Future is Another Country,” July 24, 2010). Surprise,
surprise. Facebook has recently announced that it now has half-abillion users, which would place it just behind China and India, but
looking for statehood in this impressive number is a useless exercise.
No matter how clever you get in searching for the equivalents of
money, passport, or constitution in its operations, it remains a social
network. Period. It is not even a “global village” predicted in the
Sixties by Marshall McLuhan, as you suggest in passing, but a vast
array of such villages, most of which are very small. And quite
separate from each other. This is how Facebook should remain, too.
The number of friends, however defined, an individual can have is
limited by his or her ability to process the information they collectively
supply and/or demand. As the human brain has been formed in small
communities of several hundred individuals, and as it cannot change
except over myriad generations, this is where things will stay for a
very, very long time. Much longer than vaunted statehood, as well.
THE YOUTH PILL (July 27, 2010)
Your review of David Stipp’s The Youth Pill: Scientists at the Brink of
an Anti-Ageing Revolution (New York: Current, 2010) suggests that
the book downplays near-starvation as a confirmed method to live
longer and keep healthy along the way (“Methuselah’s Mixture,” July
24, 2010). As you point out, the benefits of near-starvation have been
known to scientists for decades already. Animals such as mice and
fruit flies can extend their lifespans by at least forty percent and
improve their health, as well. However, this method has never caught
on in spite of its indubitable efficacy. As the title of the book
indicates, people are patiently waiting for the magic pill instead. All
by itself, this says a great deal about our civilization. Near-starvation
has worked rather well for millions of species over millions of years,
but it works no longer. Too much pain for the modern tenderfoot to
appreciate the palpable gain.
BURGERNOMICS (July 28, 2010)
I love your Big Mac index and I always read your articles about it with
relish. The last one, showing that the euro is quite overvalued at the
moment, is excellent, indeed (“When the Chips are Down,” July 24,
2010). Perhaps the only fault I find with it, as well as most of your
articles about the index, is your apologetic tone about it. It is a
“lighthearted attempt” to gauge how far currencies are from their fair
value, you say. But what is so lighthearted about it, I wonder? It uses
purchasing-power parity theory, which argues that exchange rates tend
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to equalize the price of an identical basket of goods across national
borders—in this case a Big Mac hamburger. Clever, this. Given that
the bulk of a hamburger’s cost depends on local inputs, such as rents
and wages, the index is quite a feat of economics. And economics
very much needs such feats nowadays. The more, the merrier.
CLOWNS ONE AND ALL (July 31, 2010)
You wonder why Italy is bored with the European Union (“Bored by
Brussels,” July 31, 2010). Much of your article concerns Silvio
Berlusconi, the chief Italian clown.
“But Italy has been
underperforming in Brussels for far longer than Berlusconi has been in
charge,” you point out half-way through.
“Whatever his
shortcomings,” you also admit close to the end of the article,
“Berlusconi has given Italy relatively stable government over the past
nine years.” In short, perhaps all Italians are clowns. In which case
your question gets a bit more serious: why is one of the major
European countries punching below its weight in the European Union?
Pardon me, but I cannot but give you an honest answer: Italians may
well understand that Europeans are clowns one and all. Jesters.
Comedians. Buffoons. Jesters. Entertainers… Clowns that Italians
are, they know their clowns whenever and wherever they spot them.
SOVIET UNION, RUSSIA (August 1, 2010)
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization was formed after World War
II for America to defend Western Europe from the Soviet Union and
its Eastern European allies. Now that the Soviet Union is no more, and
that most of Eastern Europe is part and parcel of the European Union,
NATO is still there to defend the Union from Russia. It is thus hardly
surprising that NATO’s planners are now thinking about “how to
defend eastern members from Russian attack” (“Trust, but Make
Military Plans,” July 31, 2010). Russia is behaving belligerently often
enough to warrant such thinking. Sooner or later, it may well be
tempted to try its luck with its erstwhile partners. The only thing that
is surprising is that the Union officials are rather squeamish when it
comes to NATO’s real purpose. They do not wish to offend their
potential enemy. Nor to acknowledge loudly and clearly that the
Union is an American protectorate still.
WEALTH AND COMPASSION (August 2, 2010)
As you report, the research conducted by Paul Piff and his colleagues
from Berkley shows that the poor are more compassionate than the rich
(“The Rich are Different from You and Me,” July 31, 2010). That is,
the poor are more inclined toward helping the poor than are the rich.
This was shown by several different experiments. As you put it, “one
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interpretation of all this might be that selfish people find it easier to
become rich.” Perhaps. But Piff’s research does not deal with the rich
helping the rich in distress. A prince losing his country, for instance.
Or a business proprietor facing bankruptcy. These are situations in
which the rich may well be compassionate toward each other. Helping
the poor is a wonderful thing, no doubt, but helping the rich is not
something the poor would appreciate very well. Or understand, for
that matter. The rich and the poor are quite different, indeed. This is
where Piff and his colleagues are surely right.
HYPO REAL ESTATE (August 3, 2010)
The stress test of European banks is “an analyst’s wet dream,” you
quote an anonymous banker (“Judgment Daze,” July 31, 2010). And
yet you have absolutely nothing to say about Hypo Real Estate, the
only German bank among seven that have failed the test. And the
biggest surprise of the entire exercise, as all the other banks come from
troubled countries like Greece and Spain. Founded in 2003 close to
the outset of the global real estate boom, it was bailed out in 2008 by
the Bundesbank and other German banks in the midst of the global
financial crisis. Or is it global real estate crisis, as a matter of fact?
Based in Munich, the capital of Bavaria, it is closely but obliquely
linked to a clutch of Austrian banks of the same proud name. The
structure of all the banks connected by the plump hippopotamus as
mascot is beyond simple description, but it covers a good part of the
world that once belonged to the Austro-Hungarian empire. If Europe’s
stress tests are so much fun for the analysts, it would be good to learn
from them a bit more about the wet dreams of Austrian and Bavarian
bankers of the return of the real estate empire that perished less than a
century ago.
HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL (August 4, 2010)
A training ground for America’s business elite, you argue, Harvard
Business School has been hugely influential for decades (“A PostCrisis Case Study,” July 31, 2010). Indeed. As you report, the recent
appointment of Nitin Nohria as dean of HBS is thus a noteworthy
event for a number of cogent reasons. First, he is the first dean not
born in North America. An evangelist of sorts, he was born in India.
Second, his task is to restore faith in business, which is why he
supports a student movement to adopt a business equivalent of the
Hippocratic oath. And third, he promises “radical innovation” at HBS.
This involves wholesale globalization, as well. Live case studies are in
the air already. But the key to your article about HBS and its new dean
is in the last paragraph: Twentieth Century belonged to America, but
the Twenty-First probably will not, which explains choosing an
“articulate” Indian-American for the top job at HBS. If I understand
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you correctly, which occasionally is quite a feat, you are betting on the
non-evangelical China. And this is where I am squarely behind you.
PUBLIC, PRIVATE (August 10, 2010)
Barnes & Noble is in the doldrums and the world’s best-known
bookstore is thus putting itself up for sale (*The Final Chapter?”
August 7, 2010). Its shares have been depressed for several years
already, and there is a bid now to privatize the firm. One of the
attractions of this tack is that it will be easier to make a “big bet” on
electronic books. “Such heavy investment does not sit well with the
short-term obsession of the stock market,” you explain. Leaving
Barnes & Noble aside, this is the harshest criticism of the stock market
that I have seen in your pages for quite a few years. Indeed, one can
expect many a depressed firm to go private in view of the dangers of
staying public in these turbulent times. Nowadays, the stock market is
hardly a place where enthusiasm about strategic moves of any kind can
be expected. Investors go with the ebb and flow without much thought
about the future. If this criticism of the very heart of the capitalist
system were reserved only for books, which may well become history
in a few decades, everything would be hunky-dory.
LEVIATHAN INCORPORATED (August 10, 2010)
Coming from a staunchly liberal newspaper like yours, the main leader
in defense of laissez-faire capitalism is hardly surprising, but it still
irksome on account of its glaring omissions (“Leviathan Incorporated,”
August 7, 2010). To begin with, the state capitalism you revile has
come forth in the wake of a major breakdown of the very capitalism
you support. The “meddling” you so despise would have been
unimaginable before the global recession. The bailouts and stimulus
spending galore would have been unthinkable only a couple of years
ago. Perhaps more important, your newspaper was rather happy with
the bailouts and stimulus spending, as though these were part and
parcel of laissez-faire capitalism. That is far from the case, though.
And the fabulous piles of public funds used to revive national
economies now need to be secured from further abuses. In addition,
the “investment” made by the state now needs to be adroitly managed
until things return to “normal.” Which may well take decades, of
course. In short, the sort of capitalism you advocate so vociferously
now seems to be so much wishful thinking. And Leviathan
Incorporated is here to stay at least as long as the public debt incurred
to save laissez-faire capitalism from itself is paid back in full.
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FOREIGN STUDENTS (August 10, 2010)
There are many reasons why foreign students are a boon for Britain, of
which you mention but a few in your leader (“Hustling Spires,” August
7, 2010). They pay for the privilege while their previous education
costs not a penny. Some of them contribute to valuable knowledge
through research activities in the course of their studies. On their
return to their countries, many of them provide goodwill toward
Britain. Those among them who join universities upon their return
home provide valuable academic bridges for British universities. Both
educated and culturally adapted to the new environment, those who
remain in Britain are model immigrants. A number of them keep
contributing to valuable knowledge through research activities at work.
The only problem for Britain in this regard is that many other countries
are becoming aware that foreign students are quite a boon. And
English is spreading like wildfire.
CHINESE, INDIANS (August 11, 2010)
It is good to read that the Chinese are moving into Africa (“The
Chinese are Everywhere,” August 7, 2010). Mainly merchants
divorced from politics of any kind, they are welcome wherever they
go. As you report, no-one knows how large the Chinese diaspora in
Africa actually is, but some say that it is about a million strong already.
And it is growing fast. There is another diaspora worth remembering
in this context, though: the Indians used to be everywhere in Africa,
too. Having deep roots on the continent, they will be returning in
numbers with economic and political stability. The Chinese and
Indians compete wherever they meet, but they also cooperate. More
often than not, the two diasporas are harbingers of good things. And
Africa is very much in need of their collective aptitudes and attitudes.
FIGURES AND ALL (August 11, 2010)
As you argue on the basis of the latest Gross Domestic Product figures
released by the Commerce Department, the recession in America was
worse than anyone had thought (“A Deeper Hole,” August 7, 2010).
The trough was a tenth of a trillion lower and the drop was a fraction
of a percent greater. The peak was a couple of quarters earlier, as well.
According to you, the new figures are so different from the old ones
that they are helping settle some academic disputes in economic
circles. Hail economics! But the figures are liable to change yet again,
and they are sure to remain doubtful for ever. And the academic
disputes in economic circles are liable to keep going with or without
figures, including those of GDP. For a straightforward proof,
remember the recession. No economist noticed it, figures and all, until
it was way too late.
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TONY JUDT (August 16, 2010)
I kept pursing my lips as I read your obituary to Tony Judt (August 14,
2010). “Sixty-two,” I occasionally whispered under my breath. A
variant of motor-neurone disease, you say. I read only his Postwar: A
History of Europe since 1945 (London: Heinemann, 2005) after
reading your review of it, and I enjoyed it very much. In fact, I gulped
it down in a few sittings in spite of its bulk, which you complained
about in passing. What I enjoyed most about Judt was that he was an
intellectual and a wordsmith. A vanishing breed, I fear. Which is why
I was touched by your obituary’s last paragraph. “He was ‘raised on
words’,” you say. A wonderful way of putting it, too. Anyhow, I was
thinking of rereading Postwar as soon as I finished reading it in 2005.
No prize for guessing what I will read next.
THE FEAR OF THE DOUBLE-DIP FEAR (August 16, 2010)
Search for “double dip” on Google Trends and you will discover that
the term is rather popular both in terms of the search volume index and
the news reference volume since the third quarter of 2009. It has
peaked rather sharply at the end of the second quarter of 2010, but the
year is still young. Your leader on the world economy, which focuses
on overblown pessimism in America and optimism in Europe, thus
seems a bit odd in its rosy outlook for the world economy (“Joy, Pain,
and Double Dips,” August 14, 2010). Overall, you advise caution, but
you also caution against loose talk about double dips. Except for the
fact that both companies and consumers are still sitting on their cash,
most of the evidence bears you out. Things are far from dire.
Returning to the hoarding of cash, though, you forget that the greatest
fear is that of fear itself. And that is what Google Trends can tell you
at a glance. The fear is there, all right. And the fear of the double-dip
fear is thus the real worry.
GENERATIONAL ACCOUNTING (August 17, 2010)
Introduced in the early 1990s by Larry Kotlikoff of Boston University,
“generational accounting” is grabbing ever more attention around the
world (“Fiscal Fundamentalism,” August 14, 2010). The new method
of national accounting tallies how much the government can expect to
collect over several generations, and how much it can be expected to
spend on them over the same period. A pay-as-you-go system of
social-insurance accounting was fine when demographic trends were
stable, but the baby-boom generation introduced an awkward kink into
the system. Facing retirement from next year onward, this bulking
generation will become an unusually heavy burden for subsequent
generations. As demographic trends are quite predictable except for
migration, which largely depends on government policy, this method
of accounting makes a lot of sense in the modern world. It is therefore
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commendable that governments are now contemplating the
introduction of generational accounting into their budgets, which are
still based on the outdated pay-as-you-go system. And, as Kotlikoff
and his associates believe, it is quite likely that the new accounting will
show that the rich world is facing a much more fraught fiscal future
than currently believed. The earlier this is understood and acted upon,
the better.
INTERNATIONAL NATIONALISM (August 17, 2010)
“We will all come under the umbrella of international nationalism,”
you quote Adam Walker of the British National Party ahead of an
international shindig for nationalist groups in Japan (“Xenophobes
Unite!” August 14, 2010). Issuikai, a Japanese far-right group, is
playing host. Among others facing the same enemies and using the
same methods, Jean-Marie Le Pen of the National Front in France says
he has “no hesitation” in taking part. At first sight, this is a clever turn
of phrase. A contradiction in terms, it is almost soothing, too. Until
one remembers that international nationalists brought together
Germany, Italy, and Japan ahead of World War II, as well. Using
contemporary proclivities with language, perhaps the nationalist
groups about to meet in Japan could be called iNazis. Cute, ain’t it?
IT’S THE FREQUENCY, STUPID (August 18, 2010)
“As Russia burns to a crisp,” you open your article about the recent
ravages of unusual weather in Europe and Asia, “thousands of
kilometers to the south-west torrential storms visit unprecedented
flooding on Pakistan” (“Part of the Main,” August 14, 2010). Both of
these events can be attributed to the same pattern of atmospheric
circulation, you go on to explain. In particular, the cause is in the
gridlock in the upper atmosphere, which has trapped the weather
underneath. This pattern might be expected once every four-hundred
years, but the warming trend in the last fifty years suggests that it may
actually be expected as often as once in a century. As you point out in
the concluding paragraph, such patterns cannot be directly attributed to
climate change, but the increasing trend of their occurrence surely can.
And this is what simpletons around the globe systematically fail to
understand when they question climate change. It’s the frequency,
stupid!
ASSET MARKET FAILURE (August 18, 2010)
“Markets work,” you open your apology for intervention of central
banks in dealing with asset bubbles (“A Special Case,” August 14,
2010). You even bring up Friedrich Hayek’s name in your defense of
intervention. And then you ask rhetorically in connection with
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financial assets: “Why not let the markets rip?” According to you, the
reason is that financial assets are not like goods and services.
“Bubbles tend to coincide with periods of great economic change,” you
also offer in passing. Really? What was the great economic change
that had led to the last recession? But your very last sentence is rather
amazing in view of your newspaper’s admitted “passion” for free
markets. “Asset markets do not work as well as those for consumer
goods,” you unexpectedly spill out. Market failure does not even cross
your mind, though. That would be a step too far for your liberal
newspaper, of course. As is often the case, the asset market failure is
likely to be associated with information. Asymmetric information, to
be a bit more precise.
TURKISH FOREIGN POLICY (August 23, 2010)
“Sometimes Turkey really is a bridge between west and east,” you
introduce your article in praise of Turkish foreign policy (“The Great
Mediator,” August 21, 2010). But the rest of your article is almost
exclusively about Ahmet Davutoglu, Turkey’s foreign minister. As
you report, he has brokered many a deal beneficial to both sides. His
fame is spreading fast, as well. He recently revealed that Botswana
had sought his help in resolving a territorial dispute with Namibia,
which he confessed had stumped even him. I do not doubt
Davutoglu’s mediating skills, but the focus of your article is still too
sharp by half. To begin with, he is a product of the foreign ministry he
now leads. It is a product of the Turkish government, in turn. And it is
a product of geopolitical forces that span much of the world. If Turkey
is to be a bridge between west and east, it could not possibly rely on
one single person, no matter how skilled.
CHINA’S WORLDLY SUCCESS (August 23, 2010)
Now that China has “officially” overtaken Japan to become the
world’s second-largest economy, you dedicate your main leader and a
four-page briefing to, well, China and India (“Contest of the Century”
and “A Himalayan Rivalry,” August 21, 2010). Much of what you
have to say about the twain is sensible and even-handed. The
emphasis is on geopolitics, as it should be. But you systematically
skirt the simple fact that China is a socialist country. And that the
Communist Party of China has something, anything, to do with its
worldly success. As well as its future, including its relationship with
India. It is as though the nasty ideological baggage has been shed
already, and that the leading institution in China is about to fade away
as if by magic. It will not, though. Which is why your wonderings
will remain just that, wonderings. The future of Asia will depend on
the Communist Party of China. What exactly this entails should have
been the focus of your main leader and the unusually hefty briefing.
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WORK, LEISURE (August 24, 2010)
“Why Americans cannot enjoy holidays?” you ask rhetorically (“The
Air-Conditioned Puritan,” August 21, 2010). As you report, in 2009
the average American spent thirteen days on holiday, whereas an
average Briton enjoyed double that number, and an average
Frenchman had as many as thirty-eight days of leisure. “Even when
Americans do take time off,” you add, “they find it hard to relax.” My
own experience in the 1970s and 1980s in America is that I had so
much fun working that holidays struck me as a waste of time. Utterly
pointless, as a matter of fact. For a long while, I could not even
imagine relaxing. Work was truly fulfilling. There was no red tape.
And there was much help from everyone around me, including my
bosses. But that was the genius of the American workplace, which I
found unimaginable back in Europe. Perhaps this is partly why
Americans cannot enjoy holidays.
Addendum (September 4, 2010)
Out of myriad letters I write to the mighty newspaper, some of which
are pretty awesome by my own reckoning, they chose to publish this
particular one in today’s issue. And in the online edition only! Truth
to tell, this letter worried me somewhat from the very beginning, but
not enough to keep it to myself. There are bits and pieces of America I
cherish, but they happen to be few and far between. Work was great,
really great, but little else attracted me. Not even the wilderness, the
best part of the entire country, was sufficient to keep me there. The
ugliness, the shallowness, and the hopelessness of so many people
around me eventually drove me away. And for good. It is rather late
to add all this to my letter, I know. But a belated disclaimer, partial as
it is, is still a disclaimer. Even if I keep it to myself.
VIRTUE, VICE (August 24, 2010)
As you report in connection with research conducted by Craig Parks of
Washington State University and Asako Stone of the Desert Research
Institute in Nevada, “people hate generosity as much as they hate
mean-spiritedness” (“Too Good to Live,” August 21, 2010). Well put.
The excess of virtue is surely a vice. “Perhaps that explains why so
many saints end up as martyrs,” you conclude. “They are simply too
irritating.” Very well put, indeed. Saint wannabes, be warned!
WIND ENERGY AND POLITICS (August 25, 2010)
“Compared with other power sources,” you point out, “the green
credentials of wind are pretty convincing” (“Not on My Beach,
Please,” August 21, 2010). But many people find wind turbines ugly.
Whence the nasty “politics” of wind energy. Offshore wind parks thus
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appear to be the only viable solution to this conundrum. And this is
where wind technology should focus at this stage. According to your
sources, America’s Atlantic coast has up to a million megawatts of
capacity. Its Pacific coast is likely to be even better endowed. Putting
the coastal regions of the world’s oceans together, at least thirtymillion megawatts are up for grabs. If turbines were to be placed far
enough from the coast, their ugliness would be of little or no import to
most people. At reasonable additional cost, too. Voila!
SPACE JUNK (August 25, 2010)
The amount of debris orbiting the earth is growing at an alarming rate
(“Junk Science,” August 21, 2010). In addition to all manner of
smaller pieces of junk, such as bolts or particles of frozen astronaut
urine, accidental collisions of satellites and Chinese anti-satellite
weapon tests have added to the problem in the last few years. Sooner
or later, it will be become nigh impossible to move anything into orbit.
It is thus not surprising that there in an increasing number of proposals
concerning the clean-up. One is to use ground-based lasers to slow
down the debris, which would cause it to re-enter the atmosphere and
burn there. Another is to build satellites with strong shells that would
eventually break up the junk into pieces too small to cause harm. Yet
another are robot missions that would send larger pieces into
“graveyard” orbits or deorbit them completely. How about an
occasional manned garbage-collection mission, though? One way or
another, real intelligence is likely to be needed in this tangled
endeavor. And it might be a load of fun, too.
ALEXANDER THE MACEDONIAN (August 28, 2010)
Nikola Gruevski’s conservative government is reinventing the center
of Skopje, Macedonia’s capital, which was flattened by an earthquake
in 1963 (“A Macedonian Makeover,” August 28, 2010). They are thus
boosting not only employment, but national identity, as well. A giant
statue of Alexander the Great completes the makeover.
Not
surprisingly, Greeks are up in arms about their own national identity.
The very name of the ex-Yugoslav republic has been hotly contested
ever since its independence in 1991 because it is the same as that of a
region in northern Greece. Which has resulted in untold problems for
the fledgling country on its way to both the European Union and
NATO. As witnessed by Alexander’s statue, Gruevski’s government
is thumbing its nose not only at Greece, but at the whole world. At
first glance, this is unwise. What has the world ever done for
Macedonia, though? Much of the Balkans is thus likely to rejoice at
Alexander the Macedonian’s statue in the center of Skopje.
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UNSUSTAINABLE IGNORANCE (August 29, 2010)
As you report, the research by Jeff Tsao of Sandia National
Laboratories in New Mexico shows that the introduction of solid-state
lighting in place incandescent and fluorescent lighting could increase
the consumption of light by a factor of ten within two decades (“Not
Such a Bright Idea,” August 28, 2010). Wow! But the research only
goes to show what should be obvious by now: all attempts to save
energy, as well as the planet, are founded on, well, little knowledge.
All those who endeavor to do their best to embrace “sustainable”
development strategies are victims to fads as pernicious as any others.
And that is the problem humanity faces at present: little or no
knowledge is available about the best way toward a sustainable future.
Much more money should be spent to fathom all forms of energy use,
let alone lighting. Is nuclear fission better than oil? In building, is
steel better than concrete? In furnishing, is wood better than plastic?
In coffee consumption, is earthenware better than paper? The list is
endless. Since Copenhagen, no-one even appears to care. And
ignorance is likely to turn ever more expensive. As well as
unsustainable.
AFTER IRAQ (August 30, 2010)
When it comes to the misadventure in Iraq, you tend to beat around the
bush, the pun very well intended (“After Iraq,” August 28, 2010).
Your main leader is no exception. Saddam Hussein, bloodstained as
he was, is irrelevant to the story. Aided by Tony Blair, George Bush
barged into Iraq as though there was no tomorrow. This was Christian
fundamentalism at its worst. Having accomplished next to nothing, if
not much worse, American combat troops are pulling out now. British
troops are gone already. Fifty-thousand American “support” troops
will languish there for no reason whatsoever. Barack Obama calls it a
“dumb” war, and it is time for you to accept the verdict. You have
been on the wrong side of the hoopla for all these years, and it is high
time to acknowledge it. No holds barred. But this is not what you
seem inclined to do. Ridiculously, now you defend Obama’s “staying
power,” as witnessed by those pitiful support troops. Sooner or later,
you will have to accept that your own support of this hopeless war was
hopeless from the very beginning. If you cannot bring yourself to such
a feat, intellectual or otherwise, your newspaper’s fame will eventually
suffer. After Iraq, the choice is entirely yours.
AMERICAN UNEMPLOYMENT (August 31, 2010)
American unemployment is stuck at about ten percent since the bust.
To many, this is surprising in view of the reasonably sturdy recovery.
As you report, all sorts of ideas are now bantered about, including the
possibility that high unemployment is partly “structural” in nature
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(“Bad Circulation,” August 28, 2010). But half way through your
article the answer to the conundrum can be found: half of the eightmillion jobs lost during the crisis went in construction and
manufacturing. Of course, the boom preceding the bust was largely in
housing construction. It was a real estate boom led by financial
tomfoolery, after all. Chances are that a good part of manufacturing
affected by the crisis supplies construction, as well. As the housing
market is still glutted, and will remain so for much longer because of
the unprecedented boom, the recovery cannot possibly lead to a drop in
unemployment in construction and related manufacturing branches.
Besides, construction is supplied by all other sectors. Bingo. It is
hardly surprising that American unemployment is stuck at about ten
percent since the bust. In fact, it would be surprising if it were not.
FAITH AND FAITHFULNESS (September 1, 2010)
It is interesting to learn about the research into faith and faithfulness by
Frank Fincham at Florida State University and his colleagues (“Faith
and Faithfulness,” August 28, 2010). People who pray for their
partners are found to be more faithful to them than those who do not.
These people tend to agree with statements like “my relationship with
my partner is holy and sacred.” Most important, those who pray for
their partners show greater faithfulness to them than those who engage
in undirected prayer. Your conclusion that religion reduces the risk of
infidelity is therefore surprising. Those who engage in undirected
prayer apparently have faith, too, but still err when it comes to
faithfulness. To wit, it is not faith as such that increases faithfulness
but the attitude toward partners. Another name for that attitude is love.
MONETARY ILLUSIONS (September 4, 2010)
You are certainly right when you say in your leader about global
economic policy that “the reputations of the rich world’s central
bankers have fluctuated wildly” as of late (“Monetary Illusions,”
September 4, 2010). First they were praised for the boom, next they
were blamed for the bust, and then they were praised for skirting
another depression. Even in the worst of times, their reputations have
always been rather high, though. The trouble is that too much is
expected from them now or ever. But, as you put it, “central bankers
are not magicians.” Monetary policy can achieve only so much in
view of fiscal policy, which is in governments’ “firm” hands. Your
title is thus quite apt. However, monetary illusions cannot be dispelled
by clever arguments alone. For most people, including those in the
know, central bankers personalize not only monetary policy, but
economic policy as a whole. By and large, government lack people
who personalize fiscal policy. Financial ministers or treasurers are
seldom powerful enough to represent their own corner of economic
policy. They are always overshadowed by presidents, prime ministers,
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and their ilk. Therefore, without significant changes in the way
governments conduct fiscal policy, monetary illusions are here to stay.
Fiscal illusions are still but a pipedream.
THE ECONOMIST TO THE RESCUE (September 5, 2010)
“As the baby-boom generation contemplates the prospect of the
Zimmer frame,” you introduce your article about mental stimulation
and dementia, “there has never been more interest in delaying the
process of ageing” (“Brain Gain,” September 4, 2010). You betcha!
Born in 1946, the very first year of the bulking generation, I am
delighted to read about the research by Robert Wilson at Rush
University in Chicago and his colleagues about the effect of
cognitively stimulating activities, such as reading newspapers and
books, visiting museums and going to concerts, or playing challenging
games like chess. They report that frequent activity of this ilk appears
to slow the rate of mental decline in those without cognitive
impairment. Although those who then succumb to dementia suffer
from a more rapid subsequent decline, cognitive stimulation still
prolongs healthy life. Not for nothing have I selected the most
stimulating among cognitive activities on top of those you list: I am
not only reading your newspaper regularly, but I am also writing a
slew of letters to the editor in response to each issue. I am sure that
subsequent research by students of mental decline will vindicate my
valiant approach. To your mighty newspaper’s credit, too.
A GOVERNANCE REVOLUTION (September 6, 2010)
It is good to learn that the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, set up in 1988, is about to undergo a “governance revolution”
in accountability and transparency, which has affected many a
charitable, educational, and other organization already, but which has
largely bypassed the IPCC (“Must Try Harder,” September 4, 2010).
This will be done on recommendation of a committee chaired by
Harold Shapiro, a former president of Princeton, which was requested
by the UN’s secretary-general, Ban Ki-moon, and the chairman of the
IPCC, Rajendra Pachauri.
One of the Shapiro committee’s
recommendations is the replacement of Pachauri, who started chairing
the IPCC in 2002, and who is well into his second six-year stint that is
supposed to run through 2014. Of course, all this is in response to the
“climategate” electronic mails from the University of East Anglia that
eventually led to the debilitating criticism of the last IPCC report and
the demise of Copenhagen negotiations to replace the Kyoto protocol.
I am sure that the IPCC will benefit from a governance revolution, but
I also hope that the Shapiro committee has provided the UN with some
recommendations on the best way for the IPCC to field future hostile
attacks that have little or nothing to do with its governance. For there
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are powerful vested interests behind the very doubt in climate change,
and they specialize in manipulating public opinion.
AMERICA’S UNIVERSITIES (September 7, 2010)
“Could America’s universities go the way of its car companies?” you
ask mischievously (“Declining by Degree,” September 4, 2010). Of
course they can.
But, according to the Shanghai Ranking
Consultancy’s list of the world’s best universities, seventeen of the top
twenty are still American, as well as thirty-five of the top fifty. They
employ seventy percent of living Nobel laureates in science and
economics, as well. You report that two right-wing think-tanks have
nonetheless produced damning reports about America’s university
system. Two left-wing academics have also published an even more
damning book. But all the criticisms they dish out are hardly worth
bragging about: fees are too high, professors are not particularly
interested in their students’ welfare, administrations are too expensive,
etc. In fact, the success of the American university system crucially
depends on something not even mentioned by the intrepid critics: the
openness of the country to the best and the brightest from around the
globe. This is the key to the system’s overwhelming success. And this
is where America’s universities may indeed fail in the longish run.
With the help of their many misguided critics, of course.
THE WALLED WIDE WEB (September 8, 2010)
In the closing paragraph of your main leader about growing threats to
the Internet’s openness you argue that it is rather like free trade, which
your newspaper has always championed (“The Web’s New Walls,”
September 4, 2010). This is a bit of an exaggeration, though. It is true
that nations, companies, and network operators are now attempting to
wall bits of it off, but much of it is still as wide open as it has ever
been. These attempts are reminiscent of medieval Europe, among
other beleaguered places through history. Bits and pieces were
laboriously walled off, but they were nonetheless connected by the
open countryside that was difficult to defend by such down-to-earth
means. And trade was still reasonably free. Increasingly so, as a
matter of fact. The Walled Wide Web, as you pointedly call it, is still
wide enough to ensure that information is reasonably free in spite of
the walled-off bits. Besides, information enthusiasts, not to mention
hacks galore, are increasingly savvy about walls of all sorts. The
medieval mindset of some nations, companies, and network operators
is surely a nuisance, but not much more than that. This is where trade,
and especially trade in good old goods, is surely a somewhat different
story.
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TIBET, CHINA (September 14, 2010)
“As is well known,” you say, “some people in the west go soft in the
head over Tibet” (“Going Gaga Over Tibet,” September 11, 2010). As
well as over the Dalai Lama, who uses every opportunity to gently
remind leaders around the world of his people’s plight. All such visits
end up with China’s thunderous blusters, and that is about all that ever
happens. In short, China is managing the awkward situation rather
well. “By casting every discussion of Tibet as a ‘core’ interest of
national sovereignty,” you point out, “China does at least manage to
deflect attention from other issues, such as the continuing repression
there.” Very well put. But the question is what would happen if
systematic repression ceased in both Tibet and Xinjiang up north.
Slowly but surely, both the Tibetans and the Uighurs would end up by
seeking national sovereignty and separation from China. Mind you,
the two regions comprise about thirty percent of the country’s territory.
China’s pre-emptive histrionics thus make quite a bit of sense, as
repression cannot be eased without serious consequences down the
road.
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP (September 14, 2010)
As you report, consulting firms now spend up to five percent of their
revenues on free reports to attract clients and recruit talented staff
(“Free Thinking,” September 11, 2010). As well as to compete with
each other, of course. “Thought leadership” may be an annoying term,
but it still shows that marketing makes a difference in a crowded field.
“Is the research they produce any good?” you ask in the concluding
paragraph, but you fail to provide a helpful answer. Useful as free
reports may be to the consulting firms, and perhaps even to some of
their potential clients, they are not likely to contribute much to
knowledge. The publication of research worthy of that name is a longestablished endeavor. There are academic journals galore, together
with journal rankings and citation indices for every academic field.
Research papers are not exactly free, but they are still a dime a dozen.
The trouble is that they are hard to read for an average business person,
and this is precisely where the consulting firms come in with their free
reports. They offer but rickety bridges to real knowledge.
THE GRAND DESIGN (September 14, 2010)
Your review of Stephen Hawking and Leonard Mlodinow’s The Grand
Design (London: Bantam, 2010) is scathing enough, and in many
connections, but you still fail to tackle its very title (“Order of Things,”
September 11, 2010). And it does need tackling. “Despite much talk
of the universe appearing to be ‘fine-tuned’,” you point out, “the
authors do not actually think it was in any sense designed.” And yet
you quote them as saying that “we will have found the grand design” if
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the current collage of theories about the universe is confirmed by
observation. The term “grand design” itself is reserved for gods, of
course. Are the authors just sloppy when it comes to English?
Confused perhaps? Or are they merely peddling their book to, well,
the converted? If there is any design to the book’s title, the latter guess
strikes me as the most promising.
THE WILL TO POWER (September 15, 2010)
It is amusing to read your musings about why some people have power
over companies and others do not (“The Will to Power,” September
11, 2010). You start by quoting Henry Kissinger, who said that power
is the “ultimate aphrodisiac.” Following the work of Jeffrey Pfeiffer of
Stanford University, who has been teaching a popular course on “paths
to power” for years, you even offer many a tip for the top: master the
art of flattery, network as much as you can, be loyal to your superiors,
etc. Your very last tip is that powerful people also need to know when
to quit. “People who jump before they are pushed,” you explain, “have
a good chance of leaping to yet another aphrodisiacal throne.”
Returning to Friedrich Nietzsche, whose memorable book’s title you
parade without acknowledgment, a great man should indeed know
when to quit. “If he cannot lead, he goes alone,” he writes in The Will
to Power (New York: Vintage Books, 1968, first published in 1901).
“Then it can happen that he may snarl at some things he meets on his
way.” To wit, leaping to yet another aphrodisiacal throne would never
cross such a great man’s mind.
THE ENIGMA THAT IS THE EUROPEAN UNION (September 15,
2010)
The European Union is a growing enigma. It is not a political union,
let alone a federation. It is not a common market. It is not a customs
union. It is not a monetary union. Which is why many people think of
it as a club. But, as you argue quite persuasively, it is not a club,
either, for clubs have tougher membership rules than the mysterious
Union (“Rules of the Brussels Club,” September 11, 2010). In
particular, it has no way to discipline its members, let alone to kick
them out. Moreover, it is harder to influence insiders than outsiders.
Even voluntary departure from the Union is fraught, albeit legally
provided for. Thus you quote an anonymous Eurocrat, who opines that
it is not a club, but a family or clan—“a Maltese one, with no divorce.”
In short, the plot thickens. The enigma gets ever murkier. And
likening the Union to a Sicilian family or clan must be just behind the
corner.
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HIRST THE MARKETEER (September 15, 2010)
Your article about how Damien Hirst “grew rich at the expense of his
investors” is quite a read (“Hands Up for Hirst,” September 11, 2010).
You start by embroidering his September 2008 auction, where the sales
reached a world record for a living artist. And then you go to show
that global auction sales of Hisrt’s work have plummeted ever since.
He was already rich and famous at the time, but he suddenly became
even richer and more famous. “But what of his investors?” you ask
tearfully. “Hirst should repair his relationship with his collectors and
concentrate on his retrospective,” you pontificate in conclusion. Mind
you, this is the only place in your article where collectors unexpectedly
replace investors. Now, Hirst played the art market masterfully. With
the help of Frank Dunphy, his financial manager, he squeezed the art
bubble to the last drop. And at the very top of the art market, which
lagged the stock market by a few weeks. His investors got duped, just
as they did on the stock market. And that is all there is to it. To wit,
there is nothing Hirst should repair. It is the notion that art is a better
investment than stocks in dire times that needs to be re-examined. And
especially when art is but a playground for the likes of Hirst. For
crying out loud, he is but another marketeer!
AMERICA’S SLUGGISH RECOVERY (September 20, 2010)
According to your main leader and your briefing about the American
economy, the world’s economic engine is likely to avoid a second
recession (“Are We There Yet?” and “The Great Debt Drag,”
September 18, 2010). You point out that recoveries after financial
crises are “normally” week and slow, and that the period of debt
reduction ”typically” lasts around seven years. Thus you predict a
long period of slow growth ahead. However, you do admit that the last
recession, which “officially” ended a year ago, was the most
wrenching one since the 1930s. Indeed it was. And it was far from
“normal” or “typical” to warrant your argument. Besides, we are
talking about the world’s economic engine rather than an average
economy out there. Even a period of sluggish growth in America can
lead to serious disruptions across the globe, not least in Europe, which
may in turn pull the American economy into another recession. Given
the current fragility of the world economy, your optimism is
surprising. A second recession in America is still likely enough to
require serious thought about the best way around it. As well as
through it.
YOUR
RANKING
OF
MASTER’S
OF
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION PROGRAMS (September 20, 2010)
As you report, “America rules the roost” in your newspaper’s ranking
of master’s of business administration programs around the world (“A
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Pecking Order for MBAs,” September 18, 2010). Surprise, surprise.
Your list of the top ten MBAs is eye-catching for as many as four nonAmerican ones, instead. The University of Navarra in Spain holds the
fifth place this year, while it held the first place last year. The
international Institute of Management Development in Switzerland
holds the sixth place in 2010, while it held the second place in 2009.
Wow! As your ranking reportedly “measures everything from the
quality of the faculty to the students’ career prospect,” these are the
results that are surprising, indeed. Can these two places really match
the likes of the University of Chicago, University of California at
Berkley, and Harvard University from the top of this year’s list in
terms of quality of the faculty? I very much doubt it. I am afraid that
your ranking is influenced a bit too much by the students’ career
prospects, inflated as salaries are in moribund Europe.
PAN-EUROPEAN CORRIDOR TEN (September 21, 2010)
“When the railway companies of Serbia, Croatia, and Slovenia said
they would form a new joint company,” you report on a recent event,
“you could almost hear nostalgic tittering across former Yugoslavia”
(“From Berlin to Beijing?” September 18, 2010). Really? No such
tittering, nostalgic or otherwise, was actually heard in the erstwhile
Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes. It is long dead and buried.
As well as shunned by the regional media. Corridor Ten, a panEuropean rail and road corridor linking central and southeastern
Europe, was undoubtedly celebrated somewhere, but certainly not in
the region. It is a great step forward for Brussels, as it links Austria
with Greece and Bulgaria, as well as Turkey, in the simplest way
possible. Whether the corridor will ever reach Beijing is a matter of
speculation, but it is a great victory for the European Union without
any doubt. Now that it can bend many countries in the western
Balkans as it pleases, for accession is the only game still going the
region, it has used its power well. We can only hope that Corridor Ten
will survive accession itself in spite of the sour memories of former
Yugoslavia.
THE BIG CALL (September 21, 2010)
Thank you for your valiant effort to introduce Cathy Ashton alias Lady
Ashton alias the baroness, the European Union’s foreign-policy chief
alias “foreign minister,” to your readers (“Waiting for the Big Call,”
September 18, 2010). Given that she simultaneously serves as the
foreign-policy envoy of the European Council, the head of external
relations for the European Commission, and the chairman of the
foreign ministers’ meeting for the European Union, your job was far
from easy. On the substantive side, you argue that the main card she
could play in the future is the single market: “This suggests a strategy
of continuing to scrap internal barriers and using its market as a lever
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to negotiate trade access.” Splendid. If I understand you correctly, the
big call she is waiting for should therefore come either from Joaquin
Almunia, the Union’s competition commissioner, or Olli Rehn, the
economic and monetary affairs commissioner. Well, maybe you also
had in mind either Michel Barneir, the internal market and services
commissioner, or Algidras Semeta, the taxation and custom union
commissioner. Come to think of it, perhaps the big call could also
come from Antonio Tajani, the industry and entrepreneurship
commissioner. One way or another, I am sure the big call will be well
worth the waiting. Thumbs up for the baroness!
THE DESPERATION OF CENTRAL BANKERS (September 22,
2010)
When an economy is in the doldrums, a drop in the prime rate of
interest is meant to encourage spending. For centuries, the prime rate
never went below two percent even in the worst of doldrums. Some
return on capital was deemed obligatory. What about the novel prime
rates that hover just above zero, though? As you point out, they could
have the perverse effect of encouraging saving rather than spending
(“Another Paradox of Thrift,” September 18, 2010). The bulls may be
enticed by near-zero interest rates to get out of cash and go for riskier
assets with higher returns. But the bears may see such rates as “a sign
of the desperation of central bankers,” as you put it so well. Near-zero
rates presage Japanese-style stagnation that may stretch for years.
Under the circumstances, the bears would go for the safety of cash.
Whence your novel paradox of thrift, of course. The only thing I
would add to your argument is that we seem to have entered a
Japanese-style stagnation as early as January 2008, when Ben
Bernanke led the pack of desperate central bankers by slamming the
prime rate of interest to just above zero percent without saying a word
about when or under what circumstances he would ever pull back.
A WHIFF OF FASCISM (September 22, 2010)
Your leader and article about the persecution of Roma or Gypsies first
in Italy and then in France focuses on them rather than on their
persecutors (“Hot Meals for Hard Cases” and “A Long Road,”
September 18, 2010). In particular, you argue that Roma can be
integrated into their new countries by proper policies. According to
you, America is the best example of how this could be done. The
question, though, is what the persecution says about Italy and France,
where harsh measures toward Roma are quite popular with the voters.
To wit, this is a turn toward fascism that can be expected as the middle
classes start feeling the pinch of economic austerity. Whenever this
happens, it is the middle classes that start looking for scapegoats. The
austerity preceding World War II was especially pernicious for Roma
across Europe. They were incarcerated and executed without mercy.
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So, it is the restless middle classes feeling the pinch that we need to
worry about. A whiff of fascism is already with us. Populist
politicians like Silvio Berlusconi and Nicolas Sarkozy will quickly
smell the voters’ bloody sentiments. And follow them merrily all the
way to the ballot box.
THE WORLD’S LUNGS (September 27, 2010)
Both your main leader and your special report on forests are a joy to
read (“The World’s Lungs” and “Seeing the Wood,” September 25,
2010). Forests are perishing because people are cutting them to plant
crops. This has been going on for about ten-thousand years since the
onset of the agricultural revolution. As you point out, the only way to
save tropical forests, the bulk of which are in developing countries, is
for developed countries to pay people there to keep the trees standing.
There is hope for forests, as the rate of deforestation has been cut in
some developing countries, but much more needs to be done. And
fast. One trouble is that many developing countries are poorly run and
that foreign aid tends to end up in wrong pockets. Another trouble is
that developed countries cannot agree on how much to pay to save the
trees. “Without a serious effort to solve this problem,” you argue in
your main leader, “the risk from climate change will be vastly
increased and the planet will lose one of its most valuable and most
beautiful assets.” Well put. “This would be a tragedy,” you conclude.
Very well put. But you have little to offer about the best way forward.
After Copenhagen, there is not much hope for concerted international
action to ward off climate change. Chances are the world’s lungs will
have to fail before their rescue can begin in earnest.
TWEEDLEDUM AND TWEEDLEDEE (September 27, 2010)
Likening Manuel Barroso, the president of the European Commission,
and Herman Van Rompuy, the president of the European Council, to
Tweedledum and Tweedledee of the nursery rhyme fame is quite
inappropriate (“Angels and Demons,” September 25, 2010). To begin
with, the twain “agreed to have a battle,” which is hardly the case with
the leaders of the European Union. They were simply thrust into each
other’s arms without much thought, either fore or after. More
important, though, where is the “monstrous crow” from the medieval
original that brought the threatened hostilities of the twain to a happy
end? America? Russia? China? Such a bright promise on your part is
unwarranted, to say the very least. Barroso and Van Rompuy, as well
as their successors, will remain at odds with each other no matter what,
not least because the Union hardly matters any longer. Remember,
nursery rhymes, nostalgically hopeful as most of them happen to be,
are best left to, well, good old nurseries.
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CREATIVE DESTRUCTION (September 28, 2010)
I share much of your enthusiasm for the World Wide Web, which may
well be another Schumpeterian example of creative destruction, as you
suggest (“The Wiki Way,” September 25, 2010). Your review of Don
Tapscott and Anthony Williams’ sequel to Wikinomics (2006), entitled
somewhat dully Macrowikinomics (2010), shows that the web has had
an enormous impact on the media, business, education, politics, and
even government. The communication revolution brought by the web
is likely to continue, as well. And at an ever-faster rate. In another
decade, the web itself will most likely be unrecognizable. Of course,
not everyone is equally enthusiastic about all this. Many an old skill,
like reading and writing, seems to be ebbing away. And much of the
communication is about mindless trivia: messages about eating and
drinking, pictures of children and pets, silly jokes and cartoons, and the
like. Whoever has been involved in a social network even for a short
while will bear witness to the endless tedium. Returning to creative
destruction, the trouble is that the bulk of the communication
revolution is neither. In the last analysis, that is the limitation of the
human species, I guess.
THE EURO’S WOES (September 28, 2010)
Your leader and briefing on Europe’s single-currency woes thrash out
the issues pretty thoroughly (“Euro Follies” and “Fixing Europe’s
Single Currency,” September 25, 2010). In the end, little real hope is
left for fixing the euro. What ought to be done will in all likelihood
not be done. Also, what ought not to be done will in all likelihood be
at least attempted. But there is one idea you offer in the leader, which
the briefing unfortunately leaves unexplored, that may be both doable
and most useful: setting up for all euro-countries “properly
independent” statistical offices. Greece is the case in point, as no-one
knew what was going on there before the sovereign-debt crisis. You
can be sure that few people know what is actually going on in the other
troubled countries, either: Ireland, Portugal, Spain, and Italy. Also,
few people can possibly know what is going on in sundry countries on
the fringes of Europe that are not yet in the monetary union, which
would warrant extending your idea to the whole of the European
Union. Only independent statistical offices can help in the mess, for at
least the markets would be properly informed about the goings on.
Which is why your idea is pretty radical, indeed. In addition, it is not
likely to be perceived as such. It thus has a chance with the Eurocrats
who are about to ponder the euro’s woes in the months to come.
HOMO ADMINISTRANS (September 29, 2010)
As you report, many countries have banned the use of genetic
information in job recruitment, but you are still rather enthusiastic
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about how biologists are bringing rigor to the science of management
by focusing on genetics of job satisfaction and leadership, among other
things (“Homo administrans,” September 25, 2010). In fact, you
dedicate your Science and Technology Section entire to an article
about ongoing research in this field. “If job satisfaction and leadership
turn out to have large genetic components,” you argue, “greater
emphasis might be placed on selection than on training.” And you
happily report that there are ways around the existing legal
impediments to selection: “Workers are already sometimes hired on
the basis of personality tests that try to tease out the very genetic
predispositions that biologists are looking for.” To your credit, though,
you stop short of proposing the removal of the ban concerning the use
of genetic information in job recruitment so as to promote the science
of management.
A MOST USEFUL SCAPEGOAT (September 29, 2010)
Would that recruiting “the right” corporate executive, or even two such
heroes, to the White House could help Barack Obama out of his “antibusiness” aura, as you propose (“No Love Lost,” September 25, 2010).
His policies have little, if anything, to do with the doldrums in which
American business has found itself. Rather, the business leaders now
find him a most useful scapegoat for their woes, most of which are of
their own making. So far, he has been pilloried as the Antichrist for
the color of his skin and as a socialist for the bailout debt incurred by
the Bush administration. What the heck, the anti-business label is
quite inoffensive by comparison. One or even two corporate
executives in Obama’s cabinet would only open the grounds for new
flights of fancy by his political detractors. The best Obama can hope
for at this juncture is that the most steadfast among his supporters stop
believing in miracles. And soon. For miracles end up by producing
nothing but scapegoats.
STUXNET BE PRAISED (October 2, 2010)
Pardon me, but I am rather delighted by your Stuxnet story (“A Worm
in the Centrifuge,” October 2, 2010). As well as many similar stories
afloat the last few days. If there is any sort of war I would gladly
accept, and maybe even support with unbridled enthusiasm, it is the
cyber war. Assuming that Iran is indeed developing nuclear weapons
to assail Israel, what better way for Israel to respond but a clever bit of
software, believed to be called Stuxnet, to incapacitate Iranian nuclear
facilities, such as uranium-enrichment centrifuges at Natana? Would
that all wars from now on were of the same variety. And that your
pages were stuffed to the brim with stories about one software mystery
after another. At long last, war as we have known it for some tenthousand years would vanish for good. Indeed, cyber wars are our best
hope for the future.
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INDIA, CHINA (October 3, 2010)
India and China are on everyone’s mind nowadays. Or is it China and
India? The two countries could not be more different, either.
Although both are in effect capitalist countries, their capitalisms are
quite far apart. One is led by a single party that allows little leeway in
the management of the state. The other is a fumbling democracy. Of
course, many observers around the world are rooting for either India or
China, depending on their ideological predilections. It is thus not
surprising that a stoutly liberal newspaper like yours is rooting for
India, as is patently obvious from your main leader and your briefing
on business in India (“India’s Surprising Economic Miracle” and “A
Bumpier but Freer Road,” October 2, 2010).
Actually, your
ideological position is even clearer from the title on your front cover:
“How India’s Growth Will Outpace China’s.” For better or worse,
nothing you offer explains “how” this will happen, though. Once
again, you are rooting for India, and that is that. Nothing wrong in
that, mind you, but it would be a bit better if you simply admitted it
without the annoying “proof.”
LIMITATIONS OF THE HUMAN BRAIN (October 4, 2010)
Your review of Russell Stannard’s The End of Discovery: Are we
Approaching the Boundaries of the Knowable? (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2010) points out that the author explores three ideas
underpinning his skepticism regarding further scientific progress:
limitations of the human brain, technical impossibility of testing all the
ideas on offer, and the possibility that the explanation of everything,
currently in vogue among scientists, is actually unattainable. The first
idea is perfectly sufficient when considering the boundaries of the
knowable, though. No matter how entertaining, the other two are by
and large irrelevant. The environmental constraints of the human
species’ survival about a hundred-thousand years ago explain the
limitations of the brain pretty well. Obviously, not much by way of
science was required of that organ back then. With the exception of a
tiny fraction of humans, the same has held all the way to the present.
Sadly, the limitations of the human brain are also beyond the
boundaries of the knowable. At least to the human species.
BUSINESS AND POLITICS (October 5, 2010)
I am with you in your misgivings about business people switching to
politics (“Money and Power,” October 2, 2010). As you argue,
business and government are built on very different principles. There
is thus no reason to believe that a successful business person will do
well in government, as well. Rather, one would expect a mismatch of
management styles. Why do people everywhere tend to like business
people in politics, though? This is the real mystery of the switch.
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Reasons appear to differ rather widely across the globe. In developed
countries, success in business is associated with success as such. And
success is assumed to be portable. In developing countries, however,
people believe that those who have been successful in business will be
clean in politics, for their wealth is already secured. Why steal if you
are already rich? Interestingly, there is one country where both of
these beliefs are inextricably mixed: Italy. Of course, the north is
developed and the south is forever developing.
OBAMA’S WARS (October 6, 2010)
The way you portray Bob Woodward’s latest book, Obama’s Wars
(New York: Simon & Schuster, 2010), one would think the famous
journalist had plenty of spies in the White House (“The Loneliness of
Barack Obama,” October 2, 2010). But the book is not a fly-on-thewall pot-boiler, as you call it. Woodward’s intimate portrait of Obama
at work with his team is based on eighteen months of first-hand
observation. It draws on internal memos, classified documents,
meeting notes and many hours of interviews with most of the key
White House staff, including the president. The freedom to tap all this
information was granted by no-one else but Obama himself. He
wanted Woodward’s honest portrait, and he got it. Presented this way,
the book has a very different meaning than that which you give it. To
wit, it poses a simple question: why did Obama want Woodward’s
portrait? And the answer is simple enough, as well: because he wanted
the world to understand all the difficulties in grappling with a mindboggling war he had inherited from his war-mongering and dim-witted
predecessor.
A GREENHOUSE-GAS TAX (October 11, 2010)
“The only efficient way to cut greenhouse-gas emissions,” you write in
your leader questioning heavy subsidies of electric cars, “is to impose
a carbon tax” (“Highly Charged Motoring,” October 9, 2010). A
carbon tax? Carbon dioxide is only one of many greenhouse gasses,
though. There are also water vapor, methane, nitrous oxide, ozone,
and a slew of chlorofluorocarbons. And these are only the most
abundant among greenhouse gases. To come up with an appropriate
greenhouse-gas tax, you would also need to figure out how much of all
these gasses is emitted at every stage of production, delivery, usage,
and eventual scrapping of each good, such as a car, or service, such as
car washing. Mind you, technology is forever changing, as well.
Now, only imagine a bit more complex goods, including houses. This
explains why such a tax, efficient as it may be in reducing noxious
emissions, at least in principle, is not as popular as are subsidies. And
every tax not properly assessed in above terms would only distort the
production of goods and services, just as subsidies do.
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GERMANY’S GREENS (October 11, 2010)
All your jibes notwithstanding, Germany’s Greens are likely to thrive
in the future (“Greenery in High Places,” October 9, 2010). As you
quote Ralf Fücks, head of the Heinrich Böll Foundation, an
environmental think-tank, the values and political purposes of the
Greens are becoming mainstream. You also quote Lothar Probst of the
University of Bremen as saying that the Greens’ middle-aged,
university-educated constituency is growing as a proportion of the
electorate. This bodes well for the political party in spite of Angela
Merkel’s attacks of the Greens as “enemies of progress.” Add climate
change, which is proceeding unabated, and you have a potent political
mixture. But Germany’s Greens are also an example for the likeminded people across Europe, where Fücks and Probst would also be
right. Many environmental activists are realizing that only a real
political party can make a difference in spite of all their misgivings
about politics as usual. Dabbling now into this and now into that with
mixed results is not an alternative worth pursuing any longer. Soon
enough, the German Greens will be advising them, too, on the best
way forward.
SETI, METI (October 12, 2010)
As you report, the search for extraterrestrial intelligence or SETI,
which has been around for some fifty years, has recently sprung a wing
concerned with METI, where “M” stands for messaging (“Phoning
ET,” October 9, 2010). Its goal is to attract the attention of any alien
listeners who might be out there. However, all attempts to set up a
METI protocol have foundered. Some scientists fear that announcing
our presence would be tantamount to inviting any “carnivorous,
colonizing, or anti-social aliens” who might be listening. The SETI
protocol on how to respond if a signal from aliens is received
envisages no replies until appropriate international consultations have
taken place, and the opponents of METI thus claim that the risk of
hostile reaction cannot be left to a handful of scientists. Some of them
are calling for a worldwide discussion of the potential threat. I would
like to propose that signals sent into space should include warnings of
what the human species is capable of doing, though. This approach
could be called WETI, where “W” stands for warning. With some
panache, WETI could avoid all the dangers of METI without
endangering the earth. This is where science and science fiction would
go hand in hand quite well. By the time the aliens arrive, if they would
ever dare, this approach could also lead to the development of viable
defenses against them.
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HOLY GROWTH (October 12, 2010)
Both in your main leader and special report on the world economy you
worry about the stagnation of the “west” and assume that the
“emerging world” will keep growing fast, if a bit more slowly than
before the crunch (“The Quest for Growth” and “How to Grow,”
October 9, 2010). Stagnation in America, Europe, and Japan is
worrisome, indeed, but China and India, as well as Russia and Brazil,
will not get too far without growth in the “rich” countries. Another
couple of decades without the Great Recession might have done the
trick, and the shift of the global balance might have taken place. The
new champions of growth would have grown their own profligates,
who could gobble up everything they could produce. Alas, the crunch
came a bit too early! China and India especially are lagging far behind
the west in the development of their internal markets, to use a polite
term. In other words, the stagnation in the west means stagnation
across the globe. And, to return to your line of argument, all that needs
to be done now is to keep the west growing fast enough to maintain its
spendthrift habits afloat until the rest of the world acquires them in
turn. Holy growth in a nutshell.
A FALSE PROPHET (October 13, 2010)
Geert Wilders is in the news. His anti-immigrant and anti-Islam
Freedom Party is in the news, as well. And so is the Netherlands, a
traditionally tolerant country that has spawned him only recently.
Even though he has just appeared before judges in Amsterdam for his
hate speech, he and his party are gaining ground not only in Europe,
but in America, as well. As you report, Daniel Pipes, an American
scholar and a scourge of Islamic radicalism, has called him “the most
important European alive today” (“A False Prophet,” October 9, 2010).
No mean tribute, this! But, as the title of your article suggests, you see
Wilders as a problem, not a solution. How can we tell false from true
prophets, though? According to Matthew (7:15-23), they can be
recognized by their fruit. A bad tree cannot bear good fruit, and vice
versa. But how long do we have to wait to taste of the fruit? Of
course, Matthew is silent about this. And this is the problem you
eschew, too. Wilders is a prophet of European decline. He is about
shutting of all doors and windows. False or not, he is likely to have
many an eager follower across the sub-continent. And he will be
recognized by his fruit too late for the tasting to have any effect
whatsoever. By then, Europe will be nothing but history.
THE MORRIS THEOREM (October 13, 2010)
Your review of Ian Morris’ Why the West Rules—For Now: The
Patterns of History and What They Reveal About the Future (New
York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 2010) brings out his refrain, “maps, not
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chaps,” quite clearly (“On the Top of the World,” October 9, 2010). In
other words, it is geography rather than leaders that matters. Both west
and east, the same principle holds over the last fifty-thousand years.
According to what he calls the Morris Theorem, “Change is caused by
lazy, greedy, frightened people looking for easier, more profitable, and
safer ways of doing things. And they rarely know what they are
doing.” Splendid. This puts the human species in its place rather
squarely. The disappointment with the book comes toward the end,
though. As you put it, there is a real possibility that we all fail to
negotiate the next fifty years without triggering environmental
catastrophe. Both west and east would be affected, bringing the whole
world to a standstill. To this possibility Morris responds in the last
chapter, which optimistically proposes that we are so much more able
to understand and counter the forces that threaten us, “if we have the
wit and purpose to do so.” If? Of course, that runs counter to his own
prodigious theorem.
ANOTHER BABY BOOM (October 19, 2010)
As the baby-boomers retire over the next couple of decades, the burden
on the state will rise sharply. There will not be enough workers to
support the pensioners. The demographic problem is well understood,
and there is little doubt that the retirement age will need to be raised
(“Old-Age Tension,” October 16, 2010). As you point out, there are a
couple of other options, but they are not very attractive. One is
immigration. This is still working in America, but it is unlikely to
work at all in an increasingly xenophobic Europe. Another option you
suggest is to generate another baby boom, so that there will be more
workers to support the pensioners. Although the baby-boomers did
produce a secondary baby boom, it turned out insufficient for this
purpose. In short, this is a fanciful possibility, except if we get a bit
more radical in our thinking. Remember how the first baby boom was
generated? Perish the thought, though.
EUROPE’S TANGLED GAS PIPELINES (October 19, 2010)
To my surprise, you write about well-organized Serbian thugs
wreaking havoc at a gay-pride parade in Belgrade and a soccer game in
Genoa just before a visit to the Western Balkans by Hillary Clinton,
the American secretary of state, and about Europe’s tangled gas
pipelines in the same section, and only a few pages apart, but you do
not bring the two stories together in any way whatsoever (“Outsiders
Needed” and “The Abominable Gas Man,” October 16, 2010). Clinton
visited Serbia, Bosnia, and Kosovo, where she made clear that peace
between the fledgling countries was in order. And no kidding. The
map of Europe you provide shows clearly enough that Americans and
Russians are now vying for alternative ways of supplying Europe with
gas. With the American backing, the Nabucco pipeline is supposed to
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bring gas to Austria from beyond the Caspian Sea via Turkey,
Bulgaria, and Hungary. The South Stream pipeline is supposed to
bring gas to Italy from Russia across the Black Sea via Bulgaria,
Serbia, Croatia, and Slovenia. And with Russian backing, of course. It
is not all that hard to guess who is financing the Serbian thugs, whose
main job is to ensure that Serbia does not enter the European Union
before the question of its gas supply is settled.
BLOODLANDS, BLOODWORLDS (October 19, 2010)
Your review of Timothy Snyder’s Bloodlands: Europe Between Hitler
and Stalin (New York: Basic Books, 2010) focuses on the two
monsters (“History and Its Woes,” October 16, 2010). As you report,
the author shows “how Stalin and Hitler enabled each other’s crimes.”
And this he does “with meticulous use of statistics.” Each monster
learnt a lot from the other. The “bloodlands” soon stretched from the
Baltic to the Black Sea, which is where they did “their most murderous
work.” In the process, both of their regimes “turned human beings into
statistics.” Which is perhaps where the author has picked up his cue.
A faulty one, too. No matter how meticulous the author, or how
murderous Hitler and Stalin might have been, the atrocities of World
War II cannot be reduced to the twain. Many other monsters were
involved. And many a land across the globe was soaked with blood.
We can speak of an entire bloodworld, in fact. It was not the first
such, either. There have been bloodworlds galore in the history of the
human species. Each and every time they sprung into existence, there
were monsters at the helm. They, too, learned from one another as
they went along. What is of interest here, though, is the overall pattern
rather than statistics, even if meticulous.
FOCUS ON AMERICA AND CHINA (October 20, 2010)
To focus on America and China in connection with a brewing currency
war is to misunderstand the nature of the problem, you argue in your
main leader (“How to Stop a Currency War,” October 16, 2010). And
then you proceed to explain how America should bring to its side the
emerging economies—such as Brazil, Russia, and India—that are also
hurt by the undervalued Chinese yuan. In the meanwhile, the Congress
has passed a law allowing firms to seek tariff protection against
countries with undervalued currencies (read: China). In addition, there
is talk about not allowing China to buy any more American Treasury
bonds. But what is China to do under the circumstances? Faced with
sluggish growth in the rich world, which is likely to last for years, as
well as with political instability if workers in exporting companies lose
their jobs, China is pressed against the wall. Following a decade of
astonishing growth, which could not but rise its people’s expectations,
it is not only in danger of economic hardship, but political turmoil, as
well. And this is something that the Chinese leadership will be
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watching most carefully. From their vantage point, their very
existence is actually in question. In short, you can bet on the
undervalued yuan for years to come. More important, you can also bet
on the currency war eventually turning into a veritable trade war.
America and China will be very much in focus, too.
UMBERTO BOSSI AND THE LANGOBARDI (October 20, 2010)
As you point out, Umberto Bossi’s Northern League is doing well out
of Italy’s political chaos (“Not So Grim Up North,” October 16, 2010).
By and by, he is creating a shared identity among the people he seeks
to unite by inventing common enemies. First it was Italians from the
south. Then it was immigrants in general. And now it is Muslims in
particular. The perpetual chaos helps, too. Bossi mythologizes quite
freely about his beloved Padania, an alternative name for the Po
Valley. He has even invented an ur-Padanian Celtic heritage. But it is
good to remember that the heart of the region is Lombardy, whose
name comes from the Langobardi or Long Beards. Of Germanic
origin, they established themselves in the middle of the first
millennium of our era. Immigrants as they undoubtedly have always
been, they have managed to set up the most successful region in all of
Italy with Milan as its booming capital. Their long-term efforts to
break away from the Italian chaos can be best understood as the last
stage of the invasion by their warmongering ancestors.
AFGHAN CARPETS (October 20, 2010)
It is good to read that the NATO forces in Afghanistan are now wooing
the local people with economic development (“Now the Splurge,”
October 16, 2010). Among other things, such as mobile phones and
electric power supply, soldiers are trying to sort out the country’s
carpet industry. “Though fabled for their quality,” you explain,
“Afghan carpets tend mostly to enrich the Pakistanis who run washing,
finishing, and wholesale centers across the border.” This is about to
change. “The Taskforce for Business and Stability Operations,” an
outfit staffed by soldiers, “plans to set up two such centers in
Afghanistan and a rival global distribution center through a ‘hub’ in
Istanbul.” If everything goes according to plan, Afghan carpets will in
due time mostly enrich the Turks. Or have I missed something in your
story?
CYBER-DISSIDENTS ACROSS THE GLOBE (October 25, 2010)
It is wonderful to read that Hillary Clinton, the American secretary of
state, has expressed support for Internet freedom, and that Bernard
Kouchner, France’s foreign minister, has recently said that “we must
support cyber-dissidents in the same way that we support political
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dissidents” (“Don’t Be Too Cheeky,” October 23, 2010). To my
frustration, this can be read in an article about bloggers in the Middle
East, in which you say that “China may be the biggest online repressor,
but the Middle East is not far behind.” Well, Eastern Europe is not far
behind the Middle East, either. Although few people in the region are
jailed for their blogging, many of them face prosecution for libel. This
is also the case in Croatia, a candidate for accession to the European
Union, where I happen to be living at the moment. And I, too, am in
court at the moment for expressing my views about local government
on my blog. I do not wish to belittle the plight of bloggers in other
parts of the world, but it is good to remember that cyber-dissidents are
politically repressed even in the European Union.
TURKEY AND THE WEST (October 25, 2010)
The annoying rhetorical question in the title notwithstanding, your
main leader on Turkey is right on the money (“Turning Its Back on the
West?” October 23, 2010). “No,” you answer point blank. And
rightly so. It is the west that is turning its back on Turkey, instead.
One of the emerging economies to be reckoned with, it should be in
the sights of the European Union. But it is not. Far from it. Supported
by their public opinion, you point out, leaders of France, Germany,
Austria, and the Netherlands are dead against Turkey’s entry into the
Union. Add Denmark and Italy to the long list, and it is perfectly clear
that the twain shall never come together. To the detriment of the
lumbering Union, it goes without saying. For Turkey holds many a
key to Europe’s future, not least of which is that of energy supply from
under the belly of Russia. Not to mention millions upon millions of
youthful hands, of course. Anyhow, it would be a joy to see your
question pointed at the west, where it would be hardly rhetorical.
BENOÎT MANDELBROT (October 26, 2010)
Your obituary to Benoît Mandelbrot of fractal-geometry fame is a joy
to read, but it is a bit surprising that you dedicate only a fraction of the
space to his criticism of the current dogma concerning stockmarket
movement (October 23, 2010). The central concept attempting to
explain this movement is that of random walk. In physics, it is known
as Brownian motion, which is typical of gasses. But, no matter how
random, this sort of movement is continuous whereas stockmarket
movement is discontinuous. As a mathematician, Mandelbrot was
convinced that fractal geometry provided a better model of
discontinuous movement, but the stockmarket was not convinced of
his views. Neither are you, it appears. Indeed, the stockmarket is a
guessing game very like John Maynard Keynes’ beauty contest popular
in the newspapers of his time. The trick was not to come up with the
greatest beauty on offer, but to guess what other contesters would
guess. That is, to guess what others would guess that others would
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guess. And so on. In a world teeming with beauty contests, the
guessing game is discontinuous to boot. But the geometry describing
that sort of movement is more likely to come from biology than from
mathematics or physics, as has been the case so far. The tangled
geometry of the brain’s synapses might offer a good starting point.
Pace Mandelbrot.
JOHN BALDESSARI (October 26, 2010)
Your review of John Baldessari’s retrospective at New York’s
Metropolitan Museum of Art points out that he has influenced
generations of artists (“So What is This Thing Called Art?” October
23, 2010). Having taught at many a progressive art school in his native
California and elsewhere, he has built quite a following around the
world. Over the years, much of his art has challenged convention.
And how. As you report, in 1970 he burnt nearly everything he
painted from 1953 to 1966. The ashes he placed into an urn. Together
with a bronze plaque commemorating the erstwhile paintings, this
installation became “The Cremation Project.” As he wrote at the time,
“I really think it’s my best piece to date.” It certainly was. And so it
surely remains. Would that more of his faithful disciples followed his
spirited lead. To the benefit of this thing called art, too.
PAX GERMANICA (October 27, 2010)
The question of Germany’s rôle in the world has unexpectedly come to
the fore, as your briefing shows very well (“Will Germany Now Take
the Center Stage?” October 23, 2010). Having recovered from the
global recession quite admirably, and having thereby been separated
from France, its all-too-eager partner at the helm of the European
Union, Germany finds itself in a conundrum. And so does the rest of
the Union, as well. An economic Pax Germanica, which would be a
boon for all, seems to be only a pipedream. Unlike most countries,
Germany is not driven by any great ambition; rather, it is driven by the
fear that “things could fall apart if they don’t hold on to stability,” as
you quote John Kornblum, a former American ambassador. Indeed,
Germany still seems paralyzed by World Wars I and II and their
aftermaths. Ambitions, ideals, and dreams cannot but lead to endless
trouble, or so many Germans must feel. After decades of rummaging
through the murky past, the country has ended up bereft of the bright
future. But this is where the rest of Europe should play a bit more
active rôle in calling for German economic leadership. “Enough of
soul-searching,” Germans should be told with a friendly wink and a pat
on the back, “grab hold of the rudder!”
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HU, XI (October 27, 2010)
The way things look at present, Xi Jinping will replace Hu Jintao as
the president of China in 2012. As you report, he will be facing
increasing pressure to democratize the country (“Xi Who Must Be
Obeyed,” October 23, 2010). The prime minister, Wen Jiabao, has
recently commented on the importance of political reform, but other
leaders, including Xi, have kept silent on this. Which only goes to
show that the party is very much divided on the issue. As you argue,
some liberals are encouraged by Xi’s record in the provinces, where he
appears to have encouraged experiments in grassroots democracy.
Apparently, he has also encouraged setting up of party cells in private
enterprises. It is too early to guess where all this will lead, but one
plausible course of China’s development is in the direction of
something akin to self-government in former Yugoslavia. Of course,
every resemblance would be hotly disputed by the Chinese. But the
Yugoslav experiment had shown that grassroots democracy can go
hand-in-hand with party rule, assuming that the party is in firm hands.
And that is precisely what Chinese leaders are looking for.
TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL AND ITS RIVALS (October
30, 2010)
“The best-known corruption index may have run its course,” or so you
opine on Transparency International’s latest Corruption Perception
Index following Claudio Weber Abramo, director of Transparência
Brasil, a former chapter that left the organization’s umbrella in 2007
(“Murk Meter,” October 30, 2010). I beg to differ. The index
provides a most useful insight into the world affairs. If there are
methodological issues with it, as you claim without any evidence, they
should be addressed as such. But it is pretty meaningless to argue, as
does Nathaniel Heller of Global Integrity, an anti-corruption outfit, that
there is something wrong with the idea that “a single number for a
whole country is enough.” No, it is not enough. It cannot tell us how
to fight corruption, either. But it is still quite useful in guiding
decisions about where to conduct business or set up home. Besides, as
can be easily established, Transparency International has done a great
deal on top of coming up with the annual index. In fact, it is only a
small but increasingly visible part of its activities. Which is why it
seems to me that you have been bamboozled by the organization’s
budding rivals. As the corruption index shows, there must be many of
them around the globe.
CETERIS PARIBUS (October 31, 2010)
As you put it, economists are unable to agree on the answer to a simple
question: will austerity or cost-cutting plans, such as those just
announced by the British government, be good or bad for the
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economy? (“Far from the Meddling Crowd,” October 30, 2010). Of
course, economists are equally unable to agree on the answer to
another simple question: will stimulus or spending plans, such as those
upheld by John Maynard Keynes some eighty years ago, and under
similar circumstances, be good or bad for the economy? And you
argue that the inability of economists to agree on answers to such
simple questions is the difficulty of isolating single factors. Nicely
put. Very nicely, indeed. Put somewhat differently, and a bit more
forthrightly, economics is not, and it will never become, a proper
science. For there is no science without isolating single factors, it goes
without saying. When it comes to economics, the old ceteris paribus
assumption, pronounced with such zeal by eager economists over the
years, is nothing but a turn of phrase. And it reflects nothing but
wishful thinking. A pity your mighty newspaper has put such weight
behind such a fickle pursuit as economics.
MARE VOSTRUM (November 1, 2010)
It is a joy to read that representatives of seventeen Mediterranean
countries have recently met in Greece and agreed on “the need to
protect their sea and its shore from the worst effects of a looming
ecological threat” (“Saving Our Sea,” October 30, 2010). The need is
undoubtedly there. And there are many bold ideas connecting the
sea’s northern and southern shores. As you report, the most ambitious
among them is the German-backed Desertec, which involves building
vast solar-power plants in North Africa, with most of the electricity
going to Europe. With abundant oil supplies, though, North African
countries are not likely to be enthusiastic about such plants on their
soil. The sea is one, but the shores are two or more. What Romans
called mare nostrum, which is hinted at in your title, is something very
different from the vantage point of its southern shore. Since the
collapse of the Roman empire, it has turned into mare vostrum. And
this also holds for the looming ecological threat.
SPOILED BRATS (November 2, 2010)
“It takes an effort these days to recall the thrill that surged through the
world when Barack Obama was elected America’s president,” you
write in your main leader (“Angry America,” October 30, 2010).
Actually, I remember your main leader two years ago very well.
“With such a great victory,” you warned, ”come unreasonably great
expectations” (“Great Expectations,” November 8, 2008). “Of
course,” I wrote to you back then, “one man cannot change the world
without wholehearted support from all the others. Obama’s presidency
will thus be a test of democracy rather than a test of his own prowess.”
America’s anger in view of all the difficulties Obama and his
administration have faced in the last two years is nothing if not
deplorable. Judging from the best of forecasts of today’s midterm
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elections, American democracy is likely to fail the crucial test.
Unreasonably great expectations will have proven too much of a
challenge for the spoiled brats on both sides of the electoral divide.
LUNCH WITH THE TALIBAN (November 3, 2010)
“In the end,” you argue in your leader about the Taliban, “the war in
Afghanistan will have to be ended by negotiation, not force-of-arms”
(“The End of the Beginning,” October 30, 2010). “In the past five
years,” you continue in the very next paragraph, “the Taliban have
been getting stronger, not weaker.” This is the gist of your article on
the subject, as well (“Lunch with the Taliban”). In other words, it is
better to end this senseless war by face-saving negotiation, and soon,
than let the Taliban eventually win it by force-of-arms. This is indeed
the case. Except that you spill a lot of ink without spelling out this
simple message. In fact, the war in Afghanistan was lost before it was
begun. And your message, properly put forward, has been the only
wise one from the very start. It is a pity so many people had to be
killed or maimed in the meanwhile.
BUNDESVERFASSUNGSGERICHT (November 8, 2010)
Starting the business of treaty change in the beleaguered European
Union is a frightening prospect. As you point out, it is a lot easier to
start it than to stop it, too (“A Grim Tale of Judges and Politicians,”
November 6, 2010). And yet, Angela Merkel has recently managed to
push her colleagues at the helm of the Union into agreeing on treaty
change so as to create a permanent system warding it, the Union, from
future sovereign-debt crises. How? She explained to them that she
needed to placate the mighty German constitutional court in Karlsruhe,
which is concerned with the protection of national sovereignty. Put
differently, it is concerned with the limitation of the Union’s powers.
Regardless of the ultimate effect of treaty change on the battered
monetary union, Karlsruhe is emerging as a worthy competitor to
Brussels. It is hardly surprising that Germans are comfortable with
this shift in the balance of power, but it is quite amazing that other
Europeans feel something similar.
The very name of
Bundesverfassungsgericht is perhaps enough to soothe the most jittery
of souls.
BUSINESS, CORRUPTION (November 8, 2010)
The 2011 ease of doing business index by the World Bank, which just
came out, is an interesting read (“Snipping Off the Shackles,”
November 6, 2010). Singapore, Hong Kong, and New Zealand are on
top. Burundi, Central African Republic, and Chad bring up the rear.
Croatia holds the eighty-fourth place, while Russia is at one-hundred
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and twenty-third place. Somehow, everything looks kind of familiar.
Hmmm. Yes, it is rather similar to Transparency International’s
corruption perception index for 2010, which came out only a short
while ago. Looking a bit more closely, the World Bank offers a bit
more detail, though: starting a business, dealing with construction
permits, registering property, getting credit, protecting investors,
paying taxes, trading across borders, enforcing contracts, and closing a
business. But the overall ranking still appears pretty much the same.
Come to think of it, it is reasonable to assume that the ease of doing
business has eventually to do with, well, good old corruption. Perhaps
the World Bank and Transparency International could get together and
offer an index that will serve the business community without fail.
GEOENGINEERING, TERRAFORMING (November 9, 2010)
Following the recent Convention on Biological Diversity in Nagoya,
Japan, you dedicate your Science and Technology Section entire to
geoengineering (“Lift-Off,” November 6, 2010). As you explain, this
involves fixing the problem of man-made climate change through all
sorts of ideas: “smogging up the air to reflect more sunlight back into
space, sucking in excess carbon dioxide using plants or chemistry, and
locking up the glaciers of the world’s ice caps so that they cannot fall
into the ocean and cause sea levels to rise.” Many ideas, indeed. Most
of which remind me of terraforming of so many years ago, except that
those ideas had to do with Mars and other planets far away from the
solar system where life could possibly prosper after some clever
engineering. There is another difference, too, for terraforming could
be tried without any worries about who benefits. Or who decides. Or
who faces the risk. Lodged safely somewhere between science and
science fiction, those ideas were a child’s play. Geoengineering is
something entirely different, though. Making the earth feel like earth
once again after all the ravages of mankind raises too many hairy
questions. Including those of geoengineering itself.
A HISTORY OF THE WORLD IN TEN OBJECTS
2010)

(November 9,

Who says the media are bent on dumbing down? Your review of Neil
MacGregor’s A History of the World in 100 Objects (London: Allen
Lane, 2010) shows precisely the opposite (“Ages of Imagination,”
November 6, 2010). Based on a radio show by the British
Broadcasting Corporation, which was narrated by the director of the
British Museum, whose gentle wit, erudition, and velvety voice made
it into a broadcasting landmark, the book was bought by the publisher
at competitive auction. Although pricey on account of its many
beautiful photographs, it is expected to do well. As you put it, “who
wouldn’t want one under their Christmas tree?” Indeed. I would
therefore like to propose that MacGregor pares down his book a bit for
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worldwide circulation. Entitled, say, A History of the World in Ten
Objects, and made a bit less pricey by the publisher, the book could be
made available to everyone across the globe. For good measure, the
BBC could prepare a companion television show for worldwide release
early next year. With some effort, the package could hit the market in
time for next Christmas. Together, the BBC, the BM, and Allen Lane
could offer yet another resolute challenge to dumbing down!
EVER-SMARTER SYSTEMS (November 10, 2010)
Your leader and special report on smart systems are almost endearing
in their simplicity (“Living in a See-Through World” and “It’s a Smart
World,” November 6, 2010). “As sensors become ever smaller and
more versatile,” you enthuse, “they find their way into an ever-wider
range of things, from aircraft engines and buildings to alarm clocks
and farm animals.” This will make the world much more efficient.
“The more data there are,” you explain with a bow to economics for
beginners, “the more efficiently resources can be allocated.” And your
special report oozes with examples of technological bliss to come.
Efficiency has a dark side, of course, and you mention three areas of
special concern: nasty hackers, even nastier autocratic governments,
and an overall loss of privacy. Yuck! But the real dark side to
technology, which seems to escape you entirely, is the status quo. The
way things are. Just imagine smart systems magically introduced into
the Roman empire at its height. Hackers, autocrats, and privacy would
be big concerns even back then, and especially to the pampered
classes, but smart systems could not possibly change the roots of
Roman society. Or the way things were. Give or take a few things,
everything would stay pretty much the same. And the most pampered
among the Romans would wave their plump hands at the mindboggling prospects of ever-smarter systems coming down the line: “O
sancta simplicitas!”
QUANTITATIVE TEASING (November 10, 2010)
“Quantitative easing is unloved and unappreciated,” you claim, “but it
is working” (“Down the Slipway,” November 6, 2010). If there were
an award for exaggerations, you would certainly be among the top
contestants with this one. Ben Bernanke’s announcement of a new
round of QE came less than a week ago. In particular, the Federal
Reserve System will be buying Treasury bonds between now and next
June at a rate of less than eighty-billion dollars a month. However,
you fail to mention many rumors about the Fed’s move well before the
announcement. For months, Bernanke used every opportunity to hint
at the Fed’s next move. This amounted to veritable quantitative
teasing, to coin a term. Which explains why it was “hardly
breathtaking” when it eventually took place. Now, stockmarkets
jumped just as The Economist went to press, and thus you quoted an
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anonymous hedge-fund economist as saying that “you can declare QE
to be a success already.” A brave economist, this. “Whether this
translates into real activity remains a question,” he or she continued,
“but the question of whether the mechanism would work has been
answered.” The stockmarkets have been all over the place ever since,
though. Although they still show the announcement’s lift, much of the
enthusiasm has evaporated. Returning to your source, the remaining
question is whether this translates into “real activity.” That is the
question, indeed. Answers are better left to anonymous economists,
though.
RICHARD FLORIDA TO THE RESCUE (November 15, 2010)
As Hermann Göring is supposed to have boasted, I reach for my pistol
whenever I hear the word “creativity.” Thus I bristle at every mention
of the British government’s new guru, Richard Florida, an American
urban economist besotted with creativity, whatever that happens to be
(“Bring Me Sunshine,” November 13, 2010). As he argues in his
many popular books, human creativity has replaced raw materials,
labor, and capital as engines of economic growth. He has even come
up with the notion of a “creative class,” which he conceives of as an
urban phenomenon. Cities must attract them in large numbers to
ensure their economic success. “This means that they must be green,
clean, tolerant, and cultured,” you explain, “typically with large gay
and ethnic-minority populations.” And this is the gist of David
Cameron’s just announced plan to create a rival to Silicon Valley in
the East End of London. Good luck! Creative creativity in the East
End will in time create a creation of self-sustained creative creativity,
no doubt. By the way, the boast attributed to Göring actually comes
from a play by Hanns Johst, a Nazi playwright of note, which was first
performed on Adolf Hitler’s birthday in 1933 to celebrate his great
electoral victory. The unbearable word was “culture.” Most creative,
too.
GLOBAL SCIENCE (November 15, 2010)
Your review of the latest report on global science published by the
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
argues that the old scientific powers are starting to lose their grip
(“Climbing Mount Publishable,” November 13, 2010). Comparing
gross domestic expenditure on research and development, scientific
papers published per year, and the number of patents granted per year
over the last several decades, you focus on the emerging countries,
which are doing increasingly well. But, as you point out in connection
with patents in China, for instance, the institutions vetting them have a
financial incentive to grant as many as possible. It is similar with
papers, though. Following the academic traditions in America and
Europe, many emerging countries now tie academic progress to the
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publication of scientific papers. Their number is therefore growing
especially in the emerging countries, where the academic institutions
are also growing relative to those in rich countries. The quality of the
published papers is difficult to measure, but it is undoubtedly falling to
ensure all the promotions required along the way. UNESCO’s report
is useful, of course, but it must not be taken too literally. The old
scientific powers are likely to keep their grip much longer than the
trends covered by the report suggest. Academic institutions such as
Harvard, Yale, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Oxford, or
Cambridge, where the best scientific research still takes place, cannot
be overtaken in a few decades.
WEN JIABAO’S MESSAGE (November 16, 2010)
China’s prime minister and a senior member of the Politburo’s ninemember standing committee, Wen Jiabao, surprised many in August at
the thirtieth anniversary of one of the first Special Economic Zones in
Shenzhen with his call for political reform to match economic reform.
The party plenum in October and the congress in 2012 provided the
context, for they are ushering a new generation of party officials. The
subsequent silence on the topic of political reform has surprised many
more, though (“The Dog that Didn’t Bark,” November 13, 2010). As
you say, the silence can be interpreted in countless ways. Several
interpretations you do mention are rather dubious. The Shenzhen
speech was surely not for foreign ears only. The appearance of
political debate as a ruse to fend off real change sounds lame. It is
possible that reformists in the party have indeed been beaten back at
the plenum by conservatives, but the question is why the prime
minister would use the Shenzhen anniversary to test his strength.
Mind you, China’s top party officials are also patriarchs of powerful
clans with abiding economic interests. Special Economic Zones are
teeming with their relatives at the helm of privatized companies linked
with the mainland. The choice of venue for his message is thus quite
interesting. As the top party officials are in a perpetual clinch, it is
most likely that Wen Jiabao was merely sending a “private” message
to one or more of his closest colleagues. As well as their clans, of
course.
DRAGONS, SNAKES (November 16, 2010)
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization is at yet another crossroad.
This time it is about to adopt a new strategic concept, too. Drafted by
a group of experts led by a former American secretary of state,
Madeleine Albright, the document is thought to be “almost there.” But
your briefing on the future of NATO is a disappointment in spite of all
the hairy detail (“Fewer Dragons, More Snakes,” November 13, 2010).
As you explain, it is still but a nuclear alliance, as the current
American secretary of state, Hillary Clinton, maintains. And it is still
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embroiled in Afghanistan, its toughest test to date. But what does the
Atlantic mean to America now that it has shifted its gaze toward the
Pacific? And what are the dangers that Europe thus faces in the
foreseeable future? “There is little likelihood of an orthodox military
assault across the alliance’s borders,” you argue. “Most of the threats
NATO faces are of the unconventional kind: from terrorism, rogue
states with weapons of mass destruction, disruption of global supply
lines, or cyber attacks on critical infrastructure, such as power grids.”
And yet, in the penultimate paragraph you mention America’s
ambassador to the alliance, Ivo Daalder, who includes climate change
in the list of threats. Many people may soon be on the move, indeed.
In addition, you fail to mention the treacherous Balkans anywhere in
your briefing. Its title is perhaps its strongest part, though. But many
more snakes are needed to make it hiss.
SHOW A LITTLE CONFIDENCE IN CHINA (November 17, 2010)
“Show a little confidence,” you argue in your main leader and briefing
about an avalanche of Chinese takeovers around the world (“China
Buys Up the World” and “Being Eaten by the Dragon,” November 13,
2010). I agree, albeit for reasons that appear to escape you. As is well
known, China’s vast pool of savings is largely invested in rich
countries’ government bonds. “Tomorrow it could be used to buy
companies and protect China against rich countries’ devaluations and
possible defaults,” you argue. I very much agree. But you bill this as
a resurgence of state capitalism without an appreciation of its
implications for the underlying travesty of socialism. Your briefing,
which offers a glimpse of your interviews with executives past and
present at a number of western companies that have witnessed
takeovers by Chinese state-owned companies, mirrors the idea that
some sort of socialism, or even communism, still lurks behind the
avalanche. This is where I beg to differ. At the moment, China is
undergoing one of the most momentous privatization campaigns in the
history of capitalism. This sham of socialism is shedding its mask.
And it is the top party officials who are behind this historic
transformation. The confusions of the takeover process, which you
dwell upon in the briefing, only reflect the perplexities of Chinese
transition to capitalism. It is neither the state nor the party as such that
are the reason for these confusions, but the undercover transformation
of the Chinese society. In a few short years, things will be much
clearer, though. The leading lights of the state and the party will
emerge as the new ruling class. The new capitalists, to put it bluntly.
Which is indeed why it makes sense for their brethren from the rich
countries to show a little confidence, as you urge in your leader.
Addendum I (November 26, 2010)
Although heavily edited, this letter made it into print in the current
issue, as I just discovered in the online edition of the mighty
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newspaper. Quite a bit longer than usual, it had to be cut down to a
manageable size, I guess. Anyhow, I am very happy that this
particular letter went through. It offers a rather different view of China
than the standard one, which tacitly assumes the country is capitalist
outside and socialist inside. I wonder what will happen to this issue,
though. Will it be allowed into China? And will the online issue be
tampered with by the Chinese authorities? Finally, will they make this
post to my own “blog” invisible to the Chinese readers? One way or
another, the mighty newspaper is certainly playing with fire by
publishing this letter. For this the editor surely deserves my sincere
congratulation!
Addendum II (November 27, 2010)
When I am in Zagreb, I buy The Economist on Saturdays, when it
officially comes out in London. It actually comes out on Thursdays.
When I am in Motovun, the mighty newspaper usually reaches me by
mail on Mondays. It is Saturday today, and I happen to be in Zagreb.
Of course, I rushed to the bookstore offering a wide selection of
foreign newspapers as soon as I got up. And I opened the Letters
Section long before I paid for the privilege. “Ranko Bon,” I read under
my shrewd letter. “Motovun, Croatia.” The name of the hilltown next
to mine used to give me much pleasure, but no longer. The name of
the country makes me cringe by now. But my own name delights me
still. I must have been in my teens when I had the pleasure of seeing it
in print for the first time. It may well be that I have eventually opted
for an academic career for no other reason than to keep seeing my
name in print. As motivations go, it is far from execrable. Pitiful it
surely is, though.
RECESSION, DEPRESSION (November 17, 2010)
The American economy has added quite a few jobs in October, its best
performance since May, but the unemployment rate is still stuck at just
below ten percent. “America’s recession,” you point out, “a post-war
record in terms of length and depth, has left the country with
unprecedented long-term unemployment” (“Cold Comfort,” November
13, 2010). In October, more than six-million people were out of work
for more than six months. The rub is that unemployment benefits
normally last for just six months, which fits the pattern of a “normal”
recession. Although the government has extended this period on
several occasions, there is a serious concern that the Republicans in
Congress will put a stop to this practice. What then? Hard to tell, but
it appears that the Congress will eventually be forced to acknowledge
that the current recession is perhaps something else. Another
depression? And this is where the economics profession needs to
rethink the usual parameters of recession. The length and depth of
long-term unemployment is a parameter well worth looking into. Of
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course, unemployment benefits should be extended quite considerably
in the case of an “official” depression.
FROM PYRAMID TO KITE (November 22, 2010)
Your leader and special report on Japan offer salutary lessons about the
future of the rich world (“The Japan Syndrome” and “Into the
Unknown,” November 20, 2010). Behind stagnation accompanied by
deflation there lurks ageing. The population pyramids for 1950, 2005,
and 2050 for Japan clearly show the problem: from pyramid to kite.
As time passes, the bulk of age cohorts, both for males and females,
shift from the bottom to the top of the eye-opening diagram. But, as
you point out, “many in Japan shrug off the problem of ageing.” The
elderly continue to live comfortably on their vast savings. And this is
also the case in the richest countries of the European Union. The same
holds for the United States, as well. But there is one issue that you
mention only in passing in connection with Japan that is of great
importance for both Europe and America: growing resistance to
immigration. For centuries the most xenophobic country in the world,
Japan offers a salutary lesson in this connection, too. Combined,
ageing and xenophobia are indeed deadly. The Japan syndrome will
only spread if this lesson is not drummed into the hearts and minds of
the rich world. And this is where you have failed to point at the deadly
connection in your otherwise excellent leader and special report on
Japan.
THE AMERICAN GULAG (November 22, 2010)
Your review of Avi Steinberg’s Running the Books: The Adventures of
an Accidental Prison Librarian (New York: Nan A. Talese, 2010)
leaves the reader wondering about the author’s stint in jail, but it still
offers a rare peek into the American prison system, notorious as it has
become (“Page Turner,” November 20, 2010). Perhaps another Gulag,
it surely deserves a closer look. “But he leaves it for the reader to
draw any big conclusions about penal reform in America,” you point
out somewhat disappointedly. Which brings Varlam Shalamov of
Kolyma Tales (1954-1973) fame to mind. He left everything to the
reader, as a writer of worth should. It may be that this is the only way
for the American Gulag ever to be reformed, too. An American
counterpart of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn would perhaps get a Nobel
Prize for his “big conclusions,” but a writer who sticks to his or her
modest trade would be much more likely to topple the travesty of
justice in due time. My best wishes to Avi Steinberg!
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IN PRAISE OF THE AUSTRIAN SCHOOL (November 23, 2010)
It is useful to remember the Austrian school every now and then, and
especially when business cycles are to be explained. As you argue,
Ludvig von Mises and Friedrich Hayek have a lot to offer in this
connection (“Taking von Mises to Pieces,” November 20, 2010). Of
course, Carl Menger and Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk should not be
forgotten, either. A one-sentence explanation of the Austrian theory of
“strong” business cycles would run as follows: persistently low interest
rates lead to credit booms that lead to investment frenzy and eventual
misallocation of capital, which leads to protracted busts. The
irrationality of the entire process has appealed to few economists,
though. The theory has thus been neglected for generations. Its main
strength is in urging against booms rather than in proposing how to
manage busts. Once misallocated, capital cannot be reallocated
quickly. This is most obvious in terms of real estate, which perforce
takes time to find new uses. Ireland and Spain with many “seethrough” buildings are best examples. The Austrian theory of business
cycles should be uppermost on the minds of central bankers when
everything is going splendidly. Which is when they should do
everything in their power not to follow Alan Greenspan’s “strong”
example.
SHILLER VERSUS SCHOLES (November 23, 2010)
“Fifty years after the dawn of empirical financial economics,” you
write, “is anyone the wiser?” (“Data Birth,” November 20, 2010).
Exactly the opposite, as a matter of fact. The University of Chicago’s
Center for Research in Security Prices, founded half a century ago, has
given us Eugene Fama of the “efficient-market hypothesis” fame. He
claimed that all relevant information is reflected in share prices.
Actually, this was only a sleight of hand that opened the gates for
mathematical models of financial markets that have taken us nowhere.
Myron Scholes, now a Nobel laureate, became director of CRSP in
1974 to push such models to new heights. I am with Robert Shiller of
Yale University, whom you quote as saying that academic departments
are now “creating idiot savants, who get a sense of authority from
work that contains lots of data.” As well as mathematical trickery
galore. As you report, “Scholes counterpunches that the usefulness of
this empirical analysis is proven by the fact that demand for it
continues to grow.” And so does demand for astrology, too, which is
also steeped in mindless empirical analysis of planets and stars in
perpetual motion.
COLLECTIVE BUNGLING (November 24, 2010)
Your main leader and one of the articles on saving the euro are a joy to
read (“Saving the Euro” and “Gang that Can’t Shoot Straight,”
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November 20, 2010). As you argue, euro’s real woes pale into
insignificance by comparison with political bungling associated with
them.
Angela Merkel, the German chancellor, and Wolfgang
Schäuble, her finance minister, are bunglers in chief, but there are
many others in the bungling gang. What is surprising here is that
politicians who mouth whatever comes to their minds seem to be
unaware of the fact that they are shooting themselves in the foot. It is
increasingly clear that they would all benefit from a quick course in
financial markets, where they would have a chance to learn how
important confidence is in their workings. But, as you point out, the
only silver lining of collective bungling for the time being is that the
value of the euro has stopped rising, which could have hurt exporters,
and especially those from Germany. Come to think of it, have Merkel
and Schäuble already taken a crash course in market confidence?
SPAMMERS AS MARKET SCOUTS (November 24, 2010)
“The spammer plays upon the universal human desire to believe that
we are smarter than anyone gives us credit for,” you write in your
leader about dealing with spam, “and that things can be had for
nothing” (“Confidence Game,” November 20, 2010). This is a
charming bow to all the con-men who subject us to the daily avalanche
of ads for pills, watches, cheap credit, and the like. But it may also be
a pointer for legitimate businesses that cater to the same universal
human desire. Although it surely makes sense for spammers to be
thwarted by all means available, it is still wise to follow some of their
example when and where they remain outside the reach of law. Which
is the case often enough, as you argue yourself. To wit, spammers can
be thought of as market scouts. Besides, their services are indeed free.
It only takes a bit of market savvy to turn their confidence game
around and beat them to the hapless customer in the nick of time.
Perfectly legally, too.
CROATIA AND CORRUPTION (November 27, 2010)
In your article about Croatia and corruption one wonders only about
the copula, which somehow seems out of place (“Cordon Sanader,”
November 27, 2010). Besides, one wonders why you do not mention
organized crime in the same breath. For corruption and organized
crime are tightly bound in Croatia. They are, as it were, a way of life.
The cordon around Ivo Sanader, the former prime minister who
resigned under most mysterious circumstances last year, is tightening
around the current government, as well. He was the boss of them all.
Not one single member of the current government is free from the very
same suspicions now piled against their former boss. The ruling party,
the Croatian Democratic Union, is also under suspicion as a criminal
organization ever since independence, when Franjo Tudjman was the
boss. The same holds for all political and business allies of the party.
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For all these reasons the country is now in suspension. Cordon
Croatia, in short. Everyone is waiting for Sanader to be arrested,
which will then lead to many more arrests. From top to bottom, all
government institutions are under suspicion. Whence the mystery of
your copula, too.
Addendum (December 9, 2010)
As the former prime minister was about to be arrested at long last, he
fled the country. That was earlier today. The relevant authorities
explained that they had to let him cross the border with Slovenia as
there was no arrest warrant for him. And that is yet another clear sign
of overwhelming corruption in Croatia: the meticulous observance of
law. Corruptissima res publica… Oh, Tacitus would just love
Croatia!
THE ROBOTS’ ARMY (November 28, 2010)
It is engaging to read about the research project called ALADDIN for
Automated Learning Agents for Decentralized Data and Information
Networks conducted jointly by several British universities for a British
defense contractor (“No Command, and Control,” November 27,
2010). The research envisages an army of robots endowed with
artificial intelligence. “No human egos get in the way,” you explain.
Given the propensity for human error in the chaos of war, the
collaboration between robots is expected to be superior to human
performance. Collecting and exchanging information is of the essence
for the collective endeavor. As you cheerfully conclude, “the day of
the robots’ army may soon be at hand.” How wonderful! One can
already envisage two armies of robots battling it out with aplomb while
humans cheer for one side or the other from the crowded stands just
outside the gruesome battlefield.
BERNANKE’S LATEST TROUBLES (November 29, 2010)
Your leader and article about Ben Bernanke’s latest troubles with
Republicans in Congress is largely on target (“Fed Under Fire” and
“Bernanke in the Crosshairs,” November 27, 2010). As you argue,
quantitative easing follows the same logic as standard monetary policy.
In “normal times” central banks loosen monetary conditions by
pushing down the prime rate of interest, which is done by “printing
money” to purchase government bonds temporarily. Today the prime
rate is virtually at zero, though. So, you explain, the central bank thus
has to resort to quantitative easing, which is also done by printing
money and buying government bonds. In short, there is nothing
untoward with Bernanke’s policy, as many Republicans now claim.
True enough. But the only thing you skip in your explanation is why
these are not normal times for central banking. One of the key reasons
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for this is that Bernanke himself has pushed the prime rate interest
almost to zero at the very onset of the credit crisis. Thereby he
forfeited the main instrument of monetary policy right at the beginning
of the game. And for this he alone is responsible.
ADAPTATION FOR BEGINNERS (November 30, 2010)
I am with you in your brave call for adaptation to climate change,
which you set out in your main leader and a four-page briefing (“How
to Live with Climate Change” and “Facing the Consequences,”
November 27, 2010). Global action will not stop climate change.
“Those who can adapt will do so mostly through private decisions:
moving house, say, or planting different crops.” I am with you up to
this point, but no further. For I do not share your belief that
governments can offer much by way of adaptation, either. Even
defense, which you fail to mention anywhere although you do suggest
the possibility of displaced peoples on the move, is in question when
going gets really tough. Returning to private decisions, it is good to
start with consuming, eating, traveling, working, and reproducing less.
It is good to continue with survival skills, such as water discovery,
capture, purification, and storage; shelter building; wild food
identification and discovery, preparation, and cooking; building
friendship and community spirit; and basic first aid. Keith Farnish’s
Time’s Up! An Uncivilized Solution to a Global Crisis (Foxhole,
Dartington: Green Books, 2009) is an excellent guide to all of the
above. And so is the Earth Blog (www.theearthblog.org), which he
founded in 2006. To Farnish’s survival skills I would only add
survival yoga, which can help people cope with hunger, heat or cold,
disease, and fear. And all this is only adaptation for beginners, it goes
without saying.
A PAYING PROTECTORATE (December 1, 2010)
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s summit in Lisbon went well.
Apparently, boringly well. The Atlantic is not what it used to be,
anyhow. As the Pacific looms ever vaster, as well as more precarious,
neither is Europe what it used to be. What about the European Union,
though? “To America’s mind,” you write, “the Union is in essence the
economic extension of NATO” (“Europe and America,” November 27,
2010). Squarely put. The vague European wish that NATO should
eventually become a military component of a stronger strategic
relationship between Europe and America is only a pipedream, as you
point out. This is not because NATO also includes Canada, Norway,
and Turkey, but because NATO would be a joke without America’s
muscle. For better or worse, Europe is nothing but an American
protectorate. A paying protectorate, too. As such, it has little to
contribute to geopolitical discussions about its own place in the world.
And that is how things will stay for quite some time, especially if the
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Union does not rock the boat too much. Let us only hope that the
Atlantic will remain the proverbial puddle, and that many more NATO
summits will go boringly well.
TO DO IT OR NOT TO DO IT (December 6, 2010)
In your main leader, you argue pretty persuasively the case against
breaking up the euro (“Don’t Do It,” December 4, 2010). As you put
it, the end of the single currency is not unthinkable, but it would be
very costly. In addition, there would be many technical difficulties of
reintroducing national currencies. The introduction of the euro took
three years. Again, all this is quite convincing. Breaking up the euro
would be very costly and messy, indeed. But you leave out the
discussion of the cost of keeping the euro together, as though that
option would be costless. This is definitely not the case. To keep
going, the single currency would be very costly, as well. And it would
take many years for it to become a boon that it once looked like. A
cogent analysis of the current conundrum would require a careful
comparison of the costs on both sides of the argument. As well as the
length of time required in the two cases. All things considered, it may
well turn out that breaking up the euro, costly as it undoubtedly would
be, would nevertheless come on top as a less costly option now facing
the European Union.
BLESSED SECRETS (December 6, 2010)
Your leader and your two-article briefing on WikiLeaks are a
disappointment (“Read Cables and Red Faces,” “Unpluggable,” and
“From Soporific to Sizzling,” December 4, 2010). You end up by
pontificating that secrets ought to remain secrets. All that Julian
Assange, the man behind the organization, and Bradley Manning, the
man behind the massive leak of American diplomatic “cables,” will
have accomplished is to make secrets ever more impenetrable.
Secrecy is vital to all organizations, you argue, and especially in the
realm of international relations. Future secrets will thus be less rich,
less clear, and thus less useful, you conclude. To wit, in the world of
WikiLeaks, leaks will become ever less transparent. And the world
will be worse off for the untoward openness. I bet the very same
argument has been made with every advance of communication,
starting with the appearance of language. The advance of writing must
have been a real blow, too. Perhaps we should return to gestures and
grimaces to make sure our secrets will forever remain blessed secrets.
GERMANY AND THE EURO (December 7, 2010)
“Tight-fisted Germans resent paying for profligate Greeks, Irish, and
others,” you open your article about Germany, Europe’s economic
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engine, and the euro (“We Don’t Want No Transfer Union,” December
4, 2010). And who could blame them? If and when the troubles
engulf Portugal, Spain, and even Italy, the Germans will surely get
ever more tight-fisted. But the gist of your article is elsewhere. As
you report, Joschka Fisher, a former German foreign minister, has
accused Angela Merkel, the chancellor, of bowing to German domestic
politics. He has a point, too. Merkel’s shifting position on the euro
reflects a bit too much the gyrations of German public opinion, which
twists and turns all the while. The future of the euro is thus in hands
of, well, the mob. And that spells disaster for the single currency of
the European Union, if not for the Union itself. The euro now needs a
sharp eye and a steady hand, but Merkel cannot possibly provide it in
the tumult of German domestic politics. What is worse, no future
chancellor could be expected to do much better than her, anyhow.
THE PUNCH AND JUDY SHOW (December 7, 2010)
Will Sarah Palin run for president in 2012? Almost certainly. Does
she have a chance to win American presidency, though? Hard to tell
two years in advance, but she certainly has a good shot at it. And you
are thus right to say that “opponents who dismiss her as an airhead do
so at their peril” (“The Qualities of Sarah Palin,” December 4, 2010).
The more American presidential elections resemble the Punch and
Judy show, the greater are the opportunities for the likes of the former
governor of Alaska. She puts up a great show. What this does for the
Republican side of the American political divide, which deepens and
widens at a clip, is difficult to predict in the short run, but it is ever
clearer in the long run. The Punch and Judy show will be organized
along party lines, as ever, but presidency will have ever less to do with
parties as such. The Republican leaders who dismiss the show itself,
and the candidates’ prowess at it, will do so at their peril. The same
holds for the Democrats, of course.
CHINESE NATIONALISM (December 8, 2010)
The rise of Chinese nationalism pops up here and there both in your
leader and special report on the dangers of a rising China (“The
Dangers of a Rising China” and “Friend or Foe?” December 4, 2010).
“China’s more commercial media have found that nationalism sells,”
you point out cheerfully in the report. But I remember Chinese people
telling me of the Middle Kingdom’s past and future greatness well
before the early Nineties, when it started attracting some well-deserved
attention in the west. And I remember being quite astonished by the
certainty with which they spoke to me about their great country.
Workers, students, waiters, store attendants, and farmers, they all
talked of things yet to come with unarguable assurance and unabashed
pride. Even then, the patriotic spectacle smacked of budding
nationalism. Useful as it must have been early on, it was clear to me
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that it would come to haunt them sooner or later. Perhaps the time has
arrived. What leaders say or do is of passing interest, but what their
humble “followers” say or do is of central importance. Chinese
nationalism seems to be of the deeply-felt sort, and its recent rise is a
trend to watch with utmost care. It may end up by putting an ugly dent
into the Middle Kingdom’s greatness.
THE WAR ON SAVERS (December 8, 2010)
I read with trepidation your warning that pension funds are becoming a
tempting target for impoverished governments (“Hands Off Our
Pensions,” December 4, 2010). Some governments have already put
their paws into the honey pot. Many are circling around it and licking
their lips. “And the pension funds are just sitting there,” you wax
poetic, “with billions of assets, and very little protection.” I shudder.
Savers are already penalized by near-zero interest rates as central
banks keep bailing out debtors. You aptly call this “the war on
savers,” which it undoubtedly is. I only hope you are wrong about the
pensioners’ response. In your words: “Try drumming up a street
demonstration about pension funds’ asset allocation.” Born just after
World War II, the baby-boomers are a resilient lot, though. I certainly
hope to see them demonstrating for their rights. More, I hope to see
them united around a political program that protects those rights. And
their honey pots.
THE LEVANT (December 11, 2010)
It is disconcerting to read a review of a book about the Levant in which
Venice is not even mentioned. The same goes for Genoa and Pisa.
According to your review, Philip Mansel’s Levant: Splendor and
Catastrophe on the Mediterranean (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale
University Press, 2010) appears to be such a book (“Winds of
Cosmopolitanism,” December 11, 2010). Dedicated to Alexandria,
Izmir (former Smyrna), and Beirut, the book is about the French
influence, instead. According to your review, “it goes back to the
Franco-Ottoman alliances of the late Middle Ages.” Gosh. But
Venice fought hard with the Ottomans well into the Eighteenth
Century. And it was Napoleon who snuffed out the Venetian Republic
just before he ventured to Egypt and Syria at the end of the century.
The French influence in the region has little to do with
cosmopolitanism; rather, it has to do with rampant nationalism, a
distinctly French invention of Napoleonic vintage. Whence the many
French lycées in the eastern Mediterranean, of course. Concerning
Alexandria among the three ports covered by the book, this is where
two Venetian merchants stole the relics of St. Mark and brought them
to Venice early in the Ninth Century. Now, these were the winds of
western cosmopolitanism for true.
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THE END OF LIBERALIZED ENERGY MARKETS (December 12,
2010)
As you argue, Britain is facing both an energy crunch and the need for
a radical policy change to avert it (“Clean and Green, for a Price,”
December 11, 2010). Neither nuclear nor renewable energy is
competitive with gas or coal without substantial government support,
which runs counter to the no-subsidy pledges of the previous Labor
government and its coalition successor. As was recently recommended
by the Committee on Climate Change, which polices Britain’s 2050
commitment, the government should award long-term fixed-price
contracts to ensure that nuclear plants and renewable-energy plants get
built. Nuclear plants have especially high capital costs, which are not
viable without government support over several decades. Liberalized
energy markets, pioneered in Britain in the Nineties, will not work in
the context of climate change. The only remaining question is whether
the radical policy change will come in time to avert the energy crunch.
That is, whether the present coalition government is willing and able to
deliver a sensible subsidy policy in time.
ITALY’S FASCISM (December 13, 2010)
According to you, Gianfranco Fini, the most likely successor of Silvio
Berlusconi, is a “one-time neo-fascist” (“Finished by Fini,” December
11, 2010). You branded one of his mates a “former neo-fascist” a
couple of years ago. “Post-fascists” pop up here and there in the
media, as well. But a fascist is a fascist no matter how cautiously you
mince the words. Although Berlusconi’s demise is not to be bewailed,
for he will long remain the disgrace of Italy and its dysfunctional
politics, what is in store at this time Is hardly more appealing. Italy’s
fascism is real.377 And deeply entrenched in Italian culture for nearly
a century. Traces of it ca. be found wherever you set your foot in Italy.
Thanks to 4he American blindness following World War II,377it has
never been assailed with the seriousness of purpose directed toward
German ideological horrors. Thanks to the blindness of the European
Union, Italy’s fascism is apparently here t/ stay. But it will not be
forgotten in many countries that have felt the brunt of fascist ideology
between the two world wars. Which is why “one-time” or “former” or
“post” fascists, “neo” or otherwise, can never be made tempting by
mincing words.
IN PRAISE OF JULIAN ASSANGE (December 14, 2010)
You dedicate your entire International Section to WikiLeaks and its
successors, but you leave the reader none the wiser (“Fingered,” “More
Dope, No Highs,” and “A Swarm of Leaks,” December 11, 2010).
You start with the release of American diplomatic secrets and the
hysteria it has generated, continue with a wistful review of new leaks
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that are not damning enough, and end with a projection of what is in
store. And? Well? The fact remains that Julian Assange and his
mates have opened up a Pandora’s box that promises to disgorge a
great deal about the political economy of capitalism as it has come to
be. Rapacious and quarrelsome, the markets and armies behind them
are exposed to sharp light. Would that the likes of the WikiLeaks’
chief popped up all around the world to reveal the way things really are
done. Money and power, as well as corruption and organized crime,
would be blown out of water. Thieves and whores would come into
sharp relief. And the wildest suspicions that people everywhere harbor
about the way the global capitalism actually works would end up
looking rather tame and even naïve by comparison. Although a little
bit of secrecy is needed to get things done, as you maintain, too much
of it is unwarranted. Nay, pernicious. And it should be reduced to
ashes by brave and resourceful people everywhere.
SAVINGS, INVESTMENT (December 15, 2010)
“The savings glut was really an investment dearth,” you argue about
the relationship between the two in recent decades (“Getting Real,”
December 11, 2010). As you note, the two are expected to equal each
other if and when interest rates are just right. Low interest rates in
recent years are usually explained in terms of an Asian savings glut,
but a new report from the McKinsey Global Institute (“Farewell to
Cheap Capital?” 2010) argues that they have to do with a drop in
global investment over the last few decades. “The investment decline
was caused,” you follow the report, “by the end of the postwar
rebuilding program in Europe and Japan.” Parenthetically, America
should be added here. McKinsey report also shows that global
investment started picking up recently due to the growth of Asian
infrastructure. Higher interest rates can be expected in the years to
come due to increases in capital expenditures in Asia. All this stands
to reason, but one step in the analysis is missing in your overview.
Namely, the imbalance between global savings and investment has to
do with the gradual development of global capital markets. As
globalization takes greater hold, the imbalance is likely to be lowered.
And investment is likely to take place in the emerging economies,
most likely in Asia, where it is most needed. The recent building glut
in countries like Ireland and Spain is due to misallocation of
investment due to imperfections in global capital markets.
THE U-BEND (December 20, 2010)
Your main Christmas leader on age and happiness is a joy to read, as
well as ponder (“The U-Bend of Life,” December 18, 2010). As you
report, research into the connection between the two has repeatedly
shown that happiness declines from childhood till middle age, and that
it then rises till old age, when it surpasses even that of the childhood.
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As it turns out, those who are forty-six years old are least happy on the
average. There are many theories as to why this might be so, but the
one set forth by Laura Carstensen of Stanford University strikes me as
the most promising. “Because the old know they are close to death,”
you quote her, “they grow better at living for the present.” It is good to
see that researchers are discovering one of the oldest precepts of
eastern spiritual practices, such as yoga, which go back thousands of
years. Would that the U-bend were a hallmark not only of the
individual, no matter when and where he or she happens to live, but of
the entire civilization, as well.
Addendum (January 26, 2016)
To my chagrin, my beloved is forty-six right now. And, true to the
research reported in the mighty newspaper, she is far from happy about
her life. Successful as she is with everything she touches, nothing
offers her much pleasure, if any. Luckily, she will be forty-seven later
this year. And I can only hope that she will be ever happier in the
years to come. Still, it will take her quite a while to join me in my
bliss. Twenty-three years her senior, I am over the moon much of the
time. Which cannot but add to her misery, I reckon. At any rate, the
future is bright, and ever brighter.
CANCÚN, SCHMANCÚN (December 20, 2010)
To everyone’s relief, Cancún went smoothly. The histrionics of
Copenhagen now seem like ancient history. And this is the gist of
your leader about the recent meeting on climate-change mitigation, as
well (“A Sort of Progress,” December 18). So what, though? “It
would be wonderful to solve climate change with a global deal,” you
open your last paragraph, “but no such thing looks remotely
achievable.” Spot on. “Better to use the newly roadworthy process to
achieve worthwhile goals—to pay for adaptation, save forests, build up
renewable-energy capacity—than to crash it again into a wall.”
Exactly right. But the trouble is that the process got “roadworthy”
purely by happenstance. The likelihood of getting it as smooth again is
rather small, for adaptation will surely turn into a nasty business as the
weather gets nastier. Solving it would be as wonderful as “solving”
climate change with a global deal. Cancún only got lucky to come
right after Copenhagen.
THE FISH STINKS FROM THE HEAD (December 21, 2010)
The European Union is getting plucky as of late. As you report, it is
about to grant yet another Balkan country, Montenegro, the formal
status of candidate (“Another Balkan Candidate,” December 18, 2010).
It will join two other Balkan candidates: Croatia, which seems to be
close to membership, and Macedonia, whose negotiations are
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unfortunately blocked by Greece on account of its ancient name.
“But,” you note, “Montenegrins have also been told that lots of work
remains before they join the Union.” Much of the work will have to do
with pervasive corruption and organized crime, though, which you
only hint at. Entire governments in the region are infected by the
dreadful disease. That is the key to the Balkans since the breakup of
Yugoslavia two decades ago. And Croatia is leading the way in the
cleanup. As can be seen from the case of the former prime minister,
who is now in an Austrian jail, where he is likely to stay for a while in
connection with his international criminal activities, the fish stinks
from the head. The Balkans will not be ready for the membership in
the Union until many top government officials across the peninsula are
put behind bars. The same holds for Montenegro.
CHRIS CVIIC (December 21, 2010)
“Two giants of the Balkans died this week,” you write about Richard
Holbrooke of Dayton, Ohio, fame and Chris Cviic, who covered
Eastern Europe for your newspaper for over two decades from 1969
(“The Best of Balkans,” December 18, 2010). I am not so sure about
Holbrooke, who got the honor of your obituary, but Cviic certainly
deserves your praise for his appreciation of the region’s political and
cultural complexities: “He remained alert to deeper traditions, ancient
hatreds, and latent rivalries that never really disappeared, and he
encouraged others to maintain an interest in a region that had fallen out
of fashion.” As you point out, his insights became especially valuable
when Yugoslavia split apart, which he saw coming. While agreeing
with much of this, I remain a bit uncomfortable with “ancient hatreds”
in your account. Even though the Slavs of the region were divided by
surrounding empires and religions ever since their migration into the
Balkans starting in the Sixth Century, they did not succumb to fighting
against each other until World War II. And the recent wars were but
belated replays of the great conflagration, as the two “giants” of the
Balkans must have understood.
THE FUTURE OF ENGLISH (December 22, 2010)
You are far from enthusiastic in your review of Nicholas Ostler’s The
Last Lingua Franca: English Until the Return of Babel (New York:
Walker, 2010), in which he argues that the days of the English
language as the last lingua franca are numbered, and I share your
doubts (“English as She Was Spoke,” December 18, 2010). According
to Ostler, a linguist of note, English will fade as a lingua franca not
because some other language will take its place, but because
technology will fill the need. Computer translation and speech
recognition will do the trick. And computer technology is developing
at lightning speed. But it is enough to witness a South Korean and a
Japanese businessman talk to each other in English in the lobby of a
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Chinese hotel to realize that the argument is farfetched. If a lingua
franca comes into existence, it is because of the need to communicate
among those who do not share the same mother tongue. That need will
not fade away with any sort of technology minus that of iffy science
fiction. Come to think of it, a return to Babel makes sense only in the
context of precisely the opposite of what Ostler envisages—a
widespread collapse of technology in the wake of, say, catastrophic
climate change. In such a case, the need to communicate across
oceans and mountains will fade away all by itself.
CULTUROMICS (December 22, 2010)
Thanks to Jean-Baptiste Michel of Harvard University and his
colleagues, as well as Google, we now know that the English language
contains a bit more than one-million words, which is more than twice
the number covered by the latest Oxford English Dictionary (“Reading
by Numbers,” December 18, 2010). To date, Google has managed to
digitize about fifteen-million books of the estimated one-hundred and
thirty-million printed since the Fifteenth Century, when Johannes
Gutenberg perfected the printing press. As you report, the Harvard
team whittled this down to a bit more than five-million books with
reasonably accurate bibliographic data, such as the place and date of
publication. They focused mainly on English books printed between
1800 and 2000. Judging from these numbers, future research will
uncover many more English words, many of which may never reach
dictionaries, as they are already out of date. Most important, methods
used by the Harvard researchers allow for the study of trends, such as
the expansion of the number of words used. They thus claim that the
number of English words has increased by as much as seventy percent
since 1950. But the team’s focus is on cultural trends, whence their
term for a new discipline in the study of language: culturomics.
Clunky as it is, it may well give us an entirely novel understanding of
language. Books are losing ground as of late, as you point out, but the
reach of culturomics will quickly expand when blogs that have come
into being after 2000 are included in the research. In a few more years,
the English language may easily boast of as many as two-million
words.
THE WAR IN AFGHANISTAN (December 27, 2010)
“It is too early to tell whether the new strategy in Afghanistan is
working,” or so you claim about America’s effort there (“Still
Pouring,” December 18, 2010). Whom are you kidding? After ten
years of fighting, the answer is perfectly clear already: America’s
strategy, if that is what it is, is not working. And it never will. With
close to one-hundred and fifty-thousand coalition troops now in
Afghanistan, two thirds of which are American, some progress can be
seen on the military front, but even that would evaporate very quickly
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if and when the number of troops dropped. Just like Britain or the
Soviet Union of old, America has no idea what it is doing in the
foothills of the Himalayas. It seems that every empire is dying to
break its teeth on a few places that can be taken, but cannot be held.
Not for long, in any case. Afghanistan is one of them. The only
strategy that would work without fail is straightforward, though: get
out as soon as possible. And stay out. But America is not about to
grasp this obvious option. Not yet. With horrendous consequences to
many people, including the hapless coalition troops engaged in a
meaningless effort to achieve who knows what.
DOCTORAL DEGREES (December 28, 2010)
I very much agree with you that doing a PhD can be a waste of time
(“The Disposable Academic,” December 18, 2010). As a teacher in
America and Britain, I have long been trying, unsuccessfully, to
dissuade students from taking a doctoral degree, even though it has
been a basic requirement for a career in academia since the Seventies.
The return is poor compared with a master’s degree. “Over all
subjects,” you argue along the same lines, “a PhD commands only a
three percent premium over a master’s degree.” Yet, there is an
oversupply of PhDs. “Indeed,” you point out, “the production of PhDs
has far outstripped demand for university lecturers.” How is that to be
explained, though? “In some countries, such as Britain and America,”
you mention in passing, “poor pay and job prospects are reflected in
the number of foreign-born PhD students.” Exactly. And this is the
explanation of the conundrum, which you fail to explore at any length.
Namely, foreign students have been flocking to the developed world
because the premium is either in staying there with a doctoral degree,
or returning to their countries with one in the hope of finding a post in
the growing academic establishment there. Either way, the benefit is
palpable. This is where the oversupply starts making some economic
sense regardless of the pay. It has to do with migration rather than
education. To wit, the conundrum is here to stay for quite some time
yet.
THE GREAT MANIPULATORS (December 29, 2010)
Public relations leave me cold. As far as I am concerned, both the
field and the growing band of its well-paid protagonists have nothing
to offer. But your quote of Edward Bernays, a nephew of Sigmund
Freud, as well as one of the founding fathers of public relations, started
me thinking: “The alternative to manipulation is chaos” (“Rise of the
Image Men,” December 18, 2010). How very true. Humans are too
stupid for anything else. Witness religions and ideologies that rule the
world. Idiotic to boot. But then I changed my mind, at least a little bit.
There are too many public relations people, men and women, for the
job. What humans require is far simpler. A few books, such as the
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bible or the Koran, are perfectly sufficient for the purpose. And so are
the few churches that peddle them in their propaganda operations. The
Great Manipulators, as you call them, have strayed too far from the
chapter and verse. Too much manipulation is chaos, too. And the
world in which we live is my proof. But your scornful article about
public relations is still a delight.
GUESSING, BETTING (December 30, 2010)
As you confess, your idea of Christmas fun is guessing when China
will overtake America as the world’s biggest economy (“Dating
Game,” December 18, 2010). The earliest guess from a respectable
source is 2012, but only on the basis of purchasing power parity since
prices are lower in China. The latest guess you report, and in terms of
dollars converted at market exchange rates, is 2027. Your own best
guess is 2019. To spread the fun, you put together an online chart that
allows your readers to plug in their own assumptions about future
growth,
inflation,
and
the
exchange
rate
(www.economist.com/chinavusa). Good idea, but no cigar. As
everyone knows, guessing is far inferior to betting in terms of
forecasting power. Your readers, and anyone else interested in the
game, should be placing their bets at a tangible cost. And the winners
should get the jackpot when China actually leapfrogs America. If you
add the precise date to the game, the number of winners would be
tantalizingly small. Now, that would be Christmas fun worth talking
about for many a year!
BABUR’S ANCESTRY (December 31, 2010)
Your article about Babur, the first Moghul emperor in the Sixteenth
Century, reports a bit too credulously that he was a descendent of
Tamerlane on his father’s side and Genghis Khan on his mother’s side
(“Wine and Tulips in Kabul,” December 18, 2010). Everybody who
was anybody in Asia at the time claimed to hail from the two
conquerors, though. Why, Tamerlane also alleged to be a descendent
of Genghis Khan. Similarly, Venetian doges claimed noble Roman
descent three-hundred years before the Moghul empire was founded,
and Arab caliphs claimed to hail from Mohammad and his extended
family two-hundred years before that. Why is this a historic
commonplace? Because worthy ancestry is the simplest way to
legitimize one’s rule. Besides, it was not easy to check such claims
back then. But a little word of caution is always useful when the likes
of Genghis Khan are claimed as ancestors.
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A GENDER CONTINUUM (January 3, 2011)
Your review of Donald Pfaff’s Man & Woman: An Inside Story
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011) focuses on the science of sex
determination (“Fluid Movement,” January 1, 2011). A neurobiologist
of note from New York’s Rockefeller University, he argues that this is
a process that is not over by birth, but continues through puberty.
Also, strongly masculine and strongly feminine genders mark each end
of the spectrum. In between, every permutation is possible, as is the
case with sexual orientation. Thus a gender continuum. Significant
differences between men and women only pertain to “primitive”
behaviors including mating, parenting, and aggression. When it comes
to “higher functions,” which arguably make us human, the similarities
outweigh the differences. Quite enlightening, this. I only wonder how
the higher functions are propagated through generations if they have
little or nothing to do with primitive behaviors, and especially mating
and parenting. Is this yet another attempt to poke fun at good old
Darwin by sneaking “culture” in through the back door?
SPINNING PLATES (January 3, 2011)
I am with you when it comes to central banks spinning plates on top of
wobbling poles and dashing about to avoid disaster (“In a Spin,”
January 1, 2011). This is good entertainment when crockery is
involved, but bad monetary policy. Some banks, as well as some
countries, should be allowed to crash. It is easier to pick up the pieces
than keep the plates spinning. The most troubling aspect of the
unfolding variety show is that there are too many central banks
spinning plates and dashing hither and thither. Discoordinated, they
are bound to crash into each other. And the smashing spectacle is
bound to follow. If the Federal Reserve and the European Central
Bank cannot spin plates in concert, what can be expected by central
banks across the globe, and especially in the emerging economies?
Threatened by inflation and market bubbles, as well as bereft of
effective capital controls, these countries cannot raise interest rates for
fear of speculative money flows from deflation-threatened rich
countries with near-zero interest rates. As you argue, a bearish
perspective on the market makes a lot of sense in 2011.
THE MOST TROUBLESOME AGE GROUP EVER
2011)

(January 4,

Your reference to baby-boomers as “the most troublesome age group
ever” gives me quite some pleasure (“As Boomers Wrinkle,” January
1, 2011). Born in 1946, I am among the first of them to reach
“normal” retirement age of sixty-five later this year. As the age group
stretches to those born in 1964, there are seventy-eight million
boomers yet to retire in America. In the next two decades, people aged
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sixty-five and over will thus rise from seventeen percent of the votingage population to twenty-six percent. They are likely to defend their
comfortable retirement with all their might. And they will have the
time and the means to follow politics, as you argue. As well as the
inclination, I would add. One of the issues that will undoubtedly attract
their attention is the problem of funding their pensions, which will
only grow over time. So far, so good. I am not sure about your
expectation that boomers will turn Republican, though. It is true that
Americans over sixty-five increasingly identify themselves as
conservatives and vote Republican, as you claim, but boomers are
likely to be a bit different than their predecessors. Shaped in the
Sixties and Seventies, they are likely to keep surprising. Only
remember your own characterization of them!
PLANNING THE END OF PLANNING (January 4, 2011)
Economists have offered much advice to countries in transition from
socialist planning to capitalist market economies ever since the fall of
the Berlin Wall. A particularly tangled problem is that of reunification
of the two systems, as witnessed by East and West Germany. Now
you report that some economists who have studied the latter case are
offering advice on the reunification of North and South Korea
(“Parallel Economies,” January 1, 2011). As you conclude your
concluding section, enticingly entitled “Planning the End of Planning,”
the two Koreas have one advantage over the two Germanys, for they
can learn from example. I wonder. No transition advice offered by
economists has been followed before, and there is thus no reason to
believe this will change in the future. The tumult of transition does not
allow for examples, either, no matter how exemplary. Even more
important, the dismantling of planning systems has never followed a
plan. To believe that something like this is achievable is to believe in
planning in the first place. Economists would thus be best advised not
to offer advice on topics that are well beyond their ken.
FREE-MARKET PRINCIPLES (January 5, 2011)
Having adopted the euro in January 2009, Slovakia is getting edgy
about the single currency. As you report, the country refused to join
the bailout of Greece (“Bratislava’s Plan B,” January 1, 2011). Irked
by the European Union’s lenience toward profligacy, some senior
Slovak politicians are even threatening to dump the euro. Although
Slovakia has agreed to the broader bailout fund for the euro-zone, they
now want new rules to allow countries to go bankrupt. “With the
private sector taking its share of the pain,” you add sarcastically.
“Free-market principles can be irritating,” you conclude haughtily,
“especially when people start taking them literally.” What is this? A
lame joke? Rather than ridiculed, Slovaks should be congratulated for
their attitudes. If your article is a joke, it must be on the Union,
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instead. And the euro as its greatest achievement to date. To be sure,
free-market principles can be a joke, especially when people do not
take them literally.
AMERICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST (January 5, 2011)
Your briefing about America and the Middle East points out that
barely ten percent of America’s oil comes from the Persian Gulf and
that its value is far less than what America’s military presence in the
region costs (“Great Sacrifices, Small Rewards,” January 1, 2011).
You also point out that America’s dependence on Gulf energy is
expected to fall over the next twenty-five years, as well. Thus, you
argue, America is in effect protecting the world from a Middle Eastern
oil shock, for the region is nothing if not volatile. In return, it charges
“a world price” for its oil. According to you, the main beneficiaries
are “emerging rivals,” such as China and India, which do not shoulder
any of the burden of serving as the world’s policeman. “That may one
day lead Americans to ask why they invest so much in a troubled
region with such poor returns,” you conclude. Now, that is a very
good question. With the exception of several American oil companies
that actually charge a world price for the oil extracted from the Middle
East, few Americans benefit. In fact, it is they who shoulder the
military presence in the Gulf through their taxes. And it is they who
should ask why their tax money ends up in the oil companies’ coffers.
INTERNATIONAL RANKINGS (January 8, 2011)
You are certainly right to warn that international rankings, such as the
widely-cited United Nations Development Project’s Human
Development Index or the World Bank’s influential Doing Business
index, should be taken with a grain of salt (“Wrong Numbers,” January
8, 2011). As you point out, teachers have drilled generations of
economics students in the limitations of economic statistics, while the
politicians and the public give them undue weight. But you are
certainly wrong in concluding that measurement provides more
knowledge in the natural sciences, whereas in the humanities “more
data sometimes yield less truth.” Of course, sometimes this is the case,
but that is true both of the natural and social sciences. Otherwise,
international rankings should be improved as much as possible in
terms of both data collection and processing, but they should always be
taken with a grain of salt. They are too useful to be abandoned just
because they are not perfect, though.
THE MISERY OF FLYING (January 9, 2011)
Oh, I love the title of your article about air travel (“The Misery of
Flying,” January 8, 2011). Misery is the word, too. Having flown
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regularly from the 1950s till the early 2000s, I can testify that
deregulation is largely to blame. As you point out, it resulted in a
massive shift of passengers from land to air travel even over short
distances. Many other things intervened over the years, not to mention
terrorism, volcanoes, or unusual snow storms, but perpetual crowding,
often resulting in delays even under the best of conditions, could well
be eased by better air-travel regulation. And regulation should follow
capacity limitations of the underlying infrastructure, especially
airports, which are supposedly regulated already. In fact, they are
hardly regulated at all. If better regulation does not come soon
enough, there will be many more people like me, who will decide on
their own never to fly again. This is what I did in 2003, when I took
my last flight, and was lucky enough to have my decision reinforced
by the strike of the crew at the airline I was flying with. The misery of
flying, farewell.
REAGAN’S BLITHE SPIRIT (January 10, 2011)
You report that Barack Obama put a hefty biography of Ronald Regan,
known as the Gipper after an early rôle in Hollywood, on his reading
list for his Christmas holidays in Hawaii, and you wonder what he can
and cannot learn from “Reagan’s blithe spirit” (“Studying the Gipper,”
January 8, 2011). All the political and economic parallels you
mention, such as the divided Congress and high unemployment, are
not very convincing. America was a rather different place three
decades ago. As you put it, “Reagan had a simple belief that nothing
was impossible in America if only government got out of the way,” in
which “he expressed a core conviction of the nation.” In addition, his
repugnance of the “evil empire” resulted in a vast hike in military
spending directed against the Soviet Union, mirroring another core
conviction of the nation. And that was that as far as Reagan was
concerned. Or the nation. Now, Obama’s problem is that he is not a
simpleton. If there is anything he can learn from Reagan’s blithe
spirit, it is that America cannot be guided by simple beliefs any longer.
Facing the doldrums in the wake of the Great Recession, swift growth
of China and India, as well as rapid climate change, core convictions
of the nation will have to change, as well. Simpletons will not get very
far in the coming years. Now, how do you get that message across?
CYBER-UTOPIANISM (January 11, 2011)
Your review of Evgeny Morozov’s The Net Delusion: The Dark Side
of Internet Freedom (New York: Public Affairs, 2011) strikes a chord
with me (“Caught in the Net,” January 8, 2011). He dubs the idea that
the Internet is fomenting democracy “cyber-utopianism.” Thus he
calls for “cyber-realism,” which would acknowledge the abuse of the
Internet by authoritarian regimes around the world. To this purpose,
he catalogues many examples of abuse by the authorities. For
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instance, social networks offer a cheaper and easier way to identify
dissidents than more traditional forms of surveillance. He shows that
the Internet can be quite effective in sustaining authoritarian regimes,
as well. Government-backed bloggers can cast doubts on criticisms
more effectively than official responses, for example. But I am a bit
disappointed not to find in your book review any discussion of the
most common form of Internet abuse: persecuting dissidents for libel
and insult. That is my own story in Croatia, where government
repression shields widespread corruption and organized crime by
government officials, and where prosecution is left to corrupt courts.
SERBIA’S ARMS INDUSTRY (January 12, 2011)
As you report, Serbia’s once-renowned arms industry is making a
comeback (“Bombs Away,” January 8, 2011). Former Yugoslavia was
the leading light of the non-aligned movement, which also provided
the main market for its arms industry. Arms exports to some of the
former clients are now thriving again, and there are indications that
NATO has given Serbia’s arms industry the go-ahead to export to the
armies of its member countries. You conclude on an even more
cheerful note by mentioning that several other countries that used to be
part of former Yugoslavia may soon join the growing export industry.
In particular, you mention Bosnia, Macedonia, Croatia, and even
Slovenia as potential allies of Serbia in this new international venture.
Wow! Tito must be sniggering in his grave. In his time, and under his
patronage, the arms industry was a major contributor to the national
economy. Together with tourism and remittances of Yugoslavs
working abroad, his other legacies, it provided the much-needed
convertible currency that underpinned a living standard unparalleled in
the socialist world. To Tito’s delight, the arms industry may now
provide new ties between the recently estranged South Slavs, as well.
BALKAN WINES (January 15, 2011)
As you report, wine production is making a comeback in former
Yugoslavia (“Balkan Bottoms Up,” January 15, 2011). You mention
only Croatia, Montenegro, and Macedonia, though. Slovenia’s wine
production is perhaps the best in the region. In addition, Serbia and
Bosnia are also striving to catch up with the rest of former Yugoslavia.
Each former republic and now country’s comeback will follow a
somewhat different path because many of the old connections have
been lost during the many wars of the Nineties. But some are still
there. Macedonia’s grapes are still exported in bulk to Slovenia and
Croatia, where they can fetch much higher prices. But one change is
typical of the region as a whole: ever greater availability of imported
wines, especially from Africa, South America, and Australia. These
wines are often considerably cheaper than local wines. Many of them
are appreciably better, as well. Hitherto kept out of reach by all sorts
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of legal impediments, not to mention prohibitive import duties,
imported wines are now driving down the prices of local wines, the
best of which are outrageous. For the price of an excellent French
wine in London or Paris, you can get a mediocre Croatian wine in
Zagreb, for instance. And for the price of an atrocious local wine, in
the Croatian capital you can find a mediocre Macedonian wine.
Happily, the days of extortion seem to be behind us.
FINANCIAL EXOTICA (January 16, 2011)
“Can policy makers fill the gaps in their knowledge about the financial
system?” you ask (“The Great Unknown,” January 15, 2011). I very
much doubt it. As you point out, “there was a bewildering list of
financial exotica that played a significant rôle in the meltdown.”
Indeed. The International Monetary Fund and the Financial Stability
Board, a global club of regulators, will be none the wiser about the
financial exotica even if all the data they now want is collected and
maintained on a regular basis. Another meltdown will surprise them
sooner or later. One of the reasons for this is not lack of knowledge,
but transactions bordering on criminal activity. The recent probes into
the international financial system have unearthed much that is
unsavory already. What the global club of regulators needs is an
undercover arm along the lines of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
or Central Intelligence Agency. This is the only plausible way to deal
with the financial exotica of the most pernicious kind. In the absence
of an undercover arm, regulators will forever be plagued by the gaps in
their knowledge.
FRANCE’S FAR RIGHT (January 17, 2011)
France’s far right is in transition. Now that Jean-Marie Le Pen is
eighty-two, his daughter, Marine, is soon to replace him at the helm of
the National Front, whose ideas appeal to twenty-two percent of the
voters. And France’s politicians are getting “jumpy” (“A Respectable
Front,” January 15, 2011). Your article about the reasons for the
jumpiness among the mainstream politicians focuses on Marine Le Pen
herself. Thirty-nine percent of the French approved her comparison of
Muslims praying in the streets to Nazi occupation. She recently scored
thirty-three percent approval rating in a poll, which eclipsed her
father’s rating. Next year’s presidential elections may thus be within
her reach. Endowed with a “steely pugnacity” mixed with “disarming
charm,” she is a frequent television talk-show guest, as well. What a
woman! But there is another, much more compelling, explanation for
the budding politician’s success: France’s shift to the right. The recent
persecution of Roma or Gypsies is a case in point. Feeling the pinch of
economic austerity in the wake of the Great Recession, the middle
classes are shifting to the right. The only question is how far they will
go.
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THE VIRTUAL ART FAIR (January 18, 2011)
International art fairs will soon be joined by a virtual one. After a few
years of tinkering, James and Jane Cohan, a couple of New York art
dealers, have set up the VIP (for Viewing in Private) Art Fair, which
will run for a week at the end of this month (“Look, Don’t Touch,”
January 15, 2011). As you point out, the virtual art fair promises to cut
costs dramatically both for buyers and sellers of contemporary art.
Mere browsing will be free, but visitors to the new fair will have to pay
for access to price lists and dealers’ private rooms. Given the
doldrums in the art market, this is very good news, indeed. The VIP
Art Fair may also broaden the art market, capturing those who would
never venture to Basel, London, or Madrid. I wonder about the longer
term, though. International art fairs are places where both buyers and
sellers of contemporary art go to be seen. And to mingle. For many of
them the virtual art fair will not do. In the longer term, it may have a
chance only in the lower reaches of the art market. Which is nothing
to scoff at, anyway.
FLOODING, FLOODING (January 19, 2011)
Two articles about flooding, one about Brazil and Colombia, and
another about Australia, are separated by a few pages in your current
issue (“Inundated” and “Raging Waters,” January 15, 2011). They are
also separated by two sections, one about the Americas and the other
about Asia. But they are palpably connected by the most likely
common cause, climate change, which is not even mentioned in
passing. Flooding is hardly new, it goes without saying, but its
increasing frequency is surely new. As well as newsworthy. A serious
article about flooding must not skirt the most pertinent statistics.
Pointing out the increasing frequency of natural disasters of this ilk is
the simplest way to bring climate change to the attention of the reader.
Especially if this is done regularly. Unfailingly. Doggedly. And this
is the least one would expect from a mighty newspaper such as yours.
CONFUCIUS TO THE RESCUE (January 22, 2011)
A giant bronze statue of Confucius recently appeared on the east side
of Tiananmen Square in Beijing, and many people in China’s capital
and beyond are not amused (“Rectification of Statues,” January 22,
2011). As you report, sixty-two percent of respondents to an online
poll conducted by the party newspaper, the People’s Daily, oppose it.
The relentless promotion of Confucianism, as witnessed by a growing
number of Confucius Institutes around the globe, is a funny business,
no doubt. The propaganda initiative must be most suspicious at home,
where the ancient philosopher has been shunned, often rather violently,
by the communist leaders ever since their accession to power. But one
of Confucius’ sayings seems to capture the moment pretty well: a good
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man is one good people in the village like, and bad people do not like.
But how can you tell good from bad people? Must you ask Confucius?
Luckily, the Communist Party is here to answer such difficult
questions. In his worthy name, of course.
CONSUMPTION EVER MORE CONSPICUOUS (January 23, 2011)
You dedicate much of your current issue to the inequality between the
rich and the poor: the main leader, the fourteen-page special report, the
International Section entire, and an article about the underlying
economics (“The Rich and the Rest,” “The Few,” “Unbottled Gini,”
and “The Beautiful and the Damned,” January 22, 2011). Yet, you fail
to even mention the simple fact that inequality is ever more palpable.
Ever more public, that is. Both within and across countries,
conspicuous consumption is on the rise. The World Wide Web only
helps to make it ubiquitous around the globe. For centuries, or even
millennia, the poor could only imagine what was hidden behind the
castle walls. Since the fall of aristocracy, though, everything is out in
the open. And the media are striving to obliterate the last remnants of
the crumbling walls. The rise of the new rich, who make their
consumption ever more conspicuous with growing zeal, has turned the
old ways of the rich and powerful inside out. Perceived inequality has
thereby grown by leaps and bounds, which renders research into
“actual” inequality an academic pursuit at best. The poor know what
they are missing in painful detail, and the rich make sure they know it.
At their peril, of course.
PREMARITAL SEX (January 24, 2011)
As you report, the research by Dean Busby and his colleagues at
Brigham Young University in Utah suggests that people who eschew
premarital sex have better relationships once married (“The Waiting
Game,” January 22, 2011). They recruited more than two-thousand
people of different ages and different marriage lengths, and asked them
to complete an online questionnaire with nearly three-hundred
questions. As you point out, the main finding of the research may only
show that people who are capable of agreeing to delay their first sexual
encounter may also be better at agreeing on everything else. This
would show correlation rather than causation. What about people who
stay together but never marry, though? With the decline of marriage as
an institution, their numbers are growing across the developed world,
and the law rightly treats their relationships just as it treats marriage.
Relationships like these make the very notion of premarital sex
obsolete. Nay, archaic. Of course, it will take a while for Utah and
many other states in the American interior to catch up with the
developed world.
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EUROBONDS (January 25, 2011)
The idea of joint European bonds, or Eurobonds, has been marshaled
by Jean-Claude Juncker, the president of the euro group of finance
ministers, and Giulio Tremonti, the Italian finance minister. Covering
in part the sovereign debt of the euro group, it might reassure the
jittery markets. But, as you point out, this idea centers on two
questions for the European leaders (“The Name’s Bond, Eurobond,”
January 22, 2011). They are worth citing in full: “First, are the most
solvent states, above all Germany, prepared to stand behind and, if
need be, to subsidize the less solvent ones? Second, are the most
indebted countries ready to endure economic pain—wage cuts, the end
of cherished benefits, and the imposition of labor-market reforms—to
balance the books and encourage growth?” Very good questions,
these. Judging by the ceaseless bickering among the European leaders,
though, the answer to both questions is a resounding “no way!” But
this is what your article fails to point out. And in no uncertain terms.
The jittery markets cannot be reassured by waffle, even when it comes
from a mighty newspaper like yours.
ANOTHER SPUTNIK MOMENT (January 26, 2011)
When the Soviet Union put the first satellite into earth’s orbit in 1957,
it galvanized America into action. The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration was set up in a jiffy, and the space race was won
in 1969 when Americans landed on the moon. Barack Obama is
hoping that the rise of China will galvanize the country once again. I
am with you in your skepticism about another “Sputnik moment”
(“China in the Mind of America,” January 22, 2011). To begin with, a
moment like this would need, well, a Sputnik. So far, China has played
the economic race cleverly, and it has refrained from undue histrionics
that could provoke strong reactions. Although its “rise” was rather
startling, it still took years to be noticed. In addition, it will take many
more years for China to actually eclipse America in economic terms.
Returning to the real Sputnik moment, it is good to remember that it
did not take America very far. The space race having been won, the
country has lost interest in space. Entirely. Ever since, NASA has
been struggling to stay afloat, let alone to attempt new wonders. To
wit, Sputnik moments are far from what they are billed to be.
THE MILTON FRIEDMAN QUESTION (January 29, 2011)
It is amusing to read your review of the latest opinion survey by
Edelman, an American public-relations company famous for wonky
surveys (“Milton Friedman Goes on Tour,” January 29, 2011). The socalled informed public across the globe was asked what they think of
Milton Friedman’s famous assertion that “the social responsibility of
business is to increase its profits.” Muck-raking pure and simple in
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spite of the surprising findings. For example, it is mostly Asian
countries that went for this definition of social responsibility. One
notable exception is China. Not surprisingly, much of Europe is not
enthralled by Friedman. Again, one notable exception is Sweden.
America is someplace in between, which many will find surprising,
too. Returning to muck-raking, the Nobel laureate came up with this
assertion in the title of his article for The New York Times Magazine on
September 13, 1970. Note the time and place. At the time, American
police was still battling with teargas against protesters from the late
Sixties. And the place is a newspaper rather than a scholarly journal.
But the article itself is still worth reading, and it shows clearly enough
that the Asians in the Edelman survey got their business right.
WALL STREET ROCK ‘N’ ROLL (January 30, 2011)
When the American Congress set up the Financial Crisis Inquiry
Commission to come to grips with the Great Recession, you dubbed it
“a Depression-era crusade against Wall Street” (“That 1930s Show,”
January 9, 2010). Chaired by Phil Angelides, the Democratic former
treasurer of California, the bipartisan commission’s report was late by
a month when it came out on January 27. In addition, the report got
split three ways: six Democrats issued the main report, three
Republicans issued a dissenting one, and one Republican came up with
a separate report (“Take Your Pick,” January 29, 2011). The first
report blames Wall Street, as you suspected all along, the second
blames general laxity about leverage, and the third blames government
policies aimed at increasing home ownership among the poor. A
disaster, in short. But the evidence produced by nineteen days of
public hearings and over seven-hundred interviews is in the public
domain. Careful scrutiny of the evidence will eventually lead to a
verdict worth considering. Chances are it will show that unbridled
capitalism, ushered by Ronald Regan and Margaret Thatcher, is the
culprit. And Wall Street is its heart and soul.
EDGING TOWARD A DEPRESSION (January 31, 2011)
Your article on the recession and homelessness in America is
heartbreaking (“Et in Arcadia ego,” January 29, 2011). Food stamps,
soup kitchens, food banks, and tent cities all around. And all this in
the suburban sunbelt rather than in Detroit or Newark. Much of the
money for such schemes comes from the government, from local to
federal, which is tightening its purse strings. Some of it comes from
charities, which are getting stretched thin. But your article shows
clearly enough that the recession needs careful rethinking by the
government. For instance, those who are out of work for more than
two years are not eligible for unemployment payments. The legislation
concerning unemployment is clearly meant for “normal” recessions.
But this recession, already dubbed the Great Recession, is slowly but
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surely edging toward a depression. The legislation needs to adjust to
the situation on the ground. At a minimum, it must ensure smooth
workings of essential programs such as food stamps, soup kitchens,
food banks, and tent cities.
TUNISAMI (February 1, 2011)
A number of Arab regimes are in trouble. Among them, Hosni
Mubarak’s regime of thirty years is quite important (“Another Arab
Regime under Threat,” January 29, 2011). Egypt is still in turmoil, but
there is a clear call for democracy across the country. This is
celebrated by the media, including your newspaper. But the stability
of the Arab world is the headache in the making. America has rarely
complained about Mubarak’s autocratic ways. The same holds for
Israel, of course. As long as the status quo was secure, all else was
forgiven. This also applies to the key Arab regime in the Middle East,
that of Saudi Arabia. It appears to be stable at the moment, but the
Tunisami, as some Egyptians jokingly call the spreading popular revolt
that started in Tunisia, is sure to reach it, too. Under the circumstance,
America’s reactions to the turmoil are of greatest interest. And calls
for democracy are likely to be its greatest embarrassment, especially if
the popular opinion is not well disposed toward Israel. Sadly, your
article fails to mention little details such as these.
MEGADIPLOMACY (February 2, 2011)
You are not convinced in your review of Parag Khanna’s How to Run
the World: Charting a Course to the Next Renaissance (New York:
Random House, 2011), and neither am I (”Running the World,”
January 29, 2011).
When government, business, and nongovernmental organizations start working together rather than at cross
purposes, much can be accomplished, but running the world is beyond
the reach of Khanna’s “megadiplomacy.” However, when dot.gov,
dot.com, and dot.org start working together, much can be
accomplished in more humble realms of urban, regional, national, and
even international contexts. The breakdown between these realms
slows everything down, and it often makes many problems insolvable.
Laws, financing, and public participation must work together. Take
megacities, for example. Take international water management
problems, for another example. Most important, take droughts and
floods, as well as other natural disasters stemming from climate
change, which bring together several countries.
This is where
megadiplomacy could do wonders. Although Khanna stretches his
argument beyond the edge of the credible, it still has much to offer.
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BHIMSEN JOSHI (February 5, 2011)
Your obituary to Bhimsen Joshi caught me by surprise (February 5,
2011). My throat tightened and my eyes misted over. Together with
Girija Devi from North India, where he was from, as well as Ramnad
Krishnan and Maharajapuram Santhanam from South India, he has
long been one of my favorite singers from anywhere around the world.
Your words brought him to life. I learned quite a bit, too. But there is
one thing I would like to add, which you somehow missed. All my
favorite singers are old. Human voice takes ages to develop. It has
many obstacles to overcome, such as fear and desire. And it reaches
perfection when nothing remains in the breadth’s way, as I keep
reminding myself. The wonder of Indian music includes the devotion
of millions to their aging bards, who really get going in their sixties or
seventies. In many other parts of the world you have to be young to
perform for your fans. India is different in this respect, and Bhimsen
Joshi, who died at the ripe age of eighty-eight, is a perfect example of
the difference.
Addendum (February 11, 2011)
I was just surprised by an electronic-mail message from Saugato Datta,
an economics correspondent from The Economist: “I wrote the
obituary, and I’m glad you liked it. He was one of my favorite singers;
how wonderful he was yours.” Then he turns to my argument: “And
that’s true, what you say about age. There was gravity to his voice that
came with age, and made an already wonderful voice even more
touching.” I responded immediately: “Wonderful to hear from you.
And even more wonderful that Bhimsen Joshi’s voice has brought us
together.” But then I went over the top: “There’s still chance for this
world!” When I wanted to tell my beloved in the neighboring room
about the message from the mighty newspaper, my voice cracked.
DANIEL BELL: A LETTER TO THE ECONOMIST (February 6,
2011)
Daniel Bell did not get a proper obituary in your mighty newspaper,
but he still got a full page (“Ahead of the Curve,” February 5, 2011).
You laud him for his many books, including The End of Ideology
(1960), The Coming Post-Industrial Society (1973), and The Cultural
Contradictions of Capitalism (1978). As you report, his ideas were
subject of “passionate debate” in the pages of the Public Interest,
which he co-founded in 1965 with another poor-boy-made-good,
Irving Kristol of the neoconservatism fame. For better or worse,
Kristol was lucky enough to get a proper obituary in your pages
(September 26, 2009). Regardless of their many differences, the two
are American “public intellectuals” of note. Both were specialists in
generalizations, as Bell boasted to be. And both exploited the mass
media to their greatest advantage. Which means that they avoided
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boring scholarship of any kind. Ideologues both, they defied scholarly
criticism by sticking to vapid generalizations. Of course, Bell and
Kristol occasionally hit a nail on its head. Given the scope of their
oeuvres, though, it would be hard not to come up with a few
memorable tricks. Sadly, the two have spawned a whole bunch of
public intellectuals who also specialize in generalizations. And not
only in America.
IN PRAISE OF CATHY ASHTON (February 7, 2011)
It is high time for you to leave Cathy Ashton alone (“Out of the
Limelight,” February 5, 2011). As the European Union’s foreignpolicy chief, she is doing a good job. In your words, she has won
many admirers, not least for her perseverance. “She studies her
briefs,” you report, “she chairs meetings effectively, and she is strong
on personal rapport.” Admirable, this. To top it all, she has the best of
relations with Hilary Clinton, her restless American counterpart.
Coordinating foreign ministers of twenty-seven countries in the Union
is far from a mean feat, either. Plucked from obscurity for the lofty
job, the British baroness is doing well for one more reason, which
seems to escape you entirely. That is, the Union is not what you
appear to believe it is. It itself is out of the limelight. Perhaps for ever,
too. The Union’s foreign-policy chief is thus doing a great job, indeed.
In fact, her obscurity and that of the Union match perfectly.
LONDONISM (February 8, 2011)
Having read your article about Londonism and its adherents, I realized
that I must be one of them (“The Capital’s Creed,” February 5, 2011).
In my mind, London is a city state, indeed. And its mayors are on a
par with kings. Ken Livingstone was to my liking because he knew
London’s lofty place in the world. And Boris Johnson is to my liking
for the same reason. London is much more than the capital of Britain.
It is a world city that goes beyond trifling national politics. Which is
why I am a bit disappointed to read that “some suspect Johnson of
positioning himself to replace David Cameron, the prime minister, as
Tory leader one day.” I remember that some suspected Livingstone of
similar ambitions in his day, when Tony Blair was the prime minister.
How could mayors of London ever harbor such petty ambitions, I
wonder? In my mind, true adherents of Londonism could never stoop
so low.
FOR DEMOCRACY’S SAKE (February 9, 2011)
In spite of my familiarity with your mighty newspaper, which I have
followed closely for nearly two decades, on occasion you surprise me.
But dragging George Bush’s “Arab freedom agenda” out of the
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historical closet in connection with the uprising in Egypt is the greatest
surprise so far (“Was George Bush Right?” February 5, 2011). “Did
not Bush topple Saddam Hussein,” you ask out of the blue, “a far more
monstrous dictator than Hosni Mubarak?” As you concede a few
paragraphs later, “precious few” Arabs, and “rather few” Europeans,
believe that Bush invaded Iraq “for democracy’s sake.”
By
implication, you believe that this is what “quite a few” Americans
actually believe. As well as “not so few” Asians and South
Americans, perhaps. But, and here is my most sincere question, do
you really believe that Bush invaded Iraq for democracy’s sake?
THE GREAT BIG SOCIETY (February 12, 2011)
“What’s wrong with David Cameron’s ‘Big Society’?” you ask in your
leader and article about the British prime minister’s new venture (“No
Such Thing” and “Platoons under Siege,” February 12, 2011). Many
things, indeed. Most of them you tackle. Quite valiantly, too. But
there is something that you miss entirely: Lyndon Johnson’s “Great
Society” of the Sixties. Having inherited John Kennedy’s throne quite
by chance, the hapless president was trying to buttress the American
society, which was already starting to show signs of fatigue after the
mighty boost of World War II, with a few new tricks. All sorts of
programs were invented on the spot to ensure social cohesion. And
they all led precisely nowhere. What is amazing about Cameron’s pet
idea is that his predecessor is not even mentioned. What is even more
amazing is that the lag of half a century is sufficient even for the
mighty newspaper like yours to miss the trick, as well. The big
society? The great society? Hmm, how about the great big society,
instead? Cameron and his advisers would surely love this entirely new
idea.
STREAMS OF POSITIVE MESSAGES (February 13, 2011)
As you report, Derek Rucker and David Dubois of the Kellogg School
of Management, and Zakary Tormala of Stanford Business School, all
psychologists, are advising businesses that denying false rumors is
unwise (“How Firms Should Fight Rumors,” February 12, 2011).
Rumors are impossible to stop, as witnessed by Coca Cola that has
been fighting for years all sorts of silly rumors in the Middle East
without any success. For instance, one of the myths is that Coke’s
Arabic logo read backwards says: “No Muhammad - No Mecca.”
Trying to stop it only helps spread it. Instead, a company should put
out a stream of positive messages about itself. “This deprives myths of
oxygen,” you explain, “and also nudges people to doubt nasty things
they may hear about the company in question.” Excellent news, this.
Is there any difference between businesses and governments, though?
I can already imagine streams of positive messages about many
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troubled governments coming up soon. And governments certainly
have the means to deprive many a silly myth of oxygen.
COMMERCE AMID CHAOS (February 14, 2011)
Somalia is a fascinating country, and you paint a wonderful portrait of
Mogadishu, its capital (“Commerce amid Chaos,” February 12, 2011).
Without a central bank, deals are done in Somali shillings, a currency
kept afloat by common consent. Without a government worth talking
about, contracts are hard to enforce, which means that firms must
spend about ten percent of their earnings on security—that is, gunmen.
The nine mobile-phone operators in Mogadishu offer cheap calls
because there are no taxes, and sales of mobile phones are therefore
brisk. Although some forty percent of Somalis cannot survive without
foreign aid, the most lucrative import is qat, a stimulating leaf chewed
by Somali men, which arrives on small planes from Kenya and
Ethiopia. Etc. Fascinating, indeed. If only economists would study
Somalia with due care, many an important lesson about institutions we
consider essential for commerce would emerge. Chances are that the
fear of chaos is overblown.
THE DISMAL SCIENCE (February 15, 2011)
In your poll of some fifty prominent economists, you asked “which
economist was most influential over the past decade?” (“The
Contemporary Keynes,” February 12, 2011). And Ben Bernanke came
on top. Of course, the chairman of the Federal Reserve earned this
praise on account of his job rather than his economics. John Maynard
Keynes came second, though. Long dead, he has done so well because
of his economics only. Jeffrey Sachs, Hyman Minsky, and Paul
Krugman shared the third place. Now, if Bernanke were not at the
helm of the Fed, he would not be on the list, either. In that case,
Keynes would be the winner. Given that his major work came out
some eighty years ago, that is a feat worth emphasizing. By
comparison with him, a man of both ideas and influence, all the others
on your list are mere technicians. Which also shows how dismal the
dismal science has gotten over less than a century.
PRINT ME A PRINTER (February 16, 2011)
You are most enthusiastic about three-dimensional printing in your
main leader and briefing on the emerging “additive” technology (“Print
Me a Stradivarius” and “The Printed World,” February 12, 2011). You
even envisage a revolution in manufacturing. Products are built by
progressively adding material, one layer at a time. So far, materials are
restricted to plastics, resins, and metals. But the future is open. And
the cost of a printer can be recovered by making single objects or
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limited series of objects, which may decentralize manufacturing to
such an extent that there will be no need for factories. Or even urban
centers that shadow industrialization. Fascinating prospects, no doubt.
But you do not spend much time dwelling on companies that employ
three-dimensional printing to produce parts of printers. Even though
you mention two of them in passing—one American and another
German—you leave it at that. Now, that is where the manufacturing
revolution really lurks. Print me a printer rather than a Stradivarius!
KNOWN KNOWNS (February 19, 2011)
As you say in your review of Donald Rumsfeld’s Known and
Unknown: A Memoir (San Francisco: Sentinel, 2011), little unexpected
emerges from the autobiography (“Ducking and Diving,” February 19,
2011). Except that it is still a “good read,” perhaps. Famous for his
“unknown unknowns,” the phrase he used in February 2002, he
focuses on “known knowns” instead. Iraq and Afghanistan are to
blame on Condalezza Rice, for example. As well as on George Bush,
too. But the only surprise, at least according to your review, is that
Dick Cheney “escapes with no hint of blame.” You do not dwell on
this tidbit, but this is where many “known unknowns” apparently hide.
Oil and construction? Once upon a time, Cheney was Rumsfeld’s
assistant, after all. The remaining quadrant to explore is that of
“unknown knowns,” which will take a little time to come out. Iraq and
Afghanistan are not about the White House, for sure. Bush and his
team, including Rumsfeld, were a bunch of little helpers at best. The
good old military-industrial complex?
SCHENGEN, SCHMENGEN (February 20, 2011)
Immigrants seeking access to the European Union are selecting the
weakest countries along its long border as entry points. Italy and Spain
used to be under special strain, but now it is Greece that is the weakest
link along the coveted border (“The Unstoppable Flow,” February 19,
2011). “Two big European projects, the euro and Schengen,” you
point out, “are under severe strain in Greece.” Afghans, Algerians,
Congolese, Eritreans, Iranians, Moroccans, Pakistanis, and Somalis are
besieging the country. In the aftermath of the debilitating sovereigndebt crisis, Greece is hardly in position to respond to the immigrant
pressure. A temporary suspension of Schengen controls is thus
discussed as an option. Notwithstanding some problems of its own
making, though, the country needs much more help from the Union. It
was the Union that failed to prop up the euro with adequate controls of
its weakest members. The same holds for Schengen, as well. It is the
Union that has failed to equip Greece with appropriate border controls
and asylum arrangements. Sovereignty is at stake once again, but the
Union is incapable of dealing with it in the absence of further political
and administrative integration of the twenty-seven countries presently
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in the fold. No wonder the strains show precisely in the two big
European projects.
BERNANKE’S BUBBLE (February 21, 2011)
“Let all investors give thanks to Ben Bernanke,” you open your article
about the long rally in the equity market with a cheer (“Betting on
Ben,” February 19, 2011). What with the unprecedented near-zero
prime rate of interest and relentless quantitative easing, the chairman
of the Federal Reserve has indeed created a new bubble in the equity
market. The rally that began last summer seems unending. And the
market is quickly approaching the highs that preceded the crash a bit
more than two years ago. The only remaining question is when
Bernanke’s bubble will burst, which is perhaps why he does not dare
even think of raising the prime rate or easing on quantitative easing.
The way things look at present, he may have another few months to go
in utter oblivion of central-banking traditions. “When you buy
equities,” you aptly conclude, “you are betting on Ben.” Cheerio!
FOREIGN STUDENTS IN BRITAIN (February 22, 2011)
It is sad to read that Britain, which has recently experienced the largest
wave of immigration in its history, plans to discourage foreign
students, surely the least troublesome among immigrants (“It Ain’t
Broke,” February 19, 2011). If there are worries that student visas are
used as an easy way into Britain’s labor market, abuses should be
stemmed by appropriate control measures rather than by discouraging
foreign students as such, and thus threatening a successful British
business. As you report, one foreign-student lobby “guesses” that they
contribute some ten-billion pounds a year to Britain’s economy, while
another “reckons” that higher education is the country’s seventhbiggest export. It is the government that should be better informed
about such numbers before slamming on student visas, which may
threaten the inflow of bona fide foreign students. If the most
successful among them stay to work in Britain, so much the better for
the country.
THE MAIN PROBLEM WITH GEOENGINEERING (February 23,
2011)
Let me begin by congratulating you on your ongoing effort to bring
climate change closer to your readers. In your current issue, you
dedicate a leader and the entire Science and Technology Section to this
topic (“Piecemeal Possibilities” and “Climate Change in Black and
White,” February 19, 2011). As it transpires, pollution is not exactly a
blessing for those who have to live with it, but it also cools the planet.
In particular, sulphur given off by coal-fired power stations is very
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good at forming reflecting aerosols that provide a cooling effect. Now
and then, volcanoes do the same. Paul Crutzen, a Dutch climate
scientist who was one of the first to theorize about “nuclear winter,”
which won him a Nobel prize, is thus proposing that sulphur be put
into the atmosphere by means of geoengineering. Now, this brings us
to the crux of climate change: how are we to govern our response?
Although the issue of governance was not at the focus of your article,
perhaps it ought to be. Three-page articles about science are not likely
to win you many readers, and especially mighty ones, but the
discussion of our response to climate change most likely will. And the
main problem with geoengineering is that it is palpably about the
whole world rather than a few countries, no matter how rich and
powerful they may be. This is where science, engineering, and politics
will have to meet. Worldwide, as well. How is this to be achieved,
though? And what are the odds of getting there? Such a discussion
should guide the best of science and engineering, as well.
MEASURING ENTREPRENEURSHIP (February 26, 2011)
As you point out, there are many indices that measure business
environments across the globe: the Heritage Foundation’s index of
economic freedom, the World Bank’s index of red tape, The
Economist Intelligence Unit’s index of business environments,
Transparency International’s index of corruption, the World Economic
Forum’s index of international competitiveness, and the Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor’s index of breeding new businesses
(“Uncorking Enterprise,” February 26, 2011). But now you show
some enthusiasm about the global entrepreneurship and development
index concocted by Zoltan Acs of George Mason University in
Virginia and Erkko Autio of Imperial College Business school in
London, which is about to be unveiled. And all this because
“policymakers are desperate to promote enterprise” around the world.
I wonder whether another index would help them very much, though.
If hints are needed, the existing indices can provide them either singly
or jointly.
What policymakers need are good advisers with
entrepreneurial credentials. Measuring entrepreneurship, fickle as it
happens to be, is what they would surely advise against in the first
place. It is a bit like measuring humor.
MAKING ITALIANS (February 28, 2011)
Your review of David Gilmour’s The Pursuit of Italy: A History of a
Land, Its Regions, and Their People (London: Allen Lane, 2011) does
not put it into the wider context of European nationalism, which rose
with Napoleon some two centuries ago (“Avanti,” February 26, 2011).
The comment made in 1861 by Massimo d’Azeglio, one of the
pioneers of Italian unification, that “we have made Italy; now we must
make Italians,” should also be appreciated in that wider context. Not
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only was it the task to make Italians out of, say, Sicilians and
Sardinians, but also of many peoples of other ethnic origins along the
new country’s borders, say the Germans of Tyrol or Slavs of Istria. Of
course, this went as far as Africa. To wit, Italians were made left and
right, wherever history supposedly justified it, and with an enormous
zeal. Mussolini only continued this process after the fall of the AustroHungarian empire, albeit a bit more violently. The unification of Italy,
the hundred-fiftieth anniversary of which is about to be celebrated with
some confusion, has an entirely different meaning along its troubled
borders. As well as parts of Africa.
ECONOMICS AND HUBRIS (March 1, 2011)
The American Economic Review (AER) is celebrating its hundredth
anniversary. Although I would not call it the “best” journal in
economics, as you do, it surely holds one of the precious few places at
the top (“The Canon of Economics,” February 26, 2011). Thus it is
interesting to review, as you do pretty well, its centenary issue that
contains twenty best papers ever published in AER according to the
panel of six “eminent” economists who trawled through all the issues.
And it is very interesting that the most recent entry is Robert Shiller’s
1981 paper about the excessive volatility of stock prices. This paper
certainly deserves the attention it has received, but it is quite surprising
that no paper published later makes the cut. Or is it? One of the
economists on the panel believes that more recent papers are less timetested. Rather, the omission signals deep trouble in economics itself,
which you touch upon only in passing. Much of what has been
published in the last thirty years is deeply questionable, to put it
mildly, as shown by the failure of the discipline to either foresee the
crash of 2008, or to have much to offer on the best way out of it. In
fact, economists have only contributed to the crash by subscribing to a
view of economic affairs that is ostensibly blind to debilitating crashes.
They were supposed to be a thing of the past. Hubris, to put it starkly.
Time will surely test the more recent papers from AER, but it is not
very likely that they will ever pass the test.
WHY LONELINESS COULD BE BAD FOR YOUR HEALTH
(March 2, 2011)
As you report, the research on loneliness by Steven Cole of the
University of California at Los Angeles offers some clues as to why a
gregarious person has a fifty percent better chance of surviving than a
lonely one (“Mind and Body,” February 26, 2011). Apparently, it is
all about genes. “It is not that the lonely and the gregarious are
genetically different from each other,” you explain. “Rather, their
genes are regulated differently according to how sociable an individual
is.” Of course, this does not tell you much about why loneliness could
be “bad for your health,” as you put it. It only deals with the biological
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intricacies involved. This reminds me of an earlier report of yours on
research of loneliness (“Alone in the Crowd,” December 12,
2009). There, too, you confused the means and the end. As I wrote to
you back then, Howard Bloom’s Global Brain (2000) offers some real
clues. According to him, loneliness is akin to apoptosis, a string of
self-destruct routines preprogrammed into nearly every living cell.
The process is initiated when the cell receives signals that it is no
longer needed by the larger cell community. Such signals spread to
neighboring cells that perform the same function. In a human
community, a lonely person is perforce not needed any longer, and his
or her genes will take care of the rest all the way down to the cellular
level. The intricacies are interesting, no doubt, but the underlying
cause is even more so.
THE GODSEND AMONG OIL SHOCKS (March 8, 2011)
You warn in your main leader that the unrest in the Middle East
harbors “more of a threat to the world than investors seem to think”
(“The 2011 Oil Shock,” March 5, 2011). I agree with you up to a
point, for it is amazing to watch the stock exchanges amidst the tumult.
Jittery, but still inexplicably steady. The unrest is also a boon, though,
which you miss entirely. “Just as the world was recovering,” you
pronounce on your front cover. But was it? In fact, it was teetering on
the very edge of another bust perpetrated by the bubble created by Ben
Bernanke and his lot. The oil shock thus provides a welcome excuse
to the befuddled central bankers let by the Fed. I can almost hear a
sigh of relief on their part, for now they will have to wait for another
disaster to test out iffy remedies such as quantitative easing to the hilt.
As things stand, the godsend among oil shocks will keep everyone
guessing much longer.
SYNDROMES GALORE (March 8, 2011)
America has lost every single war since World War II. Starting with
Korea and Vietnam, it is now stuck with Iraq and Afghanistan.
Syndromes associated with these wars are proliferating. America is
thus cautious about Libya, which prompts your ruminations about
whether or not Americans will make war no more (“Libya and the Iraq
Syndrome,” March 5, 2011). Indeed, it is time for all the bungling
over some six decades to be mulled over in view of syndromes galore.
It is a joy to read that Bob Gates, the defense secretary whom Barack
Obama inherited from George Bush, said in a speech at West Point last
week that “any future defense secretary who advises the president to
again send a big American land army into Asia or into the Middle East
or Africa should have his head examined.” Very well put. I worry
about the remaining continents, though. Does this mean that any
future defense secretary who advises the president to send a big land
army into Europe or the Americas should not have his head examined?
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SAFE AS HOUSES (March 8, 2011)
Your leader and special report on property are salutary readings
(“Home Truths” and “Bricks and Slaughter,” March 5, 2011). You
investigate the reasons why financial crises and property busts go
together. “Why is property so dangerous?” you ask in the special
report. “One obvious answer is the sheer size of the asset class,” you
begin. “An even bigger reason to beware of property is the amount of
debt it involves,” you round off your answers. Fair enough. But the
main reason is actually in the very first sentence of the report:
“Property is widely seen as a safe asset.” In your leader you point out
that “almost two-thirds of Americans still think that property is a safe
investment.” And this after one of the worse busts ever. This holds
across the globe, it goes without saying, and this is where the gist of
the problem lies. The largest investment most people ever make is in
the hands of, well, ignoramuses. What is worse, they are an easy prey
for real estate agents, who know precisely where to strike. “Safe as
houses,” they wink happily. And ignoramuses, not to say dunces, are a
dime a dozen.
ARTISTS BEWARE (March 9, 2011)
Only a fortnight ago you were enthusiastic about “the quest for
creativity” in your article linking business and art (“The Art of
Management,” February 19, 2011). Now you caution against “creative
geniuses” who occasionally go awry (“When Stars Go Cuckoo,”
March 5, 2011). And the stars in your story are John Galliano, until
recently with Dior, Charlie Sheen, a radio and television comedian
formerly with Columbia Broadcasting System and Warner Brothers,
and Mel Gibson, once the “sexiest man alive” and the “hottest
celebrity of Hollywood. How did they go cuckoo, though? They got
drunk and blasphemed against the Jews. Goodness gracious. But the
message is clear: the creative geniuses who leave the Jews alone are
still to be sought after for all sorts of business ventures. To the profit
of both business and art, no doubt. In short, artists beware, for the
criterion is abundantly clear. Assuming, of course, that Galliano,
Sheen, and Gibson are artists, to begin with. Schumpeter would have
been proud of you for getting the message across so adroitly.
THE GERMAN TITLE MANIA (March 9, 2011)
“Doctorates are in demand all over the world,” you note, “but
Germany is where politicians seem to need them most” (“Doctors in
the House,” March 5, 2011). Nearly a fifth of the country’s lower
house holds doctoral degrees. That includes Angela Merkel, the
chancellor. By comparison, only about three percent of their American
counterparts hold doctoral degrees. You do not go into the reasons for
this difference, but Germans seem to like titles. Any titles, as a matter
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of fact. Nowadays, doctoral titles will do, and they have to be known
to everyone in sight. I remember being annoyed with German
colleagues at international conferences, where my name was stripped
of all titles, as was perfectly normal in America at the time, whereas
their names came bristling with everything under the sun: professor,
doctor, and even double or triple doctor on occasion. Unfortunately,
the German title mania has spread across Central Europe. In Croatia,
where I happen to be residing at the moment, politicians are crazy
about doctoral degrees. And so was the country’s founder, Franjo
Tudjman. Like Merkel, he sported his title with relish.
THE BULLET OF DEFAULT (March 9, 2011)
The euro area’s debt crisis is the main topic of the upcoming summit of
the European Union. But, as you argue, the “grand bargain” between
the European leaders seems ever less likely (“Sovereign
Remedy,” March 5, 2011). Angela Merkel is facing an ever-stiffer
resistance at home.
What you dub “the euro area’s reluctant
paymaster” is the key to the crisis. German voters will not subsidize
profligate countries such as Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, and Italy.
On the other hand, the voters of these countries will not
accept “Teutonic discipline,” which could save the euro in the long run
by stemming profligacy. And that is simply that. As you point out, a
more fundamental rethink is therefore needed. “It may be better to bite
the bullet of default,” you put it squarely, “starting with
Greece.” Precisely. That is the only grand bargain that is meaningful
at this juncture. Everything else is a pipedream of flaky European
leaders.
GLITZKRIEG (March 12, 2011)
I love your respectability “buyer’s guide” for leaders from oil-rich bits
of the Middle East or tycoons from a grungy bit of the former
Communist world, in which “names are omitted to protect the guilty
from blushing and us from lawsuits” (”Glitzkrieg,” March 12, 2011).
Wise, this. Respectability is on sale, you advise, and the first stop is
London with its strict libel laws. Your critics will be paralyzed by
costly legal battles. This is a good spot for money laundering, too, as a
well-connected banker can always be found if you cut him in on some
lucrative transactions with your country or company. Next comes
socializing and do-gooding, where sponsoring sports can work, as
well. Send your children to a posh British or American school, and
shower hospitality on their friends. “Foreign respectability also makes
you look good in the eyes of your own people,” you explain, “and it
demoralizes your critics, crushing their belief that Western media,
politics, academia, and public life are to be admired.” Reading this in
Croatia, I only got confused when I came to the point where you say
that “you are now in a position to approach politics.” In this grungy bit
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of the former Communist world you actually start with politics. The
higher your office, the better. Otherwise, your buyer’s guide hits the
nail on the head.
ANGELA MERKEL TO THE RESCUE (March 13, 2011)
“Can Angela Merkel hold Europe together?” goes the title of your
main leader (March 12, 2011). No, she cannot. Why not? Because
she cannot hold Germany together, either. “She has been woefully
slow to get to grips with the euro zone’s troubles,” you point out,
“largely because German voters do not want to bail out weak countries
such as Greece, Ireland, and potentially Portugal.” Precisely. German
voters are the key to the euro zone’s troubles. Namely, they will not
allow makeshift bailouts that can only bolster the weak countries’
profligacy. Default would be much more to their liking, and rightly so.
However, they may turn away from the euro altogether if the troubles
persist, which they are likely to do on account of ceaseless dithering by
the European Union’s leaders. If German voters start clamoring for
the good old German mark, the euro zone’s troubles will be gone in a
jiffy. And so will the hapless euro. But the point is that none of this is
in Angela Merkel’s hands.
CIVILIZATION FOR BEGINNERS (March 14, 2011)
As you report in your review of Neil Ferguson’s Civilization: The West
and the Rest (London: Allen Lane, 2011), the British historian purports
that the so-called west may be on its hind legs as top dog, but that
values that made it great have spread to the rest of the world (“A
Success that Looks Like Failure,” March 12, 2011). The west is best
for ever, that is. Covering Europe since some five-hundred years ago,
the book focuses on six “killer apps” of the west: science, medicine,
protestant work ethic, competition, property rights, and the consumer
society. Cute, this. I can well imagine a Chinese historian writing a
similar book with the word “east” replacing “west” in the title. In fact,
human civilization stretches over a hundred-thousand years, of which
the last ten-thousand have to do with the current interglacial period
conducive to its rapid development. In the last five-thousand years, the
world is highly interconnected. What comes and goes are not
“civilizations” but its specific forms, usually associated with empires.
Here, empires of China, India, Mesopotamia, Egypt, Greece, Rome,
and so forth, come and go, but their continuous interactions make it
impossible to identify the vaunted killer apps as belonging to anyone in
particular. In this sense, the end of the interglacial period may bring a
dimming of the human civilization as a whole, but that remains an
open question. This is how a Martian historian would see the
phenomenon in question rather than focusing on the east, west, south,
or north. And that is the only perspective actually worth pursuing here
on earth.
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A THREE-SPEED EUROPE (March 15, 2011)
“France needs Germany to disguise its weakness,” you quote a senior
Eurocrat, “and Germany needs France to disguise its strength” (“The
Divisiveness Pact,” March 12, 2011). A brilliant remark, this.
Besides, Germany and France need the remaining fifteen euro-zone
countries to disguise their joint befuddlement with the euro crisis.
Among other things, Angela Merkel and Nicolas Sarkozy’s
“competitiveness pact” envisages separate summits for euro-zone
countries, of which the first will take place this week. Of course, this
leaves the remaining ten countries of the European Union in the dark
on many crucial issues concerning the Union itself. The French push
for a euro-zone “economic government” is the real worry here. The
meddling will only grow over time, no doubt. Sooner or later, it will
come against the European Central Bank, too. But a three-speed
Europe is already here, with Germany and France on top, other eurozone countries in the middle, and the non-euro countries at the bottom.
The only question is how long the bottom will hold.
VINOD KHOSLA (March 16, 2011)
I quite like your story about Vinod Khosla of Khosla Ventures, a
Silicon Valley venture-capital firm, in your Technology Quarterly
(“Betting on Green,” March 12, 2011).
Although technology
breakthroughs are unlikely to be the answer to climate change, the
proliferation of technologies we already have, such as solar and wind
energy or electric cars, are even less likely to be the answer. As you
quote him saying, he is interested in technologies that have a ninetypercent chance of failure, but would change the infrastructure of
society in some radical way in the case they do succeed. “My
willingness to fail gives me the ability to succeed,” he explains.
“Environmentalists are fiddling while Rome burns,” he argues. His
investment portfolio thus reads like an “eco-utopian wish-list,” to use
your words: non-polluting nuclear reactors, diesel from microbes,
carbon-negative cement, quantum batteries, and a system for extracting
methane from coal while it is still underground. Congratulations!
Green iconoclasts and financial mavericks like Khosla are our last
chance. Walking and gardening are a pretty safe fallback, anyhow.
NUCLEAR POWER AND DEMOCRACY (March 19, 2011)
Your main leader on Japan’s earthquake, tsunami, and subsequent
troubles with the nuclear complex at Fukushima is exemplary in its
measured summary followed by wise advice (“The Fallout,” March 19,
2011). As you argue, its dysfunctional political system, which
contributes to the misinformation about the goings-on in the nuclear
complex, may change in uncharted ways, but a call for democratic
institutions may follow the disaster. Japan would be better served, at
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any rate. Indeed, democracies are better at providing nuclear safety.
Moreover, “democracies would be wrong to turn their back on nuclear
power.” Accidents will happen, but they can be mitigated by greater
accountability and transparency. It can thus be hoped that Japan’s
handling of the disaster will have an impact on China, as well, where
twenty-seven reactors are being built at the moment, and where fifty
more are on the drawing board. Although the country is also investing
in gas and wind power, its thirst for energy cannot be quelled by such
alternatives. And this is true in a number of emerging economies,
where democratic institutions are still wanting. Nuclear power and
democracy go hand in hand. That is the lesson of Fukushima.
A FABLE FROM A HORSE (March 20, 2011)
Your review of Slavenka Drakulić’s A Guided Tour Through the
Museum of Communism: Fables from a Mouse, a Parrot, a Bear, a
Cat, a Mole, a Dog, and a Raven (London: Penguin, 2011), or perhaps
the book itself, leaves out an important fable (“Animal Farm,” March
19, 2011). A fable from a horse, that is. “Communism, what
communism?” the horse would wave its hoof dismissively in an
interview for animal television. “We got tricked by the pigs!” And it
would transpire that the old dream is still alive. “Sooner or later,” the
horse would lean toward the camera and continue in a hushed voice,
“the travesty will be forgotten, and the dream will come back with a
vengeance.” The rest of the interview would be about the horrors of
what came after fake communism, of course. “Mark my words,” the
horse would lean back and shut its eyes by way of an unshakable
conviction, “not even the pigs can destroy the dream of communism!”
The fables from many other animals captured by the Croatian author
would swiftly pale into insignificance.
THE FAILED STATES INDEX (March 21, 2011)
You are right to say that the term “failed state” conceals “many
tangles,” but it is still a most useful and sobering term (“Where Life is
Cheap and Talk is Loose,” March 19, 2011). As you quote Robert
Gates, America’s defense secretary, fractured or failing states are “the
main security challenge of our time.” But the annual ranking
published by the Fund for Peace, a think-tank in Washington, DC,
which you cite, does not cover only the usual suspects, such as
Somalia, Chad, Sudan, and Zimbabwe. They just top the dismal
ranking. The failed states index divides all countries into four groups:
alert, warning, moderate, and sustainable. Worryingly, the first group
includes Georgia and Iran. But the second group is even more
worrying as it includes China, India, Russia, and Brazil, not to mention
Bulgaria and Romania, both of which are members of the European
Union. The third group includes America, too. The last group is again
stuffed with the usual suspects, such as Denmark, Finland, Iceland, and
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Sweden. The full range is of great interest here as it signals where
states may fail next. And Hobbesian anarchy is precisely what we may
expect with the tightening grip of climate change. We will leave the
many tangles in the term “failed state” at our peril.
Addendum (March 22, 2011)
For my sins, I could not but take a peek at the countries that had come
into being after the breakdown of Yugoslavia. And the results only
buttressed my support for the failed states index. Three of these
countries made it into the “warning” part of the spectrum: Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Serbia/Kosovo (sic), and Macedonia. The first two are
rather close to the “alert” status, too. Also, three countries ended up in
the “moderate” part of the ranking order: Croatia, Montenegro, and
Slovenia. Croatia is only a couple of countries short of the border
between the two key parts of the spectrum, though. All this stands to
reason, I reckon. The balkanization of former Yugoslavia is far from a
finished business, and the Western Balkans are definitely a region to
watch. Returning to the tightening grip of climate change, which is
easy enough to foresee, the recent wars can offer a clear picture of the
region’s future potential, as it were. Trouble, nothing but everlasting
trouble.
LEVIATHAN UNTAMED (March 22, 2011)
Much of your special report on the future of the state is very to my
liking, and yet I cannot shake off a feeling that it is but a futile lament
of times long past (“Taming Leviathan,” March 19, 2011). As you
point out, government spending as a share of total output has grown
over the last century or so, and it cannot keep growing beyond some
point. The least one can hope for is that governments will become
more efficient at what they do. If Ronald Regan and Margaret
Thatcher failed to halt Leviathan, though, what can we expect of lesser
followers of Friedrich Hayek? But my main problem with the report is
that the future of state capitalism is left insufficiently unexplored. To
begin with, the last credit crunch ended up in nationalization of several
banks, and future crunches are most likely to lead in the same
direction. Unable to effectively regulate financial institutions, the state
will keep gobbling them up willy-nilly. Even more important, climate
change will require growing state intervention. Neither protection
from nor mitigation of natural disasters can be left to the market.
Under the circumstances, import and export of vital goods and services
cannot be left to the market, either. As a consequence, state
intervention in global trade cannot but keep growing, as well. Efficient
or not, state capitalism appears to have a bright future. Whence my
feeling that your lament is likely to leave Leviathan untamed.
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BE HAPPY, OR ELSE (March 23, 2011)
As you report, the National People’s Congress, China’s rubberstamping legislature, has recently adopted a new five-year plan with a
blueprint for a “happy China” (“Don’t Worry, Be Happy,” March 19,
2011). Increasing happiness, enlightened officials now insist, is more
important than increasing output. Officials also talk about setting up
“happiness indices” by which government performance could be
judged across the land. Amidst the government’s crackdown on
dissidents, this is frightening, indeed. It is especially frightening in
view of the officials’ apparent determination to please leaders in
Beijing, as you suggest. In short, happiness will be delivered come
what may. Be happy, or else. Although you do not mention him in
your article, I can imagine that George Orwell is kind of happy in his
grave. As he put it in Nineteen Eighty-Four, in the contest between
freedom and happiness, it is happiness that will win. He was off by
just a quarter of a century, anyway.
THE BALKAN GORDIAN KNOT (March 28, 2011)
Having read your article about Serbia and Kosovo, in which
Montenegro also pops up in the first few sentences, leaves me none the
wiser (“Dreams of Brussels,” March 26, 2011). Of course, Serbia’s
main goal at present is to win the status of candidate to join the
European Union, but Kosovo remains an insurmountable obstacle.
Neither side can agree on anything but that membership would be a
swell thing. Membership is a pipedream, though. Montenegro is less
of a problem in this regard, but it, too, used to be part of Serbia in
former Yugoslavia. The Gordian knot of Serbia’s dismemberment can
be untangled only by cutting it. And no-one in the region can cut it.
The solution to the riddle must come from the outside. Say, Brussels.
Or, perhaps a bit more likely, Washington. But Brussels is incapable
of anything except bureaucratic haggling that leave all sides confused.
Under Barack Obama, America seems to be in the same position, as
the president who used to offer hope both at home and abroad keeps
pondering every single move until it is too late to attempt it. In short,
Serbia and its erstwhile satellites will have to wait for a more
propitious time, when someone capable of cutting the Balkan Gordian
knot may appear on the scene. Sadly, Alexander the Great is long
dead.
DEMONCRACY (March 29, 2011)
“The citizens of the United Arab Emirates do not enjoy a vote,” you
open your ever-so-gentle article about art in the Middle East, “but they
relish a bit of artistic agitation” (“Foment the Moment,” March 26,
2011). Nicely put. Kader Attia’s neon piece at the Sharjah Biennial,
spelling “Demoncracy,” from the private collection of Sultan Sooud al410

Qassemi, is a perfect example of agitation of this ilk. The Biennial is
part of the sprawling Art Dubai fair, where “political art” is all the
rage. As you put it, there is more of it than at the Basel Art Fair or
Venice Biennale, and some of it is quite strident. “Contemporary
artists around the world insist on their independence and their right to
free speech,” you explain. I wonder. Political art in the Emirates is
about political titillation of the mighty, instead. Many of the artists on
show come from the princely families themselves. Having been
educated at European or American art schools, they know which side
the bread is buttered, though. Rather than independence and free
speech, this is the real origin of the ambiguity of Attia’s neon
installation, as well as the bulk of political art in the Emirates.
FAT TAILS AND BLACK SWANS (March 29, 2011)
As you report, investors’ interest in fat tails and black swans, events
that fall outside ordinary distributions of outcomes, is growing (“FatTail Attraction,” March 26, 2011). For instance, Universa Investment,
a tail fund advised by Nassim Nicholas Taleb, author of The Black
Swan (2007), has grown from three-hundred million dollars in 2007 to
about six-billion today. As he advises in his book, between eighty-five
and ninety percent should go into extremely safe investments, and the
remainder of ten to fifteen percent should be put into extremely
speculative ones, given that the focus should be on consequences
rather than probabilities. The probabilities are beyond us, anyhow.
This is like insurance, as you argue. Investors pay premiums every
year to avoid financial catastrophe later. It is thus interesting to read in
your article that Mark Spitznagel, the boss of Universa, complains
about “complacency” among investors. Demand is very uneven, he
claims. It rises when markets are volatile and declines during bull
markets. To wit, investors cannot stomach fat tails and black swans
except when little else is on offer. Surprise, surprise. Just like
investments, only a few investors fall outside ordinary distributions of
performance, as well.
POOR BUSINESSMEN (March 30, 2011)
“Despite their strong handshakes and leadership training,” you wax
poetic about the economic effects of many recent disasters,
“businessmen are skittish creatures, easily demoralized and deterred”
(”From Tsunamis to Typhoons,” March 26, 2011). Oh, dear.
“Everyone knows that the disaster in Japan, the violence in the Middle
East and the euro zone’s fiscal strains are bad for the global economy,”
you argue, “but no-one knows quite how bad. The lack of clarity can
be as harmful as the disruption itself.” Indeed. But the trouble runs
deeper. Businessmen have become creatures of risk, which puts
outcomes and probabilities into easy calculations.
They shy
uncertainty like the plague. And this has not always been so. As John
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Maynard Keynes pointed out less than a century ago, skyscrapers and
ocean liners would not be built by calculation alone.
Poor
businessmen in the so-called west forget this at their peril. Uncertainty
cannot be reduced to risk. More important, it must be relished, too.
As witnessed by so much built in the east, risk-craving is a disease of
old age.
AFTER FUKUSHIMA (March 30, 2011)
Your briefing on nuclear power is a sobering read (“When the Steam
Clears,” March 26, 2011). The four-hundred and forty-three nuclear
reactors in operation today produce about fourteen percent of the
world’s electricity. With two-hundred and twenty reactors under
construction or planned, this figure will not change much because the
median age of operational reactors is around twenty-seven years and a
typical design life is forty years. After Fukushima, the share of nuclear
power in the total may even shrink as older reactors are taken out of
production faster than hitherto and new ones get stalled. The rub is
that such a trend will increase the emission of carbon dioxide, and thus
contribute to climate change. Although nuclear reactors carry systemic
risks, as witnessed by the recent disaster, they have plenty to
recommend them in terms of environmental protection. Which way
will the world go? The only sensible direction would be the
development of safer reactors. And the countries to provide the
necessary technology would be America, France, and Japan with the
largest number of operational reactors, as well as Russia, China, India,
and South Korea with the largest number of reactors under
construction or in the process of planning. As public opinion has now
shifted away from nuclear power, new technologies would need to be
rather credible, as well. This is a tall order, of course. Therefore,
chances are that nuclear power will shift to the emerging economies,
where public opinion will be less of an impediment.
As a
consequence, they will also reduce their carbon-dioxide emissions,
which will plague the developed countries. A nice little paradox, this.
TROLLING (April 2, 2011)
“Trolling,” you explain in your article about digital identities, stands
for “posting willfully inflammatory, off-topic, or simply stupid
remarks” that plague online forums or blogs (“Trolling for Your Soul,”
April 2, 2011). As you point out, it is a side-effect of online
anonymity. Most annoying, indeed. But Facebook offers an effective
troll-busting weapon, you claim. The world’s biggest social network,
with more than half a billion members, insists that people use their real
names. This also raises fears, you argue, because Facebook is
becoming “the repository of identity for much of the Internet.” The
social network has even been lampooned recently as a massive online
surveillance program run by the Central Intelligence Agency. Not to
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worry, though. Curious about Facebook, I spent two full years
friending people left and right. I quit it last year for many reasons, but
trolling was one of them. One way or another, I befriended a host of
creatures without real names. As it turned out, a surprising number of
them were good old trolls. For better or worse, anonymity is here to
stay on the World Wide Web.
GERMANY’S SHOWCASE GREENS (April 3, 2011)
The German Greens did very well in recent elections. As you report,
they became junior partners of the Social Democratic Party (SDP) in
Rhineland-Palatinate, and SDP became their junior partner in BadenWürttemberg, where the Greens will take control of the state
government for the first time (“A Greener Future?” April 2, 2011). “In
government,” you point out, “the Greens will inevitably suffer wear
and tear.” Inevitably, indeed. “But the opportunity is great,” you add.
“The party has been trying to escape from its environmental ghetto.”
As Baden-Württemberg is Germany’s showcase economy, the chances
of marrying market economy to sustainability are pretty good. One
would thus hope that the victorious party will soon turn into
Germany’s showcase Greens. And an example not only to other
German states, but to the rest of Europe and beyond. Good examples
are needed, too. Without direct involvement in the government,
organizations concerned with environmental issues have little chance
of success anywhere around the globe.
WHITE AMERICA’S COLLAPSING BIRTH RATE (April 4, 2011)
The latest release of data from last year’s census in America shows
that whites still constitute sixty-four percent of the population, but that
their population has grown only a bit more than one percent from 2000
to 2010 (“Minority Report,” April 2, 2011). Over the last decade,
America’s population has grown by close to ten percent, though.
However, the so-called minorities—that is, Blacks, Hispanics, and
Asians—accounted for more than ninety percent of that growth. White
America’s collapsing birth rate is reminiscent of Europe. Globally,
whites are a shrinking minority. But there is a slightly different
reading of the same census data, which focuses on income instead.
Chances are that America’s whites are richer than the minorities on the
average. All around the world, rich people tend to have fewer children
than poor people. In global terms, this explains Europe’s collapsing
birth rate, as well. Put differently, America’s and Europe’s whites are
disappearing because they are rich rather than because of the color of
their skin.
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THE FAMILY AND GOOD GOVERNMENT (April 5, 2011)
In your review of Francis Fukuyama’s The Origins of Political Order:
From Prehuman Times to the French Revolution (New York: Farrar,
Strauss & Giraux, 2011), you cite the three critical components of
good political order: “a strong state, the application of the rule of law
to all parts of society, and a means of holding rulers to account for
their actions” (“The Good, the Great, and the Gelded,” April 2, 2011).
One theme that connects the three is the pernicious influence of
patrimonialism. “Celibacy was vital in the battle against corruption
and rent-seeking within the church,” you point out, “which were the
typical consequences of patrimony.” According to Fukuyama, the first
modern state was the Qin dynasty in China. Founded in 221 BC, it
introduced “merit-based (non-aristocratic) military leadership
combined with mass conscription.” It also had “a bureaucracy
recruited from a permanent administrative cadre selected on the basis
of ability rather than family connections.” Examples abound. “The
Janissaries,” you continue, “the elite slave troops of the Ottoman
emperors, were not allowed to marry.” Nepotism was the reason for
such a policy. And so on, and so forth. Apparently, patrimonialism is
the bugbear of the book. To put it bluntly, the family and good
government do not go together. Although I do agree with Fukuyama,
at least as rendered in your review, his analysis will surely raise
hackles around the world. The family is supposed to be no less than
the very foundation of our civilization.
RELIGIOUS FUNDAMENTALISTS ALL AROUND (April 6, 2011)
Your main leader on religion as a growing force in the Arab
awakening is warily measured (“Islam and the Arab Revolutions,”
April 2, 2011). North Africa and the Middle East are in turmoil.
Farther east, trouble is brewing, as well. Although you advise caution,
for radical ideas are afoot in the Muslim world, you also see hopeful
signs for democracy. “Islam will never find an accommodation with
the modern democratic world until Muslims can take responsibility for
their own lives,” you conclude gingerly. True enough. But you fail to
point out that there is also an important interplay between the Muslim
and Christian worlds. Worryingly, there are fundamentalists on both
sides of the growing divide, and they thrive on religious conflict.
Shortly after you went to press, a score of people were killed in
Afghanistan as a consequence of Koran burning in America less than a
fortnight earlier. Excesses of Christian fundamentalism in America
will most likely persist. Even Northwestern Europe is not spared from
them, as witnessed by pernicious political undercurrents in the
Netherlands and Denmark, for example.
There are religious
fundamentalists all around, and they must be taken into account even
when Islam is in the limelight.
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FREELOADERS (April 9, 2011)
Your main leader and special report on why the retirement age must go
up are well taken (“Seventy or Bust!” and “Falling Short,” April 9,
2011). They are well timed, too, as the first among baby-boomers are
facing retirement right now. The boldest plans to extend the working
age are inadequate even though it is perfectly obvious that babyboomers can start retiring not only at the peril of the so-called west,
but at their own peril, as well. As you argue, working longer has three
great advantages, too: the employee gets more years of wages; the
government receives more in taxes and pays out less in benefits; and
the economy grows faster as more people work for longer. Marvelous,
this. Wait a minute, though. You do not mention any great advantage
accruing to those who have already reached retirement age and can
thus expect reasonable pensions. Some of them will surely prefer to be
at work than bottled-up with their nagging spouses, and many of them
will have nothing better to do, anyway, but a few of them will
undoubtedly see the freedom of retirement as a gift that is hard to cast
aside on account of a few more years of wretched wages. I am one
such, for sure. Call us freeloaders, but there are millions of us. The
advantages you mention will thus have to shift toward the babyboomers who face retirement this year. Or else.
THE BEAUTY CONTEST (April 10, 2011)
Are stockmarket crowds foolish or wise, you ask rhetorically? (“The
Foolishness of Crowds,” April 9, 2011). And you come out on the
foolishness side. Wisely, I would say. As John Maynard Keynes
observed some eighty years ago, the stockmarket is a guessing game
akin to beauty contests popular in the newspapers of his time. The
trick was to guess what other contesters would guess rather than
putting your bets on the greatest beauty on offer. Take this to several
powers of guessing, and you get a good model of the whole
stockmarket game. As you point out, “the wisdom of crowds only
really applies when forecasts are genuinely independent, as when
farmers are guessing the weight of a bull at a country fair.” As
Thucydides reports, this is how the height of fortification walls was
guessed by the Greek warriors before the assault ladders were put
together more than two millennia ago. The beauty contest is an
entirely different game, where a few wise investors are bent on
exploiting the foolishness of a myriad others who forever chase their
own bushy tails.
CAPITALISM’S WANING POPULARITY (April 11, 2011)
As you report, a new global opinion poll shows that public support for
capitalism is falling around the globe (“Market for Ideas,” April 9,
2011). Capitalism’s popularity is waning even in America, which used
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to epitomize free enterprise. The support dropped from eighty percent
in 2002 to fifty-nine percent in 2010. Over the same period, the
support in India fell from seventy-three to fifty-eight percent. For the
twenty-five countries polled, support for capitalism has fallen to fiftyfour percent on the average. Interestingly, Germany is now in the first
place with sixty-nine percent, whereas China and Brazil are just behind
it with sixty-eight percent. All in all, this would seem to be a
propitious moment for alternative social systems. For better or worse,
there are none on offer, though. The only remaining question is what
the state can do to temper free enterprise and save the citizens from its
worst abuses. So far, America is not leading the way in this endeavor.
Abuses by American banks and other financial institutions remain
largely unchecked. Perhaps, just perhaps, the European Union has the
best chance of coming up with a capitalism worth supporting. Make
that state capitalism, too.
IN PRAISE OF SILENCE (April 12, 2011)
It is interesting what you make of the recent Koran burning exercise in
America and its bloody aftermath in Afghanistan (“Burning Passions,”
April 9, 2011). Of all people, you focus on Hamid Karzai, the Afghan
president. “Last September,” you point out, “the mere threat to burn a
Koran drew big media attention and denunciations from Barack
Obama. This time media and politicians kept quiet about the deed.” It
was only Karzai who “thundered” against it, and even put out a press
release about the outrage, which presumably fomented the ire that
ended up with so many dead in the United Nations compound in
Mazar-i-Sharif. The Christian fundamentalists from the Dove World
Outreach Center, a New Testament Church in Gainesville, Florida,
who engaged in the Koran burning, are not even mentioned in your
article. Is this supposed to be in line with the media silence that you so
praise? Can Christian and Muslim fundamentalists be stopped in their
tracks by mere silence? I very much doubt it.
PUTIN, MEDVEDEV (April 13, 2011)
“Russia has now entered a period of turbulence,” you argue in
connection with the presidential elections in 2012 (“The Putin versus
Medvedev Tandem,” April 9, 2011). Russia does spring surprises, as
you put it, but there is still some order to the chaos. “The Kremlin is
divided into a Putin and a Medvedev camp,” you cite a political joke
that is doing the rounds in Moscow. “The only question is which camp
Medvedev will join.” This is not a joke, though. Chances are he is not
a fool, which means he will join his supposed adversary’s camp in the
nick of time. For he knows which side the bread is buttered. Next
year’s presidential elections, which will be decided long before the
event, are not elections. Not really. And Putin is deeply entrenched in
the government smothered with his spies. So deeply, in fact, that
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Medvedev was his own clever choice well ahead of the next two sixyear terms as president. Russians know this perfectly well. They will
not be fooled by the so-called turbulence, as you seem to be. All you
can do by wondering aloud about the outcome of the elections is to put
a bit more credibility into Putin’s eventual victory.
CORRUPTION IN EASTERN EUROPE, AGAIN (April 18, 2011)
“Corruption has replaced communism as the scourge of Eastern
Europe,” you write (“From Bolshevism to Backhanders,” April 16,
2011). I was delighted to read this line, but I was quite disappointed
with the rest of the article. First, you do not even mention a single
country that used to be part of former Yugoslavia. This is where
corruption is rampant, as witnessed by the current abode of the former
Croatian prime minister: an Austrian jail. Second, you do not even
attempt to explore the corruption-communism nexus. One rather
obvious connection is that capitalism is still widely misunderstood in
Eastern Europe. Its freedoms are thus occasionally taken to unusual
extremes. Less obvious but much more interesting connection is that
of “primitive accumulation” in early phases of capitalist development.
The transfer of wealth from the public to the private realm cannot
possibly be a pretty sight. Concerning both these connections, we can
expect corruption to drop to “normal” after a few decades, but it is
capitalism rather than communism that is actually behind it.
CHINESE SCHIZOPHRENIA (April 18, 2011)
Imagine living in a society that is ostensibly based on socialist or even
communist principles, but that is actually turning into a capitalist
society in front of your very eyes. Also imagine that this is a top
secret. To survive in such a schizophrenic society, you would have to
become a schizophrenic, as well. Your main leader and article about
repression in China are about such a society (“China’s Crackdown”
and “Princelings and the Goon State,” April 16, 2011). To begin with,
you would have to master doublespeak. Doublethink would come
next. And you would master the situation you face only if and when
you reached doublefeel, as well. This Orwellian quagmire is what
more than one-billion people face every single day. Sadly, Chinese
schizophrenia may run for many more years. No matter how rapid, the
underlying social transformation will take considerable time. But if
wholesale repression fails to keep this doubleworld stitched together,
horrible things are liable to happen. And fast. Whence redoubled
repression, too.
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BOSNIA IN TURMOIL (April 19, 2011)
The Dayton Peace Agreement is long dead. As your article shows,
Bosnia is in turmoil (“Divided and Unruled,” April 16, 2011). Serbs,
Croats, and Bosnians (read: Muslims) are unable to resolve their
differences. Although war does not appear to be an option at the
moment, political conflict could in time escalate into something quite
unpalatable. At first glance, the European Union needs to start a new
political process to come up with a viable replacement for Dayton.
Chances for such a turn of events are slim, to put it gently. The Union
is unable to ensure anything resembling lasting peace in the heart of
Western Balkans. What is really needed is American renewed
involvement, for the region has long been in American focus, but
Barack Obama and his embattled government seem to be ever farther
removed from it. In short, Bosnia will remain in turmoil until political
conflict turns nasty enough for someone or other to intervene at last.
All other options are strictly for the birds.
IN DEFENSE OF GOLDMAN SACHS (April 19, 2011)
I cannot but read your review of William Cohan’s Money and Power:
How Goldman Sachs Came to Rule the World (New York: Doubleday,
2011) like a Martian (“Long on Chutzpah, Short on Friends,” April 16,
2011). Some centuries ago, social pariahs turned bankers sold money
at a profit against moral standards of the time. Sometimes they were
persecuted for their nasty trade, but never for very long. The trade was
vital to the wealthy, and social pariahs who started it survived. By and
by, they started thriving. Some years ago, they sold their customers
iffy mortgage securities long after making a lucrative bet against
housing, which eventually netted them a huge profit. The bankers are
there to do capitalism’s dirty business, after all. Thus it is not
surprising that one of the most successful investment banks ever is
forever mired in moral conundrums. Founded in 1869, Goldman
Sachs went public in 1999. It does everything in accordance with the
law, but the law itself is often rather shady. Criticizing them for their
crooked dealings sounds quite strange, though. Capitalism needs
them. More, it cannot get far without them. For half a millennium or
so, they have been vital to the entire social order, which thrives on
tricky investment banking. Or this is how a Martian would surely read
your touchy review.
IN PRAISE OF FAILURE (April 20, 2011)
I quite enjoyed your ode to entrepreneurial failure (“Fail Often, Fail
Well,” April 16, 2011). Indeed, an entrepreneur learns as much from
success as from failure. To him or her, there is little difference
between the two. As far as there is something to learn, and as far as
the next beginning is behind the corner, all is well. But the title of
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your article immediately reminded me of Samuel Beckett. In
Worstward Ho (1983), written in praise of failure, he puts it admirably:
All of old. Nothing else ever. Ever tried. Ever failed.
No matter. Try again. Fail again. Fail better.
And his last line sums up your article pretty well. As you report, many
enlightened companies are now giving “best failure” awards or
mounting “failure parties.” In particular, you cite India’s Tata, a vast
conglomerate, Intuit, a software company, and Eli Lilly, a giant in
pharmaceuticals, as valiant supporters of failure. I have never thought
of Becket as a management guru, but he surely is one, if not one of the
very greatest. And Worstward Ho is his claim to the entrepreneurship
fame.
SANCTIMONY DEBUNKED (April 20, 2011)
When it comes to bailing out Greece, Ireland, and Portugal, Germans
tend to be rather sanctimonious.
Among them, profligacy is
supposedly a definite no-no. But, as you argue, Germany may be
coming to the rescue of these countries to save its own profligate banks
(“Follow the Money,” April 16, 2011). Well spotted. As you point
out, its banks are owed two-hundred and thirty billion euros from the
three countries.
The biggest two banks, Deutsche Bank and
Commerzbank, are exposed to only six-billion euros in debt, but
smaller ones are a different matter. Eighteen billion euros are owed
only to Hypo Real Estate, a bankrupt German bank specializing in
property that is now owned by the state. Of course, these numbers
would swell if Spain were to default. In other words, the German
bailout thus makes a lot of economic sense. As you put it so quaintly
in your conclusion: “The rescuers need not be quite so sanctimonious.”
Indeed.
THE GREAT SCHISM (April 27, 2011)
It is amusing to read your article about a proposed reconciliation
between Western and Orthodox Christians regarding the date to
celebrate Easter (“A Date with God,” April 23, 2011). As you report,
Colin Humphreys of Cambridge University is offering reconciliation.
Using literary and astronomic sources, he argues that the actual date of
Christ’s crucifixion was April 3, 33. The last supper thus falls on April
1 and resurrection on April 5. Therefore, why not celebrate Easter in
accordance with these precise dates? According to received wisdom,
disagreements about the calculation of the date between Rome and
Constantinople led to the Great Schism in 1054. But any history of the
period will show that the rift had much deeper roots than the
calculation. The roots are still there, as a matter of fact. All by itself,
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the calculation cannot possibly remove them. To wit, the reunification
of Christian churches will have to wait for a much better reason.
GLOBALONEY (April 27, 2011)
I appreciate your enthusiasm for Pankaj Ghemawat’s World 3.0
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard Business Review Press, 2011) in
which he argues that the threat of globalization is exaggerated (“The
Case Against Globaloney,” April 23, 2011). It is indeed amazing to
read that only two percent of students are at universities outside their
home countries; that only three percent of people live outside their
countries of birth; that only one percent of American companies have
any foreign operations; or that exports are equivalent to only twenty
percent of global output. Ghemawat rightly explodes many a
globalization myth. As you point out, he shows that we live in an era
of “semi-globalization” at best. But there is a small problem with your
review or perhaps the book itself: it does not go at all into the
differences between the above percentages now and, say, a century
ago. Take English, for instance. Only some fifty percent of all
English speakers are native speakers now, whereas they were close to
ninety percent of all speakers a century ago. And this is where not all
talk about globalization can be called globaloney.
ON POLITICAL COWARDICE (April 27, 2011)
It is a joy to read your blunt analysis of Greece’s debt restructuring (“A
Question of Maturity,” April 23, 2011). Even excluding interest
payments, the country is still running a deficit, which means that that it
will need to keep borrowing money to pay its debt. This will require
either extending maturities or writing down the value of its debt. One
way or another, the decision now depends on the European Union’s
policymakers. As you point out, “a proper restructuring is legally
feasible and economically necessary.” However, “what prevents it is
political cowardice.” Very well put. The only remaining question is
where is the source of cowardice. Is it to be sought in Brussels? Or
perhaps in Berlin?
ON PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY (April 27, 2011)
“California in the Twenty-First Century faces a question that would
fascinate the classical and Enlightenment thinkers who influenced
America’s founders,” you open the concluding section of your special
report on democracy in the most coveted country’s most coveted state
(“The People’s Will,” April 23, 2011). “Most of them stipulated that
participatory democracies must be small,” you continue. “Their
populations should be culturally homogeneous, and they must be
virtuous.” Wise, this. Close to the report’s end you prophesy that
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lovers of democracy everywhere will pay attention to the current
debate about California’s participatory democracy, “for it will provide
lessons for everyone.” As for this lover of democracy, participatory or
otherwise, the lessons are already perfectly clear. There are so few
places in today’s world that are small, culturally homogeneous, and
virtuous that they can be safely abstracted away. Quod erat
demonstrandum.
POPULISM IN THE BALKANS (April 27, 2011)
“Populism is on the rise across the Balkans,” you conclude your article
about angry demonstrations in Croatia and Serbia (“Protest Days,”
April 23, 2011). And so is the decline of governments involved.
Although there are important differences between the countries in the
region, the underlying cause is the same: the incompetence of the
European Union.
Incompetent and corrupt, all the Balkan
governments can offer to their bewildered citizens is the accession to
the Union, but the Union seems to be ever farther from their reach.
Embroiled in bureaucratic technicalities that boggle everyone’s mind,
the citizens of Balkan countries cannot see the light at the end of the
accession tunnel. It is easy to blame them for so many things that have
happened since the breakdown of Yugoslavia, but it is silly to expect
them to solve sundry regional problems all by themselves. After all,
many of them are not of their own making. Before the Union steps in
with the old carrot and stick, populism will remain on the rise across
the Balkans. And it may easily turn into something much less pleasing
to the eye.
GROWTH WITHOUT JOBS (May 2, 2011)
In your main leader you blame much of the growing weakness of
America’s economy on structural unemployment (”What’s Wrong with
America’s Economy?” April 30, 2011). This neat solution of the
“paradox” of growth without jobs is predicated on only one pointer to
growth: share prices that are close to a three-year high.
Parenthetically, that high was just before the historical bust. Strangely,
you do not even consider where that growth may be coming from. The
answer is perfectly obvious: Ben Bernanke’s quantitative easing. In
short, there is no paradox of growth without jobs. There is no real
growth, period. Actually, there is only Bernanke’s bubble. In short,
there is no reason for seeking after explanations, such as structural
unemployment. It has been there for decades, anyhow.
FOUR FREEDOMS (May 2, 2011)
As you point out, another of the two grandest integration projects in
the European Union is in trouble: first the euro and now Schengen
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(“Another Project in Trouble,” April 30, 2011). But I am confused
when you argue that the single market is yet another among the
Union’s greatest achievements. Here you cite the vaunted “four
freedoms,” concerning the freedom of movement of “people, goods,
services, and capital,” and in that order. In the very same article you
mention rather bluntly that Germany and Austria are about to remove
restrictions on workers from ten mainly Eastern European member
countries that entered the Union in 2004, whereas workers from
Romania and Bulgaria, which entered in 2007, will face restrictions in
both Germany and Austria through 2014. As a matter of fact, only
capital now moves freely across the Union’s borders, followed by
services and goods. People come last, if they come at all. The single
market is still a pipedream for millions of people, and Schengen
troubles are thus hardly new to most of them. Instead of four
freedoms, you should be a bit more blunt about two and a half of them
at most.
BETWEEN GERMANY AND RUSSIA (May 3, 2011)
It is a pleasure to read your leader and article about Poland’s economic
and political success in recent years (“A Place at Top Table” and
“Tusk in Time,” April 30, 2011). With close to forty-million
inhabitants, Poland is not far behind Spain in size and potential clout.
With some luck, the current economic and political stability may
indeed lead to a place at the top table of the European Union. And the
Union may well need Poland in dealing with Ukraine, Belarus, and
Russia. Forever a bridge, often bloody, between Germany and Russia,
Poland is in the key position to help redefine relations between the two
worlds—the proverbial east and west. This appears not to be such an
important thing at the moment, but it is likely to remain so for a long
time. To wit, the Union needs Poland as much as Poland needs the
Union. Let us hope both sides understand this well enough.
THE MAN RESPONSIBLE (May 3, 2011)
Your review of Jason Stearns’ Dancing in the Glory of Monsters: The
Collapse of the Congo and the Great War in Africa (New York: Public
Affairs, 2011) is a sobering read (“Chronicle of Death Ignored,” April
30, 2011). “Over the past fifteen years, the war in the Democratic
Republic of Congo has consumed as many as five-million lives,” you
point out. “And yet, who can name the man responsible?” I wonder.
Mobutu and the two Kabilas are mentioned many times over, but the
war, which was triggered by genocide in Rwanda in 1994, is still a
mystery. What makes the book valuable, though, is a collection of
anecdotes about encounters with the participants, such as men who
routinely killed with their own hands a hundred people a day. As well
as encounters with the victims, among whom are half-a-million women
raped. To be a bit more straightforward, what makes the book
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valuable is an account of our own species’ savagery. According to
you, Stearns refuses to fall back on “easy answers” like those of Joseph
Conrad’s “Heart of Darkness” (1899). But wonton human savagery is
the only answer to the riddle. And we all come from Africa.
Returning to your question, the man responsible is, well, man himself.
Easy or not, this answer must not be swept under the rug.
BERNANKE’S HISTORIC PRESS CONFERENCE (May 4, 2011)
As you report, the April meeting of the Federal Reserve’s policy
committee concluded with an historical first: Ben Bernanke, the Fed
chairman, welcomed journalists into the central bank’s headquarters in
the American capital (“Ben Meets Mike,” April 30, 2011). The press
conference went predictably enough, but it still offered a few glimpses
of the chairman’s thoughts. The most important such glimpse is that
another round of quantitative easing is unlikely. That is excellent
news, indeed. Even the chairman seems to be aware of the dangers of
the bubble he has created with the previous two rounds, the second of
which is still in progress through this June. Although he said at the
press conference that the prime rate of interest is likely to remain
exceptionally low, which cannot but also contribute to the bubble, the
danger seems to have been spotted. That is a promising beginning.
Let us hope Bernanke can learn from his own mistakes.
CONFUCIUS’ TRAVELS (May 4, 2011)
Only a few months ago you reported that a statue of Confucius had
mysteriously appeared in the Tiananmen Square in Beijing
(“Rectification of Statues,” January 22, 2011). Now you report that
the statue has mysteriously disappeared (“Sage Move?” April 30,
2011). Apparently, Confucius is too divisive a figure. Some in China
are enthralled by him, while others call him a witch doctor. Whence
his travels, perhaps. But the statue did not disappear because of the
discord it created since its appearance. The ruling party is deeply
divided, as well. And perhaps even more deeply than the population at
large. Chances are that one warring faction put the statue up and
another squirreled it away a few months later. Which is why the
officials are keeping mum about the reasons for statue’s demise. How
could they possibly divulge deep divisions within the ruling party
itself?!
OSAMA BIN LADEN’S DEMISE (May 9, 2011)
Osama bin Laden’s demise is newsworthy, no doubt, but you still
surprise me with its excessive coverage in your main leader, briefing,
and obituary, not to mention other articles that touch upon it in passing
(“Now, Kill His Dream” and “They Got Him,” May 7, 2011). To my
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disappointment, you join the celebration hysteria. For some reason, I
expected a bit more distance and much more prudence from your
mighty newspaper. To give you an idea of what I am talking about,
the first sentence I wrote upon hearing about celebrations in New York
was as follows: “Imagine the Romans celebrating Attila’s demise in
453.” Undoubtedly, he was a huge nuisance to the Roman empire, but
its fate hardly depended on either him or his Huns. Similarly, the fate
of the American empire hardly depends on the assassinated leader of
al-Qaeda or its Islamic fundamentalists. Just like Rome before it,
America will be battered by all and sundry until it is eventually
defeated and its hubris is forever obliterated. That is the way of all
empires, and all their victories are therefore worth a little distance and
much prudence.
TORNADOES, HURRICANES (May 9, 2011)
As you report, more than three-hundred tornadoes recently hit seven
southern states in America, and more than three-hundred people died,
most of them in Alabama (“Out of the Whirlwind,” May 7, 2011).
Mississippi, Georgia, Tennessee, and Arkansas were hit quite badly,
too. Nothing like this happened since 1925. Gregory Carbin, the
warning-coordination meteorologist at the National Weather Service’s
Storm Prediction Center, says the storms were of a once-in-a-century
severity. “We know what happened is pretty rare,” he claims
reassuringly. Craig Fugate, the head of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, says that comparing tornadoes to hurricanes is
like “comparing apples to oranges.” The connection between the two
in terms of climate change is not even mentioned, though. Chances are
that both tornadoes and hurricanes of increasing severity will become
ever less rare. Storms of a once-in-a-century severity may soon hit the
seven southern states much more often, and the connection between
tornadoes and hurricanes will need serious rethinking. Sweeping
climate change under the rug will not do for too long.
Addendum (March 3, 2012)
Alabama, Kentucky, Georgia, Ohio, Indiana… And more than thirty
people dead in a couple of days. When I remember last year, I realize
it must be about 2100 right now. Time flies, as Gregory Carbin and
Craig Fugate are sure to argue at the moment. In fact, it flies at the
speed of tornadoes and hurricanes, no less.
CHINA’S UNSURPRISING DEMOGRAPHY (May 10, 2011)
As you argue, China’s new census shows that the country is
“suffering” from a low a birth rate (“The Most Surprising
Demographic Crisis,” May 7, 2011). This raises questions about its
one-child policy, which was introduced in 1980. China’s rapid
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economic development started a decade earlier, though. Its first effects
were “discovered” in the early 1990s, when China became a country to
“watch.” But it was clear even then that it will face demographic
problems several decades into the new millennium. However, this was
not associated with the one-child policy; rather, it was expected in
connection with economic development as such. Across the globe,
industrialization and urbanization pull the birth rate down. Rapid
ageing of the population first in Japan and then in South Korea were
sufficient pointers to the future in China, as well. Its window of
development was between fifty years in length, and that was that. In
short, the only surprising thing about China’s demography is your own
surprise.
THE RETURN OF PETTY BOURGEOISIE (May 10, 2011)
What with the protracted recession and the secular decline of Europe in
global economic and political affairs, the petty bourgeoisie is back.
With her appeal to “common sense,” Marine Le Pen is leading France
toward a return to national sovereignty (”Le Pen, Mightier than the
Sword?” May 7, 2011). That is, a withdrawal from the euro and
NATO, the introduction of tough immigration controls, the return to
border controls and protectionism, a renewed industrialization, the
support for job preference for French nationals, the reintroduction of
the death penalty, and the like. The impoverished middle classes are
finding all this increasingly appealing not only in France, but across
the subcontinent. The sense of the common may also triumph in Italy,
Spain, and even Germany. And Jean-Marie Le Pen’s plucky daughter
may well become a strong leader beyond the borders of France. The
return of petty bourgeoisie is driving Europe toward a common
program that may soon develop a whiff of fascism or worse.
WILTED GREENERY (May 11, 2011)
“Whereas the political salience of greenery has wilted,” you argue in
your article about environmental politics in Britain, “the government’s
environmental policies are holding up” (“A Lighter Shade of Green,”
May 7, 2011). Put simply, the government is still doing what the
voters have pushed out of their minds on account of the recession.
Comforting, this. “The government knows that making too much of its
environmentalism risks alienating squeezed voters,” you warn. “The
worry for greens is that the lack of political utility in their cause will
ultimately prompt the government to water down environmental policy
itself.” But a good number of greens have given up all hope already.
Even in the middle of the last decade, when environmentalists were in
their “political pomp,” as you put it, it was clear to many of them that
any sort of government action to protect the environment was too little,
too late. By the end of the decade, the remaining hope has evaporated.
Keith Farnish’s Time’s Up! (2009) sums up the hopelessness case
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pretty well: forget about politics and focus on what you can do
yourself, for it is a matter of survival.
BRIBING, TIPPING (May 11, 2011)
Bribery is a big problem across the globe. Corrupt officials demand
bribes even for things that are legally due to people, such as birth or
marriage certificates. In most legal systems, both bribe-givers and
takers are guilty of the crime. As you report, Kaushik Basu, the chief
economic adviser to India’s finance ministry, argues for legalizing
bribes that do not pay officials to bend the rules (“Who to Punish,”
May 7, 2011). This has raised quite a bit of controversy in India. I
wholeheartedly agree with him, but I would take his proposal a step
farther. To begin with, let us call payments for legal services “tips”
rather than “bribes.” How about setting up tip auctions for officials,
though? A person who wants something legally due to him or her
would offer the maximum tip acceptable and let the officials bid it
down. The most eager official would thus receive the smallest tip
acceptable to him or her for the legal service in question. And
everyone would be happy ever after.
THE GOOD OLD CORDON SANITAIRE (May 14, 2011)
“East Europeans whinge about security,” you open your article about
defense spending on the eastern frontier of the European Union, “but
few want to pay for it” (“Scars, Scares, and Scarcity,” May 14, 2011).
“And why should outsiders bother to protect countries that won’t take
their own defense seriously?” you ask in the last sentence rather
belligerently. To set the record straight, the good old cordon sanitaire
was set up after World War I to protect Europe against the evils of
communism. That is, possible Soviet inroads. It is still there to serve a
similar purpose long after the demise of the appalling social
experiment. To begin with, the Union is an American protectorate.
Then, the rich countries of the protectorate need some sort of buffer
against possible Russian inroads. Therefore, America and the Union
entrusted to its care should pay for the privilege to be second or third
in line if Russia gets a bit more ambitious in the future. And that is the
simplest possible answer to your question why countries like Poland,
Estonia, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, and Lithuania are
whingeing about security but unwilling to pay for it.
POLYANTHROPONEMIA FOR BEGINNERS (May 15, 2011)
As James Lovelock explains in his last book, The Vanishing Face of
Gaia (2009), just as individuals sometimes suffer a disease called
polycythaemia, an overpopulation of red blood cells, Gaia now suffers
from polyanthroponemia, or human overpopulation. The many
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censuses recently compiled around the world show that the human
population will reach seven billion this year, a bit earlier than
expected, and demographic projections suggest that it will flatten to ten
billion by 2100 (“… isn’t Destiny, One Hopes,” May 14, 2011). The
figure is long known, and it must bring a smile to Lovelock’s face.
Demography is not destiny, for sure, but the earth’s capacity to sustain
the human population certainly is. Climate change will change things
in the meanwhile. No matter what is done about it, it cannot be
stopped. The number of humans will plummet to less than a billion.
And the title of your article will come to haunt you. One can only
hope that demography actually is destiny, that is.
MANUFACTURING RENAISSANCE IN AMERICA
2011)

(May 16,

As you report, Hal Sirkin of the Boston Consulting Group has started
to advise American manufacturers to locate in America if they are
serving American customers (“Moving Back to America,” May 14,
2011). He is doing this not for patriotic reasons, or so he claims, but
because the economics of going abroad is changing fast. Labor
arbitrage, or taking advantage of lower wages abroad, is one of the
main reasons for locating a factory in a country like China. However,
Sirkin argues, the wages of factory workers in China have soared by
nearly seventy percent between 2005 and 2010. The benefits from
labor arbitrage are thus shrinking fast.
According to Sirkin,
manufacturers will be indifferent between locating in America or
China by 2015. Wow! Granted that the benefits from labor arbitrage
will keep shrinking, they will be there for the foreseeable future. The
wages of factory workers in America will be higher than the wages of
their counterparts in China for at least a generation, if not forever. If
BCG predicts a manufacturing renaissance in America, watch the
disclaimer about patriotism like a hawk.
THE MOTHER OF ALL BUBBLES (May 17, 2011)
It is not hard to agree with much of your main leader about the return
of irrational exuberance to the Internet world (“The New Tech
Bubble,” May 14, 2011). The likes of Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin,
and Skype are the new miraculous investments. As you point out, the
bubble is being pumped partly by wealthy “angel” investors, a number
of whom made their fortunes during the last Internet bubble, but also
from private-equity companies and bank-led funds chasing after profits
in a rather bleak investment environment. Thus you boast of
foretelling another bust, just as you foretold the last Internet bubble
and the property bubble after it. But you fail to pinpoint the real
source of the bubble that is now growing out of all proportions: the
Federal Reserve’s quantitative easing, the second round of which is
still spewing money into the American economy and beyond. No
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wonder hapless investors are looking for something, anything, to invest
in now that they are rolling in cheap cash. For the underlying
recession is still there, festering unhampered.
RESTRICTING BANKERS’ PAY (May 18, 2011)
Since times immemorial, banking has been the shadiest business of all,
and yet you liken it to professional sports in your special report on
international banking, where you do your best to justify the alleged
principle that pay should be commensurate with talent (“Chained but
Untamed,” May 14, 2011). “Restricting bankers’ pay may make
political sense,” you argue in connection with the odium of the
extraordinary bonuses granted successful bankers, “but is it good
economics?” And here is the grand lesson you have to offer:
The market for talent in both banking and professional
sport is fairly transparent (at least to the participants)
and fairly efficient. Both are meritocratic. Teams with
better players win more often. Banks with the best
traders or dealmakers generally earn more money. If
talent and performance are strongly correlated, it seems
reasonable that pay should follow.
Goldman Sachs’ double-dealing with customers’ money immediately
comes to mind. Was selling securitized mortgages while betting on the
collapse of the housing market fairly transparent? Was it transparent
even to the participants? It was definitely not, and that explains why
the general public is not up and against the high “bonuses” in
professional sports, where performance is regularly televised, but is
quite disgusted by the likes of Goldman Sachs’ high rollers, who
customarily work behind closed doors. If restricting bankers’ pay
makes political sense, it is for a good reason, too. And poorly
conceived arguments like yours can only contribute to the general
disgust.
HENRY KISSINGER (May 23, 2011)
The main problem with your review of Henry Kissinger’s On China
(London: Allen Lane, 2011) is that you take his subject rather literally
(“No Go,” May 21, 2011). In fact, the book is about Kissinger
himself. As you say, it is marred by several flaws, the most important
of which is that the author believes that Chinese strategists think like
players of wei qi or go, which means that they wish to avoid
encirclement. In your rendering, he is wrong to believe that Chinese
foreign policy is dominated by “cool, calculating, master strategists.”
He is writing about himself, of course. He sees himself as the master
strategists to be emulated first and foremost in America, where he may
be venerable, but where the foreign policy is still dominated by the
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four-year political cycle. Chinese foreign policy is a bit more
panoramic and long term, but it, too, is dominated by the political
cycle of the ruling party. Returning to wei qi, it is a game of war
whereas chess is a battle game. You can lose a few battles in the
former while winning the war, whereas the battle is the whole war in
the latter. Follow my example, Kissinger is actually pleading, and
both American and Chinese politicians had better listen to his earnest
entreaties. For the world is the game now, and the time may well be
forever even if only a century is actually at stake.
GOING NOWHERE FAST (May 23, 2011)
As you report, fifty years ago this month John Kennedy set the goal of
getting to the moon before the decade was out (“Apollo Plus Fifty,”
May 21, 2011). And the goal was gloriously met by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, albeit by Soviet methods. The
launch this week of the space shuttle Endeavor, which was its last,
marked the anniversary. From now on, America will have no way to
carry people into low-earth orbit. Barack Obama has cancelled plans
to revisit the moon. NASA is moribund. Obama’s “Sputnik moment”
was ingloriously forgotten soon after the phrase was coined a short
while ago. As far as space is concerned, America is going nowhere
fast. But it is good to remember that Kennedy’s goal is of the same ilk.
As well as elsewhere, going nowhere fast is America’s way in space.
A glorious one-off is all America is capable of, anyway. Space is hard
and vast, and it would take an entirely different way of thinking to
explore, understand, and eventually inhabit. Rest in peace, Kennedy!
PLACEBO’S PLACEBO (May 24, 2011)
As you report in your leader and article in the Science and Technology
Section, only about five percent of alternative-medicine treatments
have been shown not to be hokum (“There is No Alternative” and
“Think Yourself Better,” May 21, 2011). Some herbal treatments
appear to be the only exception. However, the research you cite also
suggests that alternative medicine often offers a very real placebo
effect. A large part of it has to do with “good bedside manners” of its
practitioners. This is where non-alternative medicine has much to
learn. Although the placebo effect is well understood by doctors, they
are often leery of prescribing them, for they feel that they are deceiving
their patients. But it is likely that further research will show that it is
not only the patients’ beliefs that are important in placebo treatments.
Beliefs of alternative-medicine practitioners themselves must be part
of the cure, as well. The more convinced they are in their treatments,
the more likely they are to be effective with their patients. And
placebo’s placebo is therefore yet another thing that non-alternative
medicine needs to master over and above good bedside manners.
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ON RUTTING CHIMPANZEES (May 24, 2011)
“New York’s authorities have not shirked from arresting the head of
one of the world’s leading international bodies,” you point out in the
last paragraph of your article about transatlantic differences in attitudes
to sex, “nor from demanding that he be kept in jail on remand”
(“Decoding DSK,” May 21, 2011). And you conclude with a revealing
if damning question: “It is worth asking: would this have happened in
Paris or Rome?” No, it would surely not, but not because of the
cultural differences between the old and new worlds that you go on
about. If cavorting politicians are tolerated in Europe, this is because
Europe is far from what it used to be even a century ago. As a world
power, it is entirely spent. Which is why European politicians, like the
one you lovingly call “DSK,” should be eschewed when it comes to
the leadership of the world’s leading international bodies. If rutting
chimpanzees are still tolerated, or even appreciated, in Paris or Rome,
all is fine and well. They cannot do much harm to the world with their
asinine sexual escapades, anyway.
A FIVE-SPEED EUROPE (May 25, 2011)
You are fond of pointing at a two-speed Europe, and the term pops up
in your latest article about the economic split within the euro area
(“Northern Lights, Southern Cross,” May 21, 2011). But that relates
only to the single-currency countries. What about the Schengen
countries, though? Those to the south and east are suffering from
rampant immigration, which now threatens countries to the north and
west, as well as the border-controls agreement itself. And what about
the old Iron Curtain? A few countries to the east are doing surprisingly
well, but many are infested with corruption and organized crime, thus
accentuating the east-west divide. All in all, it is much more
meaningful to point at a five-speed Europe, at least. Indeed, a twospeed Europe would be a blessing for the European Union. Soon
enough it may well sprout twenty-seven speeds, thus questioning the
very notion of union however defined.
ONCE-IN-A-CENTURY NATURAL DISASTERS (May 25, 2011)
Only a fortnight ago you reported more than three-hundred tornadoes
that had ravaged several southern states in America as storms of a
once-in-a-century severity (“Out of the Whirlwind,” May 7, 2011).
Now you report Mississippi floods that are ravaging many of the same
states in the very same words (“Raging Southward,” May 21, 2011).
“And some of the states bailing out from once-in-a-century floods are
still reeling from once-in-a-century tornadoes,” you conclude your
happy-go-lucky article. Looking backwards and ignoring climate
change, you may well be right. After all, meteorologists do possess
much reliable information about things past. But looking forward is an
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entirely different matter. Systematically ignoring climate change will
not do for much longer. To wit, once-in-a-century natural disasters are
best relegated to the past.
ON DOUBLE STANDARDS (May 30, 2011)
In response to your article about angry demonstrations in Croatia and
Serbia (“Protest Days,” April 23, 2011), the mayor of Zagreb, Milan
Bandić, writes that Croatians are angry about the conviction of two
generals at the United Nations’ war-crimes tribunal in The Hague not
because they are populists, as you claim, but because of the double
standards of western politicians and media (Letters to the Editor, May
28, 2011). Generals from some countries can do whatever they please
without a single thought about The Hague, but Croatian generals
cannot. Besides, Croatians are angry because the government is
riddled with corruption while the opposition is tainted with scandal.
The leading Croatian newspapers have commented on his letter with
approval. Just like the mayor of the Croatian capital, they have
skipped the other country in your article, Serbia.
Angry
demonstrations are currently shaking the country after the capture of
yet another general who is about to be delivered to the court in The
Hague. When it comes to Serbia, though, chances are that both the
mayor of Zagreb and the Croatian media would agree with your charge
of populism. The old double standards, it would appear.
THE FUTURE OF MIGRATION (May 30, 2011)
Your review of Ian Goldin, Geoffrey Cameron, and Meera Balarjan’s
Exceptional People: How Migration Shaped Our World and Will
Define Our Future (Princeton, Connecticut: Princeton University
Press, 2011) points out that migration is the most effective tool for
reducing global poverty (“The Future of Mobility,” May 28, 2011).
Indeed, this has always been the case. As Europe and America age,
they will need young workers from poor countries, thus helping both
worlds. But it is surprising to read about one of the book’s “insights”
concerning global warming. In particular, the authors knock down
“wild predictions” that climate change will create vast numbers of
refugees by the mid-century. They foresee only floods as the problem,
and they argue that most flood victims go home when the floods
recede. What about droughts, though? And what about rising sea
levels? Although it is difficult to pin down the exact number of
refugees from such natural disasters, climate change is not likely to be
weathered by minor dislocations. Which is why it is prudent to agree
with the book’s conclusion that migration will “define our future.” It
surely will. Perhaps even more than the authors envisage.
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WELCOME TO THE ANTHROPOCENE (May 31, 2011)
Your main leader and briefing about the Anthropocene are eye-openers
(“Welcome to the Anthropocene” and “A Manmade World,” May 28,
2011). Forget about the Holocene, which started around ten-thousand
years ago. This is the age of man, no doubt. And Paul Crutzen, an
atmospheric scientist, proposed the new term a decade ago. The new
name for the geological era is ushering a “paradigm shift” in our
relationship with our world. Now that we have left such an indelible
mark upon the earth, it is up to us to manage it, as well. Intelligence is
our forte, after all. As you argue, geoengineering is thus the answer.
What you skip, though, is geopolitcs, for planetary science and
engineering will get nowhere without agreement about what is to be
done when, where, and how. And that is the domain of politics, albeit
on a planetary scale. Welcome to the Anthropocene, indeed!
Optimists are especially welcome, too.
FAITH AND FINANCE (May 31, 2011)
It is wonderful to read that faith plays a much larger rôle in the
financial markets than its participants would like to admit (“Faith and
the Markets,” May 28, 2011). As you argue, finance even has its high
priests and its annual calendar marked with quarterly and other
festivals. It has its monastic orders and its sages, such as the Sage of
Omaha. The religious rituals of the finance sector are wonderful to
behold. On occasion, finance is shaken by doctrinal schisms, as well.
But there is a religious order that is sorely missing in your splendid
account of the financial markets, and especially in connection with
schisms. Known as the economists, they are akin to the Jesuits. They
are foremost in fields such as education and research. Their
intellectual prowess is legendary, and some of them are even ordained
in Stockholm with great pomp for their scholarly achievements. Most
important, they are the keepers of the everlasting faith. Indeed, finance
would be destitute without their humble but unrelenting religious
services.
NON-BELIEVERS UNITE (June 1, 2011)
A certain Harold Camping, the founder and president of Family Radio,
a national network of Christian radio stations, predicted the Rapture for
May 21. According to him, Jesus would take believers to heaven after
a devastating earthquake. Those left behind would suffer Armageddon
through the annihilation of the earth, scheduled for October 21. As
you report, non-believers prepared for a field day (“Paradise
Postponed,” May 28, 2011). Some put together entire tableau of
empty clothing and abandoned dinners. Others signed up to attend
post-Rapture looting parties. But Christian fundamentalism is hardly a
laughing matter. America is in danger, and so is the rest of the world.
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Instead of poking fun at such travesties, non-believers had better unite
and drive Christian fundamentalism out of the country. It is high time,
too. Unperturbed, Camping now predicts the Rapture for October 21.
Only imagine the social, economic, and political consequences of such
pernicious rubbish.
ON ACADEMIC PUBLISHING (June 1, 2011)
As you report, academic publishing is doing surprisingly well in an
impoverished field of business (“Of Goats and Headaches,” May 28,
2011). In fact, academic publishers like Elsevier, Taylor and Francis,
and Springer are doing exceedingly well. “Academic authors tend not
to care much about copyright protection,” you point out. “Their main
interest is in being read and cited.” Indeed, citation indices are the key
to the game nowadays. First, academic promotion is getting ever more
bureaucratic, and citation indices are there to tell winners and losers
apart. Second, there is a growing number of academics on “soft
contracts,” which ensure them a job as long as they are getting research
money, which in turn depends on citation indices once again.
Interestingly, you pointed this out only recently, when you argued that
doctoral degrees are a dime a dozen (“The Disposable Academic,”
December 18, 2010). Many of the bedeviled academics are from poor
countries hoping to earn a living in rich ones. To wit, the increasing
competition for academic jobs is leading to a bonanza in academic
publishing. Surprise, surprise.
ON BUBBLE CAPITALISM (June 8, 2011)
You wonder about the American recovery (”Excuses, Excuses,” June
4, 2011). And so you should. What recovery? The Wall Street, as
well as the City across the pond, got a couple of perks from Ben
Bernanke’s quantitative easing, but that is about all. They were only
perks for the financial sector used to bubbles. That is where hedging
in every which direction has become a way of life. Bankers and their
mates win, and everyone else loses, as witnessed by the appalling
unemployment rates in both America and Britain, its sidekick in many
things, including finance. Bernanke’s last speech shows all this
perfectly well. He did not “signal” another round of quantitative
easing, which depressed both the Wall Street and the City.
Quantitative easing has already started creating another bubble, this
time in the World Wide Web, but even the Fed, populated by the Wall
Street sages, has lost faith in its own medicine. Bubble capitalism is
losing its luster. Now it has fallen on all sorts of excuses about the
moribund recovery. Following the historic property bubble, it has little
else to offer.
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THE WESTERN BALKANS AND WASHINGTON (June 8, 2011)
Your leader and article about the Western Balkans are on the mark
(“No More Brussels Bluff” and “Slowly toward Europe,” June 4,
2011). Now that Ratko Mladić is behind bars, Serbia is approaching
candidacy for accession. After six years as a candidate, Croatia is
about to get the accession date set, and 2013 seems to be the magical
year. Montenegro is close to Serbia in terms of the accession process.
Bosnia, Macedonia, Kosovo, and Albania will be harder to bring into
the process, but there are hardly any options for the European Union,
as well as America, which has been deeply involved in the region.
And this is something you leave out of both your leader and article,
hopeful as they happen to be. Although there are no viable options for
the Union, it is slow in realizing this simple fact. It is also clumsy in
dealing with the situation, which could easily deteriorate and lead to
serious trouble for Brussels. How can this be explained, though? The
only explanation is that America has lost some of its drive under the
bashful Obama administration, and that the Union is nowhere without
America’s guidance and protection. To wit, your hopeful thoughts had
better be read in Washington rather than Brussels.
LAWYERS, ECONOMISTS (June 8, 2011)
The International Monetary Fund is looking for a new head. Christine
Lagarde, the French finance minister, is in the lead. She is followed by
Stanley Fischer of Israel, Agustin Carstens of Mexico, and Grigori
Marchenko of Kazakhstan. In your presentation of the competitors
you mention that Lagarde is a lawyer whereas the others are central
bankers, “as well as practitioners of the dismal science” (“Wanted:
Chief Firefighter,” June 4, 2011). You explain that “much of the
firefighting job of the IMF involves tricky monetary and economic
analysis.” Surprisingly, you proceed by leaving aside your own words
of caution. By your account, much of what central bankers do has to
do with negotiation. Being tough is the key to negotiation. By
implication, monetary and economic analysis, no matter how tricky, is
the domain of the head’s staff. The same must be true not only of
central banks but of the IMF, as well. In other words, a tough lawyer
would be perfectly suited for the job. God knows, not being a
practitioner of the dismal science might help a little bit, too.
CHARISMA AND BUSINESS (June 8, 2011)
You wax poetic about charisma and its possible uses in business as
though it grows on trees (“The Angel and the Monster,” June 4, 2011).
The likes of Mother Teresa and Lady Gaga, whom you compare and
contrast with abandon, are charismatic for reasons few could foresee
ahead of their careers. They, too, must have been taken aback by their
own ways with their fans. Rather, you should ask why the likes of
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Steve Jobs and Richard Branson, whom you also mention as
charismatics, are not a dime a dozen in the business world. Perhaps
charisma and business do not go together, except rarely. And by
surprise, as ever. The fact that those blessed with special charms
sometimes marshal huge amounts of money does not mean that money
will seek them for that very reason. In fact, money will often shy away
from them for their profligate ways, without which charisma is hard to
imagine. For fans and customers are not the same, either. Except
rarely and by surprise.
CHEATING FOR BEGINNERS (June 8, 2011)
It is fun to read about software that detects cheating by students,
teachers, and invigilators in your Technology Quarterly (“Beating
Cheating,” June 4, 2011). Firms like Prometric of Baltimore,
Maryland, Caveon of Midvale, Utah, and Kryterion of Phoenix,
Arizona, are getting to grips with widespread cheating practices across
the globe. Some of the software looks even at sudden improvements in
scores by a student by comparison with his or her previous attempts.
Crossing international borders to take a test is suspicious, too. The
scrutiny does not stop when the tests are over, either. The software
hunts day and night for illicitly revealed test information. As you
report, Prometric now detects so much cheating that it investigates
about twenty of its five-thousand test centers around the world each
and every week. It is good to know that American firms are behind
this concerted effort. Surely, they would know best. Like so many
other things, cheating practices now in vogue must have been hatched
in America, as well.
THE COUNTRY THAT LET ITSELF GET SCREWED BY ONE
MAN (June 11, 2011)
Your main leader on Silvio Berlusconi and special report on Italy offer
much food for thought on good and bad government (“The Man Who
Screwed an Entire Country” and “Oh, For a New Risorgimento,” June
11, 2011). As you point out, many Italian businesspeople originally
believed that Berlusconi’s “roguish, entrepreneurial chutzpah” offered
a chance to modernize the economy, but they have changed their
minds in the meanwhile. Of course, many Italians of all walks of life
had similar hopes when he appeared on the political scene. A good
number of them are still confused. But neither your main leader nor
the special report address the simple question of why so many Italians
have kept voting for Berlusconi through all his shenanigans, including
the “Bunga Bunga” sex parties. For good measure, the special report
on Italy could have had a somewhat more challenging title: “The
Country that Let Itself Get Screwed by One Man.” After all, this is not
the first time Italy has prostrated itself in expectation of bliss. Benito
Mussolini comes readily to mind.
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THOUGHTLESS KNOCK-OFFS (June 12, 2011)
The Venice Biennale has been around since 1895. This year it hosts
eighty-nine national pavilions, the largest number ever. As you say, “a
fairground atmosphere puts a premium on art as a memorable
experience rather than as a precious object” (“Art as a Political Game,”
June 11, 2011). Among all the pavilions you describe, I am most
attracted by your description of the Italian pavilion, “which looks like
an art bazaar in a suburban mall.” Curated by Vittorio Sgarbi, an art
historian and a television personality of some renown, it is entitled
“Art is Not Cosa Nostra.” A revealing title, this. “Visitors to the
grandmother of all biennials will be astonished that Italians appear to
think contemporary art is like the thoughtless knock-offs found in
cheap shopping arcades,” you warn. Judging by your descriptions of
several other pavilions, that is precisely the point, though. The Italian
pavilion summarizes the Venice Biennale, as it were. One can only
hope Sgarbi’s veiled criticism will reach contemporary artists, as well.
RUSSIAN GAS (June 13, 2011)
“Europe is no longer the sole source of inspiration for modernization in
Russia,” you quote Fyodor Lukyanov, editor of a Russian journal
dealing with foreign affairs (“From Cukes to Nukes,” June 11, 2011).
What a sweet way of putting it! As the rest of your article shows,
Russia and the European Union have been drifting apart. More and
more Russians see Europe as a tourist destination only. But there
should be plenty for the Europeans and Russians to discuss, you argue.
Russian gas will be needed even more after the German decision to
abandon nuclear power as soon as practicable. In addition, about half
of Russia’s foreign trade is still with the Union. However, you also
point out that Russia’s trade with China has doubled last year. It is
likely to double again in a short while. And Russian gas will surely be
something the Chinese will be eyeing ever more eagerly. In the
competition between Europe and China for Russian gas, China is likely
to be the winner, too. Yes, you are right: there should be plenty for the
European and Russians to discuss. And soon.
THE BALKAN TIGERS (June 14, 2011)
As you report, “some economist argue that, precisely because the
Greek economy is so sclerotic, it has great potential” (“It’s All Greek
to Them,” June 11, 2011). And this bit of wisdom appears under a
heading that suggests your acquiescence with the nifty argument: “The
Balkan Tiger Within.” It reminds of me of the typical Balkan tale that
Gypsies sing and dance when the weather is at its worst, for it cannot
but get better. Now, the funny thing about the economists you cite is
that they are saying exactly the same thing about many a Balkan
country. Economists of this ilk seem to be thriving, especially with the
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media. Apparently, the Balkans are teeming with tigers. Take the
argument a few steps farther, and they may even pull the entire subcontinent out of its slumber. By and by, the Balkan tigers may change
the entire world, too. And all this just because it is hard to imagine
that the mess could possibly get worse. As a matter of fact, the Balkan
economies do well only when corruption and organized crime are
allowed to blossom. Under the dozing gaze of the European Union,
this is exactly what had happened to Greece during the last boom.
Whence the dreadful bust.
POLICY FATIGUE (June 15, 2011)
“Policy makers seem helpless in the face of bad economic news,” you
open your article about the Fed and the American budget (“Policy
Fatigue,” June 11, 2011). Starting with the budget, the Republicans
have stopped the Obama administration dead in its Keynesian tracks.
Among other things, the big infrastructure rebuilding program is
moribund. But the Fed is another matter. Ben Bernanke’s quantitative
easing has done next to nothing to hoist the American economy up. It
has only helped the Wall Street foment yet another bubble. The
unemployment figures show clearly enough that the recovery does not
deserve that name. Economists have failed once again at defining it
properly, let alone helping the economy out of it. Returning to policy
fatigue, it is very welcome. So-called policy has failed America
utterly. It is thus high time for Keynesian policies of old. The Great
Depression offers good lessons for the Great Recession, its duplicitous
name notwithstanding. And the infrastructure rebuilding program is
there already. Mind you, only the Republicans are in the way.
THE BREATHING SPACE (June 20, 2011)
As you report, American scientists concerned with solar physics are
now suggesting that the sun is going into a period of, as it were,
hibernation (“Sun Down,” June 18, 2011). Something like this has
already happened twice since records began some four centuries ago:
from 1645 to 1715 and from 1790 to 1830. During these periods,
global temperatures were lower than average. Several studies indicate
that the quiet period may last about a decade. This is good news, as
the cooling may counteract the effects of the greenhouses gases that
people are now spewing into the atmosphere. As you put it, “whether
the breathing space thus granted would be used wisely or squandered is
another matter.” Indeed. The Industrial Revolution, which was
initiated more than two centuries ago, is still going full blast, albeit far
from its cradle in northwestern Europe. Throttling it would be
unimaginable in countries like China, India, Russia, and Brazil. It
would cause revolutions of other, much less politically palatable,
variety. In short, the breathing space will be squandered. Alas!
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QUINTESSENTIAL BALKANS (June 20, 2011)
Less than a year ago you reported that Nikola Gruevski, the prime
minister of Macedonia, had been planning to plop a giant statue of
Alexander the Great in the center of the capital, Skopje (“A
Macedonian Makeover,” August 28, 2010). Now you report that the
statue is actually being erected on site (“Backwards and Forwards,”
June 18, 2011). Cast in Italy, it is far from a joke, as some have hoped.
And it is likely to have helped Gruevski in general elections earlier this
month. But the European Union officials are in despair over such
populist gestures on account of Greece’s persistent if petulant
objections over Macedonia’s name, let alone the insolent claim to a
glorious bit of its history. The problem is that Greece is in the Union
already, and that Macedonia’s accession process has been stalled.
Gruevski’s fresh attempts to restart it are thus in question in spite of
the fact that Macedonia cannot but join the Union sooner or later. The
only thing one can offer the bewildered Union officials by way of
advice is a straightforward proposition: give Macedonians green
accession light in return for the statue’s speedy removal. Simple.
Quintessential Balkans, too.
ON UNBRIDLED CAPITALISM (June 21, 2011)
In your main leader you ruminate about the sorry state of the global
economy (“Sticky Patch or Meltdown,” June 18, 2011). In the end,
you call it a sticky patch caused by the tsunami in Japan, surge in oil
prices due to the strife in the Arab world, and tightening of monetary
policy on account of rising inflation. However, you warn that pigheaded politicians in America and Europe may turn things toward a
meltdown. Harsh fiscal tightening in the former and a currency crash
in the latter could be averted, but the politicians are to blame if and
when things go awry. You treat the current situation as though it has
little or nothing to do with the crash of 2008, though. Ever since the
Great Depression, it was unprecedented in its severity. The Great
Recession, as it was dubbed, cannot be cured by the usual recessionary
measures. Also, you treat the unbridled capitalism that has caused the
last crash as though it is sustainable. That is, as though it is not the
very cause of the last crash. Ushered by Regan and Thatcher in the
Eighties and rooted in the insatiable financial sector, unbridled
capitalism is running amok. As it appears, it is well beyond control of
poor politicians in America and Europe. Put differently, expect
another meltdown soon.
ROBERT GATES’ PARTING SHOT (June 21, 2011)
Late last year you reported that the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization’s summit in Lisbon went “boringly” well (“Europe and
America,” November 27, 2010). Things have changed, though.
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Together with Robert Gates, the outgoing American defense secretary,
you question NATO’s future (“On Target,” June 18, 2011). Of course,
the unrest on the southern shores of the Mediterranean has intervened
in the meanwhile. “Libya is a warning,” as you put it squarely. Only a
few months of engagement in the bloody civil war has been enough to
put a serious strain between America and Europe. Exhausted, many
NATO countries are already pulling out. Europeans are now seen by
Americans as free-riders. They are not pulling their own weight in the
defense of the sub-continent while America is turning elsewhere with
its security concerns, most notably to the Pacific. Thus you argue that
last year’s Franco-British defense pact is the way to go for the
European Union. “Pool it or lose it,” you conclude your article. But it
is enough to remember recent wars in Bosnia and Kosovo to see what
is in store. Pool it the Union cannot, so it will lose it sooner or later.
The only hope is still in America, the only country with a real punch in
NATO. Perhaps Robert Gates’ parting shot will awaken a few
remaining dreamers in the Union, and they will pay America for their
own defense a bit less sparingly.
TIANXIA (June 22, 2011)
China is ever bigger in every respect, but it has next to nothing to offer
by way of, say, philosophy. Confucius (551-479BC) is one of the rare
exceptions. It is thus not surprising that Chinese leaders are now
looking for a homegrown philosophy commensurate with its place in
the world. In particular, they are looking for their own vision of
international affairs. As you report, the notion of tianxia, or “all under
heaven,” is now gaining momentum (“Nothing New Under Heaven,”
June 18, 2011). It dates back to the golden age of classical Chinese
philosophy dominated by Confucius, in the period of “warring states,”
before the unification in 221BC under the first Qin emperor. As you
point out, tianxia is widely understood as a unified world dominated
by one country, “to which neighbors and those beyond look for
guidance and pay tribute.” The choice of such a country is entirely
voluntary, too. Utopian as it is, this vision of universal harmony under
the watchful eye of a superpower must be pleasing to China’s
neighbors, as well as “those beyond.” The only trouble with tianxia is
the ominous shadow of the first Qin emperor.
IN PRAISE OF ADAM MICHNIK (June 22, 2011)
One thing that caught my eye in your review of Adam Michnik’s In
Search of Lost Meaning: The New Eastern Europe (Berkeley,
California: University of California Press, 2011) is your surprise that
he still sees himself as a dissident (“Flagging Up the Past,” June 18,
2011). That is, “someone who is a little ill at ease with the materialism
of post-communist capitalism, and deeply out of sympathy with the
vengeful historical triumphalism of the national-patriotic camp.”
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Which is perhaps the main reason why you see the book’s main
weakness in its “apocalyptic tone.” Well, good for Michnik, a Polish
dissident of note. It appears that dissidents of the same ilk are
regrouping in Eastern Europe. What you seem to forget is that many
of them were not only against communism as it came to pass, but also
against the capitalist alternative. Indeed, the best among them were for
a socialism that truly deserves that name. Although that alternative is
long defunct, the dissidents of old still have much to offer. With some
luck they will attract a few readers, as well.
URBANIZATION, RURALIZATION (June 27, 2011)
As you report, Andreas Meyer-Lindenberg and his colleagues from the
University of Heidelberg have shown that the brains of city dwellers
respond to stress differently than those from the country (“A New
York State of Mind,” June 25, 2011). Not surprisingly, the former
have a higher risk of developing anxiety disorders and mood disorders
than the latter. What is surprising in the results is that it does not
matter where someone is living now, but where he or she was brought
up. In other words, country bumpkins have fewer mental disorders in
cities than their urban counterparts. They bring rural peace to the city,
as it were. Also, urbanites cannot get rid of their mental disorders by
moving to the country. Extrapolating a bit, urbanization that
accompanied industrialization was thus relatively easy on those
making the move, whereas “ruralization” that accompanies postindustrial development is an entirely different matter. Now urban hell
is spreading to the countryside and disturbing the peace of its rural
dwellers.
RUSSIAN GAS, AGAIN (June 27, 2011)
In a few days, Poland will take over the rotating presidency of the
European Union from Hungary. This is a “maturity test,” as you cite
Janos Martonyi, Hungary’s foreign minister (“Presidential Ambitions,”
June 25, 2011). And Poland may well pass it with distinction.
Uniquely in the Union, it has managed to eschew recession in the
global financial crisis. The presidency is thus of quite some interest.
As you suggest, one area to watch is European security, including the
Union’s dependence on Russian gas. This is where Poland is likely to
have a rather different position than Germany, which prefers to
negotiate with Russians unilaterally. Given that much of the ex-Soviet
bloc depends on Russian gas even more than the rest of the Union, this
is a distinct Eastern European issue, as well. Although six months is
not a very long period, Poland will have a distinct opportunity to
redefine Europe’s geopolitical stand with respect to energy. Lest the
opportunity is squandered, this is where the best and the brightest in
the Union’s administration now need to set their sights, too.
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GO GREECE, GO (June 28, 2011)
“If Greece goes…” blares the title of your main leader and front cover
showing a briefcase-totting businessman staring down a kitchen drain
(June 25, 2011). But what if Greece does not go? If the European
Union is so convulsed about the former threat, what about the latter,
which is much worse? The Union’s muddling through would get only
worse, eventually ending in paralysis. And fears of contagion would in
time turn into full-blown contagion, as well. Although I agree with
your proposal for an orderly restructuring by halving of Greece’s
debts, I do not believe the Union is capable of such a clear-cut
alternative, which would save the euro in one fell swoop. Sadly, it is
not structured to deal with situations of this ilk. It is structured to
muddle along. Returning to the obverse question, Greece is most
likely the beginning of the Union’s end. It will take years. And it will
get ever muddier, until the last fool in the Union’s administration
accepts the verdict and waddles away. If only Greece would go…
ON RELIGIOUS RELICS (June 28, 2011)
In your review of “Treasures of Heaven: Saints, Relics, and Devotion
in Medieval Europe” at the British Museum in London you mention
Venice in passing, but much of Venice’s history rests on the relics of
St. Mark the Evangelist (“Holy Jewels,” June 25, 2011). Stolen from
Alexandria by two crafty Venetian merchants in 828, these relics were
the key to the Serenissima’s escape from the clutches of Byzantium.
By 1204, the Fourth Crusade was led to Constantinople by dodge
Enrico Dandolo in person. That was the beginning of the Byzantine
empire’s sorry end in 1453, when its capital succumbed to the Turks.
Such was the power of the flag of St. Mark with its winged lion. As
you put it, “Christians in the Middle Ages believed that the relics of a
saint could be used to intercede with God just as saints had done in
life.” The pull of religious relics was enormous, indeed. Of course, it
faded by Napoleon’s time, and in 1797 he gingerly extinguished
Venice as an empire without any fear of St. Mark, let alone his bones.
Ever since, relics became subject to mere shows, such as the one at the
British Museum. The very idea would have been inconceivable a
millennium ago or so.
CHANGE OF CLIMATE (June 29, 2011)
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has just come
out with a special report on renewable energy. It has been embroiled
in controversy from the very start. Most important, some of the
climate experts involved in the preparation of the report have been
accused of conflicts of interest. As you argue, IPCC should do its best
to avoid such rows in the future (“A Climate of Conflict,” June 25,
2011). Granted. But many of the governments involved in this
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endeavor must like the rows in their own right. They provide the
breathing space so valuable in politics. However, the IPCC has been
sidelined not only by politics, but also because a growing number of
people around the world accepts that climate change is not a scientific
hoax. The ubiquitous storms, floods, and droughts are persuasive
enough. As are piling images of melting glaciers and vanishing
forests. Put differently, reports produced by the IPCC, special or
otherwise, will matter ever less to all and sundry. And governments
will manipulate them to their own ends with or without conflicts of
interest.
THE ECONOMIST’S ECONOMIST (June 29, 2011)
In your article on bank regulation in Britain you paint Mervyn King,
the governor of the Bank of England, as an enemy not only of banks,
but also of the City (“Mervyn Agonistes,” June 25, 2011). Which is
perhaps why I am quite fond of him. The banks need tighter reins for
their own good, and King’s emphasis on rules as the basis for good
policy cannot but be a good thing for the economy. He has a good
chance to impose them now that banks are not popular on account of
their rôle in the financial crisis. Indeed, the largest among them turned
into fancy “financial institutions” bent on eschewing all rules. Liberal
central bankers, led by Alan Greenspan, allowed erstwhile banks too
much freedom. With catastrophic consequences, too. If King is
indeed the “economist’s economist,” as you claim, this bodes well.
The messy business of minding banks must start with rules to ensure
that they do not stray too far from banking itself. And this is what
banks are wont of doing, as we have seen in the financial crisis.
A SPACE CADET’S LAMENT (July 4, 2011)
The last mission of America’s space shuttle is planned to launch in a
few days. As you rightly say in your main leader, outer space is
history now (“The End of the Space Age,” July 2, 2011). In future
history books, you add, this year is likely to be remembered for the
demise of space cadets’ dream. Although you duly mark the fateful
year, you do not spell out the repercussions of this catastrophe. We are
facing deadly global warming. Soon we will face the beginning of the
upcoming glaciation. Inter-glacial periods usually last about tenthousand years, and we are coming to the end of the one that propelled
the human species into the limelight. Glaciation periods usually last
around a hundred-thousand years. And that is at least how long the
species will have to wait for the next opportunity to colonize the outer
space. In the meanwhile, the human population will dwindle to a small
fraction of its size today. As well as its punch. Space colonization
could have provided a new flowering and eventual differentiation of
our civilization. With significant sacrifices, the technology could have
been mastered in the period of rapid growth and development
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following World War II. The opportunity has been missed, though.
Due both to human interference and natural causes, climate change
makes it unimaginable in the near future. Our hope now rests with
space cadets who will sprout a hundred-thousand years from now.
BONDING, BRIDGING (July 4, 2011)
Your review of Eli Pariser’s The Filter Bubble: What the Internet is
Hiding from You? (London: Penguin, 2011) goes along with much of
what he has to offer concerning the dangers of the World Wide Web
(”Invisible Sieve,” July 2, 2011). Two people querying Google for the
same thing will come up with different results, for the browser takes
each person’s search history into account. Facebook will be biased
toward those friends you connect with more often. And Amazon will
recommend new books or movies in accordance with each person’s
past preferences. The “filter bubble” offers a unique universe of
information. The author thus worries that “we are getting a lot of
bonding but very little bridging.” Also, he worries about the “invisible
autopropaganda, indoctrinating us with our own ideas.” He is right, of
course, but not about the Internet. That is a human propensity that is
only accentuated by the new technology. It is the task of each and
every one of us to aspire to both bonding and bridging. The World
Wide Web will follow us at a clip.
INFORMATION OVERLOAD (July 5, 2011)
You start your ponderings about the “information overload” that
threatens managers the world over by mentioning that the term has
been popularized by Alvin Toffler (“Too Much Information,” July 2,
2011). Wow! Like much else the hapless futurist has come up with,
beginning with his Future Shock (1970), little is worth remembering,
let alone quoting. The human brain is made to process only so much
information at any one time. It can cope neither with more nor with
less. What has changed since roughly a hundred-thousand years ago is
the number of people a human has to deal with from day to day.
Originally, it was up to a hundred and fifty or so. Not even a shaman
could “manage” more. Since about five-thousand years ago, when
urbanization started in the wake of the agricultural revolution, the
number has become too large, and especially for kings and queens.
But the communication overload is here to stay. No advice will help,
no matter how clever, including the gems that crafty management
consultants you cite have on offer: find time to focus, filter out noise,
and forget about work when you can. For the underlying cause of the
trouble is rather simple. To coin a nifty term, it is the population
overload. Not to shed tears, though. Climate change will usher a
straightforward solution to the problem soon enough.
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OBESITY, LONGEVITY (July 5, 2011)
Life expectancy has been increasing across the developed world. As
you report, life expectancy in America is now lagging behind countries
like Japan, Britain, and Germany, and there is a growing debate
whether this is due to obesity (“Long Live the Fat American,” July 2,
2011). Roughly one in three American adults is deemed obese at this
juncture. Of course, obesity increases disability, which increases
obesity, and so forth. Although medicine is now helping obese people
live longer, there is only so much the good doctors can do. But this is
not the whole story. Obesity is a phenomenon associated with
economic development. It is hardly limited to America alone. In time,
countries such as Japan, Britain, and Germany may experience
problems with longevity on account of obesity. And the debate about
the rôle of obesity in limiting longevity is likely to spread across the
developed world. With a vengeance, too.
THE LAST MEDITERRANEAN TRAGEDY (July 6, 2011)
Theodoros Pangalos, the “famously blunt” deputy prime minister of
Greece, says that ordinary Greeks, as well as the political elite, had
wasted the loans and subsidies that used to rain down on the country
(“What Have We Become?” July 2, 2011). He is right not only about
Greece, but also about many other countries on the northern shores of
the Mediterranean. The political elites still led the way, though. And
they paraded day and night in front of ordinary people in their evermore expensive clothes, shoes, handbags, and cars. Their houses and
penthouses were also on display. The perpetual show was replicated
all the way down the social ladder, copied to the best of everyone’s
ability. Everyone is guilty of the Mediterranean economic disaster, but
the political elites are a bit guiltier than is anyone else. For they were
supposed to lead ordinary people to sustainable economic development
that would offer better conditions for everyone rather than spend
everything that came their way in ostentatious carelessness. With
political elites like these, ordinary people cannot but be led the wrong
way. That in a nutshell is the last Mediterranean tragedy, Pangalos’
bluntness notwithstanding.
RUNNING ON COAL (July 6, 2011)
As you report, the Chinese government wants half a million electric
cars, trucks, and buses on Chinese roads by 2015 and five-million by
2020 (”Highly Charged,” July 2, 2011). “China has lots of people, not
much oil, and rulers who love big projects,” you point out. “Foreign
firms are salivating,” you add. Indeed. What you skip entirely is that
the country also has a few hydroelectric power plants, as well as plenty
of coal-fired ones. That is, most of the electric cars, trucks, and buses
that are to appear on Chinese roads will be running on coal. In
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addition, China’s rulers do not give a damn about the associated
pollution not only of the country, but the world as a whole. The
foreign firms that are salivating over the prospects could not care less
about the mess, either. That is the government’s business, anyhow.
Besides, they are supposedly selling “clean” vehicles. That completes
the future bliss pretty perfectly.
COFFEE HOUSE, SALON (July 9, 2011)
I share the enthusiasm for the Internet that you trumpet in your main
leader and special report (“Back to the Coffee House” and “Bulletins
from the Future,” July 9, 2011). As you argue, every liberal should
celebrate the shift of the news industry back to the culture of the era
preceding the mass media. Most important, the communication now
goes both ways rather than one way, as has been the case with
newspapers, radio, and television. But it is worth pointing out that the
coffee house was only one part of the old conversational culture. The
other was the salon. It started its life in Venice a few centuries before
it reached its blossoming in Paris at the end of the Eighteenth Century.
The coffee house was frequented by the budding bourgeoisie, while the
salon was still dominated by the wilting aristocracy. Nonetheless,
salons offered much freedom to the revolutionary intelligentsia leading
to major social changes throughout Europe. Returning to the Internet
era, social networks are indeed like coffee houses of old, but there are
plenty of blogs that resemble erstwhile salons. Although such blogs
are not closed to the general public, as was originally the case, the best
among them are too “boring” to anyone but a select few.
FACING THE TRUTH (July 10, 2011)
Several years ago you reported that Justin Carré and Cheryl
McCormick of Brock University in Ontario, Canada, had shown that
aggressiveness could be predicted from the ratio between the width of
a person’s face and its height: those with wide faces are more
aggressive than those with long ones (“Facing the Truth,” August 23,
2008). Now you report that Michael Haselhuhn and Elaine Wong of
the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee have corroborated this
result, albeit only for men, but that they have also shown that those
with wide faces are more likely to lie or cheat (“Facing the Truth,”
July 9, 2011). I look forward to yet another article along these lines a
few years from now showing that those with wide faces are better in
business than those with long ones. Even though physiognomy is an
unfashionable science at this juncture, as you dutifully mention, this
result would be of special interest to the readers of your mighty
newspaper. And I can already predict the article’s title: “Facing the
Truth.”
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CHINA’S OWNERSHIP RULES (July 11, 2011)
China’s ownership rules are notoriously murky. As you report, eager
foreign investors and canny locals are forever in search of ways around
them (”Who Owns What?” July 9, 2011). The most popular among
these is something known as a “variable interest entity” (VIE). As you
explain, Chinese assets are placed in a Chinese company that must be
run by a Chinese citizen, whereupon the returns are shifted first to a
foreign company registered in China, and then to an offshore company.
This is known as the “Sina” model after the first Chinese Internet
company to be listed overseas. As you report, there are signs that the
Chinese government is getting uneasy about VIEs, though. Thus, there
is a growing risk that foreign companies will suddenly find their
investments in China as either illegal or worthless. A warning to
remember, indeed. But you eschew the converse of the thorny
problem facing the Chinese government: privatization of public assets
by canny locals. Just like political unrest, this is something that cannot
be left to chance. Forever in search of “legal” ways to privatize public
assets, top party officials and their plump families will not allow
helter-skelter pilfering of their own stakes in Chinese assets. Put
differently, chances are that foreign companies by themselves are of
secondary interest to the Chinese government.
WHAT CAN THE POLES DO (July 12, 2011)
You urge the Poles not to get too wound up about the European
presidency (“The View from Vistula,” July 9, 2011). “Better modest
success than glorious failure,” you advise. Indeed, the rotating
presidency is a modest job that takes but six months. Herman van
Rompuy presides over prime ministers, Cathy Ashton over foreign
ministers, and Jean-Claude Juncker over finance ministers, leaving
little for the Polish president or prime minister to preside over. A
“martyred nation,” Poland has celebrated the limelight nonetheless.
And how. So, what can the Poles do in this conundrum? As Poland is
martyred because it has forever bounced between Germany and
Russia, its leaders can do a great deal to bring the erstwhile oppressors
together. Germany is the flagship of Europe in many things, not just
the economy, and Russia is ominously lurking with gas and oil aplenty,
as well as much more besides. The awkward pair needs diplomacy.
But the Poles can do a great deal to bring them together. Martyred or
not, they know Germany and Russia from first-hand experience.
Centuries of it, too. And the presidency of Europe gives the Poles all
the clout they need for the job.
ISLAM, CHRISTIANITY (July 13, 2011)
Faith is important to many people, and the polls of religious belief by
Ipsos MORI and the Tony Blair Faith Foundation offer useful statistics
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about its importance (“Unequal Zeal,” July 9, 2011). As you report,
ninety-four percent of people in Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and Indonesia,
all of which are mainly Muslim countries, say that religion is important
in their lives. By comparison, in Sweden and France only forty-two
and thirty-six percent of Christians deem faith important. This
supports your hypothesis that the fault-line between Islam and
Christianity may have to do with the lack of any religion in the lives of
many Europeans. But it is obviously quite different in the United
States, where eighty-six percent of Christians say that religion is
important in their lives. They are lagging behind the Muslims in Saudi
Arabia, Turkey, and Indonesia by no more than eight percentage
points. This supports the alternative hypothesis that the fault-line
between Islam and Christianity is indeed about two rival religions.
Given that America is quite “active” in its foreign policy across the
globe, this is rather worrying. The fault-line seems to be getting
deeper by the day.
FACING EXTINCTION (July 18, 2011)
The Lowy Institute, a think-tank, has been asking Australians to say
how quickly the country should respond to the threat of global
warming. As you report, some forty percent currently think that action
should be immediate, about as many think that action should be
gradual, and nearly twenty percent think there should be no action
whatsoever (“An Expensive Gamble,” July 16, 2011). Six years ago
the percentages were quite different, though. Nearly seventy percent of
Australians were for immediate action, around twenty-five percent for
gradual action, and a bit more than five percent were for no action at
all. Times have changed, indeed. The economic crisis has not helped
a bit. If the doldrums persist, which is rather likely, those for
immediate action and those for no action will exchange places in
another six years or so. And global warming will be swept under the
rug together with the Greens. Of course, Australia cannot be all that
different in this regard than other developed countries in North
America and Europe. The Greens are facing extinction.
ANONYMOUS TO THE RESCUE (July 18, 2011)
Anonymous, a group of “hacktivists” who attack computer systems,
recently managed to steal ninety-thousand military electronic-mail
addresses and passwords from a poorly protected server at Booz Allen
Hamilton, a consulting firm that advises America’s government on
cybersecurity (“Hacked Off,” July 16, 2011). To top it off, the
hacktivists sent the consultants a mocking invoice for their “security
audit.” As you cite Anonymous, Booz Allen “basically had no security
measures in place.” In short, the hactivists are helping the American
government. The more they target it and its consultants, the better the
cybersecurity. In the Sixties, when hacking took off at major
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American universities in the form of pranks, the administrators of
computer systems rarely asked for playful students to be punished.
Each prank led to better security. Although Anonymous ostensibly
opposes Booz Allen’s work for the government, they can be only
congratulated on their exposure of the consultant’s incompetence.
THE END OF THE EURO (July 19, 2011)
The euro crisis has traveled from Greece to Ireland to Portugal to
Greece to Italy. As you point out in your main leader, the last stage is
putting the single currency itself at risk for Italy is the third-largest
economy in the euro zone (“On the Edge,” July 16, 2011). So far, the
bigwigs in Brussels, Frankfurt, and Berlin have failed to make a single
move that could stem the crisis. As you argue, muddling through must
be replaced by a comprehensive strategy based on three components:
debt reduction for insolvent countries, recapitalization of banks that
would suffer from the restructuring, and building of a firewall between
the insolvent countries and the rest of the euro zone. The end of the
euro is the only alternative. It is hard to disagree with any of this.
However, it is even harder not to be annoyed by your advice without
any assessment of the likelihood that it will be followed. Judging from
past performance, the bigwigs in Brussels, Frankfurt, and Berlin will
keep muddling through. The comprehensive strategy you advocate is
nothing but a flight of fancy. To wit, it is time to announce the end of
the euro.
OTTO VON HABSBURG (July 19, 2011)
I very much appreciate your obituary to Otto von Habsburg, son of the
last Austro-Hungarian emperor and great-nephew of Franz Joseph, its
greatest emperor ever (July 16, 2011). It shows nobility at its best.
Since the end of World War I, as well as of the empire in question, the
feats of nobility have been largely forgotten. “A family history going
back to the Eighth Century helped him see the continent’s destiny in
grand terms,” you put it so well, “with the European Union a wider and
better version of the Holy Roman Empire.” Which is why he became a
member of the European Parliament in 1979, long before that body
acquired real punch. Amazingly, few beyond nobility can see the
continent’s destiny in grand terms. It apparently takes a family history
going a long way back for that feat. Would that there were more
people like Otto von Habsburg to keep the Union on a steady course
worthy of ancient Rome and its Frankish successor.
GLOBAL, LOCAL (July 20, 2011)
Citing recent research by the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development and Boston Consulting Group, you argue that
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different countries have distinct Internet communities, and that the
Internet is not all that global (“Going Local,” July 16, 2011).
Hundreds of Internet flavors are therefore expected rather than one
global community. The Internet will continue to go more and more
local as less developed countries embrace it in earnest. Fair enough,
but the generalization strikes me as rather puerile. It all depends on the
business, of course. For some, the old “think global, act local” will
make perfect sense. For others, “think local, act global” will be the
right approach. And there are two more possibilities left to the
imagination of every nimble businessman. In short, the Internet will
offer different opportunities to different businesses. Many of them
might well remain local, but that is hardly noteworthy.
BANKER BASHING (July 20, 2011)
Much of your article about Spain’s indignants is marred by a
condescending tone (“Europe’s Most Earnest Protesters,” July 16,
2011). “They may not know what they want,” you open, “but they are
starting to get it.” Of course, the reason for this is Alfredo Pérez
Rubalcaba, the ruling Socialist Party’s candidate for prime minister.
According to you, he is starting to bash bankers. “He accuses them of
lending to people who they knew could not repay, and threatens extra
taxes,” you add. Was that not the case, though? And would extra
taxes not help alleviate the problems facings the indignants? One
would certainly hope that all the shenanigans that Spanish banks
engaged in the real estate boom will never be repeated. Accusing
Rubalcaba of “hints of populism” is wide off the mark. Bankers
should not be bashed, but they surely should be reined in. This has
nothing whatsoever to do with populism.
GÖTTERDÄMMERUNG (July 23, 2011)
The homage to Richard Wagner in your main leader will be
appreciated by the cognoscenti, but Murdochdämmerung is hardly
likely to spell the end of the media overlords as a breed, as you claim
(“Last of the Moguls,” July 23, 2011). Whatever happens to Rupert
Murdoch, his family, and their sprawling media empire will not deter
others. Just as he was not deterred by the ill fortunes of the American
media overlords four generations ago, when they ended up behind bars
during the Prohibition, he will have eager followers. And their
eagerness is bound to stun us over and over again. You are right when
you say that the Internet is undermining the dominance of mass media,
but that is so only for the time being. God only knows what the likes
of Google, Yahoo!, Facebook, or Twitter will do in their own time.
Media monopolies have a habit of changing their clothing, but they are
forever in search of another takeover. As well as ever more power
over the hoi polloi. Returning to Wagner, “Twilight of the Gods” is
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here to stay for quite a while. But they will keep changing their
clothing, it goes without saying.
PLOUGH, HOE (July 24, 2011)
According to Alberto Alesina and Nathan Nunn of Harvard University,
and Paola Giuliano of the University of California at Los Angeles,
economists whom you cite with unguarded enthusiasm, deep-seated
attitudes toward women have to do with agricultural technology (“The
Plough and the Now,” July 23, 2011). In particular, keeping women
down has to do with the use of the plough rather than the hoe. The
plough was heavier and thus required more physical strength, which is
not a women’s forte. Men’s work put women in their place, that is.
This brilliant insight is credited to Fernand Braudel, a French historian
of renown, who had studied the collapse of matriarchy in ancient
Mesopotamia, which was an early victim of the wicked plough. But it
takes not much knowledge of history to learn that the plough was well
established in ancient Rome, and that both Germans and Slavs picked
it up from the Romans on arrival to the sub-continent. Areas tilled
with hoes in Roman times are the least developed in Europe, with the
attendant attitudes toward women. And the ploughed Europe is
precisely where feminism had sprung to life around the time of
Braudel’s birth. It is wonderful to see economists dabbling in
anthropology, but it is pitiful to see the results. By the way, untoward
attitudes toward females go back to chimpanzees, our direct ancestors
some six-million years ago. Since about a hundred-thousand years
ago, these attitudes have to do with hunting and gathering, traditionally
split along male-female lines. And so forth.
ON BOARDROOM QUOTAS (July 25, 2011)
Promoting women into boardrooms by imposing quotas is a very bad
idea, as you argue persuasively enough (“Still Lonely at the Top,” July
23, 2011). That means kicking more capable men out of boardrooms
for the sake of vaunted equality between the genders. Luckily, the idea
is currently catching on in Europe only. America is largely free of it,
and much of Asia is still blissfully unaware of it. But look at it on the
bright side. As Europe is increasingly irrelevant in world business, the
damage will be limited and perhaps even tolerable. By and by,
America and Asia will acquire a much better argument against
boardroom quotas than Europe has at present. The bad idea will
become palpably obvious to all concerned, including capable women.
From the vantage point of world business, everything will thus be
alright in the longer run.
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CONTEMPORARY ART IN CHINA (July 26, 2011)
“Buying Chinese contemporary art is not for the faint-hearted,” you
warn (“Chinese Checkers,” July 23, 2011). “There are no museums in
China to offer the validation that contemporary-art collectors in the
west desire,” you continue, “and few independent critics or curators to
judge whether a living artist’s work is good enough to stand the test of
time.” How horrible! But that is precisely why the “wild, wild world”
of contemporary art in China is still exciting. It is the museums,
critics, and curators, as well as gallerists, who spoil the art scene in the
so-called west. They make it reek of the marketplace. The collectors
who are uneasy about the Chinese art world are uneasy about art itself.
Once it is infested with all the middlemen, it can hardly be called art.
Given the bargain-basement prices of art in China, the risks are low,
though. The few Chinese artists who fetch high prices are safe to skip,
for they are already ensconced by the market. So, collectors who truly
enjoy contemporary art should rejoice in what China has to offer right
now. The way things are going, they will be able to relish it for a short
while only. The museums, critics, curators, and gallerists will despoil
contemporary art in China in a few short years.
SOUTHERN STATES IN PERIL (July 27, 2011)
You report that a severe drought has blanketed many of the southern
states in America (“Bone-Dry,” July 23, 2011). You add that the
weather is getting worse from year to year. You point out that
“meteorologists say it is impossible to explain fully how these things
happen.” But you also cite them as saying that “things will get worse
before they get better.” However, you do not mention that many of the
affected states have recently been hit by an unusual number of
tornadoes, and some by an unprecedented number of hurricanes, as
well. What is worse, you do not mention even once that climate
change is the most likely cause of the drought. And yet, it could
explain the pernicious weather patterns pretty fully. Although such an
explanation would offer little hope that things would get better in the
foreseeable future, it would also eschew false promises. Indeed, it is
time for the people from many of the southern states in peril to start
thinking about relocating closer to the Canadian border.
LUCIAN FREUD (July 30, 2011)
Your obituary to Lucian Freud is circumspect enough (July 30, 2011).
As you admit, astonishment and even despair often greeted his
paintings, such as his appalling portrait of the queen. His proclivity for
impasto annoyed many connoisseurs throughout his career, as well.
“The best painter in the world, as he was often said to be,” you
embellish his shocking candor, “seemed intent on rubbing the world’s
nose in human ugliness.” Human ugliness notwithstanding, the best
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painter in the world he surely was not. Far from it. His main claim to
fame you brush aside, though. For he was Sigmund Freud’s grandson,
which you do not mention at all. Without that miraculous connection,
which has exercised many for generations, he would have been
sidelined from the very start on account of his painting itself. The very
surname has worked wonders, as though he has somehow inherited his
grandfather’s genius for the exploration of the human mind. Nay, soul.
Ugliness is all he really got, both in subject and in paint. For this he
deserves a witty footnote at best.
PAINTING, DRIBBLING (July 31, 2011)
You report that Lior Shamir of Lawrence Technological University in
Michigan is looking for quantifiable ways of distinguishing the work
of different painters (“Painting by Numbers,” July 30, 2011). In
particular, he has programmed a computer to compare Salvador Dali,
Giorgio di Chirico, Max Ernst, Vasily Kandinsky, Claude Monet,
Jackson Pollock, Pierre-August Renoir, Mark Rothko, and Vincent van
Gogh. His claim is that computers may have just as good an eye for
style as humans do. Surprisingly, you report, Shamir’s computer
shows dramatically higher similarities between van Gogh and Pollock
than between van Gogh and Monet or Renoir, for instance. And yet he
maintains that the similarity between van Gogh’s brush strokes and
Pollock’s dribbles requires further study on account of the computer’s
subtle discoveries, including the similarities in the ways the two artists’
employed lines and edges. I wonder about such things in Pollock’s
work, though. If the objective is to improve the ability to distinguish
between different hands, as you argue, then Shamir had better return to
his computer as soon as possible. Painting and dribbling ought to be
told apart in a jiffy.
KEYNES VERSUS FRIEDMAN (August 1, 2011)
“Governments in the rich world have painted themselves into a
corner,” you argue in connection with a long-run policy to avoid
recession at all costs (“Running Out of Options,” July 30, 2011). And
monetary policy has been their favorite weapon of choice, you add.
Slashing interest rates at the smallest sign of trouble has resulted in a
series of asset bubbles, the last one of which burst in 2008. Monetary
policy has been the weapon of choice after the crisis, as well. But
governments are running out of options with their favorite tools.
Rising debt to provide a stimulus is not an option, and slashing it is
hardly an option, either, for it may lead to depression. Japan-like
doldrums lurk in any case. All this is hard to disagree with. The only
point where a few more words are surely needed is the time frame of
the present troubles. Namely, you argue that the monetary policy
conundrum has started some twenty-five years ago. However, it can
be argued that it has started with Ronald Regan and Margaret Thatcher
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almost exactly thirty years ago. This is when Milton Friedman
eclipsed John Maynard Keynes in economic policy. It is time for
turning things around. But the doldrums cannot be removed before
their time. No lessons in economic policy come cheap, and Japan is
the best witness.
ISLAMOPHOBIA FOR BEGINNERS (August 2, 2011)
Islamophobia is stalking Europe, as are many other phobias regarding
immigrants of all religions and nationalities. As you argue, the term is
now firmly in the world’s political vocabulary, and especially in
America and Europe (“Can Careless Talk Cost Lives?” July 30, 2011).
Andres Behring Breivik’s rampage is the work of a psychopath,
though, as is his rambling manifesto against Islam. His example may
well be followed by other psychopaths, but it can hardly be associated
with Islamophobia as such. Although psychopaths will occasionally
look for ideological excuses, it makes little sense to take these excuses
seriously. And this is where your article fits squarely into careless talk
that can cost lives. It only offers a potential ideological excuse to
eager psychopaths dreaming of other rampages that will make them
heroes to some, no matter how vile. The two subjects should be kept
safely apart.
HOMAGE TO DARWIN (August 3, 2011)
As you report, Aaron Gerow of Trinity College, Dublin, and Mark
Keane of University College Dublin have found that financial
journalists’ writing becomes more homogenous when markets rise and
less so when markets fall (“Word Herd,” July 230, 2011). Surprise,
surprise. Humans are herd animals par excellence, and their language
cannot but reflect it. It would not take much effort to discover that
herds of animals stick together while the going is good and that they
disperse when it gets tough. As herd animals, humans cannot be very
different in this regard. Language is but a small evolutionary
supplement to their behavior. The only surprise in the research you
report is that it has taken humans so long to figure out that they are
herd animals after all. As well as pretty stupid overall. Economics as
a scientific discipline had better rely on our superior understanding of
animal behavior as revealed by biology. Homage to Darwin, or what?
UNDERPERFORMING PRESIDENTS IN WAITING
2011)

(August 8,

Although you acknowledge that Barack Obama inherited “the inbox
from hell,” including a financial collapse, a prostrated economy, and
two wars, and although you also acknowledge “the opposition from
hell,” involving a reckless, populist Republican Party, you still find
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him puzzlingly weak (“An Underperforming President,” August 6,
2011). Only imagine anyone else in his position—say, his erstwhile
opponent in the presidential elections of 2008, John McCain. What
could he have done in the divided America? More to the point,
imagine someone like Sarah Palin at the helm in 2012. What could she
do with the inbox from hell and the opposition from hell she would
surely inherit in turn? Worse, both the inbox and the opposition are
likely to get ever more hellish given the second dip that currently
threatens. The best America can expect in the foreseeable future is a
series of underperforming presidents, among whom Obama may well
shine by comparison in the fullness of time.
ENGLISH AS AN INVENTED LANGUAGE (August 8, 2011)
In your article about the lure of invented languages, such as Esperanto
and Klingon, you wonder about the future of English (“Tongues and
Grooves,” August 56, 2011). You cite David Crystal, an expert on
English, who reckons that it is only a matter of time before automatic
machine translation becomes so sophisticated that English loses its rôle
as lingua franca. “Enjoy it while you can,” you conclude merrily. I
wonder about all this. To begin with, English is just like Esperanto or
Klingon to many people around the world. Some of them may pick it
up just for fun, too. More important, English is hardly fixed once and
for all. Both English-speakers and those who pick it up for whatever
reason, including sheer fun, are free to mold it to their hearts’ desire,
just as any of the growing number of made-up languages. Soon
enough, those fabulous automatic machine translators may be needed
to help those using the lingua franca understand each other somewhat
better.
ON DISRUPTIVE INNOVATORS (August 9, 2011)
Clay Christensen of Harvard Business School has been pushing
innovation for years. Now he has come up with “five habits of mind”
that characterize “disruptive innovators,” his breed of choice:
associating, questioning, observing, networking, and experimenting.
“But can innovation be learned?” you ask rhetorically (“Think
Different,” August 6, 2011). Well, the above five habits of mind can
surely be learned. And by way too many. This is hardly a guarantee
for innovation, though. Or creativity, another habit of mind cherished
by Christensen. In other words, he will need to dig deeper. Once he
could tell us precisely how disruptive innovators think and feel, as well
as act in the business world, the requisite habits of mind could
certainly be learned. The trouble is that this would leave us with the
disruptive innovators already among us. As you suggest in your
conclusion, learning to be Steve Jobs would not get you very far.
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HIGH-FREQUENCY TRADING (August 9, 2011)
I very much appreciate your concerns about high-frequency trading
(HFT) on today’s stockmarkets (“Not So Fast,” August 6, 2011). As
you say, it is accelerating all the time. Trades can be made in eversmaller fractions of a second. Also, HFT represents an ever-larger
portion of trading. Now it accounts for up to three-quarters of all Wall
Street volume, and it is bound to grow. The thoughtful investor
concerned with the efficient allocation of capital is rapidly
disappearing. All HFT does is spotting and acting on market prices
sooner than competitors. It is a mindless game. The “flash crash” of
May 2010 thus looms ever more ominously. Although it was quickly
righted, such a crash would be impossible to right in a situation we
have at the moment, when stockmarkets are plummeting amid high
volatility. A flash crash at times like this would make all prices
completely meaningless. Coupled with “spoof” orders you mention,
which involve deliberate HFT manipulation of the market, this also
means that stockmarkets can be driven to debacle on purpose. A
couple of clever hacks can bring the whole system down in a jiffy.
What is the likelihood of such a diversion? It is anyone’s guess, of
course.
EUROZONE’S TROUBLED SOUTHERN FLANK
2011)

(August 10,

As your articles about Italy and Spain aptly show, the entire euro
zone’s southern flank is in trouble (“Rabbit in Headlights” and
“Anyone Want to Run this Country?” August 6, 2011). What holds for
the two countries, also holds for Portugal and Greece. The politicians
are at a loss when it comes to a coherent response to the region’s
deepening economic crisis. But the ineptness of the leading politicians
goes deeper. Much deeper. Their parties are at a loss, too. The entire
political scene is proving inadequate to the problems at hand. This
goes all the way to the underlying ideologies. Now that socialism has
gone the way of the dodo, supporters of capitalism in its many guises
are confused about the way forward. And America’s political
quagmire only adds to the confusion. There, too, the key political
parties have lost ideological grounding necessary for addressing a
serious crisis. One way or another, anarchy looms ever larger. And so
does Anarchism as the only imaginable ideological response.
DOG’S BEST FRIEND (August 10, 2011)
I appreciate your review of John Bradshaw’s Dog Sense: How the New
Science of Dog Behavior Can Make You a Better Friend of Your Pet
(New York: Basic Books, 2011), which points out that dogs are much
less like wolves than commonly believed (“Man’s Best Friend,”
August 6, 2011). Although dogs share more than ninety-nine percent
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of their genes with wolves, this does not mean that their brains work in
the same way. Domestication has done wonders over a long period of
time that dogs have spent with humans. The process has taken about
twenty-thousand years, according to the author. In the Chauvet cave in
France there is a long trail of footprints made by a boy and a large
canid that seems to be part-wolf, part-dog. Splendid. The only bit I
miss in the argument is that humans have also undertaken a long
period of domestication, which takes them quite some distance from
Paleolithic humans. That is, domestication has worked both ways.
Dog’s best friend cannot be understood otherwise.
WHAT YOUNG MEN ARE GOOD FOR (August 15, 2011)
I very much appreciate the even tone of your leader about recent riots
in Britain (“Anarchy in the UK,” August 13, 2011). No need for
surprises here. Nor for shame. But I would go a step farther. Once
upon a time, young men’s aggression had its rightful place. Either
they defended their “tribe” from looting by other tribes, or they
engaged in looting themselves. Both were useful to their tribe. Since
the agricultural revolution, young men either served as farm hands or
as soldiers. Looting was their just reward. The industrial revolution
made some of them serve in factories, but the rest remained essentially
the same. Throughout the “civilized” history, they were rarely left to
their own devices, though, for kings and queens knew them by heart.
All of a sudden, the young men take the brunt of unemployment. And
then their benefits are cut because of austerity measures following a
boom that enriched but a few. What in the world would you expect
from them but mayhem? It is the failure of the civilized world today to
have forgotten what young men are good for.
CENTRAL BANKERS IN A VACUUM (August 15, 2011)
As you point out in your main leader, central banks are expected to
perform miracles, and soon (“Central Bankers to the Rescue?” August
13, 2011). They can do a thing or two, no doubt, but they can do only
so much. Anyone who has taken a basic course in macroeconomics
can tell that something is sorely missing, though. Monetary policy is a
good thing, but fiscal policy should be there, as well. They are
supposed to work in tandem, after all. But fiscal policy is sorely
lacking nowadays. America is stuck between the two warring parties,
which appear unable to agree about anything, let alone a meaningful
spending program for the government. And Europe is stuck even
worse, for fiscal policy is nigh impossible on the sub-continent. It is
beyond the reach of the embattled governments that make up the
European Union. Under the circumstances, the stockmarkets are left to
themselves. Although it is impossible to guess exactly when they will
tumble even more precipitously, it is a question of days, weeks, or
perhaps months. But the economies of developed countries have
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nowhere to go but down in the absence of fiscal policies worth that
name. Pace, central bankers. They themselves are stuck in a vacuum.
ON FALSE CONFESSIONS (August 16, 2011)
As you report, Saul Kassin and Jennifer Perillo of the John Jay College
of Criminal Justice in New York and Robert Horselenberg and his
colleagues at Maastricht University have independently discovered that
people have a strange and worrying tendency to admit to things they
have not actually done (“Silence is Golden,” August 13, 2011). False
confessions are especially alarming when consequences are dire, as is
the case in countries with death penalty for major crimes. The
researchers suggest that this tendency may have to do with the naïve
belief that the world is a just place, and that innocence will emerge in
the end. It would be useful if this research would be extended to
countries in which the belief that the world is a just place is not as
strong, if it exists at all. Eastern Europe comes to mind at once. I
would not be surprised if it transpired that false confessions were
rather rare in this troubled region.
THE EASTERN FRONT (August 16, 2011)
“Poor countries needing investment and favors from their richer
counterparts should polish their images and avoid rows,” you ruminate
about Eastern Europe’s image (“The Awkward Squad,” August 13,
2011). In this context, you mention Hungary, the Czech Republic,
Poland, Belarus, Russia, and even Georgia. “The awkward squad
tends to despise conventional diplomacy and public relations,” you
continue, “and is therefore bad at them.” However, awkwardness has
incurred little visible penalty. This is because the countries in
question, as well as many others, are “indispensable” to modern
Europe, you conclude. Why are they indispensable, though? Because
the erstwhile cordon sanitaire has an awkward tendency to switch
allegiances, as witnessed by the Warsaw Pact of yesteryear. In
geopolitical terms, the eastern front is still far from settled, and the
European Union had better keep this in mind.
THE NEW PRAETORIANS (August 17, 2011)
As you report, riot-control technology is all the rage nowadays (“The
Sound and the Fury,” August 13, 2011). Quelling unrest has become a
lucrative trade around the globe. Experiences from different countries
are being compared and new approaches to riot control spawned.
After all, ochlocracy—the rule of the mob—is of ancient vintage. As
you mention, Rome was often shaken by riots, which sometimes
endangered the emperor and the senate. The Praetorian Guard used
cavalry and swords against stone throwers. Indeed, the gear worn by
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policemen controlling riots is ever more reminiscent of that worn by
the old Praetorians. Which rises an interesting possibility, though.
During the long decline of the Roman empire, the Praetorians
challenged the emperor and the senate on numerous occasions. And
increasingly often. They themselves descended into the looting mob
only to be cajoled back to their barracks by their supposed bosses with
ever-larger donations. By and by, no-one was safe from them. The
long decline of the European Union offers many interesting
possibilities to the new Praetorians, no doubt.
ON CREDIT RATING AND ECONOMIC STATISTICS (August 17,
2011)
Your leader and article about credit-rating agencies argue in their
support (”Substandard & Poor” and “Judges with Tenure,” August 13,
2011). Agencies such as Standard & Poor, which recently downgraded
America on account of its staggering debt, Moody, and Fitch are there
for a purpose. Although their ratings are defended by the agencies
themselves as nothing but opinions protected by free-speech laws, they
are indispensable to stockmarket investors. The investors can only
hope that these opinions are not based on “dodgy analysis,” such as
Standard & Poor’s in the fraught downgrade. In particular, the
Treasury Department quickly found that the agency had overstated
cumulative deficits by some two-trillion. Oops. But you leave it at
that. One of the legacies of the laissez-faire era ushered by Ronald
Regan and Margaret Thatcher is an ever-stingier government support
of statistical offices that provide the basic ingredients of economic
analysis. This only increases the value of credit-rating agencies, but a
part of the remedy should be in better statistics that would expose the
occasional dodginess of their ratings. Some countries’ statistics are so
dodgy by now that they elicit nothing but mere opinion.
ON MARRIAGE IN ASIA (August 22, 2011)
“Women are rejecting marriage in Asia,” you report in your main
leader that smacks of summer vacations (“Asia’s Lonely Hearts,”
August 20, 2011). On the one hand, Asian women enjoy ever-greater
financial freedom brought by economic development. On the other,
the traditional burden of family life is the greatest in Asia. So, many
Asian women are skipping marriage altogether. None of this is
particularly surprising, though. Asia has come late to industrialization
and urbanization that accompanies it. What took Britain at least two
hundred years, or eight generations, and what took America about a
half of that time, will take only a quarter of it in much of Asia. Change
is ever swifter. And the amount of time to adjust to it is ever shorter.
The vaunted Asian values will go through the tumult of
industrialization and urbanization in two generations only. Not
surprisingly, women are the main beneficiaries of the departure from
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the idiocy of village life. And marriage has been at its core since the
advent of agriculture.
ON INVASION COSTS (August 22, 2011)
After more than eight years since the invasion of Iraq, the remaining
American troops are scheduled to leave the country by Christmas
(“Leaving on a Jet Plane,” August 20, 2011). As you report, this will
have cost America about a trillion dollars and close to five-thousand
American lives. I wonder. You do not even mention Iraqi lives. They
were the old collateral damage, of course. You also do not mention the
true cost of the botched-up war, which must have contributed
significantly to the current economic doldrums in America and
beyond. Invasions cost a good deal, but few Americans are willing to
cover them out of their pockets nowadays. The boom in the early
years of this millennium covered up much of what was at stake when it
comes to military expenditure. Add the war in Afghanistan to the
mess, and you get the full picture of George Bush’s ways with the
budget, not to mention his hapless contribution to the fake boom. The
developed world will be paying off the two bungled invasions for
many years to come. With some help from your mighty newspaper,
Americans and their friends the world over will never know what they
are actually paying for.
ON INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM (August 23, 2011)
Never heard from Michael Lewis, whom you dub an American
celebrity writer, but I am all in favor of his current tour of Europe (“No
Longer among the Euro-Weenies,” August 20, 2011). As you explain,
he is best known for penning “entertaining accounts” of life on Wall
Street. Now he is touring Europe’s troubled economies, starting with
Ireland. But he has excited your ire on account of his dabbling with
mighty Germany. In particular, he went as far as fooling around with
its ingrained “fascination with feces” in connection with its abhorrence
of other countries’ debt. Yuckety yuck. But there is something about
Lewis that I appreciate without much hesitation: so far he has managed
to avoid persecution for libel because he is nothing but a fiction writer.
A clever trick, this. The writers of the European Enlightenment
resorted to fiction whenever they wanted to skirt the persecution of the
almighty church. So much for intellectual freedom in this brave new
world of ours.
THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE (August 23, 2011)
Your article about the United States Postal Service shows just how
poorly it has performed as of late (“Neither Snow nor Rain,” August
20, 2011). As you purport, the World Wide Web is the main culprit.
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Letters have gone online. And so have the Christmas cards. Quasiindependent since 1970, it gets no public money, either. But it is still
constrained to visit every mailbox six times a week. Obviously, the
problem is with the legal framework within which it has been
operating lately. Even more obviously, today’s market is in parcels
rather than letters. The web provides much business to its parceldelivery competitors, which are not constrained by ancient laws. Now
that the Postal Service’s monopoly has been broken, it should be
allowed to compete without the outdated legal fetters. Chances are
that it would do quite well if it were allowed to compete in the growing
parcel-delivery market, where it would have considerable advantages
with its vast mailbox network. But you do not mention any of this in
your account. As though the likes of Federal Express and United
Parcel Service are not benefiting handsomely from the “free” market
they have snatched from the Postal Service by legal fiat.
SARAH PALIN TO THE RESCUE (August 24, 2011)
According to you, the Republican presidential race currently boils
down to three potential nominees, but you admit that another one
might still enter the game (“After the Straw Poll,” August 20, 2011).
Much of the article is dedicated to Michele Bachmann, Rick Perry, and
Mitt Romney. And Bachmann just won the straw poll in Ames, Iowa.
As you point out, it is an unreliable predictor of the winner of the Iowa
caucuses, let alone the Republican nomination. Or the presidency.
The straw vote is nothing but a sideshow, anyhow. To wit, it is too
early in the game to say much about any of the presidential candidates.
But it is still surprising that Sarah Palin is mentioned only briefly close
to the end of your article. If Barack Obama is vulnerable, it is her he
has to worry about. For the time being, though, she is out of the game.
She is looking for the right moment to join the fray. But there is
hardly any doubt that you will be paying her much more attention in a
short while. Which is when the Punch and Judy show of American
politics will start in earnest. What a show this will be, too.
A MECCA FOR BUDDHISTS (August 24, 2011)
As you report, a foundation from Hong Kong that is believed to have
China’s backing has shown interest in investing some three-billion
dollars in Lumbini, a village in Nepal in which the Buddha was born
(“At Buddha’s Birthplace,” August 20, 2011). With transportation
links, hotels, and a Buddhist University, the project is supposed to
make a “Mecca for Buddhists.” The news caused uproar in Nepal.
India considers Nepal as part of its sphere of influence, and it hardly
welcomes the project.
In your interpretation, this “bizarre”
undertaking has to do with China’s attempt to expand its economic
influence across its Tibet border.
A much more plausible
interpretation is that China is doing its best to move the center of
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Buddhist institutions from Tibet to Nepal. Much of that shift has
already taken place over the years due to the systematic repression of
Tibetan Buddhism in Tibet itself. With a little bit of help, and a dollop
of money, the move from Lhasa to Lumbini could be made to stick.
Or so would China hope.
NOT HOOKED ON DEBT (August 27, 2011)
As you report, much of Eastern Europe is doing rather well in the
current economic crisis (”Some Calm amid Storms,” August 27, 2011).
Although many in the region are annoyed by the old name, it still
sticks. And for a good reason. These countries will bear witness to
socialism of old for a long while. Capitalism has not yet captured most
of the region, that is. Rapid credit growth, much of it in foreign
currency, has hurt several countries, but living on credit is still a
distant dream across the rest of Eastern Europe. Generally, loans were
given only to those who could prove to their banks that they did not
need them, anyway. Untapped real estate assets as collateral explain
this paradox. But not getting hooked on debt explains a good part of
Eastern Europe’s relative calm. It will take another couple of decades
for the Western Europe’s bad habit to change the current situation.
Given the likelihood that the economic crisis will last for quite some
time, Eastern Europe has a leisurely reprieve. Who knows, it may turn
out that even Western Europe will be cured from the bad habit in the
meanwhile.
AUTONOMY CALLS (August 28, 2011)
The splintering of former Yugoslavia seems to be an unending process.
First the former republics turned into states, several of which went to
war with each other. Bosnia was divided into several entities after the
bloodiest war in the region. Then Montenegro and Kosovo separated
from Serbia. Now the Muslims of Sandžak, which straddles Serbia and
Montenegro, are calling for autonomy (”Together We are Stronger!”
August 27, 2011). But they are far from alone. There are such calls in
Vojvodina to the north of Serbia, as well. In Croatia, the autonomy
call comes from Istria to the west of the country. To the west of
Macedonia, Albanians have similar demands. In most cases the calls
have ethnic origin, but on occasion they are religious in nature.
Sandžak is the case in point. However, the autonomy calls are
especially confusing because they are never clearly defined. They are
not supposed to challenge the sovereignty of the state in question, but
challenge it they nonetheless must. Petty regional politics is usually all
that hides behind such calls. None of the politicians calling for
autonomy will ever spell out what they actually want. Autonomy is
too lofty a dream for petty details of any kind.
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MIGRATION FOR BEGINNERS (August 29, 2011)
Few humans, if any, are from where they find themselves at present.
Most of them are from far, far away. This was true even of Africa
before the exodus some fifty-thousand years ago, let alone of the
continents subsequently inhabited. It is thus hardly surprising that
migration is still continuing after the global economic crash (“Moving
Out, On, and Back,” August 27, 2011). After all, it has always been
essential for human survival, and especially in dire times. Perhaps the
only surprise at this juncture is an increasingly inept handling of this
primordial urge by sundry governments, as though it is of a recent and
troubled vintage. As you argue, most migrants come and go depending
on their economic fortunes in spite of all the impediments or
enticements thrown their way by bungling governments. Therefore, it
would make most sense to let migrants come and go exactly as they
would wish. They are not fools, after all. As an added benefit of this
simple but enlightened policy, the incoming and outgoing migrant
numbers would be good gauges of economic fortunes of each country
on their path.
KIM JONG IL’S LAST CHANCE (August 30, 2011)
Kim Jong Il of North Korea has just met with Dmitry Medvedev of
Russia to discuss a pipeline carrying natural gas between Siberia and
the two Koreas, as well as connecting the three countries by rail (“A
China Hedge?” August 27, 2011). As you suggest, North Korea’s
dictator may be hedging against excessive reliance on China. The plan
does not convince you, though. In your view, the political risk is too
high for it to be credible. But North Korea is running out of tricks. All
things considered, the Russian gambit makes quite a bit of sense,
especially because Russia is also a useful supplier of free grain, as you
point out. A quick look at the map of the region shows that North
Korea shares a shred of a border with Russia southeast of Vladivostok.
This may well be Kim Jong Il’s last chance, for the rest of the
country’s border is shared with China, which also covets Russian
natural gas and much more beside. And a speedy pipeline would be
quite a boon not only for the two Koreas, but for Japan further south,
as well. So, trust the old trickster this time at least. There is much at
stake across the board.
ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND WAR (August 31, 2011)
The link between climate change and war seems to be clear enough,
but sceptics will be shaken by the research conducted by Solomon
Hsiang and his colleagues of Columbia University connecting El Niño
oscillations and internal conflict over the last six decades (“Seasons of
Discontent,” August 27, 2011). Niños are movements of warm water
across the equatorial Pacific that increase tropical temperatures and
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reduce rainfall around the tropical world. These oscillations influence
food production, as well. The research shows a clear link between
Niños, which take place once or twice a decade, and internal conflict in
ninety-three countries affected by the oscillations. Most of these
countries are quite poor, which is why they cannot adapt to changes in
climate. As you suggest, people in these countries adapt to climate
only by fighting each other. It is clear that rising global temperatures
increase the likelihood of both internal and external conflict across the
globe, including the eighty-two countries not affected by Niños. But
the remaining sceptics had better look into military contingency plans
regarding climate change. And the American military is the best place
to start. Global as it is, it cannot leave climate change to chance.
TEN YEARS ON (September 3, 2011)
“America has made mistakes over the past decade,” you open your
main leader about the tenth anniversary of the attacks on the twin
towers and the Pentagon, “but it cannot afford to drop its guard against
al-Qaeda” (“Ten Years On,” September 3, 2011). Fair enough. But
that is about all you actually have to say in the longest main leader
since the event. Let us start with al-Qaeda. It is a secret organization
that should be dealt with by the methods it itself uses. That requires
intelligence rather than raw force. The organization could have been
decapitated and decimated without much of the world even noticing.
But let us turn to America’s glaring mistakes. The war in Iraq has
little, if anything, to do with al-Qaeda. The pretext was outright silly
from the very beginning. In addition, the introduction of democracy
by force has not worked and it never will. The war in Afghanistan is a
different story, but it is even more disastrous. If anything, America is
creating an enemy it will not be able to shake off for decades. Let us
finally turn to your newspaper, which has been supportive of the two
wars from the start. Ten years on, it has taken you two full pages to
beat around the bush. Pardon my pun about one of your favorite
American presidents.
FISCAL POLICY TO THE RESCUE (September 4, 2011)
On the whole, the annual symposium of central bankers in Jackson
Hole, organized by the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, was a
glum event. But there is a glimmer of hope. As you report, many
central bankers, including Ben Bernanke, the Fed’s chairman, believe
it is time for fiscal policy to do more (“Mountains to Climb,”
September 3, 2011). How right they are, too. Although they could be
criticized for shifting the emphasis from their own domain, monetary
policy without its fiscal counterpart cannot be expected to do much.
Not any longer, to be sure. Fiscal tightening across the rich world can
only lead to more trouble. Of course, the question is where the overindebted governments will find the money for fiscal stimuli large
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enough to make a difference. That is, to create jobs and incomes, thus
propelling the world economy forward. Taxing the rich is the only
plausible way out of the conundrum. Otherwise, additional monetary
stimuli will drive the rich toward ever more implausible investments,
as well as pernicious bubbles to match. This sums up the rich
countries’ political dilemma pretty well.
IN REVERSE ORDER (September 5, 2011)
“People like to tell tales,” you start your article about new research on
making sense of witness accounts (“Backwards and Forwards,”
September 3, 2011). Even when information is patchy, they do their
best to spin it into a “credible yarn.” As psychologists have long
known, this has little to do with deceit. The brain simply tries to make
sense of fragmentary information. “Although such behavior is natural
and normal,” you point out, “it is a nuisance for the forces of law and
order when they are trying to find out what happened during an
incident by taking statements from witnesses.” Which is why police
forces in many countries are currently asking witnesses to say what
they saw in reverse order. Carol Dando of Lancaster University has
shown that this practice actually makes things worse, as witness recall
drops. To wit, it is difficult to get around the old brain. Come to think
of it, people not only like to tell tales, but they also like to hear good
ones. This research can thus be of some value to writers, including
those who specialize in crime stories. Tales people like to hear have
an order that “creative” writers had better understand. The reverse
order, much loved by quite a few among them, is too creative by half.
ON THE NEW MIDDLE CLASSES (September 6, 2011)
Your briefing on politics in emerging markets focusses on all the good
things the new middle classes are likely to bring in due time (”The
New Middle Classes Rise Up,” September 3, 2011). You open your
ruminations with Marx’s praise of the “revolutionary bourgeoisie,”
which played a crucial part in the rise of Europe. The clearest
evidence of this phenomenon today can be found in China and India,
where government corruption brings many to the streets. As the
middle classes grow, they opt for free speech and fair elections.
Therefore, today’s anti-corruption concerns may well develop in this
direction, and the phenomenon is undoubtedly worth watching.
Returning to Marx, though, the bourgeoisie played a revolutionary rôle
early on, especially in its struggle with the lumbering aristocracy
buttressed by the meddling church. But things changed when it was
confronted with the emerging working class. Quoting Marx out of
context is rarely a good idea. So, be careful with your wishes, for the
new middle classes in the emerging markets may change their tack as
they gather strength. Nationalism already lurks in both China and
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India. And Europe offers the best evidence of how it can morph into
fascism when the going gets tough.
COSTS, BENEFITS (September 7, 2011)
Both your leader and briefing on privatization in China stress the
hidden costs involved, such as corruption (”Privatization with Chinese
Characteristics” and “Privatization in China,” September 3, 2011).
Well spotted. But consider the hidden benefits, such as, well,
corruption. Everything you have to say kindly assumes that most of
the officials involved are of the eternally benevolent kind. In your
rendering, they smack of a religious order divesting itself of all the
goodies at their disposal for the benefit of all. The Chinese
government and party behind it are hardly a religious order, though.
They are perfectly normal human beings. They economize as best they
can. To wit, privatization is about turning state property into private
property in the hands of those close to the government and party.
Quick and direct as it is, corruption is the least of the spoils that can be
taken out of the game. The real benefit of privatization is in making
state property your own. Or the property of your family or clan. And
for all times. That is the name of the game. In short, forget about the
costs and turn your gaze to the benefits of privatization. Given the size
of the country, they are staggering, indeed.
THE BOOK’S FUTURE (September 12, 2011)
“More quickly than almost anyone predicted,” you point out in your
leader on the transformation of the book industry, “e-books are
emerging as a serious alternative to the paper kind” (“Disappearing
Ink,” September 10, 2011). And Amazon is leading the new market as
a retailer of choice. As you argue, publishers still have an important
place in the industry, though. First, they act as venture capitalists by
advancing money to promising authors; and second, they act as editors
both by picking good books and by improving them. Agreed, of
course. But you do not touch the future of the book as such. It has
been around for centuries, if not millennia, because that was the best
way to transmit ideas and information. The World Wide Web is now
offering different modes of transmission, as witnessed by weblogs or
blogs. This new format offers both terseness and continuity. An
author can communicate with a reader, as well. And the publisher is
pretty useless in the process. Even though e-books certainly have a
future, the book’s future is far from assured. It itself may be a
transitional form of transmission of ideas and information.
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NON-ALIGNED MOVEMENT FOR BEGINNERS (September 12,
2011)
In your article about the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the
non-aligned movement in Belgrade, you say that it used to be a
“talking shop” for countries not wanting to join either of the two
superpowers of the period, America and the Soviet Union (“Not Dead
Yet,” September 10, 2011). It was much more than that, though.
Earlier this year you reported on the comeback of Serbia’s arms
industry, and in that context you pointed out that former Yugoslavia
used the non-aligned movement as the main market for its arms
industry (“Bombs Away,” January 8, 2011). You also mentioned that
other former republics were joining Serbia in this collective endeavor.
It is thus surprising that your current article mentions this connection
as if in passing and only in the last paragraph. In particular, you report
that the Serbs and other former Yugoslavs used the anniversary to look
for deals, especially in arms and construction. Well, that was the very
idea behind the movement from the very start, especially from the
vantage point of one of its founders—Josip Broz Tito.
CONSTRUCTION TO THE RESCUE (September 13, 2011)
You open your main leader by reminding the reader that if all the
unemployed from the mainly rich members of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development lived in one country, its
population would be similar to that of Spain (“The Quest for Jobs,”
September 10, 2011). Many of them are young, and an ever-larger
number of them are unemployed for a long time already. Although
you eschew the frightening word, this smacks of depression. And
depression would require special measures, of which you mention a
boost to infrastructure spending, such as building roads and repairing
schools. Precisely. At the risk of sounding like some retired professor
of construction economics, this sector offers two advantages in the
current crisis. First, it can usefully employ even the least skilled.
Second, it has a strong effect on all the other sectors because it uses
goods and services from the entire economy. No other sector could
save more than forty-million people from unemployment while
providing something useful for all. As well as for a long time to come.
THE DEUTSCHMARK ALTERNATIVE (September 13, 2011)
As you report, surveys show that Germans are fed up with the euro
(”Germany’s Euro Question,” September 10, 2011). “This is a strange
country,” you quote Hans-Olaf Henkel, a former head of the German
business federation. “Public opinion does not like the euro, but does
not want to hear of an alternative to it.” Alas! I only wonder how long
will it take for the Germans to light upon the Deutschmark alternative.
It worked perfectly well before the introduction of the euro, and that
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was only a decade ago. Not to worry, though. Germans are sure to
remember it soon enough. The well-behaved countries in Northern
Europe may even be allowed to use it, too. But only if they remain
well behaved, of course. Otherwise, they will undoubtedly go the way
of Southern Europe.
NOT DISMAL ENOUGH (September 14, 2011)
According to your review of Arvind Subramanian’s Eclipse: Living in
the Shadow of China's Economic Dominance (Washington, DC:
Peterson Institute of International Economics, 2011), by 2030 China
could loom as large as Britain in the 1870s and America in 1970s
(“The Celestial Economy,” September 10, 2011). Apparently, his
analysis is beyond reproach, with the possible exception of his gallant
dismissal of potential difficulties arising from China’s ageing
population. The only question that seems to remain is what kind of
hegemon will China eventually be. But the review leaves out the wars
that made Britain and America superpowers in their own time.
Hegemony is not a matter of economics alone. Turning to the current
hegemon, America would hardly be what it still is without World Wars
I and II. The same holds for China. It cannot get very far without
World War III. Dismal a science as it is, economics is not dismal
enough. Projecting China into the limelight by 2030 amounts to
projecting the entire world into bloody conflict long before the magical
year. Judging by your review, Subramanian has nothing to say about
such a nasty glitch.
STRONGER THAN EVER (September 14, 2011)
As you say in your enthusiastic review of Sylvia Nasar’s Grand
Pursuit: The Story of Economic Genius (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 2011), it is a “history of economics which is full of flesh,
bloom, and warmth” (“Centuries of Trial and Error,” September 10,
2011). As well as wrath, especially when it comes to Karl Marx. In
your words, the author “does almost nothing to conceal her prejudices”
when it comes to this bookworm. Where Marx saw crises that would
eventually undermine capitalism, Joseph Schumpeter saw creative
destruction. In the end, Marx got it upside down: “capitalism’s
recurrent crises actually make it stronger.” Splendid. As you note, it
is surprising that the author has nothing to say about the last financial
crisis. Indeed. Now that the second dip is ever more likely, this crisis
is bound to make capitalism stronger than ever. And the destruction
involved will be the most creative in history. It is a pity that this
excellent opportunity to explain economic history has not been taken
by the author for all it is worth.
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THE COST OF DILLY-DALLYING (September 19, 2011)
Your rescue plan for the euro involves four quick steps: building a
firewall around solvent eurozone countries; shoring up eurozone’s
banks against sovereign default; shifting the eurozone’s
macroeconomic policy from austerity to growth; and redesigning the
entire system to prevent future crises (“How to Save the Euro,”
September 17, 2011). If these four steps are not taken immediately,
you argue, the euro will fall apart. As you point out, the cost of the
break-up would be substantial. The core countries could suffer a drop
in output of about a quarter in the first year, while the drop in the
peripheral countries could be about a half. This would threaten the
common market itself. In time it would threaten the European Union,
as well. However, you do not address the cost of doing little or
nothing, which is the Union’s ongoing problem. The likelihood that
the Union will undertake your rescue plan is close to zero. Similarly,
the likelihood that a quick break-up will be attempted soon by, say,
Germany is also quite low. The most likely outcome is the
continuation of dilly-dallying. And the associated break-up costs
might well exceed your estimate, albeit over a much longer period of
time.
RUSSIA’S MESSIANIC RÔLE (September 19, 2011)
“With parliamentary and presidential elections three and six months
away respectively,” you report, “Russia’s political season is in full
swing” (”Welcome to the Circus,” September 17, 2011). “The
outcome of both sets of elections is predetermined,” you continue, “as
Russian voters know well.” Whence all the buffoons, clowns, and
imps that pepper the political season. In the absence of genuine
politics, this is the only way to stop the crowd from ignoring elections
altogether. Some semblance of democracy must be maintained at all
costs. Would that this were a Russian story only, though. Buffoons,
clowns, and imps are becoming essential props of democracy in the
rest of Europe and America, as well. The trend is unmistakable. In a
few short years, the so-called west will surely catch up with Russia. Its
messianic rôle, which you report is preached by some of its political
entertainers, seems to be assured already.
GLOBAL DECLINE IN LIBERTY (September 20, 2011)
It is depressing to read that Freedom House, a New York-based
organization that monitors a range of political and civil liberties around
the globe, reported that 2010 saw a net decline in liberty across the
world for the fifth year in a row (“The Compass Lost,” September 17,
2011). This amounts to the longest continual decline in four decades
of record keeping. You argue that “the shift stems partly from the
western powers’ loss of global heft.” For this reason American
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government’s global efforts now focus on a few narrow areas, such as
religious freedom, people trafficking and bonded labor, and Internet
freedom. But the west’s loss of heft has other and more pernicious
causes, as well. Only consider the American abuses of human rights in
Iraq and Afghanistan, where torture became standard practice. Or the
British abuses of human rights during the recent riots, where the
Internet was handled with abandon. If the so-called west has lost its
moral clout, it is partly because of abuses such as these by the western
powers themselves. What moral right could they have to preach
human rights to others?
PROFLIGACY, AUSTERITY (September 20, 2011)
Profligacy in Southern Europe is commonly blamed for the eurozone
mess. Greece offers an easy proof of excessive state spending. But you
are right to challenge this diagnosis (”Profligacy is Not the Problem,”
September 17, 2011). “If profligacy is the problem,” you argue,
“austerity is the solution, with public thrift serving to rebuild investor
confidence.” Correct, assuming that everything else is hunky-dory.
But austerity has only deepened the ongoing recession. “The
profligacy diagnosis is incomplete,” you argue, “and thus misleading.”
Agreed, but for a reason you do not mention. Profligacy was indeed
rampant across Southern Europe, but austerity is the wrong way about
it in a deep recession. That is, state spending should be trimmed in
places, where it is likely to be squandered, but it should grow overall to
get the economy going. Put differently, the austerity solution is
incomplete. State spending in Greece, as well as several other
countries, should have been channeled rather than driven ever lower.
The title of your article thus needs correcting: “Austerity is Not the
Solution.”
DEPRIVE AND RULE (September 21, 2011)
North Korea is so mismanaged that it is meaningful to ask how the
system survives. The elite lives in Pyongyang and several other cities
under protection of a vast security apparatus. Most of the countryside,
especially to the east of the country, is unreachable and habitually
hungry. “So,” you rightly ask, “why do they not revolt?” (“Deprive
and Rule,” September 17, 2011). Your tentative conclusion is that
North Korea has not only managed to isolate itself from the rest of the
world, but has also created an “internally isolated” underclass that is
left to fend for itself without any help from the state. The very struggle
for survival protects the system from revolt. Well put. I would only
like to add that North Koreans are learning from their Chinese
neighbors. In particular, the Tibetans and the Uyghurs to the west of
the country are also left to fend for themselves. Although they are
somewhat less hungry than their North Korean comrades, they are
internally isolated to such an extent that their revolts, religious or
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otherwise, cannot add up to a serious challenge to the system. Deprive
and rule is your apt phrase once again.
SPLITTING THE BANKS (September 21, 2011)
In your leader about bank reform in Britain you laud the country for its
financial innovations over the past few decades (“Good Fences,”
September 17, 2011). In your words, the Independent Commission on
Banking has proposed “an experiment every bit as bold as the previous
ones.” Namely, it suggests splitting the country’s banks into retail and
commercial banking, on the one hand, and investment banking, on the
other. In the associated article, you praise the commission’s chairman,
John Vickers, as an “independent-minded economist” (“To Rip
Asunder”). So far, so good. But then you mention in passing that the
division between the two kinds of banks was first introduced in
America after the Great Depression. However, the Glass-Steagall act,
which introduced it, was whittled down over the years, before it was
finally scrapped in 1999. In short, the suggested innovation is not all
that innovative, after all. In addition, the American precedent shows
quite clearly what are its long-term prospects.
BECKETT’S FUNNY SIDE (September 24, 2011)
In your review of George Craig, Martha Dow Fehsenfeld, Dan Gunn,
and Lois More Overbeck’s The Letters of Samuel Beckett: Volume 2,
1941-1956 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), you
express some surprise at Beckett’s funny side (“Man of Words,”
September 24, 2011). Your caption under his picture spells it out:
“Unlikely comic.” According to you, his “misanthropic comedy”
surfaces only in some of his letters, but you do not seem to find even a
glimpse of it in his seminal writings. To my mind, though, Beckett is a
high master of comedy. His misanthropy only adds to it, too. In fact,
the more bitter or sour he gets, the funnier he turns out. With his full
knowledge of the ultimate effect, it goes without saying. In your
defense, perhaps it takes a misanthrope to fully appreciate another
misanthrope’s humor. As well as your review’s funny side.
ADAPTING THE UNADAPTABLES (September 25, 2011)
Your article on Central Europe’s Roma (or Gypsies) focuses on the
Czech Republic, where the victims of growing racism are starting to
fight back (“Cold Comforts,” September 24, 2011). The conflict is
also growing in many neighboring countries, such as Slovakia,
Hungary, and Romania. Of course, recent deportations of the Roma
from France and Italy show that the issue is of pan-European nature.
In some countries in Central and Eastern Europe the idea of building
walled ghettoes for the “unadaptables” is becoming increasingly
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popular. Once again, it comes straight from Israel, where the
Palestinians are the victims of segregation. As you report, a Slovak
far-right politician, Jan Slota, has gone a step farther by proposing that
the Roma should have their own state. All this smacks of Nazi
Germany, as you point out. During World War II the Roma perished
together with the Jews, but their plight attracted much less attention.
The task of adapting the unadaptables must be undertaken by the
European Union, which ought to dedicate real effort and considerable
resources to stem the conflict before it grows too bitter to cure. Any
one single country in the Union cannot possibly address the problem
alone.
MODIGLIANI SQUARED (September 26, 2011)
You go on and on about the negative effect of ageing on asset prices
without mentioning Franco Modigliani’s life-cycle hypothesis even
once (“Bringing Down the House,” September 24, 2011). As you
explain, the young and middle-aged save for old age by buying assets,
typically residential property, whereas the old sell them to pay for
retirement. Given the sheer number of babyboomers, this is turning
into a serious problem as the prices of assets are likely to be depressed
for a long while. Once again, it is the prices of residential property
that will be depressed most. All this follows from Modigliani’s
hypothesis, which predicts that individuals save while they work in
order to finance consumption after they retire. What is different in the
present case is not only the size of the generation born between 1946
and 1964, but also the effect of the real estate boom that led to the last
bust. It was precisely the babyboomers who had bought much of the
residential property to save for their retirement. The real estate bubble
that powered the boom in asset prices, and especially in the prices of
residential property, is the key difference between any old generation
and the one that came in the wake of World War II. To put it simply,
in this case we have Modigliani squared by the size of the generation
in question and the size of the last boom. But his life-cycle hypothesis
is still all that is needed to understand the whole story.
SCARING THE RICH (September 27, 2011)
Earlier this month you reported with approval that central bankers
gathered in Jackson Hole thought it was time for fiscal policy to do
more as monetary policy could do only so much to stimulate the
economy (“Mountains to Climb,” September 3, 2011). Fiscal stimuli
by over-indebted governments could be financed only out of taxes,
though. And taxing the rich was the only viable option in a world
riddled with high unemployment and poor performance across the
board. Barack Obama’s recent proposal to do just that is thus hardly
surprising. But now your main leader waxes poetic about your
newspaper’s “instincts” that lie with small government and low
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taxation (“Hunting the Rich,” September 24, 2011). You depict
Obama and his men as cruel hunters in pursuit of their panicked prey.
Taxation should be rational, no doubt, but without additional taxes
there could be no fiscal stimuli. And without such stimuli both
America and Europe will remain paralyzed. Taxing the rich is not the
same as hunting them. Or scaring them, as you do. Your instincts
could not but hurt the cause of rational government, which is very
much needed in dire times like these.
THOSE UNFORTUNATE BLOW-UPS (September 28, 2011)
Your special report on the world economy boasts of a stunning sweep:
the earliest year mentioned is 1700 while the latest is 2024 (“A Game
of Catch-Up,” September 24, 2011). Congratulations! A visiting
Martian would learn a good deal about economic development on earth
from your pages. The emerging world is doing rather well. Although
it may have to wait a bit longer than it wishes for its ultimate victory
over the rich world, its course is straight. But the innocent visitor
would be confused by one sentence in the concluding section: “If
China can avoid a blow-up in the next decade, it is likely to become
the world’s biggest economy.” A blow-up? There is not a word in the
report about such a nasty event, though. “If Germany had managed to
avoid a couple of blow-ups in the last century,” you could have helped
a bit, “it could have become the world’s biggest economy by now.”
Indeed, it is those unfortunate blow-ups that define much of economic
development to date. Where would America be without the blow-ups
that deterred Germany, for example? One way or another, your special
report ends up by confusing the poor Martian. For the next report on
the world economy, I would sincerely recommend a bit more
information about the assorted blow-ups, of which there have been
many in more than three centuries you cover so earnestly.
THE STOCKMARKET BIPOLAR DISORDER (October 1, 2011)
Ever since the stocks plummeted in early August, the stockmarkets
have been all over the place. One day they shoot up only to tumble
down the next day. And so on for nearly two months. As you put it,
financial markets are displaying a split personality (“Mood Swings,”
October 1, 2011). I would rather call it a bipolar disorder, which is
also known as a manic-depressive disorder. It is characterized by the
presence of repeated episodes of abnormally elevated energy levels,
cognition, and mood interspersed with depressive episodes. Severe
manic episodes can on occasion lead to psychotic symptoms, such as
delusions and hallucinations. Today’s stockmarkets in a nutshell.
Among the reasons for such behavior you list quite a few, starting with
the stalling growth in the rich world and the ever-deeper crisis of the
euro. But there is one palpable reason you eschew entirely: the
growing signs of another global depression. Every whiff of it leads to
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mood depression, and every ray of hope leads to manic behavior,
including hallucinations. The stockmarket bipolar disorder can tell us
a good deal about the trouble ahead.
BE AFRAID OF DEPRESSION (October 2, 2011)
In your main leader you warn that the world economy is heading
toward a “black hole” (“Be Afraid,” October 1, 2011). According to
you, the eurozone seems to be slipping into recession. Also, the
American economy is being pushed into recession. Besides, the
emerging economies are offering an ever-slimmer cushion against
these calamities of the rich world. As you point out, the main culprits
are politicians. They are not being honest. In your words: “Too many
rich-world politicians have failed to tell voters the scale of the
problem.” Recession? In fact, the problem we are facing at present is
depression, instead. You, too, have failed to tell your readers of the
scale of the problem. Although depression is a frightening notion, it is
much more honest than the one you chose to employ. Black holes may
be frightening to a few innocent souls enthralled by science fiction, but
no-one on earth has ever had an encounter with calamities of this
cosmic variety. And the Great Depression is still frightening to the
living after some eighty years. It is something to be afraid of without
any doubt.
FAREWELL TO XXX (October 3, 2011)
My blog, which started its life as an intellectual journal more than
thirty years ago, is divided into yearbooks. For my sins, the yearbooks
bear numbers in Roman numerals. As of late, many an aficionado of
pornography chances upon my website. I am thus delighted to learn
that the World Wide Web now has a new .xxx domain, which is
reserved for the global adult entertainment business (”At a XXXRoads,” October 1, 2011). To me, triple “x” means “thirty.” To my
many disappointed visitors, it means something entirely different. And
a quick look at my daily Google Analytics reports shows that searches
containing “xxx” are my scourge. As my blog is registered under the
.org domain, I sincerely hope to be rid of them after a brief period of
adjustment to the innovation. Numerous as they are, they will never be
my fans. If I occasionally veer into things sexual, which I sometimes
do with gusto, pornography is surely not my cup of tea. I am sure I am
not alone among bloggers to welcome the new domain and to wish
farewell to its eager customers.
IT IS ALL UP TO GERMAN VOTERS (October 4, 2011)
In your briefing about the euro crisis you make an attempt to discern
who is really to blame for all the drifting and squabbling (“Is Anyone
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in Charge?” October 1, 2011). There are three pages to go through,
but the central section is conspicuous by its pithy title: “It’s all up to
Angela and Wolfgang.” Much of the section is dedicated to the
German chancellor, Angela Merkel, and her finance minister,
Wolfgang Schäuble. You go quite some way into their personal
histories, as well. Still, your conclusions show perfectly clearly that all
is not up to the twain. “In the end,” you point out, “the future of the
euro will be decided largely in Germany.” Correct. “Yet personalities
have less influence on policymaking in Germany than elsewhere.”
Correct again. Whence the nifty section title, though? In fact, it is all
up to German voters, who are presently confused about which way to
go. If there is anyone to blame, it is precisely them, too. Democracy is
a wonderful thing much of the time, but on occasion it is a real drag.
Would that all were up to Angela and Wolfgang.
ON INDUSTRIAL POLICY (October 5, 2011)
Although tarnished, you report, industrial policy is coming back to life
(“Tinker, Tailor,” October 1, 2011). Economists are now seeking
ways to reintroduce it as a prop of fiscal policy, but they are looking
for ways to skirt its many faults. Lobbying and cozy deals are among
them. All this stands to reason, but you do not mention one crucial
ingredient of a sensible industrial policy that is lacking at present:
credible industrial statistics. Most important, such statistics should be
built around sufficiently detailed input-output tables showing all the
inter-industry flows, as well as all the other components of national
income accounts on the industrial level. Eventually, such tables show
what changes in demand for one industry’s output can do for the
output of all the other industries. Not for nothing has Wassily Leontief
received his Nobel prize in 1973. Since Ronald Reagan and Margaret
Thatcher, though, such tables have fallen by the wayside. According
to them and their economic advisors, statistics were for the birds. The
market already knew all there was to know about all the key
ingredients of economic decision-making. So many years hence,
economists know next to nothing about the industrial structure and its
changes over time. Industrial economics as a field is moribund.
Tarnished or not, industrial policy is bound to fail again if it is not
supported by information equal to the task. It is high time to bring
input-output tables to the center of fiscal policy once again. Lobbying
and cozy deals are the obvious alternative.
GANGRENE FOR BEGINNERS (October 10, 2011)
“Like Ebenezer Scrooge,” you wax lyrical about the economic crisis
that is gripping the world, “the markets are being haunted by the Ghost
of Crises Past” (“A Crisis Carol,” October 8, 2011). And the crisis of
2008, dubbed the Great Recession, comes first to mind. The Great
Depression is not far behind, though. Like Lehman Brothers, Greece
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should have been let go bust early on in the game. Much more is at
stake at this stage. The crisis is not unlike gangrene, which can be lifethreatening if it is not addressed in time. The dead tissue should be
removed as fast as possible surgically or otherwise. If that is not done
in time, a small limb such as a finger or toe may need to be amputated.
More indecision, and a whole arm or leg may have to be amputated, as
well. And this is how far the disease has gotten by now. Still more
dilly-dallying, and it will be too late for any surgical procedure, no
matter how radical. The European Union itself will go to meet its
maker, and much of the rich world will face the consequences.
Returning to your rendering of old Scrooge, this may well be the Ghost
of Crises Yet-to-Come you mention in your carol.
DOMESTICATED HUMANS (October 10, 2011)
Your review of Steven Pinker’s The Better Angels of Our Nature: Why
Violence has declined (New York: Viking, 2011) and Robert
Muchembled’s A History of Violence: From the End of the Middle
Ages to the Present (Cambridge: Polity, 2011) points out that people
have become less violent than ever, but that the authors cannot agree as
to why this is so (“Punchline,” October 8, 2011). I am afraid neither of
them has a plausible position regarding the reasons for the decline of
violence, either. Of course, the data would be hard to gather for the
claim that sounds most plausible, which is that humans have gotten
domesticated over the last five-thousand years or so. Civilization is
about domestication of the many by a few. Kings needed manageable
subjects, but they also needed capable defenders of their kingdoms.
Paradoxically, it was their armies that channeled violence outwards
while blunting it inwards. As an added benefit, domesticated humans
could be persuaded to collaborate on many other things, such as
agriculture and religion. But domestication goes only so far. Humans
can go feral in a very short time, as witnessed by the colonization of
America and Australia, for instance. At forty generations per thousand
years, five-thousand years is not much to boast about.
THE PASSION OF STEVE JOBS (October 11, 2011)
Your main leader doubles as a magnificent obituary to Steve Jobs
(“The Magician,” October 8, 2011). You focus on his inspired
showmanship, his drive for simplicity and elegance, and his ability to
inspire his own company. You also mention that his critics thought of
him as a control freak whose products were closed and inflexible, all in
the name of the greater ease of use. Besides, you warn that the gap
between Apple and its competitors is likely to narrow in his absence.
His replacement, Tim Cook, is regarded as competent but uninspiring,
which bodes ill in a highly competitive world of electronic gizmos for
personal use. All this is fair enough. But you fail to touch the main
reason why Steve Jobs has become such a star in the last few years: his
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public fight with cancer. It spread magic both ways. He put all he had
left into his company. And the customers responded with equal zeal in
full knowledge of his suffering. His ever more emaciated face only
added to the passion. The mass hysteria thus created worked wonders
for Apple while it lasted. And it is this bit of social psychology
surrounding imminent death that is of greatest interest in this story. To
wit, there is not much for strong and healthy company owners to learn
from it.
CAPITALIST REALISM (October 11, 2011)
Your review of Gerhard Richter’s retrospective at Tate Modern,
entitled “Panorama,” bristles with dollar and pound signs (“The Bold
Standard,” October 8, 2011). Although the euro sign is conspicuously
absent, an odd deutschmark can be found there, as well. These are
sure signs of “a successful painterly life,” as you dub it. He escaped
from East to West Germany in the Fifties so as to escape “communist
realism” (actually known as “socialist realism”), the only style allowed
back home. In the Sixties he produced a series of “capitalist realism”
paintings, which are doing very well today. As you report, close to
eighty-million dollars’ worth of his work was sold at auction in 2010
alone. Gosh. Whatever he means by capitalist realism you leave aside
in your review, but the fabulous prices of his many paintings are there
to give it its proper meaning. Anything that makes a bundle, that is.
GREECE AND THE BALKANS (October 12, 2011)
“With its reputation inside the eurozone in shreds,” you write, “one
might expect Greece to seek some friends closer to home” (”Georgios
No-Mates,” October 8, 2011). As you argue, Bulgaria qualifies as a
friend of sorts. Albania is no friend at all, and Macedonia and Turkey
are outright enemies. In defense of Greece, though, this is so across
the Balkans. And this is hardly surprising given the many wars of the
Twentieth Century, including several recent ones following the
breakup of Yugoslavia, which used to tie together a good part of the
peninsula. Which is why the European Union remains the greatest
hope of the region. Although it cannot boast of much in terms of
European integration, for many of its programs initiated to this end are
also in shreds, at least it makes war an increasingly unlikely method of
conflict resolution within the sub-continent. The only worry in the
case of the Balkans is that the Union will not reach it in time to prevent
yet another war or maybe two. Alas, it is abysmally slow in everything
it does!
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SHORTING FOR BULLS (October 12, 2011)
It is interesting to read that betting against China is in vogue,
especially now that a slowdown in the rich world is likely to cripple
the demand for Chinese exports (“Panda Bears,” October 8, 2011).
Shorting, or borrowing stocks or other financial assets in the hope that
they will lose value by the time they become due, is illegal in China, so
Hong Kong has become a shorting haven. Bears love it. As you
report, pessimists have focused on industries that would be hardest hit,
such as property and construction. In particular, Anhui Conch Cement,
China’s largest cement manufacturer, is most commonly shorted in
Hong Kong these days. In the long enough run, though, that is a safe
bet no matter how China is affected by the slowdown in the rich world.
Property and construction do well only in early stages of economic
development, anyway. In China’s case, where economic development
is faster than ever before, that stage cannot last very long. In short,
shorting of these industries is not meaningful only for bears, as you
assume, but also for clever bulls.
THE WESTERN BALKANS AND BRUSSELS (October 15, 2011)
You paint a rosy picture of the relationship between the Western
Balkans and Brussels (“The Pull of Brussels,” October 15, 2011).
True, Croatia is cleared to join in 2013, Macedonia and Montenegro
have a candidate status since 2005 and 2010, respectively, and Serbia
may soon get such a status, as well. You do admit that not all is well
in Bosnia, Kosovo, and Albania, but you feel that the pull of the
European Union is unmistakable in all these countries. The plight of
the euro, not to mention the sorry state of other integration programs,
such as Schengen and Bologna, is no deterrent, you explain, because
all the countries in question see the accession process as a guarantee of
modernization. Every year the European Commission issues progress
reports for would-be members, in which they “see themselves in the
mirror,” you cite a diplomat in Brussels. I wonder. First of all, the
mirror is distorted because of the Union’s growing woes. Perhaps
more important, people in the Western Balkans do not see the Union in
terms of modernization, but as something palpably better than the utter
mess at home, which they feel is beyond their power to fix. This is
true even in Croatia, let alone further down the line. And it is
reminiscent of the Italian eagerness to join the Union so many years
ago. They hoped that someone would come to their rescue, like the
proverbial knight on a white horse. These remain vain hopes, it goes
without saying.
ON TURKEY AND EUROPE (October 16, 2011)
A candidate for the membership in the European Union since 2005,
Turkey is gradually losing interest in the privilege. At the same time,
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you argue, the Union is also losing influence in the country’s progress
toward accession (“An Uncertain Path,” October 15, 2011). At first
glance, the main problem is Cyprus. In addition, Turkey has “much
modernizing to do,” as you put it gingerly. A closer look reveals deep
antagonism toward Turkey in many countries of the Union, including
France and Germany at its core. This side of the problem you leave
aside. Given the entrenched attitudes of the French and Germans, the
Turks know perfectly well that their chances are negligible even in the
long run. So, why bother? Regardless of all the internal problems,
such as the plight of the journalists and women, as well as the
clampdown on the Kurds, which you dutifully list, the country’s
geopolitical strengths are left out of your account. What about
Turkey’s clout in the Middle East and North Africa? What about its
rôle in connecting Europe to the Transcaucasian oil and gas? And
what about its potential clout in the Balkans, where Turkey was still
ensconced only a century ago? The Union appears to be blissfully
unaware of such things, and it is thus not surprising that Turkey is
looking elsewhere for greener pastures. But the Union should not be
astonished if Turkey and Russia start discovering many things they
have in common. Including a deep disappointment with the Union.
THE LOVE OF FREE TRADE (October 17, 2011)
As you argue, it has long been understood that free trade has winners
and losers, but that it still benefits all countries, making it an
international ideal worth fighting for (”Who’s Afraid of the Dragon?”
October 15, 2011). The latest move against Chinese imports by the
American Senate thus runs against economic logic. Consumers gain
more than unemployed workers lose, and it is a question how to help
them find other jobs. “China-bashing, always popular in Congress,”
you point out, “has become more so as America’s job market has
struggled.” Yet, China-bashing is a bit more than ten years old. Until
twenty years ago, Japan-bashing was long popular in Congress. It
appears that the love of free trade has been on a steady decline in
America ever since it has reached its economic peak in the Seventies.
As far as trade is concerned, economic logic will perhaps forever
remain the domain of top dogs only.
UKRAINE AND EURASIA (October 18, 2011)
Your article about Ukraine is right on the money (“Yulia
Tymoshenko’s Trials,” October 15, 2011). Tymoshenko’s trial, in
which she got seven years and an enormous fine, is purely political.
Viktor Yanukovych, the president, is positioning himself for the
upcoming talks with the European Union and for his future talks with
Vladimir Putin, who is due to win the presidential elections in Russia
next year. Putin wants Ukraine as a part of his plan for a new Eurasian
union to rival the European one. He would be rather cross if the
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former member of the Soviet Union got closer to Europe, though.
Yanukovych is trying to see what he could get from Brussels, and he
has Tymoshenko as an ace up his sleeve. He can release her whenever
he wishes. In short, the picture is perfectly clear. The only thing that
is missing is Putin’s counterpart in the European Union. Would that be
Herman van Rompuy? Or perhaps Cathy Ashton? The way things
look at the moment, Ukraine is going the Eurasian way.
NOTHING TO HOPE FOR (October 19, 2011)
“Pity the world’s savers,” you open your main leader (“Nowhere to
Hide,” October 15, 2011). Well, thank you for thinking of people like
me. The last few years have been dreadful, indeed. The outlook is
pretty rotten, as well. As you warn, one possibility is that the rich
world will attempt to inflate its debt away through so-called
quantitative easing. America and Britain are leading the way in this
regard, and I do feel the pinch because this is where my savings
happen to be. Another possibility you mention is that the rich world
faces Japanese-style stagnation. In my view, we are already there.
The possibility you do not mention is uppermost on my mind, though:
dragging depression. So, I am not too eager to follow your advice and
pile my cash into equities and bonds now rather than wait for better
news. I am waiting for worse news, as a matter of fact. It might be
better for the global economy, as you point out, but how about me? I
cannot guess how many among the world’s savers are thinking like
me, but I have a feeling that I am far from alone in my pessimism. My
savings will keep dwindling, but at least I will know that I have
nothing to hope for. And hope can be most deceptive.
RAGE AGAINST CAPITALISM (October 24, 2011)
“People are right to be angry,” you open your main leader about
capitalism and its critics (“Rage Against the Machine,” October 22,
2011). In the rich world, people face an increasingly hostile social,
economic, and political environment. “To the man in the street,” you
argue, “all this smacks of a system that has failed.” Taking aside the
condescending tone with which you address the inconsistencies and
incoherence of global protests inspired by the Occupy Wall Street
movement, you firmly side with openness and freedom. However, you
worry about the rise of populism and its effect on politics. So many
years after the collapse of socialism, the rage indeed threatens to turn
into populism. It is time for the critics of capitalism to iron out the
inconsistencies and incoherence you mention, and they will perforce
look back to socialist ideas about capitalism’s many faults. There are
plenty of those, too. And you are sure to have to defend your
ideological corner to the best of your ability. But calling capitalism
“the machine,” as you do in the very title of your main leader, will not
do. It is time to call a spade a spade. Capitalism is a social, economic,
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and political system that favors a tiny minority to a vast majority. In
addition, the tiny minority is shrinking while its wealth is growing fast.
Whence the rage, of course.
CHINA AND THE ART MARKET (October 24, 2011)
As you report, auction and gallery sales in China accounted for twentythree percent of the global art market last year (“The New Medicis,”
October 22, 2011). In terms of public auctions only, last year China
accounted for thirty-three percent of global art sales. However,
Chinese collectors are currently focusing on Chinese art, from
antiquities to contemporary art. Therefore, the question is whether or
not Chinese buyers will in time develop a taste for western art, which
is facing a slump at this time. Predictably, experts differ. Some
famous gallerists are already moving to Hong Kong and deeper into
China. Others are skeptical, arguing that much of Europe’s old art has
religious themes alien to Chinese culture. I wonder. The richest
Chinese collectors are sure to venture abroad sooner or later, if for no
other reason than to impress their competitors at home. This is what
American collectors did in the Fifties and Sixties. Or what the
Japanese collectors did in the Eighties. Once again, the Chinese
collectors will go for the priciest art on offer. Period. The subject
matter will not deter them one single bit. After all, the richest
collectors anywhere could not care less about art, anyhow.
FAMILY BUSINESS AND TRUST (October 25, 2011)
“In other countries family conglomerates have been merely a phase of
capitalism,” you point out in your special report on business in India
(“Adventures in Capitalism,” October 22, 2011). “Will that happen in
India?” you ask rhetorically. Of course it will. Family trusts, such as
Tata group, which is into its fifth generation already, will eventually
admit talented non-family managers into top management positions. If
anything, the predominance of family business is only an index of the
level of development of Indian capitalism. It shows that much still
depends on trust rather than legal institutions that buttress advanced
capitalism. The same holds for China, it goes without saying. It is
interesting to note that family businesses going back several
generations are still relatively common in Italy, of all places. Again,
trust matters where legal institutions are wanting. Let us hope that
India will not follow Italy down the family road.
THE COUNTER-REVOLUTION IN CHINA (October 25, 2011)
Your review of Ezra Vogel’s Deng Xiaoping and the Transformation
of China (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Belknap Press, 2011) shares the
author’s enthusiasm for his hero (“The Great Stabilizer,” October 22,
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2011). The paramount leader from 1978 to 1992, Deng reversed most
of what Mao Zedong had done while calling it “socialism” still. The
author thus considers him not just the maker of modern China, but one
of the most substantial figures in modern history. As an intelligence
officer in East Asia for the Clinton administration, the author surely
knows what he is talking about. One of your innocuous comments is
that he could have subtitled the book not the “transformation” but the
“stabilization” of China. In fact, he could have subtitled it the “counter
revolution” in China, for that is precisely what Deng had achieved
while carefully eschewing calling his goal “capitalism.” Miraculously,
the counter-revolution has been so quiet ever since that few people
have noticed it at all. For this Deng certainly deserves heaps of praise
all around, but especially from America.
THANKS TO COPENHAGEN (October 26, 2011)
The world is warming, you report, and a “new analysis” of the
temperature record leaves little room for doubters (“The Heat is On,”
October 22, 2011). The doubters are not likely to vanish because of
the new analysis, though. Across much of the world, they can already
feel the heat all by themselves. This time around, science has failed us
pretty badly. The squabble that spoiled the Copenhagen meeting on
climate change in 2009 will not be easily forgotten, either. If there are
doubters nowadays, they focus on science rather than global warming.
All the fine things you have to report on new scientific efforts to
ascertain exactly by how much the temperature record has changed is
becoming irrelevant to most. People are turning to their own lives and
trying to figure out what to do as warming continues. Some will have
to move. Others will have to fortify their abodes. And almost all will
have to figure out how to do whatever they do under the changing
circumstances. But few of them will look to science for advice, for
they have had enough of scientific squabbles. Thanks to Copenhagen,
of course.
SOCIAL UNREST FOR BEGINNERS (October 26, 2011)
Nowadays, austerity is often blamed for social unrest because it creates
social division. But you cite an entire gaggle of economists of renown
who argue that unrest has deeper roots than austerity, which is just a
component of the wider picture (“Unrest in Peace,” October 22, 2011).
In particular, they point at inequality as an engine of unrest. The
Occupy Wall Street slogan, “We are the Ninety-Nine Percent,” is the
case in point. Surprisingly, you do not cite a single economist who has
looked at unemployment in this context. Youth unemployment, and
especially that of young males, is undoubtedly one of the key causes of
social unrest. In olden times, kings did not need economists to see the
connection, though. Young men were cooped up in army barracks
even when there were no wars. They repaired roads and built bridges,
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too. Sooner or later, the economists will surely stumble upon this one,
though. With all the data at their disposal, as well as ever-mightier
computers, they simply must.
GREEN BONDS (October 31, 2011)
As you say in your article about so-called green bonds, “reducing the
risks of climate change is not a technological problem,” but the
problem is that available technologies are expensive (“A Dull Shade of
Green,” October 29, 2011). Green bonds look like any other fixedincome instruments, you explain, except that the proceeds are invested
in environmentally friendly projects. So, alternative ways to generate
electricity, drive cars, or grow crops without emitting much carbon
dioxide can reach capital markets. Neat, this. The only rub is that it is
pretty difficult to tell which technologies actually reduce the risks of
climate change. Electric cars, for instance, certainly do not. They are
powered mostly by oil, gas, and coal. Making sure that bonds are
really green is nigh impossible with our poor understanding of all the
inputs that go into a so-called green technology. Chances therefore are
that green bonds will only assuage the conscience of trusty investors
without achieving much by way of reducing the risks of climate
change. And that all sorts of scams will soon dominate the market in
these new fixed-income instruments.
IN PRAISE OF BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS (October 31, 2011)
In your review of Daniel Kahneman’s Thinking, Fast and Slow (New
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2011) you report that he has delivered
a “full catalogue” of biases, shortcuts, and cognitive illusions to which
the human species regularly succumbs when making economic
decisions (“Not So Smart Now,” October 29, 2011). Would that the
catalogue were full, though. Together with his late colleague, Amos
Tversky, the author has come up with a surprising range of boo-boos
not only in human decision-making, but also in the economic theory
vainly purporting to explain it. It is thus wonderful that he has
received a Nobel prize in economics in 2002, for his colleague had
died in 1996. Both of them cognitive psychologists rather than
economists, they provided the foundations for behavioral economics,
which has re-examined much of economic theory for its oblivion to the
assorted biases, shortcuts, and cognitive illusions in human thinking. It
can only be hoped that this new branch of economics will in due time
fulfill the dream of coming up with a full catalogue of such blemishes.
In the meanwhile, much of economic theory should remain on hold, as
the present economic crisis demonstrates.
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THE BLIND INVESTORS (November 1, 2011)
I fully appreciate your main leader’s disdain of Europe’s supposed
rescue plan (“Europe’ Rescue Plan,” October 29, 2011). Words are
cheap, as you rightly say. But I wonder about your silence concerning
the enthusiasm with which it was received by the stockmarkets
worldwide only a few days ago. After all, these are the very linchpins
of the capitalist system that is to be saved willy-nilly from its own
many failings. Silly as the so-called rescue plan was from the very
beginning, if not even earlier, it was no less than cheered by the
investors around the globe. And cheered it surely was, as witnessed by
all the financial indices on offer. They went sky-high one and all. It
took the blind investors several days to adjust their views to the
shortfalls of the plan that had long been foretold. For all to see, your
online edition is still silent about all this. Will you ever take your
beloved investors to task? Will you ever chide them for their palpable
blindness? More important, will you ever see them as complicit in the
troubles of the entire capitalist system they represent?
A TALE OF TWO ITALIANS (November 1, 2011)
In your tale of two Italians, Silvio Berlusconi and Mario Draghi, you
say that one could doom the euro while another could save it (“A Tale
of Two Italians,” October 29, 2011). You may be right about the
former, for Italy is too big a country to bail out in the case of serious
financial distress. But you are surely wrong about the latter, for the
European Central Bank can do only so much to help in the present
crisis. “If the firewall fails,” you say about Italy, “only the ECB’s
unlimited fount of liquidity can quench the flames.” Unlimited? As
you say in the very next sentence, the new president of ECB will not
dare go against the wishes of the bank’s biggest shareholder, Germany.
Even though the prime minister of Italy can do a lot of damage to the
euro, as well as the European Union as a whole, it is doubtful that the
ex-president of the Bank of Italy can do much to save the euro and the
Union. Alas, your tale is just a tale, after all!
MIND-READING TECHNOLOGY (November 2, 2011)
Your leader and article about the emerging mind-reading technology
boggle the mind (“The Terrible Truth” and “Mind-Goggling,” October
29, 2011). For lying is indeed not only at the heart of civilization, as
you say in the leader, but at the heart of the human species. Well, even
our direct ancestors, the chimpanzees, are consummate cheats, too. Be
afraid, you counsel. As you report in the article, mind-reading
technology is still crude, but it has made huge advances as of late. The
technology already in place can even detect what people are dreaming
or thinking about, reasonable images included. Not to worry, though.
Lying is too important to our species to be challenged so easily. As
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many anthropologists have long suspected, lying to others without
being detected and detecting lies by others is at the very roots of
human intelligence. Soon enough we will learn to lie even in our
dreams, let alone our waking thoughts. And the simplest way to do
this is to lie by telling the truth, at least by the standards of mindreading technology. Honestly, the truth is the most malleable of
concepts, anyhow.
ON TORY EUROSCEPTICISM (November 2, 2011)
I very much agree with your analysis of the Tory motion in the House
of Commons for a referendum on Britain’s membership in the
European Union (“While Rome Burns,” October 29, 2011). Although
the motion was prompted by petitions signed by a hundred-thousand
people, it was far from a serious threat to the status quo. However, it
exposed not only the extent of Tory Euroscepticism, but also the
government’s lack of a “meaningful” European strategy. Indeed. I
would only add that such a strategy should be buttressed by equally
meaningful tactics and logistics, too. Most important, a contingency
plan is needed on what to do if and when the euro collapses. As well
as if and when the Union itself dissolves. If the Union itself has failed
to consider such possibilities in its key documents, this does not mean
that responsible governments should fail to consider them in turn. A
Tory Euroscepticism worth its name would help the government with
such fraught concerns. A referendum on Britain’s place in the Union
can always wait.
BRIBERY AND CAPITALISM (November 5, 2011)
It is interesting to read your article about a new index of bribery
worldwide provided by Transparency International (“Supply Side,”
November 5, 2011). In particular, the index reveals that graft involves
two parties, quite often companies from the rich world and
governments from the poor world. It also reveals little progress in
curbing the problem. As you point out, “construction and industries
involving government contracts, unsurprisingly, are the dirtiest.” By
itself, this is hardly surprising, indeed. Large amounts of money
invested in one place over short periods of time have always invited
graft. The surprising bit is that so much of bribery remains undetected
on either side. On the average, about a half of every investment
project involves construction. Such projects are easy enough to spot.
Following project managers on the two sides of major investment
projects would be sufficient to pin all the guilty parties down. How
come that neither companies from the rich world nor governments
from the poor world are successful in thwarting funny business? Is it
not reasonable to assume that bribery is an inevitable and even
cherished part of investment and the associated construction activity
under capitalism?
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GREECE, SCHMEECE (November 6, 2011)
Your main leader about George Papandreou’s botched-up threat of a
referendum on Greece’s response to the last eurozone deal, which was
meant to resolve the euro crisis, seems hopelessly confused (“Greece’s
Woes,” November 5, 2011). The underlying theme is that the markets
are not the single currency’s only threat, and that voters may become a
serious one, as well. You even side with Papandreou in your
concluding sentence arguing that the eurozone leaders need to worry
about being too austere. Indeed, Greek “voters” have been rioting in
earnest for quite some time already. But you also go to quite some
length to explain that a withdrawal from the euro would be a “terrible
mistake” for the poor Greeks, whose membership in the European
Union would thus be brought into question. The rest of the eurozone
and the Union itself are not in your focus, though. However, it is more
than likely that the Greek withdrawal, messy is it would undoubtedly
be, would offer the best chance of recovery for the rest of the
eurozone. Forget about Greece, that is. Having been neglected for too
long, the galloping euro gangrene now requires a quick amputation
with or without Papandreou’s bungling help. And it is not likely to be
the first. Several more amputations are surely in order, and soon, if the
euro and the Union are to survive. Returning to your underlying
theme, the surgical approach addresses both markets and voters in one
fell swoop.
OTTOMAN DREAMING, AGAIN (November 7, 2011)
As you say in your leader and article about Turkey’s foreign policy, its
criticism in parts of the west, and especially in America, is overdone
(“Ottoman Dreamer” and “Dormant Power Revival,” November 5,
2011). Even though some mending of fences with several Middle East
countries is still due, the country credibly seeks “zero problems with
neighbors” in the words of Ahmet Davutoglu, Turkey’s foreign
minister. This stands to reason, especially in view of the country’s
wider ambitions. You mention Ottoman dreaming, and your map of
the empire in 1878 clearly shows how wide the dreams might reach.
But there is much more to Turkey than the empire of old. Turkic
peoples stretch from Europe all the way to Mongolia. Their countries
line the soft underbelly of Russia and penetrate deep into China. Many
of them are rich with oil and gas. Thwarted in its European ambitions
by the European Union’s many complaints, often trifling, Turkey is
becoming a power to be reckoned with on account of both its old
empire and its ethnic links to the cradle of all Turks, the Altai
Mountains. And this may well be the real reason for the criticism of
Turkey’s foreign policy in parts of the west, and especially in America.
By comparison, its Middle East neighbors are of little import, that is.
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DEPRESSION FOR BEGINNERS (November 8, 2011)
You open your article on housing and the economy in America by
saying that there are two things everyone knows about American
economic recoveries: first, housing traditionally leads the economy out
of recession; and second, there is no chance of housing leading the
present economy anywhere but deeper into the mire (“Rising from the
Ruins,” November 5, 2011). Agreed, mostly because this recession is
much deeper than it has traditionally been. But you continue by saying
that America is now adding new households at a rate well below
normal because “young people are opting to stay longer in their
parents’ home.” Opting? You must be kidding. And you end up by
saying that “thrift imposed by a sickly economy is probably the
principal cause.” Probably? This is a most peculiar way of saying that
the current recession, often dubbed the Great Recession, is edging
toward another depression. As everyone knows, young people stay
with their parents when, and only when, there is no way for them to
form new households. And this is just another piece of evidence that
America is facing more than a “traditional” recession. Indeed, it is
high time for the mire to be called by its proper economic name.
THE HAYFLICK LIMIT (November 9, 2011)
As you report, the research by Darren Baker of the Mayo Clinic in
Minnesota has shown that mice can be made more vigorous in old age
without prolonging their life (“Forever Young?” November 5, 2011).
Making the ageing less arduous has to do with the removal of cells that
have reached the so-called Hayflick limit in cell division, after Leonard
Hayflick, a biologist who discovered it. Once cells reach this limit,
they cannot divide any longer, but they malignly affect neighboring
cells that are still capable of division. This research points at the
possibility of making humans, too, live more vigorous lives in old age
without prolonging their life. In humans, the Hayflick limit is about
sixty divisions. Removing the cells that have reached it may be
possible, just like in mice. As you point out, this would work with the
grain of nature rather than against it. However, there is also a
possibility of extending the periods between cell divisions, which you
do not mention. It would not breach the Hayflick limit, but it would
stretch the amount of time needed for each of the sixty or so divisions.
Together with the removal of the cells that have reached the limit
along the lines of Baker’s research, this would not only make people
more vigorous in old age, but would also prolong their lives while still
working with the grain of nature. Of course, this possibility would
lead to yet another limit, and that is the maximum amount of time
between cell divisions. Some biologist is sure to discover it sooner or
later.
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AL JAZEERA BALKANS (November 12, 2011)
The move of Al Jazeera, a Qatari television network that has changed
the Arab world in fifteen years only, to Sarajevo is causing quite a stir
in the region (“Broadcasting to the Balkans,” November 12, 2011).
The channel’s editor, Goran Milić, used to run Yutel, a channel that
attempted to keep Yugoslavia from falling apart in the early Nineties.
Thence he went to Croatian Television in Zagreb, where he was
pensioned off last year. Now many wonder what he is up to with Al
Jazeera, which is assumed, wrongly, to be “Muslim” television. But
Milić’s first move is already clear, and it strikes at the very core of
Balkan controversy: language.
Namely, journalists will be
broadcasting in “their” language, be it Serbian, Croatian, Bosnian, or
Montenegrin. As you suggest, these are as different as New Zealand,
Scottish, or American versions of English. These Balkan languages
are purported to be as far apart as Russian, Slovak, and Bulgarian.
Indeed, much has been done in the last two decades by language
specialist in some of the Balkan countries to “prove” that their
languages are entirely different from all the others. In short, with
Milić at its helm, Al Jazeera Balkans is most welcome!
WHY WE ARE ALL GOING GREEN (November 13, 2011)
As you report, an increasing number of businesses see profits in
greenery (“Why Firms Go Green,” November 12, 2011). It is enough
to browse through your mighty newspaper to see a growing number of
advertisements by businesses purporting to have gone green. But it is
hard to agree with your rendering of the reasons for this trend, such as
innovation and investment in new technology. Two things have
happened since the flop of the United Nations climate summit in
Copenhagen. On the demand side, climate change has become
palpable enough for people to stop doubting it. Therefore, they have
gone green as consumers. On the supply side, businesses have realized
that greenery does not require much more than a few clever tricks,
including abundant advertising, for it is nigh impossible to prove or
disprove the green credentials of their products. Therefore, they are
providing greenery at a clip. The effect of all this on climate change is
impossible to gauge, but it is likely to be negligible one way or the
other. And this is how things will stay, for science has failed to inform
both the consumers and producers on the effects of their actions. This
is left to climate change itself.
THE SLAVIC COMPLEX (November 14, 2011)
Your review of Lilia Shevtsova and Andrew Wood’s Change or
Decay: Russia’s Dilemma and the West’s Response (Washington, DC:
Brookings Institute Press, 2011) appears to follow the book’s narrative
pretty closely (“Slip and Slide,” November 12, 2011). The author’s
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joint conclusion likens Russia to a theater: “the play is over but the
actors will not leave the stage and keep trying to win attention for what
has become a plotless rigmarole; the audience feels trapped, bored, and
frustrated.” The reviewer included, no doubt. What you seem to
neglect is the Russian complex, though. Or the Slavic complex, to be a
bit more exact. The last to come to Europe, Slavs have always looked
for a plot. Any plot. Socialism and/or communism came handy a
century ago to propel them onto the stage. Center stage, no less.
Entirely plotless for the last couple of decades, they will not leave the
stage. Feeling flouted and forlorn once again, they simply cannot. But
the audience, especially from the so-called west, had better pay
attention. For some horrible plot may soon emerge to assuage the old
complex. And that seems to be the book’s simple but solemn message.
IN THEORY (November 15, 2011)
Your special report on Europe and its troubled currency is an excellent
read (“Staring into the Abyss,” November 12, 2011). As you suggest,
the euro crisis might wake Europe up, but it is much more likely that it
will lead to confusion and decline. Well put. But your report is
marred by yet another attempt to point at the right solution to the
European crisis: economic growth. Although your short section on
growth as the only long-term solution to Europe’s woes bears a
prudent title, “In Theory,” it is still rather irksome in its classroom
economics. In the not-so-long run, Europe is destined to become
nothing but a tourist attraction. If growth will ever visit the subcontinent again, it is in tourism and its many colorful trappings, such
as boisterous entertainment, enticing food, outlandish art, cheap drinks,
startling fashion, sexual attractions for every taste, and legal drugs.
Only think of Venice in her dotage writ large! Luckily, tourism offers
many a job for the poorly trained, as well as the not quite talented. But
not only in theory, to be sure.
IRAN’S NUCLEAR DREAMS (November 16, 2011)
Now that there is no doubt left about Iran’s nuclear bomb in the
making, Israel’s pre-emptive strike on Iran’s nuclear facilities is only a
question of weeks or maybe months (“That’s Right, Iceman, I’m
Dangerous,” November 12, 2011). Israel is sure to get America’s help
if anything goes wrong with the strike. Given that Syria is on the brink
of civil war, it is unlikely to join the conflict on Iran’s side. And this is
where the known knowns rapidly evaporate. But the known unknowns
are many. How will Turkey and Iraq behave? More important, what
will Russia do? Still, unknown unknowns are the most perplexing.
How will Muslim countries close and far behave? Perhaps most
important, what will China do? One way or another, a much wider
conflict may easily come out of Iran’s nuclear dreams. Although it is a
bit premature to consider the possibility of another world war, it is hard
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to imagine who would benefit from the conflict in the Middle East.
That is the greatest puzzle of Iran’s gambit from the very start.
PUTIN CONTEXT (November 19, 2011)
Your article about Russia’s future focuses on Vladimir Putin, as it
doubtless should (“Putin His Place,” November 19, 2011). Poised for
twelve more years at the helm, much depends on him and him alone,
for the country is bereft of alternatives. As you argue, his support is
hefty but fragile. Whether or not it crumbles depends on the state of
the economy, which is stagnant at present. “With its big cash reserves
and low debt,” you argue, “Russia may find that economic problems
take time to hit home.” Of course, this will depend largely on the price
of oil and gas. “But when they do,” you conclude, “their effect is
likely to be unusually severe—just as the end of the Soviet Union.”
True, but there are two sides to the price of all the good things that
Russia supplies. Namely, much of its future will depend on the
demand for oil and gas, as well as the state of the world economy. The
depression that currently stalks Europe and the United States, as well
as its effect on the emerging economies, must be taken into account
when Russia’s future is discussed. Both global depression and
economic recovery may make Putin look good at home—in the former
case by comparison, and in the latter by domestic growth propelled by
rising prices of oil and gas.
OBAMA’S PACIFIC SHOW (November 20, 2011)
Barack Obama’s claim to be America’s first Pacific president has
come handy in his recent visit to Australia (“We’re Back,” November
19, 2011). As your article’s title suggests, though, this is surely an
exaggeration on his part. You mention the ANZUS Treaty, whose
acronym comes from Australia, New Zealand, and the United States.
It was signed in 1951, only two years after the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization was formed. In addition there was the Southeast Asia
Treaty Organization, which was formed in 1954 and which fell apart in
1977. As their names suggest, NATO and SEATO were not far apart
in terms of their aims and means. Of course, America was very much
a Pacific power during World War II and the Korean War following it.
In short, the old treaties need to be dusted off, but that is about all. The
shift of American bases and other military installations to the Pacific
will follow smoothly enough. Many of them are already there,
anyhow. And Obama’s Pacific show can go on unimpeded.
TIT-FOR-TAT FOR BEGINNERS (November 21, 2011)
As you report, Nicholas Christakis and his colleagues at Harvard
University are studying how people cooperate in the face of the
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temptation to cheat (“Make or Break?” November 19, 2011). It is well
known that humans are disposed to “tit-for-that” behavior. They
behave generously toward others until others show themselves not to
be generous. At his point cooperation is withdrawn. When defectors
learn the error of their ways, they strive to cooperate more actively.
Christakis and his team used a public-goods game for their experiment
with social networks on the World Wide Web. By and large, the
research supports the tit-for-that theory of cooperation. In particular, it
shows that social retaliation has a marked effect on defectors. It would
be useful to extend this research to organized crime, where defectors
are punished more harshly for uncooperative behavior than is usually
the case. Mafias are famous for cooperation, and a good deal can be
learned from them about how humans cooperate in general. Also,
there are many social networks on the web that simulate organized
crime. Such games appear to be quite popular, too. It may well be that
early humans were not too generous toward defectors, either. Primates
surely are not.
ON MARKETS AND POLITICS (November 22, 2011)
I am with you when it comes to markets and politics (“Voters versus
Creditors,” November 19, 2011). As you say, politicians love to curse
the markets, but there is an easy answer to their plight: stop borrowing
from the markets. The tyranny of markets can be escaped by turning
to official lenders, such as other countries or the International
Monetary Fund. In fact, you argue, the markets are so easy to borrow
from that many governments have become complacent, assuming that
their credit is limitless. Now that the European Union is abuzz with
vague talk about a fiscal union, the politicians will have even less to do
than under the existing monetary union. Wedged between the two
unions, politicians will be reduced to dealing with social issues. Such
as smoking bans, you quip. That strikes me as a wonderful prospect,
too. This is where democracy is likely to work much better than is the
case when economic issues are concerned. The ignorant majority is
too easy to manipulate by equally ignorant politicians.
THE GERMAN SOLUTION (November 23, 2011)
In your leader on the euro drama you lament the German politicians’
inability to appreciate the psychology of financial markets (“The
German Problem,” November 19, 2011). As you claim, twice, markets
are given to self-fulfilling panics that require a fine touch to manage.
However, the “German dogma,” “German orthodoxy,” and “Teutonic
rigidity” are in the way. You admit that the right way for the euro is
fraught with difficulties, for the right policy is hard to craft amid slow
eurozone’s governments, but you nonetheless urge the German
politicians to better appreciate the fickleness of financial markets. I
wonder. In fact, the German propensity to stick to good rules may in
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the end save the euro. No matter how fickle, financial markets do
appreciate dogma, orthodoxy, and rigidity in the right places. The only
question is how many countries will eventually remain in the eurozone
together with the Germans.
WHEN IT COMES TO SCIENCE (November 26, 2011)
I do appreciate your continual effort to keep your readers informed
about the science of climate change. Although clobbered from all
sides, science is still our best bet at guessing our future. But I am
dubious about your article reporting on the research by Andreas
Schmittner of Oregon State University, which purports to show that
climate may not be as sensitive to carbon dioxide as previously
believed (“Good News at Last?” November 26, 2011). To begin with,
the very question mark in your title smack of tabloids. More
important, it has long been known that carbon dioxide is but topmost
of many gases in terms of its greenhouse effect. Methane, ozone, and
nitrous oxide are very important, as well. And so is the good old water
vapor. In short, it would be good to temper your enthusiasm when it
comes to research like the one reported. The perils of climate change
have been repeatedly compromised by poor understanding of scientific
research. By now, few people pay any attention to it. When it comes
to science, it is essential to keep an even keel.
THE END OF ECONOMICS (November 27, 2011)
Amazingly, you still wonder about the fate of the euro, and in your
main leader (“Is This Really the End?” November 26, 2011). Yes, it is
surely the end of the European Union’s single currency, which has
never embraced the Union entire to make it a monetary union proper.
And it is the end of the Union itself, which has never become even a
club, with clear rules as to when to kick out an awkward member, let
alone a common market or a customs union. About to split into a
jumble of fragments, the Union is nothing but a pipedream concocted
by a bunch of enthusiasts while the going was still smooth and no-one
could foresee its final design. Last but not least, it is the end of
economics as a science. It does not even approach engineering, of all
things. As witnessed by a plethora of magic bullets on offer from
economists of renown, it is but an art or at best a craft. And a poorly
organized one at that. What remains to be done in expectation of the
euro’s certain demise is to fathom its consequences. Even here,
economics is of no practical value whatsoever. Once again, there will
be magical bullets aplenty, each whizzing in a different direction. The
debris of the bungled pipedream will be around for decades. If any
economist guesses the best way through the wreckage, it will be purely
by chance. Let us provisionally call him John Maynard Keynes II.
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THE HOUSING BUBBLE (November 28, 2011)
As you report, the global housing bubble appears to be only halfway
through (“House of Horrors, Part 2,” November 26, 2011). In
particular, house prices tumbled by thirty-four percent in America
from their peak in 2006; they plunged by forty-five percent in Ireland
from their peak in 2007; but they have dropped only about ten percent
in Britain and Italy from their peak in 2007, as well. Several other
countries are similar to Britain and Italy in this regard. Therefore, you
expect that house prices in these countries will drop further. Indeed.
Interestingly, two years ago you reported the work of two economists
of renown, Carmen Reinhart of the University of Maryland and
Kenneth Rogoff of Harvard University, who looked into fourteen
“severe” banking crises to date (”Drastic Times,” January 10, 2009).
According to their peak-to-trough guidelines for cumulative changes
applied to the present crisis, house prices would drop by about a third
over five years. By this reckoning, America is on target. This would
be in broad support of your own expectations, as well. Apparently, the
housing bubble has about a year to go in a number of other countries.
ON PAINTING AND PHOTOGRAPHY (November 29, 2011)
Your review of the “Snapshot” show at the Van Gogh Museum in
Amsterdam, which explores the nexus between painting and
photography, does not mention that many a painter included would be
most embarrassed to see the show (“Point and Paint,” November 26,
2011). Although you say that the likes of Pierre Bonnard and Edouard
Vuillard, late Nineteenth and early Twentieth Century French painters,
never intended their photographs to go on public display, they would
actually be mortified to see them next to their paintings. Bonnard,
whom you quote as writing that he took “notes” of his subjects before
going home to reflect and dream in preparation for painting them,
never mentioned a camera. Striving after likeness for centuries,
painters embraced every mechanical gadget that could help them
render their subjects as realistically as possible since the Fifteenth
Century. They kept them in secret, though. The advent of primitive
photography only increased their zeal.
Johannes Vermeer, a
Seventeenth Century Dutch painter, was long suspected of using a
camera obscura to produce his paintings, but he kept mum about it.
Likeness was the prize, but tricks were just tricks. Only well into the
Twentieth Century is photography accepted as an art form in its own
right, and painting from photographs turns into an irrelevance. Tricks
or no tricks, likeness is passé by then.
THE DIVING-BOARD STORY (November 30, 2011)
“As a schoolgirl,” you paint a portrait of the German chancellor in line
with her biographer, Margaret Heckel, “Angela Merkel spent an entire
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swimming lesson perched on a diving board” (“The New Iron
Chancellor,” November 26, 2011). “Only when the final bell
sounded,” you continue, “did she find the nerve to take the plunge.” A
lovely story, this. And yet it offers two entirely different visions of the
woman who is believed to hold the future of the euro in her hand. Of
course, some readers of the diving-board story will focus on the first
sentence above. Others will focus on the second sentence. But the real
problem with this bit of biography is that Angela Merkel does not hold
the future of the euro in her hands. Would that this were the case, for
she did in the end take the plunge off the diving board. The European
Union is such a hopeless mess that it collectively cannot even climb a
diving board, let alone figure out whether or not to take the plunge.
And this is the real problem in connection not only with the euro, but
also with every other major project the Union has ever undertaken.
Alas, that will become painfully obvious only after the German
chancellor takes the plunge. It will be in vain.
AN IDEA FOR A JOINT BOOK (December 1, 2011)
Over more than a decade, I must have written at least a couple of
thousand letters to your mighty newspaper. I lost the count, anyhow.
In your wisdom, you have published exactly twenty-five of them to
date. I am not complaining, it goes without saying, for you usually
publish no more than ten letters a week, and it would be inappropriate
to favor anyone in particular, no matter how talented. Or just zealous.
Yet many of my letters are gathering dust, even though they are
available on my Residua website. Now, how about you publishing a
selection of my letters in a book under one of your imprints? A couple
of hundred letters would be just right for a plump and handy volume.
Someone from the editorial office could make the selection and write
an introduction. Edward Lukas comes to mind, as he seems to be a
kindred soul.
Since the letters cover a wide variety of topics−such as geopolitics,
economics, climate change, and even art−the book could be divided
into several sections. The way I see it, it would be a lot of fun for all
concerned. And it may find readers eager to better understand your
Letters Section, coveted as it undoubtedly is. My luck so far might
even whet their appetite for trying their luck in turn. Thus my most
humble proposal.
Addendum (December 12, 2011)
There is no reply yet to this tongue-in-cheek letter. Neither John
Miclethwait, the editor-in-chief of the mighty newspaper, nor Edward
Lucas, deputy editor of the International Section and Central and
Eastern Europe correspondent, have found the time to send me a few
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words in the same spirit. After almost a fortnight, it is clear that they
never will. Alas, another great book bites the dust!
THE ROAD TO NOWHERE (December 3, 2011)
Imagine asking a Martian for the road to nowhere. It would probably
go something like this: Rio de Janeiro, Kyoto, Bonn, Bali,
Copenhagen, Cancún, Durban, Qatar… Your leader and article on
climate-change talks point at the same road (“The Sad Road from
Kyoto to Durban” and “Wilted Greenery,” December 3, 2011). As you
put it, correctly, the latest United Nations summit in Durban says a
great deal about why the world is failing to tackle global warming.
Next year’s summit in Qatar is liable to be yet another case study in
failure. And what is the reason for the collective inability of the
human species to address the obvious problem facing the entire world?
Well, the species is simply unable to tackle anything collectively, let
alone long-term problems such as climate change. What is to be
expected in the long run? More of the same, it goes without saying.
Although it is patently obvious to all and sundry that something is
badly amiss with the weather, the world cannot even imagine a global
government capable of addressing the impending calamity. By the
time the problem becomes intractable, laments will rise to high heaven.
And that will be that. Until the next chance in at least a hundredthousand years following not only the end of global warming, but the
upcoming glaciation, as well.
SEASTEADING (December 4, 2011)
Now that space colonization is squarely in the domain of science
fiction, the dream has turned inward, toward the oceans. As you report
in a three-page article in your Technology Quarterly Section,
seasteading is the rage with the likes of Peter Thiel of the PayPal fame
and the Seasteading Institute, a think-tank he finances together with
many others (“Cities on the Ocean,” December 3, 2011). Modern
libertarians are after self-governing mini-states outside the territorial
waters of extant countries. That is, twelve nautical miles or twentytwo kilometers away from the coast. You mention many technical
difficulties with this idea, as well as a few legal ones. Namely, the sort
of independence sought by the seasteading enthusiasts may well come
against the world powers, and especially America. Thus you warn that
seasteads may end up as wannabe sovereign states without the means
to defend themselves against land-based governments. Precisely. But
other, and much more immediate, dangers abound. Pirates had better
be taken in consideration in the design of seasteads from the start.
Self-government is unimaginable without self-defense. Happy-golucky designs, which grace your up-beat pages, would not last longer
than a few years. In addition to clever fortifications, a small private
army and a navy are a must nowadays.
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NOT THE NEXT CHINA (December 5, 2011)
Even an enthusiast for the African cause cannot but be a bit perplexed
by your main leader and briefing about the forgotten continent (“Africa
Rising” and “The Sun Shines Bright,” December 3, 2011). In the
leader one reads that in the past decade the six of the world’s ten
fastest-growing countries were African, while in the briefing one
learns that the continent provides no more than two and a half percent
of world output at purchasing power parity, which cannot but boost its
contribution. At about fourteen percent of the world’s population, the
economic base is tiny, indeed. Your enthusiasm is so great that you
must remind the bewildered reader in the last paragraph of the briefing
that Africa is not the next China. Oh, why not? The World Bank’s
pronouncement mentioned in the briefing that Africa is on the brink of
an economic takeoff sounds somewhat far-fetched, as well. Sifting
through all you have to say, one can only hope that Africa will also
benefit from the recent successes of Asia and South America, but that
is the best one can come up with. The future of the least-developed
continent, just as the future of Asia and South America, ultimately
depends on what happens in Europe and North America. And that is
where the rub is. Enthusiastic or not about Africa, your poor reader is
left praying for the rich world. Go Africa, go!
LEARNING BY DOING (December 6, 2011)
Harvard Business School’s recent curriculum development sounds
most promising (“Field of Dreams,” December 3, 2011). Already
famous for the case method, which has been used in business
education across the globe for decades, HBS is now trying something
completely different: learning by doing. As you report, fieldwork is
the rage. And all this comes from Nitin Nohria, who became HBS’s
dean only last year. Although the practical addition to the curriculum
has an awkward name, Field Immersion Experiences for Leadership
Development or FIELD, it is based on an idea that promises to spread
even farther afield than the case method. The very best in business are
the proof, for most of them have learned by doing rather than by going
to some school. Oops. Sorry about this. But I am sure HBS’s staff
will get around this little glitch in no time. They must be learning by
doing, too.
JACQUES ATTALI’S WARNING WORDS (December 7, 2011)
“Chaos is staring us in the face,” you quote Jacques Attali, an
economic adviser to Nicolas Sarkozy, who is doing everything in his
power to preserve France’s top-notch crediting rating (“The Ratings
Game,” December 3, 2011). Coming from Attali, who is famous for
his optimism, these words about the eurozone troubles are surely
frightening. A French intellectual of renown, he has tried his hand not
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only in economics, but also in philosophy and even fiction. Optimism
is his hallmark throughout. Why, the Attali Commission, as the outfit
he is heading is widely known, advises Sarkozy on economic growth.
Imagine, economic growth in France! Today! That is surely
unsurpassed optimism.
Returning to his warning words,
unprecedented as they are, chaos is a most horrifying prospect.
THE MERKOZY RECIPE (December 10, 2011)
As you predicted in your leader on the European Union’s summit in
Brussels, which took place after you went to press, the recipe for
euro’s survival concocted by Angela Merkel and Nicolas Sarkozy is a
poisonous one (“Beware of the Merkozy Recipe,” December 10,
2011). Fearing most the profligates from Southern Europe, they came
up with a loose blueprint for a fiscal union that will take quite a while
to be ratified, let alone to start biting. Sadly, today’s crisis is less about
profligacy, as well as the austerity it presages while the recession
threatens to turn into depression, than about joint liability of the
eurozone countries. But that was long expected. It is a pity you have
failed to come up with yet another prediction, and that is the collapse
of the so-called monetary union. For the Merkozy recipe presages
much worse to come. The vaunted summit is likely to be the last one
to offer any hope on the current troubles of the euro. The last verdict
is left to the rating agencies. Watch their ominous predictions piling
up starting as early as next week.
AMERICAN TUITIONS (December 11, 2011)
American universities are notoriously expensive. It is interesting to
read that university costs have tripled in the last three decades
(“University Challenge,” December 10, 2011). My own memory is
much worse. When I came to Harvard in 1970, tuition was two-and-ahalf-thousand dollars a year. When I left the States in 1990, Harvard
tuition was twenty-five-thousand dollars a year. And in 2010 it was
about fifty-thousand dollars a year. Harvard is special, but other
universities followed suit as quickly as they could. Forgetting about
discounting, the tuition only doubled in the last two decades, but it
went up as much as tenfold in the previous two decades. That is, it
exploded with the bulging baby-boom generation in the Seventies, but
it failed to adjust to the demographic downturn that followed. In short,
the universities pocketed the difference. And it is up to them to adjust
to the times. If only they could do so after so many decades of sheer
luxury.
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RUSSIA’S PUTIN (December 12, 2011)
Your main leader on Vladimir Putin’s unexpected troubles is
buttressed by the growing unrest across Russia (“The Cracks Appear,”
December 10, 2011). As you say, his popularity has taken a nosedive
in September, when he announced his intention to swap jobs with
Dmitry Medvedev for the second time in the elections next March.
The swap turned out to be a bit too much even for Russians, used as
they have become to political shenanigans of every description. Your
proposal that he should clean up the Kremlin, which is steeped in
kleptocracy, and modernize the economy is far-fetched, though. Much
safer route for Putin is a combination of nationalism and religious
fervor. As a “strong-minded patriot,” to use your own words, he is
capable of such a tack. His pet project, the Euroasian Union that
brings together the former Soviet republics, and the rampant Christian
Orthodox Church can do wonders in this regard. It is good to
remember that many of the former Soviet republics were also part of
the Tsarist Russia. Orthodoxy reaches far and wide, as well. And
Putin is well placed to bring the imagined glory back to battered
Russia. Cleaning up Kremlin and modernizing the economy can
always wait.
ALONE IN PARADISE (December 13, 2011)
The remaining American troops will be out of Iraq by the end of the
year, and you thus wonder about the fate of the Middle East (“The
Wretched Middle East,” December 10, 2011). Now that America has
turned its gaze to Asia, the only remaining buttress of its policy in the
region is Turkey. As you point out, its influence is growing. As a
member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and as an old
American ally, Turkey is expected to play an important rôle in the
Middle East. Of course, Iran is a growing menace, and especially to
Israel. Only America can do anything about it, but Asia is firmly in its
focus nonetheless. True enough. The only thing conspicuously
missing from your account of the region’s woes is the European
Union. Given that it is giving Turkey’s bid for accession a cold
shoulder, it is missing much more perilously than you care to
comment. In a nutshell, the Union is behaving as though it is perfectly
alone in paradise.
THE SIBUDU MATTRESSES (December 14, 2011)
As you report, Lyn Wadley of the University of Witwaterstand and her
colleagues have discovered something like mattresses in a natural rock
shelter called Sibudu in South Africa (“A Place to Rest Your Weary
Head,” December 10, 2011). Made of several layers of leaves, some
of which have insecticidal properties, they date from more than
seventy-thousand years ago. As you point out, the mattresses provide
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another piece of evidence of sophisticated artefacts from this period.
However, you fail to mention, even in passing, the best piece of
evidence of rapid human development from the same period and
roughly from the same place. The Blombos Cave in South Africa
revealed a decade ago the first piece of art discovered to date. A piece
of ochre decorated with geometric patterns, it is executed with aplomb.
For all their comforts, the mattresses surely take the second place to
the Blombos find when it comes to our ancestors’ growing
sophistication.
FROM CONSUMERS TO CITIZENS (December 17, 2011)
It is wonderful to read about an overnight transformation of the middle
class in Russia from consumers to citizens (“The Birth of Russian
Citizenry,” December 17, 2011). A miracle, no less. As you say, the
Russian middle class now accounts for some twenty to twenty-five
percent of the population. “Having reached a western level of
consumption,” you explain, “it wants respect, independent courts,
lawful police, good health care and education, and intelligent
television.” Well, all these things still smack of consumerism. There
is a long way from consumers to citizens, and it is unlikely that a
single protest, albeit without aggression, can usher a new social
phenomenon. The middle class in the so-called west took centuries to
take shape and wrestle power from aristocracy. It is likely that Russia
is no different, even though kleptocracy will be a tougher nut to crack
than the old foe. With some effort, Putin and his cronies can offer the
petulant consumers all the good things they desire in their leisure.
Minus respect, perhaps.
THE MASTER-SERVANT NEXUS (December 18, 2011)
The master-servant nexus is much more complex than you suggest
(“The Servant Problem” and “Why Have Servants?” December 17,
2011). You neglect many a servant who has pushed the hapless master
around. Two examples will suffice. The Fifth Century Roman
emperor Theodosius II was actually ruled by his wily servant, the
eunuch Chrysaphius. As soon as the emperor died, his sister Pulcheria,
now empress, had Chrysaphius publically executed to everyone’s
delight. Closer to our age, Ivan Goncharov’s Oblomov, a fictional
Russian nobleman from the Nineteenth Century who dares not leave
his bed, is actually sponsored in his sloth by his crafty servant, Zakhar.
The popularity of the novel only shows the ubiquity of the switch in
social rôles. Thus George Akerlof’s principal-agent theory that
explores the ambiguity of the relationship, for which he got a Nobel
prize in economics. To wit, principals had better pay attention to their
agents’ trickeries that can turn the relationship around. Beware of
servants is the wise message.
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LESSONS FROM AMERICA (December 19, 2011)
The United States of America has long been the example to follow for
the European Union. Sorry, the United States of Europe. Your lessons
for Europe from America’s history are thus well taken (“One Nation
Overdrawn,” December 17, 2011). Although America’s history
stretches to more than two centuries, Europe’s two decades or so show
perfectly well that the lessons are not yet clear to its leaders. As you
argue, the missing fiscal union is much less of a problem than the poor
performance in labor mobility. In America, someone who has grown
up in New Orleans has no trouble going to school in Boston or finding
a job in Seattle. Europe is far behind in this regard. Someone who has
grown up in Budapest has hard time going to school in Barcelona or
finding a job in Hamburg. In addition to linguistic differences,
cumbersome labor laws are in the way, and especially when new
members of the Union are concerned. Of the four freedoms of
movement, capital and services are doing rather well, whereas goods
are already moving much more sluggishly. Labor is moving hardly at
all, at least by American standards. Assuming that the Union has a
future, this is where much needs to be done. By comparison, the
vaunted fiscal union is easy enough to engineer.
PARIS HILTON AND SUN TZU (December 20, 2011)
I am doubtful about today’s usefulness of Sun Tzu’s wisdom as much
as I am doubtful about the wisdom of the Chinese leaders in using it
today as a tool of the much-advertised soft power (“Sun Tzu and the
Art of Soft Power,” December 17, 2011). However, I am even more
doubtful about the exaggerated reactions to all the above in the socalled west. Ploughing through your article with increasing difficulty,
I was enchanted by Paris Hilton’s aphorism that seems to resolve the
conundrum in one fell swoop: “Dress cute wherever you go, life is too
short to blend in.” Your photograph of the well-endowed American
celebrity caught reading Sun Tzu is a godsend. All the Chinese leaders
have in mind with their promotion of the old general and soft power is
dressing cute, as it were. It is their moment, and they can already tell
that life is too short to blend in. Sun Tzu is but a distraction, and it is
time to recognize it as such. All the credits for this reading of Chinese
tomfoolery go to no-one else but Paris Hilton, of course.
BEHOLD THE CAYMAN ISLANDS (December 21, 2011)
“The British government has no intention of walking out of the
European Union,” you argue, “but Britain could end up falling out”
(“How Britain Could Leave Europe,” December 17, 2011). Nicely
put. The fractious Brussels summit a fortnight ago leaves a whole
bunch of possibilities open, and Britain might indeed find itself bereft
of the Union. This prospect is too far-fetched at the moment to
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contemplate it in any detail, but it is still good to keep it in mind. As
well as to consider it on the bright side. As suggested by Nicolas
Sarkozy, the French president, the City of London could be turned into
something like the Cayman Islands. Of course, as noted by Mark
Rutte, the Dutch prime minister, this would give Britain a handsome
competitive advantage in global financial affairs. Well, David
Cameron, the struggling British prime minister, might be onto
something, after all. Behold, with a little help from his clever
European friends, he might even let Britain fall out of the Union.
Oopsy daisies!
SLUMPING ALONG (April 15, 2014)
It is amusing to read your main leader and your essay on financial
slumps, as well as how to prevent them (“Leviathan of Last Resort”
and “The Slumps that Shaped Modern Finance,” April 12, 2014). Now
that the slump of 2008 seems to be over, you are gathering courage to
argue against excessive regulation of the financial sector. Given your
liberal proclivities, this is quite predictable. As you argue, the slumps
of 1792, 1825, 1857, 1907, and 1929 all led to greater regulation,
which is exemplified by the appearance of the Federal Reserve after
the 1907 slump. But you fail to stress that demands for less regulation
regularly followed each slump, as well. And the argument has always
been just like yours today: regulation endangers the world of finance,
which can only lead to new slumps. Without taking any sides, one can
already predict that many regulatory measures introduced after the
2008 slump, which you mysteriously leave out of your essay’s
progression, will also be eroded over time. Until the next slump, that
is. The only question is whether one of the upcoming slumps could be
the last one, for it would lead to the collapse of the capitalist system as
a whole, as Marx predicted after the slump of 1857. The rest is
perfectly predictable.
THE EVOLUTIONARY ORIGINS
EPIDEMIC (April 15, 2014)

OF

THE

DEPRESSION

Your review of Jonathan Rottenberg’s The Depths: The Evolutionary
Origins of the Depression Epidemic (New York: Basic Books, 2014) is
rather disappointing, for it does not even mention the key words in the
book’s subtitle (“Tidal Wave,” April 12, 2014). It mentions neither the
depression epidemic nor its evolutionary origins. Now, Rottenberg
suggests that setting unobtainable goals can trigger depression or low
mood.
In particular, depression may be the result of an
overcommitment to goals that cannot be reached. Since the depression
epidemic is now typical of the so-called west, does it have to do with
its imminent economic downfall? Alternatively, does it have to do
with the imminent downfall of our civilization as a whole due to rapid
climate change? In both cases, the much-advertised goals cannot be
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reached. These would be explanations worth exploring, and not only
in medical research. This is where the evolutionary origins of
depression would be of greatest interest across the board, perhaps even
in the so-called east.
JOURNALISTS, CITIZENS (April 15, 2014)
As you report, the media across former Yugoslavia are doing badly
(“Troublesome Times,” April 12, 2014). Out of one-hundred and
eighty countries in the Reporters without Borders’ ranking of press
freedom this year, Slovenia comes thirty-fourth, Serbia fifty-fourth,
Croatia sixty-fifth, and Macedonia one-hundred and twenty-third,
while Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, and Kosovo fall
someplace between Croatia and Macedonia. Many reporters from
these countries face persecution. They report difficulties not only with
political pressures, but also pressures from a wide variety of
businesses, which are often close to political parties. All this is true
enough, but journalists are not the only ones who are oppressed across
former Yugoslavia. Far from it. Laws regulating libel and insult are
regularly used against all citizens who dare to speak their minds, not
only those from the media. The journalists’ lobby thus ought to take a
wider view of oppression across former Yugoslavia. Perhaps this
would help them establish closer ties with their readers and viewers, as
well.
NOT SO CREATIVE DESTRUCTION (July 1, 2014)
Your leader and article on higher education focus on the cost crisis,
changing labor markets, and new technology (“Creative Destruction”
and “The Digital Degree,” June 28. 2014). As you say, it has become
a middle-class entitlement after World War II, and especially in
America and Europe, but it is not value for money any longer. The
rising costs of university education are especially painful in the wake
of the global financial crisis. At the same time, many white-collar jobs
are disappearing, thus obviating the need to prepare for them. To
complete the picture, online courses on all and sundry are now
available on the Internet, which you dub a disruptive technology.
Many universities will thus suffer, and especially those that are not on
the very top of ranking lists. Rather than prop up the old institutions of
higher learning, you argue, governments should make the new ones
work better. All this stands to reason and is reminiscent of your
special report on Peter Drucker nearly a decade ago (“Trusting the
Teacher in the Gray-Flannel Suit,” November 19, 2005). He, too,
envisioned the universities’ eventual demise. However, you neglect to
mention that higher education has many functions besides education
proper. To begin with, it is a gateway for the best and the brightest
among immigrants into America and Europe. Perhaps more important,
it is a way to keep the best and the brightest out of unemployment, as
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well as out of mischief. These eminently social functions of university
education are not to be forgotten, and especially not in dire times. To
wit, governments would dismantle institutions of higher education at
their own peril.
COUNTRY OF THE YEAR (December 28, 2014)
As you say in your leader to your country of the year announcement,
this has been a bad year for many a nation state (“Hope Springs,”
December 20, 2014). Ukraine, Iraq, Syria, Nigeria, South Sudan, and
Afghanistan come to mind at once. There are some bright examples,
and especially on your home turf of economics, such as Ireland and
Iceland, but this year’s winner, Tunisia, and runner-up, Indonesia, are
surely great surprises to your readers, just as was last year’s winner,
Uruguay. In your own words, Tunisia’s economy is struggling and its
polity is fragile, but its “pragmatism and moderation have nurtured
hope in a wretched region and a troubled world.” In short, it is all
about hope, whence Uruguay’s victory last year, as well. Your country
of the year should perhaps be renamed accordingly—say, most hopeful
country of the year. In the event, many of your readers would be
greatly relieved.
AMERICAN SURVIVALISTS (December 29, 2014)
Your account of the American survivalists—or preppers, as they are
also known—is quite amusing (“I Will Survive,” December 20, 2014).
The end of the world as they see it will come after a huge solar flare,
an asteroid strike, or a dirty bomb in a big city. Their inspiration for
survival is drawn from the pioneers. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency urges everyone to have a survival kit containing
enough, food, water, and other supplies to last three days, but
survivalists go for much longer periods. The cleverest among them
have a well-supplied hideout somewhere in Idaho, Montana, or
Wyoming. What strikes me as amusing in your account is that climate
change is not even mentioned, and that long-term survival is
unimaginable without a good number of other people. Without a small
community or “tribe” capable of survival, it is hardly survival at all.
To wit, American survivalists are not up to the task. For survivalists
worthy of that name, go to the remote rural areas of Africa, Asia, and
Latin America, and perhaps even the outskirts of Europe.
DISRUPTIVE DIGITAL REVOLUTION (December 30, 2014)
Both your main leader and the associated article in the Business
Section warn of a possible repeat of the dot.com crisis in late Nineties
(“Past and Future Tense” and “Frothy.com,” December 20, 2014). As
you say, a new tech bubble is in the making, but the policymakers in
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key places have much less room for maneuver than was the case
around the turn of the millennium. This applies especially to America,
which is still at the vanguard of what you call a disruptive digital
revolution. Besides, it is enjoying a healthy recovery from the
financial crisis, and it seems to be rather alone in this regard. On top
of the plummeting oil prices and economic troubles in Russia, all this
suggests a bumpy year or two ahead. Companies you mention in this
connection are Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, and Twitter, all
leaders in disruptive digital revolution. Investments coming their way
are growing ever faster, whence the fear of another tech bubble.
Interestingly, the only sort of disruption you foresee is the burst of this
bubble. Pray, in what other way is the digital revolution disruptive?
Or is this just another nod toward Joseph Schumpeter who is among
your most precious heroes?
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